Personal
5th July, which contained the words objected to:By filling up and raising the land near the pier
with the useless ballast from the ships, and
using the frontage, he can, I think, for one-third
or one-fourth of the money, get as good results
as can be procured from the North Shore scheme.
I have consulted many people who are thoroughly
conversant with the subject, and they agree in
this opinion. This is apart altogether from the
Chamber of Commerce, who, I believe, would be
prepared to spend' a million if they could get
it from the Premier, regardless of whether the
scheme would pay after construction or not. I
"'ould point out, however, tbat if the Premier
sa ys he is going to get a sovereign for every
sovereign he spends, it will be rather a serious
tax on the farmers if they are called upon to
pay interest on the scheme at North Shore. I
llOpe the Premier win look closely into the matter and carry out tne scheme I have suggested
near Mooraoool-street, and near the present piers,
,,,here a good deal of 'work has been done recently.

Explanation.
only by our local" rag," but by public men also.
Those who have been our representatives have
danced obedience to this self-elected crowd, some
of whose members the public would not elect to
any position. No doubt these fellows, while serving their own ends and those of their friends,
would let the town get a few crumbs, so long
as the cakes would go their way; but they are
not an elected body~ and don't represent the
people. :::ltill, they seem anxious to dictate to
the people's representative, and it is refreshing
wh'en he has the courage to tell them wliat he
thinks. Labour has notlfing to thank the clique
for, nor its friends .. Not under any circumstances would labour ever get any help from
them-only opposition. Thanking you again,
I am, Dear Sir (with no axe to grind),
Yours, &c.,
AN ELECTOR.

This was written by a well-known man
at Geelong. This body claimed that they
took no part in political matters, but honorHe
able members know they did so.
?\ow the letter which he sent, and in which found instances in his correspondence that
the Chamber of Commerce wrongly stated they did interest themselves in politics, as
he had reflected upon Hansard, was dated the following extract from one of their
~ISt July, and ,v<l:s as follows:letters to him would show:Mr. Bechervaise, Secretary, Chamber of ComGeelong, June 25th, 1904.
merce, &c.-I5ear Sir.-1 have received your let'-iV. H. Colechin, Esq., M.L.A.,
ter and looked up that portion of my speech,
Parliament" House, Melbourne.
which is sixteen Jays old, and does not exactly
Dear Sir,-Should you be in Geelong shortly,
show what I was praying on the seventh page of
my speech. 'VhiJe showing the importance of and can favour me with a can, I shall be pleased
to have a talk with you over shipping wharfage
(~eelong for shipping, &c., and mention~ng the
5l:heme Jor the Geelong Foreshore as resolved in and other requirements.
I should like to say that thi.s chamber as a
meeting assembled, and which resolutions were
forwarded through me to the Premier as re- body keeps free from all party politics, its objects
(IUested, a member said that the Chamber of being simply to watch over and advance the
Commerce supported the North Shore scheme interests of the commercial and manufacturing
he fore they knew what it was. In answering community of the town and district.
Yours very truly,
him, I remember saying that they did, but that it
was not yet made public. I mentioned afterwards
EDwD. BECHERVAISE, Secretary.
privatel y that some prominent men in Geelong
preferred the Foreshore, Geelong, continuation This body had taken action in political
scheme, but that I was prepared to compare both matters time after time in carrying resoluschemes fairly, and work in the best interests of tions dealing with politics. Knowing that
r';'eelong when the Bill is circulated. As the
Melbourne Harbor Trust, who already have about they had taken certain actions personally,
[85,000 a year interest to pay, and owe and had combined to;!,ether to take action
£2,000,000, are working hard with others to get in politics, he refused to do at their behest
enormous considerations from the Government, I wtat he did not believe in, and hence the
-said that in the House, but only the first part
appeared in Jiansard. The staff of Hansard can- trouble.
The House adjourned at twenty-seven
not help such slight mistakes sometimes, as they
-sit with their backs to the Opposition. All thin,gs minutes to twelve o'clock ..
considered, I Think they do very wen, especiallY
if we compare it with a section of the press.-I
am, yours, &c.-W. H. COLECH1N.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

He had received a number of letters which
showed clearly how his action with regard
to this body was approved of. This was
one, which he had previouslv shown to
several honorable members: - .

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.

Geelong, 26.7.05.
W. H. Colechin, Esq., M.L.A.,
Parliament House, Melbourne.
Dear Si1',-I haye the honour of writing to
thank you for the stand you have taken in regard
to the so-called Chamber of Commerce and Manufactures. This clique has been "coddled" not

THE PUBLIC SERVICE.
PROMOTIONS TO THE CLERICAL
DIVISION.
11r. GAUN SO N asked the P'remier
whether it was intended that the rights of
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members of the General Division of the
Public Service who had passed the
examination for entrance to the Clerical Division of the Public Service
should be respected by appointing such
members to the Clerical Division? He said
it might be necessary to explain that the
members of the General Division of the
Public Service were entitled, on passing
an examination, to go into the 'Clerical
Division. A number of them had pointed
out to him that they were being very much
blocked, and it was for that reason that
he asked the question.
Mr. BENT.-The memorandum rec2iv(:J
from the Public Service Commissioner
is as follows:The matter of transfers from the General to
the Clerical Division is dealt with ill the Amending Public Service Bill which I have prepared,
and which is now ready for consideration by the
Cabinet.
I am disposed to recommend that whatever
modifications· of existing provisions may be
made, such modifications should not apply to
officers who have already passed the clerical examination, of whom there are twelve eligible for
transfer.

Mr. GAUNsoN.-In the meantime, he
is breaking the law.
MOORMBOOL FOREST RESERVE.

Jfi1"boo North Shire.

MIRBOO NORTH SHIRE.
DISFRANCHISEMENT OF RATEPAYERS.
Mr. WARDE asked the Minister of
Public Works if his attention had been
drawn to the disfranchisement at Mirboo
North, of 109 ratepayers out' ~f 320, for
non-payment of an extra rate of 6d. in the
£~, struck after the general rate of I,S. 6d.,
whIch they had paid j if so, did he consider their disfranchisement in accord with
.
the Local Government Act?
l\~r. E. H. CAMERON (Evelyn).-I am
adVIsed by the shire council of Mirboo
North that a general rate of IS. 6d. ill tLe
£1 was struck in October, 19°4, and also
a general rate of 6d. in the £1 in February last. Section 7 I of the Local Go,vernment Act of 1903 provides that any rate
made three months before the loth of
June must be paid by that date to entitle
persons to be enrolled.
.
FERNTREE GULLY AND
GEMBROOK RAILWAY.
THE LOCAL RATE.
Mr. KEAST asked the Minister of
Railways if he would inform the House
whether the Ferntree Gully and Gembrook
line was paying interest anad working expenses j and, if so, would he abolish the
local rate, which was very injurious to the
welfare of the district? He said that the
local rate was having a very injurious effect on the people of his electorate. One
resident of the electorate bought 2S. worth
of goods in town The other day, and the
freight charged on the parcel was 2S. 3d .
Mr. BENT.-I am informed that when
the people there wanted a railway, they
The
were prepared to pay anything.
memorandum I have received from Mr.
Tait, the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners, is as follows:-

:Mr. BAILES asked the Premier jf it
was correct that he intended to throw open,
presumably for selection, 40,000 acres of
the Moormbool Forest reserve.
He said
there had been a statement published in
one of the newspapers· of Bendigo to the
effect that the Premier contemplated throwing open 40,000 acres of the forest for
selection.
Bendigo was vitally interested
in the maintenance of that reserve to its
fullest extent, and he would like to get
an assurance from the Premier that it was
The revenu~ of the line f~om Ferntree Gully
not intended to interfere with the reserve. to Gembro.ok lS not yet suffiCient to pay intere'St
Mr. BENT. acres-

There

are

132,000

Mr. BAILES.-Not in that forest.
Mr. BENT.-There are 132,000 acres
in that forest and all about there. It produces £1,200 a year, and costs £800 to
run it. I went over that forest and all
about it some time ago, and it is intehded
to properly mark off the land where there
is no timber, and to make a permanent reservation of the land that has timber on
it.

a~d '~'0~k11lg expenses, and consequen~ly the
CommiSSIOners are unable, in conformity with
the provisions of section I4 of the Ferntree
Gully aI).d Gembrook Railway Construction Act
1898 , to recommend the abolition of local rates
in respect of the carriag~ of all classes of goods,
&c, .It may, however, be explained that in the
e:~rclse of the powers conferred under the proVISIons of Act No, 1807, the imposition of local
rates ha.s already been abolished in respect of
the carnage of the undermentioned items on the
Ferntree Gully and Gembrook line :-Fire.
wood, fencing posts, fencing rails, laths, staves,
logs, palings, pickets, piles, poles (telegraph and
scaffolding), props, sawn timber, slabs, hardwood,
s~ngle packages on the" up" journey only, consIgnments subject to smalls minimum on the
" up" journey only.
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FORlvlALIN TREATMENT OF SEED
WHEAT.
Mr. GRAHAM movedThat there be laid Defore this House a copy
of all reports and correspondence that have
passed between the Director of Agriculture and
the officer.::; and experts of the Agricultural Department on the question of the use of formalin
in preparing seed wheat.

1\1r. HUNT seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
GOVERNMENT COLD STORES
BALANCE-SHEET.
1\1r. EWEN CA:MERON (Glenelg)moved" that there be laid before this House a return
showing a commercial balance-sheet for the transactions of the Agricultural Department in connexion with the Government Cold Stores at Flinders-street for the year ended 30th June, 1905;
also a similar balance-sheet for the cold store
at Doncaster, showing capital cost and working
expenses to same date.

Mr. ROBERTSON seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
:Mr. S'VINBURNE presented a return
pursuant to the foregoing order.
MINING MANAGERS AND THEIR
EMPLOYES.
:Mr. BAILE S said he desired to move
the adjournment of the House, to enable
him to discuss the relations between mining managers ana their employes.
Twelve members having risen in their
places (as required by the standing order)
to support the motion,
Mr. BAILE S said he did not intend to
take up many minutes of the time of the
House. A seriolls charge had been made
on the floor of the House against a body
of men who had hitherto borne the highest
character in thi~ State, and it was absolutelv necessarv that no time should be lost
The
in giving it ~ flat contradiction.
honorable member for GipJ2.sland "\Ye.,t
m.ade the following statement on 25th
July last:'Ve are told that in some cases .nen hG.ve no
chance of getting employment in i~lines l!fJless
they agree to give their foreman a certain percentage of their wages every week.

Mr. WATT.-He made a similar charge
against a number of other trades.
Mr. BAILES said he wished to give that
statement of the honorable member for
Gippsland West a flat contradiction. In
the past, he (Mr. Bailes) had been the repository of the grievances of the miners
Ses8ion 1905.- [3 I
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in every shape and form, but never had he
heard a word breathed as to such a state of
things existing as that mentioned.
The
mining managers of Bendigo-and he was,
only going to speak for them because otherhonorable members representing mining~
districts could speak for their own districts
-felt the accusation very keenly, and at
their meeting held last Saturday night!>
passed the following resolution-Mr. GA UN SO N rose to a point of order.
He said that the accusation complained of
was made by the honorary :Minister in moving the second reading of the Secret Commissions Prohibition Bill.
He did not
propose to discuss. whether the statement
was correct or not, but he wished to know
if the proper time to bring up this matter
would not be when Lte second-reading
debate was resumed. As indicated b\'
the honorable member for Essendon in al;
interjection, othef1 honorable members
might wish to refer to statements made bv
'the honorary Minister, and they mig11t
have to do so by moving the adjournment
of the House on successive days.
~h. ~TATT said that the p~oper time to
deal with the honorary "Minister's state·
ments would be when the Bill came on for
further consideration.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Supposing
the Bill never comes on?
Mr. . WATT said that the honorable
member who moved the second reading of
the Bill had reflected on quite a number
of persons in the State.
Some of them
might have deserved the reflection, but a
It was
multitude of others did not.
unwise to refer to the Minister's statements
on a motion for the adjournment of the
House, as other members might be compelled to take the same course.
Mr. COLECHIN said that the honorable member for Bendigo East had asked
for an adjournment on a certain question.
It would be unfair to alter the motion. If
any other honorable member had a desire
to bring something else before the House,
he would have a right to submit another
motion.
Mr. BAILE S said he desired to point
out that there was a bare possihility of the
Secret Commissions Prohibition Bill not
If that happened the
coming on "again.
men who resented ver\' keenlv indeed tIlt'
stigma which had been ~ast upon them would
be given no opportunitv through their representatives of havi~g the allegation denied
in the place where it had been made. Had he
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been allowed, he would have finished by fleet on the honorable member for Gi ppsthis time, as .he had only desired to read land West, but he had to say that that
the resol~tion passed at Bendigo.
honorable member was certainly ill-advised'
The SPEAKER.-The honorable mem- when he made the remarks complained of.
ber for Bendigo is in order. Very serious l\lost of the people in the country would
allegations were made against certain mem- be surprised to read of such scandals utbers of the community when the Secret Com- tered against the mining community. The
missions Prohibition Bill was submitted for Minister had said, "We are told by men
its second reading. No doubt the hon- acquainted with mining that from the
orable member has no right to debate the troll y boy up to the foreman, and in some
second reading of that Bill now, but he cases up to the legal manager, the callhas a perfect right, as a matter of urgency, ing is reeking with corruption." If that
to remove, if he can, the stigma referred to was true, he (Mr. Kirkwood) had no right
from those persons who are affected by it; to be sitting in this House to-day, and he
and I consider that he has acted quite certainly contradicted the accusation to the
properl y in bringing the matter before the utmost of his power. He did not exactly
House so that he might refute the allega- blame the honorable member for Gippstions made by the Minister in moving the land West, because he presumed that somebody had been pulling or drawing his leg.
second reading of the Bill.
Mr. BAILES said that he only wanted There were 60 mining directors in conto read the resolution passed by the min- nexion with his (Mr. Kirkwood's) office,
ing managers of Bendigo on Saturday last. and he never before heard any such accusation against them or those under them all
It wasthe time he had been a legal manager.
That this Bendigo District Mining Mana- Whoever told the honorable g~ntleman that
<rers' Association enter a strong protest fo Mr.
~1::tckey's remarks, delivered in his place in Par- mining managers or foremen took tips from
liament, tlwt the mining business is reeking with trolly boys or men who wanted to get work,
corruption; that no one can get work unless he was entirely incorrect.
Whoever' told the
gi ves a part 0 f his pay to the boss or to the honorable gentleman that, had told him a
foreman. "'Ve declare it to be a libel on the
downright lie. Still, it :iad to be recogemployers of the field.
nised that the honorable t:{entleman could
Mr. Sl\HTH remarked that, as one who be misled. The kind of allegation referred
had lived in a mining community all his to might apply to the butter business, but
life, he was not aware of the things' which it did not apply to mining. He (Mr. Kirkwere attributed to mining managers by the wood) certainly denied that anything of the
honorable member for Gippsland West. He kind existed in connexion with mining. A
(l\Ir. Smith) also desired to observe that more honorable set of men than the miners,
he had been credited with having practi- including boys, men, directors, mining
call y given some fresh ground for the be- managers, and legal managers, never exlief that the tipping system existed in con- isted. He, therefore, supported the honnexion with mining \~·ork. He had been orable member for Bendigo East in his
credited with an interjection during the action, and he hoped that the honorable
speech of the Minister on the second read- member for Allandale would haye someing of the Bill, which interjection had no thing to say on this subject.
right to be attributed to him at all. That
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. said he
interjection was, "It is a great evil in regretted he was not present when the
mining." The Minister immediately took Minister moved the second reading of
hold of that interjection and said, " I am the Secret Commissions Prohibition Bill.
glad to have that confirmation."
He (Mr. Had he been present he would have
Smith) did not make the interjection, and joined with the honorable member for
he had now only to say that from his know- Maryborough in resenting the statement
ledge ~there was no foundation Jor the complained of.
It had to be recogcharge which the Minister made, and he nised that the honorable member for
wished to emphasize the protest made by Gippsland West was not a mining n:an,
the meeting of Saturday night.
and that, by the information gIven
l\[r. KIRKWOOD stated that he had re- him with regard to mining, he had been
ceived from the mining managers a letter completely and thoroughly misled.
The
similar to that quoted from by the hon- honorable member for Bendigo East was
.mable member for Bendigo East. He was CJuite right in taking action to remove the
"ery sorry to say anyfhing seeming to re- slur, not only on behalf of the mining
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managers, but on behalf of all under them.
He (Sir Alexander Peacock) had never before heard any whisper, indication, or suggestion of such a charge against the mining
community as had been made by the Minister in charge of the Bill. He resented the
charge on behalf of his constituents and on
behalf of himself. The miner was one of
the most independent of men, no matter
how bad was his luck, and to say that he
would be guilty of offering a tip to get
What would the
work was ridiculous.
poor unfortunate miner °haYe to offer, anyhow? He (Sir Alexander Peacock) felt
in this matter not only for the managers,
but also for the men. A 'g,reat error of
judgment had been made by tt.e :Minister
in bringing forward his argument.
All
the same, the :Minister \yould be helped to
make his Bill as perfect as possible,
althouah he had made a mistake in attackHe (Sir Alexing th: mining community.
ander Peacock) was now forty-four years
of age, and had never ~e~ore heard even a
whisper of wt.at the :r"hmster had accused
He
mining manaaers and foremen of.
was sorrv that the Minister had made this
error of -judgment.
:Hr. OUTTRIM said that when the
Minister made the statement in the House,
he (Mr. Outtrim) challenged it at once, and
was very sorry to hear somebody behind
t.im infer that the statement was well
founded. He thought, however, that the
interiection was· made under a misapprehension, and also that the Minister had
heen under a misapprehension.
He (~Ir.
Outtrim) could say, after a very long experience, that such a thing as. tipping, for
work in the mining industry had no existence in Victoria. He hoped the :Minister
would take the statements made by the mining members as correct. Taking the mining community as a whole, the working
miners, the managers, the bosses of shifts,
and all connected with the work, he did
not think that it was possible to find a more
honest set of men or a set of men less
likely to ask or take tips of or from one
another. He hoped the Minister would accept the assurances now offered that there
was nothing at all in the accusation he
had made.

and their
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ister to keep better company, or, at any rate,
.to get more reliable information ,yhen
speaking on mining subjects. So far as he
(Mr. McGregor) knew of mining managers,
in Victoria, they, instead of asking anything from men in want of employment,
were more accustomed to put their hands
h their pockets to assist such men in getting work. He was sure .that the Minister,
when he found that he had spoken on unreliable information, would withdraw the
reflection cast upon the mining commnnity.
Mr. McGRATH stated that it was he
who made the interjection that had been
denied by the honorable member for Bendigo West. But when he spoke of there
being a great evil in the mining business, he
referred to the commission evil, and not to
the alleged tipping by boys and men seeking employment. He did not know uf a
single case in which such tipping occurred.
The commission business was, however, a
serious evil in the mining industry, and if
a commission was appointed to inquire into
that matter, there would be disclosures as
areat as had been made by the Butter Com~ission. He felt that the :L\J.inister had
made a slight mistake in what he had
said about boys and men seeking employ,
ment in the m-ining industry.

Mr. BEARD said he desired to say a
word or two in favour of the honorary 1\[1nister. It could be easily understood that
what was said by that :L\1inister ,,"as not a
charge levellell against anybody in particular. The honorable gentleman was only
speaking generally. Being a professional
man. and not accustomed to trading, it was
not iikely that he spoke from his own knowledge, but had only spoken from ,,-hat
others had told him, and he did so in a general wav, and not' meaning that what he
alleged prevailed to a large extent. There
were, however, cases in which men did act
in the wav that the :Minister had stated.
As a trades unionist, he (Mr. Beard) had
often come in contact with men who gro ..
veIled around foremen, "shouting" for
them, and doing almost any mean action to
get a job. Such men were beneath contempt; yet, as he had said, he had known
many such who got work, not because they
were specially adapted, or because they
~.rr. McGREGOR stated that he also got a fair chance, but because they boozed
desired to enter his. protest against Hie re- up foremen, Or tipped them in some way.
flection cast upon mining managers. There In a general sense, he thought the Minister
",,'as rightly enough a chorus of mining was quite justified in the statements he
members against what the ~ljnister had said made when moving the second reading of
in that regard. He would advise the Min- the Bill.
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Mr. MACKEY remarked that he would
like again to call the attention of the
House to the exact words he used with
reference to mining managers.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It read a
great deal worse in the daily press than
in Hansard.
Mr. MACKEY said that what he stated
was-

and their Employes.

·Mr. MACKEY said that he would
accept the honorable members' statements
to the fullest extent, for they were speaking from a very wide experience.
He
thought that their statements went to show
that this practice only existed, and could
only exist, if it did exist,; amongst a small
minority.
Mr. MCGREGOR.--You are making out
In some cases men had no chance of getting that it is a practice.
employment in mines unless they agreed to give
Mr. MACKEY s.aid that it was not so.
their foreman a certain percentage of their wages
He did not suggest that the practice was
every week.
universal.
Then the honorable member for MarvMr. "vV ATT.-You state "practice."
borough interjectedMr. MACKEY said that the st,atement
I do not think that is correct.
he made was made on good authority, and
Then he (Mr. Mackey) said
that statement he would adhere to.
I do not suggest that the practice is universal, Throughout the whole of his speech, wherebut I am told it does exist.
ever he had referred to any occupation, he
He
referred only to particular cases.
Mr. BEARD.-Hear, hear.
carefully
guarded
himself
throughout.
He
IV[r. MACKEY said that there was a
statement obviously directed at a minority would not venture to slander any body of
of the men.
Tl;e miners of this State men as a mass in 'any occupation.
Mr. McGREGOR.-Give the name of the
numbered near 30,000, and the mining
managers numbered many hundreds. Could manager, and he will be hounded out of
any honorable member say that not one the State.
Mr. MACKEY said that the honorable
of those thousands of men on the one hand,
member
would perhaps like him to give
or not one of those hundreds of mining
managers an the other, had been guilty of the names of the miners, and would like
any crime, and that only a few had been them to be marked men.
Mr. BAILEs.-Give the name of the
guilty of the ,awful crime of taking commining
manager.
mjssion of this sort?
Mr. MACKEY said that it was a most
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Now you are
making it worse. I never heard of it, and extraordinary thing that a body of menhe referred to both the legal managers and
I have lived all my life amongst them.
Mr. MACKEY said that he (Mr. the mining managers-the great mass of
whom everyone would admit to be high
~Iackey) was not a mine manager, nOr had
he been a miner. He depended upon the minded and honorable men, should meet
statements of men who earned their li'ving and take unto themselves charges that
in the mines, and they had told him were stated to be directed at only a small
that that was correct. H"onorable members minority of them, as if a large applicaHe 'was
knew that under our wholesome wages tion was generally intended.
There was no necesboard system, certain wages were fixed, yet astonished at it.
In the case of
it was freely admitted that in many cases sity for that to be done.
the nrovislon was defeated bv a return to the legal managers, every honorable memthe employer.
.
ber knew, apart from those who were in
this HOllse,' that the legal managers were
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-Hear, hear.
:Mr. MACKEY said that, in the case of men whose reputation would stand alongBut was
the miners, there was a strong union which side that of any profession.
enforced a living wage for miners. Could there any profession in Melbourne which
any mining representative say that in no did not contain some black sheep?
Honcase throughout the whole of the State did orable members had seen correspondence
this practice exist?
in the newspapers in reference to this
Si'r ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-We can say matter, as to certain other professions.
'VB never heard of it, and if it was brought
Men, while disclaiming that .any such
up before the A. M.A. they would deal practice prevailed in their profession.
with it very promptly. .,
stated that they had rules against the pracMr. BAILEs.-In Bendigo it does not tice, indicating very clearly that they knew
exist.
the practice existed in certain cases, and
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that it was necessary to make these rules
to purge their association of those who
might offend in this way.
With regard
to the mining managers, he had not the
slightest doubt that if they could put their
finget on any case, they would be the first
to purge themselves of a man ·who was unworthy of the occupation.
In the case
of mining managers and legal managers,
who had no rules, or in the case of medical men or architects, who had rules, indeed, in the case of men of all professions
in this community, they should welcome
any measure that would help to purge their
associations of unworthy members.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-SO we do.
Mr. MACKEY said that what he protested against was that his remarks, which
were obviousl y directed towards a small
minoritv should be said to be applicable
to a gre~t body of men, the great mass of
"vhom must be, according to their reputation, high-minded and honorable.
Mr. GAUNSON observed that he was
.1stonished to see here a representative of
labour describe the noble working man as
"crawling round."
Mr. BEARD.-There are other crawlers
too.
.
Mr. GAUNSON said that he was qUIte
sure of that.
The noble working man,
as described bv the honoraol ef member,
could not be the only crawler.
But he
eMr. Gaunson) rose to call attention to. the
wa v in which a labour member descnbed
th~ noble working man, speaking of him
as a "crawler, crawling round."
Having
got that off his chest, sO to speak, he now
wished to refer to the honorable member
who had just sat down. He thought that
that honorable member had made the
matter worse.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am sure of

it.

and Amendment Bill.

marked man."
Under the Bill such a
man was to be a criminal, and was to be
a marked man by having the broad arrow
upon him. Fancy that being said to a
solemn body of men, and then for the
honorable member to end up with a prean
of praise for the noble army of magnificent mining managers and legal managers,
and so on. And yet that statement went
pretty well broadcast. It struck him (Mr.
Gaunson) as a very solid argument against
the honorable member's Bill, and he intended to oppose it tooth and nail.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member may tell me that on the second reading.
Mr. GAUNSON said that he had finished his remarks.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was negatived.
VICTORIAN RAILvVAYS ?\'[OTOR
BILL.
Mr. BENT moved for leave to introduce
a Bill. t? enable the Victorian Railways
CommISSIOners to construct, acquire maintain, and use motor carriages -or ~ars for
passenger or goods traffic.
The motion was agreed to.
The .Bill was then brought Ill, and read
a first time.
TOBACCO

SELLERS

BILL.

:Mr. BENT moved for leave to bring in
3. Bill relating to sellers of tobacco, cigars,
CIgarettes, and snuff.
Mr. OUTTRIM.--Is that a near relation
of mine?
Mr. BENT.-No.
The motion was. agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.

"VATER ACTS CONSOLIDATION
AND :AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went intp Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Consideration was resumed of clause 8,
which provided, inter alia, as follows:-

Mr. GAUNSON said that the honorable
member had made it ten thousand times
It was idle to say that the honworse.
orable member's remarks were intended for
The honorable member
one or two men.
The owner or occupier of any land adjacent
A practice was to the bed or bank of any river, creek, stream,
spoke of " the practice."
a practice.
The practice was not uni- or water-course, or of any lake by this Act deversal.
There was a law against mu!der, clared to have remained the property of the
but the' practice of murder was not uni- Crown, may, notwithstanding anything in this
Act contained, have and Rursue against any perThe honorable member was asked son trespassing upon the portion of such bed or
versal.
to give the name of the mining manager or bank to which such land is adjacent any rethe legal manager who had played the medy for such trespass which such owner or
might have had and pursued if this Act
game so low down.
The honorable mem- occupier
had not passed, and as if such person were a
ber sheltered himself behind the statement trespasser upon land in the possession of such
that to do that would make the man "a owner or occupier,
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and of Mr. Swinburne's amendmentThat the words
be omitted.

n

the bed or bank of," line (2),

The amendment was agreed to.
1\1r. SWINBURNE movedThat the words "of any lake," line (3), be
struck out, and the words " any lake the bed and
banks wnereof are" be substituted in lieu
thereof.

The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was passed.
:Mr. SWINBURNE called attention to
clause I2, providing for a right of entry
by the Crown to prevent interference with
a water-course, and giving the Crown power
to take measures " for the protection of the
bed and banks over or within which it
flows or is contained." He movedThat after the word "contained" the following words be inserted :-" And for removing any
obstruction from :>uch bed and for clearing and
deepening the channel of any such river, creek 1
stream, or water-course."

The amendment was agreed 'to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
Mr.t SWINBURNE drew attention to
clause 49, which provided that the Commission should prepare a report of proceedings, and a statement of the moneys
received and the matters and purposes for
which they were disbursed, and movedThat the words "and showing in regard to
each of such matters and purposes the balance
of receipts and disbursements brought forward
from the previous year and the balances at the
end of the financial year dealt with in such statement" be inserted after the word" disbursed."

He said this amendment was proposed to
meet the suggestion of the honorable member for Melbourne, so that the accounts
could be made perfectly clear, and the
debits and credits could be continued the
same as in the Railway Accounts.
Mr. "'vV A TT asked if the Minister proposed to recommit the clause that regulated
the interest to be paid by irrigation and
water trusts?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There is an amendment circulated on it.
The clause is
clause 274.
:Mr. CULLEN.-Then there is also an
amendment circulated by the honorable
member for S'wan Hill.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-That amendment is
for the third reading.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Oh, no, that
is for Committee. Give us that, and we
will be satisfied.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I agreed with you last
session. You are never satisfied.

and Amendment 'Bill.

The amendment was aiS.reed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
:\1r. SWINBURNE drew attention to

clause 61, which provided for the apportionment of surplus water for irrjgation,
and movedThat the following words be omitted :-" Out
of the rest of such available remainder after
providing for such water rights as aforesaid the
C?m,mission. n:ay . supply water to any lands
withm the lfnga~lOn and water supply district
by agreement wIth the occupiers or owners
thereof; but such water shall be charged for at
a rate of payment per unit of volume not less
than that imposed upon the occupiers or owners
of such lands in respect of water apportioned
as water rights"; and the followin a words be
inserted in lieu thereof :-" After pr~viding for
slIch water rights as aforesaid the Commission
shall if thereto required by the occupiers or
o:vners of any lands planted with fruit tree~
vmes or otlier perennial plants out of the rest
of such available remainder supply to such lands
such volumes of water as would in the opinion
of the Commission be sufficient for the reasonable irrigation thereof; and may thereafter
furthe~ st~pply water to any other ·lands \vithin
such dIstnct by agreement with the occupiers f)r
owners tnereof; and all water so supplied shall
be charged for at a !ate of payment per unit of
v?lume not less than that imposed upon the occupIers or owners of such lands in respect of water
apportioned as water rights."

He said that by this clause the commissioners made an allotment of three-quarters
of the suppl v, and then thev had availabJe
one quarter. - A great mam; orchardists in
the irrigation districts felt that they should
have a prior claim to that quarter," because
their orchards were of great value, and
there shoul d be no doubt about their getting
the wh?le of the wat~r to irrigate the crop.
Accord1l1g to the BIll, the Commission
could not allot water in the first instance to
irrigate the whole of every man's area, but
powers were now taken for the Commission
at the request of an orchardist to allot
him water from the balance to i:rigate the
whole of his land. The Committee should
agree to this proposal in order to encourarre
intense culture in every possible w a\'o
b
The amendment was agreed to, ~nd the
clause, as amended, was passed.
Mr. SWINBURNE drew attention to
clause 64, whicr.. provided that certain works
should be free headworks, and movedThat the following words be added :-" Main·
ten:moe as referred to in this section does not
include pumping or otherwise raising water bv
any mechanical appliance."
.

The
clause,
Mr.
clause

amendment was agreed to, and the
as amended, was passed.
SWINBURNE drew attention to
70, which related to the rates and
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charg,es for the supply of water in the Gee- there should be some power in the Minister
long and Coliban districts, and of which to exempt certain lands, such as municipal
tr.e last paragraph was as follows:councils had now with regard to health
But no such rate shall exceed the amount of rates, or a discretionary power should be
. seyen pounds ten shillings per cent. per annum given to the Commission .
on the net annual value of the lands and teneMr. SWINBURNE.--Discretionary powers
ments in respect of which such rate is made and
are
very dangerous in a matter of this
levied. Provided however that the rate for the
supply of water as aforesaid to any tenement ldnd.
shall not be less than the sum of twenty shilSir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Under the
lings per annum except in the case of land on Local Government Act the municipalities
which there is no building.
have power to remit rates for poor people.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It is very seldom
He movedThat the words "(except in the case of land done.
Mr. LAWSON said the municipal counon which there is no building)" be inserted after
the word "that" (line 5), and that the words cils had power to remit rates to any poor
"except in the case of land on which there 1S person on account of poverty, but in regard
no building" (lines 8 and 9), be omitted.
to the health rates they could exempt cer1-.1r. LAWSOX said he quite saw that tain land from the operation of the Act.
this amendment was onfy changing the Under the Local Government Act that could
position of the words the :Minister had in- be done, and the Minister should take that
power for the Commission here. It would
dicated.
:Mr. SWINBURNE.-As you pointed out, to be only exercised when a good case had
make it plain.
been shown, and it would certainly be a
Mr. I.,A WSO~ said this matter intra- loop-hole of escape where great hardship
,<luced a new principle, or tended to carry might otherwise be inflicted. He would
jnto practice a regulation which had not like the Minister to give it his sympathetic
previously been in force in regard to the attention, and look into it and see whether
rating of unimproved land. According to an amendment could not be inserted in this
tt.is clause these people would be rated at clause to safeguard those cases.
7~· per cent. on the n~t annual valuation.
1\1r. BAILES said that he desired to
Was it proposeJ that it should be at all direct the attention of the Minister to one
possible to have any exemption?
The little matter with a view to the honorable
:Minister ,,'oldd know that in this district gentleman making an amendment.
The
there were a number of small mining town- maximum rate to be charged for domestic
ships that ,,'ere almost dying out. They supply was: now fixed at 7! per cent., but
',,"ould die out unless there ,,'as a gold-mining there was no provision whatever for a maxirevival, and there ,,,ere a number of allot- mum rate for mining purposes. The rates
ments of land t1:.at ,,'ere practically worth- that were being charged now foor water for
Jess. In fact, it would be almost impos- mining purposes were very much in excess
sible to give them away now. Could not of what they had been. He was not makthe 1\Jinister possibly consider some scheme ing any att~mpt by what he was saying to
hv wbich I and of that nature should be .get any reduction, but it was quite possible
E'~empt?
He ,\'as absolutely with the that in later years the Commission, realiz2\ Tinister in ,,,hat the honorable gentleman ing the fact that the mines generally had
,\'anted to do.
He quite agreed that in to depend exclusively now on the Coliban
cases where the main passed unimproved for water supply to carryon their mining
land that lanel should pay a fair thing,. operations, might seek to augment their
The l\Iinister's proposal seemed to be fair, revenue by increasing the water ,rates for
but there were cases where the land simply mining ptuposes to such an extent as to
,,"ould not stand this tax. He had town- cripple the mining industry altogether.
ships in his mind's eye-Mr. SWINBURNE.-They are getting the
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-If it is only IS. 6d.
jn the £1, if there is no value tI-.ere will water very cheap now.
Mr. BAILES said that the mines were
be no rate.
Mr. LAWSON said there was a little paying 100 per cent. more than i.rrigationists had to pay.
rate on the land.
Mr. SWINBURNE.--And that is very
Mr. SWINBURNE.-If the value is only
cheap
for manufacturing purpo'ses.
:'£1 a year, the rate would be only IS. 6d.
Mr. BAILES said surelv the Minister
~1r. LA 'V SON said if this principle
,was going to be established indiscriminately did not call mining manufacturing?

•
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"Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes, when the water'
is used for boilers.
Mr. BAILES said if manufacturers'
money was not invested in safer speculations than mining he would be sorry for
the prospects of the manufacturers of Victoria.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It is the cheapest
water used for steam purposes in the
world.
Mr. BAILES said the mines were paying double the rates charged for irrigation,
but they did not complain about it. Could
not the Minister have a maximum charge
for mining purposes included in this Bill
under the Coliban scheme? It was only
fair to safeguard an industry that had done,
and was doing, a great deal for the State,
and it would be a pity to put into the hands
of the Commission a power to extort such a
rate as would absolutely cripple the industry.
Sir ALEXAKDER PEACOCK observed that he was expecting the Minister
to say something in reply to the honorable
member for Castlemaine. He quite understood the cases mentioned bv the honorable
member for Castlemaine, but by this clause
it would be absolutely mandatory on the
Commission to make the charges fixed.
There would be no discretionary power left
to the :Minister, such as was vested in
municipal bodies. The Minister, not being
a country resident, could not appreciate the
difficulties that tho:;e who lived in the country districts sav,-. Last week, the Minister
of Land, sent up the Survevor-General to
a part of his (Sir Alexander Peacock's)
electorate, where mining had gone down,
and where now,
according to the
Lands Department officials, some poor
old persons were technically in illegal possession. Their miner's rights cO'llld not be
registered. Some of them could not afford
to pay even the half-crown. His experience, and that of honorable members generally, was that the Minister of Lands did
not stand too much on red tape in dealing
with cases, and he was glad to be able to
say that about the honorable gentleman.
The Surveyor-General (Mr. Reed), who was
sent up to inspect and report on these cases,
stated that it was really a painful day for
him to see these poor old peaple. If these
cases had "happened in the Coliban area,
he could quite understand how some Government officials there would force these
The Minister
poor old people to pay.
should show a little of the milk of human
kindness.

and Amendment Bill.

:Mr. SWINBURNE.-I have done so in the
case of old-age pensioners. Where a case
is put before me I willingly do it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said he
had been very glad to read in the press of
what the Minister had done in taking upon
himself to remit the water rates ,vherever
the Coliban scheme was serving people who
were receiving old-age pensions. He did
not know whether the Minister had the leg.'.:!l
power to do that, but, even if he had not,
nobody would ever find fault with him.
Section 295 of the Local Government Act
gave power to a municipal coundl to remit
"rates to people on account of poverty, and
surely to goodness if tbe State was possessed of its own waterworks in different
parts of the country, a similar" power ought
to be vested in the Minister. He hoped the
honorable gentleman would think ,over the
question before the third reading, and, jf
h~ did make prm/ision for a power of this
kind, he would be carrying out the wishes
'Of all parties and sections of the HOll"e.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I will look into the
matter.
1\1r. COLECHIN said he would like to
know if it was possible to make an alteration to meet the case of charities. The
councils now had the right to remit certain
rates in the case of charities.
Mr. SWINBURNE said he had agreed
to consider the matter mentioned bv
the honorable member for Geelong befor~
to-morrow. With reference to the matter
raised by the honorable member for Bendigo East, he (Mr. Swinburne) thought it
would be very injudicious to put a schedule
of chaTges in the Bill. If a maximum charge
were put in the Bill another Act of Parliament would be required to alter it. Honorable members were hardl y justified in assuming that the commissioners would act
otherwise than the Department had done.
It would be the business of the <;:<;>mmissioners to encourage water consumption.
Honorable members should have every
confidence that justice would be dealt out
in the future as it always had been in the
past.
Mr. LAWSON said the IV[inister must
see that this dause differed from the section in the Act. There was an instruction
in the clause to the Commission in the
words : And SUCil rates shall be made to recoup the
cost of the maintenance and management of such
works and such proportiqn as the Commission
may deem reasonable of the interest to be provided upon the amounts debited in the bookc;
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of account of the Commission in respect of such
area and district and of the work for the supply
of ,vater thereto.

others that there should be some option
given to the councils who were receiving
water free to make a small charge one or
two days a week. The alteration proposed
would enable that to be done 1 and would
enable some trusts to' make a charge for
water supplied to hospitals. The case of the
Mooroopna trust was broug.ht under his
notice which was receiving at present about
£70 for water from the local hospital. That
hospital accommodated a very large district
indeed-in f.act, the whole of the Rodney
shire. The trust was in a very poor way, and
if it had to supply water free to a hospital
supported by a large community it would
be hardly fair. It was, therefore, to be
made optional, and the Governor in Council could exercise discretion.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) said he
was pleased to hear the Minister's statement. It appeared to him that under this
clause the Government might refuse to pay
for water .supplied to lunatic asylums, but
he understood that the insertion of the
words now proposed would remove that
doubt.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Yes.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Mr. SWINBURNE called attention to
clause 26r, which was as follows:-

SST

Then it was provided that the rate should
not exceed 7 ~ per cent. The districts
affected were satisfied with the administration of the Department, but as the Commission would be unable to increase the
domestic rate they might interpret the direction of this clause as an indication that
Parliament intended that the r.ates for
irrigation and for mining purposes and
other supplies-Mr. SWINBuRNE.-No.
Mr. LAWSON said he could understand
the apprehension that the mining companies felt.
Members had received letters
from the Mine Managers' Association at
Bendigo, which had taken this matter up,
and requested that a maximum charge
should be inserted. If he got some assurance from the Minister that it was not
intended that the direction should be read
as an instruction to increase the charge he
would be content.
Mr. SWINBURNE said he was willing
to give a. very emphatic assurance that it
was not meant to increase the charges for
sluicing and mining. He was glad to put
it on record in Hansard that it was not his
intention nor the intention of the Ministry
that it should be done.
Every such rate may be either uniform in
Mr. KIRKWOOD said that there were
amount on all the lands and tenements in the
a number of old-age pensioners in Bendigo urban district or may vary in amount upon a
whose allowance had been reduced from sliding scale according to the valuation of the
8s. to 7s. a week. They should be allowed various lands and tenements; but no such rate
to get water free, as they were not able to shall in respect of anyone tenement be less
than the sum of Twenty shillings per annum,
pay for it.
except in the case of land on which there is no
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I should be very glad building,
to do that and if the honorable member
brings any case under my notice I will and movedsee to it at once.
That the words "except in the case of land
on which there is no building" be inserted aiter
The amendments were agreed to.
the word" rate" (line 5), and that all the words
The clause. as amended, was agreed to.
from the word " except" to the word" building"
IVlr. SWINBURNE called attention to inclusive,
at the end of the clause, be omitted.
the following paragraph of clause 20 9:He said that this was the same amendment
In all the pipes to which any fire plug is
fixed the Authority shall, unless prevented by un- as was made in clause 70.
The amendments were agreed to, and
usual drought or other' unavoidable accident, or
e1uring necessary repairs" provide and keep ~on the clause, as amended, was adopted.
stantly laid on for use WIthout charge a suffiCIent
Mr. CULLEN (in the absence of Mr.
sl:pply of water for the following purposes,
GRAY) called attention to' the following
paragraph of clause 274:and movedThat the words "the Governor in Council in
any case by order otherwise directs or unless the
Authority is" be inserted after the word "unless."

He said that this alteration was proposed
after consideration of the remarks made by
the honorable member for Castlemaine and

Every such half-yearly payment m:ly be applied by the Treasurer for interest at rhe rate
of four and one-quarter per cent. per annum en
the balance of principal outstanding fr-om time
to time; :mel the difference between the amount
of sush half-yearly payment and the amount
applied for interest shan be applied in reduction
of principal,
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and movedThat the word "may" be omitted with the
view of inserting the word "shall"; that ~Jit:
words "and one quarter" be omitted, and that

the following words, ,; unless the interest to Dc
paid by the Treasurer on waterworks loans be
by any future contingency increased, in whi.:.h
case a corresponding increase of interest ~r,all be
paid by the authority" be added to the para-

graph.

-

He said that this amendment had been circulated by the honorable member for Swan
, Hill, who was absent. The matter dealt
with in the amendment was discussed last
session, and it was desired to make it clear
that the trusts would be charged 4 per
cent. interest, and a ~ per cent. for sinking fund. The amendment was a fair and
reasonable one. It was not desired that
the rate should be kept at 4 per cent. if
the Treasurer had to pay more for the
loans; but he did not wish' the Treasurer
to make any profit. The trusts were prepared to pay in interest what the loans
cost the Government. Some of the trusts
had large loans, but nearly all of them
met their liability every year. He hoped
the Minister would accept the amendment.
:Mr. SWINBURNE remarked that there
was a great controversy over this clause last
session, and he supplied members with a
great deal of information. He explained
the clause to them privately, and he thought
the matter had been settled. Now it came
up again. The settlement arrived at last
year was fair to the trusts and the Treasury.
The amendmen~ now proposed
would be partly met by the one he intended
to propose. The :Municipal Association
had issued a circular broadcast, and he
supposed every m~mber had received his
little instruction from the local trust. He
proposed that the clause should be altered
so that the rate should not exceed 41 per
cent. It was said that as the clause read
now the word "may" might be read as
" shall," and that the Treasurer would be
compelled to charge 41 per cent. He proposed to alter that, so that there should be
no doubt that 41 per cent. would be the
maximum. The clause also read that the
rate could be reduced from time to time
as the Treasurer saw his way to do so.
Mr. CULLEN.-My amendment gives a
larger power.
Mr. SWINBURNE said it gave very
peculiar powers, and he could not understand it. The loans to the various trusts
had been taken from a great variety of
10ans. The amendment had the fault that

and A mendment Bill.

if a loan from which money for Ararat
was taken fell due in time of war, the Go:ernment might have to pay 6 per cent. on
It, and they would have to charge Ararat
6 per cent.; while if' a few years afterwar<;ls a loan from which Bairnsdale might
r~celve an advance fell clue in peacefu~
tImes, the Gm:ernment might have to pay
4 per cent. on It, and would have to charO'e
Bairnsdale 4 per cent. Each trust would
be charged in accordance with the payment
made by the Government for the loan from
w,hich the money had been taken. He hopec1
the Committee would not accept the amendment of the honorable member, for the
clause permitted the Treasurer to charO'e
up to 41 per cent., and if money could
be got by the Government
at 3per cent., to charge only 3~ per cent.,.
allowing only I per cent. to go into the
sinking fund, which he \\'3S sure the Tre;1surer would be only too gl,ad to do if he
could get cheap mone\'. The amendment
attempted to make it" mandaton' that the
?IDount payable should be 4 per" cent., but
It was a very complicated amendment. and
~t would be most injudicious to put it "in as
It stood at present. It did not express the
meaning of the honorable member who
moved it. He hoped that there would not
be a long debate on this point, and that the
-amendment he (Mr. Swinburne) propose(l
would be accepted. If the amendment proposed by the honorable member for Swan
Hill was persisted in it would lead to an
immense amount of trouble. It was indefinite and wanted .a lot of explanation. As
he (Mr. Swinburne) pointed out last year,
all the Government loans had cost about
£3 lIS. Tod. or £3 12S., and it was understood from the start that waterworks trusts
should pay an extra ~ per cent. to cover
depreciation 'and the expenses. of the De~
partment. There was no intention on the
part of the Treasurer to charge more than
4 per cent. under present conditions. It
was only in the case of a rare emergenc\'
when perhaps new loans had to be floaterT
that that charge would be exceeded. If a
loan of say £5,000,000 had to be floaten
in say five years' time, 'and if there was a
war on at that time, and 6 per cent. had
to be paid, of cours.e that wOlild raise the
averag.e interest. Then the Treasurer might
ask the trusts to pay a shilling or 1\vo more.
But, subsequently, the interest might come
down again b~7 getting loans floated at .a
cheaD rate.
By the clause now proposed
by the hOllorable member for Sw:m Hill,
however, they would have to debit the
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watenrorks trnsts with the interest at which could not be accounted for by ex.the loans were floated.
penses. That difference was larger than
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Th.at would it ought to be.
Even allowing for
be unworkable.
commission in London, interest, cost of reMr. SWINBURNE said it would be un- demption, and other charges, there would be
The Government guaranteed a surplus of £8,00p or £10,000 left in the
workable.
that not more than 4t per cent. would be hands of the Government. He would like
charged for interest, and it was the de- to know what the Minister of Water Supply
liberate intention of the Government to have proposed to do with that money.
these waterworks loans wiped out as soon
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK ex.as possible. If it had not been for the pressed the opinion that the Minister fairly
,crippling of some of the trusts he would well met the case in the amendment which he
have adopted the municipal system had circulated. . He (Sir Alexander Peaof wiping out loans in 33 years.
That, cock) remembered the discussion which took
however, would have been a hardship in place last session, when the word" mav "
some cases, and the Government had not was interpreted by the lawyers as meaning
intended to do anything in that direction. " shalL"
The sinking fund of a ! per cent. growing
Mr. l\luRRAy.-Not always.
with compound interest would wipe out
Mr. MACKINNoN.-Where a duty is imthe loans in 50 years.
He sincere 1y posed.
trusted that the Committee would pass his
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
own amendment, which made it impossible that the l\linister was taking a discretionary
for the Government to cha,rge more than power.
-4i per cent. The whole thing only amounted Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-There is more power
to £25 in a loan of £10,000, and was a in the new clause to raise it than in the old
yerv small consideration.
one.
1~1r. BOWSER remarked that honorable
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
members generally would be pleased with that the rate would never go beyond 4t per
the statement which the :Minister of 'Vater cent. The clause, with the amendment of
Supply h.ad made, and especially with the the honorable member for Swan Hill, would
statement that he did not intend to charge require much more from the trusts than the
more than 4 per cent. on existing loans. Minister's proposal.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The rate could not be
~rhe Minister, however, also stated that it
was necessary for the Treasurer to ha ve reduced.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK said
~, per cent. for expenses.
He would ask
the Minister to reconsider that point. The that a loan conversion might take place durtotal amount borrowed for water trust loans ing a period of war, and the effect of the
was £3,478,000. The .average price paid amendment of the honorable member for
for that money was .)~ per cent. Now, the Swan Hill would then be ruinous from the
'Vith regard to the
total amount paid for that money by the trusts' point of view.
Government was £121,73°, and the amount statements of the honorable member for
,charged by the Government at 4 per cent. Wangaratta, in regard to this panning out
about £10,000 or £12,000 for the Gowas £137,120.
1\1r. SWINBURNE.-Does that include the vernment, he would point out (hat the
actual loans and what was wiped out as trusts could not themselves have borrowed at all.
He (Sir Alexander Peacock)
well?
Mr. BOWSER said he was told that it would like the Government to borrow
did so by one of th~ officers. But the point '£3,7°0,000 for him under the same condiThe Minister was going to move
raised by the Minister did not serious} y tions.
~ffect the question.
The figures were sup- an amendment, and after the statement the
plied by one of the Government officers, Minister had made, it was clear that the
and were, no doubt, correct. Now, what rate was not going to be raised either by
were the f"xpenses which the Government the Ministe. or by a possible successor, and
had to pay? The proportionate expense of in. view of the division of the previous
the monev loaned to waterworks ,,~as about night, it seemed unlikely that the Minister
,+,2,5°0, "'and that being allowed for, the would have a successor. It was to be hoped
Government, by maki'ng the additional that the amendment of the honorable memcharge of ~ per cent. on watenvorks money, ber for Swan Hill would be withdrawn.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that in a
would then be putting into its pocket
a sum of £12,000 or £14.,000 which previous part of the clause it was provided
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that 4! per cent: should be paid, and in from them in future what rightly belonged
this part of the clause the Government pro- to the State, otherwise the State would be
posed that not more than 4i per cem. facing. the poss~bility of having to pay
He thought more 1l1terest wIthout being able to claim
should be taken for interest.
it would be a reasonable proposition that one penny additional from the trusts in
not less than a certain rate per cent. should return. The words "at a rate not exbe taken for sinking fund and interest. If ceeding 4! per cent." clearly debarred the
the Government borrowed at £4 2S. 9d ., State from covering the rate of interest it
and only got 4Q from the trustsJ there would might have to pay at any time.
be a loss on the whole transaction.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That was the distinct
Mr. SWINBURNE.-YOU have to remember intention of the Committee last year, and
that if you charge the trusts more than I am carrying it out.
42 per cent. interest and sinking fund they
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that no
will be unfinancia.l.
agreement
should be allowed to govern a
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that it was
a question whether they should make the matter to the detriment of the interest of
trusts unfinancial or the State unfinancial. the State. In cases where £4 2S. 9d. had
Why should the State be at any loss at all? to be paid for money, there would be other
The- amendment of the honorable member costs in, addition.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It is unlikely that the
for Swan Hill would permit the rate of interest to go up to the exact amount of the rate of interest for the whole of the loans
expense in connexion with the money.
It would be that. The Bill provides for the
seemed that a middle course should be average rate.
It was not beyond the bounds of , Mr. PRENDERGAST said that there
taken.
possibility that interest would go up to 5 was no provision with regard to the cost
per cent.
of loans in the future in connexion with
Mr. SWINBURNE.-The honorable member these trusts, and the State ought to cover
for Swan Hill does not propose to increase its responsibility completely. He was inthe total charge to more than 4~ per cent.
clined to think there would not be very
Mr. PRENDERGAST said the honor- much necessity for coverin er the responsiable member did not say so in his amend- bility of the State to any g~eat extent, but
The rate of interest could be put there should be the power to do that, as a
ment.
up to any rate they liked in order to me'et great increase in the rate of interest was
con tin gencies.
not unlikely. In the event of England beMr. SWINBURNE.-N'O; it is fixed at 4~ ing engaged in war with some Continental
per cent., as will be seen in the second
n~tion, the price of m0ney would be appreparagraph of the clause. The total amount
cIated, and the rate of money was always
that the trust pays is 4! per cent. on its
from ! to I per cen't. higher here than 'it
loan, and of that 4! per cent. the Governwas in England. While the rate in Engment must appropriate 1 per cent. for sinkland was from £3 13s. to £3 I 4S., out
ing fund.
The
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that that here the money cost us £4 2S. 9d.
provision certainly existed in the clause, but extra cost of money could not be charged
the honorable member's amendment stated, against the wafer trusts, unless the ioss
"Unless the interest to be paid by the the State sustained was capitalized, and
Treasurer on waterworks loans be by any added at the end of the period to the
It was worthy of con·
future contingenc:v increased, in which case trusts' liabilities.
sideration
whether
there
should not be a
a corresponding increase of interest shall
be paid by the authority."
That should provision so that the State might clear itself
wholly in the matter, and so that the
govern the whole clause.
trusts should pay for the money they
Mr. SWINBURNE.-No.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that it was obtained.
:Mr. HUTCHINSON remarked that it
a question which was open to be argued.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I f vou add that to the was his original intention to have opposed
previous paragraph of the clause you may this clause, as he felt it was an attempt at
repudiation of the agreement made between
do it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that there the Government and the various trusts.
should be such a pliability about the clause He had felt that an attempt was bein~
that while the State should not be able to made to get too much of a profit out of
'impose more payments upon these people, the v,\rious bodies, and that the difference
yet it should be in the position to claim between the average interest paid by the
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Government and the interest rate that was
being charged to the trusts was altogether
too great. But he was quite satisfied, after
the statement made by the Minister to the
House that night, and in view of the
ar:nendment the honorable member had
circulated, that the trusts were not going
to be penalized in any way by the clause,
and that the whole compact entered into
was going to be kept. With regard to the
new Juans to be floated, the 4 per cent.
was to be adhered to, unless the Government had to pay more for the money than
it was paying at the present time. With
tl-:at assurance he would rest content.
Mr. MACKINNON said that there was
a question whether what was now proposed
would carry out the understanding of 1:1st
year. He felt last year that what was
propused did not do that, and now he
found the legal advisers of the trusts taking that view. He thought it did carrv
out the intention, as it would leave a di;cretion to the Minister to charge a rate not
exceeding 4~ per cent. He did not suppose that it would be held as compulsory
that that should be charged in all cases.
There was, huwever, a certain amount of
attraction about the argument of the leader
of the Opposition, that it should be possible for the State to follow the vagaries of
the market, so that, as the State had to
pay a higher rate for renewal, the State
would be ahle to charge more to the bodies
who were borrowing from it. But when
one came to examine the matter as a business proposition, seeing that 4! per cent.
was fixed as the maximum, the matter did
not present itself in the same light.
The number of years also was reduced from 200. 'which was absurdh'
long, too some 68 or 69, so that it
would be impossible to carry out the
scheme of the leader of the -Opposition
unless the earlier part of the clause was
altered. This proposal only carried out
what was intended-to give the Minister a
discretion, and not to make it compulsory.
It was unnecessarv to add "'ords such as
the honorable me~ber for Swan Hill proposed, because to follow the various loan
£onversions would be a very complicated
'ousiness over a period of 69 years.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-If money became a
little bit dearer the State would be the loser
without some such provision.
Mr. MACKINNON said that as one
who had studied the conditions of the
money market for a considerable number
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of years past, he was inclined to take a
very much more cheerful view about the
position of money. He was afraid it would
be found that ~oney would get cheaper
and cheaper, untll people who had to live
on the income of money would find themsel yes very hard put to it.
Mr. BENT.-They will have to go to
work.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Yes, unless they
were elected to Parliament.
He had a~
amendment, which he had shown to the
Minister, and which would have carried
out the object aimed at rather better than
the amendment the Committee· were now
discussing; but he was inclined to think
that these bodies were perfectly safe to
trust themselves to the amendment the Minister proposed.
Mr. ROBERTSON remarked that last
session he supported the Minister, and he
intended to do so again now. -He was
asked last session by water trusts in his
electorate, who thought they were affected,
to oppose this provision. He went carefully into the matter, and came to the conclusion that the water trusts were getting
a concession, and had nothing whatever
to complain about in the Minister's proposals. There was something in the contention of the leader of the Opposition, because this money was originally loaned out
at 4~ per cent., with I! per cent. sinking
fund. There was a writing down in favour
of the trusts, and they had at present to
pay 4 per cent. According to the amendment the Minister had circulated, it limited
the honorable gentleman's powers to take
more than
per cent. interest from the.
passage of this Act. Therefore, the Minister could never get back to the 4! per
cent. charge for interest which was the
original agreement.
Mr. SWINBURNE.--Up to 6 per cent. was:
the original agreement.
Mr. ROBERTSON said the original
agreement was for 4! per cent. interest,
and I! per cent. sinking fund.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-This proposal is for
4! per cent. interest and sinking fund, so
the difference is I k per cent.
Mr. ROBERTSON said of course the
instalment under the Minister's proposal
was only 4! per cent., but his amendment
would prevent him from charging more
than
per cent. interest in the future, or
more than 4! per cent. interest and sinking
fund. The reduction in this case was the
difference between the half-yearly instalment and the interest, and that was what
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really wiped off the loan much quicker IS. 2d., 'and would pay under the BilI
than under the old sYstem, where the re- £55 ISS. 2d.
The Riddell's Creek Trust
duction was a fixed a~ount, and instead of now paid £66 55. 9d., and would pal"
the saving in interest going to the redemp- '£66 25. 7c1. under the Bill.
The Romsey
tion fund, as it would do under this Bill, Trust paid now £90 5s., but would only
it went under the old scheme in a less ha1£- pay £88 6s. 4d. under the Bill.
The
yead y instalme.nt.
Upper Macedon Trust now paid £23 I9s.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-There is no advan- Jod., and would pay under the Bill £23
tage unless the sinking fund is invested 6s. 8d. . Taking all these things into consideration, and looking to the exigencies
more profitably.
of
.the State as a whole, no one could cavil
Mr. ROBERTSON said in this case the
He was
trusts got the benefit of the interest on the at the action of the Minister.
going to give the honorable gentleman hili
extra amount that went to the redemption
hearty support in this matter.
fund. He quite agreed with the honorMr. GRAHAM said he felt certain that
able member for Gunbower, who was moving these amendments for the honorable if .the honorable member for Swan Hill
member for Swan Hill, that if the Minister had been present to-night, he would have
was in a position to reckon interest at only withdrawn his amendments after hearjng the
4 per cent., the loan, of course, would be explanation of the Minister of Water
He now asked the honorable
wiped out in about 55 years, for the simple Supply.
member
for
Gllnbower to withdra w the
reason that the less the interest was each
amendments on behalf of the honorable
half-year the greater was the payment toHe indorsed the
member for Swan Hill.
wards the redemption fund. Giving due
remarks made by the honorable member for
consideration to these facts, and the stateBorung.
'He ha-d intended to oppose the
ment of the Minister last session, that the
clause as it stood, but after hearing the MinGovernment were actually paying £3 16s. ister's explanation, and seeing the addiper cent. for lo'an money, and that it ac- tional amendment the honorable gentleman
tually cost them £4 2S. per cent. to lend now proposed, he intended to support the
it out again, and considering also the de- Minister.
He felt certain the honorable
preciation of pipes, of which the ordinary gentleman would give satisfaction to the
life was not more than about 30 years, trusts generally by doing what he was now
and conversions that would take place dur- proposing to do.
ing the period, he did not feel that the
Mr. CULLEN said he desired, by leave
water trusts, as a whole, had taken the
of
the Committee, ;to withdraw the amendmatter into really full consideration. He
found also by th~ Minister's proposals that ments tha.t he had moved on behal f of the
He
at the end of the 138 half-yearly instal- honorable member for Swan Hill.
ments the trusts saved nearly £200 in in- was satisfied. from the assurance of the
terest, and they then had the whole of Minister, and the amendment the honorable
gentleman had cjrclliated, that the trusts
their assets clear of liabilities j whereas j f
would not suffer.
they remained under the present conditions
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Thank you.
they would still have a liability of £655
to wipe out. At the end of 200 years their
Mr. COLECHIN stated that he agreed
position would be worse, as compared with wifh the leader of the Opposition in his
their position under the Bill, because they contention.
It would be very much better,
wou 1d have paid 1£ 1,917 more in interest. in case it was necessary to increase the
Therefore, the water trusts were getting a contributions from the trusts, to let the extra
considerable concession, and the Minis- money be paid at the end of the term {'ather
ter's proposals were very fair indeed to than to call upon them to pay it in what
them, and in the best interests of might be a time of stress.
The extra
the' State as a whole.
Of the seven water charge, if it became necessary, might postrusts in his own electorate, five were jmme- sibly be a very serious consideration in.
diately benefited, inasmuch as the instal- times of stress, but if the trusts were given
ments thev would have to pav under the two or ,three or more years at the end of the
For in- term fixed in the Bill to pay the extra
Bill would be actuallv much'le;s.
stance, the Gisborne'Trust paid, under the amount, it would not be so hard for them.
present Act, f,89 J2S. 7d. per half year, I t would be very much better to add some
while under the Bill it would on1v pay provision of that sort to the clause, so that
+.87 T 4S. Td. as a half-year1v instalment. honorable members would not feel that an
The- 'Macedon Trust paid at 'present £56 amount of money was likely to be stolen
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from the Crown for the want of a few
words added to the clause.
Mr. Gray's amendments were withdrawn.
Mr. SvVINBURNE movedThat the words "the rate of " (lines 2 and 3) be
omitted, and the words "a rate not exceeding"
be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. PRENDERGAST observed that his
contention about the rate of interest in this
clause seemed to him perfectl y sound. It
would be a very unwise policy to charge
any waterworks anything at all for this
money that was likely to hand over a profit
to the Government for financing them. The
clause referred to advances that might be
made at any period in the future. There
would be very little possibility of losing
anything oyer it because the rate of interestmight not increase, but there was a
possibility that Parliament might be able
to add any loss made by the State on to
the waterworks trusts afterwards, and make
them pay it back, and if that position existed
he did not see any necessity for persisting
in opposing the clause simply because the
Minister had taken it up.
The Minister
had given a great deal of attention to the
matter, and no member of the Chamber, no
matter how firmly he had formed an opinion,
could have the financial position in connexion with these trusts so clearly before
him as ,the Minister had it, and the honorable gentleman's statement that he was sure
this contribution would cover all the cost.
and allow a small amount to be put away
for sinking fund, induced him (Mr. Pr.~n
dergast) to withdraw his opposition to the
proposal, but he really thought that in all
these matters the State ought to be so
fully protected that there would be no possibility of its losing- anything at all in connexion with any of these trusts.
The clause. as amended, was agreed to.
:Mr. SWINBURNE drew -attention to
clause 297, which related to the qualification of engineers, and which provided for
the issue of a certificate of qualification as
engineer of water supply by the Board of
Er'xaminers to every candidate without examination who satisfied the boardThat he is an engineer qualified by proved skill
ancl -experience to undertake the design, construction, and supervision of hydraulic works.

'He movedThat this paragraph be omitted, and tlie fl:!lowing paragraph be inserted in lieu thereof,
"that he has been appointed to the office of
Engineer in Charge of the construction of waterworks carried out under the provisions of some
'Act repealed by this Act."

and Amendment Bill.
He said that the clause, as originally drawn,
really allowed the examiners to admit anybody with whom they might be satisfied.
It was very important that the best class
of men should be secured as engineers for
the trusts, _ and that they should pass the
prescribed examination. The provision that
he now proposed to insert would admit
every engineer who had carried out a work
in any shape or form under the existing
Acts in connexion with irrigation or waterworks trusts.
Mr. ROBERTsoN.-What does a work consist of?
Mr. SWINBURNE said it meant anv
waterworks under the present Act.
Hi's
proposal would -conserve all existing rights
to men who had carried out such works.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that in connexion with this clause he had received
several communications from people who
said that some injustice would be done them
in connexion with their control of waterworks in the country districts unless they
He
were provided for under this Act.
wished to know whether this clause provided for them?
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Absolutely.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SWINBURNE drew attention to the
17th schedule, setting forth the provisions
applicable to the Melbourne and ~fetropoli
tan Board of Works, and moved a number
of formal amendments. He stated that he
did so in accordance with the request from
the Metropolitan Board of Works.
The amendments were agreed to.
On the question that the Bill be reported
to the House with amendments,
Mr. PRE ND ERGAST said he would
like to know whether councils in the country districts were justified in their claim
that all their rights in the bed, soil, and
banks of any river or water-course should
be conserved, as well as the rights of the
Metropolitan Boarel of Works and the
Melbourne City Council, in connexion
with the Yarra and other water-courses in
the metropolitan district. The Municipal
Association, representing the councils of the
State, had sent out a circular on the subject. Would it not be wise to make an
addition to clause 5, conserving any rio-hts
which municipalities might have in °the
country districts, for the purpose of giving
them the same kind of freedom in dealing
with matters in their localities as was given
tl:e Metropolitan Board of Works and the
City Council? There was a universal demand on the part of the councils for this,
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which was put forward througr. the Muni- If any of the municipalities had r.a,ised any
cipal Association of Victoria.
point that showed there was some substan-i\Ir. SWINBURNE stated that a circulat tial rig.ht the Minister should endeavour to
had been issued by the Municipal Associa- meet it in another place.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I said I would.
tion of Victoria, and several hoporable
The Bill was reported with further
members had spoken to him about the matter. A number of those honorable members amendments.
had replied to the counci Is in their districts
SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
on his recommendation that clause 294 of
the Bill preserved the rights of all municiThe amendments made in committee In
The clause providedpal councils.
this Bill were adopted.
Mr. BENT movedThis section or any powers conferred under it
'shall not be deemed to affect in any way the
right of any municipal council to make improve
and maintain roadways, bridges, or ferries, but
such roadways, bridges, or ferries shall be, so
constructed and used as not to interfere wilh
the water way necessary for the works of such
Authority.

He (Mr. Swinburne) had also asked any
municipal council to let him know if any
right which they could imagine was not
covered by this clause, intimating that he
would be very glad to consider it.
However, he received no reply.
?dr. ?"IACKINNO~ said several honorable members had received communications
from the councils in their districts on this
subject.
He had received one from his
municipalit", although he did not think
the~ had rights of any kind in connexion
with this matter.
l\Ir. BENT.-:\Iv council sent it on to the
member.
Mr. 1\JACKIKNON said that his council
had foIlO\ved the example of Brighton.
The Minister's stand on the matter was
perhaps a business-like one. It might not
be p0ssible to fully understand what t!1e
effect was. The municipalities had not
bad time to get legal advice in the matter.
The point, as far as he knew, had not
been raised more than a week or ten days
ago.
~rr. SWINBURNE.-The :\Iunicipal Association asked me to include it last ve2!.'
and I debated the question with them then.
It is a general omnibus clause that they
would like to have inserted.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Did the Minister
know the effect of it?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I do not know \\ hat
they mean.
Mr. :MACKINNO~ said that the answer
he gave them was that there was a certain
definite scheme in the Bill" and that he
would assist the Minister to carry it out:
that if the Minister said this proDo'sal would
interfere with his scheme he- (1\1 r. Mackinnon) would bow to the Minister's decision.

That the following items be inserted in the
schedule ; 33 D . Creswick Reserve (on condition that an
equal amount be spent locally) .. ,
33E . Allendale Reserve (on condition that
vouchers be submitted, showing
that £100 has been raised locally
and spent on the work) ...
...
33 F . Learmonth Reserve (on condition that
vouchers be submitted, showing
that £100 has been raised locally
and spent on the work) '"
...
33G. North Ballarat (on condition that £100
be raised locally and spent on the
work) ...
J3H. Ararat Botanical Gardens (on condition
.
that council expends £50 on the
work) ...
33I. BalIan Park (on condition that residents expend £50 on the work) .. ,

[,

ICO

100

100
50

He said that he moved the insertion of
these items in accordance with a promise
he made in order to help the unemployed
in the localities mentioned.
The items were agreed to.
On the motion of Mr. BENT, the Bill
was then read a third time.
Mr. BENT said he wished to thank
members all round for the assistance they
had rendered in connexion with this Bill.
Few members knew the great trouble there
was in preparing a Bill of this character.
Judging from the few amendments made,
the Government h,ad been pretty successful.
The Bill had now to go to another place,
and he trusted that the large amount of
money to be expended under it would not
only give employment, but employment of
a character that would be beneficial to the
State.
MUNICIPAL PLEASURE GROUNDS
BILL.
Mr. BENT moved the second reading
of this Bill. He said-The Hawthorn
Council have completed some great recreation works, and have laid out large sums
of money. They have asked for permjssion to make charges to such places, ~or
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instance, as the baths. Some other municipalities have purchased reserves, and it
is intended to give them permission to
charge on certain days. That is why this
Since the Bill was
Bill is introduced.
circulated, one or two municipalities have
expressed a desire to have the Bill amended
to include them. Therefore, I only intend to take the second reading to-night,
and the amendments can come up at a
later date.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I have not
seen this Bill before. Has it been distributed?
Mr. BENT.-Yes.
~lr. 'PRENDERGAST.-The CItIzens
have certain rights in connexion with
pleasure grounds, and if it is intended to
restrict those rights-Mr. BENT .·-It is only for grounds that
the municipalities have purchased.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If permission
is to b~ given to the municipalities to let
these grounds continuously, it will be
against the interesf of the citizens.
Mr. MURRAY.-To bring the Bill into
line with section 200 of the Lands Act,
which deals with recreation grounds vested
in councils and the Board of Lands and
Vvorks, it will be necessary to insert in
clause 2 the words "with the approval of
the Governor in Council." That will be
moved in Committee, and the control of
these reserves will be exactly the same as
those vested in councils and the Board of
Lands and Works.
Mr. LAWSON.-I have a new clause
to protect from liability any councillors
who happen to be members of sporting
clubs that may rent the grounds from the
council. I have not yet had time to circulate the clause.
-'
Mr. MURRAY.-\Ve are not going past
the second-reading stage.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
~METROPOLIT AN FIRE BRIGADES
BOARD 'BORROWING PO\VERS BILL.
·Mr. BENT moved-

That this Bill be read

::t

third time.

Mr. PRENDERGAST said he was not
present at the time this Bill arrived at its
present stage. but he understood that there
was to have been some amendment as to a
sinking fund. There ought to be a sinking
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fund, so that the matter might rest on a
secure foundation. Clause 5 said that the
amount borrowed should be a first charge
upon the deposit receipt of the Commercial
Bank for the sum of £21,493 17s. 6d., as
described in the schedule of the Act, and
should also be a further charge upon all
the property and revenue, whether accrued
or to accrue, of the Metropolitan Board.
He would like to see an amendment making the money subject to all claims for
wages and salary by employes of the board.
There was a large number of employes,
and they ought to have some prote.Qtion
under the Act, and the money should not
be all swallowed up by charges for interest
and sinking fund. In clause 10 the same
kind of thing again occurred. That clause
saidNothing in this Act contained shall be deemed
away any right of action or procedure
WIllch any debenture·holder urlder any Act may
at any time have in respect of the property and
revenue of the Metropolitan Board.
Ie..tAke

He would like to see inser'ted after the
words "under anv Act" the words "or
any employes of t-he Board."
Mr. MURRAY.-That is quite unnecessary.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that from
his point of view it was necessarv in the interests of the employes, and h~ could not
move an amendment at this stage, but he
would ask that consideration might be given
to the point that he had raised. It was
essential tha.t the men employed should
be protected by having a right of lien over
the' property.
Mr. BENT.--Surely ~he Fire Brigades
Board can always pay Its men.
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that
the schedule of the Bill related to the deposit receipt issued by the Commercial
Bank for the amount, £21,493 17s. 6d.
He observed that the rate of interest was
.) per cent., and he would like to know
how it was that the bank had the use of
that money at the present time at 3 per
cent. ?
Mr. MURRAY.--That money was impounded bv the bank when it ,~'ent bung.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that in any
case it seemed ridiculous that the Board
should have to pay 4 per cent. on the money
jt was now borrowing, whilst it had mone"v
lving in the bank at 3 per cent. What did
the Premier intend to do in the matter of
giving protection to the employes?
i'\'[r. BENT said that it surely was not
to be contended that the Fire-' Brigades
Board could not pay its men. The matter
J
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Bonds and

had been thoroughly thrashed out bv the £630 or £640 per annum, would be set
Cabinet, and the Government could not aside as a sinking fund, .and in eleven years
agree to the suggestion made by the leader that interest would amount to at least
of the Opposition.
£7,000, and the combined amounts set
The motion was agreed w, and the Bill -aside for a sinking fund would in eleven
)vas read a third time.
'y~~rs make £1,5,000, .and thus ample proSir SAMUEL GILLOTT drew attention VISIon ,,"ould be made for the redemption
.to clause 3, which was as follows:of this loan.
The amendment was agreed to.
Such interest shall be payable half-yearly on
The Bill was then ordered to be transthe fll'st day of April and the first day of October, and such debentures shall be redeemable mitted to the Legislative Council.
at the expiration of twenty years from the date
thereof, and the Governor in Council may make
regulations prescribing the form of such debentures and the conditions on which they may be
issued.

and movedThat the word " twenty" (line 4) be omitted.

He said honorable members would see that
as the clause was drawn debentures would
be redeemable at the expiration of twenty
years. But inasmuch as the deposit receipt which was held as ooHateral security
for the loan became due in a little over
eleven years, he had communicated with the
Fire Brigades Board, pointing out that they
ought not to assume that that deposit receipt would not be paid at maturity.
The
Board consequently held a meeting, and
had since asked that the period of the loan
should be for only twelve vears.
That
would give a marg(n of something like nine
months in the event of the deposit receipt
not being paid at its due date. He himself had reason to believe that there was
every possibility of its being paid at maturitv. It would be bad finance to borrow
this "money for twenty years at 4 per cent.
when possibly there would be sufficient
funds, if the deposit receipt was paid on
maturity, to redeem the loan in eleven
years.
The amendment was agreed to.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT' drew attention
to clause 7, which was as follows:All interest on the aforesaid deposit receipt
and on any securities in which the proceeds
thereof are invested shall be paid over to the
Metropolitan Board and applied by it to\vards
the payment of the interest from time to time
payable on the debentures issued under this
Act.

and movedThat all the word.:; after "receipt" be omitted, and the following words inserted :-" Shall
be set apart as a sinking fund and forthwith invested by the Minister in the purchase of Government securities for the purpose of redeeming
the said debentures when they become due."

He said the effect of the amendment was to
provide a sinking fund. The interest payable
on the deposit receipt, amounting to about

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES' BONDS AND
DEBENTURES TRANSFER
RESTRICTION BILL.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT moved the
second reading of this B il L He said-This
Bill was introduced ~1t the request of the
Friend I y Societies of the S tate, and it is
~:m the lin,es of. a Bill passed some time ago
111 conneXlQn WIth the Melbourne Tramways
Trusts Act of 190,3. The object is to safeguard the debentures held bv the various
Friendly Societies, and their respective
branches. In section 3 is introduced a mode
whereby bonds or debentures become nontransferable. That is to say on the signature
of any trustee of a central societv or of any
of its branches a debenture so i~dorsed becomes non-tr.ansferable.
The non-transference remains until the cancel1 ation note
i~ set aside, and that is done by a note
SIgned by the trustees of the main societv.
The trustees of a branch may render d~
bentures non-transferable, but before they
can be made transferable again the cancel]ation note must be signed bv the trustees
of !he main society. These· Friendly SocletIes have ha.d a meeting, and 'are unanimous in saying that in order to render
secure these debentures which pass from
h,and to l:and and are very dangerous securitIes, seemg that they ma v be transferred
like bank notes, this 'Bill should be passed.
They think this will be a proper safeguard
for the protection of the funds of their societv. The central society is always willing
and able to redeem anv debentures itself
which a brandt requires' to have redeemed.
I think this is a step in the dght direction.
It has been found extremel" useful
by the Tramw.ays
Trust, and
has
saved a '-ery heavy expense formerly incurred in having bonds and debentures tnken
charge of bv banks for safe securitv.
Thev charg-e ± per cent. for safe custod~-,
I think, and a1 so, I undenstand, commission
on the jnterest amounts they receive from
time to time. A deputa60n of the trustees
waited on me in connexion with the maher.
J

Deuentures T1'ansfer
['he question had been raised as to whether
placing this indorser:lent on the bond
'Would have anv effect on its sale in the
open market. The deputation stated that,
apart from the question of whether
it would or would not, they desired
Siece then I have rethis provision.
ceired a statement from one of the
memb!=!rs of the Stock Exchange to
the effect that the indorsement would have
no damaging effect whatever, and there is
no doubt that it would render the bonds
and debentures absolutelv safe. In connexion with the "Cniversjt~ frauds, we know
wbat can be done )\·hen people get the custody of these things. The trustees of these
societies are not all business men, and they
may trust to other persons, with the result
that some fraud may be committed. This
Hill is to prevent tbat.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Of courSe we
all agree with the main principles of this
Rill. There are some bodies which would
like to have the provisions of this mealsure
extended to them also. I think the honorable gentleman who bas introduced the Bill
will not regard it as too late to extend these
safeguards to other bodies if they 'are anxious that that should be done. Some of
the trades unions <;lesire the same safeguards as are being extended in this Bill
to friendl~r societies, and I would suggest
the insertion of wDrds to include trades
unions, or the branches of trades unions.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-It would be
hetter to do that in a separate Bill. This
is ,an amendment of the Friendly Societies
Act. I shall be happy to do what the honnrable member asks if a deputation from
the societies interested wait o~ me and show
me what the" require.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am prepared
to accept the condition which the honorable
Some of the re;!,lsgentleman lays clown.
tered trades unions. such as the Amalgamated Engineers. are in precisely the same
position as the friendlv societies, and want
to have these safegllartis extended to them,
and ask to be inel uded in this Bill. If the
honorable genHeman savs that he will afford
,an opportunity for this being done in a
separate Bill, I shall accept it unaer the
circumstances.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-1 will do it
this session if the societies interested wait
upon me, and I will prepare the necessary
measure to carr" out their wishes.
1'\'lr. PRENDERGAST.-It will be a
Government measure?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-Certainly.

Restr'iction Bill.
Mr. i\IACKINNON.-I approve of the
provisions of this Bill, because I recognise
that the securities held bv societies are not
used for ordinary purpo;es, but are rarely
touched. There is one prm'ision that occurred to me, which would have to be looked
into. Clause 3 of the Bill states that the
trustees of registered ,S'Ocieties shall cause
the debentures to be indorsed in a special
way. I do not know what the position of
trustees will be if they neglect to do that.
Suppose they fail to put on this special indorsement, and anything happens to the
debentures, and they ge't into currencv, ,weI
are lost to the society, would the trustees
be liable, it apparently being their duty to
do what is provided for in this Bill?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Decidedly.
i\lr. MACKINNO~.-That, I thought,
would be the view that would be taken
under the circumstances. I think that steps
ought to be taken to let the trustees of
friendly societies know that there is a duty
on them to see that this matter is attended
to. The widest publicity should be given
to the provisions of this Bill. Many of
the trustees are very perfunctory gentlemen
in matters of this sort, although safe in
connexion with their ordinary duties, and
this may not be brought under their attention. I think that they should be fully
informed by the registrar or somebody that
the debentures have to be indorsed.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-There is no
doubt that it will be a statutory duty on
the part of the trustees to have this indorsement put on the documents, and that
neglect of that duty would be actionable
as against the trustees. I shall give instructions to the registrar to communicate
with the trustees of all the societies and
all the branches affected by thi.s Bill, so
that the societies. will know that this is
mandatory, and not discretionary.
Mr. F AIRBAIRN.-In reg~rd to what
the leader of the Opposition says about the
incorporated unions bein~ brought under
this Bill, I think that kindred societies,
such as the Employers' Federation, the National Women's League, and bodies of that
sort should have the same privileges extended to them. This provision should
apply all round. The Minister might include these other bodies in the Bill which
he is to bring down to deal with the societies
mentioned by the leader of the Opposition,
and I will give the honorable gentleman
my assistance when that measure comes
along. '
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Mr. COLECHIN.-I am glad that the
Government have brought in this Bill. The
heads of one of the societies made a statement to me about it, and said that the
measure would do a great deal of good.
Would the Minister take a note in connexion with 'clause 3, so as to add a few
words to provide that the indorsement shall
be under the seal of the lodge or society?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-The signature of
anyone of the trustees is sufficient.
Mr. BEAZLEY.-I need hardly say
that I entirely concur with the object of this
Bill. I think it is very desirable that debentures held by the trustees of friendly
societies should be absolutely secured, but
what I wish to bring under the notice of
the Minister for his consideration is that
the same principle should be applied, not
only to trades unions, but to people who
hold this class of security, and who wish
to have it made secure to themselves.
There can be no reason why the Melbourne
and :Metropolitan Board· of Works debentures should not be registered at the office
of the board.
A licence-fee could be
charged, as I do not wish the board to
employ clerks to do that work without
getting compensation. As these debentures
have the taxing power of the board behind
them, the security from that point of view
is of the highest class. The document,
however, could be stolen without the
owner's knowledge, and he would then have
no way of getting what he had paid
for it. Some people purchase these debenhues for the temporary placing of money,
so that they may be able to realize readily,
and change the debentures for some other
There is another
form of investment.
class ·of people who are afraid to invest
in property since the time of the land boom,
and urefer the smaller r·ate of interest
to be -obtained by this class of investment,
and they put the debentures in the bank,
or keep them at home. Honorable members will recollect the famous case in which
the man Onions seized valuable securities
belonging to the Fitzroy Council and to
others, and the ]oss was not discovered until some time afterwards. The same thing
occurred in connexion with the University.
That could be done over and over again.
People put these securities in the bank,
and there is no protection against an unscrupulous clerk or other person opening
the box and taking the securities, and the
owner of the securities does not know about
the loss until it is' too late for him
to recover them.
It should be optional

Bonds and

with a man whether he registers the security in his own name, or holds it for rapid
exchange. If that were allowed, it would
add considerably to the chance of getting money at a better price by the
Melbourne and Metropolitan I30ard of
V\Torks, because people prefer this kind of
security.
It is somewhat the same
There were. three
as inscribed stock.
loans issued bv the Victorian Government, and the total amount obtained was
£10,000,000.
The holders were allowed
t) transfer their debentures into inscribed
stO':k. Persons holding £8,000,000 of that
amount changed their debentures into inscribed stock, showing that they preferred
that class of security as against that which
mig,ht be taken from them at any moment.
I would urge this as a reason why the Minister should .see if it is not Dossible to add
t·) the security of this class ~ of investment,
and so help those who issue bonds to get
a better price for them.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, and
.
co:nmitted.
Clauses I and 2 were agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 3, which
was as follows : So far as regards any bond and debenture for
the time being vested in the trustees of any registered society or registered branch, the said tru,,·
tees shall cauSe to be legibly written printed or
stamped upon the face of any such bond or
debenture a note of ownership signed by one
or more of the said trustees in the form or to
the effect of the First Schedule to this Act.

Mr. :MACKINNON remarked that it occurred to him whether there should not be
some provision for the indorsement being in
a peculi:u kind of ink that would catch the
eye of anyboriy at the time the document
was being dealt with. It was manifest to
I-.im that the system provided for in the Bill
was going to be largely adopted, and a
large number of other bodies besides those
included in the Bill would seek to have the
svstem extended to the documents which
the" held.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT stated that
he did not think anybody would take debentures without very closely examining
them. They would be like a security of
title. In this case the indorsement would
be stamped or written upon the face of the
document, and there could not be any mistake in regard to it.
Mr. MACKINNON remarked that jt
might be preferable to have the indorsement put on in red ink.
J
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Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-That could be
done if the honorable member desired.
Mr. MACKINNON said tt.at he would
not press the suggestion.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said that if the
honorable member desired the note of
ownership to be put in red ink it could be
done, but he thought 'the honorable member
would find the provision perfectly efficacious in practice.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 4, which provided for the effect of the note of ownership until cancelled,
Mr. PRENDERGAST asked if the Chief
Secretary had made any provision to meet
a case where the coupons attached to the
debentures were stolen?
Provision was
made to prevent the transfer of the debentures themselves if they were stolen, but
nothing was said about the coupons. The
coupon might be removed although the debenture itself might be perfectly safe.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT stated that no
provision had been made with reg,ard to the
coupons, because it would lead to a great
amount of trouble if they were rendered
non-transferable. They were payable halfyearly, so that the transactions would be yery
frequent. Trustees must be held responsible for the due collection of the coupon
interest. It was the debenture which was for
a large amount that the trustees were required to protect, but it would lead to a
great amount of inconvenience if the coupons
were made non-transferable.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You want to protect
the debenture, but the interest is the principal thing.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said the debentures generally represented an amount
like £100, but the interest on that for a
half year would be only £2.
The trustees and members of the society would see
that the interest was generally forthcoming.
When these frauds were committed it was
the principal that generally disappeared
and not the interest. They went on pa~'ing
the interest for vears to lull the authorities
into security, and no one thought about asking whether the debentures were there representing the principal. The auditors too
would look out for the interest, but they
did not always look out for the principal. .
The clause was agreed to.
On clause $, which provided that the
note of ownership might be cancelled by a
cancellation note signed by all the trustees
of the society.

Restriction Bill.

Mr. PRENDERGAST asked if it was
necessary for the cancellation note to be
signed by all the trustees?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Yes, of the head
society.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST asked if any
provision was made for the substituting of
another trustee when one of the trustees
died?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT stated that the
rules provided in all cases for the appointment of new trustees. The Friendlv Societies' Act made full provision for- that.
It was the same when a mortgage was discharged. It was very rarely the same trustees who executed a mortgage executed
the discharge. The note must be signed by
the trustees for the time being. A certificate issuable at a very small fee could be
got from the registrar that A, B, and C
were the trustees of the particular society.
The cancellation note must be signed by
the trustees for the time being of the
society, and not of the branch.

all

The clause was agreed to, as were also
the schedules.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT the Bill was then read a third time.
SECRET COMMISSIONS
PROHIBITION BILL.
The debate (adjourned from Tuesday,
July 25) on Mr. Mackey's motion for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-This is a Bill
that involves a new principle in connexion
\\"ith legislation. An attempt was made to
pass a similar measure in England, but it
was not successful, and the Bill that was
p,a,ssed only applies in one direction and
to one section of the people, according to
the statement of the honorarv Minister who
moved the second reading of the measure
now before us. The very greatest care will
have to be taken in this Bill to see that it
does not cover more ground than we assume
that it covers when we pass it. We do not
want it to cover a number of cases where
the desire and the intention of the parties
concerned is perfectly honorable, because if
that kind of case does come before the court
it is clear, according to one clause of this
Bill, that evidence cannot be taken as to
whether it is customary in the trade to do
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a certain thing in order to allow the man
accused to prove his case. Clause 13 says-In any prosecution under this Act, it shall not
amount to a defence to show that anv such valuable consideration as is mentioned 'in this Act
1S custom:1f)r in any trade or calling.

Therefore the Bill makes it extremely
difficult for persons accused to prove that
what they have been doing is regarded as
honorable, and has been customary in the
trade.
Mr. MACKEY.-There is a misconception.
The clause admits the evidence, but the
mere proof of custom is not a defence but
it may, with something else, prove a 'good
defence.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST.-The statement
of the honora.ry Minister does not alter the
possibility of the Bill covering a great many
more cases than those which are considered
dishonest, and ,the measure will have the
effect, if it does that, of deranging a great
many transactions that take place in the
community to-day without doing any good
to the vast body of the people. A number of
matters referred to by the honorable gentlenlan in introducing the Bill the other night
will not be covered by the Bill, and some
do not require to be covered by it.
In the
instance mentioned where a sum of money
may be paid by one individual to another
in order to get a situation, only the prinoeipal will be involved in some cases, 'and
the Bill does not propose to interfere with
the actions of the principal at all in any
Suppose a man is managing his
matter.
own mine, for instance, and another man
pays him a bonus in order to get a situation
at that mine at so much per week, the principal in that case will not be covered by
the Bill at all, 'although clearly a dishonorable transaction takes place in that instance.
Let us assume that the owner of a factory,
which comes under the Factories Act, requires 'a bonus from a man who takes a
situation from him, although the Factories
Act lays it down that a certain rate of wage
has to be paid. The action of the principal
in that case is not made an offence at all
hy this Bill, although it is an offence against
the Factories Act, and although that action
may be, and is, taken to defeat the objects
of the Factories Act.
Where, however,
this Bill makes actions in other directions
a criminal offence, it does not make that
particular dishonest proceeding a criminal
offence, and all that happens to the man
who does it, is that he is subjected to a
fine of £1 or £2 under the Factories Act.
S@ far as the statements made to-night
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about mine-owners and mine managers is
concerned, a great number of these cases
take place in the community. The honorary
:Minister made a positive statement the other
night that doctors were in the habit of receiving commission from chemists. I saw
some letters in the press concerning this
statement, and saying that this sort of thing
did not take place. I, however, have had
ocular demonstration that it does take place.
A bill was shown to me the other day by a
medical man, embracing the sum of +.2
lOS., as ,sent to' a doctor bv a chemist. TI;e
chemist had accepted £; as payment in
full, and allowed lOS. off for the doctor's
r.ommlSSlon. That bill was shown to me
in a medical man's hands.
A great
number of these cases take place. Of
course, the prime instance of how far these
secret commissions may do harm in this
community is shown i1{ the astounding revelations made by the Butter Commission
as ,to how certain persons asked for commissions in connexion with the business of
their principals, but even those cases may
be assumed to be customary in the trade, or
it may be assumed that the thing is done
publicly.
Let us take one instance-that
of the' amount of money allowed by shipowners through their agents to one lot of
people by charging them so much per ton less
for the carriage of their goods between here
and England, and making a private contract
that they will not give anybody else the
same concession, but will make a greater
charge to other people. That is an evil
dealt with by the Butter Commission, and
really that kind of thing was the whole bone
of contention that caused inquiry to be first
made.
In that instance, the factory managers who consigned their butter to market
could not be considered to be concerned in
the matter at all.
They were not there,
but it was their agents in town who
sought to obtain, and did obtain, certain
In another instance
shipping concessions.
that concession was gained in the carrying
of rabbits for .ten shillings a ton less between here and England than the price
charged to other people.
That sort of
transaction, however, would not be considered an offence under this Bill, but those
are the very transactions that ought- to be
regulated, because something should be done
to protect the interests of those who want to
export goods under fair conditions, and who
at present have no redress when secret arrangements of that sort are made.
Mr. MACKEy.-I am not too sure that this
Bill will not apply to those cases. I should
need to consider it.

Secret Commissions
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Of course, this tr,e ordinary way would get no business at
sort of thing goes on to a great extent in all to do. The honorable member in charge
this community, and the persons c~ncerned of the measure spoke about what is done
have no idea that what they are domg may in connexion with miners, and I may state
be considered a criminal action.
We may that I know of transactions that occur in
take as an illustration, a trustee company, connexion with municipal councils. I have
who' employ auctioneers in connexion with had some experience in municipal councils,
the sale of property for them.
The auc- and I know that when tr,e principle was
tioneers would say to the trustees-" If you .adopted in councils of allotting work by
give me this sale in connexion with your contract, and inserting in the contracts
property I will transfer back to the trustees wages clauses, we were always having comone-half of the commission I obtain from plaints from the men employed that they
the sale of the property." This kind of were not receiving their full wages. In
thing is not uncommon in business in ;\Iel- fact, there were almost continuous combourne.
plaints of this kind. When ,ve came to
~h. McKENZIE.-It is an every-day oc- consider the claims, we found that while
currence.
we could prove to our own satisfaction that
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In the parti- they were not receiving their full wages,
cular instance that I have in mv mind the we could never get the men themselves to
party of trustees that were offered this give evidence to show that they were not
share of the proceeds declined the offer. receiving their proper wage, because they
But they would not have been one whit were frightened of losing tl:.eir positions,
In
,vorse off jf they had accepted it, because even though they got unfair wages.
thev gave it to ·another auctioneer, and 1:.e many cases they had to pay back a portion
Dosketed the whole of the commission. In to the employers, and if they did not agree
;nother case the trustees with whom an auc- to do that, the work would have been lost
In every case the employer
tioneer wanted to deal in this particular to them.
The contractor took
wav said-" No, we will not take this adopted t1:.is plan.
mO~lev privately; it does not belong to us, work from the councils, and the conditions
but "'e will transfer it to the credit of our were very stringent.
Under these condiclient's estate." The auctioneer, however, tions he agreed to pay a certain amount to
said-" No, I will not agree to that trans- the men he employed. The council were
action at all.
I never intended that it informed that the men were not gettingshould go to the estate. I intended to give their proper wage, and they thus found
it privately to the people who gave me the that t1:.e employer had been taking an extra:
power to do this business for them." I large proportion of their wages in the shape
would ask the honorable member in charge of rent by compelling the men to live in
of t1:.e Bill, is that form of transaction certain premises and charging them a great
covered bv this measure?
. deal more rent than the premises were
Mr. l\1~CKEY.-Most decidedly it is, and worth.
That is clearlv a dishonest transit ought to be.
action, and I should like to know whether
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable it would be covered bv this Bill?
member for Rodney says that is an everyMr. IHACKEY.-As you put it, I think it
day transaction in connexion with busi- would not. It is certainly very dishonest,
ness.
but I do not think it would be covered bv
Mr. ~J CKENzIE.-And what harm is the Bil1.
.
done if I choose to divide the commission
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Another thinothat I earn?
I notice in connexion with the Bill is ;
Mr. MACKEY.-The in jury is that this clause relating to penalties. It provides
may induce a private company to employ that jf the culprit is a corporation t1:.ere is
an auctioneer whom they would not other- to be a penalty not exceeding £5°0,
wise employ, and whom it might not be in but if the culprit is any other person
the interests of their clients to employ.
he m·ay be imprisoned for any periocT
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable not exceeding two years, with or without
member in charge of the Bill says t1:.at it hard labour. or alternatively be subject to
will cover this case most decidedlv, and a fine of £.r::,oo. Thus a corporation gets
there is no doubt that it is necessary that out of the difficulty by being subiect on I\'
such cases should be covered, because other- to a fine, whereas an jndividual who is
wise there might not be honest competition, guilt v of the same kind of offence is liable
and a man who wanted to do business in not only to a fine of £500, but also is liable
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to be imprisoned for two years. Now, it
seems to me that individuais in a corporation should be liable to the penalty of two
years' imprisonment the same as any other
persons who are not in a corporation.
Mr. MACKEY.-All the directors, managers, or agents of a corporation who take
part in any illegal act are subject to imprisonment and fine.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-But the corporation is' only subject to a fine.
Mr. MAcKEY.-The director or manager
who takes part in an illegal act is liable to
im..,prisonment.
That is provided under
clause 7, sub-clause (a).
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There are one
or two clauses in the Bill which seem to me
to have a rather dangerous tendency in the
direction of promoting fishing inquiries.
For instance, an agent may fall out with
his principal, or a principal may fall out
with his agent, and it seems to me that
under the Bill either party might gratify
any spleen he may possess by prosecuting
the other and perhaps having him imprisoned for crimes that may have been
done in a business wav.
Mr. MACKEY.-I i~tend to provide for
that.
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There are only
one or two other things in the Bill to which
it is necessary for me to allude, as it is
largely a Bill for Committee. I may point
out, however, that to create a large number
of crimes as is done under this Bill, or to
stamp as crimes things which traders are
doing every day in the community now,
may have an effect of unhinging the relationship between a great number of persons
in the community, and may possibly do a
great deal of harm without doing any real
good in the direction that is intended'.
Still, there is no doubt that it is necessary
to cover some of the crimes that have been
committed. Such, for instance, as those that
have been elicited by the Butter Commission. and in order to do this, I think we
ought to run some risk.
At the
6ame time,
when
we are passing
legislation of this character, we ought
to be careful to so frame the measure
as to secure that it will not go a great
deal further than we contemplat,e. I point
this out because it seems to me that the possibility of an agent laying a charge against
his principal, or of a principal laying a
charge against an agent in connexion with
any of the numerous offences created by
this measure may have the effect, as I have
already said, of allowing these men to
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gratify some personal malice or spleen
when perhaps they have parted company,
and this might have a dangerous result.
F inall y, it must be recollected that there
are a great number of people in this State
to-day who are doing this and reaIIy living
on commission. A great proportion of the
business men, such as travellers and others,
who are to be found in Melbourne, are living on commission, and it seems ·to me that
to touch a business of that kind without
underst~nding fully the effect of every
clause In the measure, and of how far it
will reach, is treading on somewhat dangerous ground, and perhaps may have the
resu~t of causing us hastily to retreat from
the legislation that we adopt on the subject. However, I say that 'whatever legislation we may pass on this subject should
be carefully considered, and should clearly
cover the ground, and the ground only,
which we intend to cover. I do not propose to enter any further into the details
of the Bill. In fact, it would be almost
impossible for any man to do so. It may
seem somewhat panic legislation, but I certainl y agree that it is necessary to put down
some of the offences which are referred to
in the measure. At the same time, while
we want to assist the honorable member
(Mr. Mackey) in promoting honest dealing
-and that certainly seems to be badly
enough wanted-I think we must, in promoting that honest dealing, still take very
great care not to create offences where there
is no necessity for creating them at present.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I support heartily
the principle of this Bill. I fully admit
that, as the honorable member for North
Melbourne has stated, it is a very far-reaching Bill. That is probably the reason why
although there are perhaps even more
serious evils of this nature in the mother
country than those existing here, the principles of the Bill have not proved acceptable there, and the English people have not
seen their way yet to adopt this measure as
part of their law. I have examined the Bill
very carefully, and looked at it from many
points of view. I t seems to me to be very
carefully constructed. In fact, it is the
wor k of very distinguished lawyers in the
old country. It is very hard to see how
we can alter it in any way without altogether eating away the principles which it
proposed to enact. With regard to legislation of this character, I should! say that
probably lawyers, people in the legal profession, such as Judges and barristers, who
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are really responsible for this Bill, are inclined to take a somewhat more exalted
view of commercial morality than people
outside it. That is a danger that \ve have
to recognise. Now, the view I take of it
i-; this-that if this Bill is passed into
law, it will undoubtedly cause a great deal
of inconvenience to a great many people, because there are unquestionably at the present time commissions, which would be considered secret commissions under this Bill,
which are earned honestly-commissions
which are known to a good many people.
They are not· known to everyone.
A
familiar illustration in connexion with the
producing interests is that the houses that
look after shil)ments of wool, which 13 a
very large commodity here, receive concessions from the shipping companies and
from the insurance companies, that are not
published from the housetop for the information of every customer. 1\1ost customers
know that these houses get them, for it has
become a recognised practice. It will be
extremelv inconvenient for these houses to
.advertise to all their canstituents that they
are receiving this remuneration. If that
fact be obtruded it will encourage demands
by these constituents that may seriously affect the profits of these firms.
Mr. MACKEY--You are only giving that
as a typical case, for that class of case will
come under the Federal Bill.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Yes, it probably
would, because it is a shipping matte~.
There are many other profits of that sort
by people who deal in a large way as agents
which are not known to their principals.
Legislation of this sort mav cause considerable hardship, and may ;et the minds of
those acting as agents very much to work to
keep clear of any improprieties which, in a
great many cases, they would be the last
people to encourage or to follow; but, at the
same time, the existence of a measure of this
.sort will do a great deal to get rid of an
undoubted evil in this community.
It is
often said that it is a mistak~ to have
your laws ahead of vour commercial
morality, but I am not 'sure that that is
true. If the course of legislation is followed, it will be found that very frequentlv
legislation, if wise, although ahean of th~
ethics of trade, has a reactive effect that
causes morality to keep up with the legisThat is a fact accepted by
lation.
writers on legislation. This is preciselv
one of those cases where a great deal of
good, although some inconvenience, will fo]low from adopting what on the face of it
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i~ an extremely drastic change in our law.
Although the last speaker drew attention to
~ great many severities that might arise,
It would be almost impossible to amend this
measure in any material way to meet the
hard cases he suggests without doing away
\'lith the whole principle of the Bill.

Mr. GAUNSON.-This proposed legislation is bad fram every point of view.
The criminal law,s of this country are sufficientl y drastic and far-reaching to meet
every form of crime. If a man tells a lie
is he punished as a criminal? The honorable member for North Melbourne gave an
illustration about an auctioneer.
The
auctioneer said to a trustee companv, " Give
me your business, let me sell yaur properties, and I will not charge you my full
commission." In other word" he was making the oompany a present of half the commission.
I 'rill ask the honorable member to put his thinking-cap on, and tell me
the difference between an auctioneer doing
that and charging his full commission, but
afterwards making a present of half of it
to the company. That would not be a
criminal act. but it would be criminal under
this Bill, if, instead of giving the commis~ion after he received payment, he gave it
before.
I t is the difference between
" tweedledum" and "tweedledee." I t is
the way in which you do it. The honorable member also gave an illustration of a
man breaking the Factories Act. I think
it is the 22nd section which says
that e\'ery person employed is to be paid 1n
cash. I have been familiar with case; in
which men have employed others who have
begged them for God's sake to keeo them
in their employ, whether they paid the
stipulated wage or not. The employer
says, " I cannot pay you £2 a week and
retain you." I shall give ·a specific case.
An employer, a master butcher, said to an
employe, "I cannot keep you on at £2
a ,,"eek." "For heaven's sake," said the
man, "keep me on at .30s. a week, for I
have a wife and f amil y. " The master
ISaicl, "I cannot afford to pay you more
than 3os." The employe said he would
accept that sum, and the employer replied,
"I will keen Va'll on then." Thev were
both well a'~Taie that they were b;eaking
the law. IThe master butcher permits this
man to take certain meat fron1 the shop.
After,Yards, the man turns round, and sues
the master for the difference between the
;)OS. and the £2.
Who is the crawler?
I would have no hesitation under the
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circumstances in saying it is the worker.
Supposing the master had paid that £2
a week regularly in cash, and afterwards
received back from the man the difference
hetween that amount and the 30S. for meat,
that wauld be within the law. That is not
the only rascality that our laws permit.
It is making the working men rascals to a
very great extent. As a practising lawyer, I see that kind of thing. I have seen
the wisdom of the remarks penned about
J 00 years ago by one of the ablest of the
writers of the English language, and one
of the greatest philosophers. I refer to
Hallam, the historian. These remarks are
well worthy of the perusal and the thought
of a young man like the Minister in charge
of the Bill. If th~ honorable gentleman
will widen his mental horizon by a perusal
of Hallam, it will do him no harm. H allam's History used to be the text-book at
the University, but it has been discarded.
I would commend this also to the infelligence of the honorable member for Melhourne North. Hallam, in his well-known
chapter on the Constitutional History of
Fl1glaud, states:It is commonly and justly said that (,j"il
liberty is not only consister-t with, but in its
terms implies the restrictive limitations of natural liberty which are imposed by law. But a::;
these are not the less real limitations of liberty,
it can hardly be maintained that the subjed's
condition is not impaired by very numerous
restraints npon his will even without reference to
their expediency. The price may be well paid,
but it is still a price that it costs some sacrifice
to pay.

This book was printed in I8u, which is
near I y 100 years ago.
:Our statutes hav,e ,been growing in bulk
and multiplicity with the regular session of
P:uliament and with the new system of Government; all abounding with prohibitions d.nd pen;'t~
tie~ which every man is presumed to know, but
which no man, the Judges themselves included,
can really know with much exactness.
vVe literail y walk amidst the snares and pitfalls of the
law.

If that was true 100 years ago, are we
not now imperilling the liberties of every
man in the community by ill-digested 'and
ill-considered legislation that is in part suggested by a learned lawyer who has been
gathered to his rest-Lord Russell, of Killowen. The honorable gentleman in charge
of the Bill is going to improve on Lord
RusselI,and has a clause in the Bill that
would not only" kiIlo\,ien," but kill ·everyhody at 100 vds. I asked the honorable
member "Is - that found in the English
Jaw?" and he said "No; that is a little
Mr. Gaunson.
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invention of mine own." It remi'nds one
of the story told by Cervantes of a fellow
who used to go about dropping 'a big stone
on the heads of all dogs in the street, which
dogs would run ·away howling. One day,
for this gentleman, he
unfortunate! y
dropped a stone on the head of
a dog that belonged to a baker, and
the baker, hearing the howling, rushed out,
and with his baking-stick lambasted this
fellow within an inch of his life. Everv
'\vhack he gave the fellow he said, "Wretcl{,
wretch, didn't you see that he was a
The
expression
" regular
pointer ?"
pointer" comes from that. The poor wretch
was taken home half dead, but in 'about a
month's time he went forth with a bigger
stone than ever. That was his invention.
He would go up to every dog with an enormous stone, but on looking 'at the dog care·
fully he would s.ay, "That is a pointer,"
and he would not drop the stone.
Well, here is my friend the Minister with
a little invention like that of the poor madman-a little clause that will kill everybody fight off. He said, in the words of
Shakspeare, "It is a poor thing, but it
is mine own." Now, what a nice state of
things this is, and here is the leader of the
Opposition, too, backing this wretched measure up-a twopenny-ha'penny thing that
onl y deserves kicking out. Look at how
the Minister introduced the Bill by a
speech in "'hich he attacked the mining
managers and other classes. The honorable member for Nort.h Melbourne supports
the statement that doctors go into partnership, and share in the prescriptions made
up by certain chemists. I am reminded of
having read a story of an old lady, who
had been most care full y attended to
by a physician for twenty years and
more, and when she died it was
found she had left a will-it was
not a case of her dying and making a will, but she made a will and died.
I hope honorable members will not forget
that distinction. Well, when she died it
was found bv her will that she had left a
box and all 'its contents to that venerable
doctor, who naturally expected a great
hoard of wealth for himself. When, however, the box ,,-as oDened it was found to
contain onlV' the whole of the medicine he
had prescribed for the old lady during
the twentv vears he had been attending td h~r.
We speak of throwShe threw
ing physic to the dogs.
all her medicine at her doctor-the
medicine which he had prescribed for her,
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but which she had never taken; and the
fact that she had not swallowed it, probably accounted for her living so long. But
with reference to the Bill. Are we going
to allow this rude, ill-digested legislation
to pass muster? I have looked at the Bill,
but I have not read it. Glancing at it, however, I notice a little bit of peculiar grammar in section 9. It says, "Any person,
on conviction of a misdemeanour under any
of the provisions of this Act, shall (a) be
liable, if a corporation, to a penalty not
exceeding £500, and if any other persons
to be imprisoned, &c." Are not the words
"any other person" ridiculous?
Is a
corporation a person?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-A person may have a
corporation.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Is it quite in order
for the honorable member to insinuate that
a person may have a corporation? Does
he refer to the rotundity of my person?
Perhaps he was referring to some other
distinguished politician, and ~so I may
consider that my withers are unwrung.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Some persons stand on
th~ir corporation, and you stand on your
VOIce.

Mr. GAUNSON.-I wish the honorable
member for Geelong would stand on his
dignity. Under this Bill, if I were engaged in selling a piece of land, and invited the auctioneer, after he made a
successful sale, to accept a case or a bottle
or a glass or champagne, I should be liable
in making the offer, and the auctioneer for
accepting it, to all pains and penalties
herein provided. vVhy should that be so?
Why should a man be punished for merely
offering or accepting a glass of champagne?
In the old days of Rome drinking was encouraged. It was considered a good thing
to promote conviviality. A glass does you
good sometimes. One sometimes is enough,
Three, four, five,
two is never enough.
six, seven, or eight are always more than
enough. Some people can keep their spirits
up by putting spirits dmyn. But there is
no use of talking in this way about the
gentlemen on the Opposition side of the
House, because if they are not all staunch
teetotallers, they form a cult on the drink
question. The honorable member for North
Melbourne, I believe, would be better able
to explain their attitude in that respect than
I am. Whether it is they dare not touch
drink because of light-headedness, or that
thev cannot take drink and use it as Christians, I do not know. But I do know that
they' abstain, and that they studiously make
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opportunities for asserting that I am a
beso1:ted dnuikard, vide the honorable member for North Melbourne when he called
me an alcoholized-The SPEAKER.-I do not happen to
see the expression the honorable member is
about to use in the Bill. I 'would suggest
that he should keep to \rhat is in the Bill.
:Mr. GAUNSON.-I am trying to do
that. I was saying that the Opposition
will not bother themselves about drink.
~:[r. COLECHIN.-vVe are sufficiently effective without it.
Mr. GAUNSON.-vVhat does the honorable member say-The SPEAKER.-Order!
Mr. GAUNSO~.-Very well; the honorable member is inarticulate. I know it
is not the result of drink, however. But
about this precious Bill, is there anyone
who for a moment belieyes that the law
is not sufficient at the present time to
punish all forms of crime without this measure? There is no necessitv for this Bill.
Besides, in the civil court there is always
an opportunity of recovering money imp{operly obtained. Take the illustration given
by the hcnorable member for North l\Jelbourne to-night. An auctioneer says to a
trustee company, "Give me your property.
to sell, and I will return you half my commission." The honorable member spoke of
that as if it were a secret payment, ::md going into a private pocket. But every jackass knew that the money could be recovered
from the trustees or directors. I was not
prepared to speak on this Bill to-night, and
but for the pabulum supplied to me by my
friend, Henry Hallam, I should not hayc
had a leg to stand on. vVhat rubbish has
been talked about oversea rebates! vVhat
\yould there be to' prevent me, if I were a
ship-owner, legally saying to any person, "If
you will give me all your shipping busines~
I will charge you less than the charges I
advertise to the whole world" ? That would
be a wholly different thing from the rebates
on the railway lines in America, these
railways being more in the nature of a
public trust, although they are privately
owned. It is quite differentin the case of
owners
of
sea-going
yessels.
Why
should not I, if I choose, make a
contract of the kind I have sugge~ted ?
Where would be the impropnetv or the rascality? There would not
be dishonesty in the slightest degree. This
Bill will have ramifications that are undreamt of. People have been accustomed
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to act in the most perfect good faith, one
agreeing to pay and another agreeing to
receive. But all that is now to be treated
as a crime. All our ideas as to crime or
as to honesty of purpose are to be upset by
an honorary Minister, assisted by the honorable member for North Melbourne. It
is a conjunction of intellect that alarms
me. 'When I see two great heads like
agreeing
theirs drawn
together, and
on a matter of this kind, I do not
that
I
myself
am
safe.
think
The whole House and myself are going
very much to consider it. - Three members of the Labour Party are going to be
lost.
'Vhat do you think of that, sir?
The SPEAKER.-I think that is not in
order.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I believe, sir, that
you are right.
The labour members are
But I would ask mv
rarely in order.
friends on both sides of the House-if t
have anv friends on this (the Opposition)
side-fdr see how lonely I am-I forget
the exact words, but they commence with
the word "remote."
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-" Remote, unfriendec1, melancholy, slow."
Mr. GAUNSON.-I knew it was something like that.. One can never trust the
honorable member for Geelong, because the
honorable member always misquotes. The
honorable member tried to quote Shakespeare in reference to "ill deeds," and he
floundered most abjectly.
Are honorable
members satisfied that the criminal law of
this country is unmistakably ineffective,
unable to cope with these so-called grievances or wrongs that must be righted? We
are called to look upon the old country in
connexion with this legislation.
What do
we find there? This Bill is not an Act
of the Imperial Parliament. It has not
eYen received the sanction of both Houses.
I t has not got through both Houses at any
time.
The Bill we have here is more drastic than the Bill of Lord Russell of Killowen, who was spouting-for it was only
spouting-at the banquet at Guildhall: when
he called on the Lord Mavor of London
to try to distinguish his year of office by
causing legislation to be brought in to put
an end to the grievous corruption existing
Here is old Lomdon, the
in London.
money market of the whole of the civilized
wor ld. I t has existed for at least 1,900
years, because, as a Roman colony, it was in
a flourishing condition even shortly after the
time of Julius Cresar.
Here is London,
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with all its imperfections on its head, quite
prepared to go on from day: to day up to
the present time, and to rest upon a state
of criminal law in England which is almost
as nearly as possible copied in the legislation of our own States. To use the' language of Hallam, is this wise, is this sensible on our part, " all abounding with prohibitions and penalties which every man is
presumed to know, but which no man, the
Judges themselves included, can really know
with exactness.
We literally walk amidst
As
the snares and pitfalls of the law."
to the Judges, I will not say what I cou 1d
say of them, but" They do not know everyI think it an insult
thing down in J udee."
to the common sense of this House, and to
the community, tha,t a Bill of this sort
should be brought under our attention, and
that we should be asked to pass such a Bill.
I should be ashamed of the intelligence of
my brethren in this House if they passed it.
I intended to prepare myself for this Bill,
and to read the speech of the honorable
gentleman who introduced it, because I did
not hear the honorable gentleman's speech.
But life is too short.
One cannot be
always occupied in reading good commOIl
sense, let alone nonsense.
I do not say
whether the honorable gentleman's speech
was nonsense or good sense, but life is too
short to read everything.
However, I did
intend to read it, because I thought it
might give me some information, and also
some ground to attack him upon.
But
the discussion here about mining convinced
me that the honorable gentleman was shooting all round, and that he was very much
like the bull when it makes a charge, and
does not know where it is going to run.
The honorable gentleman was rushing like a
I sincerely hope that not
bull at a gate.
my words, but. the words of the great guide
and philosopher I have quoted, will have
That
influence with honorable members.
great man was a lawyer, a man bred up to
the law, not a practising lawyer.
He
was very much like the honorary Minister,
but he was a man who lived to attain a
very wide reputation, which will never die
so long JlS the English language survives.
I want the House to listen to the language
of Henry Hallam, and be satisfied to leave
well alone, and not try" a 'prentice hand"
upon ill-defined, crude, hastv. and altogether imperfect attempted legislation. There
are no lawyers in the House to guide lIS.
You, sir, are in the chair, and are bound
by your office simply to maintain order, and
not to indulge in speeches unless you come
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down on the floor w hen the House is in
Committee. Then you, sir, can exercise the
right of an ordinary member, but otherwise
we cannot benefit by your assistance.
Sir
Samuel Gillott is not now practically a
practising lawyer.
We have not the benefit
of the know ledge of the honorable member
for Lowan.
\Vho, then, is left in the
House?
There is the honorable member
for Prahran, but he is not a practising
lawyer, or a practical lawyer.
I will admit that he has a very excellent knowledge
in a general kind of way.
Then there }s
the honorary Minister.
He is not what
Then there is
I call a practising lawyer.
myself.
Who would give a brass farthin,~
for my opinion upon this subject? I would
It is true I could
not give that myself.
defend the honorable member for North
Melbourne if he were wrongly charged with
anv offence.
~1r. PRENDERGAsT.-I would go to a
lawyer if I were, charged.
Mr. GAUNSON.-No doubt the honorable
member would go to a lawyer, and would
probably fall in. The mo.use may help the
lion. I do not know who IS the mouse,. :and
who is the lion on this occasion. Perhaps
I am the lion; perhaps he is the lion. I
rea.1l v do not know, and do not very much
care: But probably the very first commission agent I should have to defend under
this 'Bill would be a man I can see nmv,
for I am looking him straight in the eye.
?dr. PRENDERGAsT.-With his mind's eye.
Mr. GA UNSON .-1 he.a.r the honorable
member for North Melbourne, interject
" His mind's eye." I believe the honorable
member is under the impression that I have
no mind, and can therefore have no mind's
e\'e. Let the honorable member mind his
e~'e. because he will want it before he is
~uch older.
For the time being I have
done with both the honorary l'dinister and
his nrecious Bill, and the honorable member for N orth ~lelbol1rne.
On the motion of Mr. McKENZIE, the
debate was adjourned until the following
day.
JUVEXILE SMOKERS
RESTRICTION BILL.
~fr. OUTTRI~'1 moved the second reading of this Bill. He said-Honorable members know how few opportunities private
members have of introducing measures.
This must be my excuse for trying to proceed with this Bill at such a late hour.
There is -a great deed of business on the list
for next Wednesday, and I hope honorable
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members will bear with me for a few moments, while I show reasons why this Bill
should become law.
Personallv I know
nothing about the pernicious effe~t of cigarette smoking, as I do not smoke, and 1,
therefore, prefer to give the evidence of
those who thoroughly understand what effect that has on the human constitution.
I will give their evidence as reasons why
this Bill should be passed. I have before
me a small book called TtV hi ff s jor our boys,
by A. Lindsay. It contains a letter from Sir
W. H. Broadbent, B:aronet, Physician in
Ordinary to His Majesty the King, and in
that letter, which is dated August, 1904,
he saysI have often said that I should like to see
smoking before the age of 21 made illegal, but
I had no idea that this was practicable. It is
with great satisfaction, therefore, not unmixed
with surprise, that I see the outline of a Bill,
drawn up by so distinguished an authority as Sir
Ralph Littler, to effect this, and learn that there
is some probability of its being brought in as a
Government measure.
It is in boyhood that tobacco does most injury,
impairing digestion at a time when this function
is most important, 'weakening the heart and vessels, and lowering the tone and energy of the
nervous system. It is in early youth, also, that
the practice of smoking is most likely to acquire
a tyrannical dominance. Worse, almost, than the
injury to health is the giving away to habits of
self-indulgence, which sap the foundations of
character, and r.re fatal to efficiency.
Drinking, too, is often a corollary to smoking, and the
constitution is thus brought under another deadly
influence. '
It is now becoming generally admitted that it is
not enough to improve the conditions of life of
the working classes, and of the poor, to provide suitable house accommodation and good
sanitary surroundings, and to raise the scale of
comfort.
It is even more lmportant to raise
the level of character, and to render the individual and the family capable of appreciating
and taking advantage of elevating influences,
To attain this we must begin with the children, and some knowledge of whnt health means
and how it is to bp. maintained ought to be
made part of the earliest education.

I want to impress this particularly upon
honorable members-Nearlv 15,000 medical men signed a petition
Ufj!ing 'this upon the attention of the Government,
and while there are difficulties in carrying it out
at once, as pointecl out by Lord Londonderry to
the deputation which brought the question before him, His Lordship was impressed by the
imnortance of the question. A great scheme for
national physical education and imnrovement
is on foot lmder the able gnidance of Sir Lander
Brunton. Side by side with the agencies here
contempbted. the league for the snppression of
cifYarette smoking by juveniles will be doing useful work bv counteracting a deteriorating influence which affects all classes of society.
(Signed) W. H. BROADBENT.
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The few words I have to say in connexion
with this matter I propose to divide into
three parts. The first is the evidence of
the medical men, the second the evidence
of ,those who preside over institutions
where large numbers of boys are located,
and the third is a list of the doors that are
absolutely shut in America to cigarette
.smokers. I cannot impress too strongly
upon those who are fathers in the Legislative Assembly of Victoria, and i.n the State
at large, the terrible effect these cigarettes
have on the constitution, and the doors
that are barred to juvenile cigarette smokers
in the way of improvement from a commercial point of view ..
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Under 'your Bill would
women who smoke be punishable?
:Mr. OUTTRIM.-I was always under
the impres.sion that juvenile includes both
male and female. These are the opinions
of medical men:I observ·e with great. regret .t~e custom ~hat prevails among the boys m our cities of smokmg cl~a
rettes. This is doubly hurtful, not only lead~ng
to excitement of the salivary. glands, causmg
almost constant expectoration, but also inducing
disorders of the stomach, or indigestion, at a time
of life when the nutrition of the body should be
maintained at its highest point.-Sir ~.
Littlejohn, M.D., President Royal InstItutIon
of Public Health.
'Vho can see groups of six or eight years old
in our streets smoking without anticipating such
a deterioration of our posterity in health and
character as can scarcely be contemplated ?-Dr.
Rush.
The practice is fraught with other dangers to
society at large owing to the secrecy with which
the habit is carried on. In addition, we have
that disregard of the proprieties due to the other
se-x which is producing in our midst a laxity of
morals which in the future must bear bitter fruit.
-Sir H. D. Littlejohn, M.D., Medical Officer
of Healfh, Edinburgh.
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The Madrid doctors limit the allowance of
cigarettes of the young King of Spain to
two per day. Evidently they think his life
is valuable. These are other opinionsDr. Hutchinson, physician of the Kansas Reformatory for Boys, who, by the way, is the
husband of the \V.C.T.U. president of that
State, produces figures in his annual report showing that cigarettes are the cause of the downfall
of more inmates in that institution than all other
vicious habits combined.
Of the 350 inmates in
the reformatory last year, 236 claimed that the
cigarette had driven them to crime.
Dr. Richardson says :-" The habit of smoking
is most deleterious to the young, hindering growth
:mcl causing physical decay." Dr. Murray says:
- " For boys to smoke must end in. injury; injury to tbeir digestion, growth, and muscular
power."
Dr. Drysdale says :-" Smoking in
boyhood is a frequent cause of pulmonary consumption."
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In 1880 the Minister of Public I11structicJn
of France forbade the use of tobacco in all
schools and colleges in France because it
had been proved that its use checked the
intellectual development of the students.
Mr. George Torrance, the Superintendent
of the Illinois State Reformatorv, is sure
that cigarettes are destroying ancl making
criminals of more boys than hotels ·are. He
sa ys cigarettes are not the effect of crime,
they are the cause of it, and says"I maintain that whether adulterated or not,
they arc not beneficial to anyone. Of 278 boys
in our institution between the ages of ten and
fifteen, 92 per cent. were in the habit of smoking
cigarettes at the time they committed the crimes
for which they were sent to the reformatory;.
but even more astonishing is the fact that 85
per cent. had become so addicted to their use as
to be classed as 'cigarette fiends.' After much
study and observation of these boys, r further
say 'that if there is nothing more harmful than
the associations generally formed by the young
boy with his first cigarette, that alone would
often prove his downfall. However, the most
harmful effect is not from bad companions alone.
I unhesitating! y assert, and without fear of successful contradiction, that the use of cigarettes
affects the nervous system, weakens tIle will
power, and destroys the ability to resist temptation, and because of this the boy easily falls ;)
victim to those habits which not only destroy
mind, body, and soul, but irresistibly lead him
to violate the laws of the land."

l\h. TOUTCHER.-How do you reconcile
those medical opinions with clause 4 of the
Bill, which provides. that a medical man
may give a boy a certificate that he can
smoke cigarettes for the sake of .his health?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-I will deal with that
point in a few minutes. I want nC'w to
come nearer home. I have a document here
from the Central Mission, Lonsdale-street.
There was a public meeting held under the
auspiceS' of the Australian :.J atives' Association and the Indeoendent Order of Rechabites, at which two resolutions~ of whjch
a copv has been sent to me bv the Rev. A.
R. Edgar, were carried.
.'
Mr. -MuRRAY.-Is it true that that conference discussed the nuestion with most of
them smoking cigarettes at the time?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-I do not think so.
These are the resolutions:That this meeting is of opinion that the pernicious habit of juvenile cigarette smoking, which
is practised to an enormous extent in Victoria, i~
disastrous to the mental, moral, and physical welfare of the youth of this State.
Th::tt this ineeting rejoices to learn that a Bin
is to be presented to Parliament, having for its
object the minimizing of this great evil, and hereby pledges itself to unanimously support such
Bill.
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I have received the following commUl1ic:l'
tion from the Citv ~ewsbo\"s' Societv~ a
most excellent society, of wl~ich the officebearers are: - President, Janet Lady
Clarke j vice-president, Lieut.-Col. Reay j
honorary treasurer, Mr. H. VV. Tompkins;
and joint honorary secretaries, Miss L. E.
Dickins and Miss E. Onians:Dear Sir,-By direction of the committee, we
have pleasure iil conveying to you a resolution,
moved by Lieut.·Colonel Reay, and passed as
follows, with complete unanimity, at our meeting
held on the lith inst. :-" That this committee
warmly approve of the Bill, introduced by Mr.
Outtrim, for the purpose of forbidding the sale
of tobacco to persons under sixteen years of
age."

Another excellent society, the Toorak awl
South Yarra Try Society, of which tl1e
leader is Mr. W. M. Forster, sends the {ollowing resolution:Knowing, from our experience amongst boys,
the evil effects upon them? both morally and physically, of the cigarette habit, this committee
heartil y appreciates the efTorts of those honor:Lble members who are instrumental in bringing
this matter before the House, and sincerely
trusts that their dTorts in this direction will
meet. with the support of all sections of the
Legislature.

I have a letter from the Geelonf,l; and District Sabbath School Union, forwarded bv
J. A. Marshall, secretary, as follows :__
J

At the annual meeting of the above-mentioned
lInion the following resolution was carried unanimOllsf), :-The l~eclong and District Sabbath
School Union rejoice that a Bill dealing ,,,ith
the great evil of cigarette smoking amongst the
young is now before Parliament, and trust that
the measure, which has their hearty approval,
will soon pass into law.

I have a resolution from the Women's Poli-

tical Association, of ,\'hieh '~1iss Vida Goldstein is the President" to the following
effect : That this council, while welcoming Mr. Outtrim's Anti-Cigarette Bill as a step in the right
direction in preventing juvenile smoking, hOEes
that the age limit be increased to eighteen.

I have a communication also from the Wo-

men's Christian Temperance Union General
~ecretary, Mrs. Kirk, who writes as fo110ws:On beh:t!f of the 'Women's Christian Temperance Union of Victoria, I write to thank y..0u
for your efTorts to bring in a Bill to restrict the
use of tobacco and cigarettes by the juvenile
members of the community. vVe, as a union,
have for years striven to obtain such legislation 1
~nd therefore glalily welcome the proposed meaSll reo
Representing all cln.sses C?f the womanhood
of Victorin., we earnestly hope to see the sanction
of the law removed frem the cigarette evil.

These are some of the local communications I ha.ve recei,"ed. I have also the following interesting list of 27 institutions in

America, which absolutely refuse to take
in boys who smoke cigarettes:DOORS THAT ARE CLOSED AGAINST
CIGARETTE SMOKERS IN AMERICA.
I. Athletic Clubs.-" Cigarettes are prohibited
to all athletes in training for our competition
games. No boy can be a fine athlete, football
or baseball player, runner, jumper, or gymnast
who weakens his heart and poisons his biood by
cigarette smoking."-(Numerous Schools and Colleges.)
2. Business College.-" This is our experience
in teaching more thn.n 50,000 young people:
Cigarettes bring shattered nerves, mental weakness, stunted growth, and general phJ.sical and
moral degeneracy. \Ve refuse to receive users
of tobacco in our institution."-(Henry C. and
Sara A. Spencer, Spencerian Business College.)
3. U Ilion Pacific Railroad.-Similar order.
4. Omaha Schools.-" No two ways about it.
Either let cigarettes alone, or go without an education. The use of cigarettes impairs the faculties of the pupil, and sooner or later will ruin
him."-Superintendent of Omaha Schools.
5. Swift ancl Co. (Packing House, Chicago),
:l.l1cl otner Chicago business houses employing
11l.~lldreds of boys, have issued this announcement,
or similar ones: "So impressed with the danger
of cign.rette using that we do not employ a cigarette user."
6. Marshall Field.-Similar announcement.
,;. Life Insurance Companies (some).-" Cigarette users are bad risks."
S. Lehigh Valley Railroad bars cigarette
smokers.
g. United States Armv Positions.-" Thousands
of young men reJected 'by medical examiners becn.use they had 'tobacco heart,' the result of
cigarette smoking." "In one examination for
\Vest Point, one-fourth of the candidates were
rejected. Cause,' tobacco heart,' from cigarette
smoking."
10. United States Naval Schools.-" Out of 412
hoys examined by tbe naval enlisting officer
(Peoria, Illinois), only II4 were accepted.
Of
the 2q8 rejections, the greater number were on
account of weak hearts, and in the majority of
cases this was caused by cigarette smoking."
II. Cn.rson,
Pirie, and Scott, Chicago, bar
cigarette smokers as employes.
12. Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railroad
bars cigarette smoking.
IJ. Central Railroad, Georgia, forbids cigarette
smoking.
14. "I will not try to educate a boy with the
cigarette habit. . It is wasted time. The boy
couldn't learn. Trying to teach him would be
like talking to a block of ,\·ood. Cigarettes are
poisonous. A boy who smokes cigarettes can't
learn anything.
His mental faculties 'are
blunted. His physical being is \YTecked."-Prof.
vVilkinson, school principal.
"The poor fellow "'as n. complete wreck (a
high school boy). He could not get his mind on
anything except cigarettes. He couldn't study;
his eyesight was affected; he was laggard and
pale, nervous and dejected ~ he couldn't remember
an~lthing longer tban a minute; he was beyond
redemption. He left school."-Prof. Coy, high
school principal.
"Boys who smoke cigarettes are always backward in their studies. They are filthy in their personal habits, tending to viciousness; they are hard
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to manage, dull in appearance. There is danger
of such boys making weak and undesirable citizens."-Principal VV. S. Strickland. (All these
instances are from the school principals of one
large city.)
15. Ayer's Sarsaparilla Company, Lovell, employs hundreds of boys.-" March I, 1902.~
Helieving that the smoking of cigarettes is injurious to both mind ::md body, thereby unfitting
young men for their best work-therefore after
this date we will not employ any young man
under twenty-one years of age who smokes
cigarettes. "
16. John Wanamaker.-The application blank
to be filled out by boys appiying for a position
reads: "Do you use tobacco or cigarettes?"
A negative answer is expecte9t ,and is favorable to their acceptance as employes.
17. Morgan and vVright Tyre Company, large
employers.-" No cigarettes can be smoked by
our employes."
18. Western Union Telegraph Company will
discharge from their messenger service boys who
persist in smoking cigarettes.
19. Burlington Railroad, and all railroads men- '
tionecl, have issued orrlers that "positively forbid the use of cigarettes by employes while on
duty."
20, United
States 'Veather Bureau.-" Chi~f
of United States 'Veather Bureau, Willis M.
Moore, has placed the ban on cigarettes in this
department of Government service."
21. Heath and Milligan, Chicago, bar cigarette users.
22. Montgomery, \Vard, and Co.-" Will not
employ cigarette users."
23. North-'Western University Academy.-" Dr.
Fisk flas asked all pupils who will not give up
cigarettes to leave. Last year not one of the
boys who used tobacco stoo.d in the first rank
of scholarsl1ip.
Careful observation has convinced me that tobacco is _largely responsible for
low rank in scholarship."
24· TelepIione Company.-Order: "You are
directed to serve notice that the use of cigar·ettes
after August I will be prohibited i and you are
further instructed to, in the future, refuse t6 employ anyone who is addicted to the habit."Leland Hume, Assistant General Manag-er of the
Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph Company.
2~. New York, New Haven, and Hartford
Railroad bars employes who smoke cigarettes.
26_ Pittsourg anel Western Railroad (part of
the Baltimore :md Ohio) forbids the use of cigarettes by the attaches of passenger trains, and
notifies travellers that they must not smoke
cigareites in the passenge!.,. coaches of the company.
n. 'Vest Sunerior, \Visconsin, Railroad."Twenty-five hbollrers •. working on a bridge,
were discharged b:v the roadmaster because they
were smoking cigarettes."

The Tobacconists' Association of Victoria
waited recently upon the sponsors for this
Bill, and we were yery pleased to meet
them. They are men I highlv respect, and
they told us that S,o far as thev were personally concerned as an association of 400
members. they would be only too delighted
to see cigarette smoking by juveniles put
down. They thought, however, that the
limit of sixteen years was too high, and
Mr. Outtrim.
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they suggested its reduction to fifteen years.
They urged that the Bill should be confined to cigarettes, cigarette tobacco, and
cig.arette paper, and that cigars and tobacco
should be exempted. They also suggested
that the licence fee should be raised to "'£5.
They disagreed with clause 3 because they
affirmed they could not tell the age of boys,
and urged that they would often be fined
even when they wanted to deal honestly on
account of their inability to tell the age of
l.ads who came into their shops.
Those
were the objections they took to the Bill,
but at the same time they said they would
be only too pleased to see cigarette smoking
by juveniles put down if it possibly could
be put down. This: Bill has three main
clauses. The firs!: isAny person under the age of sixteen years who
in any street, lane, thoroughfare, or public convevanc·e, or in any public place within the meaning of section 27 of the ~oIice Offences Act 18 90
uses or smokes tobacco 111 any shape or form,
or uses or smokes cig~rs or cigarettes, shall
on conviction be liable for the first offence to a
penalty not exceeding Ten shillings, and for ~ny
subsequent offence to a penalty not exceedmg
One pound.

The next cIa use is as follows:Anv tobacconist or dealer in tobacco, cigars, or
ciaarettes, or any person whomsoever who supplies a person under the age of sixteen years with
any tobacco, ciKars, or cigarettes, shall on conviction be liable for everv such offence to a
penalty not exceeding Five pounds, and for a
second or any subsequent conviction his licence
(if any) shall be forfeited by order of the court
making such conviction.

The tobacconists thought it was a very heavy
penahy that a man should lose his licence,
~lJ1d I believe there are very many of them
in the trade who are most honest, industrious
men,. that do not desire to do anything
wrong. There are 6,000 licences in existence in Victoria, and this large association,
representing 400, thought it would be a very
heavy penalty for a dealer to have his
licence cancelled. Then clause 4 saysNo person shall be convicted under this Act
for using or smoking tobacco cigars or cigarettes
if he produces a certificate of a legally qualified
medical practitioner to the effect'that the using
or smoking of tobacco cigars or cigarettes is beneficial to the health of such person, and no dealer
tobacconist or person shall be convicted of supplying tobacco cigars or cigarettes to a person
under the age of sixteen years if he produces a
certificate as aforesaicl. in respect of the person
whom he is charged with supplying such articles.

The honorable member for Stawell wants to
know how this clause fits in with the medical opinions I have quoted. The reason
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this clause was put in is that one of the charged with a breach of the provisions of this
sponsors for the 'Bill had to get a doctor to Act.
3· The penalties incurred by any person under
a.ttend one of his children, and that doctor this Act shall be in addition to any other penalrecommended that the boy should smoke ties which such person may incur to the authoricigarettes for the benefit of his health. ties of In land Revenue for selling tobacco withThat might happen in other cases, although out a licence or otherwise howsoever.
4· All convictions under this Act shall be bv
it is very hard for me to believe that a doc- wa~
0.£ ~ummary conviction under the Summar)'
tor would recommend such a thing. At any J u:ls~hctlOn Acts as defined by section 14 of the
rate he did so, and this is whv this clause Cn~ma.1 Law A.mendment Act 1885, and in the
is put in. I should like to tell the House applIcatIOn of thIS Act to Scotland the expression
" Justice of the peace" shall include sheriff
what is going on in Great Britain at the and
sheriff's substitute.
present time. A committee was appointed
5· This Act shall come into operation on the
for the purpose of reporting on this subject, first day of October, One thousand nine hundred
and this is the memorandum .attached to the and five.
Bill that was the outcome of their labours : Mr. MURRAY.-Has that been passed?
Mr.
OUTTRIM.-It passed thrOlwh the
The Bill is designed to carry out the following
unanimous recommendations of the Physical House of 'Commons, but I do not b know
Deterioration (1904) Committee. The Committee what stage it is at now.
The Americans
recommend that a Bill should be brought be- are very cute people.
fore Parliament at an early date, having for its
Mr. MURRAy.-They make very good
-obJect (I) To prohibit the sale of tobacco and
>cigarettes to children below a certain age; (2) tobacco.
To prohibit the sale of tobacco and cigarettes in
Mr. OUTTRIM.-When they bar iuven'Sweet and other shops frequented by children.
~le cigarette s~okers, you may depend upon
This is 'a Bill ordered by the House of It that we wIll soon follow suit.
It beCommons to be printed on March 14" 1905. hoves young people to look out.
There are
It 1s to provide for the prevention of juvenile 53 States and territories in America altosmoking.
It was presented by Doctor ~ether, and 4 6 of them have got a J uvenMacnamar:a:, and supported by Mr. John lIe Smokers' Penal Act in operation. Some
Burns, Mr. Winston Churchill, Mr. Crooks, of the States limit the age to 21, and others
Sir John Gorst, Mr. Lambert, Mr. Lloyd- to fourteen years, which 1s the lowest. The
George, Major Seeley, Dr. Shipman, Sir extraordinary thing is that in some of the
John Tuke, :Mr. Cathcart Wason, and Mr. States the highest fine is 10 dollars, and in
George White. It reads as follows:others 1,000 dollars.
In addition to the
fine, imprisonment is imposed amounting to
'Whereas the use of tobacco by persons of
It is
tender years is injurious to such persons, and it from ,two days to twelve months.
evident that in America thev have done
is desirable that the same should be suppressed;
Be it therefore enacted by the King's Most e~erything they possibly can to stop juveni Ie
Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and CIgarette smoking.
'Consent of the Lords, Spiritual and Temporal,
Mr. MURRAY.-With what result?
and Commons, in this present Parliament assemIV[r. OUTTRIM.-They have made it as
bled, and by the authority of the same, as follows : unpleasant as they can for the juvenile
I. This Act may be cited as the Juvenile Smoksmoker.
I do not sav that this Bill wi II
ing Prevention Act 1905.
prevent juvenile smoki~g, but it will make
2. No person shall sell, give, or supply tobacco
in any form for the use of any person under the it mighty unpleasant for juveniles to inage of sixteen years, and any person so doing dulge in it. If people will break the laws
shall be liableit is very difficult to stop them, but it i~
(I) On a first conviction to a penalty not our bounden duty to do what we can to
exceeding 20S. ;
make it as hard for the wrong-doer as we
(2) On a second or subsequent conviction to possibly can, and in the wrong-doer I ina penalty not exceeding 40s. ;
clude the seller and the buyer.
~nd in addition to the foregoing penalties the
Mr. WARDE.-What do you propose to do
licence (if any) held by such person for the sale
of tobacco shall in case of a third conviction, be- if the boys do not pay .the fine?
come void, and such person shall be disqualified
Mr. OUTTRIM.-I admit that that is
for a term of five vears from the date of such conviction from holding any such licence, and the a difficult question, and I admit that whatjustice of the peace before whom such conviction ever fines are imposed on lads will prois had shall, by writing under his hand, forth- bably have to be paid by .the parents.
with notifv the voidance of such licence, and the
Mr. MURRAY.-That is reversing the
disflualification as aforesaid, of such person to
the Commissioners of Inland Revenue, and the Scriptures-punishing parents for the sins
'Onus of proof of age shall lie on the ~erson of the children.
Session 1905.-[32]
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Mr. W ARDE.-Supposing the parent does
not pay?
Mr. MACKEy.-Do you propose to imprison the lads?
:Mr. OUTTRIM.-I do not propose to
imprison anybody.
Mr. GAUNSON.-The law provides for imprisonment where fines are not paid.
:Mr. OUTTRIlVL-All our laws do.
Where fines are imposed for breaking the
laws, and are not paid, durance vile follows.
I should be sorry that any action
of mine resulted in sending any poor lads
to gaol.
I should like to amend the Bill
to meet the wishes of honorable members.
I think I have given evidence enough from
medical people to show ,that smoking is
deleterious and is doing great injury to our
young people.
We should do what we
can to bring our laws into line with those
of other countries.
In New South Wale;.;
the law in regard to juvenile smoking limits
the age to ,sixteen years, but some say that
the law there is a dead letter. In Japan
the age is 2 I years.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Girls would be sent to
prison under the measure, and women do
smoke unfortunately.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-All I ask honorable
members is to do what they can to pass as
fair and as reasonable a Bill as possible.
I should be sorry if any action of mine sent
kiddies to gaol even for smoking cigarettes,
but I would go a long way to pass such
a law as would make it very uncomfortable
for those who .are now addicted to that
habit.
Mr. LAWSON.-Cannot the honorable
member tell us whether there is any precedent for clause 2?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-No. That was put in
on account of the case I have given.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-How do they provide
for it in New South Wales?
Mr. OUTTRLM.-They do not provide
for the boys in the way i propose, and I
believe the Act is inoperative there.
I
would ask the Government to assist me
in passing the Bill through all its stages,
so that it may be sent to another place as
soon as possible. If there is anything in
the Bill that the Government think should
be struck out, I am sure its sponsors w111
only be too glad to agree to it.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I desire to offer my
congratulations to the honorable member for
Maryborough a:nd the other sponsors of the
Bill on the introduction of it. The honorable member, in moving the second reading, pointed out that, whilst the Bill might
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not altogether fulfil its functions, he had
in his mind the moral effect it would have
on the community, and the fact that if it
were passed any youth under sixteen years
of age found smoking in a, public place
would be regarded as a law breaker. A
similar measure has been in operation in
New South Wales. I gave notice on one
occasion to introduce a measure of this
character, but it was received in a different
spirit then from what it is now. It was
thought then to be ridiculous to introduce
such a measure.
Mr. MURRAY.-You were before your
time.
:Mr. TOUTCHER.-A Bill was subsequently introduced by Mr. O'Neill, who
was then the member for Mandurang, but
it never passed this House. While I recognise that legislation of this character is~
very desirable in its general aspect, still I
am sorry that the honorable member for
Maryborough has not been able to furnish
informa60n to the House regarding
the practical application of the Act
I should like
in New South Wales.
to know-and it was a very pertinent
question raised bv the honorable member for Gippsla~d West-what is to·
be done with young fellows whose parents,
are unable to pay the small fine of even
IS., if such a fine were inflicted. We must
move very carefully, because we do not
want to put the stamp of the criminal on
our young people. The Bill throws the'
responsibility on the vendors of tobacco,
and would, no doubt, ma:ke them very careful. I can see great danger so far' as the
retailers of tobacco are concerned. Everv
youth buying tobacco or cigarettes will hav~
to be furnished with a birth certificate. If
a youth said he was sixteen years of age,
he escaped any penalty.
Mr. j\'IuRRAy.-How does the birth certificate protect the seller?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-If th..e buyer produced his birth certificate to the seller,
showing that he was over the stipulated'
age, it would be all right.
Mr. MURRAY.-Would the seller keep the'
birth certificate?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-No, but I suppose
he would have to make a note of it, and'
that would not be very profitable when a
yout!1' had spent perhaps only one penny
on. cIga~ette~. I recognise the necessity for'
thIS legIslatIOn, and I do not desire to prevent the Bill from being read a second time,.
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but at the same time I should not like to see when we have a more extended experience
such legislation hurried through without of public life. A former. membe.r of t~1is
some proper appreciation of the pract~cal House, too, used every seSSIOn to gIve notIce
difficulties, for there are ma~ly practIcal of his intention to introduce a similar meadifficulties in the way of carrymg out such sure, but I do hot think that he ever
a measure. I recognise the urgency of the reached the second stage of the procedure,
measure, but legislation of a panic charac- and, as I have said, even the present Bill
will not, in my opinion, gain the desi~able
ter-.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-This is not legislation of end which the honorable member for ~.I aryborough has in view. But what I have
a panic character.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-We often see legis- risen particularly to do is to ask the honlation of a panic character introduced, orable member if he will be content with
which does far more harm than good. I aetting the second reading of the Bill towill not assist in rushing this Bill through ~ight and go no further .with it until. a
unless it can be shown that it can be car- future occasion. I am deSIrous of helpll1g
ried out on proper lines, and that it will not him and I am sure that the honorable member 'for Stawell also wishes to assist, and
have the effect of putting the stamp of the
we will all try to bring the measure a little
criminal on many of our young people.
nearer towards perfection.
One thing I
There is that danger.
thought might be done, and it would have
Mr. MCGREGOR.-What did you propose
a much more deterrent effect on the
in your Bill?
youngster who smokes than what: is pro·Mr. TOUTCHER.-I would have taken posed in the Bill. I do not forget that I
more precautions than this Bill does was a youthful smoker my,self, although I
to guard both buyer and seller.
never ;moked a cigarette. I smoked long
Mr. :MURRAY. - It is a most re- hefore the minimum age mentioned in the
grettable thing that the honorable mem- Bill, starting with a clay pipe and Barrett's
ber for Mary borough has introduce~ such Twist, but I have never yet reached
a. very important measure as this at such the demoralization which the honorable
a verv late hour, and that after labo- member for Polwarth has arrived at.
riolls "'industry which he has displayed I have never been so debauched by
in the way of obtaining statistics, he has smoking, nor have I ever been rich
not been able to make the completest use enough to smoke a ninepenny cigar.
of his information. I do not think anyone I have got a little beyond Barrett's Twist,
will dispute the fact that cigarette smoking and smoke what is, perhaps, a milder and
is objectionable. There is a consensus of superior brand of tobac~o now-a-d'a~:s.
opinion amonglst the medical profession and But, speaking of the boys m country diSlaymen who have any knowledge of the tricts, I say that the barrier of t?e old ma!l
subject, ,and also among societies and insti- will not keep them from smokmg, and I
tutions that have given consideration to it, do not think that anv barriers of the law
in denouncing the evil of cigarette smoking will have much effeCt either. I know I
by youths. I have been surprised at this was very much more afraid of my father
amazing unanimity. Of course, this Bill is than of the 1a w, although I now am a
not merely directed against the youth who maker of the law in a small way, and a
smokes a cigarette, but al,'lO against the keeper of the law on some smail points.
Y01.1th who smokes a pipe. While I give the But what I was going to suggest was to
fullest credit to the honorable merrlber for make it an offence for a boy found having
Mary borough for bringing in this bill, I smoking material in his possessiooconsider that it will entirelv faii h attain tobacco, cigarettes, cigars, or even a pipe.
the eno which he has in view. The Bill I would not make it a serious offence, but
provides a punishment for the man who I would make the punishment a deprj,'asells as well as for the youth who buys. tion of the material, and, perhaps, go a
But I have no doubt it ,,;iJ] he evao.::d· in little be\'ond that. Under the Bill, it apmanv directions. This has bee'.} shown bv pears to me that the punishment would
the honorable member who has just sat reall y fall on the parents, and when extradown. He himself proposed to introduce vagant young beggars go smoking, they do
a Bill at an early period of his parliamen- not care whether their parents are punished
tary career-at that period when ,,',; 3.re ail or not.
so confident that we can achieve thingsAn HONORABLE MEMBER. - You would
things that we become more dubiolls 2..bout
advocate confiscation.
[3 2J-2
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Mr. MURRAY.-Yes, I would confiscate
IThe SPEAKER.-It would be more
the smoking material found on boys, and satisfactory to wait until the Prem'ier is
put it in the King's pipe. And there is l~ere. We can then say what his intenanother thing that ought to be provided for tIOn really was, and means can then be dein the Bill. 'We ought to consider the con- vised to give i t effect.
venience of the old men, the industrious
Mr. GAUNSON remarked that he
old men of the bush, the men on the farms, thought three lof the motiorus down for
the men working in the mines, the men whlO consideration next Wednesday would be
have not got t'ime to go to the Istores for dlOpped. Th.ere was a motion in his
tobacco themselves, and the only mes- ~Mr. ~au.nson's) name with regard to an
senger they have got is their youngest girl InvestIgatIOn in connexion with the police
or boy. Would it not be an awful thing force. Practically that was dropped. Then
t() make a criminal of a girl or boy merely the honorable member for Ballarat West
for taking to their old man his weekly had a motion for the appointment of a Select
supply of tobacco? Let us all give this Committee in reference to the appointment
measure a little further consideration. Let of a Mr. Byatt, and probably that also
the honC'fable member be content with the would be dropped, because the Premier had
second reading, and \ve can have further ap~inted a private meeting', which might
discussion in Committee.
posslbl y lead to that result.
Therefore.
The motion was agreed to.
there would practically be '110 motion t~
The Bill was then ,read a second time, move.
and committed.
The SPEAKER.-It is only fa.ir to inClause 1 was agreed to, and progress for~l the House that there will be one
was then reported.
motIon spoken to, and that is the motion
in connexion with artesian water, to be
moved by the honorable member for Bulla.
I)RIVATE l\lEMBERS' BUSINESS.
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that he
Mr. OUTTRIM stated that he desired
to have the further consideration of the would not like to come to any understand] uvenile Smokers Restriction Bill in Com- ing for the suspension of any portion of primittee made an Order of the Day for next vat~ members' business on the paper,
whIch they were ,entitled to go on with.
Wednesday.
The understanding was only to be in referMr. MURRAY said that he would like
ence to the Government time from half-past
to remind the House that there was an four o'clock until half-past eight.
undertaking that other private busines,s
Mr. GAuNsoN.-What about the Bill of
should have the whole of the Government
time next Wednesday, and he understood the honorable member for the Railways Ser·
that the motion of the honorable member vice (Mr. Hannah), and the Bill of the han,
for Prahran with regard to a measure to arable member for Prahran to the same
We might give the Railway mem'abolish separate representation should have effect?
ber
a
chance
of the honour and glory of
preoedence.
Mr. OUTTRIM remarked that the ar- it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that he was
rangement was, he thought, that the honorablle member for Pralhran was to have n?t discussing honour and glory, but busiThere was another Bill to be
precedence with his business, but that was ness.
in the expectation of the Juvenile Smokers' brought forward on that night that
Restriction Bill being passed through all must take precedence after half-past eiaht
its stages before then. That Bill, however, on account of its position on the o;de;
had now to be further cons~dered in Com- paper, and that was the Bill of the honormittee, and he thought that he could claim able member for St. Kilda in connexion with
legal practitioners.
The understandin:y
precedence for it.
would only affect business from half-past
The SPEAKER.-I wC'uld point out four until half-past eight.
'to honorable members that the arrangement
The further consideration of the Juvenile
referred to cannot be carried out without a
Smokers Restriction Bill in Committee was
suspension of the Sessional Orders.
Mr. MACKINNON stated that the made an' Order of the Day for Wednesday,
position, as he understood it, was as it had August 16.
The House adjourned at twenty-eight
heen explained by the honorable member for
minutes to eleven o'clock.
Maryborough.
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The SPEAKER took the chair at twenty
minutes to five o'clock p.m.
~IR. MORRISSEY, \I.L.A.
The SPEAKER. - I am extremely
pleased to see our worth" friend the hon'or able member for \Var~nga back in his
place in the House. I trust that his health
is restored, and that he will be spared to be
with us for a very long time indeed.
. Mr. MO~RISSEY.-I thank you very
slllcerel y, SIr, for your kind words of welcome to me. I also thank honorable members for the cordial greeting that I received
at their hands on my entrance to the House.
! ha,'e regretted very considerably that my
Illness has kept me out of the House during the important part of the session that
~1as already. pass~d, and particularly durl11g the consl(leratwn of the legislation that
my honorable friend the \[inister of Water
Supply has had in hand for some time.
I sr..ould have liked to be here to take a
hand in tne consideration of that measure,
as I feel that I could have materially assisted
the
honorable
gentleman to
amend it III such a \Va y .as would
have pleased my constituents perhaps
somewhat better than they are pleased
a.t the present moment. However, I beheve that in my absenC'e the honorable
gentleman has done his best in their interests,. and :(~r tl!is I thank him. I hope
t1:at hIS antlClpatlOns as to the results of
this important measure ,,,ill be all realized.
PETITIO~.

A petition ,ras presented bv \If. BENT
~rom inhabitants of Sanciring,ham, pray~
l11g that the House would order that no
excursion trains should be run on the Victorian Railways on Sundays.
WATER ACTS COXSOLIDATION
ANDA\IEND?\1.EXT BILL.
The amendments mad2 in this Bill in
Committee were adopted.
Mr. SvVINBUR~E movedThat this Bill be now read a third time.

Mr .. McKEXZIE said that' when the
Bill was in Committee, he drew the attention ?f the Minister to the necessity of exemptIng lucerne from the improvements
under the Bill, and he trusted that the
Minister would accede now to that. request.
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Jt was an old maxim, and yet a true one,
that anyone who could make two blades of
grass grow where one grew formerly was
a public benefactor. The g.rowing of fodders
should be encouraged.
Lucerne would be
one of the principal fodder crops grown
where irrigation work was carried out. In
growing these fodders, however, it would
mean that a man would tax himself by increasing the value of his land.
It was
not to be thought that lucerne growing was
In the northern
a royal road to fortune.
areas it took three years before lucerne
matured, and its life was. about ten years.
It had very frequently to be re-sown. There
was great expense annually in watering it,
and also in connexion with the growth of it.
It had to be watered very carefully, as
one injudicious watering might destroy a
whole paddock.
He trusted that the l\1inister wOJld exempt lucerne from the taxable
improvements in connexion with the land
under this Bill.
Mr. CULLEN remarked that during the
progress of this Bill through Committee he
drew the attention of the ~Iinister to clause
291, which provided that noxious weeds
and vermin were to be destroyed by landowners adjoining channels.
In some
cases these channels were fenced in, and
it would be hard on a number of landowners. if they were compelled to destroy
noxious weeds and vermin, and vet receive no benefit from the land.
"In the
case of the main channel from Goulburn
Weir to the Waranga Basin, for instance
it would be a great hardship if the owner~
of 'land adjoining were compelled to destroy the vermin and noxious weeds. He
trusted the ."Minister would see his \,,'ay to
exempt mam channels from this clause
He hoped:
where they were fenced off.
also, that the honorable gentleman would
give some consideration to the suggestion of
the honorable member for Rodney in regard to lucerne.
If this water policv was
properl y carried out, lucerne \VouI'd be
largely grown throughout the irrigation
It was only by growing these
areas.
fodder crops and by dairying that irrigation
would pay.
Mr. MORRISSEY observed that he desired to say a word in support of what had
been stated by the honorable member for
Rmdney.
What the honorable member
had stated applied not only to that honorable member's constituents, 'hut to the whole
of the people in the northern areas. They
all desired to have lucerne as an improvement exempted from taxation. The future
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success of irrigation in the north depended
on the extent to which lucerne would be
cultivated.
The Minister must know from
the experience he had had already from his
journeys into that district that it was some\'rhat costly to establish well-grown lucerne
fields.
All additional expenditure in the
way of establishing an improvement on the
land would entail an increase of taxation
on the land-owner.
It should be the Minister's endeavour at the outset to give people
all possible encouragement to improve the
land to its full capacity, and obstacles
should not be put in the way of people incurring expense in establishing these improvements, which would be ultimately profitable to the individual, and to the --State
as a whole.
It would cost from lOS. to
£1 an acre to establish a lucerne field, and
a man would hesitate before incurring that
expenditure if he knew that the effect of it
'would be to raise his rental 25. or 3S. He
would urge the Minister not to look for any
return from cereal growing by irrigation.
If a farmer found that it was going to cost
him a lot of monev to establish lucerne
fields, rather than do that he would water
his natural grass.
Although some loss in
revenue would be entailed bv the Minister
granting this concession, yet" he would advise the Minister to make the loss at the
outset, because the Minister was not prevented from removing the exemption
afterwards.
Mr. SWINBURNE remarked that the
honorable member for Rodney had pressed
this matter very hard throughout the whole
of the debates, and he had told the honorable member that he was extremely sympathetic with it. He wanted to do it, but
had not had time to go thoroughly into the
financial aspect to see how it would affect
the :f1nancial parts of the Bill.
All his
sympathies were with the suggestion, and
he was trying to do what the honorable
member asked. He would like to do it
in connexion with maize or amber cane, or
anything of that description.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Those are annual crops.
Mr. SWINBURNE said that the same
arguments applied as in the case of lucerne. It was simply a question of degree.
Lucerne was a long way lower down in
that degree than orchards. One got a return from lucerne the first vear and the
second year one obtained a" larger return j
but in the case of orchards there was no
return until after about five years. It was
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all a question of degree. He was in sympathy ",jtl-, coming down to the unimproved
value of the land as far as possible, and
he would try to do what was asked at a
future stage-probably in the Legislative
Council. He could not do more than that
now. He could not promise to introduce
such an alteration to-day.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was then read a third time.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN movedThat clause 5 be omitted.

He said that he intended to move also the
omission of clause 6, and to substitute the
following new clause:vVherever any part of the bed or bank of any
river, creek, stream, water-course, lake, lagoon,
swamp~ or marsh forming the boundary or part of
boundary of an allotment of land heretofore or
hereafter alienated by th.e Crown, is the property
of the owner of any land heretofore or hereafter
alienated by the Crown, and adjacent to such
bank, any authonty may exercise all such rights
over and do all such things upon such part of
such bed or bank as shall be necessary to carry
out any of the purposes of this Act: Provided
that the owner of any such part who shall sustain
any damage by reason of the exercise of any
such right, or the doing of any such thing, may
cIaim ,from the Commission compensation for
such damage, and the Commission may pay to
sllch owner such amount ,for compensation ,a.s
may be agreed upon between the Commission and
such owner; in default of any such agreement
the amount of compensation for such damage
shall be settled and recovered from the Commission under the provisions of the Lands Compensation Act r8go, as modified by and incorporated with this Act.

Honorable members would' see that the term
" any authority" used in the proposed new
clause was described in the interpretation
clause as meaning "any body or persons
empowered by or under this Act to construct or to manage and control waterworks,
and includes the Board of Land and "Vorks,
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, any ,vaterworks trust, any local
governing body, and the Ballarat Water
Commissioners, as the case'"may be."
He
had tried to frame this amendment so as to
meet the emergencies of the Act jn every
possible way, and to give the widest possible
powers to the commissioners to administer
this most important measure. Of course,
what the Minister was afraid of was that
he mIght have a great deal of litigation.
But un'der ·the lHinister's method of taking
what was undefined-tile beds and bankshe would assuredly have a. good deal of litigation, it being so difficult to define what
the bed and banks were. What the :Minister
required was power to administer the Act
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without fractious litigation. The amendment would give the lv[inister very much
better opportunities of administering the Act
peacefully and quietly". and without expensive litigation than would the two clau~es
which the Minister had included, and whIch
he (NIr. Fairbairn) now proposed should .be
omitted. The method adopted by the M111ister was to take away the beds and banks
:so that he might then have all the power he
,thought was necessary, but the difficulty
which the "Minister experienced, as the Minister himself admitted, was to define what
the beds and banks were, and to define
where the rights of the authority
under this Act would end, and where
those of the local land-owner would begin.
Under this amendment lie had suggested
that any authority migli"t exercise all the
rights specified, and do all such things referred to upon a bed or bank as were ne-cessary to carry out any of the purposes of
the Act. That was .as wide as it could pos:sibly he maac, and he co~mended the
amendment to the Minister as a proposal
which would not frighten people in any
way, but one which might possibly be the
means of enabling the Minister to carry out
his most valuable measure.
Mr. CARLISLE said that he urged the
:Minister to amend clause 5, because it was
.a clause which would make the Bill objectionable to all the land-owners of the country. T~e amendment of. the .hon~)fable
member for Toorak would do awav WIth all
the objections.
In his (Mr. Carlisle's)
opinion, clause 5 was not required at all.
Clause 4 secured the flow of water. Clause
7 prevented diversion. Clause 10 prevented
obstructions, and, clause I I prohibited polthat was neceslution. Surely that was
sary. If any more wa~ wanted, the clause
proposed by the honorable member for
Toorak would meet the case.
Mr. CULLEN said he trusted that the
IV[inister would stick to clause 5. He (Mr.
Cullen) regarded it as a most important
one. There had been doubts on the question involved in the clause, but the Minister
was making an honest attempt to remove
those doubts.
Mr. McCUTCHEON said that he again
desired to express a fear that the clause
would lead to a great deal of trouble. It
would be wise to have it modified.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You will vote
for it, all the same, as you did for the
brickworks.
"Mr. McCUTCHEON remarked that he
thought they must dub -the honorable mem-

all
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ber for Allandale a master of interjections
in the House. He did not know what the
object was, but he had noticed that that
honorable member con~jnually interjocted
when he (NIr. McCutcheon) was speaking.
If this practice was pursued, he (Mr.
McCutcheon) might be led to make interjections also.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Then we will
have some fun:'
Mr. McCUTCHEON said that it would
be well if this kind of thing ceased.
The SPEAKER.-This is hardly the way
to bring it before the House. But if at
allY time the honorable member complains
of interjections, which are, of course,
highl y disorderly, I am prepared to deal
with them.
Mr. McCUTCHEON said that the point
he wished to make was that it would not be
for the success of the Bill to have the clause
in question in it. They should not send
a measure to another place with clauses
which might imperil the \"hole Bill. He
was p:-epared to record his vote against the
clause, and in favour of the amendment.
Mr. SWINBURNE said he very much
. regretted that at this stage the honorable
member for Toorak bad thought fit to move
that clause 5 be excised, especially after the
strenuous debate that had taken place on
it before. He~Mr. Swinburne) took special pains the other night to go fully into
this important matter. He had quoted a great
number of law points in connexion with it,
which he had hoped would have convinced
honorable members that he was taking a
course which had a great many precedents,
and which could be taken without fear or
thought of confiscation, or partial confiscation. The amendment which the honorable member for Toorak was moving on
clause 6 to- get ~ over the difficulty with
clause 5 reall y undermined the whole principle which the House had been endeavourin.g to determine. It would therefore be simply impossible for him (Mr. Swinburne) to
accept the amendment. Honorable members
kne\v that he ilad thought over this matter
for the last eighteen months, as one of the
fundamental principles of the Bill, and
public meetings everywhere had supported
him in this matter. It would be impossible
to leave the whole questlo-n open in the indefinite and undetermined manner proposed. What he (Mr. Swinburne) had endeavoured to do was to make a declaration
~hat the beds of rivers, creeks, and streams
were vested in the Crown, and he submitted
that the interpretation clause was as clear
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and definite as was necessary.
I twas
easily ascertainable what the normal flow
of a stream was, and he had offered to look
into any matter, any specific instance, which
honorable memb~rs might bring up, involving difficulty. The mere fact of putting
the amendment into the Bill would nullify
all that had been done up to now by the
Commissioner of Titles, who had refused
to admit that the beds of streams belonged
to the property oymer. No one had ever
attacked that principle; but this amendment went further-it practically confirmed
the ownership of beds and banks in the
land proprietors, although the Commissioner
of Titles had systematically declared that
the ownership was not so vested. The honorable member for Toorak was asking to
have defined bv statute what common law
had not yet d~fined.
That ~vould be a
most extreme measure, and opposed to the
spirit of the Bill.
He (Mr. Swinburne)
was very sor'ry indeed that any member of
the House affected to try to trim a Bill
because another place might throw it out.
He thought that what another place might
do was of no consequence to this House.
At anv rate, it was -of no consequence to
himself.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am glad to
hear you say that.
Mr. SWINBURNE remarked that the
honorable member for St. Kilda said that
it would be no use pursuing the course
which was being pursued in connexion with
clause 5, because another place would throw
it out. Even if clause 5 imperilled the
Bill, that circumstance would have nothing
to do with him (Mr. Swinburne) in expressing his honest convictions.
He had
endeavoured to get over all the difficulties
brought up in connexion with clause 5 by
introducing an interpretation clause.
He
had thought very seriously over the' whole
matter, and had consulted several honorable members and other gentlemen who bad
advised him. Clause 6 was not in the Bi]]
when it was introduced. That clause was
introduced by him (Mr. Swinburne) afterwards, at the express request of several
honorable membe7s, who seemed to think
that the clause as it stood seemed too arbitrary, and might be misconstrued into including lands which it was not intended
should be included. Kow an interpretation
clause was embodied which strictly meant
that the land to be vested in the Crown
was only that which was covered by the
normal flow of water. Clause 5 became
simply a deciaratory clause, guarded,
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bounded, and confined by the interpr~tation
clause which had been introduced, and, as
the matter stood, the beds and banks of
streams were to be vested in the Crown_
Further than that, no land-O\vner would
be in any way interfered with, and need
not have any concern or thought at all
about the Crown going at a future time to
a river, creek, or water-course to define it,
or interfere with it, to deepen it
or canalize it, or to carry out any of the
work
contemplated
under
the
Bill.
When the Crown came to that river, then
it was simply a matter of fact, which could
easily be determined, whether the land was
covered bv the normal flow. Then if the
Crown wi;hed to take any more land than
that covered by the normal flow, it paid for
it under the compens'a60n clauses.
All
concern was removed, all the fear of landowners as to compensation was taken
away, and they would be practically
in the identical position that thev were in
now" except that the land covered by the
normal flow was declared to be vested in
the Crown. He was quite certain that the
best thing to do was to omit clause 6.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Do you propose to substitute anything for it?
Mr. S"VINBURNE.-No. He was quite
sure that, both' from the point of view of
the land-owner and of the State, it was
wise to do this, and to remove any fears
which had existed, and simply to have
the declaratory clause the same as that
in the Local -Government Act, and which
was a declar,atory section that the roads
were vested in the Crown.
He now introduced the declaratory clause, .and the
beds were vested in the Crown, and if
there was any action to be taken. the whole
matter was 'settled by the interpretation
clauses. This matter had caused him immense thought 'and anxiety, because he had
endeavoured to meet the 'request of honorable members on the Government side of
the House in every possible way, and to
meet the fealrs of the land-owners as well.
He was sure his proposal 'would do that.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).How will this -affect aNew South Wales
title for land running right into the middle
of the stream?
Mr. S'VINBURNE said the l.and would
all vest in the Crown. There were very
few of such cases.. The honorable member
for Lowan was not present just now, but
he (Mr. Swinburne) mentioned his intention to the honorable member on Tuesday
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night, 'and the honorable member quite concurred in what he (NIr. Swinburne) proposed to do.
Mr. DOWNWARD s,a!id the explanation
of the Minister was extremely satisfactory.
The objection he (NIr. Downward) made
to clause 6, when he fLrst referred to
it, was to that part which stated thM no
claim for compensation could be made after
two years from the commencement of the
Act. " The Minister had done away with
that. He (Mr. Downward) m,entioned at
the time that many land-owners would sleep
upon their rights" and the result would be
that they would find when the question of the
beds or banks came to be dealt with
theii." claims could not be recognised through.
the necessary time having elapsed.
By
striking out that portion of the clause, the
Minister had removed his eMr. Downward's)
objection to the Bill, because now no injustice whatever could be done. If at any
time it was found that portion of a man's
land was required that he was legally eqtitled to, he would get compensation for
it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK s,aid
he had to express his deep regret to the
honorable member for St. Kilda, for there
was no honorable member for whom he
had greater respect. He deeply regretted
that he had indulged in a little chaff at
times, and had perhaps sometimes exceeded
the bounds of decencv.
:Mr. MACKEY .-'N' 0, never.
Sir ALEXAKDER PEACOCK s,aid
that if he h.ad given the honorable member
for St. Kilda any pain he now apologized,
and' would promise not to do so 'again.
Mr. MACKINNON remarked that he
did not wish to repeat the arguments he
had used with regard to clause 5, but he
did not see quite eye-to-eye with the Minister. He hardlv approved of what the
Minister was doing.
He was a little
troubled at tbe idea. of getting rid of clause
6. He did not (Juite see bow the compensation proposed to be !riven by that
clause was to be carried out. He understood the -;\Jinister to say in answer to an
interjection, that it was l)rovided for somewhere else. That clause particu lar I y stated
that where anybody could prove that he had
suffered actual pecuniary loss b,v the decI amtion made in the preceding clause,
if he made his claim within a certain
period, he would receive comnensation.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-For any land that the
Crown rna\' require over and above what
is declared by clause 5.
J
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Mr. MACKINKON said that that was
hardl y the same thing as cI ause 6 provided for.i that clause stated that it was
to be compens.ation on account of any
pecuniary loss that accrued through the declaration made in the previous clause. He
did not see eye-to-eye with the Minister in regard to the }oa w as to the land
up to the middle of the stream. Still, he
thought the Minister had made out a very
good case, and .raised doubts as to the way
in which this Parliament had dealt with
the old claim to own the land up to
the middle of the road.
There had been
a great deal of sentiment imported into
this debate.
Without upholding the decision given seventy ye,ars ago by the Privy
Council this action could still be justified
on public grounds.
The loss that would
accrue to the alverage owner in connexion
with the beds and banks would be extremely slight. The objection was largely
a sentimental one. The loss would be so
very slight that Parliament was justified
at the beginning of a new era in
the irrigation problem in simply cu tting the Gordian knot. He could conceive that it was a fair thing where actual
pecuniary loss occurred as the result of
the decl.a.ration made in clause 5, that the
person damaged should get some compensation. He understood that the Minister
stated that there was provision elsewhere
for that.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-No; all land taken
over and above that would be paid for.
l\Ir. MACKINNON.-W'as there then
any proposal to give compensation for cle.aring up the doubt in regard to the beds and
banks?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-No.
Mr. MACKINNON said that the honorable and learned member for Lowan took
these rights very much under his protection,
Mr. SWINBURNE.-He is still deadly opposed to clause 5, but he says, "If YOU
determine to keep this clause, clause 6 1~1a ,.
as well go out."
.
Mr. MACKINNON said the rights in
regard to beds and banks would only
be of use to owners who, when the v
sa w the Commission. about to carry mit
some scheme, would put every obstacle in
their way, and extort as much money as they
could. It was oon these grounds that he justi fied his vote on this occasion. It was absolutely essential that the beds and banks
should be taken over. and if the scheme was
to be carried out at ~ll, it was better to deal
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with the matter now when we were beginning what he hoped would be a long history in irrigation, rather than let the State
be black-mailed in time to come, and the success of any scheme be materially interfered
with.
Mr. WATT said that when this question
was under discussion last session, some attention was directed to the holders of the old
titles, to which the honorable member for
Gippsland East had referred by interjection.
The Minister, reaiizing that the
holders of these titles stood in a different
position from the holders of the ordinary
certificate of tit1~, promised to consider
special circumstances. It was, perhaps, too
late to have the matter dealt with now in this
Chamber. It might be a sentimental argument that the beds and banks, as now defined, were of no real value to the owner,
but, surely, if a man got from the
mother State in the early days a title, which
gaye him a right up to the middle of the
stream, and such area was described in that
title, he was entitled to some compensation
when the land was taken away, because he
had paid for it, and recognised as his what
was given to him and his heirs and assigns
for ever. He would ask the Minister to
see if some provision could not be made for
such cases in another place. Some honorable members had received reC}uests from
the municipalities with regard to watercourses in which thev were interested. That
matter, as far as he understood, had not
been debated in connexion with this Bill.
~rr. SWINBURNE.-It was brought up last
night, and I gave a satisfactory reply to
the House.
Mr. WATT said that the object of the
municipalities was to see that all existing
rights in the beds and banks of any river,
creek, or water-course should be adequately
protected. Had the Minister taken steps
with that obiect?
:Mr. SWINBURNE.-I have replied to a
great many municipalities, and to all
through honorable members, to the effect
that clause 294 fully covers all the saving
rights of municipal councils, amI that if
they can point out any right which is not
covered, I shall be glad to consider it.
Mr. WATT said it appeared that the
Minister had given considerable thought to
the matter, and the honorable member for
Toorak would be unwise in pushing his
amendment. Other interests than those in
regard to land taken for irrigation would
he affected. There would be an outcrv on
the part of men who had really sustained
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actual pecuniary loss, but whose claims the
Lands Compensation Court would refuse to
recognise.
The Minister, however, appeared to consider these claims as of no
real value as against his scheme, and placed
altogether an exaggerated value on clause
5· 'I'he honorable gentleman had, however,
made up his mind to get it, and divisions
of this kind were futile. He \vould, therefore, advise the honorable member for
Toorak to allow the matter to be defeated
on the voices, and accept the Minister's
assurances. Tl:ere had been several divisions on the Bill, which was a record one
in some respects, for, considering its magnitude, and the protracted discussion that
had taken place on it, it had gone through
with less amendments than any other Bill,
except some purely consolidating Bills that
he could recollect in parliamentary history. The :Minister' s sincerity and undoubted belief in his own views were
largel y responsib1e for that result, due to
the fact that a Jarg,e number of members
had decided to accept the honorable gentleman's views without very careful analysis.
The honorable gentleman had pusted his
views vigorously in Committee and in the
House, and had defeated all attempts to
amend the Bill. He advised the honorable
member for Toorak to accept defeat on
this amen(1ment without any furtter
struggle.
The SPEAKER. The question is,
"That clause 5 be omitted."
I desire
to draw the attention of the House to the
form in which I put this question, because
it tas been usual to put it in this form,
"That the clause proposed to be omitted
stand part of the BilL"
That is not the
right form at this stage of tte Bill,
because the real question is, "That the
clause be omitted." If it was proposed to
omit words from a clause, it 'would be
correct to put the question in the form.
"That tte words proposed to be omitted
stand part of the clause." Here, however, it
is proposed to omit a whole clause, and hon_
orable members will understand t1-.. at if
they are voting ,vith the honorable member
for Toorak, they will vote cc Aye," while
if they are voting against the honorable'
member's motion, the v will vote" No."
. :l\1r. Fairbairn's a~nendment was negatIved.
Mr. SWINBURNE drew attention to
clause 6, which dealt with compensation
pavable in certain cases, and movedThat this clause be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
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Mr. FAIRBAIRN stated that he did not
propose to press the new clause that he had
circulated to take the place of clause 6.
!\Ir. MACKIKKOX stated that an
amendment had been handed to him at the
last moment bv one of the honorable memb2rs for Bend{go, dealing with the position
of transferred officers. He understood tl:at
the representative of the Public Officers had
received from the Minister an assurance
that an amendment would be made in another place to carry out the objects of this
a.mendment. As the amendment as drafted
and placed in his hands was not quite perfect, and a better one could be moved in
another place if a little more time was
given to its consideration, he merely mentioned the matter now, and would not mow'
the amendment. He understood that tl:e
Minister had assured the honorable member for the Public Officers that an opportun it v would be given for having a change
mad~ in another place in the particular
part of the Bill referred to.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Yes.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK observed that before the measure went to
another place, he wished to express his obligation, as a member of the House, to the
~1inister of Water Supply for the great
patience, courtesy, and energy tl~e honorable gentleman had displayed.
fIe hopeci
the results of the honorable gentleman' s
labour would fully realize all the honorable
'typntleman's anticipations. He was speciallv pleased to hear the declaration the hononlble gentleman made with regard to the
yjews that should animate members of this
Chamber 'when dealing with legislation.
He hoped the prognostications that had
been indulged in in some quarters would
not be realized; and he looked with rwrfect confidence to the Minister to lead the
country in perfect safety in this measure, which he believed would be for the
beneflt of the State.
The Bill was then ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council.
~Ir. S'VINBUR~E said he wished personally to thank the House for their very
kind consideration in the passage of this
Bill, and for having helped him so materiall\' on so manv important points.
He
had received from ever v side of the House
encouragement that ha-d been of material
ad\·a.ntage to him. a.nd he thanked the
House most earnestl y for their kindness.
The measure went to another place with
,,'ery high hopes from him.
He felt it
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was impossible for another place to
throw out this Bill after having passed the
Ancient Lights Bill:
SECRET CO~rMISSIONS
PROHIBITION BILL
The debate (adjourned from the previous
day) on Mr. ~J.ackeyJs motion for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. McKENZIE.--I was under the impression that this Bill was for the purpose
of preventing rebates or secret commissions
where the principal was likely to be injured. The reply, however, given by the
honorary Minister to the leader of the Opposition, appears to me to indicate that that
is not exactly the case. I submit that if a
commission is legitimately earned, the auctioneer or agent has a perfect right to share
it with whom he pleases, and in any way he
pleases, provided that he does not in any
way injure his principa~. Where the injury
to the principal comes in is, if the
trustee gives a greater commission to the
auctioneer than he could get the property
sold for by any other competent man, in
order that he should get a rebate from that
auctioneer.
If he does that, then
he is m]uring his principal.
There
is also another way in which he may
injure his principal.
He may give
the work to an auctioneer who has no experience in connexion with the particular
property he is selling, and who i~, therefore,
not in touch with those who are likelv to be
purchasers of the property. As an illustration, if a man has a country estate, he is
not likely, or should not be likely, to give
it to a dairy produce salesman in the city;
or if he has dairy p'roduce, he would not
be like I y to give it to a country estate agent
to sell. Therefore, if that was done for the
purpose of getting a rebate commission, because a man finds that that individual would
concede it, and the recognised ma.n would
not, that would be injuring his principal.
I submit that although we have to some
extent been influenced by the scandals revealed by the Butter Commission, we do
not want to pass what might be termed a
panic measure. We ao not wish to injure
those who legitimately are carrying on their
business in the ordinary way that they have
done for years. If a man says to a third
party, "If you can assist me in placing
this property, I shall give you a certain
proportion of the commission that I am entitled to," I say that that is legitimate business.
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M:. MAc~EY.-There is no objection to
that III the BIll, but that is not the case you
put last night.
Mr. McKENZIE.-I understood that the
le~d~r of the OJ?position. asked the honorary
l\lImster last mght whether it would be an
offence under this Bill if an auctioneer rebated to a trustee a certain amount of his
commission, and the honorary Minister said
yes.
Mr. MACKEy.-I said yes, and that is illegal, by the present law.
.Mr. GAuNsoN.-It is not punishable as a
cnme.
Mr. McKENZIE.-Why should it be?
Who suffers? The principal does not sutfer. It does not cost the principal one
fraction more than if the auctioneer chooses
to put the whole of it in his pocket. If the
auctioneer chooses, for s-ome reason, to assist
his business by giving a rebate to those
who !nflue~~e the bu~iness to him, surely
t.hat. IS legItIm ale busll1ess, and a practice
I. thmk, that every man would be fairly entitled to carry out. I am only too glad to
assist the Minister in a measure that will
prevent secret or rebate commissions bein<r
given in any way if it injures the principal~
?ut, so long as the principal is not injured
m any way, then I submit that the agent
has ::l perfect right to divide his commission with whom he p.leases, and in any
way he pleases.
I trust that no measure
will be passed through this House that will
alter this condition of things. Otherwise
I submit that we should be altering practically the whole sys~em of commission-a'gency
work throughout the State, and the same
system, I believe, is carried on in all the
States. I have been· in the business for
twenty years myself, and I have rebated
commissions under all conditions, but I
have never done it in any way that I knew
or. th?ught for a moment would in jure my
pnncipal at all. If the Minister will assure me that the preventi'nn of secret comm~ssions that he intends will be only applIed where the principal is interfered with
o~ where it ~1ea~s additional cost to the prin:
cipal, then 1 WIll support him and his Bill
most he~rtily. Otherwise, I shall certainly
oppose It.
. Mr. McC1?TCHEON:-I am very much
m accord wIth the honorable member for
Rodney with regard to this Bill. The
natural consequence of such revela6011S' as
~vere mad~ in ~onnexion with the dealings
111 butter In thIS Stak, was a feeling of
alarm and disgust throughout the com-
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I t is just poss~ble that there may
connected WIth that feeling a
httle pamc,1 and it is unwise in us, in this
House, to allow that panic feelin cr to influence any legislation which we mbay pass
n.ow. I ~m heartily in accord with the prinCIples laId down by the leader of the Opposition last night. In an excellent address
the honorable member showed us that there
migh~ be. more evil done by passing a law
of thIS kmd than there would be in avoiding it altogether. While that is the case
while.1 want ~o proceed cautiously, I d~
no~ t1!mk that the House will object to the
pnncIple of this Bill, or refuse its second
re.ading. I think it is our dutv rather to
unite ,:,ith t~e Minister who has it in charge
and gIVe hIm what assistance we can in
making it a workable Bill, than to throw it
ou.t alt?gether. I observe that the spirit of
thIS BIll ve.ry largely ignores the spirit of
self protectIOn. I am afraid the principle
of G?vernI?ent. protection is being adopted
too WIdely. 111 thIS community. It appears to
me that If we go on on these lines we
shall be going to the Government' for
everything! and be dependent upon them
for every Idea, for work, and for guidance
and knowledge in regard to the conduct of
our business.
Mr. ,MACKEy.-A man has a right to
depend upon them for protection from
fraud.
Mr. McCUTCHEOX.-We have a right
to depend upon them for protection from
fraud where we cann~t adopt reasonable
measures to protect ourselves.
We are
bound ·as men to use our common sense and
all reasonable precautions. I think it is.
unnecessary for the Government to step in
and do what we should do for ourselves
and I am afraid we may be said to be il~
the .-wa): of becoming a depending' commumty mstead of a self-reliant community.
The difficulties that have been mentioned In
connexion with this Bill are very widespread.
Honorable members have heard
of one from the honorable member for Rodney. Other d;fficulties were mentioned last
night in connexion with the shipping trade,.
and I should like to mention another. Verv
often ~gents deal with a third party witholl-t
and
revealmg the fact that they are acrents
b
witho~lt t~e ,third partY' knowing wh~ the
agent s pnncIpal is. It appears to me that
some parts of this Bill might be taken as.
throwll1g the responsibility upon the third
party. I trust that in Committee, if we
pa,ss, the st;cond reading of this Bill, the
?\hmster WIll see that any burden of that
munity.
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kind which might be placed upon C is removed, and that so far as C acts straightly
with B, he 'ivill be relieved of any trouble
with A, and not be under the insinuation
of having acted improperly.
I think the
principle should be observed that so long
as commissions are given which do not result in any loss or damage to the persons
who employ the agent, and when they are
payments of a kind that would not
under any circumstances reach the pocket
of the principal, those circumstances ought
very largely to .absolve the payors from
having given secret or corrupt commissions.
Another po:nt I observe is in connexion
with clause 2. The word "offers" should
he struck out. Clause 2 savs that "if
any person gives or offers to any agent without the assent of his principal any valuable
consideration" he is to be guilty of a misdemeanour. The offering of a commission
is to be made an indictable offence. Surely
it is carrying the law too far to say that
if a man offers another man a commission
and the other does not accept it, and therefore no damage is done, the person who
offers the commission is to be punished.
Mr. MAcKEY.-Attemptingto commit a
crime?
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I agree with the
:Minister that attempting to lead a man
astray is wrong, but does the Minister
imagine that he would be able to bring any
one into court and prove that offence
against him, unless the offer was in writing?
Mr. MACKEy.-It is often in writing, as
was seen in connexion with the Butter Commission.
:Mr. McCUTCHEON.-There is no use
putting in a clause .of this kind' to punish
a. person for o~ering a commission~ for there
is no possibility that a conviCtion will result. But if a person gives a commission
in a corrupt and improper way then the
offence can be proved; but to attempt to
prove that a person offered a commission
would be practically impossible. r would
commend that phase of the matter to the
Minister, so that he may go into it before
the Bill is dealt with, and see whether it
would not be advisable to strike that provision out. The mere fact of soliciting a
commission is to be made an offence in
the same way, but how are you to prove
that? If there has been no loss incurred
by the person concerned, the mere fact of
one person offering commission or another
person soliciting commission does not
amount to anything, and I do not think it
advisable to make the wording of the Blll
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so extremely strict as all that. l'hen there
is the question of commissions being given
without their involving any loss to the principal. I admit that the question is a very
delicate one. If a person is employed as
a trusted agent, and he receives from another man a well-recognised and customary
commission and does not hand it over to
his principal-Mr. :MAcKEy.-Under certain conditions
the princ: pal can sue and get it back as the
law stands now.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I think that in
that case it would be as well to leave the
law alone, and let the person who employs
the agent look out for himself.
:Mr. 'MACKEY.-The Bill allows that, .and
does not make an honest commission punishable, although it may still be recovered back
by the ordinary law.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-If the Minister
gives me an assurance that in the case of
a commission known to be given in the
trade and customary-Mr. MACKEy.-I do not say customary,
because it may be corrupt.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-If it is something that the principal could not guard
against, I am willing that the principal
should be protected hy this Bill. There is
another phase of this matter. I am looking at the Bill from the point of view of
practical business in the city that goes on
from day to day. It is j.ust possible'that
an agent may give valuaDIe information to
a third party for which he would receive
payment, and that might be made the
ground of -a ch.arge. He might give advice which would not be corrupt advice,
and which would be not against the interest
of his prin~ipal, and if the third p:uty paid
bim for that, he might be brought up under
this Bill.
Mr. MAcKEy.-There would be no chance
of a conviction.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-There might not
be a conviction, but he might be charged,
and that is what we want to -avoid. We do
not want to pass legislation of such a drastic
character tha.t it will lead to a complete failure of the law, and result in the measure
being repealed. Such prosecutions as those
would only bring the law into contempt,
and would encourage people in corrupt
practices, instead of stopping corrupt pracThe clause providing for the protices.
secution of people should be so limited as
to provide that only the Attorney-General
should prosecute in these cases.
It has
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been already pointed out by some honorable members, and I desire to add emphasis to the statement, that the transactions in this city and in Australia generally, and, in fact, in the whole mercantile
commumty, are such that there might be
very serious chances of respectable, wellconducted, and honest people being brought
up under this measure, and eith~r ~la~k
mailed or made to suffer the mdigmty
and pain of having these charges ma?e
against them, although these charges, m
the end, would be disproved and shown to
be unfounded.
I think it will be well if
the Minister would bear this in mind.
Mr. MACKEy.-I have already promised
to introduce a clause in reference to that.
Mr. 'McCUTCHEON. - I understand
that the Minister has already promised that
steps will be taken to prevent that being
done-to prevent prosecutions being initi-'
ated except through the Attorney-General.
I am extremely pleased to know that that
is the case.
I think that if these safeguards are put in, and possibly some other
safeguards, which the Minister and honorable members may agree on in Committee,
we shall get a workable measure.
The
need of the Bill is manifest, and I think
the principle of the Bill will be welcomed
by very large numbers of people.
There
are many doubtful cases which come along,
and people who are anxious to do business
will be glad to be relieved from the claims
of people who ask for commission, perhaps
under improper circumstances. Generally
I approve of the principle of the Bill, on
the understanding that it may be modified
on due cause being shown in Committee.
I am pleased to hear that the Minister is
prepared to receive a deputation from the
leading business men in :Melbourne, w1-.o
will give him information as to where the
Bill will press too heavily on people, and
thus ret.ard trade. I give the honorable
gentleman credit for a desire not to retard
trade, but to stop offences, and I will render him any assistance I can in the matter.
Mr. W ATT.-I agree with those honorable member,s who have discussed this Bill
in saying that the main purpose of it is
wholesome and wise. I quite agree with the
statement of the Minister that the evidence
elicited bv the recent Butter Commission
shocked the public conscience of Victoria,
and no Government would be fit to remain
on the Treasury bench if it did not do
something to prevent a repetition of those
The commercial
disgraceful offences.
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morality of Melbourne, unfortunately, is not
as high as I should like it to be.
We
realize now, from the evidence brought
forth, that a large number of hitherto reputable business men are indulging in practices which are corrupt, and which ought to
have been illegal, and it is no doubt due
to the state of our law that these practices were not put down before.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Is it true that our statute law is defective?
Mr. WATT.-It is true to this extent,
that a number of the practices absolutely
proved beyond the shadow of a doubt to
have taken place ought to be put down by
the law of this country, and if they are
not put down, it is due to the fact that the
laws are faulty or are not sufficiently widespread to catch the committers of these
practices.
Mr. MAcKEY.-Or sufficiently clear.
Mr. WATT.-At the same time, the advice tendered to the 'Minister in charge of
the Bill by those commercial members of
the House ought to be regarded with great
consideration by him, and I am sure, from
my knowledge of the honorable gentleman,
that any suggestion that is offered by men
of business will be thoughtfully considered
at the proper stage.
But reference has
been made by the honorable member for
Rodney to what is generally known as rebate commission in the agency business. It
is a common thing for stock and station
agents, and estate agents, to sell by the
aid of two agents.
One furnishes the
buyer and the other the seller.
Both perform a useful commercial service, and both
are rewarded out of the commission paid
by the vendor as principal. If 5 per cent.
commission is paid, the man who sells does
not tell his principal that he is going to
give 2~ per cent. to the man who furnishes
the buyer, but customers recognise that
payment as being perfectly proper.
The
Minister should make it perfectly clear that
bOlla fide divided commissions, which are
not secret in any sense, but which are not
directly commun·icated to either of the principals, but which go to reward useful service, should not be made an offence.
:\1r. MACKEY.-The case you put ought
to be provided for.
Mr. 'WATT.-In regard to what the honorable member for St. Kilda has said, bearing upon clause 14, and, indirectly bearing
on that, as to prosecutions, I could conceive a state of affairs under this Bilr as it
now stands where black-mailing prosecutions
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might become widespread. A business man
may be assailed by a jealous man, who is
doing the same kind of business, and he
ma y have his reputation jeopardized, and
a stigma placed on his business reputation, for a business man may have launched
against him a charge which cannot be sustained, and yet which would seriously damIf, as
age him in his business in future.
the Minister promises, the Attorney-General
will investigate every charge, and if no
prosecution can take place without the
order of the Attorney-General, that danger
In regard to the queswill be prevented.
tion involved in clause 3 and subsequent
clauses, where an agent is made liable for
the acts of his employes and relatives, I
think the Minister will have to take
great care teat people are not, without
their
knowledge,
penalized
in
the discharge of ordinary business.
Supposing that a man is a city auctioneer,
employed to buy or sell a particular property, and a sum of £1 is placed in the
hands of one of his clerks, it might be by
way of secret commission, it might be for
some other purpose, and one of the parties
to the transaction might be guil!y, and the
other might be innocent. What should be
done is to safeguard a man who wishes to
do honest business against any corrupt act
perpetrated by any of his derks or employes.
Mr. 1vIACKEY.-That is fully provided
for in clause 2.
Mr. WATT.-An 'attempt is made to provide for it under clause 2, but how is it
'\X>ssible for a man to prove his innocence
if one of his employes takes a bribe, with
the object of influencing the transaction of
a certain piece of business? How can a
man prove what he knows nothing about?
Mr. MAcKEY.-He could go into the box
and swear it.
Mr. WATT.-But what would happen
if he is not believed?
Mr. l\IACKEY.~Then the usual thing
would happen.
Mr. WATT.-I desire to meet the Minister's views in providing against an agent
resorting to subterfuge, but I also wish to
protect the bona fide man against an unjust
prosecution. It is, of course, provided that
information must be allegeo on oath by an
informant, and that the Attornev-General
must give his consent to the prose~ution.
Mr. GAUNSON.-You must take care that
the Attorney-General must know something
about the law.
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Mr. WATT.-The honorable member \rho
interjects has been loud in speaking of the
necessity of trusting the Government.
Mr. MAcKEY.-He might be AttorneyGeneral himself some day.
Mr. vVAT'I'.-A suggestion is made that
at some future time an honorable member
may be Attorney-General, who. at least, has
confidence in himself. With regard to clause
5, the matter opened up by the honorable
member for St. Kilda is important.
The
clause imperfectly attempts to do something that is necessary to give attention to,
but in its present form it is dangerous.
Under it, if a party gives advice to another
party, with the object of influencing business, or in entering into a contract, and' does
so without the consent of the person advised, the first party getting money for it,
the transaction would be a misdemeanour. I
can conceive of a case in which that would
operate very unjustly. A might advise B
to enter into a contract with C, and C might
pay A for that advice, and he might get
paid, or receive consideration, not before,
but afterwards, and the advice might have
been given in the most innocent spirit possible. The point is that the motive must
be proved, if the clause if to be effective
and not too harsh. I am quite sure, from
the temper the Minister is in, that he will
find that a number of valuable suggestions
have been offered, which will help him to
improve the Bill in the direction perhaps
of a mitigation of punishments and at the
same time, make the Bill such a ~easure
as will effectually get rid of the stigma
thrown upon the State by the unfortunate
disclosures of the Butter Commission.
Mr. BOYD.-I am very pleased that the
Government has seen fit to bring forward a
Bill dealing with the iniquitous practice of
secret commissions, which militates against
the welfare of the community. Whilst the
Bill will, perhaps, go a long way to accomplish the end the Minister has in view.
I think that there is a great risk of it going
much further than is intended by the Minister. The intricacies of the Bill are such
that they make it very difficult to understand the measure.
The average layman
in the House will admit that he does not
clearly understand all that is meant by
The
secret commissions under the Bill.
chances are that under the measure some
innocent person, through not understanding
,vhat is done by an agent or employe, might
find himself in the clutches of the law, and
Ii'able, to two years' imprisonment, or 'a
penalty of £500. I understand from what
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the l\Iinister said, that the Bill is modelled
on the E:nglish Bill.
\1r. MACKEY.-N 0, it js not.
Mr. BOYD.-It is a fact, however" that
an English Bill was passed through the
House of Lords on two occasions, promoted
by Lords Halsbury and Russell.
This
,,;as very clearly a lawyer's measure, but it
never passed the House of Commons, where
there has always been a strenuous opposition to it. Professor Dicey in his work
Law and Opinion in England, dealing with
this question, s.aysEven at the present time the courts maintain,
or attempt to maintain, rules as to the duty of an
agent towards his employer, which are admi'tted
by every conscientious man to be morally sound,
but which are violated every day by tradesmen,
merchants, and professional men, who make no
scruple as to giving or accepting secret commissions, and these rules Parliament hestitates or
refuses to enforce by statute. Here, at any rate,
the morality of the courts is higher than the
morality of traders or of politicians.

The principal objection I have to this Bill
is the departure it makes from the ordinary
criminal procedure in certain important respects. Under clause II, .3J person who is
called as a witness in any proceeding cannot be excused from answering 'any question relating to .any offence under the Bill
on the grounds that the answer might incriminate, or tend to incriminate him. It
seems to me that here a principle which
has run through 'British jurisprudence for
centuries-a healthy and sound principle-is being set aside.
Mi. MACKEY.-Under this Bill a witness cannot be prosecuted, nor can his
answer be used 'against him in .a, criminal
or civil proceeding. This is provided for
in sub-clause (b).
Mr. BOYD.-I think, however, that the
Bill in this regard is a departure from the
principle of criminal law that has stood the
test in British communjties for manv vears.
a departure wh.ich, I would hesitate to" sanc~
tion. Another point is that clause 4 provides that the burden of proof that a gift
is not a secret commission should rest with
the accused. Now, if a man is charged
with murder, the courts have to prove
the accusation right up to the hilt, and
every man put in the criminal dock has to
be proved guilty, or to be acquitted.
IMr. MACKEY.-In the case of murder
the Crown has to prove the guilt, and the
accused' may prove that he acted in selfdefence, or -under some verv excusable circumstance. However, the" Crown h.as to
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prove the secret commission, and the accused has his opportunity of defending
himself.
Mr. BOYD.-I am afraid that the Bill
will offer loop-holes to black-mailers of business men, .and may lend itself to a conspiracy to injure a particular individual.
When a man is innocent it should not be
that the onus of proof rests on him. As
long as I am a member of the House, I
will never consent to a principle of that
kind being incorporated in our criminal
law.
Mr. MACKEY.-It is in twenty places in
our law at the present time.
Mr. BOYD.-It was put in an Act dealing with the Chinese. On that occasion I
voted against it; and I certainly will vote
against it again.
Mr. MAcKEY.-That is the ordinary law.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.--The railway strikers
-g.ot a big dose of it.
Mr. BOYD.-There is another difficulty
that I see in this Bill, and that is that the
customary practice in an ordinary business
shall not be admitted as a defence.
T\Ir. W ATT.-Shall not amount to a
defence?
Mr. BOYD.-Yes. The evidence taken
by tr.e Butter Commission shows that a
corrupt method of obtaining secret commissions ex~sted right through the butter
trade, but it cannot be said that that was
the acknowledged custom in the business.
In every case the commission was given
secretly, and it was not the recognised
custom in the trade. The practice of dividing commissions in tr.e real estate agency
business is a practice of secret commissions that no objection could be taken to.
Under this Bill, if an agent divides his
commission with a third party without first
acquainting his principal, then it is a secret
commission.
Mr. MAcKEY.-Certainly.
i'dr. BOYD.-Why should it be? If an
agent gets a propertv for sale, on which
he is to receive 5 per "cent. commission, and
finding that he cannot get a buyer, g.oes
to another agent, to whom he offers half
the commission-Mr. MAcKEY.-That is properly done.
and the Bill does not apply to that.
Mr. BOYD .-Clearly that is a secret
commission.
Mr. MACKINNON.-It is a secret commiss~on proceeding though one of the prin·
clpals.
Mr. BOYD.-The principal has not been
consulted.
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Mr. MACKEY. - He is the principal's bribe if there are only the two persons
present. If the Minister amends the Bill
agent.
Mr. MAcKINNoN.-They have any num- in such a way that it will. stop such practices as were revealed by the Butter Comber of subsidiary agents.
1\1r. BOYD.-The honorable member for mission, he will have done '5,ood work.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-No doubt the GoEsscndon alluded to the case of an
employe obtaining money, and stated t~at, vernment have conceived it to be their duty
on the matter being sheeted home agamst to submit to the House a measure of this
the principal, he would have to prove that it character, after the shocking revelationswas done without his knowledge. That might made by the Royal Commission on the butter
be very difficult to prove.
An innocent indu~try-of the commercial immorality and,
person might be sent before a jury as the I mIght even go further and say, depravity
result of a conspiracy between one of his that characterized that particular trade. I
have no doubt that the evils which have been
employes and an antagonist in busiI?ess.
Mr. MACKEY. - That may happen now proved to exist in that trade are largely reunder the criminal law. A man may be sponsible for this Bill. This Bill is one of
char bed with an offence, and the jury may which I may safely say that I can affirm
the general principle, but I regard many of
not believe his defence.
I can exMr. PRENDERGAST.-This measure will its details as very dangerous.
press a practical opinion from some standincrease the opportunities for doing that.
Mr. BOYD.-A land company rna)T wish points to-night, and the Bill seems to me
to dispose of prope~ty, and may o~er a one which penalizes the honest agent, and
commission to an ordll1ary agent to dIspose has few terrors for the dishonest. There is
of it. The directors may not have con- no doubt the revelations I referred to
sulted their shareholders, . and the commis- shocked the public conscience. . Wherever
sion would in that case be a secret com- we w~nt, we heard 'animadversions upon the
peculIar methods adopted by those in the
mission.
Mr. MACKEy.-N 0; the directors are butter industry. While the public mind is
aO'ents in that case, and the agent is bnly in a ferment like that, legislation which: is
li~ble when he receives, and not when he conceived to remedy those evils very often,
while its intention is to do good, brings other
pays.
Mr. BOYD.-I intend to help the Min- evils in its train which are likely to outister to carry the Bill through, and to ma~e weigh the good that is sought to be done.
it accomplish the object in view, but 10 Some of the very dangerous clauses of the
its present form it savours too much of Bill have already been referred to by pracpanic legislation, founded upon the neces- tical men in this House. It might be said
sity of abolishing such corruption as was that those who are agents, if they express
revealed by the Butter Commission.
We an opinjon on this measure-and one canought to be careful not to pass legislation not altogether dissociate himself from his
that will interfere with an everyday prac- calling, whether it is auctioneering, or
agency, or any other-are expressing pertice in business.
11r. MACKEy.-Would you prefer Lord sonal opinions rather than opinions formed
Russell's Bill, which js infinitely more from a sense of public duty. It would be
better if the Government first brought down
stringent than this?
Mr. BOYD.-If this Bill is passed, will a measure to deal exclusively with marketable commodities for human consumption,
it accomplish what the Minister desires?
Mr. MACKEy.-I think it will substanti- because there are different methods in different businesses, and you cannot by any
ally reduce the evil.
Mr. BOYD.-A real secret commission means make one Bill so comprehensive as to
will always remain secret.
We may pass embr.ace the ramifications of many industries
laws to stop conspiracy and black-mailing, without jeopardizing perhaps nine-tenths of
The
but a commission intended to be received the objects you seek to accomplish.
or paid unknown to the principal will al- honorable member for Grenville has given
ways be received or paid in secret, and I notice of a Bill to licence agents and stockbrokers. If the Government made a Bill
do not think any legislation will stop it.
Mr. ~JACKEY.-You might as well say of that kind a Government measure dealthat we cannot convict for murder, because ing with auctioneers, estate agents,' stockbrokers, and ethers following similar prono one sees it.
The Bill will fessions, they could handle those subjects
Mr. BOYD.-Not at all,
not prevent one man offering another a far better than they can in a Bi,ll like this,
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which aims at being so comprehensive in its
scope. This Bill seems to embrace all professions, but as entirely different methods
are pursued in entirely different businesses,
I fear that the Bill, while it may do some
good in some directions, will be a failure
in many respects. I shall ~ffirm t~e general
principle of the Bill by vOtl?g; for ~ts second
reading; but I trust the M.mIster III charge
of it will not try to push It through C?mmittee to-night. Some valuable suggestIOns
have been made to the honorable gentleman .
Mr. MACKEy.-Hear, hear.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I am glad to know
that he has a receptive mind 1 and is ready
to recorrnise the value of advice, which is
the resl~lt of practical experience, from whatever quarter it comes. After he has considered the suggestions that. have come to
him from both sides of the House, I fancy
that a very desirable measure may perhaps
be the result of our discussion.
As it
stands the Bill is rather loo drastic. No
matter'how honest an agent"may be, he will
have if this Bill is passed in its present
state: to sit with a copy of it alongside hit?
all the time before he proceeds to do bUSiness and consult it constantly for fear that
he ~ayfall into tne pitfalls of the law! to
use the expressive phr.ase quoted last mgl~t
bv the honorable member for the Pubhc
Officers from Hallam. There must be absolute confidence and absolute trust between
principal and agent; but this Bill, if ~he
honorary Minister will excuse me for saymg
so, seedts to imply that there i~ nothing but
a ramiflcation of commercial dIshonesty and
immorality throughout this communit~. Ce;tainly, the honorable gentl.ema~ III hIS
speech alluded orily ~o c~rtau~ thmgs, !lnd
said that so-and-so eXIsts III thIS profeSSIOn,
or in that trade, but the general impression
likelv to be gathered from his speech by the
people generally, is such as would make
them very chary of approaching any agent
in this country to do business. That would
be a verv lamentable result, because a respectable,. honest agent is trusted just as
much as a respectable, honest solicitor.
Mr. l\t[AcKEy.-A solicitor is an agent.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Yes, the so1]citor
comes under the Bill just the same as
the agent.
Where any~ody does work
for a principal, he certainly does appear in tl-:.e character of an agent. The
two cases might be considered alike, because we know that a respectable solicitor
i3 one in whom a man can confide, knowing
that that confidence is never abused. and
knowing very well also, if he is dealing
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with a respected and trusted solicitor, that
his very life and everything he has is quite
safe in the hands of the man he is dealing
with. I venture to think that the same
may be said with equal truth about a great
many agents in this State.
Mr. MAcKEY.-Hear, hear.
Mr. TOUTCHER. - The Government,
however, introduce a Bill of this character,
and it will have the effect of putting a
stop to methods that have become the cus. tom in a calling, and that are not dishonest
by any means. I mean the practices that
were referred to very clearly by the honorable member for Essendon, and also by the
honorable member for Rodney, with regard
to the rebate of commissions. Those honorable members spoke from practical experience. The honorable member for Essendon said there was only one principal,
but there are cases where there may be
two principals and two agents. If A, an
agent, has a property to sell, and cannot
find a buyer, and another agent, B, happens to hear of it, and knows that the
property will suit a client of his. B will
~p to A and say, "I find the purchaser,
YOU find the vendor, and we will divide the
commission." That is done. Certainly A
does not ·go to his principal and disclose
his method of business, but at the same
time he has a written agreement before proceeding with the business that the commission will be 2! or 5 per cent., as the case
may be. When the sale 1".as been brought
about, after the contract has been signed
and the money paid over, the agent A divides with the agent B. That is to say,
he pays B for introducing the custom.
There are !wo principals in that case, and
two agents, and I fear that, under this Bill,
that transaction will be regarded as a secret
commission. I do not like trotting out my
own business in debates in this House, but
a case within my own experience lately i~
I ustrates very well the point I am trying
to make. There is a man. who happens to
live out at Elsternwick, who has got a
small income per year, and who is now
unfit for work. I wanted to submit a property to a lady that I did not know myself, but that this man knew. He introduced the property to her, not as an agent,
but as a particular friend of hers. I sold
the property to her.
She was perfectly
satisfied, and l?0 was my principal. After
the transaction was over I handed to this
gentleman who had told me about the lady,
and introduced the property to her, a few
pounds for his trouble. I fear that under
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this Bill that man would be liable for taking a secret commission, because we did not
infoxm my principal of our method. There
was nothing dishonest in the transaction.
I charged the vendor 2! per cent. commission, which he willingly paid, and out
of the proceeds of that I compensated this
man for having introduced the purchaser to
me.
Mr. MACKEY.-The Bill does not make
that case illegal.
Mr. TOUTCHER. - I am afraid it
does.
Mr. MACKEY.-Not at all.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Under the Bill I
think I should have to go to my principal
and disclose to him who was going to buy
the property, and h<;>w I was going to part
with my commission. Then I should have
given my whole business away, for he would
probably go to the person who was
going to buy, and there would be
no room for me. The Minister showea, so
far as the methods of auctioneers and estate
agents are concerned, that he had not a
business-like grasp of the matter.
Some
solicitor informed him that an auctioneer
was getting a secret commISSIon. It appeared that the solicitor's client said that
he would give £1,000 for a property, and
in the meantime the auctioneer meets another
man, who says, " I believe you have so-andso for sale," and the auctioneer says
" yes." Then the man says to the auctioneer, " I will give you £9°0. I am only
buying the property as a speculation, and if
I sell it in the future, I will place it in
your hands." The auctioneer goes to his
principal and says to him, "I have an offer
of £9°0. There is a man who was going
to offer more, but here is £900 on the spot.
Will you take it?" There was no harm in
that.
It
Mr. MACKEY.-Most emphatically.
was most dishonest, because the auctioneer
does not mention that he is going to get a
consideration from the purchaser.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-There is no consi~
deration.
Mr. MACKEY.-There is a promise of a
contract to sell.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I will give an instance. I recently sold two properties to
an ex-member of this House.
Thev were
two small houses which had been -in the
market for a couple of years, and had been
in the hands of a dozen agents.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-How did the ex·
member save money to buy property?
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Mr. :t\luRRAY.-Do you not think that you
are trenching on the prerogative of the honorable member for Dandenong in mentioning
these things?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-The man I am
speaking of went and had a look at the pro·
perties, and said, "I will make you an
offer of £320." I said that it was not
good enough, and that the price was £350'
However, I said to him, "Will you put up
£5?" and after some discussion, and some
hesitation on his part, he consented.
I
then went to my principal and told him
that I had an offer of '£325, and- I pointed
out to him that these houses had been in
the market for twa. years, and that a better
price could not be obtained. My principal
said" Yes, take it." The purchaser might
have told me-I do not know, but I think
he did-" I will put them in your hands
afterwards, as I intend to keep them is an
investment, and if you can get £400 I will
take it." I did not disclose to my principal, we ,rill suppose, what this other party
had said about getting £4°°.
Mr. MACKEy.-Suppose you told your
principal that this would-be purchaser had
decided, if he bought the property, to put
it in your hands to re-sell,_ would that have
aff~cted him?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-No, I am sure not.
Mr. MACKEY.--You might have told him
so.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I might have done
so, but at the same time agents do not do
anything dishonest by not mentioning all
these matters, because people say all kinds
of things, and make all kinds of promises
which are never fulfilled. This man afterwards went to another local man
with the offer of the property for
£400, and I did not discover the
fact until I saw an advertisement in
the newspaper. It is practically a matter
of every-day occurrence that commission
should be divided. I might go to Mr. Ham.
One of us introduces a buyer, and the other
introduces a seller; they close, and the commission is divided. There is no more ,commission charged to the principal than if the
commission were not divided. I fancy that
this Bill will have some dangerous consequences. When introducing the Bill, the
Minister said\Ve find that the stockbroker has many cus·
tomers, who regard the broker as their trusted
adviser, and these brokers are frequently offered
commissions on all shares subscribed through
their recommendation. These stockbrokers with
the conc~ealed oommisS;ion, which destroys the
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Mr. IMACKEY.-This clause would not
apply to that case.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-The clause deals
with "a case of .any valuable consideration
being offered to a parent, husband, wife, or
I cannot see that the Bill is going to pre- child, or to a. partner, clerk, or employe.
vent that. It depend~ upon the character This is a case where the man has rewarded
of the men. If I were a sharebroker, and
your employe.
.
had a trusted clientele, and I knew that
Mr. MACKEY.-He could reward you If
there was something rotten about the shares,
he pl,e.ases" without getting under the Act.
I would not ask any of my clients to come
Mr. TOUTCHER.-The second parain, because they would say, "That man is
graph
of clause 3 reads as follows:no good; I cannot trust him. n My busiAny
valuable
received or solicited
ness would go by default. But that pro- by any parent, consideration
husband, wife, or child of any
vision would not catch the man who was agent, or by his partner, clerk, or employe from
only living from hand to mouth and from any person hav~ng business relations with the
day to day, and who would mislead the principal of such agent shall be deemed to have
received or solicited by the agent, unless
purchasers in that way for the sake of the been
it be proved that the valuable consideration was
profit of the moment. Clause 3 as framed so received or solicited without the consent, knowis a very dangerous provision. It states- ledge, or privity of the agent.
Any valuable consideration given or offered to
Mr. MURRAY.-It is the other client's
any parent, husband, wife, or child of any agent, lawyer. If he did that it would be highly
or to his partner, clerk, or employe, or, at the
agent's request, to any person by any person improper.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-The agent would
having business relations with the principal of
such agent shall be deemed to have been given be placed in a ,false position. I am trying
or offered to the agent.
to indicate the dangers of the clause.
Mr. MAcKEY.-There is no danger in the
The Minister can see that he has provided
that if anybody is doing business with an clause, because it has no application to
agent, and gives the wife or child or any that.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I would point out
close relation of the agent any sum of
money or any valuable consideration, the to the honorable gentleman that not one
honorable member has spoken unreservedly
unoffending agent has to suffer.
Mr. MACKEY.-I do not say that it is in favour of this Bill as it stands.
Mr. ELMsLIE.-Laymen cannot.
punishable.
A seqet commission to an
Mi". TOUTCHER.-The 'Minister has
agent is not by itself punishable; it must
copied this from a Bill drafted in England,
be corrupt.
Mr. TOUTCHER.--The unfortunate but which never passed the Legislature. It
agent has to foot the bill, and make an passed the House of Lords, I believe, on
appearance in the police court, and face more than one occasion, but never passed
the opprobrium of being charged with dis- the House of Commons. The Bill, morehonest practices. I should like to know over, was drafted by Judges,,: not by prachow any man's business could stand that. tical business men, and you have to be
What is there to prevenf a man going into very careful when dealing with business men
another person's office, with a view of doing to make certain that you will not pillory
injury to him, offering something 1'0 his wife the honest man, and allow dishonest ones
or child or employe?
The agent would to fly in the face of the law.
know nothing about it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Judge did it
Mr. MACKEY.-If you are put in trust after his experience of crimi'na.Is being "able
of debentures, and your clerk embezzles to escape.
them, should not you be responsible?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-The honorable memMr. TOUTCHER.-The honorable mem- ber representing the Public Officers says
ber for the Public Officers suggested that that there is sufficient in the criminal law
I shoul d ask the Minister this question: at the present time, sufficient on the statuteSupposing I had a; clerk in my office who is book, to cope with these evils without this
a very zealous man, and who takes a great legislation.
interest in my clients. • A person makes
Mr. MACKEY.-You will find that this
him a present of a '..£5-note. Properly, that House once passed a much more drastic
belongs to me. I know nothing of it. But clause in the Insolvency Act-section 25·
Mr. TOUTCHER.-In clause 5 of this
I am responsibJe~ because the clerk is my
Bil1, I find that " any offer or solicitation
agent, and I am: a princip.al.

independent character of their advice, will describe the new investment as a veritable Eldorado
gnd in that way their principals are induced, b}
practically false and interested representations.
to take up these shares.
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of a valuable consideration in respect of any I cannot understand the Bill if payments
advice given'l or to be given by one pers.on to an agent are to be illegal, and payto another, with the view to induce?r 111- ments, by an agent are not to be illegil:l. It
fluence the person advised t~ enter mt? a may very often be that an agent receIves a
I ha;ve encontract with the person offenng or SOlICIt- commission quite innocently.
ing," is to be an offence. But insurance deavoured to place my views before ~he
business is done in that way everywher~. House and the Ministry, and I do thmk
There are certain gentlemen representing the that some modifications in the measure are
No one will advocate methods
Australian Mutual Provident Society, for necessary.
instance, and they have the sole agency, but tending to commercial depravity s~ch as
they will make a contract with men like my- characterized the people connected WIth the
At the same ti~e there
self that they w'ill divide commission with butter industry.
is a danaer in taking hasty actIOn at a
me in order to get business.
Mr. MAcKEY.-What do you do for it? time of p~nic, whilst the public mind is inMr. TOUTCHER.-I discoyer persons censed, and the whole of the population
in a state of fermentation.
The danger
who are desirous of insuring their lives.
in this Bill is that it may affect the honest
Mr. MACKEY.-That is perfectiy just and
as well as the dishonest" people.
I hope
honorable, and does not come within the
that
the
suggestions
made
will
receive
symBill.
pathetic
consideration
from
the
Minister,
Mr. TOUTCHER.-What about giving
but I am afraid tr.at the Bill as it stands
advice to a person " to enter into a contract
is too comprehensive, and I think that sepawith the person offering or soliciting"?
rate Bills should be introduced for separate
You advise him, and you tend to influence
callings.
him to insure his life.
Mr. COLECHIN'.-I am quite sati~fied
Mr. MACKEY.-If you advise any person
that if the Bill has the effect which it is
to insure his life without disclosing that
intended to have, it will do a great deal of
YOU are interested, and, being interested,
O'ood in the community.
Even if it only
'it would be dishonest.
~arries out to a large extent what is aimed
Mr., TOUTCHER.-I do not know that at, it will be an admirable measure.
I
there is any great crime in such a case. think there has been undue delay in setting
Plenty of men have to supplement their the criminal law in motion against the ofThere are men ,~ven fenders disclosed by the Butter Commisincomes, in this way.
in the Government service who have to sup- sion.
This Commission has taken a vast
plement their miserable pitt,ances in some amount of evidence - evidence which, in
such way as this.
Why should no~ a man printed form, weighs from 4 to 6 lbs., and
who is able to do so tell an agent where the cost of which must be from £2,000 to
he is able to get a premium?
£3,000.
Why has not all this costly eviMr. MACKEY.-If they only did that it dence been acted upon before now? I am
would be legitimate.
inclined to think that up to the present
Mr. TOUTCHER.-But the Minister there has been a gross m-iscarriage oflussays himself they must tell if they get a 6ce in this matter.
I t is said that the
commission.
Government have been trying for twelve
Mr. ;'\,fACKEy.-vVhy not?
months: to get some prosecutions started. I
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I can see a great do not know if that is true or not. I t seems
danger of innocent people being involved. that this thing has been hanging like the
I will call the Minister's attention to a few sword of Damocles over the community for
words of his own in regard to the matter. a long time.
Farmers and shareholders
When speaking on the second reading of have been waiting and waiting and hoping
the Bill, the honorable gentleman saidfor something to be done, but hitherto, apAll that this Bill declares is that, where an parently, no action has been taken. Someagent is carrying on business for his principal, thing should have been done long ago to
he shall not receive a commission from a third give to the people who have been defrauded
party unless his principal has consented to it.
Honorable members will allow that receiving a the money that has been taken from them
oommission in many cases has a tendency to dishonestlv. A late member of this House
induce the agent to act contrary to his duties.
was once' prosecuted, and somet!1ing l!ke
Mr. vVATT.-Does the Bill allow divided com. £20,000 or £30,000 was sp.ent m gettmg
missions?
Mr. MACKEY.-It depends upon what is up the case. I do not thmk that that
meant. The Bill declares that payment to an gentleman's offence was any worse than
agent is illegal, but payment by an agent is not.
the offences of some of these men whose
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names were mentioned by the Butter
Commission, There must be some grave
reason why these people have not been
held up before 110W; yet, so far, there
has been no indictment or prosecution.
What was the evidence for if not for finding out whether certain people who had
pocketed so much money honestly at first
should not be prosecuted for taking so much
money afterwards di,shonestly? Looking
at the final report of the Butter Commission, I see the names of Bartram, Gray,
the Fresh Food and Storage Company,
Wood, Dunn, and Coy., and others, most
of whom were honestly assisted by the
country to carry all' the butter busipess.
Some of those people have had their names
mentioned as connected with the alleged
rascality; but there has been no prosecution of anv of them.
I think this 'House
would be Justified in forcing this matter to
an issue.
How many of us are prepared
to push it forward?
This is the only
place where a man may speak in this way
without being hauled to court.
I attended
some of the sittings of the Commission, and
listened to how Mr. Croker got the evidence
out.
I think he should have been 'asked
to go further.
It speaks badly for us
here that we have not taken action
months agp. As to the Bill, I think
words should be added to make sure that
th~re would be no possibility of a man
helllg hauled before the court for having
done no dishonest act.
The honorable
member for Stawell thinks that we should
have a separate Secret Commissions Bill
f
h
d
or eac tra e or profession.
I do not
think that is necessary, if this Bill can be
d
rna e to cover all.
As for the objections
of the honorable member for North Melbourne, they could be met by amendments,
which, no doubt, he will be prepared to
d f
ra t and submit.
I wish to repeat to the
Premier that it reflects seriously on members of Parliament that we are not able
to show that the best has been done to
prosecute, and make certain people disgorge money taken from farmers in
matters connected with the butter industry.
I hope the Premier will take this matter
into consideration.
I am quite satisfied
that there is no danger to brokers or commission agents in reference to their sales.
Brokers do a large amount of business on a
That is
small commission of I per cent.
known as buying their first lines.
A man
goes into an auction room in the tea tradeand I know something about that tradeand he purchases for three or four difMr. ColuMn.
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ferent firms. He buys £2,000 or £3,000
worth of tea, and gets I per cent. commis·
sion. After that he goes on to the market
to sell some of that tea, and he gets 2~,
or perhaps 5, per cent. on small lots. There
will be no difficulty in regard to such
commissions as that under this Bill. There
is nothing in the Bill to punish a man for
doing that, for the regular commission
paid in that way does not come under the
Bill. The Bill is for the purpose of dealing with secret commissions of a dishonest
character-cases where men go out without
tr.e knowledg.e of their principals, and do
business in an improper way.
They do
not do the work they are paid to do, but
they do something else, and rob either the
person they are selling to or the person
they are selling for. The Bill is introduced chiefly to deal with sucb cases.
Mr. W ATT.-Don't you want to pro-l
teet the honest trader against vexatious
prosecution?
Mr. COLECHIN. - That is what we
are here for.
We do not want innocent
men to be haled before the courts. As
far as I know, it has not been the rule in
the past for innocent men to be haled before tr.e courts. Evidence would have to
be submitted to the Crown Law Department before any indictment would be made.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-There is no such word
here as "indictment."
It is "presentment."

Mr. COLECHIN.-The honorable member for Stawell made a statement with reference to charges, and quoted some cases
in whicb he himself was interested.
I
look upon the commission in those cases as
being received for work and labour done.
If.a man goes out to buy for his principal,
and that principal agrees to pay a certain
sum, no jury, Judge, police magistrate, nor
justice of the peace would punish that
man.
Mr. W:A.TT.-You cannot account nowadays for what juries will do.'
:Mr. COLECHIN.-We know that the
jury system is on its trial. The honorable
member for tr.e Public Officers would very
much rather have a jury in his cases than
he would leave the matter to those sitting
on the bench.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-I agree with you.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Provision should be
made so that tr.ere should be no offence unless guilty knowledge could be proved. I
should like to read one or two extracts from
the final report of tbe Butter Commission.
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There is a very important one on page 25,
which statesWhy the company was forced into liquidation
and sold at a sacrifice to Messrs. J. Bartram and
Son, who, as disclosed by the evidence, were the
re:11 purch:1sers, although Driffield represented
that he was acting on behalf of an English
syndicate, will be more readily understood when
"Webb's evidence is fully reviewed.
In the
course of his examination Webb admitted receiving from Messrs. Bartram and Son a third
of the secret rebate paid to that firm by the
mail companies. This 3 per cent. rebate on butter freights has been fully dealt with in our
second report. Vvebb shared the amount received
by him with the two Taylors, employes of the
Fresh Food Company. The reason he alleged
for sharing his proportion was that the Taylors
were dissatisfied with their salaries. He took
this course to retain their services. The amounts
received by the trio were invested in property
in New South "Wales. Webb's co-directors had
n0 knowledge that he and their two responsible
officers were profiting by the company's exports
to London. The letters read by Boyle in his
cvidenGe reflect their surprise after reading,
"Webb's evidence before this Commission. Messrs.
J. Bartram and Son, in making Webb and the
Ta y lors partners in the secret rebate on the
contlition it was to be kept secret and used
for their own personal benefit, practicaTIy obtained control over the executive management
of the Fresh Food Company. Following upon
this secret partnership in an illegitimate transaction, H. \V. Bartram was appointed to supervize the company's London sales. The evidence
discloses that Bartram and Son are financially
kl.fgely interested in Mills and Sparrow, butter
brokers, Tooley-street, London.

There are a number of sham firms, one or
more in London, and several here in VictoriaSo tliat, besides the I per cent., and afterwards
per cent., paid to Bartram for his services,
the directors were practically pl:lcing the sale
of the" company's export business in the hands
of a competitor.

~

1\,[r. GAUNSON said he rose to a point
of order. He wished to know if the nonorable member was in order in reading, from
a report which described a number of
people as rogues and vagabonds.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is quite in order. He is reading from
the public Report of an inquiry by a Royal
Commission, which Report was, I believe,
the origin of this Bill.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I want to draw attention to some most important matters
here, because they may have an educational effect on some honorable members
who continually boast that they never read
any Bill. It is only fair for their education that they should hear one or two
things that ought to be refreshing, especiall y when they are so often mixed up
with crimin"al matters.
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Mr. GAUNSON.-It may be instructive,
but it cannot be refreshing.
Mr. COLECHIN.-It may be later on
when the honorable member may have a
brief to defend one of these gentlemen,
and when he does, I hope he will not get
him off, unless he is proved to be innocent.
I now come to the follow~ng letter:628 Bourke-street west,
Melbourne, 29th April, 1902.

Dear Sir,
In drawing your attention to the enclosed resolution, we mIght point o~t that the directors
gave the matter grave consIderation, but as it
was necessary to introduce more capital, they
favoured this scheme, rather than call up the
balance of the capital, viz., 4s. 6d. per share.
To insure a full meeting, we trust that you will
either fie present, or have the enclosed proxy
signed, witnessed, and forwarded to the head
office in good time.-Yours faithfully,
The Fresh Food and Storage Company Ltd.
(SIgned)

D. M. TAYLOR, Secretary.

The report proceedsThis was Taylor's method of brea.king th~
news to the country shareholders.
Every effort
wa~ made to obtain .proxies. Managers of factones .and creaT?<;ries. had their expenses paid
to vanous localItIes 111 order to interview the
shareholders and u~ge the sale. Director ~oyle
was employed to attend meetings of discontented
shareholders.
Numerous letters of instruction
outlining the information to be given to shareholders _ wer,e distributed to agents throughout
the State. In one of these letters Taylor states"We do not want to appear too anxious to
. . " Nothing was left to chance. The
sell.
efforts ?f Web?, Boyle, and Taylor were successful 111 effect111g their purpose. Fifty-one shareholders attended the meeting in Melbourne, and
74·5 were represeI?-ted by proxy.
It only reqUIred the persuaSIOn of the chairman, the "Hon.
W. T. ~Vebb, together with his dramatic display
of wavll1g ~ letter before the shareholders present purportll1,g to be a communication from the
bank" threatenll1g foreclosure on the business, to
con;ll1.ce th~ doubting shareholders of the directors lllte~nty. The idea conveyed by Webb
was that It meant sale or sheriff. The shareholders ~referred the sale, and the resolutions
were carned by 47 to 4, without the proxies.

An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Who is Webb?
Mr. COLECHIN.-W. T. Webb, who
was supposed to have held an honorable
position in this House.
Mr. BENT.-Put this matter in. I am
sorry I agreed to print that report.
Mr. COLECHIN.-How often has this
been before the Cabinet?
:Mr. BENT.-I never saw it before.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I am sorry to hear
that, for it ought to have been l;efore thp.
Cabinet months ago. It is all very well
for honorable members to laugh. Perhap~
they have not met some of the !loor farmers
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that I have met, and who are only drawing sufficient from the butter factories to
keep body and soul together. They have
been waiting for action to be taken by the
C()vcrnment, whir.h has not yet been ulk<:>l1.
1\1r. RENT.---Who ,appointed the commission?
Mr. COLECHIN.-The Government
deserve credit for that, but why have not
the Government taken action against some
of these people?
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It is said that these people have got away

with their assets. I know one of these partners has been known for many years as a
large owner of property in the city of Melbourne, and I hope, if it is possible to present these gentlemen. before the court and
get some of this money back, that that will
be done.
Mr. 'WATT drew attention' to the fact
that there was not a quorum present.
A quorum having been formed,
Dy these means the efforts of Messrs. J.
Mr. COLECHIN said-The report of
Bartram and Son to obtain the Fresh Food Com- the Commission continues-

pany were aided to a successful issue.
The negotiator, L. G. Driffield, became permanent director of the new company, at a salary
of £150 per annum; D. M. Taylor, m~nager,
received £8 per week, as compared wIth £5
lOS. from the old company; Charles F. T,aylor
also received .an Increment, whilst they both"participated in bonuses from the profits.
F-rom The evidence adduced and the investigations made, we are convinced that the shareholders were deceived and forced by misrepresentation into sacrificing their company, and that
vVilliam Telford v'lebb, Daniel Manson 1'aylor,
George Herbert Hope, and Lancelot Gurdon
Driffield were parties to this deception.

On page 27, the Country Butter Manufacturing Company Proprietary Limited is
dealt with as f0110\\'5:This company was registered on the 8th day
of July, 1896, as the Country Butter Manufacturing Company Limited. The original subscribers were J ames McLean, A. G. B. 13y'rchall,
John Gibson,William Lyons, and John A. Armstrong; John A. Armstrong being chairman of
directors, and John Dougall secretary.
The
shares held in the name of John Gibson were
transferred to John Dougall on the 5th February,
1897. The word "Proprietary" was added on
the 3rd March, 1897, and authority given to mortgage the property and assets of the company
to Wood, Dunn, and Co. on the 5th July, 1898.
Byrchall's shares were transferred to James vVebster, a partner in the firm of W'ood, Dunn, and
Co., on the 14th July, 1899.

Wood, Dunn, and Company are one of
the firms that are supposed to have got rid
of their assets while the Government have
been practically sleeping. These are the
sort of people that ought to have been
looked afterThe capital of the company, £5,000, in 5,000
shares of l I each.
The number of shares
allotted from the commencement of the company in 1896, according to a return filed on the
16th July, 1<)03, was 1,525, fullv paid up. The
total amount of debt due by the company in
respect of mortgages requirjnf~ registration,
£6,000.
This company was an ofTshoot of \Vood, Dunn,
ancl Co., butter agents, who controlled the management, carried on the business, and advanced
the money. The bank was guaranteed by vVood,
Dunn, and Co. for all cheCJues drawn by the
Ccnntry Butter Co.

A serious charge alleged against this company was that they, by a system of manipulation of the tests, paid to the suppliers an amount
which was considerably less than should have
been paid.
Certain sheets were handed in by Mr. Reginald
Varley, late employe of \Vood, Dunn, and Co.,
which were admitted by Mr. John Dougall,
secretary of the Country Butter Company, to
be the genuine duplicates of returns furnished
by their manager.
A return for seven days ending 21st April,
1900, showed the difference between the test and
churn results to be 39i~ lbs., ancl it was
alleged that the suppliers were short paid to
that extent. Mr. John Dougall, in reply, produced returns, and contended that allowance
should be made for salt and preservitas which
they had put in, and that, according to his calculation, the difference was only 130 Ibs.
In order to test the accuracy of Mr. Dougall's
figures, we requested that the ledgers of this
company should be examined by the Commission
to enable a comparison to be made. An adjournment was granted for this purpose, but
the books \vere not produced.
Apart from the loss of the books, the statem~nt furnished by Mr. Dougall when giving
eVIde~ce goes to show that, after having deducted the weight of salt and pr,eservitas fro:n
the amount of butter churned, the difference is
still 130'2 Ibs., which he refers to as "profit,"

Mr. BENT said he rose to a point ot
order. The honorable member was av,,'are
that the Government had sent this matter
on to the Crown Solicitor. Was it proper,
in view of that action being taken by the
Government, for the honorable member to
read in the House the contents of this document ? The honorable member had made
reference to the Government having done
this and that. Was it fair, or was it English, to go on reading this matter when the
question was now before the Crown Solicitor?
1\-1r. COLECI-IIN.-· I will finish in five
minutes.
Mr. BENT said he did not care if the
honorable member only took a minute.
Mr. COLECHIN.-The Speaker has already ruled that I am in order.
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Mr. BENT said the Speaker had not
ruled yet whether the honorable member was
in order or not.
Even if the honorable
member was in order, were his remarks in
good taste?
Mr. COLECHIN.-The question about good
taste was all got over last session.
Mr. GAUNSON stated that he would
ask the Speaker to reconsider his ruling.
It was one thing to read from public documents, and another to read dreadfully defamatory matter against persons who could
not possibly be heard in their own person
in their own defence in this House. On
the score at le.ast of good taste, a man of
any sensibility would, upon being appealed
to, cease inst:mtly from traducing persons
who might yet have to take their stano in
a criminal court, before a jury of their
countrymen.
No man in his sober senses
would ever trust himself to a jury of men
like the honorable member.
The SPEAKER.-I do not see anything
in the point of order raised by the honorable
the Premier.
Mr. COLEcHIN.--Should not the honorable member for the Public Officers withdraw the words that no man in hIS sober
proper senses would do what I am doing?
The SPEAKER.-I do not think the
words the honorable member has quoted applied to the honorable member at all. The
honorable member who used the words was,
I understand, quoting the words of somebodv else who is not before me in this
House. I think. therefore. the honorable
member was quite in order in saying what
he said.
Mr. COLECHIN.-The report of the
Commission continuesAfter a careful consideration of the evidence,
and a close scrutiny of the returns furnished in
connexion with this matter, we find that the
suppliers who sent milk to the Country Butter
Company's factories and creameries at vVangaratta, Estcourt, Boorhaman, Glen East, Cloverdale, Winton, North Winton, and Taminick for
the seven days ending 21st April, 1900, were short
paid to a considerable amount, but, owing to
the non-production of the company's books, we
are unable to state the exact amount.

Not only were tbese documents missing, but
a number of other books and documents
were missing, and evidence was laid' before
the Commission showing that a large quantity of books were burnt. In my opinion,
and in that of hundreds of others in this
country, they were burnt for the very purpose of preventing this or any other commission or any court from seeing them, because it was proved beyond a doubt that
they were burnt to hide evidence that
Session 1905.-(34]
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showed that people had been robbed. I
desire to call attention 'also to page 5 I of
the report, where a review is given of the
evidence taken at Sydney, and of the evi
dence dealing with account sales.
The
conclusion of the report is as follows : In concluding our report, w.e desire to acknow-ledge the very valuable assistance rendered to.
the Commission by the secretary (Mr. David,
Barry) and the accountant (Mr. J. A. Norris).
Both of these gentlemen took the keenest interest:
in the work of the Commission from the commencement to the close of its labours, and displayed marked ability and untiring inqustry in
the discharge of the complex and onerous duties
whi"ch devolved upon them.
Reference has already been made in our first
progress report to the value of Mr. Croker's
services, and now that we have had time t(}
carefully review the whole of the evidence, we
are more fully impressed with the ability and
skill with which he overcame the difficulties that
constantly beset him during the course of our
investigations.
All the recommendations and findings in this
report we have the honour to submit for Your
Excellency's consideration.
Witness our hands and seals this 1st day of
June, 1905.
G. C. MORRISON, Chairman (L.s.)
GEO. GRAHAM
(L.S.)
HENRY GYLES TURNER
(L.S.)
DAVID BARRY, Secretary.

I mention these matters because I believe
they are very important, and many people
think it would have been very much more
to the credit of this Government had they
taken steps to hale before the court some
of these men whose names I have mentioned, so as to get back for the producers.
of this, country a portion, at any rate, of
the £150,000 of which I consider they have·
been robbed. I hope the Government will,
even at this late hour, take such steps as
will restore to these people in the future
that confidence which they have not had in
the last twelve months.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then. rearl a second time,.
and committed pro forma.
FACTORIES LAW CONSOLIDATION
BILL.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT moved the
second reading of this Bill. He said :-1
rise with very great pleasure to move the
second reading of a measure for the consolidation of the several Acts which comprise at present the law of this country
relating to factories and shops. That law
is contained in nine Acts, as follow: -Act
No. 1091, which was the Consolidation Act
of 1890, and Acts Nos. 1445, 1476, 1518,
1597, 16 54, 18°4, 18 57, and 1955· Unless
a person had a great amount of time at his.
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disposal, and had all these Acts before him, the best of feeling-between both sides, and
it would be utterly impossible for him to . that the employers, as well as the employes,
say with any degree of certainty what are thoroughly well satisfied with the law as
the law is on any particular question. it obtains at present. I think that the hosExcept for a very valuable book issued by tile mood that was apparent in the early
the Chief Inspector of Factories, and which history of these Acts has disappeared, and
can be purchased by the public, I should that tl:ere is every prospect of success
not have been able to grapple with the in connexion with our industrial legislation.
various Acts. It is the working book I We know that the chairman of the Chamber
have used in connexion with the Depart- of Manufactures is at present endeavouring
ment. It would take me hours to ascertain to encourage the use of our own local prowhat tee law is on some questions. It is ducts, and we are being urged to purchase
If that is done
absolutely necessary that these Acts should our own manufactures.
be consolidated, and I have caused a mea- generall y, it will lead to increased employsure to be prepared which is a consolidating ment' and I think it will contribute also
Bill pure and simple. There are no amend- to the prosperity of the whole community.
ments in it, and I would ask honorable I should be pleased indeed to see that
I think it is one that
members not to propose any amendments. feeling spread.
Indeed, the onl y change is in the provision should be encouraged and maintained, and
by which the ACt is made permanent. I I trust that we shall all try to encourage
think it is necessary that the Act should our local manufactures. There are two
be made permanent; and in making perma- points which I desire to bring under the
nent what we have already obtained, I think notice of the House, because they are matwe have an object which should appeal to ters in which I had some difficulty in conevery honorable member in this House. As nexion with the consolidation. One is in resoon as this Bill has been passed by both gard to apprentices. Act 1654 providesHouses-and I have not the slightest ap" Apprentice" shall mean any person under
prehension about its passing-I propose to 21 years of age bound by indentures of apprenprepare an Amending Bill, and to introduc.c ticeship, and also any person under 21 years of
it during the present session. - I have had age employed under a written agreement signed
a large number of requests for amendments by the employer on the one part and by such
person and such person's parent or guardian on
by various sections of the trades generally, the
other part, under ';vhich such employer agree5
some asking to be brought under it, and to employ such person and such person agrees
s'ome asking for various amendlments in to work for such employer for not less than one
other directions. All these requests will year.
require to be considereu by the Cabinet. That was, that if there was this memoranWhen that is done, I- propose to introduce dum or agreement containing provisions for
all that can be agreed to by the Govern- a contract of service for not iess than one
ment in an Amending Bill. I might point year, the employe who came under that proout that in 1896, when the Wages Boards vision was to be an apprentice. At that
came into operation, the number of opera- time, the Wages Board had power to limit
tives in the factories was 40,814.
The the number of apprentices.
statistics at the close of 1904 show that
Mr. W ATT.-For four years there was
the number of operatives has increased to no definition of apprentices at all.
61,977·
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Bv Act
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-By 1857, section 7, it was provided- "'
50 per cent.
All apprentices not bound by indentures of
Sir SAMUEL GILLDTT.-That is a apprenticeship which bind the employer to in50 per cent. increase.
If those figures struct such apprentice in such process, business,
prove anything, I think they prove that the or trade for a J?eriod the whole term of which
laws relating to factories have not in any is not less than three years, shall be deemed to
be improvers for the purposes of this section.
way impeded ,the progress of trade in this
country. I think those figures also prove That was 'a repeal by implication of all
the efficacy and great advantage of having the words contained in the other section. as
these industrial laws in the State.
No to any person being an apprentice who
doubt, in the early history of these Acts, was employed for not less than one year
there was very considerable friction in con- under those conditions, and it was then denexion with the position of employers and clared that these persons were improvers,
employes. I think I am correct in stating unless they were bound bv indentures for
that the Acts are now working smoothly, and not less than three years. "' The clauses of
that a much better feeling exists-almost this Bill dealing with that question, are
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clauses 5 and 93. Clause 5 is the definition
clause, and it is there provided-.
" Apprentice" means any person under 21
years of age bound by indentures of apprenticeship.

And in clause 93 we provideAll apprentices, unless bou~d by indentures
of apprenticeship which bind the employer to
instruct such apprentice in such process, business,
or trade for a. 'period of at least three years,
shall be deemed to be improvers for the purposes of this part.

That is how we have consolidated the provisions in regard to .apprentices. There
has also been a slight difficulty with four
shires which could be made part of w1.at is
known as the metropolitan area by order
of the Governor in Council. Those shires
have now become incorporated as boroughs
or towns. I think three are boroughs and
one is a town, and they are now subject to
all the provisions of the Factories and
Shops Acts. ~ear1y the whole territory of
those four shires has become incorporated
in the metropolitan area, as constituted for
the purposes of the Factories and Shops
Acts. Take Caulfield. The whole of that
territory was brought in, except Brighton
The other three shires were
cemetery.
brought in, with the exception of five shops.
There are only five shops that may be
'affected in connexion with this alteration.
As all these shires have become boroughs
or towns, we propose to constitute them as
part of the metropolitan area, for the purposes of this Act. Of the five shops which
may not be within the metropolitan area,
four are affected by orders which have been
made as to them, so that there is only
one shop now standing out. We thought
that, inasmuch as these shires had become either boroughs or towns, we might
fairly include them in the consolidating
Bill as among the cities and towns which
constitute the metropolitan area.
I may
say that Mr. Carlile has devoted a great
deal of time in the preparation of this
measure. He has given me a solemn assurance th.at no amendment has been made
by any of its provisions, although there may
be some alterations in the wording. No
amendment has been alJowed to creep in.
I have gone over it, and have looked at
every clause consolidating sections which
were previously amended and afterwards
re-amended, for manv sections have been
amended, .and that amendment has again
been amended. The'legislation is a perfect
maze. All this has been carefully gone into.
I have taken hours in doing that, and I.
think I can assure the House that this Bill
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contains all the provisions that are contained in the existing Acts.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I should like to
know the effect of the two apprentice sections which you have codified.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-l have taken
the last amendment made by Parliament,
which provided that a person was an improver unless he was bound by a deed of
indenture for a period of not less than
three years. That prov~sion is in this
Bill.
Mr. WATT.-:-Every person bound for
three years is an apprentice?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Yes. It may
not be less than three years.
Mr. WATT.-If under 21?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I would
point out, in reference to the original provision whereby a person was an apprentice
if he was indentured for not less than one
year, that the Wages Boards then could
limit the number of apprentices. At present
there is no limitation to the number, 'and
it has been necessary to adopt the last
amendment, in Act 1857, providing that
unless a person is bound by indentures for
not less than three years, he is not to be
deemed an ·apprentice. This matter may
form the subject of amendment hereafter,
but I think that the consolidation I now
submit is in every respect in conformity
with the existing law.
Mr. PRENDERGAST s.aid that he
would ask the honorable gentleman 111
charge of the Bill to agree to a short adjournment. It seemed that the codification
which had been effected would be largely in
the interests of permanent factory legislation. He would ask the Minister to agree
to an adjournment of the debate until next
week, to give honorable members an opportunity of analyzing the measure.
Sir SAz\[UEL GILLOTT said he had
no objection to agree to the honorable member's reouest under the circumstances.
On the motion of Mr. PRENDERGAST,
the debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
August IS.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
Mr. PRENDERGAST asked what business would be gone on wiih on Tuesday?
Mr. MURRAY said it was intended to
take the second reading of f1.e Milk Supervision Bill.

ff·he House· adjourned at five minutes
past nine o'clock, until Tuesday, August 15.
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Tuesday, August I5, I 905-

The PRESIDENT took the chair at ten
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
'FRIENDLY SOCIETIES' BONDS AND
DEBENTURES TRANSFER
RESTRICTION BILL.
Th:is Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
.Hon. W. PITT, was read a first time.
SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion. of the
Hon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first
time.
METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES
BOARD BORROWING POWERS
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
.Hon. A. O. SACHSE, was read a first
.time.
WATER ACTS CONSOLIDATION
AND AMENDIVIENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first
.time.
PETITIONS.
A petition was presented by the Han.
W. H. EMBLING, from the Melbourne
Tramway and Omnibus Company, praying
that the House would not approve of the
construction of the proposed extension of
the St. Kilda and Brighton electric tramway
from the Village Belle Hotel to the St.
Kilda Railway Static/n, in the muniCipality
of St. Kilda.
The petition was ordered to be printed,
and to be referred to a Committee of the
whole on the Surplus Revenue Bill.
A petition was presented by the Hon.
D. MELVILLE, from certain brickmakers in
Victoria, a·sking that thle Council would
withhold its sanction to the granting of
£9,600 for the purpose of erecting brickworks and the purchase of land therefor,
..as provided for in the Surplus Revenue
.Bill.

Election Petition.

The petition was ordered to be printed,
and to be referred to a Committee of the
whole on the Surplus Revenue Bill.
A petition from the Secretary of the Victorian Employers' Federation was presented
by the Hon. W. H. EMBLING, praying the
House to excise from the schedule to the
Surplus Revenue Bill the item for the erection of brickworks and the purchase of
land therefor.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that he
would like to call the .attention of the
House to rather a new departure in getting
all these petitions printed.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING remarked
that he would not ask that this petition
should be printed.
The petition was ordered to be referred
to a Committee of the whole on the Surplus Revenue Bill.
A petition was presented by the Hon.
J. BALFOUR, from residents of Malvern,
praying tha.t the House would order that'
no excursion trains should be run on the
Victorian railways on Sundays.
ELECTION PETITION .
MELBOURNE SOUTH PROVINCE .
The petition from Mr. George Godfrey,
of Collins-street, :l\1elbourne, praying that
the House would take into consideration
his case as a candidate for the Melbourne
South Province, that his petition of
29th November last might be dealt with by
the Electiol}s and Qualifications Committee,
as originally ordered by the House, and
that the petitioner might be heard at the
ha.r of the House in support of his rights,
was taken into' consideration.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
since the House last met, he had given
very careful consideration to this petition.
He: had looked into the matter without
having any feeling in favour of either Mr.
Godfrey or :Mr. Luxton, and he had
considered it only from the point of view
of what was the duty of this House. It
would be necessary for him, in order to explain the position, to refer to the history
of thie legislation bearing upon the matter.
He would endeavour first to put the case
of Mr. Godfrey, .as far as he understood
it, as strongly from Mr. Godfrey's point
of view as possible. He understood that
Mr. Godfrey's argument was that the Constitution Act came into operation on the
21st July, 1855 j that subsequently our
Legislature passed an Act to provide for
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future elections, and that III that Act there
were the provisions for an Elections and
Qualifications Committee; that subsequently
to that another Act was passed, providing
that the privileges, immunities, and powers
of the Legisl.ative Council and the Legisl,ative Assembly and the committees thereof,
and the members thereof, should be the
same as those of the Commons House of
Great Britain at the time of the passing
of the Constitution Act, whlether those
privileges, immunities, or powers were customary, statutory, or othenvise.
At the
time of the passing of the ConstitutIon
Act there was an Act III force in
England for
the control of election
petitions. Under that Act, if the case
which haclbeen referred to the Select
Committee had not been concluded before
the prorogation of Parliament, that Select
Committee, after a new session, carried on
their unfinished work; and it had been
claimed that because our committees were
given the same powers as tHose of the
British House of Commons, therefore
our committee had the power in a new
session to carry on the work which h.ad
not been completed. He thought that that
was ~tating the case as strongly as it could
be stated for Mr. Godfrey. It was necessa,ry to look into the legislation to see how
far that argument had any force. The
first Act was passed by the old Legislative
Council before the Parliament, under the
Constitution Act, came into existence. That
was assented to on the 19th March,: 1856,
and it recited the Constitution Act, and
sald-

That Act provided for an Elections and
Qualifications Committee.
Section 60
stated~

After the appointment of the Committee of
Elections and Qualifications every member appointed shall continue to be a member of the
committee until the end of that session, or until
he resigns his appointment, whi'ch he may do by
letter addressed to the President or Speaker before such committee shall have met, but not
afterwards, unless in the event of serious or continued illness, but no such resignation shall take
effect until three days after the receipt thereof,
nor until the appointment of another member in
the place of the one so resigning, or until the
committee report that he is disabled by illness
from attending the committee, or until the com·
mittee is dissolved as hereinafter provided.

Then there was a provision for dissolving
the committee for certain reasons, and also
for .filling up vacancies, and it was providedEvery such new committee or new member
shall have power, if thought fit, to take up and
continue the business which may have been pending at the time of the dissolution or vacancy
aforesaid in the same manner as might have been
done by the committee as previously constituted
and composed.

He thought it was quite clear from that
Act that the committee died with the session. There was provision that during the
session a new committee might be app01nted if the committee was dissolved,
and that the new committee might take up
business, but the members of that committee were only to continue to be members of the committee until the next session. The next Act to which he would
refer was the first Act passed by the new
Parliament. That recited the Constitution
Whereas it was amongst other things enacted Act, and said-

that there should be established in Victoria, instead of the Legislative Council then subsisting,
one Legisfative Council and one Legislative As·
sembi y, to be severafl y constituted as therein provided, and it was also by the said Act enacted that
the Legislature of Victoria, in existence at the time
'of the proclamation of the said Act as thereinafter
mentioned, should, by an Act or Acts to be for that
purpose made and passed in the manner and sub·
ject to the conditions required in respect of any
Act or Acts made or passed by such Legislature,
make all necessary provision for the compilation
and revision of lists of all persons qualified to
vote at the elections of members to serve in the
said Council and Assembly respectively, and for
the registration of such persons, and· for the appointing of returning officers at such elections,
and for the issuing, executing, and returning the
necessary writs for tEe same, and generally for
declaring and filling t.p all vacancies in .such
Council and Assembl'y""respectively, and for regulating the proceedings and taking the poll at all
such elections, and for determining the validity
of all disputed returns and elections, and otherwise for insuring the orderly, effective, and impartial conduct of all such elections-

'Whereas it was amongst other things enacted
that there should be established in Victoria, instead of the Legislative Council then subsisting,
one Legislative Council and one Legislative As.
sembly, to be .severally constituted as therein
provided; and, further, that it should be lawful
for the Legislature of Victoria by any Act or
Acts, to define the privileges, immunities, and
powers to be held, enjoyed, and exercised by the
Councilor Assembly, and by the members thereof
respectively; provided that no such privileges,
immunities, or powers -should exceed those then
held, enjoyed, and exercised by the Commons
House of Parliament, or the members thereof-

It next providedThe Legislative Council and the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria resQectively, and the committees and members thereof respectively shall
hold, enjoy, and exercise such and the like privileges, immunities, and powers as, and the privileges, immunities, and powers of the said Council
and Assembly respectively, and of the committees
and members thereof respectively are hereby defined to be the same as (:\.t the time of !he passing
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0'£ the said recited Act were held, enjoy'e?, and

e.xercised by the Commons House of ParlIament
of Great Britain and Ireland, and by the committees and members thereof, so far a's the ,same
ate not inconsistent with the said recited Act,
whether such privileges, immunities, or powers
Were so held, possessed, or enjoyed by custom,
statute, or otherwise.

By virtue of that Act, there was a power for
the Select Committee of the House to continue, and therefore it was sa~d that power
was given by that Act to contmue our oommittee. He did not think there was· a
power. He thought the~e was a duty, which
was a very different Hung. It was necessary to look at the difference between t~e
English committees and Qurs. The dutl.es
were altogether differ~nt, and the. commIttees in Enaland were appointed In a different
way. In Encrland the Speaker appointed a
Ge~eral Co~mittee, consisting, he thought,
of eight members. Then lists were made o~t
of all the members of the House. Certam
members were entitled to be excused from
being placed on that list. The names of
members over 66 years of age would be
excised if they claimed their rights, and
members affected by anv petition were
omitted from the lists. "When these lists
were finally settled the General Committee
picked out a certain number, varying, he
thbught, .from eight to twelve, whom they
appointed Chairmen of Committees, and
then the rest of the list was divided into
five, and the names were numbered ina
certain way and balloted for, so as to obtain a panel.
After all kinds of recognisances had been entered into, and the recognisances had been examined and reported on, the petitions got to' the General
Committee on Elections. Then the General
Committee picked out four names from the
panel. The different cnairmen met together,
and picked out a chairman, whose name was
sent to the General Committee, and that
chairman and the four members, ,if not objected to on certain grounds by dle parties
to the petition, tried the case. The Act, provided that if a petition was not referred
bv the General Committee to the Select
Committee before the prorogation, then in
the next session the' new General Committee dealt with it, but it was provided
that .if the petition had been sent to the
Select Committee, then that same Select
Committee in, the ensuing session would
meet and' deal with it und'er the following
provisions: -
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and before they have reported to t~e House their
determination' thereon, such CommIttee shall not
be dissolved by such prorogation, but shall be,
thereby adjourned to t~elve of the clc;>ck on t.he
da y immediately followmg that on whIch P~rha
ment meets again for the despatch of busmess
(Sunday, Good Friday, and Chris~mas Day always excepted); and all pro~e~dmgs of suc~
Committee, and of any comml.sslOn to take eVI.dence issued under the authonty of such Committee shall be of the same force and effect
as if Parliament had not been so prorogued.

The committee met' from :day to day. It
'was enacted that a member should not absent himself, unless for on excuse allowed
by the House, and he was then to be discharged from attending, and not be entitled
to sit again or vote on the committee. In
case a member of the committee did not attend on the day and at the time appointed,
the matter ';vas to ~ reported to the House
at the next sitting, and the member who had
failed to attend could be taken in charge
by the Serjeant-at-Arms for neglect of his,
dutv, and was to be otherwise punished or
censured at the discretion of the House.
It seemed to him that all these things related to a Select' Committee except the
power to examine witnesses on oath, and
power to report people to Parliament,
which were certainly powers or privileges.,
But all those things were duties provjded
for under very stringent conditions, and if
it was contended for one moment that our
committee was the same as one of those
committees, under what conditions did our
committee continue? It was specially provided that the Commons Committee w.as to
meet ata certain hour, and on a certain day,
and under all t,hose stringent conditions.
It was auite clear that when the Victorian
Parliam~nt provided that its members and
committees should have the privileges, lmmunities, and powers of the House of Commons, it \vas never intended, and could not
h~ read into its Act, that its commit~ees
would be liable to duties and penalties
which had not been provided. for in our
special Act. Our special Act provided for
all matters relating toelec6.ons and for the
trial of election petitions. It was no~ an
Act in any way dealing with the privileges
of committees, but an Act "to amend the
law for the trial of election petitions." That
was all the Act was, and he was utterly
unable to see that it conferred upon members of this House the privileges, immunities, and powers of the members of. the
House' of· Commons, Or that any such Act
, And be it enacted, that if the Parliament be could have' incorporated into it any por-,
prorogued after the .appointment Of. any '~e!ec~
tion of the Act to amend the law relating,
<;?m.mi~tee. fOr the tna} of any electIOn petitIon;
Hon. ,: M. Davies.
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,to the trial of election petitions. That was
the conclusion he had come to after very
careful consideration. Then in reference
to the prayer of the petition, something was
said, he thought, during the previous debate, about 1\1r. Godfrey's rights. He did
not think that at this stage Mr. Godfrey
had any rights. The matters with reference
to petitions presented to the House for reference to the Elections and Qualifications
Committee were dealt with in sections 301
a.nd 302 of the Constitution AcfAmendment
Act. There were three classes of offences
or mistakes. The first was dealt with in
section 301, where it was stated~
All petitions complaining of an undue election
or return of a member to serve in the said Council or Assembly, as the case may be, or complaining that no return has been made according
to the exigency of the writ issued for the election
of a member to serve in the said Councilor
Assembly, or complaining of any special matter
contained in any such return, shall be subscribed
by some person who voted or claimed to have a
right to vote at the election to which the same
shall relate, or by some person or persons claiming to have had a right to be returned ,or elected
thereat, or alleging himself to have been a c:tndid ate at the election; and shall be addr~ssed
and presented to the President of the Council
or Speaker of the Assembly within thirty days
after the next meeting of the Councilor Assembly,
or within forty days after the day of the return
of the writ to which any such petition shall relate; and, in case the said Councilor Assembly
be prorogued before the expiry of such period
of forty days, then any such petition may, be
'presented to the said Councilor Assembly, as
the case may be, within such time after the next
meeting thereof as together with the time e):pired before the prorogation that shall make up
such period of forty days; and every such petition
'shall forthwith be notified in the Government
Gazette, and shall as soon as conveniently may
be after such presentation be laid by the said
President or Speaker before the Councilor Assemoly, as the case may 'be, and shall by the said
Councilor Assembly be referred to "the Committee of Elections and Qualifications" either
forthwith or as soon as the said Committee shall
have been duly appointed ana confirmed.

He thought that' the petitioner had under
that section the right to have those things
done. The next section providedIt shall be competent for the Councilor Assembly, as the case may be, upon any petition
subscribed as aforesaid, complaining of the insufficiency of the qualification of any member,
and presented to the President or Speaker at any
,time witlrin three month!;f after such member
shall have subscribed the declaration required hy
law to be made by him, in his place in the said
Councilor Assembly, and in case the said Council or Assembly be prorogued before the expiring
of such period or three months, then, any such
petition may be presented to the said Council or
Assembly, as the case may be, within such time
;after the next meeting thereof,' as together with
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the time expired before the prorogation that shall
make up such period of three months, to refer
the said petition, and the question thereby raised
to "the Committee of Elections and Qualifications " ; and it shall also be competent to the said
Council or Assembly, upon the like petition, to
refer to any such committee all questions respecting bribery or corruption alleged to have
been committed at any election at any time within
twelve months after such election, notwithstanding that in either of the above cases the period
!thall have elapsed for a petition against the said
ejection, or the return thereof, according to the
provisions hereinbefore in that behalf contained;
and in all matters connected with elections the
acts of all authorized agents of a candidate or
member shall be held to be the acts of their
principal, unless it be proved, to the satisfaction
of the committee, that such acts were committed
without his knowledge, power, or consent. Provided that no petition touching the qualification
of any member of the said Councilor A$sembly
shall be received or referred to "the Committee
of Elections and Qualifications" after the periods
respectively above-mentioned.

So that there were three dasses. There
was the class that had to be dealt with
within thi'rty' days. Then there \vas the
class as to qualification which had to be
dealt with within three months. Then there
was the class with regard to bribery and
corruption, which might be dealt with
within twelve months.
By the Act under
'which Mr. Luxton was challenged, making
,th~ expenditure of money an ilIegal practice, both of, those sec~ions were amended,
and after the words" orcomplaining0f any
special matter ,contained in such return"
the words "or complaining of any illegal
practices" were inserted. Mr. Godfz:ey's
rights, tl~erefore, were to present a petition
under the firi:it section within thirty days.
The words he had quoted had been placed
in the section to, put the matter on the same
footing as an ordinary election for the return of a member. These words were also
to be taken in connexion with briberv and
corruption j for the clause read ;-"~Upon
the like petition" it should also be competent for the Assembl v or Council "to refer
to any such committe"e all questions respecting bribery or corruption alleged to have
been committed at any election ,at any time
within twelve months." The way he read the
two sections together was this, that it was
the duty of a candidate, or of any person
if l:e wanted to 'i!P upon his rights, to present hiSi petition within thirty days, but that
it was within the power of the Council to
deal \vith the matter if it did so within
twelve months after the commission of the
offence. The House had its rights and its
duties, but a candidate or petitioner had
no right whq.tever after th~ specified timE:-
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He (Mr. Davies) therefore did not think the House, so that the House might now,
that in dealing with this matter it would if it liked, alter its decision. On the former
be considered for one moment that Mr. occasion members were to some extent inGodfrey was deprived of any right. He fluenced by a statement made by 1\1r. Harvery much doubted whether the House wood in quoting from 111 ay.
He (Mr.
could send such a petition presented after Brown) was taken by surprise at that time,
30 days of the election to the Elections and and could remember no such statement as
Qualifications Committee without being 1\1r. Harwood had attributed to May. Since
satisfied either that there was good reason then he had seard:ed May, and found that
for the delay in presenting the petition, or while the practice in England in the case
that it was such a case that in the interests of a disputed election petition was to refer
of the House the peti'tion ought to be dealt the petition to the Elections and Qualificawith. The conclusion he had come to was tions Committee, yet the practice in Engthat the House ought to decide that Mr. land was in some respects quite opposite to
Godfrey's request to be heard at the bar what obtained here, and May's dictum did
The argument
should not be granted. It was a most un- not apply to this State.
usual thing to allow anyone to address was that the Elections and Qualifications
the House at the bar, and such permission Committee was a continuing committee, and
ought not to be given except under very therefore that it did not die at the end of a
The Attorney-General did not
If 1\1r. Godfrey session.
grave circumstances.
wished to say anytl~ing further to this argue then as he did to-day, but Mr. HarHouse he could say it in a petition. He wood and others did, and contended that
he (Mr. Brown) was wrong on that occa(Mr. Davies) therefore movedsion. He (Mr. Brown) now found that in
That the petitioner, Mr. George Godfrey, he
England the Elections and Qualifications
not heard at the bar of the House.
Committee ,vas continuous for all time. The
The Han. J. D. BROWN said he had Attorney-General had entered into a long
desired to rise, but had refrained from argument, which, however, amounted to an
rising, to a point of order whilst. the At- admission that last session he was quite
torney-General was addressing the House. wrong in the law he laid down. At that
'He thad thought of asking whether the dis- time he moved that the petition be received
cussion could continue. The petition was and referred to the Elections and Qualificathat 1\1r. Godfrey be permitted to appear at tions Committee. If the view he took now
the bar of the House to endeavour to show was right, he was wrong then. This was
to the House that the decision it had arrived a very serious matter, but he (Mr. Brown)
at in his case was wrong. The Attorney- did not wish to enter into the merits of the
General had refused that petition, and had case at all, nor to bring personal elements
been discussing a second time matters al- into the discussion. He had only risen to
ready decided by the Chamber. The ques- say that as far as he was able to judge a
tion still was, should this discussion con- very grave and serious wrong was being
tinue?
done by the Council laying down the prinThe PRESIDENT.-The question, of cipTe that one committee could, without any
course, is whether the House will hear Mr. authority at all, decide a question referred
Godfrev at the bar, and with the view of to another committee. It was very wrong
showing that that should not be done the for the Council lightly, or without mature
Attorney-General has been maintaining that consideration, to say, as it had said by the
there is nothing in the petition to justify motion it passed last week, that the Standthat course 6f action. It is quite open fOl ing Orders Committee as appointed on the
honorable members to argue on that point nomination of the Minister of the day
might decide an election petition, which
of view.
The Han. J. D. BROWN said it seemed could only be decided properly by
to him that a continuance of the discussion the committee appointed under the
A great deal of
would be a waste of effort. He on a for- President's warrant.
mer occasion did his best to put his views what the Attorney-General had read was
on the matter before the House, and a altogether beside the question. The short
majority decided- that he was wrong. Still, question was, whether a petition which was
holding his former view that the action taken referred to the Elections and Qualifications
with regard to Mr. Godfrey's case was not Committee, at the instance of the Attorneyjustified, he desired to support the petition General himself last session, could not be
that Mr. Godfrey be heard at the bar of taken up by the Elections and Qualifications
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Committee this session.
The AttorneyGeneral said that it could not. Last session, however, he laid down a different principle altogether from what he laid down
now. He (Mr. Brown) was not disputing
the Attorney-General's law, but he was
asking for a full discussion of a question
of
vital
importance
to
the
privileges of members of this Chamber.
It would do no harm if Mr. Godfrey, being
allowed to state his case at the bar of the
House, could not show that the decision
previously arrived at was wrong.
The
House should not be afraid of anything.
The House was now elected under a verY
liberal franchise, and should not hastil~
put out of court a gentleman who asked
simply that he should be heard in justification of his rights.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
desired to put Mr. Brown rig.ht 'as to what
he (Mr. Harwood) had said on the last
occasion when this matter was before the
House. The question seemed to be what
edition of 31ay he (Mr. Harwood) had
quoted from when he laid it down that the
proceedings of a parliamentary committee
were quashed by a prorogation. His (Mr.
Harwood's) copy of l11ay was the very
latest published, and possibly the honorable member had been referring to older
editions.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said he had
not stated that Mr. Harwood had quoted
from any particular edition of May. The
late editions of May did not refer to the
matter at all.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD remarked
that he did not want to thrust anything
down the honorable member's throat, but in
the latest edition of 171 ay the following 'was
statedBut all proceedings pending at the time (of
prorogation) are quashed except impeachments by
the Commons and writs of error and appeals before
the House of Lords.

He thought that the Chamber should feel
that it was under a debt to the AttorneyGeneral for the very careful way he hld
looked into this question, and the lucid
way in which he had explained it. The Attornev-General had explained la difficult
bw matter, full of technicalities, to a
Chamber consisting chiefly of lavmen. He
(Mr. Harwood), having looked into 1he
ques60n a little more minutely than he
r.ad done previously, concurred with everything that the Attorney-General had said.
The matter at issue could indeed be carrieJ
a stage further than the Attorney-General
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had taken it. The clause in Mr. Godfrey's
petItIOn, which presumably was principally
relied upon, was that in which the petitioner stated that the Elections and Qualifications Committee was different from all
other committees of the House, and did
not come to an end with the session,
although changes were made in tr.e personnel" of it at the commencement of each
session. It was utterly wrong to say that
the committee did not come to an end. The
contention that it did not was apparently
based upon the fact mentioned by the Attorney-General, that under the Constitution
Act the Parliament of Victoria retained all
the powers, privileges, and immunities possessed by the British House of Commons
at the time that Constitution Act was
passed.
Now, the Constitution Act was
passed in 1855. But previous to that, the
British Parliament-in 1840-passed an
Act bearing on pa,rIiamentary elections,
and in it all the provisions specified by
the Attorney-General were made law. There
was consequently a difference between the
Elections and Qualifications Committee of
the House of Commons and those of the
Victorian Houses of Parliament. In Eng.land, the Speaker nominated a considerable
number of men-forty, fifty, or sixty-as
a General Committee, and that General
Committee took charge of all petitions presented to the House, for the purpose of
dealing with them.
Then it appointed a
series of special committees, consisting ..)f
four or live members each, 'and each sub··
committee would probably have charge of
one petition, and it would be the duty of
each particular sub-committee to hear all
evidence and report upon the petition referred to it. The point was that in England there was a General Committee and
a variety of special committees who were
selected by the general one. Now, it appeared that after a Select Committee in
England had got charge of a petition, and
Parliament was prorogued, lthe General
Committee and the speCial committee were
all, to use 111 ay' s expression, (' quashed."
That was found to be very inoonvenient,
and therefore the Imperial Legislature
passed an Act, in which tr.ey said thM.
notwithstanding the prorogatioo of P ar~
I iament, any special committee in existence
at the time should not die, but should be
considered as being adjourned until the
next day after the next meeting of the Parliament, when it would take up the matter
of inquiry at the same position it occupied
at the time of prorogation.
It was neces·
sarily very inconvenient that anything done
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by such a committee should come to naught privileges as the British Parliament?

b)r reason of a prorogation.

The position
here was very similar to that of the General Committee of the House of Commons,
whlch died at the prorogation. With regard
to the present peti60n, a few minutes after
the petition was announced to the Chamb~r
the prorogation took place, and there callIe
an end of it. The petition was not in lhe
course of (being tre2.lted.
The House
merely passed a resolution that it be referred to the committee, and the Imperial
Act of the Imperial Parliament which kept
alive any of the special committees that had
a petition in hand at the time of prorog:i'
tion could not, in any possible way, apply
to a case here. The Elections and Qualifi~
cations Committee here was more in the posi ..
tion of the General Committee in England,
and died with the prorogation. Now, 1()
carry the matter a stage further, he would
point out that twenty years after the English Act that he·had referred to was passed,
another Act was passed, removing the tri:ll
of such petitions from the Elections and
Qualifications Committee entirel y, ann
placing it in the hands of two of· the'
Judges of the superior Courts.
That Act
virtually repealed and abolisced the Act
containing the provision keeping alive any
special commjttee. Therefore, if Mr. Godfrey were· to argue, or anybody else on his
behalf, that, by virtue of the provisio:l
in the Imperial Act, he was entitled to the
right which he claimed, the answer was that
that Act had gone altogether, for at Home
matters of the kind had been taken .from
the Elections and Qualifications Committee
and placed in the hands of Judges. As a
further p\oof that the British Parliament
regarded . the matter in this way, there
was a section in the· Act that a prorogation
of Parliament should not bring to an end
any matter before the courts at the time of
a prorogation.
They evidently considered
that, as the Act providing for the keeping
alive of special committees had gone, it was
necessary to have some fresh legislation in
reference to the Judges, therefore there was
a section saying that any matter before the
Judges 'should be continued, notwithstanding
th~ prorogation.
That showed conclusively that the Parliament at Home regarded
that provision 2.ls to the keeping alive 'of
special committees, notwitcstandint!. prorogation, as gone. If, then, it was gone as
far as the Imperial Parliament was concerned, how could it remain in this State,
seeing that under the Constitution Act we
were only to qave the same immunities and
Hon. T. C. Harwood.

He
had only risen to show that there was not
a shred of argument in support of the contention that this House could get from the
Imperial Parliament any right to continue.
these petitions, notwithstanding prorogation.
That right to continue a petition was.
as completely gone as possible, and there
could be no reason at all' now why Mr.
Godfrey should be permitted to stand at
the bar of the House and repeat his arguments. Besides, Mr. Godfrev had stated
pretty well all that he could say in his
petition.
If there was anything else he
desired to impress on the House it was.
p0ssible for him to present another petition,
and to adduce any fresh argument. He
(Mr. Harwood) t<;herefore tordially supported the motion of the Attorney-General~
which meant that no action could be taken
in referenc~ to this petition.

The H0n. W. J. EVANS' said that ~e
thought with Mr. Brown that the case as.
put by the Attorney-General was somewhat
different from that placed before the House
on a previous occasion. "Then the House had
good lawyers differing on this matter laymen could not be expected to form an
opinion easily.
Rightly or wrongly, 1\-1r.
Godfrey thought that he had a grievance,
and he had simply asked to be heard at
the bar Qf the House, for the purpose of
la ying his case before the Chamber.· He
(Mr. Evans) was prepared to say that Mr.
Godfrey should be allowed that privilege,
and he hoped that the House, for its own
sake, would not object On the ground of
any technicality.·
.
The Hon. R. B. REES stated that he
rather agreed with what Mr. Evans had
just said, and no attempt should be made
to hide anything in the House.
Mr.
Godfrey presented his petition at the
end of last session, about five months after
the election took place.
At the instance
of the Attorney-General the .petition was
referred to the Elections and Qualifications
Committee, and was Mr. Godfrey now to
be balked of his rights by being debarred
from having his petition taken before a
tribunal to decide whether there was anvthing in it or not? He (Mr·. Rees) wouid
rather have the case properly sifted than
have any member of the House remain
under a stigma of corruption. He did not
see why the petition should not go before
the Elections and Qualifications Committee again. He had the honour of being. in
the House when the Bill limiting the e.x-·
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,penses at elections was passed, and fought
.as hard as he could to have such a limitation as would give a man like himself an
:opportunity of winning a contested election
without the risk of being defeated by a
wCa!lthy man wh6 might spend thousands in,
l)erhaps, bribing the electors. Of course, he
.did not want to discuss the merits of ~lr.
Godfrey's case, but there was his petition
before the House in which it was stated that
'Qne of the courts of the countrv had fined a
member of the House for illegal practices.
With that statement before them, was it
not competent for the House, without raising any legal quibble, to have the matter
,sifted? He did not know whether the
Elections and Qualifications Committee was
alive or dead, but he did know that
there had been a petition presented to the
House, and tha't it contained a very grave
-charge against an honorable member, and
yet honorable members were apparently tryjng to balk the petitioner.
The PRESIDENT.-I do not think the
honorable member is in order in saying that
the House is balking anyone.
, The Hon. R. B. REES said that perhaps he ought to have used a milder term.
What he meant was that, apparently an
,effort was being made to prevent a question
,from being decided for or agai11st a ~Iember of Parliament by a properly constituted
tribunal. Mr. Godfrev had been a member of the House for -a number of years,
and was a highly respected member of the
If they allowed him to state
community.
his case at the bar of the House, no injustice would be done either' to 'Mr. Godfrey
or to the hOllorable member whose character
had been traduced in the petition.
He did not see anv reason whv the House
should refuse to ghre Mr. Godfrey an opportunity of stating his case. This was a
matter on which the lawyers of the House
differed; and they had - beell misled, unA
consciously no doubt, by the lawyers.
little while ago the best legal authorities in
this Chamber had. referred' this petition to
.the Elections and QualIfications Commit,tee, and now honorable members were told
that they had no right to refer the petition
to that, committee.
The Hon. J. M. DAviEs.-The honorable member is not stating my words.
The Hon. R. B. REES said. he was stat,ing the inference to be drawn by an ordinary layman from the honorable member's
If, the Attorney-General said
,conduct.
that he did not understand the position
exactly 'yhen he referred it to· the Elec~
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tions and Qualifications Committee, he
must admit that he did' a very stupid thing
in referring the petition to a committee
that was then mo:-ibund-that he knew to
be practically dead. If 'the Attorney-General was correct in his present statement,
that the committee was dead, why did he
refer that petition to it at the end of last
session?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-It was not
dead then. Why was the petitioner away
from the State at the time?
The Hon. R. B, REES said he was sure
that if Mr. Godfrey came to the bar of the
House he would be able to tell members the
why and the wherefore of the petition.
~1r. Godfrey had taken certain actions
in 'the law courts. Whether he was justified in going to the ordinary la\" courts
before coming to Parliament, he (l\1r.
Rees) was not there to judge. Mr. Godfrey might have had his reasons.
He
(1fr. Rees) was getting very suspicious of
lawyers. They were alwa}'s raising points;
they were bristling with points. In fact, he
never knew where he was in the legal discussions in the Chamber.
He was actuall y in a fog at this moment as to how to
act, but he thought they were doing an
in justice to this man in not allowing him
to plead his case, and perhaps they were
doing a graver )njustice to an honorable
member of that House if they did not
allow this stigma to be removed from him
by the proper tribunal.
'
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Parliament
is the highest court of all.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-Parliament,
in its wisdom, was preventing this s6gma
from being removed from Mr. Luxton'~
head.' He contended, as a lavman, that
they should hear Mr. Godfrey at the bar of
the House. Mr. Luxton had every right to
speak in this Chamber, and he had every
chanc~ of, giving his view of t'he questi9~~
Honorable members would see that no injustice was done, to him, and th~y sho'uid
also see that Mr. Godfrey suffered no in~
justice. They should see that nobody came
into this Chamber who had committed any
wrong against the law of this country in
the form of bribery and' cortuption.
The motion was agreed to.
ADULT 'SUFFRAGE' BILL:
Tbe Hon. W. J. EVANS' moved the
secon9 reading of this Bill.
He s~id that
he .desired, in doing so, to acknowledge
th~ consideration show:n
him: in ad~
journing the pe~<l:te ': fr;om ~~t: w~ek,
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While he had every sympath y 'with
those members from the country ,,,,ho
had been brought down for this special
business, he thought, when this Bill had
passed, they would recognise with satisfaction the share they had in passing a
measure of this kind, and that that would
more than compensate them for the amount
of inconvenience they had been put to. He
had no intention of making a long speech
in connexion with the matte:-. The Bill
had been bef~re the Legislature several
times. In 1900, the Hon. W. McCulloch,
in moving the second reading of the measure, stated that there was absolutely nothing new to put forward in connexion
with this particular Bill, and, if that was
so in 1900, they could understand that
there was very little new material left for
him (Mr. Evans) to deal with now. The
Bill itself was merely the introduction of
the clauses which appeared in the Reform
Bill, and was identical with the Bill introduced by Mr. Mackinnon in another
place in the session before last, which, however I did not get beyond the repo:-ted stage.
If passed, it would simply mean that Victorian women would have the power possessed by their sisters in the other States.
It would grant them the justice they craved,
and would also remove a stigma, for there
was no doubt it was a stigma on Victorian
women. It would give them a similar position to that enjoyed by their sisters in the
other States of the Commonwealth and in
~ew Zealand. It could not be denied that
Victorian women were as well qualified to
exercise the franchise as their sisters residing in the other States, and if they were
sufficientl y qualified to register a vote for
the Commonwealth, surely they were
equally qualifi,ed to do so for the State.
It was pretty well recognised that women
were! our equals in every sense of the word,
and in some resoects they were superior to
men. It was ge~eral1y admitted that if the
Chamber withheld its sanction to a Bi1l of
this kind any longer, it would lay itself
open to a certain amount of criticism, which
he did not think would do it any good.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING. - We are
used to it.
The Han. W. J. EVANS said he
thought Dr. Embling was used to it. He
told him (Mr. Evans) that if he remained
in this Chamber he would become a Conservative, like himself. In reading the debates in Parliament on the Women's Suffrage Bill, he found the question was raised
on one occasion as to whether the vote was
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a right or a pri.v~lege.
He (Mr. Evans)
took the pOSItlon that it was a
right. When the fact was taken into consideration that women had to obey the same
laws as men, and that they had to pay the
same rates and taxes, he contended that as
men members should give women the opportunity of saying whom they would elect to
make those laws. It must be admitted that,
whatever opinion might be held in regard to
sentiment, it placed woman in rather an
invidious position to say to her that she
should be amenable to the law, but should
not have an opportunity of voting for those
who made the b ws. He did not think the
House would reject this Bill, but he thought
the Bill would pass by a substantial majority, and, if so, it would make the Chamber much more popular than it had been in
the past.
On the other hand, the rejection of the Bill would place the House
in a most i.llogical position, taking into consider.a.tion the fact that the Bill had been
before Parliament in one shape or another
since 1895. He had always understood
that this Chamber was a House of review,
and that all thev had to be satisfied about
was the express~d wish of the people, and,
SIeeing th.a.t the matter had been before them
since 1895, he thought they had had a fair
opportunity of judging whether the people
desired it or not. From a reformed Parliament of this kind people expected a
great de.al They expected it would pass
very much more progressive legislation than
had been passed in the past. He thought it
would be generally admitted that the other
Chamber, seeing that thev went before the
..:ountry more often than this Chamber,
were more likel y to form an accurate
opinion of what the people required', and
that Chamber had passed this Bill by a four
to one majoritv. He disagreed to a certain
extent with the party he was associated
with .as to the effect of this Bill. He
thought it was more likely to add to the
strength of the conservative vote.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Not at all.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he was
sa'tisfied that Dr. Embling would not agree
to anything unless it was inclined to Conservatism. AS' far as that Chamber w.as
concerned, he thought they need have no
fear whatever as to bad results ensuing,
for the simple reason that it was only those
who wer:e rated up to a certain .amount who
could obtain a vote, and it was not generally members of the working class who
h.ad sufficient property to split up and
enable their women to have a vote. There.:
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fore it would tend to strengthen thi,s Chamber, an9 he was satisfied that it 'would tend
to make it much more popular. At a recent
Conference at Hobart, which was attended
by Mr. Reid, the then Prime Minister, and
the Victorian Premier, the following resolution was passed : Resolved that this Conference agrees that the
and 'State Governments shoulid
consider the question of amending their electoral
laws, with the object of making the qualification
and disqualification of electors as nearly uniform
as may be deemed possible and desirable, and
that communication should be at once entered
upon by the Electoral and Law Departments of
the Commonwealth and States, with the object
of the nearest possible approach to uniformity in
the modes of enrolment, mode of levislJn, e~tab
lishment of polling places, and other mechanism
of an Electoral Act.
Co'~monwealth

In addition to that, Mr. Garran, a 'Commonwealth official, stated that the expenditure could not be reduced unless the
franchise was extended as proposed in this
Bill. He thought, on those grounds alone,
he had a right to look for the support of
the Government and the members of the
Chamber whom they saw continually advocating economy, and the necessity of
keeping the expenditure down as 10\~ as
possible. He had been looking up the records of Hansard in connexion with the
various tiimes that this Bill, or a similar
Bill, had been brought before this Chamber, and he had read one of the finest
speeches that had been made in regard to
it. That was a speech by the AttorneyGeneral, when he proposed the second reading of the Bill in 1900.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-He is
WIser now.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he believed that the Attorney-General was not
wiser in the sense that Dr. Embling would
make him,. but he was wiser as far as
knowing the benefit that women's suffrage
would bring about, and he believed the
honorable gentleman was prepared to support it now, as he had supported it before.
I t had been said that women did not require the vote; that the majority did not
want it, but only a few of them.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Hear,
hear.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he
thought Dr. Embling would say "hear,
hear," to that, but the honorable member
had
no
more
opportunity
of
seeing the women than he (Mr. Evans)
had.
Dr. Embling and other members
of this Cha.mber, judging from the reports in the press, had been in the habit
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recently of educating women how to vote,
and, having given them that instruction,
surel y the honorable member would crive
them a practical opportunity of saying how
they should use their know ledge, otherwise
the time he had spent in educating them.
would be lost. He (Mr. Evans) was not.
sure that it would be lost altogether, but
it might be lost for a certain time. He didnot think any ane would bring out the olu
argument as to women not being prepared
to do this, that, or the other.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-We have a
new one.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said it was
difficult to get a new one, but he had heard,
of a new one, and it was a. very frail one~
It was that owing to the peculiar position of
tne Federal Parliament at t~e present time,
members did not feel inclined to support
the Bill.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING.-V/ho told
you that?
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said it was
common property. He thought that that
was one of the frailest arguments that had
ever been advanced, a.nd one that was
most easily combated, because, while they
had three parties in the Federal Par liame nt, there were also three parties in the
State Parliament, for which there was no
women's franchise, so it was ridiculous to
say that women were responsible for the
present Federal condition-whether it was
right or wrong. Why should not women
have a vote? They were now taking up
positions in all the professions. There.
were women doctors and barristers.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-More is thepity.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he·
thought it would be more th~ pity for some
gentlemen when they came before the women,
because a female barrister would be shrewd
enough to take in all the circumstances of
a case, and be less inclined than a man to
stick at technicalities in getting at the truth
of the business. He had heard it said that
women should stop in their homes, and
that, consequently, it would break up the
home life if they left their homes. That
argument was very good perhaps 60 years
ago. Noone admired the old type of
woman more than he did; but whilst be
admired her he also admired the new type,
who had to go into the world to earn her
living, and ,V'ho took up the position that
men took up years ago. The same argument
was applied to manhood suffrage in those
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days, and they all knew what the result
was. He honestly believed that many men
took up an opposite view to himself for
sentimental reasons, but if they would only
sit down and look the thing squarely in
the face they \vQuld see that they were doing an injustice to the women of this State
in not placing them on a par with the
women of the other States. It could not
be argued that the women of this State
were inferior to the women of the other
States.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-They are
changing back again.
The Hon. W. J. E VAN S said that was
not the opinion of a gentleman in another
place, because he said that if women did
not get a vote here there would be such an
exodus of women from Victoria that there
would be a difficulty in getting .wives. He
would ask where was the inrush of other
women to this State? How was it that
they were not rushing here? Would any
one say for a moment that the very large
army of women who were compelled to
work for their livelihood should not have
an opport.unity of electing 'men to represent
them, par.ticularly when they saw such
things as appeared in the Age in regard to
wages offered to women to act as typistes
and clerks? All men must admit that such
treatment as was being meted out to those
following a clerical oocupation was not
what anyone would dare to offer to a
man.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLIN'G.-Our typiste
gets well paid.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he was
glaQ to hear it. He did not say there were
not many employers who paid a fair wage j
but when they advertised for typistes, in
many cases those women were taking the
places of men, simply because they were
cheaper, and because they could not go to
their member and say, "I am one of your
constituents, and I ask you to remedy this
state of things." When they came to :l
member now with such a statement he had
to hear them, ~nd he would pay more attention to women if they had the suffrage
than he would in their present position. The
statement in the Age was as follows:The young ladies directed attention to an advertisement which appeared last week, in which
a firm advertised for junior clerks, under 18
preferred, offering a salary of 6s. a week. (Cries
of "Disgraceful.") Three of the young ladies
who called were good shorthand writers and
smart typistes. There were nine in all, and their
wage's averaged only 8s. 6d. a week; the hiahest
being 13S: a week, and the lowest 55.
b
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The Hon. W. H. EMBLlNG.-My son got
a year in Sargood's when he started.
The .Hon. W. J. EVANS said it was
a good job the honorable member's son
had a father with a litHe more means
than himsrelf to provide him' with
food and clothing.
He had! not the
slightest hesitation in saying that it was
no wonder, under the altered conditions of
affairs, that women were pressing more than
ever for the vote.
It was said that it
was only a few who wanted the vote, but
when members saw a bod v like the Christian
Women's League sending out leaflets stating it was not only a right, but an urgent
necessity. under present conditions, they
must admit, whether they voted for
it or not, that it was a necessity. There
must be something wanting when people
leagued themselves together, as they had
done in regard to the women's fra:nchise
question, and toured from one end of the
country to the other to obtain simple justice. When men were deprived of justice,
they fought to obtain it, and did obtain it, and he trusted that the House
would see that the same justice was
meted out to the women of Victoria.
He found from the debates in another
place that Mr. McCutcheon laid great
stress, in referring to the danger that
women's suffrage would interfere with home
life, on the fact that father and son often
differed when the son arrived at manhood.
That was only natural, in view of the altered conditions of the present day, and
surely in· the twentieth century no father
wanted his sons and daughters to view
things exactly from his point of view,
simply because he had lived a certain term
in the world. The educational facilities
offered to the rising generation, and particularly to the children of the workers,
were very much in advance of those offered
sixty years ago, consequently both sons and
daughters had had opportuni6es which
probably the father never had. They used
their own discretion, and' probably were
able to argue matters out to a logical con-·
elusion with their parent, while still respecting him as a parent. They were not likely
to lose any of that respect for their father
simply because they dl,ffered from him in
politics. Daughters had a perfect rip-ht to
use their educational advantages as m~ch in
respect to politics as to everything else. He
was the son of a free-trader,and he owed the
interest he took in politics to the; many dis.
cussions he and his father had had, particularly on the Tariff. He was a protectionist
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timself, but he and his father were none
the worse friends for that, and he failed to
see why there should be family disagreements simply because a wife or daughter,
or any other lady-The Han. W.· H. EMBLING.-Or sweetheart.
The Han. W. J. EVANS said he did
not want to break the rules of the House,
and if Dr. Embling would only keep quiet
for a little time he would soon conclude
his remarks. He did not think it would
reflect altogether on the dignity of the
House if he found himself addressing Dr.
Embling, who did not occupy anything like
the position the President did, instead of
addressing the President himself.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Hear, hear.
The Han. W. J. EVANS said he was
verr glad the honorable member agr~d
with him in that respect.
He could not
see why there should be any disagreement
in the family simply because the women of
the family were given a vote. He believed
that to a very large extent mothers and
daughters and sweethearts would be influenced by their male. relatives and friends,
but he failed to see why, if a. wife, a
daughter, or sweetheart possessed natural
faculties for looking into politics, and made
politics a study, she could not argue the
matter out reasonably in the same way as
honorable members argued with one another
in Parliament, and sometimes differed very
much from one another, without anv heartburnings being created to cause any real
disagreement in family life. Almost all
opponents of women's suffrage said they
entertained a very high respect for women.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT .-So they should,
and so they do.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said man was
generally estimated py his /treatment of
women, but the attitude of the. opponents
of women's suffrage in that respect reminded him of the story of the
London pieman who was shivering
When the passers-by said,
with cold.
"Poor fellow, he is very cold," he
replied, "Hang your sympathy j buy
a pie." The women looked at it somewhat
in that way. While they wanted to command respect, they wanted alsO. a practical illustration that men did really respect them, and were prepared to trust
them by' giving them the vote. It was also
daimed that it would degrade women to
drag them into political life, inasmuch as
they could not attend meetings, or, if they
did, would hear things there that were not
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for delicate ears. If that was true, it was
so much the more disgrace to men j but l:e
differed very considerably from that statement. It was not absolutely necessary for
women to attend political meetings, but if
they did there would not be that result.
He had been to meetings which women had
attended, and it was the honest opinion of
those who had been there that the presence
of women had a refining influence, and that
many things that might be said if the meetings were confined entirely to males, were
He
not said when women were present.
did not know that he had ever attended a
more respectable or orderly meeting than
the one the Premier addressed recently at
Brighton, at which a large number of
ladies were present.
He could not see
that there was anything degrading in women
taking part in politics, particularly when
they would probably only be required to
go to the polls once in three years. From
what he had seen of the Commonwealth
elections, women were quite as well qualified to exercise the vote as men, and they
had used as much intelligence in the exercise of their franchise, and conducted themselves as well, as the male voters.
He
recognised that, no matter what arguments
were used, those who had taken up the
sentimental objections to this reform would
adhere to their views, and all the arguments
that might be brought to bear would not
influence a vote in this Chamber.
At
the same time, now the women of the
other States possessed the fr.anchise, this
House would be placing itself in a most
illogical position if it refused the franchise
to the women of Vidoria. Such an action
would not only be an insult to the women
of Victoria, but would also be very damaging to this House. The House in passing
this Bill would be simply doing an act of
justice to the women of Victoria, while .a.t
the same time its action would tend to
elevate politics generally, and be for the
benefit of the State as .a whole.
The Hon. VV. H. EMBLING observed
that he did not propose to use the old
arguments that had been made use of years
ago, because in those days very little was
known about women's suffrage, except what
\vas. to be read in books and newspapers.
Since that time the opportunity had been
afforded of finding out what women's
suffrage really meant when brought home
to our own doors._ When women'; suffrage
was first brought before this House,. its
advocates told the House that it was a
right. Its opponents denied it. That was
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a legal question. Its advocates also told
the House that wom.an would purify the
air of politics, and make politics refined.
It was claimed that she would not go by
party cries, or party politics,.. but would
vote for the moral, the upright, the
good man, that she would vote for t~e best
:men, who would be returned to ParlIament
·in s.pite of party, and in spite of politic.s.
That had been stated over and over agam
in the press and in P.arliament.
Since
then honorable members had had the pleasure of seeing and assisting at elections
where women had the vote. He did not want
to refer too closely to some of them,\ but
there was an election the other day where
the women had the vote. What was the
The socialistic party, men and
result?
women, voted as solidly as ever. There was
no talk about a maI,1's position or ch.a.racter,
or his long service to the State, but if he
had not signed the political labour pledge
there was no hope of his getting the men's
vote, or the women's vote either. The opponents of women's suffrage were told that
the women of Victoria and of Australia
wanted the yote. He lm.d tried himself to
He had
influence the women to work.
mixed up with them, and spoken to them,
and he found that those women who were
trying to work resented very much the
duty that had been put upon them. If
they were asked, they would say that while
they were forced by circumstances out from
their homes to take part in political strife
they would, if they had their choice, go
back to their homes and their families, and
do their dutv there as thev had hitherto
done it.
The'y did not like going out at
night and making speeches, ,particularly
married . women and happy mothers of
families.
They had told him so themselves.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-They go to
theatres.
The Hon. ,,yo H. E?,,[BLING said that
was part of their duty. Speaking purely a~
a student of history, al~d not disparagingly
of his neighbours, he found. looking at the
results of women's suffrage in other States,
that at the last election in another State
the vote vias purely a class vote, and the
women were the strongest advocates for
that class. When that particular vote was
given in the sister State, as soon as the
sucoessful p.a.rty grasped the s'poils of
offic2', they began to Guarrel ab011t the distribution of them. So much ,,,ere politi'cs
elevated by the women having the vote.
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In the mother State of New South Wales
it w.as found that Parliament had not been
appreciably" improved by the women's vote.
Taking the results in other States as a guide,
he did not see that the women's vote had
done what it was claimed that it would do.
Those States had had four years of it, with
one or two elections. He c"ame now to the
most momentous question of .all. An experiment was tried in Australia that had
never vet been tried in the history of the
world." This was that, in a Commonwealth
aspiring to be .a nat.ion, standing up in
the face of other nations, defying other
nations, taking an aggressive stand against
its neighbours, the women for the first
time were called upon to take part in
creating the nation. He was against it,
It
but the women were not consulted.
was done by the Commonwealth Parliament, and carried into effect. What was
the result? He did not want to say very
much, hut all he could say ",ras that of all
the pitiable sights the world had ever seen
in politics, of all the things that could possiblv make other nations wonder what this
nati~n w.as doing, none was worse than the
fact that when we were creating- a Parliament to legislate for the Commonwealth of
Australia the poor unfortunates of the
streets and lanes of the city-he said it
with sorrow and respect-and the poor bedridden old women from the benevolent asv1urns were called upon to take their part a~d
legislate for something when they did not
know what they were doing.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-And so were the
old men .
The Hon . W. H. EMBLING said the
old men had been educated for the work.
The Hon. R. B . REEs.-And you gav~
them the power to do it.
The Hon. W. H.EMBLING said he
did llot do so. He opposed it all through.
A Parliament was judged by its works, hy
its proofs. The Commonwealth Parlilment was created, as the people were told,
bv the most liberal franchise the world bad
e~er seen. where the women and men stood
side by side to make a Parliament. What
l:ad thev done? He did not refer as a student
of history to the mere quarrels of politics,
the strife for office, which were simplv
something like the teethings and convulsions of a dilld making its way through infancy. It d'id not matter while we were
an isolated country. but all the legislation
of the Commonwealth Parliament had been
of an industrial and socialistic character.
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Why? Because every member of that Parliament-and he did not blame them-had
to keep one eye on 'the women's vote and
the other o~ the men's vote, and they knew
that what would most interest tce women
was this peculiar phase of industrial or socialistic legislation. It did not matter while
we were an Isolated country, but for the
last two years a great revolution had' taken
place in the world. Instead of being out
of the sphere of politics, out of the sphere
of war, Australia was broug~t close to a
great war, and a new nation had arisen,
armed to the teeth, ever victorious, close
to our gates. 'We had been warned for
the last eighteen months, by the press and
bv politicians, to set our house in order, to
be prepared to defend ourselves. We had
been told that before long we might have
to defencl ourselves, and' this great continent, with a handful of men scattered round
its fringe, had' sat quietly legislating. If
we'took up the papers to-day we found that,
while we (lid not know what might happen,
within the last few days the Commonwealth of Australia, without a navy, without an army, without a gun, without anything to defend itself, was legislating over
the union label and over iron bonuses. We
were as dependent upon England as the
Isle of Wight. but we were talking to other
nations as if we were the German Empire.
We were proclaiming ourselves in favour
of a White Australia and a White Ocean.
They would be very nice things if we had
the guns and the navy behind them. Nothing was more characteristic of the result
of our franchise and of the formation of
our Commonwealth Parliament than the picture that appeared last week in the Syslney
Bulletin-a paper that would not be called
a conservative paper. A small boy was
shown lying asleep on a rusty gun on the
seashore of Australia, while in the distance
were to be seen the clouds of war gradually
rising, and the points of bayonets and! the
forms of soTdiers coming across the sands
to attack the shore upon which this boy lay
asleep. If we judged tbis subject bv its
results, as we were compelled to do after
four years' experience of it, it would be
found that it had not brought about the
improvement" that was anticipated, and the
Parliament that it had created had been
purel y an industrial P ailiament, and had
not seemed to grasp the idea of protecting
the cOlll1try which it was created to protect. :Mr. 'Evans had told the House that
the House ought really to give the suffrage
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to the women of Victoria, because all the
other States had done so. The honorable
member asked why the women of Victoria
should be left out. As long as the door
was kept shut in Victoria there was a hope
that the other States would return to reason. I t would not be the first time that
nations had reversed a foolish position, and!
if one State remained holding up the flag
of liberty against this outrage, tnere was
a hope that other States might yet say,
"We have made a mistake, out we will
retrace our steps, and rejoin our sister Victoria, which has placed woman in her proper sphere as the head of the home." The
Empress of Germany once said, "The Emperor of Germany is the Emperor of Germany, but I am the Emnress of the house."
This was the proper position of woman.
Another statement of the honorable member was that this House would make a great
mistake if it rejected the Bill. The House
had been threatened. Honorable members
h~d been told that ~hey were going to be
WIped out by the party of which Mr. Evans
was a member.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-The party has
not said so.
The Bon. ,V. H. EMBLING said the
honorable member perhaps had never said
it, but the party to which the honorable
member belonged had said it.
The Hon. "'V. J. EVANs.-No.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said the
leader of the party, at any rate, had said
that the abolition of the Legislative Council must be brought about.
.
The Han. W. J. EVANS said he rose
to order. The honorable member had stated
that the party with which he (Mr. Evans)
was associated had it on their platform to
abolish this House. He gave that an absolute denial, and he expecte'd; fhe honorable
member to accept that deniaL
The Han. W. H. E'MBLING observed
that he was very pleased to hear Mr. Evans
say so. He was onlv sorry that a friend
of the honorable member in the other House
had said exactly the opposite.
The Ilon. W. J. EVANs.-He gave his
private opinion.
The Han. W. H. -EMBLING said that
this House occupied a position that no other
House in _~usti-aIia occupied at present. It
was here to conserve the rights and interests of the people of Victoria, not as a
p~rty. ,but _a~ a whoTe) and in thn;>wing out
thIS BIll thIS House would be doing its
duty witnout rear or favour. Wnen men
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said in public or in private, or through the
press, that they were going to do certain
things to this House in consequence of the
actions of the House, the House should not
take the least notice, of what they said. It
should go on its way and do its duty without fear of any consequence. He hoped the
House to-night would reject tl-iis Bill, as
it had done before, because if anything
was necessary to convince the House that
women's suffrage was a wrong thing the
events of the past four years in Australia
were sufficient proof.
The Han. "V. S. MANIFOLD remarked
that he was rather surprised that Mr. Evans
in introducing the Bill did not lay before
the House some facts as to what the probable effect of the measure would be if it
was carried into law. The honorable member gave thE: House no figures at all as to
the relative proportion of the sexes. When
the Constitution Act Amendment Bill was
before the House, he (.Mr. l'danifold) procured some figures from the Government
Statist, and read them to the House. He
asked the pardon of the older members
who had heard those figures before if he
repeated them now, as there was a considerable number of new members in the
House since then.
Th~ figures were
very few, but they were very pertinent.
The sexes at present were nearly equal, and
upon that ground it might seem a very
reasonable thing that the franchise should
be conferred on women.
But, unfortunatel y, although the sexes might be equal,
taking the men and women and children
throughout the State, they were not equal
when one took the number of people of
voting age. A large number of young men
had gone away, and that had altered the
whole proportion between the sexes when
one came to deal with those who were of
the voting age. The Federal Parliament
three years ago, for purposes of their own,
had .a report prepared showing the numbers
of the two sexes of the voting age. For
voting purposes they had to exc1 ude
criminals, lunatics, aliens, and aboriginals,
so as to show the white popuJation of
twenty-one years and upwards. There was
at that time in Victoria a majority of
Io,6II women over the men. If honorable
members were going to try the experiment
of giving the franchise to women, it would
It would place the
be a serious thing.
whole of the political power in the women's
hands if they chose to exercise their power.
Would honorable members be fulfilling their
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duty, which this House had managed to
carryon successfully for so many years,
in placing the whole of the voting power
of the State in the hands of a majority
of the sex who were totally inexperienced
in political matters, and whose short flight
in political matters, as Dr. Embling had
stated, had not shown itself a very great
success in the past? To show the majority
that the ladies had in this State, in the
old Council provinces existing at the time
the return to which he had referred was
prepared,i six of them had an absolute
female majority, and there "vere several in
which the sexes were about equal. Of the
old Assembly electorates no fewer than
thirty had an absolute majority of women,
and there were .a great many others in which
the numbers were very close indeed. This
was a big order for honorable members to
take in hand.
The experiment of the
women's franchise was being tried in the
Federal Constitution.
He would advise
honorable members- to leave it there, and
to watch whether it was to be a success.
There were some fiftv-two States in the
United States of A~erica, and four of
them some years ago went in for this
fe~a.1e suffrage. If that had been a good
t~11l1g, a gO-al;ead, smart, business people
lIke the Amencans would have adopted it,
and the principle would have spread far
and wide. But not a single State there followed the example of those other four. One
could not find stronger proof ag.ainst female
suffrage than that. The svstem had been
tried there. and had failed: and he hoped
that this House would do as it had done on
every other occasion,; and throw this 'Bill
out.
The Han. A. HICKS observed that he
had no intention to make a lengthy speech,
and it would be a w.aste of time to do so.
He knew that this subject had been before
the country for many years. Many arguments had been brought forward in its
favour, and many weak arguments had been
advanced against it, and he could not see
th.at any new ground had been broken, or
that anything new had been added to the
He was in favour of the
di'scussion.
women of Victoria having a vote as well
as the women of the other States. When
he was a candidate for the seat which he
now had the honour to occupv, he stated
that he was in favour of the women's
franchise, and that on the first opportunitv
he would give his vote for the women':s
franchise. His two opponents were against
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the proposal. The three Bendigo newspapers, which favoured his candidature, also
supported women's franchise, and he believed that the majority of the men and
women in the Bendigo Province were in
favour of giving a vote to the women of this
State, as well as to the men. It had been said
that the proper place for women was at
home. He believed in the sanctity of the
home, and that woman's first duty was at
home.
He believed that it was her duty
to look after her family and he-rhome, and
to love her husband.
Several HONORABLE ThIEMBERs.-We all
say that.
The Hon. A. HICKS said he would ask
whether a woman would love and care' for
her home less if she had the vote? If he
thought that the homes would be broken
up and that there 'would be less lm'e at
home for the family, he "'ould not vote
for the women's franchise, but he held that
a woman could look after her home, be kind
to her children, and love her husband, and,
.at the same time, go to the ballot-box and
exercise the franchise. There were a great
many women in Victori'a who had not only
to care for their homes, but had to provide the necessaries of life for the home.
It was said that no fewer than 130,000
women in Victoria had to work for their
own living. Honorable members should
recollect that there were a number of
women who had property, and who had to
work, and that there were a large number
of single women in Victoria who had not
the slightest hope of getting married. Honorable members should recollect, too, the
wirlows who had 'to work for bread for
themselves and their children. There were
manv married women who, unfortunately,
had· worthless, good-for-nothing, drunken
husbands.
The Han. A. O. SAcHsE.-Who haye
the franchise.
The Hon. A. HICKS s.aid that those
worthless men had the franchise, and they
would sell their vote for a glass of beer.
Those worthless men had their vote, while
the honest industrious good woman, who
had to earn a living for her husband and
her little ones, was not allowed the franchise. It was said that women did not
want the franchise, and that they would not
vote if they got it. That had not been the
case in connexion with the Fed~ral Parliament elections, nor was it so in connexion with the State elections in South
Australia. J n Adelaide the women voted

in better proportion than the men. But suppose the wealthier class did not want the
vote. That would be to their own disadvantage, and would be their own fault. He
could see nothing degrading in the wealthier
The
class going to the polling booth.
wealt,hier class went to Caulfield .and Flemington, and they bet there on horses.
The Han. W. L. BAILLIEu.-Never!
The Han. A. HICKS said that the
wealthier classes also rubbed shoulders
there with some of the questionable characters that the ladies said they would not
like to mix with at the polling booth. Because the wealthier class did not want to
vote, and would not vote if they had the
vote, was it right to disfranchise the other
class of women who wanted to vote? Would
honorable members disfranchise the male
voters because nearly half of the men in
Victoria did not vote?
The Han. "V. L. BAILLIEU.-I would
have compulsory voting.
The Hon. A. HICKS said that not more
than 50 per cent. of the men recorded their
vote) 'and yet honorable members would not
take the votes from the other 50 per cent.,
because of those others refusing to yote.
Why, then, should one class of women be
deprived of the vote because others did
not want it? He did not hold that women
should go into general politics like men.
Thev were not capable of discussing the
W at~r Bill like the Minister of Water Supply, but there were other questions, great
political questions and social questions,
which touched the home, the public health.
and the education at the young people of
this State. Were not the women of this State
interested in our factory legislation? Was
it nothing for a mother whether a child
worked eight hours or eighteen hours in a
factory?
}'he Han. W. L. BAILLlEu.~They cannot work eighteen hours in this country.
The Hon. A. HICKS said that it was a
good job. Were the women of Victoria
blind to the great social curses of this land?
Were they blind to the great evils of intemperance and gambling? Ought not the
women to have a say in those great questions? I~ was to be remembered tha.t the
women were the persons who suffered the
most from those evils, and yet the women
were not to have a vote in connexion with
.the great evils of gambli~g and intemperance.
An HONORA~LE MEMBER.-YOU ,said the
women gamble.,
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The Hon. A. HICKS said that Mr.
Evans spoke just now about noisy meetings.
He (Mr. Hicks) would not say that the meetings held in connexion with the State elections were more noisy than those held for
the Commonwealth elections: Meetings in
the past had been noisy, but that was partly
the fault of the speaker, as well as of the
audience. Women at elections would have
a refining and elevating influence, for there
was no man who deserved to be a representative of the people who would use language to offend the women of this State.
Honorable members had' heard statements
about the Commonwealth Parliament. That
Parliament was not what they would all
Jike it to be, but Victoria had given some
of her best sons to that Parliament. Some
of the most clever men had gone from the
State Parliament to that body. Who could
say that the Federal Parliament might not
h.ave been even worse if it had nQlt been
for the women of this State? 1\1r. Evans
stated that this was the seventh time this measure was before the House. It had been rejected every time.
He did not know what
Its fate was going to be on this occasion.
He was not a prophet, nor the son of a
The time, however, would co~e
prophet.
when this measure would be passed by th1S
House. There had been wonderful changes
in the political world during the la.st twenty
vears, ~md there would be great changes in
the future.
This House had rejected this
measure in the past, but if the
of the
peop Ie were behind the measure-and ~e
believed the will of the people was-thIs
House could not afford to reject the measure for ever.
He was not in favour of
this Housc being abolished, and he hoped
that such a proposal was not in the platIf it was,
form of the Labour Party.
This House
he would oppose it.
was necessary.
It was a House of
review, a House to stop hasty legislation.
Honorable members could see the benefit of
having a House of review in connexion
with the Water Bill that was sent up to
the Council last session. That Bill would
come before the Council this session a different measure. While he was in favour
of this House, he would say to honorable
members that this House would have to be
careful. If the will of the people was behind this House. it would show it by voting
for the women's franchise. This was a
reformed House, and was sunposed to be
more liberal than it was a few years ago.
He hoped that the conservative members
wouln show liberalitv by voting on this
occasion for the women's franchise.

,,,ill
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The Hon. J. D. BROWN remarked that
he would vote for ~he second reading of
this Bill, for the reason that he thought it
was a measure that shoul d be passed into
law in this State. He had come to the
House this evening with an open mind on
this question. He had not heard a single
argumcnt used in the Chamber which would
persuade him that he ought to vote against
the Bill. There had been an entire absence of argument to show that this was not
a proper measure to pass. One honorable
member had drawn attention to what had
happened in another place, and stated that
a certain House elected on the dual franchise had not, in his opinion, passed suitable laws. He (Mr. Brown) would remind
that honorable member and others of the
same way of thinking that' there were many
Acts of Parliament which had passed
this House which were not looked upon
by men of their own mind with approval. That was no argument whatever.
Honorable members did not know of all the
effects of an Act, and therefore could not
judge of the result of legislation in another place. Honorable members should pass
such Acts as would, in their opinion, tend
to the advancement and promote the interests
of the count.ry, and in his opinion this
would be an Act of that kind.
Bv passing
this Bill honorable members would not, as
was stated, be handing over all the political
power to women. That was an entirely erroneous assumption. There we~e, he understood, on the roll upon which the honorable members of this Chamber were
elected, the ratepayers' roll, some 7,000
women. Those women, since the introduction of municipal government, had had the
opportunity of voting for municipal councils. That had not had the result of sending improper men into the municipal councils. If there were any institutions in Victoria that had' performed their duties to the
very best advantage, they were the municipal institutions of this country. So far
as he was a ware, there had never been a
case of any serious scandal associated with
the municipal government of Victoria.
We had a very liberal Constitution, which
admirably safeguarded the interests of all,
He had heard outboth rich and poor.
side the suggestion that if the Hause
passed this Bill the vote of the women would
be given to wild radicals, who would introduce and pass, in another pl~ce, measures
which would have a destructive, or rather,
anything but a beneficial eff~ct.
He did
not think that that would be the result, but
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assuming that it would be the result, what
. would happen? The wild radical measures
would have to come before this House, the
members of which were not elected by the
whole of the adult electors, but by those
only on the ratepayers' roll.
If these measures did not meet with the approval of this
House they would be rejected.
If any
measure were rejected by this House, and it
so happened that another House passed it
again, and it again came up to this House,
and was again rejected, 'what would
There would be a double
happen then?
dissd,lutionc--both H.ouses would ~be dissolved. The members of this House would
go before their electors, who were the ratepayers, and included some seven thousand
The members of the other House
women.
would go before their electors, which inThe
cluded all the women of the State.
,substantial interests of the country were well
safeguarded, because the electors would have
the opportunity of recording their votes, and
of saying whether the measure which this
House rejected was a measure which should
If they desired that it
be passed or not.
:should be passed they would elect members
holding that opinion.
If any great public question went before the country as a
result of a double dissolu60n, every party
in the State would be on the qui vive, and
the question would be fully discussed. The
whole of the ratepayers would have an opportunity of expressing their views, and of
record:ng their votes as they thought fit.
He could not see the slightest danger or
the slightest risk of those serious troubles
that some of his conservative friends feared
would happen if the women were given the
franchise--he could not see that there was
any danger whatever, so long as we had our
That Constitution
present Constitution.
could not be altered without the consent of
both Houses. There was no fear, as had
been suggested by opponents of this measure, that the country would be overwhelmed
with unwise legislation. Such a thing could
not happen under our Constitution. Therefore he could see no reason whatever why
this measure should be rejected. A similar
measure had been adopted in all the sister
States, and the result had not been to interfere with the progress of those States. He
was aware that some gentlemen who opposed
the measure in this Chamter had expressed
the view that adult suffrage in New Zealand
had resulted in great harm being done.
That view was not iustitled bv the facts,
for the adult franchise in New Zealand
had to a great extent improved the interests
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of that colony.
By giving the vote to
women
a
great
many
grIevances
which it seemed difficult to redress
at present would be redressed.. He might
give one illustration of this in the temperance question. Could anyone say that the
liquor laws of this country would not stand
a great deal of amenoment?
They stood
In that
in need of serious amendment.
direction beneficial amendments had been
brought about in another country, after the
introduction of adu~t suffrage. He was sorry
to find that, in a deliberative assembly of the
character and standing of this Chamber, the
gentlemen who opposed the Bill did not
put forward their views and arguments
against it. It was only by expressing
opinions on the question that education
Memcould be gained in these matters.
bers should not content themselves by is,iving a silent vote. It was scarcely proper
to treat a measure of such importance,
whicr. came from another place, where it
was carried almost unanimously and without
a division, in a cavalier fashion.
He
would- be glad if some of the members
who intended to vote against the measure
would give their reasons, so that those who
were in favour of the measure might see
whether they were wrong in the opinions
they expressed. The electors, too, would
like to hear the reasons why those members
were lopposed to the Bill.
If it was
wrong to give the suffrage to the women, as
some suggested, the sooner the people were
convinced of that fact the sooner would
this agitation drop.
It would be to the
advantage of the Chamber if the older
members, who held strong views on the
question, would let the country know why
they were so strongly opposed to the Bill.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-We are saving time.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said there
were many trivial matters that had been discussed at great length, but this could not
be called a trivial matter.
It had been
before the country for many years, and an
agitation had been going on continuously.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Some men are
alwavs in a hurrv.
The Hon. J. D. BROWN said that this
matter was worthy of considerable debate.
He had listened attentively to every word
said, but he had not heard one reason advanced why the Bill should not be passed.
The reason advanced that if the Bill were
passed the whole political destinies of
the State would be committed to the women
was erroneous, because such a result could
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not follow. He was not sure whether the
vote of the women would be a liberal or a
conservative vote, but he was· inclined to
think it would not be a radical vote. In fact,
it would go more towards cqnserving the existing state of affairs than towards making,
a.ny radical change in our legislation. Who
suffered most if some wild scheme was
brought into effect through some change in
our lel5;islation? vVho suffered most if employment '!vas scarce? Undoubtedly, the
women.
The woman who was at home
had to bear most of the suffering when
~rages were snort.
The women would not,
as many honorable members feared, cast
tt,ei r votes in a radical direction.
Their votes would have a modifying and
steadying influence, and would be against
extreme measures. For that reason, and
because for many years past he had considered that the vote should be given to the
women, he intended to vote for the second
reading of the Bill. He advocated adult
suffrage when before the electors, and he
was satisfied that a very large majority of
the people in his province approved of

it.
The Hon. E. MILLER said the honorable member who had just sat down seemed
to have formed the opinion that such an
important matter as this should not be
passed without discussion. The honorable
member wanted to hear what old members
of the House had to say. These members
had discussed this matter over and over
again in years past, and had discussed it
until it had become quite threadbare. The
old members wanted to know what the new
members had to say. What light had Mr..
Brown thrown on the question? It was
well known that the Federal Parliament,
with its very liberal Constitution, had given
the vote to all classes. without distinction,
and to the women before, he believed, they
asked for it. What good had the women's
vote done for the Federal Parliament?
The Hon. A. HICKs.-What harm has
it done?
The Hon. E. MILLER.-Had it improved the tone of the Federal Parliament
or not? That was a debatable question.
He did not know that many good things
had been achieved, but perhaps that 'was
not the fault of the women. This was a
new Council, a reformed Council, which
was 'now asked to discuss this very· old
question. Members should be very carefu1 how they tinkered whh the Constitution. When" a measure providing for the
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reform of the Constitution was introduced,
it should be introduced by the Government.
In this case the measure was introduced
by-should he call him an obscure member? The honorable member was the representative of the public servants, and not
of the people .at all.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-That is not
his fault, nor the fault of the electors.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he had nothing to say against the honorabLe member,
for they were friends j but was he the proper person to introduce such a measure?
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-He has a
perfect right to.
The Hon. E. MILLER said the honorable member had a perfect right to do anything in this country; but such a measure
should have been introduced by the Government.
The members of the Government in this House .had taken no part in
the introduction of the measure.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.~They are
afraid of the Premier.
The Hon. E. MILLER. - Did the
honorable member who introduced the Bill
know that if it was passed, women would
be entitled to sit in Parliament?
Was
the honorable member in favour of that?
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-It never
would happen.
The Hon. E. MILLER.-Was the honorable member in favour of it? Would
he like to see women sitting in Parliament?
The Han. "V. J. EVANs.-The AttorneyGeneral says that is not so.
The Hon. E. MILLER said that if they
got the vote they would be entitled to sit
in Parliament. Would the honorable member denv women a seat in Parliament?
The Han. w. J. EVANs.-Certainly not.
The Hon. E. MILLER said that Mr.
:rvlanifold had stated that if the women received the franchise they· would constitute
the majority of the electors, and they would
have it all their own way.
Mr. Evans
would be put out and a ·lady might take his
place. Even the President's place might
be taken by a lady.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-That is an extreme vie\v.
The Hon. E .. MILLER said that extreme things happened when such measures
as this were passed. Members should be
very careful about taking this leap in the
dark.
He had nothing to say against
women, a great many of whom were far
superior to many Members of Parliament
we had.at present. He.would be sorry, how:ever.!. to see the government of th~s. country
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conducted by women alone. At one time
this was a burning question, and the galleries of the Chamber used to be crowded
with women, but now there was not half as
much interest taken in it. There was not
such a large attendance of ladies present
on this occasion as there used to be formerly.
The same enthusiasm did not exist; it
seemed to be dying out. At the last Federal election only half the women who had
votes recorded them.
Whenever he had
asked any women any questions on this subject they said that thev did not want the
franchise, and as far as he could ascertain
there was a very large number of women
in the community who would far rather
be without the franchise for the Federal
Parliament, and did not want it for this
Parliament.
At the last Federal election,
the chief magistrate of this city, who
should have been returned, was not returned, and it was said that the result was
due entirelv to the women's vote. He was
inclined to' believe that. He did not care
who was the opponent of that gentlemam,
for he thought that the chief magistrate
of the city should have been returned. Mr.
Brown had spoken of the women's vote at
municipal elections, but he must recollect
that that vote was only given to the ratepaving women. This Bill proposed to give
th~ vote to every woman, including the unfortunate women at the Benevolent Asylum.
There was no analogy between this vote and
the vote that was recorded by women at
municipal elections. If the Bill proposed
to give the vote to ,vomen on the ratepayers'
roll only it would have a much better chance
of being passed. He had no desire to make
a long speech, as he had alreaay often
spoken on this subject, and ~e wouJd conclude by saying that he was stIll agamst the
proposal.
The Han. 1\1. CUSSEN remarked that
Mr. Brown had stated that members should
not give a silent vote on this question, and
seemed to infer that members who were opposed to the measure had scarcely any' reason to advance for their opposition. In addressing the electors before he was returned
to this House, he stated that he would support a measure that would give a v.ote to
ladies who owned property, for these ladies
were accustomed to exercise the vote intelligentl y.
These ladies exercised their vote
:in a common-sense way.
They supported
their families and used intelligent discrimination at municipal elections. He had made
inquiries and found! that if this Bill was
passed, his object would be defeated en-
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tirel y, and that the best way to secure that
object woU'ld be by a separate Bill, which
he hoped would be brought forward.
If
that were done he would be happy in having
an opportunity of redeeming his pr:omise.
I t had been stated by Mr. Hicks that women
would not lose an interest in their home
through taking an interest in politics. Those
who read Sam Slick would remember that
in the" Bluenose" country everyone went
mad over politics.
Although the women
had not a vote at that time, the men were
able to excite the women to such an extent
that the whole of the population of British
America went mad over poli6cs. He
would be sorry to bring ladies into
the hurly-burly and excitement that
took place at elections.
Women who
went to such an extreme were scarcely the
right sort of people to legislate for this
country. There were many excellent women
jn this commooitv to whom he would rather
give a vote than"' to some of the men.
It
was the fault of this House that that privilege had been given to those men. But two
wrongs w.ould not make a right. There
were thousands of women whose intelligence would be of more value to the State
than that of some of the men who had the
vote. Cerfain exposures took place at the
last Federal election that were not creditable to the women. The result of the Federal elections would not justify him in voting
for this Bill. If the vote were given to the
women, he believed they would vote solidly
in Melbourne, and that would lead to further centralization. The interests of Melbourne would predominate, and Melbourne,
like Sydney, would rule the State before long.
Where were the reasons for justifying memN a subbers in supporting this Bill?
He, on
stantial reasons had been given.
the contrary, submitted that if women received the franchise, thev would not vote
in the country, but would use all their influence in the town, and consequently, under
women's franchise, political institutions in
the future would -be domin'ated bv a citv
It was already indicated that ele~
vote.
toral boundaries would be fixed according
to population, and not according to area,
and the ladies accumulated in the cities and
towns would have the power of dominating
over the whole of the countrv districts. In
this way women would - be able to
centralize Dolitical power in the city.
He had 'listened carefullv to what
had been said in favour - of the Bill,
but he had not yet heard any member assert that there was a single grievance
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under which women suffered that had
not been redressed.
Eyery institution in
the country was open to them, and they
could now enter every profession.
Yet it
was now proposed that they should be put
in a position to centralize all political matters in the metropolis.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Not a bad red
herring.
The Han. M. CUSSEN said it was
not a red herring at all he was drawing
across the track, but 'a good fresh Murray
cod.
He had met one lady who had
spoken to him intelligently, and apparently
with a conviction on this subject, but there
If he thought
were not many like her.
there were 5,000' such ladies, he would vote
for them having the franchise, but speaking from his own knowledge, he would
assert that there were very few of that
class.
It was said by such ladies that they
were compelled to obey laws in the ma~ing
of which they had no voice, and he had a
respect for ladies who spoke in that way.
From such ladies intelligent votes might be
expected, but he had not found one woman
in the country districts who had an opinion
of her own on political matters. In fact,
women in the country had always, on such
subjects, to appeal to somebody else, and
that state of affairs would continue for
some time to come.
No doubt some day
the women would get the franchise for the
State, but he hoped that when they did
so, they would get political education as
well, so that they might use their votes intelligently, independently, and for the good
of the country.
Supposing it was a question of peace or war.
It would be 'a dangerous thing to give women a vote.
Although some of them might vote for war
i.1 ordier to get rid of some of their male
friends or relatives, of course no one
would expect them to take up arms themselves.
He would like to see some Act
of Parliament passed on behalf of women
who had to earn their own living. Some one
had said that some women had to earn,
not only their own living, but had also to
He was sorry
provide for their husbands.
for such if they existed.
If there were
any such, they must be about Melbourne, for
he knew of none of them in the countrv.
Men at present were all bound, by Act of
Parljarnent~ to support their women-folk,
and they had to do it to the satisfaction of
the women. ,He, therefore, saw no reason
why the women should be .singing out.
Doubtless some of them would like to get
into politics, but those were very few. If
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the Bill was carried, he hoped that it
would have ~dded to it a provision giving
women the rIght not only to vote for members of the House, but to sit in the ChamIf they were good enough
ber themselves.
to vote for members, they were good enough
!o sit with th~m.He hoped an opportunIty would anse of passing a Bill giving
women votes on municipal franchise lines.
The Han. D. E. McBR YD E said that
his views on the subject of the Bill were
well known.
The last speaker said that
he would like to see women sitting in the
House. He (Mr. McBrvde) would be exceedingly sorry to see an'ything of the sort.
That would be the greatest possible mistake.
Instead of a clause being added to
that e!fect, there should be one specially
debarnng women from sittinO' in this
Chamber,and if the honorable m~mber who
i?troduced the Bill adopted that suggestIon, he would have a very much better
chance of getting his measure passed. At a'll
tin;es ~e (Mr. McBryde) had voted against
thIS BIll, and would do so again, because
he had not heard a single new argument in
its favour.
His opinion was that women
did not ~vant to vote at present, and that
only a mmority of them were endeavouring
to force the majority to accept the franchise. Tihe House should stick to their
former decision until they saw what the
effect of women's franchise in F edetal matters was likely to be.
If, after a time, it
was found by experience that the women
should have the franchise, then he would
say by all means give them the vote. But
he would, to the last, oppose women having
any righ.t to sit in either 'House of the
Legislature.
The Han. T. C. HARWOOD remarked
that some of the honorable members who
had addressed the House had endeavoured
to twit old honorable members on their attitude in regard to this measure. ~ I twas
generally said that the onus of proof lay
upon those who asked for a thing.
It
'vas, therefore, for the party who asked
for the passing of this measure to produce arguments in suppbrt otf it,
and not to rely upon their efforts to answer
what might be said against it. Very little
indeed had been said in support of the Bill.
All that had been urged of any moment was
that ,vomen's franchise was pretty well the
la,v of the whole of Australia, the State of
Victoria being the only exception.
That
fact was submitted as an argument why the
Bill should be passed. He could not see
any argument in that at all for the passing
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of a Bill which honorable members still believed to be injurious, unnecessary, and improper. Then the argument was used that,
because the Federal Parliament had adopted
women's suffrage, the State should follow
suit. But what was the result or effect of
.female suffrage in Federal matters? One
result was the law which kept out the
six hatters from Australia, and did more
harm in England than anything else in deterring other people from coming to Australia. Another Federal law, passed by the
aid of the ladies, waS' that which prevented
unfortunate seamen from coming into the
country, and a blind tourist from landing
at Hobart. All these things had been :eported at Home, and had done no end of
damage. There was no reason why, b~
cause other people had adopted a certam
principle, that principle should be thrust
Supdown honorable members' throats.
posing that the whole of Australia were in
favour of this measure, and the rest of the
civilized world against it, what argument
would there be in that? If there was any
real good from female suffrage, would they
not have it in the old country? But
nothing was heard about it there, where
they were satisfied with things as they were.
Look too, at America. Only three small
States there had adopted the measure, and
they were dwindling away from the principle, while other States were not adopting
it The American example then did not
afford much encouragement for proceeding
with this measure. What if it were true
that the whole of Australia, with the exception of Victoria, was in favour of women's
suffrage-nearl y the whole of the rest of
the civilized world was against it. The
fact that the whole of the rest of the civilized world was against it was a strong
argument in support of the position which
had been maintained by this Chamber on
the subject hitherto, and was a reason why
thev should hesitate still before agreeing to
the passage of the measure. The arguments
adduced in favour of the Bill were only
the old sing-song, with that little bit of
clap-trap about women having to obey laws
in the making of which they had no voice.
If
Whatever had women to object to?
there were any law required for the benefit,
protection, and advancement of women, men
were always only too anxious and ready at
all times to pass it. What, for instance,
had the Legislature of this State done for
women?
It had oassed the Married
Women's Property Act, which enabled married women to hold property independently
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of their husbands, and they were protected
in all shapes and ways. Even under the
criminal law, if a man and a wife committed a crime, the man went to Pentridge,
but the wife escaped on the ground that
she acted under the infl uence of her hus·
band, and yet it was said that women
wanted to get into Parliament to pass
They
measures for their own protection.
had only to ask for anything reasonable,
and men were only too glad, on all occasions, to pass what was necessary for their
well-being. There was recently a meeting
of the Women's Political Association, at
which certain 1adies aired their supposed
There were three leading
grievances.
speakers, the first being a lady who had
LL.B. to her name, and who, therefore,
must be supposed to be a woman of education. She addressed the meeting, but all
that she urged was that, as soon as the
franchise was granted to women, brewery
shares would fall 20 per cent.' Why did
not Mr. Evans use that as an argument?
He might have done 'so, and taken occasion
to explain what would happen to the unfortunate persons who had invested their
money in the breweries, probably many' of
them being women and children who were
depending on brewery shares for their
livelihood.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-More women
and children are ruined by drunkenness.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
he was giving an illustration of a woman's
It was an example of how the
reason.
reason of women would go in dealing with
most measures, from a political point of
view. They would not care what the effect
of bringing down the pr:ce of brewery
;;ha·res might be.
They simply said that
brewery shares ought to come down, and
therefore that they should have the franchise to help in bringing them down.
The next lady who spoke had also LL.B.
to her name, and what she harped on was
that women who did not want to -vote should
not endeavour to prevent others from voting. On the other hand, however, that same
lady not only wanted to vote herself,
but wanted to compel other women to vote
also, although they did not wish to, or
whether they wished it or not.
The Hon. VV'. J. EVANs.-They need not
use it.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
that interjection raised another point. Were
they not threatened with a Compulsury Voting Bill, which would inflict pains and
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penalties, and perhaps ir:nprisonment, on
persons who, having the franchise, failed
to record their votes? If, then, this measure for women's suffrage were passed, anJ
the Compulsory Voting Bill followed, lady
voters, as well as men, would be liable ~()
be punished for not attending at the polling
booth. Would not that be a terrible thing?
If it were correct to fine or imprison men
for such an offence, it would be correct to
fine or imprison female offenders also.
Would the advocates of the Bill like to have
their wives, daughters, or mothers made
liable to be sent to gaol b~cause they preferred not to vote? Another lady ;at the
meeting also gave vent to some opinions.
She was endeavouring to answer SO{l1e remarks made by Mr. McCutcheon, a member of another place, who had exgressed
himself against the Bill. Mr. McCutcheon
said that' he did not approve of separating
the interests of men and women-a very
proper argument, too, for their interests
should be identical. However~_ this lady,
and she was one of the leaders of the movement, said that Mr. McCutcheon's remarks
were no argument against the Bill, because
the interests of men and women were mutual, though not) identical. Could aJ11jy
reasonable man understand the working of
the mind of a lady who used an argument
like that? To that extent only did her reason carry her in her endeavours to give
some good argument why the Bill should
become law. She also made some jocular
remarks about the Ancient' Lights measure
passed by this Chamber. He would not
charge that lady with being an ancient
light herself j she was evidently a very brilliant spokeswoman for her sex, and was;
!nO doubt, a light amongst tpem j but why
she should cast a sneer about ancient lights
at this Chamber because a certain Bill was
introduced here, he did not know. However, her remarks gave a clue to the kind
of inconsistency that worked in the female
mind,' especially amongst those who were
taking the lead, and were particularly
anxious to persuad'e members of tho.s Chamber to do now what theyV had refused to
'do for many years. It was said that the
measure had been before the House seven
times, but he thought that was a mistake. It
might have been before another place seven
times, but he did not think it had been
more than three .or four times before the
Council. However, the Council had regularly thrown it out every time, not having
seen any necessity for it, and they had not
yet been given any good arguments for the
Hon. T. C. Harwood.
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passing of it. They stood in the same position now as previously, namely, that they
were given no good reason for consenting
to the measure being placed on the statutebook. Anyone who had been amongst the
ladies seeking to find out their views on
the subject must be satisfied that, on the
whole, the ladies did not care anything at
all about this measure, and could not be
got to interest themselves in it in the slightest degree.
There had been no very
special meetings held on the subject by
them, nor had there on this occasion been
any petitions presented to either of the
Houses on the subject. It was true that
the Bill had been passed by a considerable
majority in another place, but he was told
that some members there only voted for it
because they knew it would be thrown out
by the Council. They did not want to take
the burden of throwing it out upon themsel ves, and they relied on it being defeated
in the Upper Chamber. Therefore, the argument that, because it had been passed in
another place, it should be. accepted here,
had very little weight. Apart from that,
however, the Council was an independent
House, and honorable members had to
exercise their own judgment quite apart
from another place. If, then, a majority
of them were still of opinion that the Bill
was not a desirable one to pass at the present time, they must adhere to their former decision, and not be coerced in any
way. Perhaps the time would come when
this Chamber would p.ass it j perhaps also
the time would come. when this Chamber
would cease to exist altogether, for the
abolition of this Chamber was one of the
planks of the party who promoted the
Adult Suffrage Bill.
Indeed, he thought
that that party was anxious to get
the female vote to assist them ~n carrying
out that particular plank of their platform.
If that were so, why was not the Bill put
before the House in a straightforward manner? Why were not, honorable members
told precisely what they were asked to do?
Why were they not informed that the object
of giving women the vote was that this
Chamber mig-ht be extinguished as soon as
possible? He did not, want to repeat all
tha,t had been stated against the Bill j
there was really nothing new to be said.
His own great point against it, was that
women did not want the franchise, and
that if they did get it they would not use
it if thev could avoid doing so. It had
been said, with approval, that WOluen had
the franchise at municipal electiqns, an~
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but those who had interested themselves in
municipal affairs. knew ,,,,-hat a great difiiculty there was in' getting women to vote
even as ratepayers. . Besides, there were
no burning questions in municipal matters,
and when women did vote at municipal
elections it was only a matter of sympathy
with a favoured candidate. They took no
substantial interest in what questions might
be at issue. Women would take no more
interest in State elections, with the exception of a few who might be made to dOl so,
to a. certain extent,' by their husbands.
He would not occupy the time of the Chamber any more, but if there were any fresh
reasons to be adduced by any other honorable members he would be very glad to
hear what they had to say. He was perfectly sure that honorable members were
ready to give all proper weight to any substantial reasons adduced in support of the
measure. Reference had been made to the
fact that family discord must necessarily
arise on some occasions, but what 'would be
the result? If a man had got a wife and
a daughter, or two or three daughters, in
all probability they would vote as he wisbed
them to vote. It had been a point of contention for many years to take away the
dual vote from men. That dual vote had
been taken away, and now it was proposecl
to give jt back again.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Quite right,too.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
they should do it in a straightforward and
proper manner. This proposal might ,give
a man a treble or a quadruple vote, or it
would sow discord in the family. Both of
these things should be avoided.
The Han. R. B. REES said he was
struck with the last sentence uttered by Mr.
Harwood, that it gave a dual vote to the
married man. But that was the very thing
the honorable member himself had been
fighting for for years-the dual vote to the
respectable married man, the back-bone of
this country. If that was to be the result
of giving the franchise to women, the honorable member would be perfectly justified
in voting for it, and' perfectly consistent.
If he believed what he had just said he must
vote for the second reading of the Bill in
order to increase the voting power of the
respectable portion of the community, and
'daminish the vote' that he and members of
this Chamber had opposed to a great extent. That was the: swagman's vote, the traveller's vote, and such like. If women got
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the vote he could imagine that no pint of
beer would buy that vote. Mr. Harwood
and other conservative members who were
looking for arguments would not be able to
bribe a woman with any gift or any promise
of reward, as was so frequently done with
the male portion of the community.
He
believed the female members of the community were above accepting anything. The
political education of women was a very
important point. We had onlv.started this
thing in Australia, and women -had not yet
been educated up to vote absolutely independently, but their education was progressing, and by granting this right to women he
believed they would be better able to exercise the franchise than the large proportion
of the men. As their education proceeded
they would give a more intelligent vote than
they had given at the last Federal election.
A great deal had been made of that point,
that the women had not given an intelligent
vote, but how could anyone say that the
majority voted in a cer,tain direction?
Had we the right to say that if the women
were out of it a fewer number of labour
members would have been returned to the
Federal Parliament? He ventured to say
that we had no right to assert that. There
was a movement all over Australia in
favor of labour.
What was the result of the last State election?
A
large number of labour members pledged to
the pernicious system 9f signing their bodies
and souls and their rights away was returned. An increased number of the electors
of this State, not including the women,
voted in favour of that system at the last.
election, a larger number than had voted
at any previous election. Did not that show
that the same result would have been obtained in the Federal election had women
not been voters? Why should we for a
moment assume that because women were
given votes for the Federal election -they
voted for the Labour Party? In fact, we
had the right to assume that they voted
otherwise, and he would endeavour to prove
that women were conservative by nature,
using that wretched word "conservative"
in its most restricted sense.
NIr. Harwood
wanlted some reasons why he should give
the vote to women. He said its advocates had to prove their point, because ,they were as1cing for the thing,
while he was simply holding to the
negative. It was very well for a man to
hold to a negative proposition. It was the
man who asserted something, who went in a
forward direction, who had to prove his
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point. All literature taught us that we
should give woman a vote. What place did
women occupy in the literature of the
world? Any honorable member who read
fiction, science, art, or any other branch
of literature found that women were practically in the forefront, and to say that they
could not exercise a vote intelligently was.
simpl y mere twaddle.
This enfranchisement of women was no new thing.
We
had had women in public life and women
in politics. Then there were the churches.
If anything could prove that woman would
be a splendid acquisition in this arena,
woman's management in the religious world
was a proof that she should have the
electoral franchise. Anyone attending the
churches would know that were it not for
the women it would be a very bad thing for
religion. It would be very bad for th~se
who were holding up the candle of that
splendid light that was given to us I,900
years ago.
Women were keeping the
religion of Jesus Christ alive in Victoria while the men were spending their
time in all kinds of athletics and all
kinds of debauchery and gambling.
If
we went anywhere in Melbourne we would
find that women were attending to their
religious duties while the men ,,,ere conspicuous by their absence-that they were playing in "two-up schools."
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-How do
you know?
The Hon. R. B. REES said he knew by
his own observation. He did not think it
was necessary for a man to take part in
gambling in order to see it. If he took a
walk on a Sunday afternoon he would see
that and other forms' of vice going on,
although he would not take part in them.
The organization of the church-for it was
an organization for the well-being of Victoria-was proof enough to any reasonable
man, who was not hide-bound by some old
tradition, that the women of Victoria should
be enfranchised. Mr. Harwood had told
them that this House must exercise its free
and untramelled judgment on this question,
but what was their judgment? Was it old
tradition, or was it current events that took
place around us from year to year, and from
day to day? He could imagine that some
honorable members were simply sticking to
some old fads, some old ideas of their
childhood. Some men thought that, ~cause
their grandmothers used to sit in front of
a blazing fire knitting stockings, women
of the present day should remain in the
house doing drudgery and nursing the
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If they looked round to-day and
baby.
used their common sense and judgment thev
must enfranchise the women. Were they t~
judge of the opinion of the people or the
voters of the State of Victoria? He. quite
agreed with some honorable members that
it was very difficult to know how the voters
would decide this question, hut they should
inquire what the representatives of -the people had done. He supposed that half-adozen times the representatives of the people
of this State had passed enfranchisement
to women. What took place in another place
last week? The members of the Legislative
Assembl y were elected every three years on
popular franchise. They had to go before
the people, and the people cross-examined
them on the hustings a great deal more than
members of this Chamber were cross-examined.
The electors asked them all kinds
of questions, and very few of the members
of the Legislative Assembly were able to
enter that House unless their views were
cleal-l y known; and what did the
members of the A1ssembly db last
week?
They passed this measure by
something like a four to one majority.
The honorable member told them that certain members in another place voted for
this Bill, and at the same time, sotto voce,
wished that the Legislative Council would
throw it out. He did not think there were
many members of the Legislative Ass·embly
who were so perfidious to their trust. and so
callous to the interests of their constituents, that they would go to their constituents
and say one thing and then vote in another
way, or that they would tell their constituents that they were in favour of a certain proposition merely for the sake of getting into ParlIament. If we were to judge
what the people of this country required,
it was fair to take such an overwhelming vote as had been given by the manhood
of the country. He ventured to say, from
the vote that had been passed frequently in
another place, that if this question were
referred to the manhood of the country,
or at any rate to the adult vote IQf the country, it would be carried by an overwhelming
rna iority.
The -Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-No.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-What right
han the honorable member to say no?
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-I know, I
have inquired.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-Had the honorable member inquired of every woman in
the countrv? Had he inquired at all, except
in the little circumscribed coterie in which
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he moved? Some honorable members were
continually going round in a ring and building up a wall which they could not see .?ver.
Thev had no idea what was beyond that
wall', or what the world desired.
They
simpl y formed thei[ own opinion, and they
would not go beyond it. In his opinion the
Legislative Assembly was at any rate a criterion to them of what the people of the
country desired, when they had, time and
again, passed this measure and sent it up
to this Chamber. Then there was the other
question of the example of Australia.
If
it were a question merely for Victoria alone,
he would say that we were perhaps justified
in postponing it to a future period, until
the women were better" educated in politics.
But the time was now ripe j the psychological moment had arrived, when all-Australia and New Zealand had carried this Bill
and enfranchised women, and yet they had
Victoria holding out. It was not even Victoria, but a small coterie in Victoria, who
were stopping the franchise being extended
to the women.
He thought it was a
menace to this Chamber, a menace to the
fair judgment and the well-known probity
of the House, if it flouted what had been
done in the whole of Australia, and also
flouted the overwhelming judgment of a
majority in another place.
Mr. Harwood
said that in England this matter was dead,
but perhaps he was turning in a circle of his
own friends, and did not know anything of
the world beyond. The question had been
submitted to the House of Commons repeatedly.
.
The Han. T. C. HARwooD.-And has
not been passed.
The Han. R. B. REES said it had been
carried by ,a large majority in the House
of Commons, but unfortunately there
was another place in England, composed of hereditary peers, and he OGlu1d1
imagine that 1\1r. Harwood, if he were in
England, would be a very good member of
that House, and would vote against every
progressive piece of legislation that came
along. In May last this question was brought
up again before the House of Commons.
There were some men in that Chamber that
could almost be compared with some honorable members in the CounciL There was a
man there of the name of Labouchere. The
Enfranchisement Bill was brought up by a
private member on the 12th May last, and
all the forms of the House of Commons
were used to defeat the passing of that Bill.
Mr. Labouchere spoke for two or three
The
hours in order to crush out the Bill.
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debate was adjourned to a future evening,
and the same tactics were adopted, and although it was proved that there were 360
members of the House of Commons in
favour of the measure, it was talked out
by the tactics of the Opposition. He thought
he had g.aid enough to prove to Mr. Harwood
and other intelligent honorable members that
the question of the enfranchisement of
women was in the forefront of every liberal
Government in the British dominions. He
understood there were certain provinces of
Canada, and several States of America, that
had enfranchised women, and he did not
think there was any retrogression in legislation in those States as compared with the
other States. He believed that if we enfranchised our women here. the standard' of our
legislation would be higher after a time.
The last IFederal election wasl the first time
when women had an opportunity of attending at the booths and voting, and it was
like a new toy to them. They did not
He knew tEat a gOOQ
know how to use it.
many were shocked at the use that was
made of this privilege, but it must be remem_
bered that the same use was made oy both
sides. He was much shocked to see tIie
chief magistrate of the city of Melbourne,
a man of the highest integrity, using that
privilege to bring the demi-monde of the
city to vote for him, and he was also shocked
when he saw that the present member for
Melbourne used the same tactics, but that
was only an incident in a great fight, and
we were doing exactly the same thing with
our male p<2'pulation. In the 0] d world
w.omen of title kissed electors-dirty back
slum people-in order to get their vote.
They would do a:nything to get votes. The
tactics adopted at the last Federal. election
were undoubtedly a disgrace, but that disgrace must occur wherever the franchise was
so extensive as our,s,. The unfortunate part
was that we had given everybody a vote.
He quite agreed with honorable members
that if it were possible to confine the franchise to the respectable section of the people,
who were bound to the country by property
and by their own interests, it would be far
better, but this Chamber had given the
franchise to everv male inhabitant of the
State over 2 I years of age. He thought it
was, perhaps, going a step too far, but having gone so far. he believed that we would
neutralize that universal vote to a great
extent by giving the franchise to women.
As had already been said by l\.fr. Harwood,
we would duplicate the vote of the respectable portion of the community, and the
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single vote would remain as it was.
He
had already shown that the women's vote
would be a conservative one. He had endeavoured to show that no serious injury
had been done to any part of Australia as
the result of the women's vote. It had been
in operation in New Zealand for a number
of years, with the result that a more stable
Government had never held the Treasury
bench than the Government put in, perhaps, under the influence 'of the women's
vote.
The Seddon Government had been
in power for something like a dozen years,
and during that period the women had had
votes. Before then, when the votes were
entirel y confined to the male population,
the Governments were dropping like so many
ninepins. Every year or so there w,as a
change of Government, with its attendant
evils, and -with the attendant want of
security in legislation and every other direction j but, during the last few years, the
women of New Zealand had been a steady
influence in the politics of the country, and
to that extent he was justified in saying they
had been a good and not an evil.
He
was in South Australia the other day,
and was very much struck -with what a number of people there told him as the result
of the women's vote. They told him that a
greater number of women than men h~d
polled. Some honorable members had saId
that the women did not ask for the vote, but
did men ask for the extension of the franchise when it had been extended?
The Hon. W. H.' EMBLING.-Yes.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he ventured to say that the honorable member had not been deluged with all
kinds of petitions. Generally speaking,
thf're was no great. 3t!,ltation by the populace. There was alwa vs a lot' of agitators, but he though"t tr.ere was as
much, or greater, agitation bv the
women in order to obtain the franchise than there had been for its extension
by certain portions of tr.e male popUlation.
Attention had been drawn bv one honorable member to the fact that" the galleries
were not so crowded on this as on former
occasions, and the inference was drawn that
the enthusiasm for the women's vote was
dying out among women themselves.
Any
honorable member who had been the week
before last in another place, would have
seen that the enthusiasm was not dying out.
IHe went in repeatedly when the debate was
on in the Assembly," and he saw that the
galleries there were simply crowded'.
He
could almost assign a reason for the paucity
of the attendance of ladies here to-night.
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The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN.-They knew
you were going to speak.
The Hon. R. B. REES said the ladies
were waiting for Mr. Aikman to speak tomorrow night, when he was sure there would
be a much greater attendance.
The agitation was not dying out in the slightest degree.1 and women having had the vote for
the Federal Parliament were as anxious
to-day for the vote for the State Parlia:
ment as they had ever been.
It had Ileen
said that if this right was given to them
women would try to get into the State Pdr"
liament.
In certain movements there ,,,as
a possibility of going too far.
vVhile he
had always been an enthusiast for giving
the franchise to women, he did not believe
it would be a right thing to have women
in the Legislature.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-Why not,
if you give them the franchise?
The Hon. R. B. REES said it was very
difficult to answer right off the question
why women should not be in the LegislaHe believed that owing to some
ture.
peculiar characteristic in women's temperament, if she was brought into a legislative
body like this, to debate v~ry abstruse
questions night after night, she would
hardly tackle the matter as concisely-it
would be better, perhaps, not to use that
word, because members now did not always
show conciseness-but she would not tackle
the matter perhaps as well as men Vl'Ould.
It would not be a right thing to mix the
sexes in a deliberative assembly, but where
it was merely 'a matter of going to a polling
booth and casting a vote in favour of a certain proposition, he could not see why a
woman was not as capable as a man.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-This Bill
gives women the right to sit in Parliament.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he did not
think the Bill did give the w.omenthe right
to sit in Parliament. He had asked the
opinion of two or three eminent lawyers.
As late as this evening he asked an eminent
barrister of another Chamber during the
dinner adjournment, "Does this Bil1 confer on women the rightt9 sit in Parliament ?"
He understood that the President
looked very carefully into this point five
or six years ago, but he had not been able
to find out definitely what the ~resident's
conclusions were. The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-His conclusions were that the Bill did give them that
right.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he understood that it was a debatable question now.
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An HONORABLE MEMBER.-They stood
for the Federal Parliament.
The Hon. R. B. REES said the State
Constitution was very different from the
Federal Constitution, and it was a very
different matter to sit in the Federal Parliament from sitting in the State Parliament.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Thank the
Lord.
The Hon. R. B. REES said a good many
members had been running down the F ederation.
He did not think it had been
very satisfactory so far, but he had been
looking up the early historY' of the F ederations of the United States, of Canada, and
of Switzerland, and he found that in every
instance there was at first an enormous
amount of dissatisfaction.
The Federation did not work smoothl y.
The people
were not accustomed to it.
The various
States were all grumbling that their interests ,vere not looked after in the Federation, and that the Federation was a failure.
No man, in his right senses, could say now
that the United States Federation was not
working smoothly, or that it was not a
proper Federation.
After years of working and experience, that great machine had
come to work smoothly, and he firmlv believed that after a few years of working
the Federation of Australia would be very
successful also.
The Constitution under
which we worked would go on smoothly,
and under it we should become a prosperous and contented people.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-If we can
'defend ourselves.
The Hon. R. B. RE E S said a great
bogy had been raised. The honorable
member who interjected had inferred, in
his speech, that the women of Australia
were not patriotic-"a most extraordinary
statement-and alleged that the Japanese
were coming down here.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING said he
rose to order. He never stated that the
Japanese were coming here.
The PRESIDENT. - Any honorable
member is out of order in interjecting, and
every honorable member should address the
Chair only.
The Han. R. B. REES said the honorable member mentioned in his speech that
some great nations in our immedi"ate neighbourhood were becoming very powerful, and
were practically sweeping the eastern seas
before them, and that Australia was in imminent danger of being invaded. The honorable member drew a very graphic picture
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of something that appeared in that wretched
rag the Bulletin, of a little boy asleep on
a rusty gun. The inference he drew from
the honorable member's remarks was that
when this great power attacked us" with our
rusty guns all our women folk would retire
to the fastnesses of the Mallee, and leave
the invaders to take our country. He was
sure the honorable member could not draw
that conclusion as to the action of women
from past experience.
The honorable
member knew that women had alwavs been
in the forefront of the defenders ~f their
native land. Women, when war broke out,
were always the most enthusiastic fighters
if their rights and their country were
menaced. If anything of that sort took
place here, the women of Australia would
be the most energetic and enthusiastic
fighters for their hearths and homes. With
regard to the rights of women in legislation, if the women of Victoria were enfranchised, he believed there would be a tendency, as in other parts of Australia, for
that to happen- which, according to one
honorable member, was predicted by a lady
in a speech at Richmond the other nightthe brewery shares would go down.
Two
things that would diminish in this countrv
would be the great evils of drink and o-f
gambling. It had been interjected that
women gambled. There was a section of
the women that gambled, but that was the
very section that drew up their skirts, and'
said they would not be tarnished by going
to the polling booths, when there was a
crowd of working men around the booths.
That was the very section that would be
found gambling on the lawn at Flemington.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-They do
not go down Chapel-street on a S.aturday
night, then?
The Hon. R. B. REES said he did not
think the wives of working men gambled.
There were exceptions. He did not think
that the better classes here gambled as a
body. Still, he had been on the lawn at
Flemington, and at Caulfield, and he had
seen a very large body of the ladies who
frequented those places gambling. He did
not make a charge against women in
general, or against any section of women.
He merely said that a certain portion did
gamble, and that was the very portion that
objected to having the vote, and said that
they did not want the vote. I t had been
urged that under women's franchise there
would be a great amount of centralization.
But what was being done to-d~y? What
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were the Bent Government doing?
What
had other Governments been doing, except
centralizing everything in the metropolis?
The great bulk of the public expenditure
to-day was being concentrated in Melbourne
and its neighbourhood, and not in the
country. If there could be a greater centralization when the women were enfranchised than there was to-day, then God
help this country. He did not believe that
any greater centralization could take place.
He admitted at once that the vote in the
metropolis would be practically doubled,
but it would only be a matter of time before
the women in the country would vote also.
During the last Federal elections the country people were practically disfranchised
because the elections were conducted during
the height of the harvest.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-That will
always be done.
The Han. R. B. REES'.-Yes, provided
certain people were in power like the honorable member. If there was a fair deal by
the Government in power when the elections
were conducted, so as to give the country
folk a chance of voting, the country women
in a few years would vote equally with the
women of the cities. At the last elections
he believed about 45 per cent. of the
women in the country recorded their votes,
and that a larger number of women voted
in proportion in Victoria than men; at any
rate in many of the countrx constituenci~s
really more women voted than men, 111
proportion to the numbers. If the State and
Federal elections were not conducted during the height of the summer, or during the
harvest, when women were burdened with
their home duties, he believed there would
be a far better fight, and a far better show
for the women to exercise the franchise.
He had spoken to-night at length on this
question purposely, not because he had
anything new to say, but because he understood that certain honorable members were
away, and it was desired to have them present before the division took place, so that
there should not be a snatch vote.
He
wanted a fair vote in this House on the question. If those who favoured the enfranchisement of women were beaten, then they
would have been beaten fairly.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING.-The more
you get, the worse you will be beaten.
The Hon. R. B. REES said at any rate
he wanted a fair fight, and if the debate
was adjourned until to-morrow night, so
that every honorable member could be present, it would be very much better for all
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concerned, so that the question could be decided once and for all. It was a pity for
this House to put itself up against the
great body of electors that were in favour
of women's suffrage.
It was a pity this
House did not decide the question finally,
and give the vote to women.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-We have
decided it.
The Hon. R. B. REES ~aid the House
did not decide the question if it rejected
the Bill. The matter would come up time
and again until the franchise was granted.
It was coming all over the world. Its opponents were like Mrs. Partington, trying
to sweep back the tide with a broom. They
might as well try to do that as try to stop
this movement from coming. Women were
entering the professions. Only the other
day the legal luminaries of this country
were trying to block women from entering
the legal profession.
The Han. J. M. DAvlEs.-They never
tried to do so.
The Han. R. B. REES said only a
short time ago an attempt was made to
block women from having the privileges of
a University training. The women had
had to fight all along the line to get their
rights in the professions and in the trades.
They had now attained those rights. They
were entering the professions, and they
were doing no bad service and no wrong
to the professions or the trades that they
entered. He believed they would be lights
in any walk of life.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING. - Not
ancient lights.
The Hon. R. B. REES said women
would be modern lights. Woman in her
ideas and conduct, as a rule, was not ancient. She was modern, and this was a
modern movement-a movement that not
Dr. Embling nor any of the old crusted
Conservatives in this House could stop if
they fought till Doomsday.
The Han. W. CAIN said it had not been
his intention to speak on this subject, for
he thought he would follow the exaII:1ple
of that old member of the House of Commons, who said, " I say ditto to 1'.1r. Pitt."
He felt that he might have said ditto to
Mr. :Miller or Mr. Manifold, or any of
the other honorable members who had
spoken against this measure; but, as Mr.
Brown had expressed the view that those
who intended to vote against the measure
should give some reason for their action"
although the honorable member did not
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burden the House much with reasons for
voting for it, he would give one reason for
voting against it. This was that it was a
movement run by a minority of the women,
He really
assisted by some gentlemen.
believed that 75 per cent. of the women
of this State had no interest in, and no desire for, the franchise. That was a substantial reason for voting against the measure. Mr. Cussen had expressed the hope
that he would see women also on the floor
of this House. He (1\1r: Cain) interjected,
"No, no!" but he was afraid the honorable member hardly understood his reason
for that interjection. What he felt was,
"God help the business of this House if
the ladies take seats in it." Let honorable
members fancv a number of handsome,
well-set-up ladies sandwiched in here between the gentlemen, dressed in the latest
fashion, and wearing balmoral boots! What
chance would there be of business being
done here? It reminded him of the scene
in Trial by lury, where the Judge sent
billets doux to the fair witness, telling her
how much he admired her. Would not
that be very likely to happen in this House?
That was why he interjected, " Ko, no !"
It was not because he wished to depreciate
in any way the women of this State. They
did their duty well, many of them were
talented, some were in· the professions, and
wourd shine in them; but he thought they
had better remain as they were a little
while longer. He intended to vote against
the Bill, because he thought the movement
in its favour was a minority agitation.
The Han. D. MELVILLE movedThat the debate be now adjourned.

He said he felt it was his duty to take
this action, although the. House appeared
to desire that the debate should be finished
,to-night. The debate had been rather
prolonged by some members talking too
long, but not one member of the Government had said a word· on the Bill one
way or the other. He wished to give the
members of the Government an opportunity
of enlightening the country as to whether'
it was true that they had changed their
views on this question.
The Han. A. O. SACHSE.-Not the least.
The Han. D. MELVILLE said if the
members of the Government did not desire
to speak he would like to take up a few
minutes on the question; but he would prefer the Ministers to state their views beforehand. .
Session IgoS.-{3S]
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The Han. J. M. DAVIES stated that
he would ask honorable members to dispose of this question to-night.
He did
not think a fuller House than there was~
to-night would be got, and to-morrow the~
Government wanted to go on with very im-·
port ant business.
The Han. R. B. REEs.-There are two·
or three members away.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said prob ab1y.·
there would be two or three more away"
if the debate was adiourned. He coulcf~
inform Mr. }\{.elville that two of his colleagues would vote against the Bill, and hewould vote for it.
There was no necessity for any of them to speak, because they
knew perfectl y well that every member had
decided which way he would vote, and continued speaking would not affect a vote one
wa y or the other.
He must oppose any
adjournment of the debate.
The Han. D. MELVILLE said he did
not want to press the motion for the adjournment of the debate, because that would
really take up more time.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was withdrawn.
The Han. D. MELVILLE said that for
fourteen years he had been an ad vocate of
women's suffrage in that Chamber.
The
question was introduced by the late
Han. VV. E. Stanbridge long before
the Assembly thought to take this
matter up, and having assisted the
late Mr. Stanbridge, he was in the same
position to-night-still an advocate of woHe had heard all that had'
men's suffrage.
been said against it fourteen years ago.
There was not an argument used to-night
against women's suffrage that had not been
repeated and repeated.
The same old list
still prevailed.
The opponents of women's suffrage had used the argument, and~
it was fair to take that line, that they
had been disappointed in the result of wo-men's suffrage during the Federal eler.tions~
The Han. J. M. PRATL-Hear, hear.
The Han. D . MELVILLE said the honorable member who interjected, and those
who' thought with him, took up the same
position long before that election.
They
were opposed to it then, and they were still
opposed to it, and the result of those elections had not affected them one whit. There
was one view of the matter that the House
had not fully considered to-night. tIn the
first place he was disappointed that the Government had not taken this matter up in
the usual way, but that could not be helped.
The Government were divided on it. No.
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matter what the position of this House was,
it declared publicly that it only delayed
legislation from another place until it was
satisfied that public opinion was strongly in
favour of it.
If that was true, and it
usually was true that this House did stay
legislation, and had sent back measures to
another place until it was perfectly satisfied that public opiniop as indicated by
the men who went to the country was in
favour of it, how did it happen that here
again was the S:l.me old list of opponentsthe same as opposed it ten or twelve years
,ago? I t did not matter what another place
did, up came the measure as usual, and up
came the half-dozen or dozen members in the
same \Vav to resist it. Wl:.at was to be the
end of i"'t? Who was to give way? Was
there a period when another place would
prevail?
Surely another place represented
public opinion now, if it went to the country
on this question, and the country sent that
Ass~mbly back.
By what authority was
it said now that there was to be no end
to this struggle?
Apart altogether from
the merits of the case, he would put it as
strongl y as he could to the House that if
the House wanted mandates, a mandate had
come ten times over.
A mandate had
come from the other House.
Was this
House going to accept it?
It was before
the House to-night, not put forward, as it
ought to be, by the Government, but at
any rate it had come up from another place
in the usual form of a Bill.
He was impelled to urge, at "any rate, one argument
in favour of women's suffrage.
Why
was it that the leading magazines to-day
opened their columns to women writers?
Such great 'journals as the Nineteenth C entury, the FortniglttlJ!, the Independent Review, the Contemporary Review, the National Review, the N ortiz American Review,
the Forum, a:nd the Atlantic Monthly Magazine-could honorable members get better
authorities than these?
They were the
pick of the world of literature, and he
would ask any honorable member, who said
that wom'an was not to be brought into politics, to take these magazines that came
every month from England and America.
and stud" tr,em. "Vho were the leaders of
publ:c opinion with Sir Oliver Lodge and
Professor Jenks, the editor of tne Independent Review?
Why, women.
Women
writ~rs were engaged in all the great
political controversies.
They were writing many of these powerful articles
on: polifcal movements that wer,e affecting the progress of the world.
Let
Dr. Embling venture to put forwa,rd his
lion. D. Melville.
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jargon, or any other member who attacked
women's suffrage, let him write his best,
he would not be on a plane with these woHe would quote from the
men writers.
Independent Review for July- portion of an
article by Mrs. Green, the -widow of the
great historian, on the case of Sir Antony
MacDonnell. If W0l1len were not to be admitted to have a voice in politics, how was
it that Mrs. Green was to be found in the
very middle of the discussion on the
troubles of Ireland, contributing this big
He would read
article to this maga.zine?
these few lines to demolish the absurd argument that a woman was not able to discuss politics. Mrs. Green gave a splendid
article on the conditions of Ireland and on
the mismanagement of that countify by politicians. She said:All progress has meanwhile ceased in Ireland.
Such a story gives us the measure of Irish administration, its squalid controversies and excited
panics, the limitation of its thought, and the
monotony of its failure.
There is nothing in
which the narrow, uninformed, parochial temper
of Englishmen needs more enlightenment from
the broad affairs of the great worlel than in the
government of Ireland. That island has never
been allowed to taste of the benefits of English
statesmanship, far less of Imperial wisdom. Ireland has been the martyr of English mediocrity.

There was a specimen of politics of the
highest order. Already the women possessed
the world's ear. Would honorable mem.bers
find anything higher in literature, politics,
or in science than the magazines he
had referred to? Yet there were men
to-dav who declared that woman was
incap"able of exerclsmg a vote once in
a certain number of years.
He wished
he had had time, for he would have
been tempted to go a little qeeper into this
matter. He knew there were honorable members in this Chamber whom he had talked
to on this subject, and who were not so fixed
in their opinions but what he was hopeful
that at some time or other they would
change.
With regard to some of the
speeches delivered in the Chamber this evening, especially the specimen given by Dr.
Embling, there would be no end to discussion if these speeches were to represent
honorable members' views. Did not honorable members know' that at the time Mr.
Harwood came into the world there was an
awful fear of extending the franchise?
When he (Mr. Melville) was a boy, he heard
the most doleful stories about what was to
happen when the people got the vote. But
England was now stronger in the world than
ever, all these terrible predictions not having come off. Half-a-dozen old lights were
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still dominating this Chamber, and making
it a sort of peculiarity amongst the Houses
of Parliament of all the States. How was
it that the other States had accepted the
position? A dozen honorable members of
this Chamber were anchored in their
opinions for all time and eternity, and could
not change.
There had been solutions of
all kinds of things, vet those honorable
members urged their views as did the. old
chaps of 50 years ago.
The position of
'~,romen had completely changed. There was
no fear now of the women. He would
admit that he did not like the way the
labour men had tried to "nobble" them.
However, be did not object to the labour
men advocating the women's franchise because they believed they would be able to
.C nobble" tile women's vote.
The Han. W. J. EVANS.-Nothing of
the kind.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that if
the labour men had only kept away and not
argued about the wages question, and all
that sort of stuff, they would have had the
women voting by now. Honorable members
must bear in mind that when the women got
their vote they would eventually be conservative. The Conservatives, as a rule, were
those who went for the right. When the
labour men were cheering this measure in
another place it was because they saw in it
a present advantage. But other honorable
members need not be afraid. The time
would come when the women of the country, properly equipped, would assist the
Conservatives. Some honorable members
had taken fright because they feared that
their position was not so strong as it was
some time ago. It was fair to admit that
from the wav the Federal elections we l lt
those han arab-Ie members had good: cause to
feel themseh'es somewhat weak. But the
time was coming when the women must have
the franchise, and honorable members could
not keep that movement back. He would ask
them not to stand in the way, and not make
guys of themselves. The bulk of the women
were obtaining the highest education that the
country could give them, and it would be
utterly futile to prevent their taking a part
in the country's politics. Xo doubt women
would make mistakes and be led awav
at first, especially the workers amongst
them, but in the end he thought that this
Chamber was making a mistake by being
of
joint
with
so
completely
out
another
place.
The
other
House
had sent this Bill up seven times, and
the Council were in a poor position tonight. The only excuse honorable mem[35]-2
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bers could make to the country for the loss
of this Bill, if it were now lost, would be
that it was the fault of the Government,
who should have brought it in as a Government measure. Then it would have
had more votes in its favour. If those who
supported this Bill to-night did not succeed on this occasion, they would make
such an impression on the country shortly
that he was certain their hopes would be
eventually realized, and that women would
be placed in their proper position. It was
no good saying that "'omen could not
be trusted to vote. W omen now shone in
the literary world, and it could not be said
that they were not capable of exercising the
franchise every three years.
Ridicule
should be hurled at the man who would
say that.
The Han. J. Y. McDONALD remarked
that he had no desire to give a silent vote.
During the time he had been i? this Chamber he had always voted against this Bill,
and he intended to do so again on this occasion. Mr. Brown had asked whether
those who would vote against this Bill
could give some reason for doing so. He
(Mr. McDonald) could give a reason. His
reason was that the women in the Wellington Province, of which he was one of the
representatives, did not want the vote. During the last seven years he had used great
diligence in asking them wHat was their
opinion about this question, and there ,vas
invariabl y the one answer, " We do not
want the vote.
We want nothing to do
with politics. We want to be free to pursue the duties that nature has assigned to
us." That, he thought, was one of the
best reasons a man could give. This legislation would not benefit the women in any
way. It would do quite the reverse. He
would ask honorable members to trv to
pass legisla60n that would be of som~ advantage to the women of the State. There
was no member of the House but who was
unwillin.g to do any injustice to women,
and he was sure that~the grea,.test kindness
to women would be to vote against this
Bill.
The Han. A. McLELLAN said that,
owing to :th'e lateness of the. hour, :he
begged to moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

Several HONORABLE MEMBERS.-GO on.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said that
it was only reasonable that ,the debate
should be adjourned for a fortnight.
He
wanted to speak for about half-an-hour.
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The motion for the adjournment of the
,debate was not seconded.
The PRESIDENT.-As the honorable
member's motion for the adjournment of
·the debate is not seconded, I am not able
. to put it.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said that
.as he had to go' on with the debate, he did
not propose to take up much time. The
matter had been so fully dealt with in the
',past, that anything that was said now was
not likely to alter honora.ble member's
views in regard to it. However, he did
·~ot care to give a silent vote upon the question, and he would deal shortly with some
of the objections which had been urged
.against the measure by honorable members
who had spoken in opposition to it.
A
good. deal had been said about people of
~ertal? views coming in time to occupy seats
III thIS House; but when that time did
come he did not thInk the arguments they
would use would be any worse than the arguments which had been advanced by some
honorable members when opposing this Bill.
Honorable members were told that women
did not want the vote. At the last Federal
.elections only 53 per cent. of the men, or a
:little more than half, voted. Could it be said
.that the men did not want the vote? Surelv
it would not be urged that, because only
,53 per cent. of the men voted at the last
Federal elections, that should be a reason
for disfranchising all men?
In Victoria"
at the last Federal elections 141,648 women
exercised the vote, and it was, therefore,
too late in the day to sav that the
did
not
want
the
vote.
women
]\1r. Cain had stated that only about 25
per cent. of the women wanted the franchise.
If he (Mr. McLellan) said' that
75 per cent.' of them desired the franchise
it would be just as good an argument. It
was ~aid that women had no capacity, but
that Idea had been exploded to a great extent.
The notion prevailed to some extent, because we saw women doing work
for which men received double the rate of
pay.
We saw men earning £2 or £3
a week, while women doing the same work
would receive only £1 or £1 lOS. a week.
M~. Harwood stated that men would do anythmg for women that they desired, yet when
men employed women they paid them anI v
half as much as they would pay men fdr
the same work.
It was said that the
granting of the franchise to women would
,cause dissension in the ho:-ne, and those who
:said that also stated that women would vote
-as their male friends told them.
Such
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persons were bad 1y off for an argument
when they used an argument like that. Mr.
Harwood had read an extract from the
Argus in reference to a lady who spoke at
Richmond last week. Mr. Harwood stated
that that lady had said that if the women
got the vote ~rewer¥ shares would go down
2~ per cent. m value.
That lady said nothmg of the sort. She said that someHe was
body had made that statement.
surprised that an old politician like Mr.
~arwood should quote the daily newspapers
m support of any 'argument he used.
It
was inadvisable to take the slightest notice
of what appeared in the newspapers. He
was pn:sent ~t the meeting referred to, and
the mam pomts advanced 'at it in support
of women's franchise were purposely left
out of the Argus.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What about
the Age?
.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN.-The Age
left it out altogether.. Members had
heard Dr. Embling making a long and pitiable speech on the effect that women's franchise had had on the Federal Parliament.
There was no doubt that in Dr. Embling's
mind, and the minds of some other honorable members, that was a reason for opposing t?e Bill, for they found that the Federal
ParlIament had not acted in the way they
would have liked, and they opposed women's franchise, believing that if the
women had the franchise for the Victorian
Parlia.ment, it would go ,against the conservative element.
The House divided on the motionAyes
II
Noes
16
Majority against the second
reading
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AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Aikman
Balfour
Brown
Davies
Evans
Hicks

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Cain
Campbell
Cussen
Embling
Harwood
Luxton
McBryde
McDonald
Miller

!

I

Mr. Little
Mr. Melville
Mr. Rees
Tellers:
Mr. McLellan
Mr. Stuart

NOES.
"

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

,

I
I

Payne
Pearson
Pitt
Pratt .
Sternberg

Tellers:
Mr. Manifold
Mr. Sachse

PAIR.

Mr. Edgar

I

Mr. Baillieu

The House adjoumediat five minutes to
eleven o'clock.
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Mr. BOYD said that, in that case, the
petitioners would only have to draw up
another petition.
Mr. BENT.-Let them know their own
business.
The SPEAKER.-Of course, what we
have to do here is to keep matters in proper order before the House. There is no
proposal for an electric tramway, and I
have therefore to rule this petition f)ut of
order, as it has no relation to anything before the House.
Petitions, praying that no excursion trains
should be run on the railways on Sundays,
were presented, by Mr. HUTCHINSON (for
the SPEAKER), from inhabitants of Malvern j by Mr. PRENDERGAST, from inhabi~
tants of Parkville and Royal Park; and by
Mr. SMITH, from certain attenders of
Quarry Hill Congregational Church.

Tuesday, August 15, 1905.
The SPEAKER took the chair at twenty
minutes to five o'clock p.m.
VICTORIAN RAILWAYS.
BURNING OF GRASS AND DEBRIS.
Mr. ARGYLE asked the Minister of
Railways if he would alter the existing regulations permitting railway employes to
burn off between eight a.m. and six p.m.,
and requested that, in future, burning off
be not allowed until after three p.m., and
that no burning off should take place upon
days which were considered wholly unsuitable.
Mr. BENT.-I have received the following from the Chairman of the Railwavs
Commissioners: It is essential that every advantage be taken in
favorable conditions, whether prevailing in the
morning or afternoon, so that the danger of the
spread of fire may be reduced to a minimum,
and it would therefore be ipadvisable to limit
the work to certain specified hours of the day.
This fact was recognised by the Royal Commission on Spark Arresters, and in its report,
of 3rd July, 1902, the Commission recommended
"that section 22 of the Police Offences Act
be amended to enable the burning of grass and
debris. along the railway lines in the summer
season to be carried out at an earlier hour than
two o'clock in the afternoon, when in the judgment of the railway inspectors it is safe, and
necessary to do so," and that recommendation
has since been acted upon with satisfactory results; and, in the light of past experience, the
Commissioners are of opinion that the adoption
of the above proposal would tend to increase
rather than decrease the risk attachable to the
work. Burning-off is not carried out on days
which are considered unsuitable, and, in fact, the
work is not permitted when the day is very hot
an~ a strong wind blowingJ or on any day on
whIch the temperature exceeds 100 degrees in the
s'hade.
(Signed)
THOS. TAIT, Chairman.

FACTORIES LAW CONSOLIDATION
BIL~.

Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT presented :.1
message from His Excellency the Governor,
recommending that an appropriation be
made of penalties for the purposes of the Bill
to consolidate the law relating to the supervision and regulation of factories, workrooms, and shops, and for other pmposes.
The House having gone into Committee
of the whole t,o, consider the message.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT movedThat it is expedient that an appropriation be
made of penalties for the purposes of the Bill
to consolidate the law relating to the supervision
and regulation of factories, work-rooms, and
shops, and for other purposes.

The motion was agreed to, and the resoI ution was reported to the House and
adopted.

MILK SlJP'ERVISJON BILL.
Mr. SWINBURNE presented .a. message
from His Excellency the Governor, recomPETITIONS.
A petition was presented by Mr. BOYD, mending that an appropriation be made from
from the Melbourne Tramways Trust, pray- the consolidated revenue for the purposes of
ing that the House would not sanction the a Bill to regulate the production and sale
of milk and dairy produce, and for other
construction of any electric tramways.
Mr. BENT said he would .ask if this purposes.
The House having gone into Committee
petition was in order? There was no proposal for the construction of electric tram- of the whole to consider the message,
Mr. SWINBURNE moved\Va ys before the House.
The SPEAKER.-What is the pro- . That it is expedient that an appropriation be
made from the consolidated revenue for the
posal?
purposes of a Hill to regulate the production
l\{r. BENT.--For an electric railway.
and sale of milk and dairy produce, and for other
.
The SPEAKER.-As there is no ques- purposes.
tion before this House as to the construcThe motion was 'agreed to, and the resolutl~n of ~~ ele~tric tr.amway, I must say that tion was reported to the House
and
thIS petlt:Jpn IS not 111 order.
.
adopted.
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COAL MINES ~ILL.
Mr. OUTTRIM asked the Minister ' ( ) f
Mines if l:e would introduce a Coal Mines
Bill, in order to cover inspections and regulate the condfitions under which workmen
should be employed?
Mr. McLEOD.-I desire to inform the
honorable member that it is not intenderi'
to deal with this matter this session.
ST. KILDA ELECTRIC RAILWAY
CONSTRUCTION BILL.
Mr. BENT moved for; leave to introduce
Bill to authorize the construction of a.
line of electric railway in St. Kilda, .and
for other purposes.
The motion was 'agreed to.
The .Bill was then brought in, and read a
first time.

a

PUBLIC :MEETINGS REGULATING
BILL.
Mr. BENT moved for leave to introduce
a Bill to regulate public meetings.
The motion was agreed to.
The ~ill was then brought in, and read a
a first tIme.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
Mr. MURRAY movedThat the Sessi?nal Order fixing the order of
Government Busmess and Private Business on
Wednesday be suspended for to-morrow, so far
as to allow Orders of the Day, General Busines~, Nos. 2 .and 3 to have precedence of all other
busmess until half-past -eight o'clock.

Mr. McLEOD seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
FACTORIES LA\V CONSOLIDATION
~ILL.

Th.e debate (adjourned from August 10)
on SIr Samuel Gillott's motion for the
second reading of this Rill was resumed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.--With reaard to
this Bill, which was introduced by th: Chief
Secr~tary the other night, I have to say
that JTI consequence of the attitude adopted
by the Government I propose to accept the
measure. There is no doubt that the con~olidation of the law is badly required, for
If anybody wishes to ascertain anvthing in
connexi?n with the present syste~ he has
great dIfficulty in discovering what he wants
unless he has an intimate acquaintance with
the law, or has access to the private book
of the factory inspector. I had to ask the
other day for a copy of the Factories Act,
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and sent to the Government Printing Office
for it, and in return I received an Act containing only about six sections, and I then
saw immediately the difficulty one must be
in who, being uninitiated, requires any specific information. I had to send again, and
then I received quite a bundle of Acts. No
ordinary individual would be able to find
out exactly what he wanted in regard to
factory legislation under present circumstances, and the consolidation is really
necessarv.
I understand that' the Chief
Secretary will not permit of any amendments in this measure being made either
here or in another place.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-It IS purely a
consolidation measure.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-And vou will
allow no amendments here or in' another
place?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-That is so.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-And I understand the Ministry will bring forward an'
amending Bill for the consiqeration of
both Houses.
I will, therefore, support this Bill, notwithstanding that a
number of those who support factorYI
legislation desire that amendments should
be placed in this measure. As was pointed
out by the Chief Secretary the other night,
when this Factories Act was first brought
into operation, there were 40,000 people
working in factories. Since that period the
number has risen to over 60,000. Therefore, there are 20,000 people engaged in
these industries who are to-day working
under sweating conditions, and under the
very worst possible conditions of sweating,
and I hope they will be permitted to have
their case considered before a tribunal, that
will not n'ecessarily give them what they
want, but will give them what is considered
to be fair a,s between employer and employe. Then also the question with reference to apprentices and improvers will have
to be so dealt with that the conditions will
not be made worse, at all events, than those
now existing. At the present time there are
some trades in which the employers are
bound to employ only a certain number of
apprentices in proportion to a number of
journeymen, but there are other trades where
the employer is permitted to employ any
number of apprentices, thus injuring the
trade, and also ruining the prospects of
those apprentices being employed as journeymen.
The honorable member for St.
Kilda knows that since the inception of the
Printer,s' Unions in London, running up to
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nearly a century ago, they have been able
to regulate the number of apprentices which
it is desirable to employ in that trade, by a
mutual arrangement between employer and
employe. This condition exists in a large
number of trades, but the Factories Act
itself brings up a condition which enables
an employer, with the power of. the Government behind him, not to limit the number
of apprentices, thus enabling him to cut the
prices, destroy the fair employer, and prevent him f.rom getting a decent living, while
at the Isame time not doing anything to
improve his own position, or to give employment to any apprentices who may. be
bound to him for the purpose of learmng
that trade. Further, the decisions of the
Appeal Court stated that the boards could
not increase wages under any circumstances,
They had the power of reducing the wages,
but the power of increasing them did not
exist. I do not think that any employer
will admit that that is a fair condition, and
that it is not entirely one"sided.
Then
there is the question of dealing with alien
labour. These are the principal points involved, although there are a large number
of others that will have to be considered by
the House, but in connexion with these questions we may be easily led to give the Act
in this consolidated form the full force of
law. "Thile I acknow ledge that in a great
number of instances it is difficult to consolidate without making a number of alterations, I am prepared to accept the Chief
Secretary's statement that this has been
most carefully gone through, and the only
amendments that may be considered amendments are such as are required by the diversity in the previous Acts. One is that the
Act shall not apply to shires, except under
certain conditions; but in the case of four
shires, three have been created' into
boroughs, and one into a town, and therefore the Act does apply to them, and) it is
proposed to apply it to them, for the purpose of uniformity. I ~m assured that no
other alteration except such as I have referred to is to be made, and therefore we
propose to accept this Bill.
Mr. ,;VATT.-Since this measure was introduced I have had the opportunity of di-:.cussing the matter with the Chief Secretary
and the chief authority in the Department,
to ascertain the reasons which induced the
Government to bring this measure in in this
form. While I' do not want to offer any
opposition to the measure, it appears to me
on second thoughts to be a very 'unwise
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method of legislation.
We propose to
amalgamate some nine Acts of Parliament,
for the sake of simplification, so that he
who runs may read. That is a benefit, _no
doubt, but we also propose that the four
or five crying evils that exist shall be
amended immediatel y consolidation is
effected. At least, the Government propose
to undertake that. Now, if their object is
to let us read our laws fairly, and with
facility, surely it is wise to make the
amendments before we settle the matter
permanentl y. The proposed effect of this
cons.olidation is to make permanent the
beneficial effects of this measure. That reminds me of a man whQ, had a lot of
patches in his coat, and some holes in his
trousers. We propose to make him a new
coat, and leave him with the holes in the
trouserS", instead of giving him a new suit.
The effect will be that this Bill will be
passed within a week or two, and for a few
weeks we shall be able to .read the Factories
Act without referring to half-a-dozen Acts.
But when the proposal,s with regard to
Chinese and other aliens, to more boards,
and to the regulation of the number of
apprentices, are passed, we shall then have
four or five Acts on top of these, which will
be just as complicated as the Acts we have
now passed.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Not four or five ..
Mr. WATT.-Well, then, two or three.
We shall have a new measure, and the vital
principle of the measure vitally altered, in
the one session of Parliament. Is that not
calculated to bring legislation into disrepute with the ordinary citizen of Victoria,
and with those who have to work under the
Act? Notwithstanding the fact that I wish
to see the Acts consolidated, and rendered
permanent, I must protest against putting
the cart before the horse in this manner.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I trust
I may be pardoned for saying a few words.
As one who took a prominent part in factories legislation, it is gratifying to find
that that legislation has stood the test of
time, and also that those who abused: us,
and who were on the other side of the
House, have learnt that it has done good.
I am glad tnat the Government, for the
reasons mentioned by the leader of the
Opposition, have determined to make tl:.is
legislation permanent. The principles underlying this legislation are in the interests
of all classes of the community. I look
forward to the Chief Secretary, b€fore the
close of the session, coming Clown with,
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amendments in the direction indicated by
the honorable members who preceded
me, and also with some amendments which
I intend to bring forward myself. I am glad
to see that a determined attempt is going
to be made to make this Act nermanent. It
is said that those wbo are engaged in investing their capital in this State should have
the right to know whether this legislation
shall be only -for a period of three years or
not. I know a number of people who are
fair-minded employers who have had
experience of the working of the Act, and
who desire to know whether this legislation
is to be permanent. Some legislation has
been passed, the result of which has been
that many trades have not been able to be
brought under the operation of the F actories Act. Surely if it is .time to extend the
principle it is time to enable those trades
to come in. I am glad to know that the
Chief SecretarY has thrown himself heart
and soul into the matter, and with
the assistance of his colleagues 111
another place no doubt we shall be
able to get the principle of factory legislation firmly established. But I hope that,
if tl:e Government pass the Bill, they do
not anticipate that Parliament will rise this
session without legislation of an amending
character being brought down. They can
count on the generous support of members
on both sides of the House in regard to
legislation which will make it easy for other
I
trades to take advantage of the Act.
hope, alsO', that the Chief Secretary will take
into consideration the wisdom of establishing in connexion with his. Department
something similar to what has been done
in New Zealand, and let us have all our
Take the parlabour laws together.
ticular sections of our Mining Act that
apply to miners.
They ought to be
grouped in such a form as is done
by {he New Zealand Government, thus
placing in the hands of those directly affected the means of knowing readily and
cheaply the laws passed by Parliament with
regard to themseh-es. I was glad to have
the assurance of the Chief Secretary, and
also of the honorable member for Prahran,
(who has had 'a great deal to do with
cons<?lidation. Many members of this Chamber a,re aware of the great work done
by the late <:::hief Justice Higinbotham,
but not of the great assistance he had
throughout tbat work. I remember when
he came to receive the thanks of the Legislative Assembly, he not only acknowledged
those thanks, but pointed out that he had
Sir Alexander Peacock.
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received most loyal help from two gentlemen; one was the honorable member for
Prahran, and the other was Mr. McArthur,
then a junior member of the Bar. We are
pleased, therefore, to receive the assurance
of the honorable member for Prahran that
the consolidation has been done in such a
manner as to receive his commendation. I
congratulate the Government,and hope
soon to see the measure made permanent,
and also to see it extended so as to benefit
those deprived of it for so many years.
Mr. J. VV. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I am
pleased that the Government intend to
make the factory legislation permanent. I
think they are doing the right thing, but
my own opinion is that they are not doing it
in the right way. If a short Bill, similar to
that passed last session, were introduced,
making permanent the Act as it stands today, and then, in a week or two afterwards,
the Government brought in their amendments, and consolidated the Acts, we would
have embodied the whole Acts relating to
shops and factories in this S tate in one Act.
As it is, we must all admit the great advantage of the consolidation of the Acts
now. I t has cost a lot of money, and there
has been a lot of work in compiling it.
But it is useful only for the few weeks that
will elapse between- the passing of this Consolidation Bill . and the passing of the
Amending Bill that the Government intend
to bring in. Surely the enormous expense,
trouble, and inconvenience that will be involved in the consolidation are not
justified by the very short time that
this measure will be in operation. I
think if the Government had brought
in a shorter measure, and told us
distinctly that their onlv object was to prevent the present law from expiring, and
then brought all the amendments .they desired befure the House, and had all the
Acts consolidated, it might l-:..ave been useful
for many years.
As it is now, as soon as the
amendments are carried we shall be in the
position of having no consolidation, and the
necessary consolidation will have to come
again. Tbe whole expense and trouble will
Then
have to' be gone through again.
there i~ another question. I do not anticipate any difficulty in connexion with these
Acts in another place, but are we not giving to that other place reasons-and very
good reasons from their stand-point-for
refusing to pass the amendments when they
come up, upon the ground that the Acts have
-been consolidated during the session, and
that they refuse to deal twice with the same
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question in the one session?
Under consolidating measure. I cannot let this
the circumstances, if we desire to matter pass without mentioning one thing.
provide the other place with reasons That is, that before the advent of the Lafor throwing out the amendments, I bour Party in politics, none of these Acts
The Wages
think the Government are adopting were permanent in character.
the right procedure to secure that end. I Act was of a temporary character, the same
It fell through, and
do not wish to oppose this Bill, though there as the Factories Act.
The Oldare many things in it that I totally disagree it has never been resuscitated.
with.
The original Act conferred great age Pensions Act was also temporary for
It is very satisfactory that the
benefits upon the workers in this State by some time.
preventing the various trades that had been Government are bringing down permanent
started from becoming parasite trades legislation. It seems that they are paying
through the introduction of an unlimited "the compliment to the Labour Party of beamount of juvenile labour.
Those clauses lieving that that party has come to stay,
have been repealed, and now we are to and therefore they are making the legislamake permanent the repealed clauses- tion permanent.
Mr. WATT.-The Labour Party did not
clauses that have protected the workers in
the past, and which got through this House initiate this legislation.
in a very peculiar way.
The reason they
Mr. LEMMON.-I say that this legislawere carried, I think, was this.
The tion has to do with the advent of the Labour
Labour Party were in a very tight place. Party in politics.
We find that there
The Government, in my opinion. would are 62,000 employes in our factories,
have been delighted if the Labour men had 4 8,000 of whom enJoy the benefit of the
opposed the Act as it then stood, and would factory legislation.
So .there are 14,000
in all probability have withdrawn the Bill, that have not a line of legislation for the
and blamed the Labour Party for the loss purpose of enjoying the minimum wage.
of it.
The same thing might occur These 14,000 have very little benefit to denow.
I do not know what the object is, rive from this consolidating measure. I am
but it seems 10 me a senseless proceeding, satisfied that those trades will not come
although I may be wrong.
The Act, as it under the provisions of the Wages Boards
now stands, is of very little use to the now, if the amendment is not made that has
workers of this State. It is of some use, been referred to by the honorable member
and I do not wish to deprive them of the for Fitzroy for insuring a falr wage.
little benefit they get from it, but under There is not the slightest doubt, as the
the Act an unllmitec1 number of juveniles leader of the Opposition pointed out, and
can be employed in any factory.
A man his view is backed up by a Judge of the
can run a factory under the Act on juvenile Appeal Court,and one of the counsel, that
labour.
If we bring evidence to the there is no provision in the Act giving the
Department to prove that a trade has been Court power to raise wages. The" only
sweated there will not be a single voice po\yer the Judge has under the Act is to
raised "against the admission of that trade, allow the wage to remain as if is, or to
but under the Act the board cannot abo- lower it. I do not think it was the intenlish sweating, because if a trade is badl y tion of the House that it should be so.
sweated, the average wage in that trade Seeing the employers have the right to apmust be a sweated wage, and under the peal, surely it ought to follow that the
Act the board are prevented from fixing a board or the court should have the Dower to
•
higher wage than the average.
Under raise as well as lower wages.
these circumstances, the Government would
Mr. WATT.-The object was to allow or
have done wisely in bringing in a short Bill disallow.
making the present Act permanent as it now
Mr. LEMMON.-Experience of the Act
stands, and bringing in an Amending Bill shows that instead of impeding the proin a form which should be lasting.
gress of industry it has been the means
The Act of 1903 was
Mr. LEMMON.-I am assured that the of advancing it.
Government intend to bring in an Amend- brought in by the same party that brought
ing Bill at the earliest date, and that seems in the seven-tenths majority, which was an
to me to be very satisfactory, but I agree absolute failure, and I hope the principles
with the honorable member for Essendon of the 1903 Act will never be given effect
I trust that this House will recognise
that it might have been far better if the to.
Government had brought down an Amend- that the manufaCturers are supporting this,
ing Bill before they brought down the because of the experience they have had
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under the Act of 1903.
I trust that any but I must place upon record the feeling
amendments suggested by the leader of that I have. I think it will assist the conthe Opposition will be paid attention to, sideration of the amendments very much
and given effect to in the amending mea- to have a Consolidating Bill before the
sure the Government proposes to bring in.
House.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BEARD.-I think it is not good
The Bill was then read a second time,.
business to consolidate Acts of Parliament, knowing that you are about to break and committed.
The CHAIRMAN .-As this is a Conup that consolidation in a very short time.
T think also that when this measure goes solidating Bill, it will save time if I
to another place, and in due course the put clauses from 1 to 13 inclusive.
amendments come along, the very fact of The question is that clauses 1 to 13 stand
our having voted for the consolidation of part of the Bill.
Mr. PRE ND ERGAST stated that one
these objectionable clauses, practically
speaking, commits us to give our assent, of the important questions that would have
though it may be tacitly, to those clauses. to be dealt with in 'any amending legisIt seems to me that the present mode of lation would be the fixing of a permanent
procedure is somewhat like-if I may be half-holiday, ins~ead of the .present oppardoned for following the honorable mem- tional arrangemen"t, which was satisfactory
ber for Essendon- 'a potter who has made to nobodv.
a jug out of clay, but without a handle.
Mr. viATTsaid it might, perhaps, faciliFinding it is a useful article, he is about tate discussion if the Chief Secretary would
to make it a permanent piece of work by state the intentions of the Government as
baking, and his attention being called to to the proposed amendments in a number
the fact that it has no~ got a handle, he of different directions, while the Committee
I will bake it and were in the early stages of the Bill. ' Then
\ says, "Never mind.
make the handle afterwards." That would the whole of the clauses, unless there were
be a foolish attitude to take up.
The amendments on them, might be taken toGovernment are about to make permanent a gether ata later stage. For instance, what
faulty Act, and! halVing done that, the lnten- was it proposed to do about the Chinese,
tion is to introduce amendments afterwards and when? Was it proposed to make a
to make it perfect, and then necess.arily they universal Wednesday or Saturday halfwill have to go through the process of con- holiday?
solidation again in order to bring about
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT stated that he
the object desired by the Government. Al- could not possibly tell the honorable memthough I must bow to this varticular atti- ber the intentions of the Government on aU
tude, I desire to make it clear to the House the proposed amendments, some of which
that it is on compulsion that I am agreeing had never been considered ye.t.
to this mode of procedure by the GovernSir ALEXANDER PEA<!OCK.-The honorment.
I certainly object to the whole able member wants you to tell us your
proceedings.
views, because you will certainly dominate
the
Cabinet on these questions.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-I think a great
Sir SAMUE~ GILLOTT said he could
,object is gained by the Labour Party by
the permanent enactment of these Acts. I not possibly accommodate the honorable
think a reasonable ground has been taken member. He would have a very nice order
by the Government in their action in this if he undertook it.
case.
I regret that they have not separMr. WATT expressed the opinion that
ated the shops from the factories in the his request, which he was making with
measure. I see no reason for mixing up the characteristic modesty, was not at all untwo businesses at all, or rather the two reasonable. A number of these requests
branches of the business.
The workers in had been made to the Government by difshops and the workers in factories are under ferent deputations, particularly with regard
totally different conditions, 'and when work to the Chinese~ and surely the Government
of this kind is undertaken, such heavy pre- had m'ade up their minds what it was posparation is involved that I regret that the sible to do, more particularly when they
Government did not fall in with the sug- brought down to this House last year a
gestion of many honorable members of this Bill that dealt with this question, but that
House that the two branches snould be kept was rejected in another place. Was it proseparate.
It is not a matter to fight over, posed to re-introduce that measure in last
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year's form? Surely the Government had
considered these matters?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Not necessarily
in last year's form. Certainly not.
All
these amendments will be fully considered,
.and the House will have an opportunity at
.a very early date of considering the amendments we propose to make in these Acts.
Clauses I to 13, inclusi!ve, were agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT, ~y leave,
moved. That this House do now resolve itself into a
'Committee of the whole to consider the registration fees to be charged under the Factories Law
Cnnsolidation Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
The House having gone into Committee,
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT movedThat the registration fee to be paid in respect
Df every factory or work-room under the Factories
Law Consolidation Bill shall be for£ s. d.
Every factory or work·room in
which more than sixty 12ersons
are employed, per annum
3 3 0
Every factory or" work-room in
which more than thirty and not
more than sixty persons are employed, per annum ...
2
2
0
Every factory or w?rk-room in
which more than ten and not
more than thirty- persons are
employed, per annum
I
I
0
Every factory or work-room in
which more than six and not more
than ten persons are employed,
or in which though more than six
are not employed, steam, water,
gas, oil, or electric power is used,
per annum
0 10 0
Every factory or work-room in
which not more than six persons
are employed, and for which the
steam, water, gas, oil, or electric
power is obtained from a factory
or work-room already registered,
per annum
0
2
6
Every other factory or work-room,
per annum
0
2
6

The motion was agreed to, and the resolution was reported to the House.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK asked
why this procedure was being adopted at
this stage?
Should this not have been
done ata preceding stage?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It is done when you
come to the clause that deals with the fees.
The SPEAKER.-The matter to which
the resolution now before the House relates is only an incidental charge or order.
It has been customary, when the Committee
has come to the clause which deals with the
fees to be charged under a Bill, for progress to be reported, and a motion of this
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kind to be introduced and passed in the
form in which this has been passed. It is
an old practice of the House. Of course,
it must be done before the particular clause
which relates to the fees leaves the Commiftee .
The resolution was adopted .
The House then went into Committee
for the further consideration of the Bill.
Clauses 14 to 2 r, inclusive, were agreed
to.
Clause 22 was verbally amended, and
agreed to .
Clauses 23 to 126, inclusive, were agreed
to.
On clause 127, which prescribed the
hours for the closing of shops,
Mr. WATT said he understood from the
somewhat non-committal reply of the Chief
Secretary that the Government had not vet
considered thE! exact nature of the ame~d
ments they proposed to submit this session.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-The Government
have not fully considered them. They certainly have considered some of them.
Mr. WATT said perhaps this was
the proper time to emphasize the necessity
previously voiced by the honorable member
for St. Kilda and a number of other honorable members, for the complete separation of the factories and shops provisions.
This would lead to greater simplicity in
the administration of the Act, and certainl v
to greater s'implicity with regard to
those affected by it.
A large number of people who felt a vital interest in the shops provisions did not
want to know anything about the factories provisions, and if each was in a small
Act, ·such as the shops provisions would make'.
by themselves, tl:e shops operatives and
assistants could find a readier field for
information in that Act than by wading
through the whole consolidating measure
of r63 clauses. He trusted the Government would, after consideration, come down
with a provision for a universal half-holiday. He was not particular, himself, whether it was Wednesday or Saturday, but he
was certain that if the Legislature had had
the courage of its convictions before, jt
would have fixed a universal day to which
the city of Melbourne proper would have
conformed, as well as the outlying suburbs
in t.he metropolita·n area?
It would, of
course, have caused' a little inconvenience
here and there during the first month of
its operation, but it would have found its
level before two months had gone by. Employers and employes would have by no\v
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been working harmoniously under the new
Act, if it had been brought into operation
the last time even that amendments were
made in this legislation. He wished to
impress upon the Chief Secretary the necessity, when bringing down amendments this
session, to consider carefully from the
stand-point of the Government and of the
Department, the crying need for a universal half-holiday, wl:ich was being voiced
now by employer and employe alike in the
metropolit,a,n area.
Sir SArvIUEL GILLOTT expressed the
opinion that 110 universal desire such as the
honorable member for Essendon had alluded to, had been expressed to him by the
deputations that had waited upon him. It
was just the contrary. All that the shopkeepers, who waited upon him the other
day, desired with regard to the half-holiday, was that it should be in the terms recommended by the Royal Commission on
Factories and Shops.
Mr. ·WATT.-That is better than this
Bill, but not as good as the universal day.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said he as. sured the honorable member that what those
persons who, had waited upon him up to
the present advocated, was simply that the
half-holiday might take place either on
Wednesday or Saturday.
~o doubt the
suburban traders preferred the Wednesday
half-holiday.
Mr. WATT.-Some of them do not.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said a large
number "in the city of Melbourne proper
preferred the Saturday half-holiday, and
the Gover.nment certainly had to conform
somewhat ...to the wishes of those directly
The question
affected in these matters.
would receive the consideration of the Government, but he could! not say that there
had been a uni versal desire expressed
throughout the metropolitan area to have
simply a Wednesday half-holiday or a
Saturday half-holiday.
Mr. H. S. BENNETT (Ballarat West)
said he wished to emphasize the P9sition
taken up by the honorable member for
Essendon on the half-holiday question, and
to point out to the Government that, notwithstanding the difficulties that might lie
in their way, it was absolutely imperative
for the half-holidav to be universal. Whatever difference of ~pinion might exist as to
whetr.er it s:hould be Saturday or Wednesday, he thought Saturday was far preferable, and the difficulties raised by the advocates of Wednesda'{ exaggerated very
much indeed the objections to Saturday.
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:Whatever day might be ultimately choseri,
It was absolutely necessary in the interest
of employers and employes that a definite
understanding should be come to. One of
the most important amendments the Government could bring down would be most certainl y that relating to the subject of the
half-holiday.
Mr. McCUTCHEON stated that he desired in no way to draw the Chief Secretary with regard to the half-holiday business.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You could
1110t.
He won't be drawn at all.
Mr. McCUTCHEON said there was no
doubt whatever that '3Jl1Y attempt to make a
universal half-holiday would inflict the
most s~rious injustice, and be a very great
grievance to a very large number of people
in this community.
The only time that
many football and other clubs could get
their exercise on sports' grounds was a day
other than Saturdav. If a universal Saturday half-holiday ~vas fixed, those clubs
would be prevented from having the use of
those grounds, which were occupied on
Saturday afternoons by the regular clubs.
Mr. WATT.-That is the most extraordinary excuse I have ever heard given.
Mr. McCUTCHEON said he was giving
reasons against the universal half-holiday.
The shopkeepers and the trades' c1 ubs of
St. Kilda objected to having Saturday
forced upon them as a half-holiday, because
they wanted the use of these grounds on the
Wednesday afternoon, which was the only
day of the week they could get them.
Mr. WATT.-Are there any· business
reasons?
Mr. :McCUTCHEON said there were
business reasons, but he was putting the
argument now on the ground of health and
on the ground of encouraging legitimate
and necessary out-door exercise. If a universal half-holiday was fixed these people
would be deprived of the chance of using
There were ample
the sports grounds.
business reasons as well.
A very large
number of the traders of St. Kilda would
not be content if their places were closed
Oil Saturday.
He was satisfied that in ,a.ll
the suburbs the majority would be of the
same way of thinking, and the proposal
\vould be unsuitable in the same way in the
country.
.
Mr. WATT.~It. does not apply to the
country.
Mr. McCUTCHEON said then it would
apply· to the city and suburbs. To meet
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the case, there must be one hoI ida y for the
city and another for the suburbs, but
whether that was done or not, there was
ample time between now and when the
amendments were brought in to obtain the
opinions of the people, in the suburbs ?f
Melbourne. It would be a very great mIStake for the Committee to attempt now to
bring any pressure to bear on the Government to impose a particular day as a uni··
versal half-holiday, and he hoped, in the
interests of the suburbs, it would not be
done.
Mr. WILKINS observed that he deeply
regretted that the Government were sti11
g~ing to allow the municipal councils to
make by-laws relating to the hO'Jrs of
closing of shops.
Sir S.\MUEL GILLoTT.-We shall probablv alter that.
M-r. WILKINS said the present arrangement had caused no end 6f trouble, and
now it was going to be perpetuated for all
time in this consolidating measure.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-It has become a
dead letter.
Mr. WILKINS said he hoped the Government would do something to take the
matter out of the hands of the municipalities altogether.
.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-They are not
exercising that jurisdiction at present.
Mr. WILKINS said the jurisdiction was
in existence at present, and there were different hv-la,ws in different municipalities.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Old by-laws.
Mr. WILKINS.-Yes, but they were
still in force.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Of course.
M.r. \VILKINS said this was a most
serious blot on the Bill.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-I understand
that.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (to Mr. W ILKINS).-You have a promise from him to
amend the law in that direction, at any
rate.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that the
Town Clerk of the city of Melbourne had
been, to his knowledge, in a scandalous
state of indecision for some time on this
question in regard to the jewellers' and
ironmongers' tradeS! in Melbourne. A majority in both trades had expressed a desire
to close. but because one or two fractious
individuals opposed the reform, in keeping
with their attitude on everything that came
forward. the TOWIll Clerk sat back preparing, he supposed, a report such ;as' the one
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so much had been heard about, regarding
his trip round the world and what other
people did, when our own people in the city
of :L\Ielbourne were waiting to know what
he was going to do in this matter. The Chief
Secretary had done his best to stir the
officers of the City Council up on this question, but although he was a city OOluncillor,
hlis action did not seem to have any eff·ect.
~1r. MURRAY.-Wait till YOlL get in.
i\Ir. PRENDERGAST said he wasl not
going to try. One job at a time was enough
for him. He had great confidence in Councillor Pleasance, the present Lord Mayor
of Melbourne, as he had in the previous.
Lord Mayor, and he believed that if representations were made to him on this mat-·
ter a little more forcibly, some decision
might be arrived ,3.:t. The petition in connexion with one of these trades had been
hung up for two or three years, waiting for
the City Council to certify that the
majority in the trade had siKned the petition, but the officers of the municipality
would certify neither for nor against. Parliament should not tolerate such a state of
things, because P,aJrliament had laid it down
that the municipalities should do these things
within a reasonable time, and if thev were
not done some compulsion should be tlsed to
know what attitud~ the municipalities were
going to take up. The Chief Secretary
knew that he had been at him three or four
times about the hours for both ironmongers
and jewellers in the attempt to get the municipal officers to certify to the petitions in
which those concerned had asked foOr a holiday to be fixed.
Some of the good employers in the city of Melbourne-and therewere a great number of them in all classe~
--were to-day in these trades closing their
shops on a half-holidav. Some of the iron-·
mongers were closing, but others were keeping open all the hours they possibly could
under the Act. Some of the jewellers were'
doing the same. A great number of employers in both trades desired tD close, but
naturally they did not wish to see their business leaving their doors and going to other
men who were under no restriction at' all to
be honest in their dealings with other portions of the community. It was most peculiar that the Town Clerk, or the officials
of the City Council, should be permitted to
continue to play into the hands of dishonest
traders in Melbourne, ·and he would ask
the Chief Secretary to state to-night if he
was going to do anyth~ng to compel the observance of the half-holiday in these trades,
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seeing that the bulk of the employers in
both cases were in favour of it.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-1 have no power
\0 compel them.
Mr. CARLISLE stated that he wished to
bring under the notice of the Chief Secretary the question of the closing of small
shops in country districts, over which some
trouble had occurred. There were to be
found in every country town small shops
which were used as barbers and tobacconists' shops, and in which, very likely, fancy
goods were also sold. In one case, a barber
wanted to keep open, but was fined because
he had jewellery and fancy goods for sale
in his shop. In the same township three
shopkeepers had delighted in trying to catch
each other, and two or three times these
shopkeepers were fined. Could they not be
left out of the scope of this legislation, seeing that, as a rule, they did not employ any
hands?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Oh, no.
1\1r. CARLISLE asked if they could not
be allmyed to keep open? That was all that
was required. Under the present law, they
were compelled by the inspector to put up
a partition in the shop, and to put up their
shutters when seven o'clock came round, so
that they could keep the other part of the
shop open. That seemed a very absurd thing
to do.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-,T!hat is the only
power we have.
Mr. CARLISLE asked if the Department could not manage to do anything else?
If all the shopkeepers in this townsh'ip
agreed, could they not be given power to
keep their shops open as long as they
liked?
Sir SAMUEL GrLLoTT.-They can alter
the regulation altogether if they-like.
Mr. CARLISLE said he was calling the
attention of the Chief Secretary to this
matter, so that the honorable gentleman
might see what he could do to meet this
particular case when bringing in amending
The law as it stood now was
legislation.
only a worry and a nuisance to these shopkeepers in country towns.
1\1r. COLECHIN expressed the opinion
that, to ask the town clerk of the municipality to declare that a petition had been
lDigned by a majority in any trade was a
very wrong position to have taken up in the
first instance.
He believed the law in this
respect was slightly altered on one occasion,
but no town clerk, whether borough, town,
or city, desired to have this responsibility
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thrust upon him, nor did the councils deHe hoped that the Chief
sire it either.
Secretary would see that this provision was
~ltered at the earliest possible opportunity
111 such a way that the Minister himself
would have the right to make this declaraThe town clerks were not experts as
tion.
to what kind of trade or business was being
carried on, and it woulp be far better for
th~ Chief Secretary to assume the responsibility of this duty either through himself or
through his officers.
It seemed, according
to the officers of the Department, that the
majority of the shopkeepers were desirous
of having the half-holiday on some other
afternoon than Saturday, but the majoritv
of the people of Victoria desired to have it
on Saturday.
At any rate, he hoped something would be done in this matter as soon
as possible.
As both sides of the House
\yere satisfied to have the factories law permanently consolidated and enacted, he supposed all honorable members would have to
recognise that this Bill must go through. It
would be a great step gained to have this
law made permanent instead of having it
regarded as legislation of which nobody
knew whether the result was going to be
Once this law
good, bad, or indifferent.
was consolidated and made permanent, its
amend,ment could be entered upon afterThen he hoped that when the
wards.
question of the half-holiday came before
-'the House again a strong endeavour would
be made to prevent such an anomaly as
having people getting holidays. on every day
of the week.
It should be either one fixed
half-holiday or, at the very most, a halfholiday in the middle of the week, or at
t~e end of the week, according to the partIcular trade.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT observed that
~vith regard to the two trades, jewellers and
lfonmongers, referred to by the leader of
the Opposition, the Town Clerk stated that
he was unable to certify that the petitions
were signed by a majority. It was no 'doubt
a very difficult matter to decide how many
jewellers there might be in a particular
area, because there were such a number of
persons now selling articles of jewellery of
all kinds.
. Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Is not the Town
Clerk sheltering himself behind a techn'icality in this business?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said the Town
Clerk sheltered himself behind the statement that he was not able to say how many
shopkeepers there were in a particular are3J
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carrying on the business of a jeweller, and
therefore he could not say that the petition
was signed by a majority.
He did not
see that the Town Clerk should have the
same difficulty with regard to the iron·
mongers' trade.
He did not appreciate
the Town Clerk's difficulty in that respect,
but that gentleman gave the same reason ·as
afl excuse for not certifying in conncxion
The onus of certifywith that trade also.
The
ing was cast on the municipal clerk.
point l~ad never been decided ,as to
whether a 1nand~1nus would lie, but
of course the machinery, to a certain extent, was in the hands of the
petitioners.
After the petitions were certified, they were then brought before the
Department.
The nrst step was to get the
petition signed.
I t had to be signed by
a majority as certified by the municipal
clerk, and then, if that was done, it became
incumbent on the Minister to act under the
Act as it stood at present. He did not know
what other ,a,Jter~60n could be made, or
what amendment could be made, unless the
Minister himself had the power by his officers to ascertain whether a petition was
signed by a majority or not. . An amendment of that kind might be made, but of
course it would have to be carefully considered before any such drastic change was
agreed to.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-Make them all register themse~ves in the first place.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said there were
hundreds of persons in the city of Melbourne who had je,vellery in their windowEi.
They were not jewellers in the general acceptation of the term, but still they had
cheap watches, and studs, and things of that
sort for sale.
These were to be found in
,cores of shops.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-They are not jewelletv at all. The Town Clerk is verv trickv
over ihis kind of thing. 'He has been playing into the hands of those who do not
want to close.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said he hoped
that when this legislation was consolidated,
and when the necessarv amendments were
introduced, the Gover~ment might find a
means of getting over that difficulty.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Could you not give us
your assurance that we will get a holiday
on either Wednesday or Saturday?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said the Government were going to do one or the other,
of course.
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'Mr. WILKINS observed that, for instance, in the case of a greengrocer selling
groceries there was no difficulty in determining that 'if he sold the wares of a grocer
he must close.
Sir S'AMUEL GILLOTT .-Of co:.use.
Mr. WILKINS said in the case of any
shopkeeper who sold goods ordinarily sold
by a jeweller, he certainly had either to give
up the sale of those goods or close as a
jeweller would.
]\-!r. PRENDERGAST. This _is wanting
some fellow making tin watches to be pro·
claimed a jeweller.
The clause was agreed to, as also ,yere
the remaining clauses arid the schedule.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that he
would like to know from the Minister in
charge of the Bill if he would allow an
analysis of contents and tables showing
how sections of the Acts consolidated were
dealt with to appear in connexion with
this Act? This would be ::t convenience to
those who wanted to know anything about
factory legislation.
Mr. McCUTCHEOK observed that he
would ask the Minister to give the people
of this city plenty of time after the
amendments were got in to consider those
He believed it would be
amendments.
necessary to hold public meetings in many
of the suburbs, iii order to ascertain the
opinions of people tI1ere, and he hoped that
time would be given to enable representatives of constituencies in the suburbs to·'
ascertain the feelings of their constituents.
Mr. LEMMON remarked that there
seemed to be some omission in connexion
with clause 87, which dealt with the powers
of the Wages Boards. Under the section
of the old Act there was power for the
board to deal with certain things, and
with "any other matter which may frem
time to time be prescribed." That was a
very important power, and it did not appear in this clause.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK observed that the point raised by the honorable member for Williamstown was provided for in clause 75, sub-clause (2).
Sir SAM-i.rEL GILLOTT .-1 think honorable members will find that everything has
been very carefully done.
Mr. pRENDERGAST said he would
like the Chief SecretarY to state whether
he would incorporate a~ analysis of contents and a table, as was done in the Local
That
Government Act, in this measure.
would be a great convenience to a large
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number of people, for many who were not
lawyers would read this Bill.
S·ir SAMUEL GILLOTT said that he
would be very pleased to have that done.
The honorable member meant that the matters he refer::-ed to were to be bound up by
the Government Printer with this Bill?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes.
The Bill was reported with an amendment, and the amendment was considered
and ado!)ted.
On the motion of Sir SAMUEL
'GILLOTT, the Bill was then read a third
time.
PROBATE CHARGES ACT 19 0 3
Al\lEND"MENT BILL.
~
This Bill was received from the Legislative Council, and, on the motion of Sir
SAMUEL GILLOTT, was read a first
time.
POISONS ACT FURTHER
AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Council, and, on the motion of Sir
SA1\IUEL GILLOTT, was read a first
time.
SECRET COivnn;ISSIONS
PROHIBITION BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further oonside:-ation of this Bill.
Clause I. was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 2, which
was as follows:If any agent receives or solicits from ~ny
person for himself or for any other person wIthout the consent of his principal any valuable
<:onsicleration(a) as an mducement or reward for doing or
forbearing to do, or for having done or
forborne to do, any act in relation to his
princip[1.I's [1.fIairs or business; or
(b) the receipt or any expectation of which
would be in any way likely to influence
him to show, or to forbear to show,
favour or disfavour to any person in relation to his principal's affairs or business; or
if any perso,l gives or oITers to £)ony agent without the assent of his principal any valuable consideration(a) as an inducement or reward for doing, or
forbearing to do, or for having done or
forborne to do. any act in relation to
his principal's [1.fTairs or business; or
(b) the rl'c;f'iTlt or an" eXDI'rt:lt;on of which
would be in any way likely to influence
him to show. or to forbear to show,
fa\;our or disfavour to anv nerson in relation to his principal's ~ffairs or business,
he sh[1.11 be guiltv of a misdemeanour.
J

Mr. MACKEY remarked that, during the
second reading, there wasconsidetable
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alarm amongst honorable members as to
whether this Bill did not go beyond the
intentions of the Government, and whether
it would not apply in the case of principal
and agent to honest transactions. As he
had told the House right through, the intention of the Government was only to prohibit dishonest commissions, and he would
now ask the House to acceot one or two
amendments in this clause, "which he had
already indicated in the disorderly way of
interjection. He proposed in the first line
of this clause to insert the word "corruptl y" after the word Ii agent," and to
make a number of other alterations. The
clause then would read as follows:If any agent corruptly receives or solicits from
any person for himself or for any other person
any valuable consicleration(a) as an inducement' or reward for, or
otherwise on account of, doing or forbearing t::> do, or having done or forborne to do, any act in relation to his
principa.l's affairs or business; or
(b) the receipt or any expectation of which
would in any way tend to influence him
to show, or to forbear to show, favour
or disfavour to any person in relation to
his principal's. affairs or business; or
if any person corruptly gives or offers to any
agent any valuable consideration(a) as an .inducement or reward for, or
otherwise on account of, doing or forbearing to do, or having done or forborne to clo, anv act in relation to his
principal's affairs or business; or
(b) the receipt or any expectation of which
would in any way tencl to influence
him to show. or to .forbear, to show,
favour or disfavour to any person in relation to his principal's affairs or business,
he shall be guilty of a misdemea.nour.

The leader of the Opposition had asked
whether the word "corruptly" covered
everything that was covered by the clause
as it was before. N 0, it did not; and he
would tell honorable members why. He
would ask honorable members to look at
paTagra ph (b) of the clause as it stood in
the Bill. It was provided that "if any
person gives or offers to an agent without the assent of his principal any valuable
consideration," for the purpose ~tated, he
was to be guilty of a misdemeanour. He
would suppose the case 6f an agent acting
for his principal and doing business with
a third party. The third party would be
asked "What about the usual commission?"
Th.e third party would say, "I am agreeable to give it, but what about the consent
of your principal?" "Here it is," the agent
might say, and he might produce a forged
document. The third party, believing that
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it was full authority, would under the literal the object of the Government, and should
wording of this Bill, be liable. But if only catch the rascal who ought to be
the word "corruptly" were inserted, the caught. But he would direct attention to
position would be different.
There was two features which had hardly been dealt
another class of cases which honorable mem- with in connexion with the matter. This
bers connected with business would recog- was not now a Bill, if these amendments
nise at once. An agent acting for a prin- ",ere agreed to, to prohibit secret commiscipal might be posing as the principal and sions at all, but a Bill to prohibit corrupt
taking all the responsihility of
principal commissions, and it would be necessary to
with regard to the persons with whom he alter the original title of the measure. With
was making a contract. The person with regard to the provision in paragraph (b)
whom he was dealing would not know that about "corruptly offering," there was not
the agent was an agent, and, according to cus- now much objection to the provision. N ottom, and properly, a rebate 'would be made withstanding that a provision was yet to be
as to a principal-a proper, honest rebate. introduced handing over the authority to
If the agent did that, the third party prosecute to the Attornev-General, the words
would be liable. It was not desired that "or offers" would leav'"€ the gate open for
unnecessary application should be made to prosecutions. It would admit of informathe Attorney-General. What was required tion on oath showing perhaps a prima facie
was that there should be no chance of a case to the satisfaction of the Attorneyperson being charged under the Bill unless General.
There might be three or fO~lr
prima facie a dishonest action was attri- traders in a given line of business, all
agents, and one of these might be extremely
buted to him.
!\ofr. l\1AcKINNON.-What is the meaning successful, owing either to luck or business
of ,/ corruptly" ?
capacity, or to his comma.nd of capital, or
1\1r. l\IACKEY said that Lord Russell something of that kind. That agent might
and Lord Halsbury were asked what ,vas incur the jealousy of his rivals, who might
the meaning of "corruptly I" and they re- know of a commission which might be replied that "corruptly" "vas like the ,yord garded as a corrupt commission, offered to
"fraud." The courts had always refused him or his employes. If that comm).sto defllle what fraud was. Eve!); one knew sion was supposed to have passed by word
what it was. Lord Russell and Lord Hals- of mouth from one man to another, an inbury said that the courts had aways refused formation would be justified under the cirto define fraud. The reason was that if they cumstances, and the Attorney-Genera~
defined the word, they would crystallize and might call on the agent to show whether
fix its meaning, and the rascals would get his action had been corrupt or not.
Tbe
round it. There would then be attempted agent might have an immense amount (Jf
fraudulent transactions which would not be trouble in putting up proof to tI-.e satisfac·
under the legal definition of fraud. It was tion of the Attorney-General that there was
for the jury to define the meaning of the no contravention o~f the provisions of the
word in each case. The transactions had to Act, a's the transaction might have been .1be fraudulent. Their Lordships said that perfectl y genuine and bona fide one in
similarlv there would be no difficulty as to business. How could the agent prove thqt
This
the mea'ning of the word" corrupt."
The the offer was made or not made?
meaning of the word " fraud" ,vas defined was pointed out by tte honorable member
bv the jury, and so would be the meaning for St. Kilda on the second reading, who
of the word "corruptlv'."
It might be said that only in one in a hundred cases
asked "What is the meaning of the word would such an offer be put in writing.
dishonest?" Everyone knew what it was, Some offers in connexion with butter combut could not define it.
He begged to missions had certainly been made in writing,
and had given the business men of Melbourne
moveThat after the word ". agent" (line I) the a decided sho:k; but a verbal offer alleged
word "corruptly" be inserted.
to have been made would be hard to prove
Mr. WATT expressed the opinion that or disprove when said -to have been made
the very reasonable suggestions of the hetween two people. Wl:.en such a situaMinister took the objectionable feature out tion as that went to the jury, the jury, as
of this particular clause to a. very great ex- the Minister pointed out, would have to
tent. It appeared to him (Mr. Watt) that decide whether, A was more trustworthv
the honorable gentleman was providing that tI-.an B. But how was the Attorney-General
The Attorney-General
this clause should not overreach itself or to de:ic1e that?

a
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would get information on oath, and would
call on the accused to show cause why
If the
there should not be a prosecution.
statement was made that no such commission was offered, the matter should end
surely, but it might not, and a prosecution
might be ordered. The Attorney-General
might say to himself, "I know neither of
these men, and nothing, about their business or tr.eir transactions."
He (Mr.
'Watt) could conceive an Attorney-General
saying that. The charge would then go
to the courts, and an honest trader might
be subjected to a prosecution, where the
proofs would be as difficult at the end as
This Bill
they were at the beginning.
dealt almost exclusively with agents, who,
more than any other men, lived by their
reputation. A man who had hitherto enjoyed an unblemished reputation might be
accused of receiving a corrupt commission,
and that might mean that his business
would fall off by 50 per cent. in the first
month, although he established his innocence.
Mr. MACKINNON.-How about an action
for malicious prosecution?
Mr . WATT said that recovery of
damages for malicious prosecution wmild be
by the ordinary forms of law, and the man
would have to prove that it was a malicious
p rosecu tion .
~1r. MACKEy.-,TI-.e proof is the other
wav in the case of malicious prosecution.
Th~ burden of proof lies on the other
side.
Mr. WATT said that the man might be
able to show that it was not a malicious
,prosecution.
Mr. MAcKEy.-The law is very strict
there.
Mr. WATT said that some men might
not have time to fight such cases.
'1\1r. MACKINNON .-A man would not be
ruined in trade without defending himself.
'Mr. PRENDERGAST.-How if the offer
was by correspondence?
lUr . WATT said that if the offer was
in writing, that should be a punishable offence, but to make a verbal offer punishable would give rise to all kinds of difficulties. He did not want to embarrass the
Minister, but,after thinking carefully over
this. matter from his own acquaintanceship
with business, he felt that the honorable
gentleman would have to make some provision other than that which he had proposed to avert prosecutions of that kind.
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Mr. FAIRBAIRN said he was glad to
see that the Minister intended to amend
the Bill, so far as to introduce the word
" corruptly." There was no business man
in this community who did not want to see
corrupt practices put down with the
strongest possible hand. The insertion of
the word" corruptly" would make all the
difference in the world. Seeing that the
Attorney-General would have to authorize
a prosecution, and that it would have to be
proved that it was a corrupt practice, there
could be no great objection to the Bill. The
business men of this community were to be
compared with any he had come across in
any part of the world for probity and
straightforward dealing.
nir. MAcKEY.-Hear, hear.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said he was glad to
hear the Minister say "Hear, hear," because
the speech made by the honorable gentleman, in moving the second reading of the
Bill, had been commented upon a good
The honorable gentleman had to
deal.
make out his case, and he made out a very
good case, though it was a,. little too strong.
He agreed, however, with the suggestion
made bv the honorable member for Essendon, and he hoped that the Minister would
take that into consideration, and endeavour
to have the amendment made. There were
corrupt people who might try to interfere
with the business of others. Of course,
a great deal would depend on how the Bill
was administered. If we had the same sort
of administration that the people of this
community suffered under when Mr. Kingston administered the Customs Department
this measure would become a perfect terror
to the honest trader.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-How did he make
the Act a perfect terror?
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said he remembered
having lunch on one occasion with the late
Sir Frederick Sargood.
He asked Sir
Frederick where he had been, and he said
that he had been spending the morning at
the Police Court, for the first time in his life.
He (Mr. Fairbairn) said, "Were you riding a bicycle on the footpath, or what?"
Sir Frederick answered, "No; I was accused of defrauding the Customs. I told
my clerk to send in the ordinary statement
to the Customs, and it turned out to be
inaccurate. I then told the clerk that he
would have to amend it." He (Mr. Fairbairn) understood that the amount of duty
had to be decreased. For that offence Sir
Frederick SargooCl was actually brought
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before the Police Cour,t like an ordinary
criminal.
Mr. WATT.-It was a perfect scandal.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said if this measure
were administered in the same manner as
the Customs Act was administered by Mr.
Kingston it would be a scandal; bu~ there
was not the slightes.t chance of that bemg the
case with the present Government in power.
There were very few honorable members on
the Opposition side of the House who would
be likely to follow !n Mr. Kingston's !?otsteps if they were In office, for Mr. I-...mgston overdid the matter altogether.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-He insisted on every
man being tried publicly instead of privately.
:Mr. FAIRBAIRN sa)d that honest
traders were brourrht before the court like
criminals, and th;t was what he objected
to. E very honest man in the C~amber
must object to that method ?f carrYI?g <?n
the business of the commumty, for It dId
not do any good, whilst it did a considerable amount of harm. . He had not the
slightest objection to any. one being
punished who was found gUIlty of a corrupt practice. Where an honest trader was
carrying on his business-~/ir. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-How can
you tell whether he is honest or not before
he is tried?
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said that he understood the good old principle of Br~tish government was that a man was mnocent
until proved to be guilty.
:Mr~ J. VY. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Mr.
Kingston acted on that principle, too.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said that the principle
upon whicr. Mr. Kingston acted was a very
bad one, and he (Mr. Fairba~rn) ho~ed it
would be a long time before It was mtroduced into this community. He would be
quite satisfied with the Bill with the
amendments that the Minister now proposed, and if he would also give further
consideration to the suggestion made by
the honorable member for Essendon.
Mr. BOYD remarked that the amendment proposed by the . Mi~ister would remove a great deal of the dIfficulty that had
been complained of.
He thought, however, that the ,vord 'i offers" would leave
the position open to black-mailing.
Mr. MAcKEY.-Does the same objection
apply to the word " solicits"?
IVIr. BOYD.-No. If two or more business rivals were to allege that a certain
individual made an offer to them wr.ich
I
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was a corrupt offer, the whole object of
making the allegation .might be to damage
the man's reputation in business.
Mr. MACKINNON.-The allegation has to
be made on oath.
Mr. BOYD said it would be of such a
nature that it would be very difficult to
disprove. During the law's delays this
man's reputation would be hanging in the
balance.
Mr. MACKEY.-Suppose they verbally incite him to murder. Would vou not make
that punishable?
"
Mr. BOYD said there was a great deal
of difference between the two things. The
kind of charge that would be levelled under
this measure would not appeal to the public
in the same sense. as the case referred to
by the honorable gentleman in his interjection. The case cited by the Mini&ter was a
much more serious one. In the case he had
alluded to, the damage would have been
done, while the case was awaiting trial, to
the man who was honestly trying to carry
on his business, and was honestly carrying
it on. That man's character would be
hanging in the balance until the matter was
cleared up, when perhaps he might find that
half his business had disappeared.. Ifhe
point mentioned by the honorable member
for Essendon was one that ought to be seriousl y considered.
The business of an
agent almost entirely depended on the fact
of his keeping faith with his customers.
The moment that any suspicion was cast on
his reputation, his busine~s would leave
him. Members were all anxious to helD the
honorable gentleman in charge of the -Bill,
and evidence of that had already been
gi yen. They were anxious to have the Bill
passed, ISO that it might be a deterrent
to ;=Lny crimes that might be committed
in the shape of corrupt practices. At the
same time, the Bill should nof be'passed in
such a form that it woul d become a danger
to people who were absolutely innocent, and
might be made the victims of a conspiracy.
NIr. :MACKEY observed that the word
" offel's " was not his own. Every year since
1899 Bills of this character had been before
the British Parliament. On three or four
occasions they passed the House of Lords,
and never was any objection taken to the
On one occasion the Bill
word "offers."
went into the House of Commons, and was
referred, as Bills of tl:is character generally
were, to a grand committee of law, consisting of laymen as well as legal men. Although that body made several recummen-
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dations, there was not one amongst them
objecting to the word "offers." Practically,
both Houses of the British Parliament were
in the same position with regard to that
word.
Mr. WATT.-That does not matter a fig.
Mr. MACKEY said that the crime had
no geographi~al limits.
Mr. BOYD.-But business has.
Mr. MACKEY said that if the word
« offers" were not retained in the clause, it
would simply mean that A could offer a
secret commission to B for giving him a certain contract, and that he would be safe in
doing it. He could offer the commission to
C and D, and ultimately find a man as bad
as himself who would take it. It was not
desirable that men should be allowed to
conduct their business in that way. Were
they to make an exception of this class of
offence? If .the exception were made, it
would stand as an anomaly in our criminal
law that the incitement to commit a crime
was not punishable.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-It is punishable.
Mr. MACKEY said it was under the existing law, but if the amendment were made
as suggested, the effect would be that incitement to commit this crime would not be
punishable. He did not think there was
any occas:on whatever to make an amendment that would largely defeat the object of
the Bill. He would, however, consider the
proposal j but he must say that he could not
at present see his way clear to accept it.
He intended to make certain further amendments in the Bill, which, while preserving
the main object in view, would prevent any
harassing. proceedings taking place. The
honorable member for E,ssendon pointed out
certain cases of what he called divided
commISSIons.
There was the vendor with
his agent, and the purchaser with his agent,
and by the custom of the trade the purchaser did not pay his agent at all. The
vendor's agent divided his commission with
the other agent. Obviously, if a man did
not pay his agent any remuneration for
doing the work, it must be because he expected him to get payment elsewhere. He
intended to add a proviso that where an
agent was not paid b~T his princ;pal, 3S was
customary in the particular trade or calling,
if he was reasonably and bona /ide paid by
another person, such payment would not be
corrupt. The honorable member for Essen-don had made another suggestion. Though
he (Mr. Mackey) did not think it was necessary, to make assurance doubly sure, he
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would be glad to provide for it. The hon.
orable member for Essendon referred to the
ordinary case of tr:vial tips.
To prevent
harassing proceedings he (Mi. Mackey)
would draft a clause, providing that, where
a gratuity was bona jid e given by a guest
to the servants of his host, or where meat,
drink, or accommodation was given by way
of hosp:tality, it should not be deemed corrupt. He intended to ask the Committee
to omit clause la, which provided that, in
the case of a first offence, if a man was convicted in certain circumstances, there should
be no Dunishment. He intended to make
He proposed to provide
it lighter.
that jf, at the trial, the Judge thought
that though the offence was technically
or
considered to be proved
proved
by the jury, yet the offence ,vas so
trivial, or of so technical a nature, that
under the circumstances a man ought not to
be convicted, the Judge might withdraw the
case from the jury, and that should have
the effect of a verdict of not guilty. He intended i.n every ~ay to provide for the
honest man, without leaving any loop-hole
for the dishonest man.
He wi,shed the
Committee to accent the amendment he had
indicated in the fi~st clause, and he would
consider the suggestion in regard to the
word .(( offers, " although he was not at present disposed to accept it.
Mr. MACKINNON said that if thev
wanted to check the practice they must stop
the attempt. The Bill went a long way
ahead of the accepted commercial morality
of the present day, and it would be very
much better to set their faces against the
whole practice of offering or attempting to
offer, or in any way attempting to accomplish the offence aimed at.
A great deal
had been said about the black-mailing of
agents, but he did not think that many
people would go out of their way
to attempt to black-mail agents. Agents
as a rule, were well able to look
after themselves, and could possess their
souls in pea·ce.
What would bother them
,~as what the Bill was intendedl to stop, and
that was the practice of giving and receiving secret commissions. H~ (Mr. :Mackinnon) had been a good deal puzzled
by the word "corrupt." He presumed
that it meant that money would be given
or offered corruptly-obviously intended
to be given or offered with the object
Or intention of defeating the aim of the
Bill, which was to prevent the giving or
receiving of secret commisslions. If the court
or jury found that money was given with the
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object of accomplishing what was prohibited
by the Bill, that, he supposed, would be
considered corrupt. It was dishonesty that
was intended to be struck at by the ward
" corrupt," as he understood it, the dishonest sweetening of agents by people interested in the sweetening of them. Probably
the word "corruptly" would carry out the
intention of the Bill, anciJ he noticed that it
had been adopted in several English Bills.
Mr. McKENZIE stated that he was
pleased that the Minister had seen his way
clear to make the amendments suggested.
They would do away with the disabilities
first noticed in connexion with the Bill. As
the honorable member for Essendon had
pointed! out, it would not dOt t? leave anything in the measure that mIght be the
means ,of making black-mailing possible.
He knew of no business, except that
of an agent or a solicitor, in which
so much of the money of the public was in trust.
These persons were
continually holding moneys in connexion
'with the business of their clients, and if a
p,rosecution was i.nitiated, whether. it was
sustained or not, It would mean rum to the
firm or individual who was charged. That
was what should be avoided. They did not
wish, in trying to catch a thief, to injure
in any wayan honest agent. A number of
trustees had taken exception to a statement
he had made by way of interjection on the
second reading of the Bill, that rebates
were made by trustee companies. He did
not intend to convev that he referred to
public trustee -comp;nies j ther~ were thC?usa.I)ds of private trustees, and m many lllstances rebates were made by some of them.
He did not say so with any desire to pass a
reflection on trustees who had carried out
their trusts honestlv and economicallv. Many
of them acted in
honorary capacity, and
did a great deal of work, and the only recompense that they had was, perhaps, a small
rebate from the salesman at the realization
of the property. It was no reflection on
such tfllstees to say that they received a
r.ebate from an agent, so long as their tr,!st
was not interfered with
Mr. McCUTCHEON said that he
drew attention to the words "offers"
and "solicits" on the second reading, but he explained that he did
not attach very much importance to them, as
he believed that they would only come into
effect verv rarely. Very rare]v would the
Attornev-General institute prosecutions f~r
mere offering or soliciting, and he thought
the circumstances would be so djfficult fo

an
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prove that it would be very harc1 indeed to
institute any prosecution with any prospect
of success.
The suggestion he (Mr.
McCutcheon) made was more for a practical
purpose than to question the theory of
the Minister.
He oonsidered that the
theory held by the Minister was correct,
but that it would ~ a pity to overload the
BilL
Mr. GAUNSON remarked that there was
no doubt that at the present time the inciting of a person to commit a breach of the
criminal law was punishable as a crime.
He could not, however, see llls way clear,
in connexion with this Rill, to recognise
either the honor~ble member who had charge
of it or the honorable member for Prahran
as an authority on the subject of the
criminal law and on the practice of it.
Re did not suppose that either of
them had ever held a brief in their
lives in a criminal case, yet they had
been giving their utterances to the House
with a view of leading the House on
a question of criminal law and pradice.
He (Mr. Gaunson) wanted to be led by gen.tlemen who had had practical experience.
He did not make these remarks with any
hostile feeling, butl only for the purpose of
indicating the .danger there was of the
House being led blindly. and, of course,
if the blind led the blind, bofh would fa1l
into tEe elitch.
He therefore protested
stircmgly :against 'the tinkering ~vith the
criminal law~ especiallv when there was a
Crimes Bill to be brought before the House
presently embracing all crimes. They were
told that the present Bill was based on .a,
measure that had been passed by the British
House of Lords.
The CHAIRMAN. - We are dealing
with the question that the word" corruptly"
should be inserted in line I, and the honorable member must confine himself to that
question.
Mr. GAUNSON said that the Minister
had pointed out that the Bill was based on
one passed by the House of Lords, and if
he were in order in doing so it was difficult
to see how he (Mr. Gaunson) was at fault.
He believed that the Committee did not
know where it was going. A great obiect
that everv lawyer must strive for in connexion with the criminal law was certainty.
The countrv in which the criminal law was
uncertain ,~as in a miserable condition. It
had been said that they should accept the
measure because it had' been passed by the
House of Lords. but surely they should at
least pause until it had become a British
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Act of P arl1ament. The whole thing was
monstrous, from his point of view. Members were simply grc;>ping in the dark, and
using terms that they did not understand.
The Minister had spoken about a Judge
having the power to withdraw a case from
a jury. But supposing the jury would not
a.llow the Judge to do so, what would happen then? Did hOI1orable members know
what the powers of a jury were, if they
chose to exercise them? In the old country
jurymen put on their hats in the jury-box to
shoy; that they ·were the real judges, as
compared with the ordinary paid officials
called the Judges of ,the land. Supposing
a. Judge said to a jury, "Gentlemen, I
dIrect you to return a verdict of not
guilty," and the jury, having heard the
evidence, refused, and insisted on giving
a verdict of guilty. Then the matter would
have to go for argument before the Full
Court as to whether the Judge had given a
cranky direction or not. He (Mr. Gaunson) would rather trust the j,ury than the
Judge, and in the present Bill he would
like to s.ee the jury intrusted, not only with
the findmg of a verdict, but also with the
a'p~ortioning of the punishment, within
lImIts prescribed by Parliament, of course.
They could not very easily make greater
mistakes than Judges, who gave sentences
()f six. h~>urs, or six months, or sixteen years
for SImIlar offences. No jury could do
worse than that, and juryme.n, after all
,~ere much. more interested in the protec:
tlon of theIr own lives :and properties than
Judges could be.
. The CHAIRMAN.-I wish the honorable member would not make these remarks, but would keep to the question before the Chair .
. Mr. GAUNSON 'said he would comply
WIth the request of the Chairman and
would discuss the questions which he had
raised at another time. He would ask the
-Minister, however, not to let himself under
the gu!se of any pretext, pose as 'having
a speclal knowledge of the subject under
di.scussion. If they passed the measure
WIthout understanding it they would probablv do a worse piece of work than the
granting of special representation to the
civil servants.
The amendment that the word C C corruptly" be inserted was agreed to.
),ilr. MACKEY movedThat the words "without the consent of his
principal" (line 3) be omitted.

The amendment was agre.ed to.
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Mr. MA CKE Y movedThat the words "or otherwise on account of "
be inserted after the word" for" (line 5)'

Mr. GAUNSON said that he rose to
protest again against the way in which the
Committee was dealing with the liberty of
the subject-dealing with a Bill which
might brand any man in the future as a
criminal. He would divide the Committee
on every amendment that the Minister proposed, j,f for no other reason than that these
amending proposals ought to be in print
before the Committee dealt with them.
Mr. WATT.-They were fully explained,
but you were not here.
Mr. GAUNSON said that there were
other members to be consulted besides him
and th~ outside p'ublic ought to know what
was bemg proposed. There should be none
of. this l?ose, disjointed, erratic way of
dOl.ng busllless. It was not ordinary legislatIOn they were tinkering with but with
~he cr~minal law of the country~that law
m whIch there had been no substantial alteration for half-a-century in so far as it
had been copied from Imperial legislation.
.N~r. BENT remarked that the honorary
1\lImster had agreed to certain amendments
and it was intended that the Bill should
The
be printed with those amendments.
Governmen~ did not intend to go right
throug;h WIth the measure to-nio-ht so
the honorable member for the Public' Servic~ would be afforded an opportunitv of
seelllg the measure in its amended form
in print.
Then perhaps the honorable
~ember would be able and kind enough to
gIve .the House the advantage of his great
learmng on ~he su~ject of criminal law,
and to help m makmg the Bill a perfect
measure.
Mr. GAUNSON said that the Premier's
explanation made the position more satisfactory. He (1\1r. Gaunson) would now
certainly take the trouble of looking up the
whole of the Law Times Journal on the
subject of the cI1ack-braill'ed proposal 'Of
Lord Russell, which honorable members
here were ~reaking their necks to pass without ·tmderstanding it. Meanwhile, he would
ask honorable members to take the case of
a solicitor, who, in engaging counsel, marked
50 guineas on his brief, and was subsequentl y so pleased with counsel's efforts,
or because the case occupied three days instead of one; instead of paying the ordinarv refreshers, said to the barrister,
(( Well. look here, sir, I highly appreciate
your efforts in this matter, and I will mark
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your brief 100 guineas." Under the Bill
if the client did not know about it, both
those men would have to go to gaol. It
was the uncertainty which would exist
under the Bill which was the great objection, and he asked honorable members to
pause and to be very, very careful before
putting on the statute-book a whole host
of prohibitions and offences in such a way
that they were really walking amongst the
pit-falls of the law. Of course, it did not
matter to him at all, although probably
the first person he would have to defend
under the Bill ,,,ould be the honorable and
learned member who had introduced it.
In a sense, then, the Bill would only be
bringing grist to his own mill.
The amendment was agreed to.
The further amendments proposed by
Mr. Mackey were agreed to.
Mr. MACKEY movedThat the following proviso be added to the
clause :-" Provided that where an agent is not
paid by his principal, out in accordance with the
custom in the particular trade, profession, or
calling, is reasonably and bona fide paid by
another person, such payment shall not be deemed
corrupt within the meaning of this section."

Mr. PRENDERGAST said he thought
there would' be an anomaly between this
proviso and clause 13.
Mr. MACKEY said there would be no
conflict between the two clauses.
The
payment had not only to be customary, but
bona fide and reasonable.
Mr. GAUNSON said he, too, was doubtful as to how the proviso "wuld operate.
How would this thing operate? It was
caHed a corrupt custom. The people had
fallen into that way. Judges, upon full reflection-though they might be of opinion
th.at the decision which they were asked to
reconsider was badl y deci'ded in the first
instance-said that, as. it had been unchallenged for 100 years or so, although
they regarded it as bad law, still they adhered to it. That went to show that where
anything had become a custom. wh~ther
corrupt or not, there it was. He had heard
a good many ideas expressed by honorable
members of the House saying that they
knew nO,thing of the practices that prevailed before a jury. He had heard it
said that the taking of a bribe had to be
proved. One would fancy from that statement th.at a jury had to pronounce every
part of a case proved to their satisfaction.
but they never did or could do so. All a
jury could say was that they founrl a conclusion upon the whole case. Therefore: a
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statement of this kind was misleading, and
went to show that honorable members who
were leading the Committee were shockingly ignorant of the subject they were
talking 3Jbout. He felt terrorized at the
frightful trouble that this Bill would entail
hereafter when it was put into practice as
an Act. Persons would be haled before
the criminal bar whom honorable members
would be shocked' to see there when they
came to understand that, under their delibemte advice and deliberate choice, that
state of things had arisen. It was a matter
of no moment to himself personally. He
was only trying to do his duty as other
honorable members were trying to do
theirs, but he felt there was great danger
in this Bill, and' he would never pass anything into law that had not the sanction of
the Imperial Parliament.
IVIr. W ATT.-That is a very conservative 3Jttitude. Cannot we make our own
laws?
Mr. GAUNSON said we were mere
copyists of the criminal law. Was there one
Act on our statute-book that we had not
copied from English legislation?
Mr. WATT.-The Gaming Act and the
Ballot Act.
·Mr. GAUNSON s.aid the ballot was in~
troduced by a motion bringing it· before
the Imperial Parliament in 1810.
:Mr. WATT.-It was not adopted.
Mr. GAUNSON said the Gaming Act
was as old as the time of Henry VIII.
1\1r. WATT.-The same Gaming Act?
Mr. GAUNSON.-The Gaming Act
now in force was introducedl in the eighth
and ninth years of the reign of Queen Victoria. There was no additional crime in
connexion with gaming put on our statute.
We had had fan-tan, 'but that was because
fan-tan was a cognate part of the familv of
gaming.
.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Do you know that the
Habeas Corpus Act was passed as a joke?
'Mr. GAUNSON said every lawyer knew
that the Habeas Corpus Act was part of
the regeneration of the politics of England,
framed by one of the most famous lawyers
of his time, Sir Edward Coke. It was .a
joke that had ended in taking off Charles
the First's head.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It would have heen
lost if they had not counted ,a. noble lord as
ten.
Mr. GAUNSON said the honor,able
m'ember had been reading Dkkens, where
it was stated that a sleepy Judge wrote
something with a dry pen.
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Mr. WATT.-Do Vall know that the
Church of" England prayer-book is .a
schedule of an Act of Parliament?
Mr. GA UNSON said that did not make
it any worse. The whole religion of England was framed on Acts of Parliament, so
far as the Established Church went. What
did it matter whether it was a schedule to
He
an Act or in the body of an Act?
never expected to hear a grave Minister
of "the Crown, like the honorable member
for Hawthorn, make such an extraordinarily
incorrect stat,ement as he had about
the Habeas Corpus Act being passed as a
joke. He was wClJrning honorable members
now of the dang,er ·they were running into
in passing this ill-considered hasty legislation. If they chose to pass it, the fault
must lie at their door, not at his. He w.as
endeavouring to give honorable members
the benefit of his forty years' experience in
the criminal law, as against the opinions of
lavmen who knew nothing about it.
·Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that he
would ask the Minis.ter if he was going to
put the amendments in, which was practically redrafting the clause?
Would he
agree to recommit the Bill, to let it go
through the Committee? He would prefer
to see the whole of the clauses in print, as
the Minister intended to have them. It
was a difficult Bill, and' if the Minister
would agree to the whole of the clauses
being recommitted after he got his amendments in, .honorable members would be able
to consider the amendments with the Bill.
Mr. MACKEY.-I shall be glad to recommit .a,nv clauses that "any honorable
members wi'sh.
Mr. TOUTCHER said he trusted the
Minister would recommit the Bill.
·Mr. MACKEY.-If desired.
The CHAIRMAN. - By leave, the
Minister desires to v,a.rv somewhat the
amendment as proposed. . The amendment
isJ

Provided that where an agent is not paid by
his principal, but in accordance with the custom
in a particular trade, profession, or calling, reasonable and bonti fide commission is paid by
another person, such person shall not be deemed
corrupt within the meaning of this section.

Mr. TOUTCHER.-Will the Minister recommit the whole of the Bill?
Mr. MACKEY said he had already stated
that any clause or clauses. jncluding the
whole of them that honorable memberg <;lesired to be recommitted, would be recommitted. It might be desired only to recommit
one clause,-in which case on"Iy one would
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be recommitted; but if it was desired to
recommit two or three or all of them, he
would have them recommitted.
Mr. TOUTCHER observed that he
would like to have the whole of the Bill
recommitted. He had not had the advantage of hearing the honorable member define the different amendments, and it was a
very bad precedent for a Bill of this kind,
or for amendments, to go from the Ministry
without any circulation whatever. It was
bad enough for it to come from a member
on the floor of the House, but from a
Minister something different was expected.
Mr. MACKEY.-! proposed these amendments at the request of honorable members.
Mr. TO UTCHER said he admitted that
the honorable member was going as far
as he could to meet certain objections that
were taken, but if the Bill had appeared
the other night, would that deputation have
waited on the honorable member?
Mr. MACKEY.-I told the House before
the deputation everything I was bringing
forward! now, 3J11d I told the deputation
nothing else.
Mr. TOUTCHER said there wa~ no
occasion for such great haste.
Mr. MAcKEY.-There is no haste.
Mr.;J'OUTCHER said that if honorlable memberSI wanted to consider the
amendments they could not do so by the
Minister repeating them. They coul<.! not
get a grasp of the matter in that way, and
he would use his power to prevent the Bill
going through, and to prevent the consideration of any measures unless they had
the Bill with the proposals of the Minister in black and white.
:Mr. MACKEY remarked that the honorable member was under the impression
that he (Mr. Mackey) had said that he
would not recommit any clause. What he
said was that he would recommit any clause
or all the clauses, if any honorable member desired it, and he said so again. The
honorable member was evidently under a
misapprehension.
Mr. BOYD observed that an amendment
had just been proposed by the Minister
with the object of getting over the difficulty of dividing the commission.
The
latter wordg seemed to him to be rather
vague and indefinite, as far as the accomplishment of the purpose intended was
concerned. He did not know whether it
might not be better to' expressly provide for
it by inserting these word51-In cases where agents divide the commission.
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He was now discussing the matter without seeing the amendment in print, but it
occurred to him that the amendment was
with that object, and he thought it "vould
be better to carry out the idea the :Minister
intended to convey by stating in plain Eng-'
lish what was meant. That was that where
an agent was acting for a vendor who paid
commission, he should be entitled to divide
that commission with the agent of the purchaser, who did not pay commission.
Mr. MACKEY said the honorable member was asking too much. He was asking
that one particular occupation should be
protected, but he (Mr. :Mackey) was going
to protect all. He would protect cases of
vendor and purchaser, and any other occupation where the relations were similar.
There would be no difficulty in the honorable member's seeing that this amendment
exactly fitted, because he (Mr. Mackey)
In any case, he
was referring to all.
would be able to bring up any amendment
or any alteration he desired.
Mr. McCUTCHEON said he desired to
bear testimony to the anxiety of the Minister to have a law passed which would protect society, and at the same time protect
honest tradesmen, and he appealed to the
honorable member fQir Stawell not to take
up the position he was taking. He was
satisfied that the Minister was doing the best
he could. He had never see.n any 1'vlinister show such a disposition to get into a
Bill what was right, and omit what was
wrong, and he hoped every honorable member would support the Minister in his object.
Mr. TOUTCHER remarked that he did
not know whether the honorable member
intended to infer that he was trying to
block the honorable gentleman, but he had
no such desire. What he did desire was
to do business, and the, honorable member,
sitting behind the Government, ought to be
equally desirous of having everything done
in a business-like manner. A lot or the
amendments appeared to be very dangerous in their consequence~, and in a question of criminal law he recognised no better
authority than the honorable member representing the Public Officers. The liberty
of the subject was a question that entered
into the consideration Of this Bill, and
honorable members should do as much as
they could to make legislation as clear and
distinct as possible, in order that persons
following certain avocations might not fall
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i'nto a bre.ach, and thereby probably land
themselves in gaol. His own desire was to
carry out the law, and he wished to see
everything clear and straightforward. He
also desired to give every assistance to the
honorable member to put upon the statutebook good and clear laws, in order to stamp
out evil practices that were hurting the communitv : but he desired to do so with his
eyes open, and he said again that when the
Gove,rnment brought down a Bill of this
character without the circulation of any
amendments that had been framed upon the
spur of the moment, that "vas not the way
to do business. This was a maher, not
for the members of this Chamber. It was
for the great public outside. He stood up
for business being done properly, and if
the Government were going to lead the
Hou'se on a question of this kind, it ought
to bring down its business in a businesslike way, and put the facts of the case
clearly before them, so that they could
know exactly the position they were in.
They could not legislate properly without
If
knowing what the amendments were.
the amendments were put into the Bill,
and the Bill recommitted, he would be
perfectly satisfied to allow the Bill to pass
as it was; but he wante'a to see everything
in black and white. He "would not vote
for any measure in the dark.
Mr. McCUTCHEON remarked that he
did not think for one moment that the honorable member for Stawell was obstructing
for the sake of obstructing. He took the
attitude of the Minister to be that in order
to have honor.able members seised of the
whole of the Bill. he would have everything
in black and white.. and he bore testimony
to the desire the Minister had shown to
meet the views of members.
Mr. BENT observed that the honorable
member was not in good form for lecturing.
He forgot that these amendments were suggestions made by honest and intelligent
members of this Chamber. A number of
amendments had come in latel y, and had
been adopted, and the Government would
promise that they would all be printed,
and then brought down, so that each honorable member could consider them. He
had told the honorable member for the
Public Officers that they ",,"ould be glad
to receive amendments from him, because
they knew that, from his great ability and
knmvledge of law, he would be able to give
such information as would make this a perfect measure.
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Mr. MACKINNON said that he would
The House
like to make a suggestion.
would probably have to consider the whole
of this Bill at a later stage, and it would be
better to let the amendments go through,
Then if it
and be printed with the Bill.
w.as thought better to recommit the Bill,
that could be done.
He recognised that
the amendments had come from a source
which was affected by the Bill. At the
s~me time there were !wo side.s to the ~ues
tlon, and he thought It was tIme to take a
stand against these secret commissions. He
had come in contact with this practice in
connexion with other businesses besides the
butter business.
The practice had sunk
deep into the people, and ought to be
The honorable member for
stamped out.
Rodney referred to the practice of trustees
taking tips out of the estates they handled.
That was utterly reprehensible, and should
be stamped out. There was a good deal of
that sort of thing going on, and while it
was not desired to press hardly on honest
traders, they did not wish to have amendments slipped in, which would allow those
practices to go on in the old way. Perhaps
the recommittal of two or three clauses at
a later stage would meet the whole case.
iThe honorable member for Stawell was as
earnest as anybody iln seeing that the law
was properly restricted.
Mr. WATT remarked that the honorable
member for Prahran said he admitted that
these particular amendments were the work
of some honorable members who might be
affected by the incidence of this measure,
and he suggested that in consequence of
that, amendments might be slipped in that
might affect the whole purpose of the
measure.
It was quite true there were
some honorable members of the House
who were agents within the meaning of
this Bill.
He himself wasl one, and the
l10norable member for Prahran would also
be one, acting in a certain capacity.
The honorable member for Rodney was
also an agent within the meaning of the
Bill. That directed attention to the fact
that when this measure was originally introduced, one of the newspapers said that certain opposition \vas to be expected to it,
because there were in the Legislative Assembly a number of men who were intermediaries in commerce, go-betweens, brokers,
and agents, and who might be expected to
fight this Bill right through. If the honorable member for Prahran had any impression ill hiSJ mind to that effect, he was
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entirely wrong. As with :a large number
of honorable members who had spoken on
this Bill, he did not yield to the honorable
member for P,rahran, or anyone else, in his
desire to see di.shonest measures put down,
because honest men always throve when
rogues were harnessed.
Therefore, he
thought the suggestion was entirely unwarranted. They desired to improve the measure, not to get amendments slipped in. On
the contrary, the men who were most
acquainted with the business were the best
advisers as to the necessities of the trade,
and the necessity for preventing certain cor'rupt practices in it. He thought that the
Minister, in his desire to make the measure
as complete as possible, had wisely turned
his ear to those honorable members who had
:shown acquaintance with the matters they
were discussing. He quite agreed that in
ordinary practice the Minister should have
printed the amendments beforehand, but the
circumstances were peculiar. He had accepted suggestions from members who were
competent to advise, and was endeavouring
to make his measure ,as perfect as possible.
If the promise of the Minister to recommit"
the Bill at any stage, when honorable members thought it might be improved upon,
were accepted, he thought there could be
no harm in passing the amendments.
Mr. MACKINNON said he did not mean
for a moment to imply that there was any
desire to slip corrupt amendments through.
All he meant was that some honorable members did not get the full effect of what was
desired in those amendments.
He had
always endeavoured to refer to Bills apart
from the calling, or trade, or profession of
any member of the House, and he thought
it verv undesirable that reference should be
made' to honorable member,s' pe~sonal
affairs, such as he had n06ced since the last
election for the first time. .
Mr. GAUNSON observed that he did not
yield to any honorabl~ members in his detestation of corrupt practices.
What he
asserted was that the law as it stood was
ampl y strong enough to meet every case that
this Bill proposed to provide for. There
was such a thing as conspiracy, and he did
not think that honorable members knew
what the true definition of conspiracy was.
Conspiracy was defined to be· an attempt
to bring about a lawful end by unlawful
means, or to bring about an unlawful end
Did they not know
by lawful means.
that there was the greatest corruption
and the greatest criminality in con-
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nexion with mining?
Did they not knmT
that almost year by year there were wildcat schemes, as they were called, that were
nothing but deliberate frauds and conspiracy
and swindles from beginning to end
The law
to rob unsuspecting innocents?
was strong enough to put that down,
but it was never put in force.
His protest was that this legislation was not required, because the law from the criminal
aspect was strong enough to put these practices down, while it was also quite strong
enough on the civil side.
Suppose an auctioneer, after he had been paid his full commission, not as the result of any compact or
bargain beforehand, but after the business
was all over, and when he need not do it,
said to the trustee, whether a company
or private individual whd had given him the
business, "Here is half my commission
back again."
The trustee could legally
take it.
He was not committing any
crime, but the beneficiary could always sue
the trustee to hand him over that money
which, in the eye of the law, he had received
for the beneficiary.
He utterly spurned
with the greatest contempt the statement of
those honorable members to whom he had
been listening as his guides, philosophers,
and friends, that the criminal law was not
strong enough, and that, therefore, it was
necessary to put this balderdash on the statute-book.
Honorable members would be
absolute fools if they allowed the statutebook to be burdened by this trash. They
had no guides in the old country to lead
them in this respect. The Imperial Legislature was a great guide to him in these
matters. It was a lamp unto his feet. Before he gave his consent to this Bill, he
He did not
would want to understand it.
understand it, nor did he believe one honorable member in the Committee understood
it or the. consequences that would follow
He did not think the honorary
from it.
Minister himself understood it, and he was
perfectly sure the honorable and learned
member for Prahran knew nothing about it.
It was puerile and foolish for a gentleman
who bad no practical experience of the
criminal law to talk' about it.
The Chief
Secretary did know something about the
criminal law, and the practice of this country.
The honorable gentleman was ·a
trifle older than himself.
He remembered
the honorable gentleman practising with his
partner, Mr. O'Brien, ,at the time when
he (Mr. Gaunson) was a little boy going
about Melbourne in knickerbockers. It was
perfectly childish, however, for honorable
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members to be led by the nose as they were
being led to~night by gentlemen who posed
before the Committee as knowing some·
thing. In the name of God, what could
they know?
The amendment, as amended, was agreed
to.
:Mr ... :MACKEY stated that. at the instance of the honorable member for Essep·
don, he had prepared a proviso with regard
to tips and trivial offences. The honorable
member now told him that, in the light of
what he (Mr. Mackey) had said, he thought
this amendment unnecessary. He (Mr. ~lac
key) also thought it unnecessary, and therefore he would not move the amendment.
The clause, as amended, ,,:as agre;;ti to.
Discussion took place on c:lause 3, which
was as follows: .
(I) Any valuable. consideration given or offered to any parent husband wife or child of any
agent or to his partner clerk or employe, or at
the agent's request to any person by any person
having business relations with the principal of
such agent shall be deemed to have been given
or offered to the agent.
(2) rAny valuable consideration received or
solicited by any parent husband wife or child of
any agent or bv his partner clerk or employe
from any person having business relations with
the principal of such agent shall be deemed to
have been received or solicited by the agent,
unless it be proved that the valuable consideration was so received or solicited without the consent knowledge or privity of the agent,

Mr. BOYD said he would suggest that'
the word "corruptly" should be inserted
after the word " consideration" in the first
That amendment was
line of the clause.
necessary to bring the clause into touch with
the other part of the Bill.
Mr. MACKEY said the amendment suggested by the honorable member for Melbourne was wholly unnecessary.
The
clause by itself imposed no criminal offence.
Sub-clau~e (I) simply said that a
valuable consideration, given to certain persons should be deemed to be given to the
agent.
A valuable consideration given to
the agent was not an offence unless it was
corruptly given as defined in clause 2.
Therefore, unless the jury were satisfied
that it was corruptly given to the agent in
substance, with the intent of influencing his
business, it had no effect.
All the honorable member ·aimed at was alreadv accomplished by another clause.
Mr . WATT said he desired to direct the
attention of the Minister to the responsibility cast by this clause on an agent
through the acts of his employes.
Under
certain circumstances, an employer would
be absolutely in the hands of a corrupt
J
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cmploye. An employe might take a bribe
with the object of doing the things that
were forbidden in clause 2 without any
knowledge, consent, or privity on the part
of the agent, his employer, but the agent
could not prove that he had no know,·
ledge of it.
He wished the Minister
to see that an express provIsIon was
inserted in the last two lines of .;ubclause (i) of this clause so that the
test of proof should be defined, or else
the obligation of responsibility for every
act of his employe taken away from the
employer. The offering, of course, \~a~ a
different thing altogether, but the reCeIVIng
was impor'tant. A man might not be in
his office for one day, and the next day he
might find himself faced with a charge that
his employe took a bribe wi~h the object ~f
doi-nO' a corrupt kind of busmess. Even If
the :mployer was in the office, he might not
know about it, but he might not. be able to
prove the absence of his knowledge or consent and therefore there would rest on the
hon~st man a responsibility that he ought
not to be called upon to bear.
Mr. rvIACKEY observed that it must not
be forgotten that the employe, if d1shonest,
was also open to penalty. This provision
came from Lord Russell's Bill. A similar
section was passed by this House-at a time
when he thought the honorable member for
Essendon was a member-in the Insolvency
Act 1897. Section 25 of that" Act said
that no assignee nor trustee should, under
any circumstances, directly or indirectly, nor
his wife, child, partner, agent, clerk,. barrister and solicito:-, or servant, accept from
the insolvent or any barrister and solicito:an y gift or remuneration. A breach of this
section was a m:,sdemeanour. Consequently
in this resoect no new departure was being
made in the law. As regarded the burt hen
of proof, section 40 of the Explosives ~ct
contained a similar orovision. It was qUIte
common in Acts of - Parliament.
Mr. WATT.-A man can prove the issue
of orders, and the using of due diligence, as
required by section 40 of the Explosives
Act, but he cannot easily prove a lack of
knowledge, as required by this clause.
Mr. MACKEY said the accused had,
under the Explosives Act, not only to prove
what was required in this case, but something else as well. Under this clause, not
only must the employer not have been a
party to what was forbidden by the clause,
but "if he was a party, that was not sufficient to convict him, for it had to be shown
that the consideration was corruptly given.
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Mr. WATT.-It may be corrupt, and still
without his know ledge.
Mr. MACKEY said the action could not
be corrupt on the part of the employer
without his knowledge.
If the employer
knew nothing about it, he could not be held
to have corruptly received the consideration.
Mr. WATT remarked that there might
b~ what appeared to be analogous cases in
Imperial statutes, and in our own law; but
still this clause seemed to press harshly
under certain clearly conceivable circumAn employe
stances on the employer.
might do a thing that was expressly forbidden by this Bill, without the knowledge of
his employer, who, however, might not be
able to prove lack of knowledge.
That
was all the clause called upon him to prove.
He would have to admit at once, in such a
case, that the action of his employe was
corrupt, and forb:dden, and punishable.
That might be all that the Minister wi~hed
to put down, but the Minister had put on
the employer a responsibility for his employt?s action, when it was the employe who
should be punished.
1\1r. MAcKEY.-The employe is punished.
Mr. WATT sa:d the employer was punished with him, and the principle of British
justice notwithstanding the satirical remarks
of the' honorable member for the Public
Officers, was that the innocent should not
suffer with the guilty.
Mr. MACKEY.-If the employer is innocent, he can say first of all, "I kn~w
nothing about it," and secondly, "If I dId,
it is not corruot."
Mr. WATT- said he was assuming a corrupt case, where punishment should ~e
awarded.
The question was, to whom It
should be awarded.
Mr. MACKEY.-It is corrupt as regards
the employe, but to convict the agent (the
employer), you must make it corrupt as
regards him also.
Mr. WATT said all the Minister had to
do \vas to assume that there was no proof
that the agent knew it j but to accept the
agent's statement that he d.id not know what
his employe had been domg, would be to
defeat the' object of the Bill, and yet that
was all the statement that he could make
under certain circumstances.
Mr. ELMsLIE.-I,s an employe going to
get himself into gaol j.ust to get ~ven ,~ith
his boss, if he has a gnevance agamst hIm?
Mr . WATT said he did not think that
men who were thoroughly wholesome and
sane would bite' off their noses to spite their
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faces, but he could ~ssume a case of a man
for the benefit of his own pocket doing a
thing when his employer did not know it.
If that was done by a corrupt and dishonest
employe, the burt hen of proof clearly by
this clause rested on the employer, if he was
accused, for he had to prove that the bribe
was received or solicited without his consent or knowledge or privity. How could
he prove tt.at? The difficulty of that proof
must suggest itself to the minds of honorable members.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU would not let
that man go unpunished, simply because
you could not prove his complicity?
Mr. WATT said he would punish the
man who did the corrupt thing. The Minister would see the difficulty in properly
allocating punishment and blame. If the
honorable gentleman was obdurate, then ..
of course, the amendment that he eMr.
Watt) had in his mind could not be obtained, but would the honorable gentleman
take a note of this point, and think out a
possible way of properly allocating punishment in such a case?
Mr. MACKEy.-I shall be very glad to do
so.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said that
to meet the views of the honorable member
for Essendon would destroy the effect of
the Bill altogether.
Mr. MAcKEy.-Hear, hear; completely.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
there would be nothing to prevent those
men who had been found guilty of taking
se2ret commissions in the past, as proved by
the Butter Commission, from engaging
clerks and letting them continue to collect
the commissions. The money might be still
paid over to them, but h would be extremely hard to prove it. If a man in the
employ of another man was not his agent,
who was he?
.
Mr. WATT.-He may do some things as
his agent, 'and some for himself.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said that
if the honorable member's views were met
in this Bill, the practice of taking secret
commissions might be continueci for all time.
Mr. WATT.-How could the principals
escape punishment if the money taken by
the employes went into the business? That
would prove knowledge and privity.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said
there were ways and means of receiving
amounts without entering them up, as the
honorable member knew full well, or
ought to know.
The Bill might as well
be dropped if the honorable member's views
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were embodied in it.
A.ll that these people
would have to do would be to adopt the
practice followed by many newspaper proprietors now.
Thev published libels. and
they had a man whose name was at the bottom of the paper as its publisher.
He
was not responsible for what took place, but
he was there as a whipping boy for the
paper.
Mr. WATT.-YOU would punish a man for
not being able to prove that he did not
know what was going on?
1\1r. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) observed
that he did not believe there was any danger
of an innocent man being punished at all.
If the employer was absolutely innocent, he
would swear to that effect, and he could
do no more.
If no evidence was brought
to prove that he was guilty he would escape,
but if evidence was afterwards disclosed
he might then be prosecuted for perjurv.
The risk of that was the onlv safegua;d
in the Bill.
Mr . WATT· expressed the opinion that
th.e honor~ble rr:ember for Fitzroy had
shghtly mlsconcelved what he wanted in
this matter, although the honorable member
stated the right kind of case.
He did not
want to see a company, or firm, or individual that did agency business, employ
clerks to evade the law and escape punishment altogether.
Mr. J. \\T. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-That is
what they could do.
Mr. WATT said it could not be done.
The employe w1-.o did a corrupt and pun~shable thing would meet his proper punIshment, and that would! stop it if he did
it without the knowledge or privity of the
agent who employed him.
Until it was
proved or not satisfactorily disproved that
the agent had knowledge or privitv of what
the employe had done, that would be allocating the blame, and awarding the punishment to the right individual, and that
was what he wanted to do.
Mr. l"L~cKEY.-I will consider it.
Mr. CARLISLE observed that the honorable member for Essendon had made out
a very good point.
A principal might be
innocent in a case of this. kind, but unable
to prove his innocence, and until he could
prove it, he was bound to suffer.
Would
it not be sufficient to omit the ,vords "it be
proved that"?
Mr. WATT.-Would it not be better to
reverse it, and say, "if it be proved that
the valuable consideration was received
with the consent, &c., of the agent"?
J
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Mr. CARLISLE said his amendment
would not throw the onus of proof upon the
principal.
He would not have to suffer
unless he was proved guilty.
Otherwise
cases might occur where he could not prove
his innocence, and would have to suffer
even though he was innocent.
Mr. GAUNSON stated that the discussion impressed still more firmly on his mind
the extraordinary character of this legislation.
As
a practical
illustration
of what was meant by saying that
the burden of proof should lie on
the accused,
he recollected defending an unfortunate fellow for murder.
The man had simply cut his wifu's throat,
which to him appeared a very proper proceeding. He (Mr. Gaunson) put forward
the theory that the accused was· not responsible for his actions, that he had on
previous occasions tried to commit suicide,
and that, his children dying at a very early
age, it seemed to the man that the finger of
God was upon him in a peculiarly marked
manner. He would never forget Mr. J ustice Williams insisting that the burthen lay
upon the prisoner to prove to the satisfaction of the jury that he w;as not responsible
for his actions. No question could arise
as to the killing being the act of the man
in the dock, and the result of this charge
to the jury was that the man was convicted.
His subsequent reading confirmed his opinion that the Judge's notion of the law was
mad wrong.
The unfortunate prisoner
would have been hanged had he (Mr.
Gaunson) not seen the then Attorney-General, Mr. Isaacs, and drawn his· attention to
a petition that had come in about the case,
and asked that the Government medical
officers should examine the prisoner. This
was done, and the medical men at once pronounced the man insane, so that he was
Sir Michael Foster, an old
not hanged.
Crown lawyer, that very few men had
ever read, stated the question as to the
burthen of proof beautifully. He stated
that, wherever it was proved, it did not
matter how it came about, whether in the
evidence for the prosecution, or no matter
how, so long as it was in proof, it was sufficient.
Mr. MAcKEY.-Hear, hear!
Mr. GAUNSON said then what did the
honorable gentleman mean by saying that
the burthen of proof should lie on the acThe other night the horlOl.'able
cused ?
gentleman talked about excrescences on the
law, and quoted a ruling by Mr. Justice
Hodges that after six months had elapsed
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since property was stolen, a man could not
be put on his trial, charged with having that
stolen property in his possession, and told
that the burt hen was on him to show that
he came by it lawfully.
He thought the
Judge took an incorrect view in that case,
but, unfortunately, a great deal of our law
was Judge-made law. In all cases, with the
one exception of the possession of stolen
property-he did not know that when properly investigated even that would be found
to be an exception to the rule-it was a
case with the Crown of alleging and
proving.
The Crown must both allege the
crime and prove it, and if it failed to establish to the satisfaction of the jury that
the person charged committed the identical crime alleged· against him, the duty of
the jury was to say, "Not guilty." Whenever they were left in a state of reasonable
doubt, they must say, " Not guilty." Thf.y
could only act on satisfactory evidence. If
there was no evidence to prove the charge,
of course the jury would acquit.
What
else could they do as ho.nest jurors?
Mr. WATT.-What a time we should
have if the Crimes Act came up for revision, and you were here.
1\1r. GAUNSON said honorable members
did not know how criminal justice w.as
administered in this countrv. He would
shock them if he tol d them some of
the stories. The Crimes Act in the old
OOIuntry was under a Royal Commission
of seven of the greatest lawyers in England, and they did not agree even upon
The criminal
the definitions of crimes.
law of England had been the slow growth
of centuries. The Roman law was drawn
upon, and the Romans drew upon the Grecian law. No doubt the Israelites, bloody
and barbarous people as the Jews really
were in the old days, drew upon surrounding nations for their laws. The law that
was being administered to-day was the
growth of centuries, and of eons of years.
Mr. CARLISLE.-You would want to introduce amendments into Genesis if you
got a chance.
.
Mr. GAUNSON said when Moses came
down from the Mount he was not very
pleased with the conduct of the Jews, and
smashed his precious tablets of stone. Moses
was no fool. He prayed the Lord to give
him an orator, for, said he, " I am no
man of speech."
The CHAIR MAN.-Order ! Will the
honorable member explain to me where the
subject to which he is now referring is
dealt with in clause 3?
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Mr. GAUNSON said he was only repI ying to what he thought was a thoughtful interjection by the honorable member
for Benalla.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Did you live in the age
of Moses?
Mr. GAUNSON said he had lived in all
the ages. It was said that when Machiavelli was not in office, being poor and in
ill circumstances, every night, after having been at the inn and learnt all the news
he could from travellers, he would retire to
his library, and there, in his most gorgeous
raiment, would hold converse with the
mighty dead. The scholar was a contemporary of all time. He lived with Moses,
and helped to understand his laws. We
should do well if we had some more of the
laws of Moses on our statute-book regarding the subject of pen910gy, of which the
honorable member for Essendon spoke.
The honorable member had pointed out
the case of the innocent master. He would
give an illustration. The Chief Secretary
He (Mr.
might remember the case.
Gaunson) was for the aggrieved party:
and the Chief Secretary was for the
jeweller in Melbourne who was accus(~ct.
A chain was sold as oontaining 18
carats
that
only
contained
nine.
In that case. the ~hopman had sold the
article. No doubt he had done that in the
ordinary course of trade and of his employment. No question could arise about
that, and there was no doubt that it was
not for his personal benefit, but for his
master's behoof. If one took the criminal
law and prosecuted for obtaining moneybv falsely pretending that that was an
J 8-carat article, \"hen it wa.s onl v half
that, who could under the circumsta;,ces be
prosecuted? The man who sold the article, not the master. There was an illustration. Perhaps the law ought to extend
to the master.
.
l\Jr. WATT.-If he takes the profit.
flir. GAUNSON said that the Bill would
not touch the master in a case like that.
Mr. WATT.-You said YOU would wait
until it was Drinted.
"
Mr. GAUNSON said that he would like
to know how he could wait when he had
listened to such balderdash as had been
spoken in the Chamber?
:Mr. BENT.-You said the Chief Secretary knew something about law. It will
come before him.
Mr. GAUNSON said he would like to
know whether the Chief SecretarY believed
ia this thing, ~vhich he wou~d call n).uck?
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He (Mr. Gaunson) would not believe the
Chief Secretary if he said so, because the
honorable gentleman would only say that
so as to be courteous to his colle.agues. For
one case that occurred here, there were a
hundred or a thousand cases in London
every day. How was it that the greatest
House of Legislature on the face of this
earth, the British House of Commons, had
never passed such an Act as this? The
honorary Minister was tacking on a little
invention of his own. He would tell the
honorable gentleman that, lock, stock, and
barrel, this was an utterly damnable,
worthless, farcical measure.
The clause was agreed to.
'On clause 4, providing that glvmg to an
agent a false or misleading receipt or account was a misdeameanour,
Mr. MACKEY said that the clause
read-" If \vith intent to deceive the princip.al any person gives to any agent,. or if
any agent receives or uses any receipt."
He begged 'LO move-That the first part of the clause be amended to
read as follows :---:-" If with intent to deceive the
principal, any person gives to any agent, or any
agent receives or uses or gives to the principal
any receipt."

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
Discussion took place on clause 5, which
was a.s fallows:(I) 'Vhenever any advice is given by one person
to another, and such advice is in any way likely
or intended to induce or influence the person
advised(a) to enter into a contract with any third
person; or
(b) to appoint or join with another in appointing or to vote for or to aid in obtaining the election or appointment, or to authorize or join with another in authorizing
the appointment of anv third person as
trustee•
and any valuable consideration is given by suc)t
third person to the person giving the advice
without the assent of the person advised, the gift
or receipt of the valuable consideration shall be
a misdemeanour.
(2) Any offer or solicitation of a valuable consideration in respect of any advice given or to
be given by one person to another with a view to
induce or influence the person advised(a) to enter into a contract with the person
offering or solicited; or
(b) to appoint or join with another in appointing or to vote for or to aid in obtaining
the election or appointment, or to authorize
or jo,in with another in authori~ing the
appointment of the person offering or
solicited as trusteeand with the intent that the gift or receipt of
such valuable consideration is not to be made
known to the person advised, shall be a misdemeanour.
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Mr. WATT said that there seemed to
be something missing from this clause. It
w.as provided here that whenever any advice was given by one person to another"
and such advice was in any way likely or
intended to induce or influence the person
advised to enter into a contract with any
third person, it should be a misdemeanour.
Surely the words" with the object of contravening the provisions of this Act"
should be inserted in this clause.
Mr. MACKEY said that, largely in consequence of the observations of the honorable member for Essendon, on the second
reading of the Bill, he had prepared an
amendment, to be inserted at the end of
the first sub-clause, to meet what the honorable member suggested. He, however,
had an amendment to make in an earlier
part of the clause. He begged to moveThat the w,ords "likely or" (lines
omitted.

2

and 3) be

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MACKEY movedThat the following words be added at the end
of the ·first sub-clause :-" But this section shall
not apply when the person giving the advice was,
to the knowledge of the pers'on advised, the agent
of such third person, or when the valuable consideration was not given in respect of such advice, or when the advice given was not influenced
by any such valuable consideration, or by the
promise or expectation thereof."

Mr. WATT remarked that he agreed
that the Minister intended to provide for
the case which he (Mr. Watt) had mentioned.
Mr. MACKEY.-What case was that?
Mr. WATT said that the case he had
put was one in which he would suppose the
Premier advised his colleague, the Minister
of Mines, to seek the advice of the honorable member for the Public Officers to defend him in a prosecution, the advice being
given with the object of bringing business
to a particular man. It would not be done
corruptly, but subsequently a reward might
be given to the advisor as a general
gratuity.
Mr. MACKEY. - This amendment would
meet that case.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. GRAY remarked that very few honorable members had any idea how farreaching this Bill would be. It struck him
that when it got into operation it would be
a surprise to many members of the commercial community. It was here provided that
whenever any advice was given by one person to another, and such advice was in any
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way likely or intended to induce or influence a person advised to enter into a contract with any third person, that was to be
a misdemeanour. He would take the case
of an insurance company. Suppose a fire
occurred in the country. The first step
to be taken was for the person insured to
make a claim on the company. The company would consider the claim, and if it
was a small one, it would send its agent to
settle it the best way possible. Perhaps.
the claimant would be advised by the agent
to accept so much' money in satisfaction
of his demands, and if the agent, was successful in cutting down the claim, say, from
£200 Ito £150, the insurance company
~vould probably give him some small payment.
l\1[r. MACKEY said that the Bill would
not apply to such a case as that. The
clause was meant to be a duplicate of Lord
Russell's. To make assurance doubly sure,
he had worded his last amendment to read,
" This section shall not apply when the person giving advice was, to the knowledge of
the person advised, the agent of the third
person. "
Mr. PRENDERGAST observed that if
one went to a solicitor and asked him for a
lawyer's advice,' and he gave him a lawyer's
advice, but had previously declared that he
was not a lawyer, would that solicitor be
liable to a penalty?
Mr. GAUNSON said that he (Mr. Gaunson) had never presumed\ to call hiniself a
lawyer, because that was a term very few
had a right to aspire to. He did not know
o~ any lawyer in the Chamber. Very few or
the Judges on the Bench were lawyeIis" in
his opinion. It was impossible for the hOlnorable member for :.North Melbourne to
It was true that the honavoid posing.
orable member never imposed on anybody.
The honorable member knew as much about
this measure as his (Mr. Gaunson's) tro'..!sers.
He would like the honorable member to
give his idea as to how this measure would
work out. The honorable member sat at the
table, and if he only kept silence, people
would think what a really clever fellow
he was.
The honorable member never got
up and opened his mouth without putting
his feet, body, and all, into it.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to,
as was also clause 6.
Discussion took place on clause 7, which
provided, inter alia, that "any person who
knowingly aids, abets, counsels, or procures" offences within or outside Victoria,
should be guilty of a mispeameanour.
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Mr. MACKEY movedThat after the words "any person who," the
words "being within Victoria" be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. THOMSON stated that he understood the honorable member for Glenelg
had an amendment to move, so as to provide that all the offences should be dealt
with.
Mr. MACKEY said that the honorable
member for Glenelg had an amendment to
submit which dealt with a disabilitv, but
The honorable member
nof an offence.
had consulted him (1\1r. Mackey), and it
was agreed that the proper place to insert
that amendment was in another part of the
Bill where offences were dealt with.
Mr. THO~1S0N said that he would suppose a case where a solicitor was also a
trustee.,
Would the solicitor, under such
circumstances, be able to carry out law
duties in connexion with the estate?
Mr. MACKEY remarked that this clause
did not deal with that matter.
This dealt
with the case of a person who was a trustee
or executor, or was entitled to be made one,
and who bargained with another person by
sa ying, "I will hand my appointment over
to you if you will make it worth while."
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
On clause 8, which was as follows:Any director, manager, or officer of a company, or any person acting for another who takes
part in, or is in any way privy to doing, or who
attempts to do, any act or thing without authority,
which, if authorized, would be in contravention of
any of the provisions of this Act shall be guilty
of a misdemeanour,

Mr. GRAY said that he would suggest
that after the words "another who" the
word
knowingly" be inserted. A man
might do the thing innocently.
A guilty
knowledge should be shown.
Mr. MACKEY remarked that he would
accept the suggestion.
He begged to
moveC(

That the word "knowingly" be inserted after
the words "another who."

The amendment was agreed to, 'and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
Discussion took place on clause 9, which
was as follows:Any person on conviction of a misdemeanour
under any of the provisions of this Act sha11(a) be liable, if a corporation, to a penalty
not exceeding Five hundred pounds, and
if any other person to be imprisoned
for any period not exceeding two years,
with or without hard labour, or to pay a
penalty not exceeding Five hundred
pounds, or imprisonment and penalty as
aforesaid; and
Session 1905.-[36]

(0) in addition, be liable to be ordered to
pay to such person, and in such manner
as the court directs, the amount or value,
according to the estimation of the court,
of any valuable consideration received
or given by him, or any part thereof, and
such order shall be enforceable in the
same l11anner as judgment of the court.

NIr. PRENDERGAST said he desired
to know whether the definition used in this
clause was clear. Was a person who was
in a corporation as liable to imprisonment
as a person who was not?
NIr. MAcKEy.-Undoubtedly.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that the
clause seemed to exclude people who were
in a corporation from any other punishment than a fine.
Mr. :MACKEY observed that a i corporation was a.n abstract entity. The directors
and shareholders were members of the corporation, but the corporation itself was an
abstract thing.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Whv say cc any
other person"?
,/
Mr. MACKEY said the Acts Interpretation Act defined "a person" to ind ude
a corporatio.n.
'
Mr. COLECHIN.-Does not a corporation
include the whole of the members?
Mr. MACKEY said that it did not.
What the Bill proposed was that if this of
fence was committed by the authority of
the corporation, then the corporation itself should be punished in the first place,
and every director and officer was by clause
7 made liable to imprisonment or fine, or
both.
Mr. GAUNSON observed that he was
astonished that the honprary Minister
should explain such things to the honorable member for North Melbourne. It
was like carrying coals to Newcastle. However, he (Mr. Gaunson) thought that the
language of this clause might be improved.
He would ask the honorary Minister whether he thought the punishments provided
in this clause were gentle enough for an
innocent person, who unwittingly and unintentionally got within the peril of the
law? In the opening scene of Romeo and
Juliet the respective retainers of the houses
of Montague and Capulet met, and one
fellow said to the other, "Do you bite
your thumb at me?" The other fellow
said cautiously, "I bite mv thumb." "But
do you bite your thumb at me?" the first
again asked, and the other replied, "I bite
my thumb." The first said, "I wish I
knew the law; I would be at him." This
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clause reminded one very much of the celebrated old American Judge.
Mr. BENT.-Keep to Shakspeare.
Mr. GAUNSON said that he noticed the
honorable gentleman recently said, "Fie,
fie."
That was in TIlle Tlaming of the
Shrew. The old American Judge used to
say to his clerk beneath him, " Billy Harris, do you know the law?"
If the clerk
said, "No, I ao not," then the Judge
would say, "Then we will reserve nhis
point." That was safe. Here the Chamber, aided by the immense practical knowledge of the honorable member for Prahran, was going on beautifully in passing
this Bill under the absolutely wrong notion that the law as it stood was insufficient to punish the matters dealt with in
the Bill.
The clause was agreed to, with a verbal amendment.
On clause 10, providing that the Court
should have power to postpone judgment
after conviction,
Mr. MACKEY said that he would ask
honorable members to strike out this clause,
and to accept a new clause in its place upon
trust until they had seen it in print.
The clause was omitted.
Mr. MACKEY proposed the following
new cl ause : Upon the trial of a person for any offenc~
under this Act, if it appears to the Court that the
offence charged is in the particular case of a
trifling or merely technical nature, or that in the
particular circumstances it is inexpedient to proceed to a conviction, the Court may, on the application of the accused, withdraw the case from
the jury, and this shall have the same force and
effect as if the jury had returned a verdic~ of
not guilty, except that the Court may, if it think
fit, make the order mentioned in the last preceding section.

The new clause was agreed to.
On clause 11, providing for the protection of a witness giving answers incriminating himself,
Mr. MACKEY called attention to paragraph (b), which was as follows:(b) an answer by a person to a question put
by or before the court or justice in any proceeding under this (Act shall not, except in the case of
any criminal proceedings for perjury in respect
of such evidence, be in any proceeding, civil or
criminal, admissible in evidence against him.

He movedThat after the word "except," the following
words be inserted :-" in the said proceeding or.»

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed, as were
also clauses I 2 and 13.

Prohibit'ion Hill.

Discussion took place on clause 14, which
was as follows : For the purposes of this Act, where it is shown
that any vailuabteO'onsideration has been ~e
ceivea or solicited bv an agent from, or given, or
offered to an agent by any person having busines'3
relations with the principal without tIe assent of
the principal, the burden of proving that such
valuable consideration was not received, solicited,
given, or offered, in contravention of any of the
provisions' of this Act shall be on the accused.

Mr. :MKCKEY said that, acting upon a
suggestion of the honorable member for
St. Kilda, he begged to moveThat the word "shown" be omitted, and the
word "proved" inserted in lieu thereof.

Mr. BOYD remarked that he must take
a stand here with regard to the burden of
proof being on the accused.
Mr. MAcKEY.-Let it stand over to a
later stage, and we will recommit it.
Mr. GAUNSON said that he would like
to know what would be the use' of this
clause if the provision with regard to the
burden of proof was struck out?
Mr. BOYD.-The Minister has promised
to reconsider that.
Mr. MACKEY.-Not to reconsider; to recommit.
Mr. GAUNSON observed that the Minister should consider whether it was necessary to have this clause at all. He (Mr.
Gaunson) must certainlY hold with the honorable member for Melbourne. He thought
this was an abomination. He thought it
A more monwas Sodom and Gomorrah.
strous suggestion was never made.
1\1r. BO YD said he misunderstood the
promise made bv the honorarv Minister.
He understood the honorable gentleman to
saY' that he would reconsider the clause in
"iew of the objection taken to the burden of
proof being put on the accused. The s'Uggestion he (Mr. Boyd) made was that the
burden of proof should be on the accuser.
~Jr.MACKINNON,-You might as well
do away with the Bill altogether.
~.rr. BOYD said he agreed with the
views expressed b" the honorable member
for the Public Officers.
It might be all
ver\' well for theorists like the honorable
me~ber for Prahran to speak as he had
done, as he wanted to drag into the meshes
of the law ,a.s manv as he could.
l\Jr. MACKEY "remarked that the Premier was anxious to get on with another
measure before half-past ten arrived. If
the Committee would allow the next two
or three clauses to go through, clause 14
could be recommitted.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.

Prohibition Bill.
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MI. MACKEY called attention to subclause (2), which was as follows:-

Every information for any offence under this
, Act shall be upon oath.

The word "principal" shall include a corporation or other person for or on behalf of whom
the agent acts, has acted, or is desirous or intending to act.

Discussion took place on
which was as follows :--

clause

Mr. GAUNSOK said he would like to
know what difference it made whether the He moved-information was upon oath or not? A preThat the words" whether as principal or agent"
sentment was not on oa.th.
be inserted after the word" person."
}1r. MAcKEy.-That is so.
"J[r. WATT said he would like to know
MI. GAUNSON said he understood that
the exact effect of this amendment?
a prosecution was not to be allowed except
~1r. MACKEY said the object was to
with the sanction of the Law Officers of the
declare. whether in carrying on business it
Crown.
was the principal or the agent.
~1r. MAcKEy.-That is so.
The amendment was agreed to.
MI. MACKINNON said he had heard
MI. MACKEY called attention to subit suggested by some of the commercial clause (10), whi'ch was as follows:gentlemen, that the honorable member for
The words "person having business relations
Melbourne had taken so completely underr with
the principal" shall include every corporahi~ control, that it would be a good thing tion or other person carrying on, or having carried
to limit the time during which proceedings on, or desirous or intending to carry' on, any necould be taken. It would be desirable to gotiation or business with, or engaged, or having
been engaged, or desirous or intending to be enfix a period of a year or two after which gaged in the performance of any contract with, or
no prosecution could be taken.
in the execution of any work or business for, or
Jlr. GAuNsoN.-There is a shorter time in the supply of any goods or chattels to, any
principal or agent knowing him to be an agent.
for offences against girls under age.
He movedl\1r. ~([ACKINNON said he was not so
That the worels "or agent knowing him to
familiar with such offences as the honorable be an agent" be omitted, with the view of inmember was. This matter was mentioned serting the words "and shall also include any
to him by a lea,ding business man yester- agent of such corporation or other person."
day. It was only fair that charges should
The amendment was agreed to.
not be held over people indefinitely. He
"MI. MACKEY called attention to subwould be glad to help the 'Minister to draft clause (12), which was as follows:a clause to meet the matter.
The words "advice given," and words to the
The clause was agreed to.
like effect shall include every report, certificate,
Discussion took place on clause 16 (In- statement, and suggestion intended to influence
the person to whom the same may be made or
terpretations ).
given, and every stipulation, requirement, or con~1r. MACKEY called attention to subdition as to the use of the goods of any third
person, or otherwise, and every influence exerclause (I), which was as follows:The word
agent" shall include any corporation or other person acting, or having been acting,
or desirous or intending to act, for or on behalf
of any corporation or other person, ~hether as
agent, clerk, servant, employe, banker, broker,
auctioneer, architect,. clerk of works, engineer,
solicitor, surveyor, buyer, salesman, foreman,
trustee, executor, administrator, liquidator, trustee in an insolvency, or in li!!,uidation, or of a
deed of arrangement, as defined in the Insolvency Acts, receiver, director, manager, or other
officer or member of committee or governing
body of any corporation, club, partnership, or association, or in any other capacity, either alone
or jointly with any other person, and whether in
his own name or in the name of his principal, or
otherwise, and a person serving under the Crown
is an agent within the meaning of this Act.

cised by one person over another.

C(

He movedThat the words "and every stipulation, requirement, or condition as to the use of the goods
of any third person, or otherwise" be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
MI. MACKEY proposed the following
new clause:A prosecution for an offence under this Act
shall not be instituted without the consent of the
rAttorney-General.

The new clause was ,agreed to.
Mr. j\~[ACKEY said that the honorable
member for Prahra.n, during the secondHe moved-reading debate on the Bill, made the sugThat the words "barrister and" be inserted gestion to him privately th.at he had made
after the word "engineer" (line 6).
to the Committee to-night, namely, that
there should be a time limit. He ("J1r.
The amendment was agreed to.
C~6]-2
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:Mackey) had accepted that suggestion: and
he therefore proposed the following new
clause : No prosecution for an offence against this Act
shall be commenced after a period of two years
next after the period of the commission of the
offence, 'or one year after' thl~ first discovery
thereof by the principal, whichever expiration
first happens.
~Ir. GAUNSON said that the proposal
just made \vas the most monstrous one ever
made. For most grievous offences a time
limit of only three months was imposed, yet
it was proposed by this clause to mak~ the
limit two years in one case, and alternat;vely
one year after the know ledge of the supposed offence came ,to the princi pal.
The
principal had the knowledge brought home
to him and he was at liberty to suspend
that sc~rpion over the head of the poor offending citizen, whoever he might be.
It
might be ,a case of black-mailing. Th~ t,ime
limit proposed was monstrous.
Cnmmal
legislation of this character should be calmly
debated. ,Whoever in any statute whatever
read such a lengthy statement of definitions
as appeared at the tail of this Bill ?
~lr. MACKINNoN.-In English Bills they
are invariablv at the end.
Mr. GAUNSON said he was not talking
about English Bills, but about our own
Bills. He was afraid the Committee were
putting their foot into it in a desperate wa~'.
He had followed the fortunes of thIs
Chamber for more than forty years, for he
used to attend in the days when Gavan
Duff\' was speaking, but" he never knew"
such"- an outrageous proposal to be made
before.
~Ir. WATT said that if what the last
speaker had stated was true, then the ~ro
posal was unwise. There should be a tlme
limit, but if the time limit for the most
serious sexual crimes was for only three or
six months, the limit should not be made
greater in this case. .w~Y sh~uld a man
have twelve months wlth111 whIch to commence an action?
Mr. EWEN CAIVIERON (Glcnelg).-It might
t.a.ke years to discover the offence.
M;. WATT said that if the principal
kne\v of the offence, why should he be allowed twelve months within which to br:ng
a prosecution? A certain time must be
allowed to convince the Attorney-General
that the information on oath practically
constituted! a prima facie case. Why should
twelve months be allowed after the offence
had been committed?

Prohibit'ion Bill.

Mr. MACKINNON.-It is a quest:,on of
law and not of what is convenient.
1\1r. WATT said it was not a question of
law, but it was a question as to whether
such a limit as was proposed did not run
counter to a guiding principle in our criminal law. There were certain guiding principles that had operated in British Parliaments for generations.
Mr. GAUNSON said that, by section 7
of Act No. 1231, no prosecution could be
commenced for an offence against a girl of
or above the age of twelve years more
than twelve months after the commission of
the offence. In this case it was proposed
to make the limit two years. He begged
to move~
That the words "six months" be inserted in
lieu of the words "one year."

Mr. MACKEY remarked that if this Bill
had become law five years ago, most of the
offences' disclosed by the inqu~ry of the
Butter Commission would go unscathed, because thev were found out more than two
years after thev occurred.
Did the
"honorable membe; for the Public Officers
mean to tsay that because an .offence was
disclosed twelve months after It was committed, there s'hould be no prosecution?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-How do you treat burglars?
Mr.MACKEY said there was no
time limit in that case.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-What is the difference?
Mr. MACKEY said there was very little
difference.
The amendment was agreed to.
The new clause, as amended, was agreed
to.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that !he
Committee had stretched a point in allowmg
the Bill to go through in its present form.
It should have been withdrawn, and reintruriuced in the amended form. He would
surraest
that the Bill be recommitted, withbb
out respect to any clause.
The Bm was reported with amendments.
MALVERN LOAN BILL.
On the Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill,
The SPEAKER said: I have read this
Bill, and I regard it as a private Bill.
Mr. BENT movedThat the Bill be treated as a public Bil L

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN moved the ~eco~d
reading of the Bill. He said: Th:s BIll

Petitions.

Su?plus Revenue Bill

simply deals \vith the sum of £1,4°5 7s.
8d., which is the unexpended balance of a
£25,000 loan raised some little 6me ago
by the municipality of Malvern. It was
originally intended to spend the unexpended
balance, as set out in the first schedule, but
it has been found since that it was not necessary to expend the money in that manner,
and the council wish to devote it to the
construction of works set out in the second
schedule. If honorable members \\"ill look
at sub-clause (2) of clause 3 they will see
that the consent of debenture-holders is
necessary before anything can be done.
That consent is already in hand.
I am
quite sure that the Bilt" is entirely in order
in every way.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-Has the council of Mal vern come to a unanimous agreement on the subject?
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-Yes.
Mr. PREXDERGAST.-I know that it
is sometimes necessarv to alter the schedules
of Municipal Loan Acts in consequence of
changes of population, or for other reasons.
Tt.is is especially the case \yith councils
who do not desire to borrow more money.
~he motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second 6me,
and was afterwards passed through its remaining stages.
The House adjourned at thirty-two
minutes past ten o'clock.
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The PRESIDENT took the chair at nine
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
PETITIONS.
Petitions, praying that the House would
order that no excursion trains should be
run on the Victorian railways on Sundays,
were presented, by the Hon. J. M. DAVIES,
from residents of Parkville and Royal
Park, and £rom officers of the Salvation'
Army, Melbourne; by the Hon. J. BALFOUR, from residents of Kew; and by the
Han. T. LUXTON, from residents of Windsor.
MALVERN LOAN BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Han. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first
time.
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SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
The. Han. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill, which he said
dealt with the greater part 9£ the surplus
revenue of the financial year ending 30th
June, 1905, and also amended an existing
Act. Some honorable members would, perhaps, contend that the surplus ought -not
to be dealt with as provided for in this
Bill, but that the whole of the surplus
money should be used for paying off debts.
He desired to show what had been done in
that direction. He had a return with reference to the loans raised, expended, and redeemed from 1St July, 1902, to 30th June,
1905. He believed that apart from that,
some money was paid out of revenue towards the unfunded debts, but he had not
In the
particulars of those payments.
year 1902-3, the sum of £738,974 was borrowed for certain public works.
The
Railways had £369,623, Waterworks
£175,3 13, Public Works £152,758, and
other works £41,280. That money was all
used for purposes for which money might
legitimately be borrowed, but, of cour'se, the
public debt was increased by that total of
..£738,974. In that same year, there was
paid off the public debt £239,686, and he
understood that nearly the whole of that
sum was provided out of revenue.
That
was a very considerable amount to pa~ off
our indebtedness. Then in the year 1903-4.
the total borrowings amounted to £405,660,
of which the Railways had £182,559,
Waterworks £U5,24I, Puhlic 'Vorks
£57,010, Closer Settlement £4,850, and
other works £46,000. In that year there
was paid off the capital of the borrowed
debt £255,958.
Last year, 1904-5', the
total amount borrO\ved was £170,282,
which was comparatively a verv small sum.
Of that, Waterworks had £94,621, Public
Works £21,087, and other works £54,574.
The funded public debt on the 30th June,
19°4, stood at £51,819,962. During that
year that amount was increased, under the
Conversion Acts I560 and 1847, by £4,216,
and by sales of stock and debentures by
£170,282, making a total increase of
£IZ4,498, leaving the public funded debt
then at £51,994,460. That was decreased
by the Redemption of Bonds Act 1451 by
£25,000, by Redemption of Bonds Act
1795 by £25,000, by the Redemption of
Stock Act 146.8 by £32,058, by Redemption of Stock Act 1552 by £5,7°5, by Redemption of Stock Act 1560 by £31,367,
by Redemption of Stock Act 156o by
£62,795, by Redemption of Stock Acts
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1602 and 1749 by £7,525,' by Redemption therefore, a wise policy to keep the estiof Debentures Act I7 53 by £4°,000. mate.d expenditure well within limits, and
That made a tot·al of £229,45°, leaving provlde only for the expenditure of money
the public funded debt on the 30th June, that would come within that vear. It was
1905, £51,765,010, showing a reduction necessary, in doing that, to c~t out a great
during the year on that debt of £54,95 2. many items that ought to be provided for
He thought that was the first period in the if there were sufficient money, but which it
history of borrowings that the public funded was not wise to provide for if suah proVision
debt was less at the end of the year than were doubtful. So, if there was a surplus
it was at the beginning.
Of the above at the end of the year, items which would
amounts, reducing the funded debt, the have been put in the Estimates of expendiundermentioned redemptions were paid from ture, if it had been foreseen there would
revenue : be that surplus, were included, and ParliaRedemption of Bonds (Acts 1451 and
ment was asked to pass them. In addition
=495)
£5 0 ,000 to this large sum of £405,000, if honorable
Redemption of Stock (Act 1468)
£32,058
Redemption of Stock (Act 1560)
£31,684 members would look at the Bill, they would
Redemption of Debentures (Act 1753) £40,000 s~ there was a very large amount of money
bemg used in that way, which, if not so
So that of the amount of £229,45° paid used, would have to be borrowed.
If a
off, £153,742 was paid out of revenue. ~an owed £5,'000 on favorable terms, and
Then, in addition to that, there was the If he pa'id that off, he would have to borrow
unfunded debt reduced during last year by another £5,000, perhaps less favorably.
the Land Sales by Auction Fund going into W'hy should he pay that off, and borro\v
There again? Suppose the whole of this surplus
the Redemption Fund, £29,683'
was paid to the Savings Bank Com- were used in paying off the existing debt,
missioners out of the surplus revenue the Trea.surer would immediately have to
of 1903-4, £50,000.
The Bill was go upon the market to borrow the money for
passed in that year, but the money certain items mentioned in the schedule.
was paid during this year. In the present
In his opinion, that would be a very unSurplus Revenue Bill there was provision
wise.
and. foolish proceeding. Taking the
for paying off to the Trust Fund trustees,
last~ Item ll1 the schedule, Railway Depart£147,000. Those three amounts came to ment, £133,000, the whole of that was
£226,683, making a total of £380,425 expenditure that might have been incurred
paid this year out of revenue, with £50,000 legitimately with borrowed money. It was
pard out of the revenue of last year. To
all to provide works for which money
this should be added the amounts paid into
was always borrowed, and also to make up
the Victorian Loan Fund, which had not
deficiencies in certain funds, which deficienyet been realized, £25,424, making a total
cies had existed for a great many years.
of £405,849, or, taking off the £50,000,
Thus, under the Water Supply Depart£355,849 had been paid off the funded
ment,
there was a number of items, loans
and unfunded debt during the present year.
to
various
bodies. Under the Department
He thought that was a splendid thing to
of
Mines
there
was a sum of £5,000 as a
do, and .as much as any year could be exloan;
and
under
t~e Department of Lands
pected' to contribute towards the reduction
of the public debt. It would probably be and Survey, there was an amount of
asked why were a Jot of those items pro- £18,250. Those were all items for which
In
yided for out of the surplus. Why should borrowed money might be used.
all the money go to payoff those debts? the Public Works Department, there was an
The answer was that it was the policy of item of £14,000, "For the improvement
the Treasurer, in framing Estimates for the .and purchase of land at Elwood Swamp."
year, to be very careful that there should All that money would come back again.
be no deficiency at the end of the year. All the amounts of that character which the
In the past there had been many occasions Bill provided for, which properly came out
when there was a deficiency, because it of revenue, would otherwise have to be
was impossible for any Treasurer to be able borrowed. He thought that quite sufficient
to foretell what his revenue would be. It had been done in one year in paying off
depended upon so many unknown things, loans in the application of that £35 0 ,000,
such as favorable seasons, the amount re- plus all those other sums. He was not
ceived from the Commonwealth Treasurer, going into the details of any items, because
and other things.
It seemed to him, that was work for the Committee, and he
Hon.

1. M. Davt'es.
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thought it would f;:tcilitate business greatly
jf honorable members would confine their
remarks to a general discussion of the Bill,
and not go into details of the schedule,
because all those details could be thorough I y
discussed when the particular items came
under review.
The Hon. D. :MELVILLE observed that
the manner in which the Attorney-General
had anticipated the possibility of objections
seemed to indicate that a Bill of this nature
should be taken into consideration by the
House in a v~ry serious manner indeed.
• The honorable member last year was congratulated by: the House on there being an
end to deficits-that long journey of deficits
that looked as if it would never end-and
now he came up with a Bill dividing the
surplus. This thing, as it was a new departure, brought to mind many important
matters that hinged on Bills of this sort.
Thev heard of them three months before
the/ arrived. They floated about as a great
flag to tell honorable members jn another
place that if they behaved themselves right
up to the mark, a large amount of money
would be forthcoming. He had in his mind's
eye an octopus Rail way Bill that was once
introduced. That Bill had a remarkable relation to a prominent 'Minister in days gone
by, and that octopus Bill, by a sort of
hereditary break-out, appeared to-day in an
octopus of a different sort. Last year, two
Bills came up to this. Chamber. One had
£390,000 to distribute, according to his
way of thinking, amongst the best scholars
in another place. That £390,000 contained
a large number of items. It began with
the University .and the Working l\len's College. Then there was the Tambo Valley,
Mossiface, road to Wood's Point, Howqua
Shire, road to Wood's Point, drain from the
railways in Collingwood, main road from
St. Arnaud, the Carrum 'Weir, the Welshpool tram, Apollo Bay jetty, Lome jetty,
St. Leonard's jetty, Koo-wee-rup, construction of rolling-stock, £20,000, painting
show-rooms for the Agricultural Society,
towa·rds constructing a rail \Va y siding at
Angliss' Meat Preserving Works, Warragul
Shire, Mirboo Shire, Longwarrv Shire, the
Bendigo Ar,t Gallery, towards the construction of buildings in the Royal Park, the
foreshore at Brighton, and towards the connexion of Collingwood and Whittlesea.
Then
Those items absorbed £390,205.
there was another Bill, containing additional prizes to be competed for later on.
These comprised erection of a cool store at
Doncaster (that only cost the country
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£2,400), Police station at Footscray,
export trade and compressed fodder, the
Campaspe Riding, the Shire of Newham,
Tallangatta, Corryong, the Yarm improvements, the Picnic Reserve at Ferntree
Gully, purchase and improvement of
land, assisting cemeteries,. and the constmction
of
railway
rolling-stock
(£27,000).
Honorable members would
notice th!at the previous amount was
£20,000.
That was last year's schedule. In this new one, the surplus revenue
of 1905 was £508, I 17', and there was a list
of the same character, comprising the entire
State and all the shires.
Did honorable
members think anyone would have the
courage to vote against such a Bill? In
another place,' ,a Bill of that description
ought to pass without a division. This was
the second year of these peculiar novelties,
but he was looking back to the fate of those
earlier octopus businesses. It was well
known that the thing ran mad, and it appeared to some members that the State was
on the highwa,y to ruin by this kind of
thing. Before he began to deal with the
Bill in anything like detail, he wished to
warn the House that these Bills in themselves were highly objectionable. They were
highly objectionable from the point of view
that those who had to deal with them had
to keep an eye over the w.all to see how
they would be dealt with by their constituents if they dared not to pass
He hoped
this
State
these items.
was going to have prosperous times,
and would always be able to get
on without deficits, but because we had
had deficits and bad times, and a change
of Ministry, was that a reason for saying,
" Now we will put the people to the grindstone so severely that there are bound
There are
to be no more deficits.
going to be surpluses.
We are going
to make the income tax and other
taxes so severe that it will be perfectly plain that we will have a surplus,
and then, at the end of the year, we will
have a division." He could not speak
strongly enough against this kind of business. In his meetings with the public. he
had very little to say about this kind of
thing, because it originated in another place,
but people told' him that this sort of thing
was a species of bribing members. That was
what they told him when they met him in
the tram and the train. However, he would
leave that for the present, merely saying that
he objected to this octopus kind of thing
that was now travelling like a comet in the
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heavens with everyone staring at it. It was
time tha.t some of those members who understood the whole affair told the House who
was who. He,. himself, did not like the
look of it, and he was going to fall b<l:ck
upon the argument he made use of before,
when an honorable member told him the
whole of those surpluses were hypotheeated.
Xo man could deny that. It was well understood when the £2,000,000 of money was
lifted from the workers' savings that all the
surpluses would be hypothecated-that in
fact they were hypothecated. The AttorneyGeneral had anticipated this objection, and
said, " Supposing we have got a surplus nOW.
We did not say anything about this when
we took the money away, but is it not far
better, as a large amount of this money will
have to be borrowed for these works, to take
the money that we have in hand, although
it is hypothecated, although it is understooci
that it is to go to payoff our debts, is it not
better to do that than to go on borrowing?"
He did not like that argument. If he went to
his banker to borrow £10,000 or £20,000
and said, "I will have a sum of money
coming in to meet my liabilities by-and-by,"
if the banker -thou.lirht it profitable, he would
do the business, but the Attorney-General
s,aid that when the money came in the man
would say, "I will have more money coming in, I will use this money, and borrow
Wast11at argument
money by-and-by."
worth anything unless we could reI y upon the
word of the Minister of the day? Was that
an argument to use with Parli.ament for
money earmarked for a certain purpose?
In speaking of the schedule as it was now
before them, he was afraid thM the schedule
did not take into account thCLt there was a
certain well-understood mode of acting now
that no longer created differences between
the two Houses. Sums of money appeared
in this Bill, indicating a new policy, clear
and distinct, breaking awav from the main
route. In all cases where that occurred in
the old days, they had been put in a Money
Bill, and created a great disturbance. This
House was unwilling to pass those Bills
contai'ning large sums of money involving a new policy, and it was' ultimately arranged that in future, with all
Bills involving any departure, no sum
should be put in, but the Bill sh0uld be
brought up to the Council to indicate the
full purpose' and limit of the transaction.
He found that in this Bill there were some
extraordinary new proposals, S0me of them
of a very serious nature, and they were
No explanation
all enclosed in a ring.
J

Hon. D. Melville.
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had appeared as to the limits of that policy
or the causes of it, and yet the policy was
It was to
in this Bill, floating with it.
be floated by the cork business of the surrounding items. It would not float by itself, but it would float with the others.
He had mentioned one or two of those
items, and if he did not go into the whole
business completely, it was because other
honorable members also desired to go into
the matter, but he would bring some of
the items under the notice of the Chamb~r,
and make comments on at least two or
three of them. The first thing that struck ,
him was the very large amount of money
in these Surplus Revenue Bills paid oyer
to the Railways. Last year there were the
sums of £20,000 and £27,000, and here
again the Railways were getting more and
more. What was the use of the RailWl;l.ys
showing absolutely that they were coming
out with a big Isurplus, when they Wl're
getting these large amounts to the
credit of rolling-stock such as " To
credit of Railways Loans Repayment Fund
Deficiency, £42,084," and" To credit of
Rolling-stock Replacement Fund towards
making good the deficiency in the inventory of rolling-stock, £60,'000"? Would
the House swallow this kind of thing?
In everyone of the Bills there were enormous sums of money for the Railways, and
there was also a sum, " To recoup the
Railways Stores Suspense Account, " and
there were certain sums towards, the electric railway from the St. Kilda station,
and certain other items, so that Parliament was frittering away its responsibility
Perhaps, however, the
in these amounts.
most serious business of all arose in a very
innocent kind of way.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Bricks?
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-There was
an item, "For the erection of brickworks
and purchase of land, £9,600," to' which
he would call the attention of the House.
They had heard of the celebrated brick
business. They had been told the Government found that the bricks were too dear,
and that they would start brickworks at
Northcote. The land was bought, and we
were to start to make our own bricks. We
were State Socialists, in fact, and that was
the reason we were doing that. Later on
it occurred to the Government that perhaps
another place would require to know the
limits of this, and all about it. They would
require a Bill, and a Bill was proposed.
What had happened after all? I t turned
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out that the country after all was in some
degree directly or indirectly involved
in the manufacture of bricks.
The Government were going to be brickmakers
They had
amongst all other things.
certainl y taken in hand the making
of bricks for the railway station of Melbourne. Tr.e reason was obvious enough.
Most men thought, if this was so, and the
bricks were too dear, and if there was a
combine that was thwarting the Ministermost men thougt.t and said, "Let the combine go; and let us see what will happen."
Many men had doubts about it, but the project did not come to full maturity at that
time. It .had been a most difficult matter
for the public to get any information, and
many men made merry about it. His socialistic friends were very pleased, for they
thought that they had gained a point by
getting tr.e Government to acknowledle
their socialistic policy.
They had been
smiling ever since to think that they had
driven into a corner the very Ministry that
had proclaimed themselves thoughout the
country as anti-Socialists, if they were anything at all. They thought they had got
the Government to take up Socialism by undertaking the manufacture of bricks. This
was the lowest job of all, he thought. Who
would have thought that the Socialists
would r.ave landed this wide-awake Government? Of course, the project began
to be dropped, and was pa.rtially abandoned.' The story went out to the country
that this combine was doing the terrible
things that were attributed to the big trusts
in America, but after all it turned out that
the combine were doing, a very peaceable
sort of business. He spoke witr. certain
knowledge, seeing that he r.ad .Jived alongside this particu~ar company that had been
held up to ridicule, and something worse.
He knew how it originated. A few years
b<lck there was an old brickmaker at Brunswick who made bricks by r.and. There was
splendid clay all round. The patent Hoffman kiln was invented, and a few wellknow citizens formed a small companyCollier, Barry, and Company.
They
thought that ~'felbourne was a great city
'and would want plenty of new and cheap
bricks. Accordingly they raised the neces'S:uv capital. They were his neighbours,
and he discussed \vith Mr. Barrv and Mr.
'Collier this venture, which looked a pretty
riskv thing, but they brought the money in,
'and now, through their splendid management and success, the whole of the States
l1ad this example before them. They suc-
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ceeded without Government aid. They established a Hoffman kiln, and forthwith
bricks fell to a reasonable price to the
whole of Melbourne. To-day the foundations of the great buildinlS in Melbourne
were mainly laid with the splendid bricks
they turned out. They had their ups and
downs, but soon they met competition, and
at the boom time, through that competition,
the Government were getting bricks at from
16s. to I8s. a thousand.
The poor men
working in these brick-yards were the greatest sufferers from that terrible competition.
They had to work long and weary hours,
and the company had to lose.
At last
common sense took possession of the brickmakers. They met together, for they were
practicall y in one street, and, with the applause of :?\Ielbourne, they stopped that
competition, and fixed a price that enabled them to sell at a reasonable figure.
Subsequently the Factories Act was applied
to them. There was not a word of complaint
from these men. TI-.e employes were today under the Factories Act. He had talked
to some of the men. Honorable members
should hear how they anathematized the
project that the State should make bricks.
They foresaw as clearly as he did what
the final result of this thing would be, seeing that there had been no room for tce
whole of these men when the competition
was on. Sometimes boys came to him for
a reference so that they could get into the
employ of this companv. The mother of one
lad to) d him that bO)7s were paid 9d. an
hour by the company, and that was why she
wanted her son to get into their employ. No
one eyer heard a word uttered to the detriment of this company, which was now to be
set upon by the voting of this sum of money
in this Bill. What was this vote for? It
was to cheapen bricks. What did those
honorable members who had hel ped to
build up the industrial unions say? The\'
anathematized the competition between man
and man. They claimed that the unions
were inaugurated to stop crushing competition.
What else had the Government
brought in the Factories Act and simi) ar
legislation for but to stop competition and
to fix an ordinarv and a fair nrice for
labour?
Now there was placed in the
schedule to this Bill a proportion of the
surplus revenue, contributed to in income
tax bv the men who were making bricks,
and with this monev the Government of the
day now proposed to crush those verv men.
If the Government were going to cr~sh the
company tqe Treasurer would need a govJ
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long purse.
Did the Attorney-General
mean to tell the House that he could do
anything of that sort with a vote of £9,000?
The Government were not going to do it
themselves, but were going. to lend the land
and plant to somebody else to do it. There
was an old legal maxim that qui tacit per
alium, tacit per se. If the Government
succeeded in cutting down the price
of bricks-well, he supposed they would
succeed; .but he would warn ,the GoYernment that two or three pairs cf
socialistic eyes were
watching them
If this move did
in this House.
succeed it would not be limited to brickmaking. So soon as ever the Government
had fairlv established the. principle that
they could take the public money and give
it to a company, or use it themselves to
crush the men that paid· the taxes, that
principle would be sought to be widely
applied. Mr. Manifold would be looking
for some of the money for Colac, and
soon the very newest octopus schedule
would be brought in to distribute money all
over the State to destroy the trade of our
fellow citizens. No man could urge for a
moment that this company were chargeable
with any sins of commission in the way of
crushing dO\vn their workmen. If that
could be said there might be some excuse
for this kind of interference. He saw in this
vote an acknowledgment of the most dangerous kind of the socialistic movement.
Later on he would ask honorable members
to join him in order that the item might
be referred back to another place, with a
suggestion for its reconsideration or elimination. The result of the passage of this
item would be to destroy the property and
credit of neighbours of his own. He admitted at once that they were in his constituency, but that rlid not affect him one
way or the other. He was concerned only
1n doing what was right, and he looked
upon this item as a most dangerous beginning of a bad principle. He could read
the signs all over the world that a stand
would have to be made against this movement, and the time to make that stand was
when the very first step was proposed in
that direction. If the State was to proceed
to destroy the business of this company,
and openly to disclose that its purpose w,as
to cheapen the article in the purchase of
whi.ch it was interested, then that was the
most fatal step towards the very goal that
certain honorable members had come into
hoth Houses of Parliament to press' forwani to. This item would test the quesHon. D. Melville.
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tion. It would show whether the Government in power were really in sympathy with
such a movement. If they were, let it be
frankly avowed whether they intended to
abide by it. If not, the members of the
Government in this House would have to
join him in Committee in referring the
item back to another place. He would
move in Committee in that direction, in the
hope that the item would be properly looked
into, and dealt with fearlessly. He hoped
the House would have no misgivings, and
take no notice of any possible consequences.
He knew that certain sums of money were
set down in this Bill for various constituencies, but he would do honorable members
the credit of saying that he could. not conceive a member so lost to his sense of
loyalty to a principle as to support such an
item as this simply because he was afraid
that if he voted against it he might lose
something that would otherwise come to his
constituency. This item was the first instalment of what would be a big business.
It was only a little sum at first, but 'nobodv believed that that was to be the limit,
'nor -would £100,00'0 be the limit. Other
works of a like class would be proposed,
and the first step towards what he would
not name would be taken.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked that
Mr. Melville had opened up a very serious
question about these Surplus Revenue Bills.
He did not believe in any Minister or Government travelling about the country and
making promises and allotting grants without the authority of Parliament. This Bill
was full of that sort of thing. One would
almost think, in looking at this Bill, that
the House was being asked to consider the
Estimates for the year. These votes were
parcelled out all over the, country, and although this House was supposed to give
its assent, as a matter of fact all the money
had been appropriated, and members had
simply to give their assent to what was a
very unconstitutional proceeding.
This
was. the promising of money without any
reference to Parliament at all. It was not
right nor parliamentary for a Minister,
when he had a surplus, to go round to the
various constituencies, and say in one
place, "You can have £500 for this institution," and to another place, "You can
have £2,000 for that road," and to still
another place, " You can have a vote for
tramways. "
He had never heard of
it before until these so-cal1ed Surpll1~
Revenue' Bills had come before the
House.
Mr. ~'Ieiville had dealt very
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fairly with the position of the brick
companies. He did not believe in combines,
nor would he support them if they went
too far; but it was utterly wrong that because a Minister took it into his head
that the price of bricks which he wanted
for the making of a new railway station was
too high, the honorable gentleman should
~lt once threaten the companies with establishing State brickworks, and even go so
far as to purchase the land. These things
went on without any authority from Parliament. The Minister look the responsibilitv
of buying the land, ordering machinery, and
erecting it upon thF! ground. One day
honorable members were told that a cooperative company was going to do the
work, and another day they were told that
the Government were going to do it, and
they did not know where they were when
it was all over. The House should be very
emphatic in condemnation of a practice
which was anticipating what ought to be the
Now he came to a
will of Parliament.
point that interested him as a tramway
man. He thought all the members of this
House knew his position, which he had
never disguised. He wanted to show the
pernicious effect of what the Premier had
been . doing, not only with regard to
bricks, but with regard to the position of
the
Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company.
He felt it his duty
to educate the public and the House
Bometimes with reference to these matters.
Last year a Bill came before the House
for £19,5°0 to construct an electric tramway from the Village Belle Hotel to some
part of Brighton.
It was very much cavilled at ·at the time, because the amount
asked for was just under £20,000, for if
it had reached £20,000 the proposal would
have had to be referred to the Railways
Standing Committee for consideration. That
difficulty was got over.
Now there was an
item in this BiJI towards the construction
'Of an electric railway from the Village Belle
Hotel to tbe St. Kilda Railway Station.
Honorable members now saw the effect of
what thev had done last year in passing the
vote for -'£19,5°0 for the first part of this
work.
I t was foretold at the time last year
that this year an additional vote would be
:asked for, and that in this way the criti·cism of the Railways Standing Committee
would be avoided.
This had been done.
The scheme was a most important one, and
a most fitting subject for inauiry by that
committee.
He would state his objections
to this scheme from the point of view of
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the Melbourne Tram,vayand Omnibus Company, if honorable members liked.
The
company, under their lease from the Melbourne Tramways Trust, which was the
body whose rights he most desired to defend, took the responsibility of borrowing
£1,65 0,000 in London at 4! per cent. on
the guarantee of twelve municipalities who
formed that trust. In the Act, which provided for the creation of the trust, it was
expressly stated that within the area in which
these tramways were to be run, the company should be protected from the outside
competition of other persons. When a new
undertaking such as that was, involving the
investment of such a large sum of money,
was entered into, it would be admitted that
it was quite right to give the company
That protection was
every protection.
given to them in the Act he had referred to.
The company had laid down 48 miles of
tramways, well constructed, on the cable
system, which, at the time, was the best
system known. Even now it was considered
one of the best systems for running through
The cost of those tramways
the streets.
He ad.
per mile ran to about £38,000.
mitted that an electric system, under the
system now proposed, could be laid down
for about one-third of that cost. The Government, by their proposal, would come
int? competition with the Tramways Trust,
whIch meant the twelve associated municipalities who were virtually the landlords of
the Tramway Company. When any l\.finister came forward with a proposition to run
in opposition to the company, ·and take
power to construct these new lines if he
could get that power from Parliament, was
Parliament to turn its back on a solemn
promise given in an Act that was passed
by both Houses of Parliament, and assented to by the Governor?
He did not
think that Parliament would ever permit
such a repUdiation of a solemn contract, for
that was what it would certainly amount
to in the eyes of investo~s when they were
asked for money to construct works of a
similar character.
In addition to the 48
miles of tracks which the company were now
working, they maintained a full width of
17 feet of the road, and he would leave
honoTable members to judge what saving
that meant to the twelve municipalities in
He assumed that, at the
maintenance.
least, it would mean £12,000 per annum.
Then the rates paid to the various municipalities had to be considered.
It must
be remembered that the Government did not
The
pay any rates to any municipality.
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municipal rates paid by the company
amounted to £9,000 per annum for the
tracks, and about £800 or £900 per
annum on the car flouses and other properties, so that the company paid in all close
on £10,000 per annum in rates to the different municipalities.
The company had
always supposed that under their Act they
\\"ere free of licence-fees, but by a recent
decision of the Privv Council it turned
out that they had to p~y another £2',000 to
the municipalities, so that honorable members would see the company had a_ pretty
heavy obligation.
The question of sewerage rates was still undecided. It appeared
that any enterprise outside of the Government that attempted to do any good, where
privafe persons subscribed in order to carry
out what he regarded as considerable
benefits to the public, was at once swamped
by this greedy system of rating and licensing, and making other demands.
If this
electric line could be made from the ViIlag Belle Hotel to the St. Kilda i{ailway
Station in contravention of an existing Act
of Parliament, there was nothing to stop
the Government from running electric tramways, or what they called railways, J9-]ongside the whole of the 48 miles of the company's tracks.
If the Government could
compete with 4 or 5 miles of the company's
tracks they might as well take the whole lot,
for the company was not protected at all.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-That is not
proposed.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said it was not
proposed last year, when a vote of £19,5 00
was brought forward for a certain object,
but now another £8,000 was to be added
on to that amount.
That was where the
difference came in. The company were now
paying in interest and contributions to
sinking fund nearly £120,000 per annum.
This was for interest on borrowed money
and for payments towards the redemption
fundi in order that at the end of the period
fixed this magnificent property should be
~anded over to the municipalities free of
c;ost.Was not that an undertaking for any
company to struggle under without having
this wild competition inaugurated against
them, in a desire to gain public popularity
at the expense of a solid honest company
carrying out its honest obligations?
The
interest now being paid by the company was
£74,250 per annum, and the payment to
the redemption fund was £45,000 p.~r
annum. In the last six years of the lease,
which had still eleven years to run, the payment towards the redemption fund would
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be increased to £49,500, or in round figures
to £50,000. The scheme worked out that
way.
It was well thought out, and! well
understood when the Bill was before Parliament. Now members were told that all
this could be lightly upset and pulled to
the ground, and that a company which had
got guarantees, and which had shown good
faith and honest administration, could go
to the wall if they liked so long as a certain Minister could get his way and gain
The accumulation now
popular applause.
in the Tramways Sinking Fund amounted
to nearly £800,000. Honorable members
might say that that was not going to pay
off the loan of £1,650,000, but the scheme
was all working out on the figures originally supplied, and this result was highly
creditable to a company that had so
honestly and faithfully carried ou~
their obligations.
He wished his honorable friends who represented the Labour
P arty in this House to take notice of the
intemal :administration of th~ company.
The company employed over 1,200 men.
Was it a right thing to throw over the interests of that nUJllber of men with this senseless opposition? These men, who were
paid every week, could! be taken to be in
the main married men.
The Hon. W.
pay them?

J.

EVANs.--What do you

The Hon. J. M. PRATT said the Tramway Company paid their ~en very fair
wages, probably better than the honorable
member got i.n the Railway Department
when he first started. It could be fairly
assumed that the families of these men ran
up to 5,000 persons, so that there was
that number practically depenc;lent ev~ry
we-ek on the working of the trams.
Was
this, then, a company that could be lightly
pitched on one side by encouraging this undue competition? The wages for the year,
according to the balance-,sheet just out,
amounted to over £123,000. He was giving these figures to show the standing of
the company on which this attempt at competition was now being made a
company that ought to be the pride
of Melbourne, and that were certainly held
in the highest esteem by all the
people who knew anything about them.
The company had not only to meet the
demands of the municipalities and to pay
certain charges, but now they were asked to
come into competition with the Government, who did not pay a penny in the way
of rates. All the tramway cars were under
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inspection, and the municipalities looked
after them, but what could the municipalities do with Government cars? This was
another instance of State interference,
which would not end here, but would go on
affecting many other useful enterprises.
What private companies or individuals
would go in for things that would be improvements for the community if they were
liable to be opposed or swallovved up in this
way? He denounced this system of interfering with private enterprise, which ought
. to be encouraged in every way, instead of
opposed, because the promoters of private
ventures, amongst other things, paid their
hir sha,re of taxation, including the income
tax. In paying taxes, however," they apparently were only giving money to the
Government to fight them with. He hoped
that in Committee the items he had referred
to would be sent back to the Government
for reconsideration. Mr. :Melville had done
his duty in submitting his views to the
House, and he hoped that the House would
consider that he (Mr. Pratt) had done his
duty in that regard also.
'Fhe Hon. T. C. HARWOOD remarke.d
that he did not propose to discuss the items
in the schedule. He recognised that on the
second reading of the Bill they should not
take up time unnecessarily in discussing
items and in saying what would have to
be repeated in Committee. He desired,
however, to emphasize what ha(d fallen
from Mr. Melville and Mr. Pratt in reference to interference by the Government with
private enterprise. He did not like to use
strong terms, but he did not think that anybody could use too strong terms, when
speaking of what they were asked to do in
this Bill. The second clause in the measure saidNotwithstanding anything contained in the Trust
Funds Act 1897 the excess of receipts on account
of the Consolidated Revenue over expenditure .out
of the Conc;;olidated Revenue of the year ended
on the thirtieth day of June, One thousand nine
hundred and five, shall be applied in the manner
forIowing-

Now, in view of that clause, honorable
members had to bear in mind what Parliament did in that Trust Funds Act of 1897,
and some of the honorable members of today were present then, and! were therefore
parties to the passing of that Act.
That
was an Act which was passed when it
became necessary to raise £2,000,000 to
meet a deficit of a previous year.
There
had been bad times and a deficit had
accrued, and that deficit could not be met

without borrowing money, and. Ill. borrowing the money Par liament expressly
and emphatically said that as a matter of
security for that money any surplus' obtained in the future should be appropriated
for the discharge of that ~ndebtedness.;
N ow honorable members should regard
themselves as bound to observe the obligation which Parliament at that time passed
on itself, and should not repudiate it at
this time. They were, however, asked to
appropriate the present surplus for a lot of
other purposes, some of which might be useful and desirable, but many of which were
of such a character that they could be very
well dispensed wifE. The Attorney-General
had said that he had anticipated some criticism of this kind, as similar criticism took
place last year on the Surplus Revenue
Bill. He (Mr. Harwood) felt now more
seriously than he did then, the seriousness
of the question at issue. Last year they
were faced with the first request for repudiation, and now they were calmly asked
to repeat the act of repudiation again.
Were they going to establish this as a principle, to be followed in all future
times when they had a surplus?
It
was a good thing to 1: ave a surplus, although it was hardly a thing to congratulate
themselves upon when it 'appeared that they
w.ere taxed in order to realize a surplus. He
dId z:ot want to see any deficits again, but
he dId object to the declaration of surpluses out of too much taxation.
But
~part from that point, they were now dehber~tely asked to appropriate money which
ParlIament had hypothecated six or seven
years ago for ~ specific purpose, and to
He thought
d.evote it to other purposes.
the Attorney-General must have blushed
when, anticipating what would be said in
regard to this matter; he made the best excuses he could in a very plausible way for
the Bm. He (Mr. Harwood), as a member of the House, had a very strong feeling
of shame, b.ecause he was asked to put on
record a delIberate statEment that, notwithstan~ing the Act of 1897, which pledged
Par~Iament to ~evote surplus money in a
pa~t1cular wav. It .was now going to appropnate that money 1TI a different way. It had
been said that some of the surplus money
was set aside towards the payment of th-e
debt.
But the sum available now was
about £5 00 ,000, and the whole of it should
Members
be app~opriated in that way.
~vere told that if the money was not applied
111 the way proposed, the State would have
to go to the market and borrow.
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The Hon. J. 1'1. DAVIEs.-And that at
a disadvantage.
The Han. T. C. HARWOOD said that he
would undertake to affirm that some of the
items would not be looked at for a moment
if submitted separately.
His point was,
however, whether honorable members were
going to indorse the policy of repudiation
for a second time.
If they felt that they
ought not to be put in a position of shame,
if they felt they were being asked to
break their pledges, they ought to object.
They heard a great deal about Acts of Parliament passed for the purpose of maintaining the honour and integrity of the
State, yet Parliament itself was now asked
to do an act which honorable members, as
individuals, would be ashamed of.
If it
was understood that this policy of repudiation was to be continued for all time,
then perhaps the Bill might have to be
passed, but if honorable members considered
that the time had not arrived for taking up
:such a position, and that it was utterly
wrong to continue that policy, then he
-would ask them to agree in refusing to pass
-the second reading of the measure.
He
felt so strongly on this subjcet, and was so
ashamed that he wouTd raise his voice with
the noes when the question of the second
reading was put.
The Hon. W. H. El'[BLING remarked
that the Bill before the House was one of
those which the House had a right to reject or to make suggestions upon. He took
the same position with regard to the Bill as
he did with reg8.rd to the simil.ar Bill of last
year.
'When a State, or an individual,
owed money, the first thin~ to do was to
pay, and when the Government had a surplus, with money still owing, they should
not spend that surplus in the way proposed.
I t was all very well for the Government to
. come down two years running, saying that
they had a surplus of revenue. The question was how was that revenue raised. Was
the surplus not raised by taxation?
It
would be much better for the whole State
if the Government said, " Seeing that things
are improving, we will take some of the
taxation off." There was reason, in the circumstances, for a reduction of the income
fax, which fell heaviest on those who were
the least able to afford it-on poor widows
and people with small incomes. But before
that the State had a first duty in applying
a surplus to the payment of its debts. When
the J110nev was borrowed in 1897, Parliament promised that whenever a surplus was
experienced, it would be devoted towards
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The Act of
the payment of that debt.
18 97 ought to be maintained, and the
House ought to express its OpInIOn
that Surplus Revenue Bills ought not
to come on until that money was repaid.
The Bill before the House was one to provide for all sorts of luxuries, but the payment of a debt should come before any
indulgence in luxuries. There were one
or two items in the Bill that struck the
eye before the others, and one of these was
that wh:ich related to the construction of
an electric railway at St. Kilda. He was'
not a shareholder in the Tramway Company, so that he could say disinterestedly
that the House was asked to interfere with
that company, which was a private enterprise, not merely for the benefit of private
people, but one which would ultimately
benefit the whole people of the metropolis.
It was true that the Tramway Company
was earning money for its shareholders,
but within a few years its property would
pass into the hands of the municipalities,
and then the revenue derived from that pro- .
perty would lessen municipal rates in and
around Melbourne.
Why, then, should
the State interfere with that enterprise,
by introducing a system which would run
in competition with the Tramway Company? At present people of !vIelbourne were
paying very high municipal rates. In the
suburb where he lived, the rate was 2S.,
and in other suburbs, such as Bnmsw:ck,
it was 2S. 6d. Why should the ratepayers
who were paying so highly at present, be
deprived of the benefits they were entitled
to expect from the tramways when they
became the property of the municipalities
in 1916?
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-This short
line is to pay magr:{ificently.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING sa:d that
might be so, but it would be the beginning of a system that would come into competition with the Tramway Company, and
once they let in the thin end of the wedge
in this matter, there would be no stoppi·ng
of the new system. As a ratepayer in a
suburb, it was his duty to oppose any
attempt to compete with the present systems of trams, until they were handed over
to the municipalities. ·When the municipalities had got thp. trams in their own
hands, then would come the proper time
to decide whether it was desirable to
change them into electric trams or
not.
Meanwhile, why should the Government enter into competition with the
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company, whose property was to eventually
fall into the hands of municipalities? But
apart from that, the House ought to make
a stand on the whole question of Surplus
Revenue Bills. In his opinion, all these
The Bill conBills were demoralizing.
tained many distinctly debatable items,
such as those for the brickworks and the
electric railway, which should be dealt
with in separate Bills.
We had a
tramway system, which everybody said was
the best in the world, and he saw no reason
why the money of the State should be used
in fighting an enterprise which would ultimately be in the interest of the metropolit3Jl1J ratepayers.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said he
agreed with the idea that it was desirable
to have a re-arrangement of taxation before
At the
having Surplus Revenue Bills.
same time, the Government had apparently
recognised that in order that the country
should be prosperous, it had to be kept
abreast of the times. Was the State to be
allowed to stand still, without one shilling
being expended for its advancement? That
woul d never do. Under the circumstances
he felt, whilst he could not see eye to eye
with the Government in regard to all the
details in the Bill. there was in it an attempt on the part of the Government to
assist to develop the State. He could say
this disinterestedl y, because the district he
represented was i'lll no way interested. The
Government had recognised that it was absolutely necessary to find work for the unemployed, and they were right in utilizing
surplus money in that direction, provided
that it was spent on work which would be
reproductive.
It had been asserted that
the Government forgot that they had certain
obligations to meet": but he saw there were
two items in the Bin which clearly demonstrated that quite the opposite was the fact.
One of the items was a sum of £20,000,
which it was proposed to place to the credit
of the Lioensing Act Fund, and which represented money taken from that fund in
1898. Again, item No. 8 in the schedule
was a sum of £147,000, as a payment to
the Trust Funds trustees as a portion
of 'the surplu:s on the year 1904-5, in
anticipation of the procedure required by
section 4 of the Trust Funds Act 1897.
Now that last sum was practically a fourth
of the whole amount dealt with under thi!'
Surplus Revenue Bill, and surely these two
items in themselves showed clearlv that the
Government recognised its obligations,

whilst it was prepared at the same time to
go on with the development of the country.
How could the country progress if
improvements were stopped, and how could
improvements be carried on without borrowing, if the presept proposals were not
adopted?
Borrowing was not desirable.
PerWe had enough of it in the past.
sonally, he was quite opposed to the continual borrow, borrow policy, for it only
meant piling on to posterity debt incurred
for the present, and thereby eventually retarding the progress of the country. .. We
had everything necessary in this country to
make it prosperous.
The only additional
things desirable were a good system of irrigation and a good s)~stem of government.
With those and with our climate, Victoria
would continue to prosper to a degree that
would be surprising even to honorable members themselves.
With regard to the'Melbourne tramways, there was no doubt they
were a credit to their promoters, and to their
management.
But were honorable members, in their wisdom, going to decide that
it was absolutel.)' necessary for all time
to withhold the construction of other
feeders for the Government railways? For
a great many years the Tramway Company
had paid solid dividends to its shareholders,
and was evidently still prosperous. Under
these circumstances, why should not the
Government be prepared to construct other
lines, not for the benefit of private individuals, but for the benefit of the people of
the State,' as a whole, and to give reasonable facilities in the wav of transit?
He
felt that the Governme~t was to be commended for its action in endeavouring to
carry out something that would be for the
benefit of the masses.
He could conscientiously support the measure, and was therefore prepared to vote for its second reading.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said that
he understood there was apparently a
difficulty with regard to a promise which
had been made as between the Premier and tte Tramway Company.
If
any such promise were made, it ought
to be faithfully fulfilled.
Regarding
the St. Kilda electric railway, he was
of opinion that the route suggested by
the Government was the right one.
He
desired to offer his tribute of appreciation
to the Tr.amway Companv. The Melbourne
trams were probably equal to "any in the
whole world.
He had had an opportunity
of travelling on many systems. and a cleaner
and finer one than that of "Melbourne he
did not think could be found.
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The Hon. W. CAIN remarked that the able members, however, now had the
question which the House had to deal stumbling-block before them that this was
with at the present time was not as a breach of trust. Certainly a portion of
to the details of the measure before this £508,117 was to pay the Trust Funds
as
to the
disposal
of trustees. The sum of £147,000 was to go
them, but
the surplus revenue.
The mode of ex- to the Trust Funds trustees, and there were
penditure was quite a secondary ma.tte~. some other sums that could be considered
Starting with clause 2 of the measure In It '. as being in the same category. There were,
they were asked to repudiate the Act passed' however, other sums, such as that for the
in 1897.
They were asked last year to erection and repair of lunatic asylums, for
do the same thing, and unfortunately they 'which ,£40,000 was provided. The schewere now requested to repeat their former dule to the Bill was monstrous. There was
action. The surplus was raised principally a proposal to grant £20,000 for the buildfrom increased taxation, which he himself ing of a dock at Sandridge. That was a
had frequently raised his voice again~. matter which had been before the public
There were the income tax and the probate for forty years, and here honorable members
duties on an inflated scale, and they ac- were asked to apply £20,000 out of surThat plus revenue to commence a work about
counted for the surplus obtained.
surplus should be set aside to re- which opinions differed. If that work was
couP. moneys taken out of the Trust carried out, the chances were that it would
Funds as the Government had under- be a great fiasco. There was also a sum
taken to do in the Trust Funds Act of £9,600 with which to start brickworks.
tOf 1897. He was ashamed to be asked to That was a new departure for the Govern·do such a thing as was proposed by the ment to take. Assuming the brick compresent Bill, and he had felt that the At- panies were paid what they asked fo~ the
torney-General, in introducing this measure, bricks, the whole sum involved would be
.did so only in a pro forma sense, as the £8,000. Here was an attempt to take
mouthpiece of the Cabinet.
He was sure money with which to set up works and buy
that the Attorney-General could not have land and machinery, and compete with
introduced the measure as a man.
companies which had been in existence for
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-The honorable twenty or thirty years. If any companies
member is wrong in making that statement. had done good work for Melbourne, in a
The Hon. W. CAIN said that notwith- wav which could hardlv be estimated in
standing the interjection, he thought that mo~ey, they were the Hoffman Company
the Attorney-General's respect for Acts of and the Northcote Brick Company. They
Parliament and constitutional law must had put Melbourne in the position of bemake him feel that in introducing this mea- ing supplied with bricks which were not
sure he was doing an unjust act.
It was excelled by those of any other city in th~
said that this should not be considered a world, and at a price which he had always
breach of trust, because the Act of 18 97 considered fair and equitable. The result
was a measure passed to deal with our own of the working of those brickwork comaffairs, and that this money was practically panies, so far as he could gather, was that
taken by the Government, and that the ac- during the last ten years they had paid 3!
tion was not expected to have the same per cent., and for the last year he believed
effect as if the Government had been deal- they had paid 6 per cent. Here the Governing with outsiders. He could not accept ment was proposing to purchase brickworks
that view. The £ 2,000,000 taken to meet with this surplus revenue to compete with
the extraordinary conditions of a year or private business people. This was, to his
two ago--perhaps the best thing that could mind, a monstrous proposal. From end to
l:fe done-was money of depositors, who end there was a system of bribery through
had lodged their money in trust.
There the Bill. The whole thing was unjustifiable.
was as much responsibility on the Govern- There were also objectionable items, such as
ment in tampering with the Act as if they £rr,ooo for motor omnibuses, and stable
had attempted to take sums of money out and other accommodation therefor, and
of the banks in Collins-street. There should £8,000 towards electric railwav from the
be no breach of that Act. Had the Govern- St. Kilda station to the Viilage Belle
ment thought it necessary to repeal the Hotel. He was not going to spea.k of these
Trusts Act and given reasons for doing so, from a tramway point of view, but from
the course was clear, and there would have the municipal point of view. Twelve munibeen no difficulties in the way. Honor- cipalities had combined, and had borrowed
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money with which to construct tramways,
and those municipalities were under a responsibility in connexion with the working
of the tramway system. Now the Government were going to lay down an electric
tramway or railway to compete with the
tramways that would fall into the hands
of the municipalities. That was one of the
most monstrous suggestions ever put before
the people. He, however, desired to say
but little on that on the second reading, as
the items could be challenged in detail in
Committee. He thought it was the duty of
the House to assert its position, and send
the Bill back to the Assembly. The Council always had power to send back a Bill
of this character, but r~ently power
had been given to the ICouncil to
suggest amendments in such measures.
When was this thing to end?
Bills
of this kind were brought in year
after year, and honorable members were
asked to commit themselves to what was an
irregularity and an injustice. He hoped
this Bill would be sent back, so that honorable members might see what attitude the
Government proposed to take up on these
matters before the countrv.
, The Hon. E. MILLER stated that he
desired to say a few words on this important Bill.
Mr. Harwood's remarks were
fatal to the measure, and he did not
see how honorable members could pass a
Bill like this conscientiousl~. ]\lr. Harwood
had referred to clause 2. It was not as if
the Government had overlooked the Trust
Funds Act, because item 9 stated-Ie To
pay the Trust Funds trustees at portion of
the surplus on the year 1904-5, in anticipation of the procedure required by section 4 of the Trust Funds Act 1897." The
Government bv that showed that they were
perfectly a\vare of the money which was
borrowed from the Trust Funds in time gor.e
by.
That mone)~ should be first repaid.
Instead of doing that" the money which
should have been used for that purpose
was being taken for other purposes. He
did not know that the Attorney-General could
ask the House to pass this Bill until the
Trust Funds Act was repealed. The only
reply the Attorney-General had made to
what had been said on that subject ,vas
that the House had consented to do last
session what was no\v proposed. He (Mr.
Miller) was aware of that, but the House
had done it under protest. Twelve months
had elapsed since then, ann there had been
ample time to repeal the Trust Funds Act.
Anything in the name of trusts should re-
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ceive the greatest attention from honorable
members, for in their private business they
knew that in trust matters they had to be
exceedingly careful. Yet here honorable
members were asked to pass a measure one
session, and to ignore it altogether the next
session.
That did not seem right at
all.
In times of adversity the country managed to go along by excessive taxation, and by borrowing money from
all sorts of Trust Funds, but the understanding at the time the Trust Funds Act
was passed was that all the Trust Funds
which were borrowed should be put back.
The first dutv of the Government was to replace in the" Trust Funds the money that
had been borrowed. To that the AttornevGeneral said it would be a disadvantage to
the State. What disadvantage would it
be? There was now plenty of local money
to be obtained at about 3 per cent., and it
would be far better for the Government
to borrow £500,000 or £1,000,000 and
replace the Trust Funds by means of the
Instead of doing that,
surplus revenue.
the Government were using the surplus revenue for a variety of purposes. There was
one item to credit the Railway Loans Repayment Fund deficiency in the value of stores
before the establishment of the Railway
Stores Suspense Account, and £42,084 was
taken for that. Then there was a sum of
£60,000 for the Rolling-stock Replacement
Fund, towards making good the deficiency
in the inventory of rolling-stock. There
was not the slightest need for the Government to have replaced! those amounts, which
were merelv book entries, and it would have
been far ~tter to devote the surplus revenue
to paying off the Trust Funds. If the Government wa.s unable to pay back the Trust
Funds to the Savings Hanks or other institutions, why .should they not issue debentures to those institutions. so that the latter
might have some security upon which they
could realize? If honorable members were
asked to override the Act, which should
be so sacred, what were they going to do
it for? There were many objectionable
items in the schedule, which he presumed
would be referred to later on. First of all
there was this question of the brickworks.
The State was going to start a brickyard,
to the iniury of many private people. He
did not think that the State ought to do
that, notwithstanding what Mr. Evans
thought on the suhject. The State ought
not to compete with private enterprise, and
this surplus revenue monev should be devoted to some better cause.
It was also
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proposed in the Bill to apply £8,000 towards an electric railway from St. Kilda
station to the Village Belle Hotel. That,
he thought, was decidedly interfering with
existing rights. The Tramway Company
had undertaken many liabilities. Money
had been borrowed, and tbat money had to
be paid back, and now the Government was
going to start a tramway or a railway in
oppos,ition. That would nlOt meev: with
his approval. But coming back to clause 2
of the Bill, he would like to know why
the Trust Funds Act was being put aside
altogether. Honorable members .of this
Chamber, who, as well as the honorable
members in another place, represented the
people-for they represented all the ratepayers-had a duty to perform, and their
responsibility was very great. It was no
good passing an Act like the Trust Funds
Act one sessjon, and then altering it in this
way the next. The first step taken should
have been to repeal that Act, and under the
circumstances he could not see how any
honorable member could conscientious I )'
vote for this Bill.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN remarked
that he did not intend to take up much time,
but he would like to reply to one or two
statements which had been made by honorable members who were opposing the Bill.
I t had been said that honorable members
of another place had supported this Bill
'ceca use the{r!e I,were certain amouhts of
money to be expended under it in their constituencies. That remark would not apply
to him, so far as he knew, because he did
not know whether there was anything in
the Bill which would benefit his conStituency particularly. In regard to the extension of the railway from the Village Belle
Hotel to the St. Kilda station. he thought
the Government were quite justified in constructing that line. He had opposed the
construction of the Brighton electric railway last session, for the simple reason that
it was going to land passengers at the tramway terminus, instead of taking them to the
railway station, and feeding the railway
lines belonging to the Government. When
that Bill was before the House last session
honorable members who were now opposing
the extension .of this line did not raise any
protest, because the passengers who formerly travelled by the Government railways
were going to be transferred to the tramway line. But it was a different question
now, when some of these passengers who,
they expected, would be transferred fo the
tramway were going to be carried by the
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Government railways.
He could not
understand the attit'ude taken up by some
honorable members. I f their arguments
were sound, there would be no pros·
pect. until 1916 of constructing any
more
tramways
III
Melbourne.
He
did not suppose it was possible to
build a line in any part of Melbourne that
would not in a greater or less degree take
some traffic from the lines at present in
existence. If that was a valid argument,
then the State had made a great
mistake in the past in giving such a concession to the Tram,vay Company. Honorable members had been told about the
great benefit conferred upon the public by
the Tramway Company. He did not know
if he was quite in order, but seeing
that the question had been raised, he would
try to show that the benefit conferred by
the company was not so great as some honorable members believed. He had read in
a paper some time ago about a tramway
in Liverpool. It was an article written by
the chairman of the Tramway Committee in
the City Council of Liverpool, and taking
the conditions existing there, and the fares
charged, if any comparison between the
two svstems could be drawn at all, it
showed that the Tramway Company of Melbourne was not conferring any great benefit lIpon the ratepayers and the public here.
In Liverpool there were halfpenny fares
and penny fares, and he could also show
that the difference between the management under the company and under the
municipality was altogether in favour of
the trams being run by the municipalities,
but that was not within the scope of the
present discussion. Mr. Melville had talked
a good deal about brickworks, and had
tried to show what terrible things would
happen when the Government started making bricks, or rather when the co-operative
company started.
The honorable member predicted tha,t wa~es would come
down, and that it would be a very
bad thing indeed for all the workmen
He (Mr.
employed on those works.
McLellan), however 7 took it that this company would be under the same law 'as
other companies were, and would have to
pay the same wages, so he did not see
how the workmen were going to suffer. as
tad been predicted by Mr. Melville.
It
was a well-known fact that the brick ~om
panies had been charging a far higher
price for bricks in Melbourne than for
bricks they had sent away 100 miles or
more. He understood that the companies
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had been selling bricks to go 100 miles
away at 30s. per 1,000, whereas for bricks
to be used In Melbourne they would charge
£2 per 1,000. So that" nobody could
honestly say there was not a brick combine in Melbourne.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Are there no
other combines?
The Hon. A. McLELLAN.-Yes, there
were other combines, and they had been
burst up.
The Hon. R. ,B. REEs.-The next to go
will be the labour combine.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said a very
big effort would be needed to do that. The
honorable member put him in mind of t1::.e
man of whom Goldsmith saidAnd still they gazed, and still the wonder grew
That one small head could carryall he knew.

Unfortunately the honorable member's
head could not contain it all and it had
to come out. The opposition that had been
shown this evening was not so much opposition to the particular measure, but to the
principle involved. Socialism was gaining
in strength, and the Labour Party was
gaining in strength.
Some of the enterprises that were being run by private com·
panies would soon get into the hands of
the municipalities or the State. Anyone
would think that this was just the be·
ginning of public ownership, but had we
not got our own workshops at Newport,
where we manufactured our own engines
and carriages? The same principle was in
operation there, and had been for years,
and it had been a most profitable concern.
He did not see how honorable members
could say this was going to be a failure,
seeing that other enterprises had been such
successes.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS obsen'ed that
he did not think 'he would have spoken at
all were it not that it appeared there was
a danger of this Bill being sent back to
the other Chamber. He did not think there
was any danger of the Bill being rejected,
because its rejection would cause such
an outcrv t~at some 1::.onorable memhers, wh"ilc they would like to reject
it, were not prepared to do so. They had
heard a great deal about what they ought
to do, but honorable members knew per,
fectl v well, it had been explained time after
time, that they were po\verless-that the
money had been spent. or a portion of it,
and they had simply the power of suggestion. It was a11 very well for honorable
members to say what 'ought to be done, or
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ought not to be done, but they knew perfectly well there were a large number of
men waiting for employment, and it
would be very much better, seeing that they
were not likely to do any good by sending
the measure back, to pass the Bill.
If they thought it necessary to send any
items back to another place they might do
so, but he certainly thought it would be
better for this House to pass the second
reading, and then take exception to the
particular items objected to.
A good
deal had been said about the tramways. It
was well known that he (l\Ir. Evans) had
opposed the making of what the Premier
called the electric railway. He objected
to it at the time, because he thought it
would not pay without robbing the Brighton line, but many of those objecting to
that line now had very little to say against
its formation when it was going to act as
a feeder to the Tramway Company. It was
a matter for the consideration of the
House whether the proposed e;x:tension
should go on on the same gauge.
He
thought that the gauge should be altered,
and it should' go straight on to the
St. Kilda railway and be worked with the
St. Kilda railway as an electric line. That
would be a good investment for the State,
and would pay. He thought the Premier
was quite right in the position he had taken
up that this line should be extended, though
he did not think the procedure in conne'Xion
wit1::. the whole business was right and proper. It had cost a good deal more than
the estimate lai;d before the House, as
he was satisfied at the time that it would.
If t1::.e whole question had been laid before
the Railways - Standing Committee there
was grave doubt whether the line would
have been made at all. When it came to a
question whether a private individual or
private enterprise should be looked after,
or the people of t1::.e country, the people
should haye the preference. All the arguments put forward this evening in reference
to the tramways really referred to the
people's property when the lines were taken
over by the municipalities, so that the people
would get their property back again, and
there was no repudiation there. If the line
ran along the beach, as was anticipated, or
as was given out by the Premier, who
said he intended to run the line rig1::.t along
the beach to Port Melbourne, there might
be some objection; but seeing that it was
simply going down Grev-street, so that the
passengers might transfer from one car to
another, he did not think the gentlemen
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opposing it were acting in the interests of the public had those bricks run in upon them at
public at large. As representing the public the market price as good bricks, because
servants and railwav men of this State he they knew perfectly well there was no other
would be particularly careful in voting, in fi.rm they could go to to purcl:ase bricks
regard to a Surplus Revenue Bill, because from. A fair way to look at this matter,
he recognised that the surpluses had been to see whether the combine were charging
obtained by two means. One was that a very mor,e than they ought to do, was to look at
large amount of money l:ad been paid by the prices charged in New Soutl: Wales,
the producers of the State to the railways, where the wages were pretty well regulated,
and the other was that the employes in t1::1.t and were somewhat on a par with the wages
particular branch of the State business were here. InN ew South Wales- they were fixed
Ycry mud. underpaid and overworked. by the Arbitration Court, and here they were
'''bile he saw that, he thought that the sur- fixed by the Wages Board. He was, told
plus once obtained should be expended in a the 'price of bricks in Sydney. was 35s., less
proper and legitimate manner in the in- a dIscount of 5s. He had noticed t1:at the
terest of tl:e State. As far as the brick- employers and employes had agreed that
works and this proposed extension were con- the: total cost of producing bricks in New
cerned, he could vote for them without feel- South \Vales was about £1 a thousand,
ing he was doing the publi~ any wrong. and if bricks could be produced there at £1
Members had heard a lot about the bricks as the ~hol1sand, was not the Premier of this
though there was something extraordinary State doing what he ought fo do to bring
Was a 12rice
in the Government taking up a position to about a reasonable price?
break down a combine. He did not agree that included 100 per cent. profit a
altogether with tl:e method adopted by the reasonable price to pa v for an article like
Premier in bringing, this about, but at the bricks? In the very ·heart of the bricksame time he believed the benefits to the works, Brunswick, there was a very large
community would be extremely large. There number of houses being built of wood, so
had been a butter combine, and now there that money was going out of the country
was a brick combine, and it was not so long for softwood, inst.ead of remainini!, here
ago since the Metropolitan Board of Works III the shape of bncks. He was given to
had to deal with a pipe combine. Although understand that the New South Wales bricks
members might disagree with the methods were about equal in qualitv to those of Vicadopted by the Premier in relation to these toria, and he was inform~d that the front
brickworks, at the same time the public in- part of the Sargoods' building, in Flindersterests, as well as the Government interests, street was constructed with New South
were deeply concerned in this matter. Wales bricks, so that they must be of a very
Everyone knew that there was a large num- fair quality. If the information given to hi~
ber of brick kilns and machinery lying idle, was correct, and,he had every reason to beand he did not see why the Government lieve that it was, the Government were doing
and the people should be called upon to a good thing, and one that would redound
pay interest on that capital if they were !o the credit of the country. As to combines,
not earning anything.
He was informed It was well known that there was a combine
t1:at one of these companies was receiving formerl y in connexion with the. manufacture
about £1,000 a year for expenses in keep- of pipes,! such as were used by the
ing the kilns idle. He was also told that Metropolitan Board of Works'. The board,
there were thirteen brick kilns kept idle- until they succeeded in breaking up the
some dismantled or partially dismantled, and combine, had to pay 133 per cent. more
others equipped. It was utterly wrong that than they now paid for the pipes. There
the communitv should be called UDon to were some matters in the Bill that he dispay interest u~pon that capital, simply that approved of, but as it dealt with a surplus,
tr.e price of bricks should be kept up, he would ask 1:onorable members not to rewhile the same firms were charging country ject the Bill, and thus prevent a large
clients 30S. a thousand for bricks put into number of men from being emplo~'ed.
the truck.
Those, he understood, were If there were any items in the schedule
first-c1ll)ss bricks. It had been said that a that were objected to, those items could be
great deal was made out of "seconds." sent back to .another Chamber, and that
He was informed that the amount of ,vould meet the case.
The Hon . .T. BALFOUR s,aid he wished
" seconds" was very small in comparison
with the number of good bricks, only about to say a word or two in regard to the Trust
8,000 or 10,000 in a kiln, but still the Funds Act of 1897. He could not follow
H on.
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the argument that because that Act provided that the surplus of each year should
be paid to the Trust Funds, it was
If the
repudiation if that ,,,as not done.
Trust Funds Act made an arrangement
between the Government and some outside
person, it would then be repudiation. That
Act was passed under certain circumstances,
but if other circumstances were before us
now, and it was found necessary to amend
the Act, and to make other use of
the surplus, it was not repudiation.
It
might be unwise, but it 'was not repudiation. One honorable member had stated
that the House ought, first of ali, to repeal
the Trust Funds Act. That Act, in so far
as it would interfere with the distribution
of this surplus, would be repealed by
clause 2, which commenced with the
words" Notwi,thstanding anything contained
The
in the Trust Funds Act 1897."
charge of repudiation was a serious one to
make against the Government, this House,
and Parl~ament.
It was quite another
matter when he came to speak of some
items in the Bill. He would not go into
the itemSi of the Bill in detail, but he must
draw attention to the item for the construction of an electric ra,ilwav from the Village
Belle Hotel to the St. I(ilda Railway Station. He found by the petition presented
to the House to-day that a contract existed
under Act No. 786. It was stated in that
Act that tramways might be constructed
in certain municipal districts, but St.
Ki:lda was one of the places excepted.
I t was not within the power of the
Railway Department to make tramways in
places where this Act stated they could
not be made. Those who had already received power to make these tramways had
borrowed money for that purpose. He was
not supporting private enterprise. Some
honorable members spoke as if those who
advocated the omission of this item were
doing it in the interests of private enterprise. He never owned a tramway share,
and never would. This item needed consideration, but he could not yet say what his
decision on it would be. As far as he could
see, the House was not justified in making a line in St. KildaJ to compete with the
existing tramways" unless the loss that
might ensue was made UP to the ]'v{elhourne
Tramway Company. If, when the House
was, first asked to make the electric line
from St. Kilda to Bri!!hton. the portion
from the Village Belle Hotel to the station
had been included. the Melbourne Tramway Company could have corne to Parlia-
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ment and pointed out that the proposal,
if carried out, would interfere with
the right given to them under an Act
of Parliament.
The proposal first made,
of course, was to construct the line
to the Village Belle Hotel, and not
on to the St. Kilda station. He asked
on that occasion what was meant by
constructing it only as far as the Village
Belle Hotel, and he was told there was a
good reason for it, and that the passengers
would be conveved to the St. Kilda station by the cable tramway. He had no
doubt that if it had been proposed to construct the line right on to the St. Kilda Station the Melbourne Tramway Company
would have objected.
Now honorable
members must listen to the request of th;e
Melbourne Tramway Company to be heard,
and they must carefully consider whether
the House would be justified in passing
the proposal. Whilst it might not be repudiation, it looked like doing an injustice
to the Melbourne Tramway Company, and
under the circumstances the item should
not be p.assed without the most serious consideration.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES movedThat the Honorable W. H. Embling take the
chair.

The motion was agreed to. and the Hon.
VV. H. Embling took the chair.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
On clause 2, providing for the application of the surplus for 19 0 4-5,
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he
thought it would be better to take the
schedule before passing all the clauses. He
thought that that was the method adopted
un a previous occaJsion.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he did
not think that that would be the proper
order, but if it was foun.d necessary, he
was willing to recommit any clause that
might be involved in dealing with the schedule.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he would
like to know if by passing this clause the
Committee would not be repealing the Trust
Funds Act?
.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the Bill
could be passed without interfering with
the Act. The clause commenced bv stating 1/ Notwithstanding anything contaIned in
the Trust Funds Act," and that was. the
ordinary way of making an amendment.
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The amendment was made only so far as
provided in the clause, and it was not
necessary, therefore, to repeal the Trust
Funds Act.
.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 3, providing for the application of £508,117 for the purposes in the
schedule,'
,
The Hon. R. B .. REES said he would
like to know, if clause 3 were passed, whether the Committee could suggest the omission of any item in the schedule?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I will agree
to the recommittal of this clause, if necessary.
The clause was agreed to.
Discussion took place on the schedule, the
items of which were taken seriatim.
. On item No. 1 Towards building country mechanics' institutes,
£2,5°0 ,
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directions. He intended later to move a certain suggestion in regard to this item, and
he begged therefore to proposeThat the item be postponed.

The motion to postpone the item was
agreed to.
Item No. 4 Additional grant to the Working Men's College,
to be expended on the mining, engineering, woo.l,
and printing departments, ·and in fittings and
plant for sheet-metal working and blacksmith's
shop, £1,5°0,

and item No. 5Grants to Schools of Mines and Technical
Schools towards equipment, &c., under conditions
to be fixed by the Gov.':!TOor in Council, ,£2,000,

were agreed to .
On item No. 6-Towards assisting a School of DOmestic Cookery,
£1,000,

The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he
wished to know whether the Committee
could make one or more suggestions for the
omission of items, and send them all to another place at the same time?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said it would
be competent for the Committee to make
\c;uggestions, and the suggestions could be
sent down together to another place in one
message.
The item was 'agreed to, as was also item

The Hon. W. CAIN said he would like
to know if this amount was to be spent in
Melbourne alone, or in the country as well ?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the memorandum, which he had received, showed
that the money was to be expended under
the Education Deoartment, and it was
intended to have a s-chool on the same lines
as that at the Working ?\1en's College. The
Government intended to use the building
formerly occupied by the Crown Law DeNO.2partment.
Grants to free libraries in country districts,
The item was agreed to, as were also
£2,5° 0 .
item No. 7On item No. 3The condition attached to item 21 in the schedule
to the Surplus Revenue Act No. 1945 is hereby
Towards erection, re-arrangement, and repair removed,
of Lunatic Asylums and erection of Receiving
House for Inebriates, £40,000,
and item No. 8-

The Hon. R. B. REES said he understood that the amount that it was previousl y intended to expend on the Kew and
Yarra Bend Asylums was not now to be
expended.
Could the Attorney-General
give any information on the matter? There
were some members of the House who were
convinced that a large amount of money
should not be expended on these old and
antiquated buildings, and that modern
buildings should be erected in the country
within reasonable distance of Melbourne.
Tbe Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that this
particular item was not to be applied to
any particular asylum. It was the intention
of the Government not to spend £1 in connexion with the Kew and Yarra Bend Asylums, unless that expenditure was absolutely
necessary.
The greater part of the -money
in this item would be expended in other

To credit the Licensing Act Fund with a sum
of £20,000, representing the amount taken from
the fund in 1898 for charitable purposes under
Act 1553, section 2, £20,000.

On item No. 9To pay the Trust Fund Trustees a portion of
the surplus on the year 1904-5 in anticipation of
the procedure required by section 4 (3) of the
Trust Funds Act 1897, £147,000.

The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he
would like to know what the duties of the
trustees were in such a case as this? Did
they make any remonstrance in regard to
the repayment to the Trust Funds?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he could
not tell the honorable member what the
duties of the trustees were, but those duties
could be found in the Act under which they
were appointed. The Treasurer could not
get money out of the Trust Funds without
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the consent of the trustees. A good many
years ago, when there were deficits, large
sums of money were borrowed from the
Trust Funds, and the item under discussion
was intended to repay a portion of that
money. If there was any item in the Bill
that could be objected to, this item was not
one of them, for it provided for what honorable members seemed to desire.
Of
course, he could understand honorable
members saying that the amount should be
larger. The sum mentioned in the item
had been actually repaid, and the item
was put in this Bill to authorize
the repayment.
I t had been borrowed
again to enable the Government to
pay for land purchased under the Closer
Settlement Act, for which purpose the Government were authorized to borrow money.
The Trust Funds bore interest, and that
interest had to be earned. It was borrowed
now for the purpose he had mentioned, but
on the previous occasion it was borrowed to
make up a deficit in the revenue.
The Hon. D. :MELVILLE said the Attorney-General had given the Committee
some information, but he (Mr. Melville)
wanted to know what were the powers of
the trustees, if the Government did not pay
the money back.
The Hon. J. 1\'1. DAVIEs.-The honorable member helped to pass the Act.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD remarked
that what Mr. Melville wanted to know he
(Mr. Harwood) would also like to know,
and that was whv the trustees did not insist on the comp~ct in the Act being complied with? Why did not the trustees insist that the Government should perform
the compact entered into when the Act was
passed in 1897?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said there
was no contract. Mr. Harwood spoke as
if, before the money was borrowed, the Government had passed an Act providing that
certain money should be hypothecated for
the payment of the 10wl1i. That was not
the case. Parliament had a right to say
that a certain sum of money should be
applied to the repayment of a loan contracted twenty years ago; and it had also
a perfect right to alter that Act in the following session in the same way that it could
alter any other Act passed. He was surprised to hear Mr. Harwood speak about
repudiation.
There was no repudiation.
It was simply a change of intention; the
intention of one party only, with which the
other party had nothing whatever to do.
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Mr. Harwood might come to the conclusion
that he would devote his next years' earnings to a certai'l1J purpose, but he had a perfect right to change that purpose if he
thought he had made a mistake. That was
the position that Parliament was in. The
intention in passing the Trust Funds Act
of 1897 might have been a very virtuous
one. The measure was passed by the Turner Govemment, when there was no surplus, and no chance of one, and that Government said that in future they would
devote every surplus to the payment of the
old loans. The very first surplus they got
they introduced a measure to enable them
to devote it to another purpose.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he
wished to know if these trustees were mere
dummies? In the ordinary sense a trustee
had certain du6es to carry out, and was
personally responsible.
The public ought
to know if there were really any trustees
in connexion with the Trust Funds, and if
so, if the\' were to be shelved whenever a
1
Bill of t11is sort was brought in. He was'
a trustee, and he knew well that he had
to carry out his duties.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD remarked
that there was one point that the AttorneyGeneral did not attempt to elucidate. The
honorable gentleman spoke about the matter as if the Government could do what
they liked with the money.
The Hon. A. O. SAcHsE.-He ~aid Parliament, not the Government.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
these moneys belonged to depositors in the
Savings Bank, and the trustees were appointed to see that the money was properly
appropriated. It was 'I1ot a case of a man
making a compact with himself. The Government should protect the interests of
the persons to whom the Trust Funds belonged. Before the Trust Funds Act was
passed the Government had alreadv appropriated
a
portion
of
the" Trust
Funds, and the trustees should not
have
allowed
that
to
be
done.
Whether there were any trustees or not, as
Mr. Melville said, or whether the Government were the trustees, he did not know,
but the money belonged to the depositors in
the Savings Banks, and their interest ought
to be protected. Those inferests were not
protected wnen the Government made the
compact one day that the surplus revenue
was to be set apart to secure them. and
then another day. said that they could appropriate it better for some other purpose ..
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The Hon. T. H. PAYNE asked if the
trustees could refuse to lend the Government money if the Government demanded
~t ? If not.,. they were practlcall y useless
In that pDsitIon.
If they wanted it again
could they demand it back from the Government?
The ~on. J. M. PRATT.-They can apply for It, but whether they get it back is
another matter.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
he did not know whether he was in Parliament when the Act referred to was passed
or not, but his impression was that the Government could not demand the money from
the trustees, and that the trustees need not
lend it to the Government unless they chose.
In what way would Mr. Harwood earn interest on these Trust Funds, because they
had to pay interest? Mr. Harwood was
shut up to about three positions. One was
to lock it up in a safe and run the risk
of having it stolen. There had been many
b~rglars. about lately, and the money
mIght dIsappear that way. Anothe-r- way
was for the trustees to lend it out on mortgage. He did not think any honorable
member would approve of the trustees for
the State going into a mortgage business
?ecause t~ey .might lose a lot of mone~
III th.at dIrectIOn.
The third way was to
lend It to the State, and if the State security
was not good enough then there was no
security in the State of Victoria that was
worth having. This money had been lent
to the State, and the State was responsible
for its repayment. Every penny the trustees had ever wanted for use had alwavs
been, and so !ar as he could judge, always
would be avaIlable. In the meantime Mr.
Harwood \vould ruke th~ money "'to be'
locked up in the safe.
'
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD. - No, I
should not.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said Mr. Harwood would like the State to go to the
English market and borrow the money.
There was a great deal of talk about borrowing money again. Certain bond-holders
however, had certain rights, which the~
cou1d exercise at the end of next month, or
at the end of the year, with regard to a
lOJn of about }),ooo,ooo, and it would
he most foo1ish for the State to attempt to
borrow a sixpence until that conversion was
completed. Therefore it was much wiser
when there was monev available, to use
for necessary purposes, than to payoff a
loan that was not due in a case where the

if
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money was not required, and then go and
borrow.
The Hon. W. CAIN said the AttorneyGeneral had put it that this case was different from other loans or forms of borrowi?g, and that this item was merely a resolutIon to pay so much money over to these
funds, and that that resolution could be
altered or changed at any time.
The difficulty was that this obligation had been
put into an Act of Parliament. If no Act
had been passed, and if a statement had
simply been made to the effect that Parliament intended to set aside so much a year
to recoup this money, the Government would
be on safe ground. An Act, however, had
been passed, trustees had been appointed
to look after these safe deposits, and it was
their duty as trustees to see that that Act
was complied with. The repayment of the
money and going outside to -look for investments was quite a different matter. He
supposed the monev could not be better
or more profitablv'" invested, - but still it
had not been dealt with according to the
Act of Parliament.
The Hon. E. MILLER observed· that he
was very glad to hear the Attornev-General's explanation. The trustees of the Savings Ba~ks appeared to have lent the monev
to the. Government, and to have expect~d
und.er the Act that it would be paid back
agam. They had not got it back again.
They had no LO.D., no debenture, nothing
whatever to show that the money was owing
to them. The Attorn~v-Genera] might be
satisfied to do business in· that way, but he
was not. It would be far better if debentures to the amount were issued to the Savings Banks trustees, or if the money was
repaid and debentures issued to the public.
The hem was agreed to, as were also the
following items: - .
10. Towards building a Hospital for Epileptics
on condition that £2,000 be raised publicly,
£3,000.
II. Grant towards building and renovating Hospitals and Charitable Institutions, £3,000.

On the itemToward" purchase of the Russell Estate and
furnishing, £6,250.
12.

The Hon. T. H. "PAYNE sairl he wished
to know what the Government intenderl to
do with the house on tnis estate.
The
State was buving a' mansion. and mem~rs
would like to know something about the
purposes to which the Government intended
to put it.

~
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The .Han. J. 1\1. D AVI E S stated that
no intention had been arrived at by the
Government as to the house.
The house
was on the property.
It was the property
that was wanted for improving the port
at Geelong.
It was one of the best places
anywhere for
shipping
arrangements.
There was a wonderful depth of water close
to the shore, and the object was to give
Geelong a fair chance, and to make Geelong one of the shipping ports of Victoria.
At present grain went to Geelong, but could
not be shipped there, so it was brought by
railway from Geelong to be shipped from
Melbourne.
.
The Han. A. O. SAcHsE.-At a loss.
The Han. J.' M. DAVIES said there was
no reason whatever why that grain should
not be shipped from Geelong.
It was an
accident that the house was on the land..z but
it was not a reason for not buying the land.
No doubt the house would be put to the
best possible use.
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD said he
wished to know the meaning of "furnishing " in this item?
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-There happens to be furniture in the house.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES stated that the
furniture was a very small item-some .£500
or £600. The whole propertv was bought,
including the furniture.
The portion of
the purchase money that the furniture represented was less than the real value of
the furniture. The whole thing was bought
lock, stock, and barrel.
The Han. T. C. HARwooD.-The furniture can be easily realized on by calling in
an auctioneer to hold a sale.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he desired
to know the value of the house and furniture.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that the
valuation of the property obtained by the
Government was £20,000. The price paid
for it was onfy £17,000 to £18,000, so
that it was bought under the valuation. No
particular price was given for the house
alone.
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-The original
cost, and what Mr. Russell has since expended, would amount to between £5,000
and £7,000.
The item was agreed to, as was also the
following item-
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The Hon. D. l\lEL VILLE remarked that
" Crown lands" was a very wide term. If
the Government r.ad any particular place
in view for spending this money on, it
should be stated here.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-There are
several places.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said the Attorney-General might give the Committee
an idea of what was to be done \\'ith this
money. It was a pretty large item to pass
without knowing something about it.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
there were certain portions of Crown land
that would be utilized for closer settlement.
I t had been thought betrer to utilize these
portions, and to sell the land under the
Closer Settlement Act, under which the
State would get the full value of the land,
than it was to buy estates, because all
estates that were bought were bought at
the usual price, and then had to be sold
for closer settlement. 'The whole of this
£10,000 was to be expended in putting
certain portions of Crown lands in such a
state that they would be available for closer
settlement. It was anticipated that every
penny of this money would come back to
the State plus the value of the land as it
was at the present time.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-That is satisfactory.
The item was agreed to, as were also
the following items:15. Towards repair of main and other roads·
and bridges and other works, and to make good
damage caused by floods, as the Governor in
Council may direct, £15,000.
16. For the sanitation and repair of Metropoli.
tan State Schools, £15,000.
17. For the repair of Country State Schools,
£10,000.

On the item18. Improvements and purchase of land, Elwood
Swamp and Point Ormond (proceeds from sale
of the lands so improved, to the amount expended
under this item, to be placed to a special fund
to be hereafter dealt with as Parliament may
direct), £14,000,

The Hon. D. MELVILLE said an enormous amount of money had been spent many
years ag0 on the Elwood Swamp, but now it
was found that that was not enough. Another start was being made on it, and it
was intended to spend £ 11,000 more.
Would that amount begin to creep up as
13. Towards purchase and improvement of re- usual till it became a larger sum, or was
serves for local bodies, £2,000.
this the final business of this Elwood
Swamp?
On the itemThe Hon. W. PITT.-That is as Parlia14. Towards improvement of Crpwn lands,
ment directs.
£10,000,
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The Hon. D. MELVILLE asked if this
was about the limit of the new revival of
expenditure on this place?
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE.-No; that is
for Parliament to say.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said £82,000
was expended on the swamp many years
ago, and, so far as he understood, nothing
had been got from it. The expenditure altogether to date was nearly £100,000. It
seemed to have been a losing game, but it
was anticipated that the sale of land would
yield about £io,ooo. The object of this
expenditure was to complete the business,
and get back that :1)0,000.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-It is ihrowing good money after bad.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said it was
making an additional sacrifice to prevent the
loss of all that had been sacrificed already.
]\foney had been spent, whether rightly or
not he did not kno)v, but it had not brought
in a return. It was expected now that the
sale of the land would vield the amount
he had mentioned.
.
The Hon. J. BALFouR.-Is this the
last amount to be spent?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said, so far
as he knew, it was the last amount to be
spent.
.
The item was agreed to, as was also the
following item:19. Purchase of dredge and appliances, and towards dredging Hopetoun Channel (the proceeds
. of the sale of Crown lands and commons near
Geelong to be placed to a special fund to be
hereafter dealt with as Parliament may direct),
£10,000.

Discussion took place on item
was as follows: - -

20,

which

Towards forming a dock at Port Melbourne (a
sum not exceeding £2,000 to be expended on surveys and preliminary expenses, the balance to be
subject to Parliament authorizing the formation
of a dock), £20,000.

The Hon. D. MELVILLE said l)e
wished to know whether the subject of this
item was not being dealt with by the Railways Standing Committee? Was Parliament to begin to vote the money before it
received the verdict of that committee on
this dock? Would it not be better to wait
a little before starting the survey, to see
if Parliament approved of the dock? He
understood that last vear the project was
under the considerati'on of the Railways
Standing Committee, who applied for further'information from the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works. That information had never come to them" and,
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therefore, the consideration of the matter
was hung up for the moment. Was Parliament now to vote this £.,20,000 when some
one in authority had sent the matter to
It
the Railways Standing Committee?
would be better to refer this item back unless some explanation was forthcoming.
Had the .committee reported to Parliament
on the matter?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed that
his colleague, Mr. Pitt, knew something
about this subject. He believed it had
been the universal feeling of those who
knew anything about the mat~er that this
dock should be formed. ThIS was what
was called the straight cut down to Port
'Melbourne. It would enable people to
take in their ships at the place where the
sea water came in, and then they would be
practically as near to Me~bourne for cartage, and, in fact, it would be really better
than bringing the vessels all the way up
the river. The total cost of this business,
if it was ever proceeded with, would probably be nearly £3°0,000.
He believed
the project had been before the Railways
Standing Committee. At present there was
a railway pier, at which ships unloaded.
It would require a considerable sum of
money to keep this pier in repair from time
to time, and the ultimate idea was to get
rid of it, and do business from this dock.
It was to be decided in the future whether
this work should be done by the Harbor
Trust Commissioners or the Government.
This item did not decide the question in
any way. The whole subject would ha~e to
be thrashed out. All the actual expendIture
that this item authorized was £2,000 for a
survey and for preliminary expenses. ~e
fore the rest of the money was dealt WIth
in anv way, the whole matter would have
to be' considered by Parliament. It would
have to be the subject of a special Bill.
Looking at it from the point of view of
honorable members who thought that the
surplus ought not to be dissipated in any
ki:nd of wa\', it was a good thing to lock
up the rem~ining £18,000 for this work,
and prevent it from going elsewhere.
The Hon. 'V. L. BAILLIEU.-Is it locked
up by this item?
The Han. J. 1\-1. DAVIES said the
£18,000 was not available unless Parliament authorized the formation of a dock
by the State.
The Han. R. B. REEs.-What is the
good, then, of putting the other £18,000
in?
e
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said if it w.as
not included in this item, that J)8,000
might be given away to the honorable member's 'Province, or some other honorable
member's province, and not be so safely used
for the public interest as if it was retained
far this purpose.
The Hon. T. C. HARwOOD.-Is it to be
locked up in a box, like the Trust Funds?
The IHon. J!. M. DA VIES.-No, it
would be earning interest.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-It would be
earning interest 'if it vvas used lin the
Mallee.
The Han. W. CAIN said he supposed
this item was the commencement of what
was known as the straight-cut.
The Hon. W. PITT.-No, the straight
. dock.
The Hon. 'V. CAIN.-\Vas tha.t a new
idea altogether?
The Han. W. PITT.-Yes, from Sir
John Coode's original idea.
The Han. W. CAIN said the idea of the
straight-cut was in the air when Sir John
Coode came here. He reported that the
works should be carried out as they had
been up to now, but he would not listen to
what was known as the straight-cut project. Many people thought the straightcut was the proper thing to undertake, but
Sir John Coode did not think so, and he
came out here on the recommendation of
Hawkshaw, the greatest. engineer in England, and Sir John. Coode himself was a
man of great standing. His idea about
improving the harbor of Melbourne was
to carry out the work that had now been
carried out, and, instead of making the~e
cuts and docks, to wharf the riveT as It
wtas wharfed'i to get the training walls completed along the present riv~r, and make
the railway to go alongsi'de the walls. It
was very dangerous to allow anv money to
be spent on a project until Parliament had
given a vote upon it. This item might be
oommitting Parliament to the scheme. .It
might be something like the Walhalla raIlwav where Parliament was .asked to agree
to "'~onstruct 8 or 10 miles, and was then
told that the money would be practically
thrown awav unless the line was taken further on. If the v,rork was gone on with, it
might, perhaps, be found to be a bad job.
The ClOmmittee should hesitate about
passing this item.
The Han. W. PITT stated that Sir
John Coode came out here to m~ke certain
sugges60ns, which had been carned out by

the Harbor Trust, but times had changed
very much since then. At that time, 24
feet was considered sufficient draft for any
vessel afloat to come up to the port of Melbourne, but, to-day, the White Star li.ners,
and other boats, were ooming here WIth a
dr.aft of 30 feet. The Government had
had to s,pend thousa~ds of pounds in deepening the entrance to the Heads by 5 or 6
feet to allow these vessels to come in. Not
verv long ago, one of the mail-boats going
outside the Heads got into the trough of a
sea, and sltruck the bottom, and was
nearl y wrecked. It was necessary to provide -deeper berths for these vessels. The
Harbor Trust t.ad spent a lot of money
outside their jurisdiction in providing water
at the railway pier. The Railwa):s Commissioners thought the railway pIer was
did not feel
inclined
aetting obsolete, .and
o
. .
..
.
to expend monev m keepmg It m repaIr.
Thev then asked the Government to build
a new pier, at a cost of something like
£60,000 or £70,000. He, as Chairman
of the Harbor Trust, considered th.at it
would be wrong to build a new pier in the
Bay, because all experts Ime~v now that
it was better to take the water mland, than
to take the land out to sea. At the very
least, 75 per cent. was saved in the c~st of
maintaining a wharf as compared Wlt~ a
pier. A pier like the Port :Melbourne pIer,
which had been built for fifty ~rears, had
lost its life. A pier costing £70,000 or
./'80 000 ha.d to be rep laced in another
fifty' or sixty years, but it was very di!ferent \vith a wharf. Sir John Coode saId
it would nev·er do to make the straight-cut,
and his principal argument against it. w,as
that if a strairrht-cut w.a.s made to the rlyer,
the rest of the river would silt up. \Vhat
was proposed now was this str3!ight dock,
which ,vas not the straight-cut. It was not
the intention to connect it with the river.
There was to be .) or 4 chains between the
head of the dock and the mouth of 1he
river. Ther·efore, the whole of the work
origina 11 y laid. down by Sir John ~o?de
still remained in its present pOSItIon.
There would be the wharfs on both sides
of the river, .a.s at pr.esent, and then the
straight dock came in at Sandri.dge~ ~nd
the railway could go down on eIther SIde
of it if . necessary, and all the sheds
that \~Tere required could be provided.
He
did not profess to be. a very gr~3.t
believer in bringing shIps here \Vita
30 feet of draft, although the a~chitects of
shipbuilding had lately gone m for .the
deeper draft, but things were changmg
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now, and the turbine system was coming.
If that was generally adopted, it would
probably be found that from 24 to 26 feet

of water would be sufficient to get any boat
into Melbourne, as vessels would have a much
lighter draft .and a bigg,er beam. The Suez
Canal was only about 26 feet deep, and any
of the mail boats that came here now could
really go up the river if they wanted to.
There were, however, certain vessels of
29 feet 6 inches 'and 30 feet draft, and
IO,OOO tons tonnage to be provided for.
If the Port Melbourne pier had to be done
away with, as the Railwavs Commissioners
said~ something must be clone to accommodate the mail boats and the White Star
liners, or any other liners of that descripHe admitted that
tion coming to the port.
opinion on the Harbor Trust was divided,
but in his opinion, and he was Chairman
of the Harbor Trust for four years, this
straight dock would be the best thing to
do.
He did not mean to' construct the
whole of the dock at one time, but to make,
say, from r,200 to r,250 feet, to give at the
dock as much accommodation as was now
obtained at the Port Melbourne Dier If
the trade of the port increased, -and the
number of these big boats increased also,
then another r,200 feet could be constructed.
The initial cost was the greatest, because
the training walls to stop the silting of the
entrance would be a matter of something like
£50,000 Or £60,000, and the first dredging came expensive.
After that was done,
the rest of the dock was a mere bagatelle.
The greatest difficulty was the Metropolitan
Board's sewerage pipe 'running underneath,
not only up the river, but across where this
dock was going. At the present time it was
the intention to take this dock as far as
that pipe and no further. The difficulty as
to the pipe could be got over, but it would
be expensive.
The Hon. W. CAIN.-It should never
have been there. ,
The Hon. W. PITT said he admitted
that the pipe should never have been there,
but the difficulty had to be faced.
The
only way was to drop that pipe into a
The engineers of the Melbourne
syphon.
'and Metropolitan Board of Works said it
would cost from £25,000 to £30,000 to
drop it to the depth required.
The Hon. T. H. P AYNE.-Does the land
belong to the Crown?
The Hon. 'V. PITT said the whole
of the land there belonged to the Crown.
One great point was that there was 200
odd acres of land that would be worth, at
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the very least, from £500 to £r,ooo per
acre, if this dock was made.
Freezing
works and slaughter-houses could be put
alongside the dock, and the goods could be
loaded straight into the boats and got away.
This was one of the greatest things that
could be done here.
Wheat and other
goods could be brought right to the dock,
because a line could branch off from the
St. Kilda line, and there could be a railway
.
on either side of the dock right up.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR.-What is the estimate of the total cost of the dock?
The Hon. W. PITT said the estimate of the total cost was something like
£300,000, but a revenue would be earned
from it, for every boat that came into the
dock paid somethin.g for every day it stayed,
and if the administration was left in the
hands of· the Harbor Trust, it would
have power to make such charges that the
dock would pay fully 4! or 5 per cent. on
the cost of construction.
Interest could,
therefore, be earned on the money expended.
The Harbor Trust itself had now got over all
its difficulties. It had borrowed £2,000.000
from English capitalists, and spent another
£2',000,000 of its own money.
It was
paying its way now.
It \vas meeting
both interest and sinking fund, and
maintammg itself all the way.
He
could tell the Committee, too, that the
Harbor Trust had paid to the Government
one-fifth of its total revenue, or nearly
£r,ooo,ooo, and yet it had never gone cap
in hand to the Government to ask for borrowing powers or anything else. If this
new dock was gone on with, and the Government in its wisdom handed it over to
the Trust, with a request that it should go
on the market to borrow £400,000 or
£500,000, the Trust, he was sure, would
take it over, and would pay interest and
everything connected with it. The project
was laid before the Railways Standing Committee, and he himself gave evidence on the
subject. The oommittee directed that it
should be sent to the Government officers
with a request that they should supply an
Of
estimate of the cost of the dock.
course, the £2,000 was set aside for preliminary expenses, or to find out what a
dock would cost. The remaining £r8,000
would still remain under the direction of
Parliament.
The Premier had fallen in
with suggestions he (Mr. Pitt) had made
when he placed the matter before him, and
the Premier was verv anxious to find work
for the unemployed. 'but was advised by his
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colleagues not to enter into the project until
he had got the authority of Parliament.
The Han. D. 1\IELVILLE said he desired to emphasize the point that the project was not to be indor;sed nor entered
inlto until it had received parGamentary
sanction, except, of course, with regard to
the £,2,000 needed for prelim:nary inquiries.
The Han. W. CAIN said that he considered that the discussion which had taken
place had thrown light on the matter, and
that if the £'18,000 was to be withheld
until parliamentary sanction was obtained,
so much the better. If it was ultimately
decided that the State was to start IOn a ne~v
dock, costing £500,000, he would ask
under whose engineering direct:on the dock
had been deyised. He had had a k'nmvledge of (the project ever since it had been
mooted, and he would point out that
much dredging would have to be entered
upon in order to secure an approach to the
proposed dock. He had also information
from engineers that the scour of the river
would be necessary to keep the dock open.
The item was agreed to: as ,ras also
item 2 1 Towards filling up 'Vest Melbourne Swamp,
£7,000.

On item

22-

Painting public buildings, £4,000,

The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES said that he
thought the Treasurer had somewhat anticipated this vote. Since the Irvine Government entered office, it had been the
rule not to expend money without the salJlction of Parliament, but, as honorable members knew, there had been very great pressure brought to bear on the Government
recently in connexioru with the unemployed.
There were a lot of public buJdings which
really had to be painted, and men had been
employed wherever it was thought that such
work would be necessary. Wark of this
kind had been done in the countrv as well
as in the town.
The item was agreed to, as were also the
following items:J

23. Towong Shire-Koetong-road, between Tallangatta and Corryong, £1,200.
24. Bairnsdale, Tambo, and Omeo Shire-Road
towards Omeo, £2,000.
25. Bairnsdale Shire-Towards bridge over river
at Bairnsdale, £500.
26. The condition attached to item I in the
schedule to the Surplus Revenue Act No. 1904,
so far as it relates to the sum of £400 allocated
thereunder to the Bairnsdale Shire, is hereby
removed.
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27. Tambo Shire-Towards bridge over River
Tambo, £500.
28. 'Vodonga Shire-To assist in repairing
bridge and road towards Albury, £1,000.
29. Howqua Shire-Wood's Point-road, £600.
30. Upper Yarra Shire-'~Tood's Point-road,
£600.

On item 31Erection of brickworks and purchase of land
therefor, £9,600,

The Han. D . MELVILLE said that he
intended to move an amendment.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that it
was rather too late to have a discussion
on the subject. He, therefore, begged to
moveThat the item be postponed.

The Han. cD. l\JEL VILLE said that he
did not want to debate the question, but
he thought that the matter should be settled
now.
The Han. J. M. DAVIE S said that if
a debate was begun on the item, it was
sure to occup~' the whole of the rest of the
evening. It ,rould be just as well to postpone it, and pass all the other Lon-contentious items.
The Han. D. ?\lEL VILLE remarked that
he was reluctant to give way on this matter. vVhy not cleal with it at once, and
relieve public anxiety? If it was postponed for a week it would mean the getting
up of further trouble. It would be just
as well for him to state his case 110W. It
was his intention to move, as a suggestion
to another place, that this item be omitted,
and if the Attorne,"-General would allow
him to go on it ,~ould simplify matters
greatl y, and the progress of the Bill would
not be unnecessarily delayed.
However,
if the Attorne,"-General was determined he
(Mr. n1elville) ,,"ould agree to a postponement.
The item was postponed.
The following items were agreed to : 32. Towards breakwater at Black Rock, upon
condition that residents contribute £100, £300.
33. Towards breakwater at Picnic Point, on
condition that residents contribute £200, £400.
34. Towards Mirboo and Allambee roads, conditionally upo 1 the Shire Council of Woorayl
spending £500 thereon, £500.
35. Item 9 in the schedule to the Surplus
Revenue Act No. 1945 is hereby amended by the
insertion of the words" towards purchase of land
and" before the word "improvement."
36. Towards filling quarries at tne end of Riponstreet, Ballarat, and other necessary work in connexion with such quarries, £500.
37. Towards filling in and levelling Mount
Xavier reserve, off Victoria-street, Ballarat East,
£5 00 .
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38. Creswick Reserve (on condition that an equal
amount be spent locally), £150.
39. Allendale Reserve (on condition that vouchers
be submitted, showing that £100 has been raised
locally and spent on the work), £100.
40 . Learmonth Reserve (on condition that
vouchers be submitted, showing that £100 has
been raised locally and spent on the work), £100.
41. North Ballarat (on condition that £100 be
raised locally and spent on the work), £100.
42. Ararat Botanical Gardens (on condition that
council expends £50 on the work), £100.
43. Balian Park (on condition that reside~ts expend £50 on the work), £50'

On item 44Loan to the South Star mine at Ballarat, under
conditions to be approved of by the Governor in
Council, £5,000,

The Hon. W. J. EVA~S asked how this
money ,ras to be expended? "
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that the
amount was in the form of a loan. The South
Star mine a.t present had sunk to a depth
of 2,500 feet. This loan would enable it
to go to a depth of 3,000 feet. At present the mine paid royalty to two other
mines. These rovalties were to be waived,
and before any dividends or profits were
declared the Government was to be repaid
this loan. It was proposed to test the line,
and it was thought there were great possibilities of striking something \V hich would
be of great benefit, not only to the mine
itself, but to the whole district.
The item was agreed to, as were also the
following items:45. Towards mining development and boring for
gold and coal, £8,000.
46. Loan to the Ararat Borough for Waterworks,
£4,000.
47. Loan to the Upper Macedon vVaterworks
Trust, £1,000.
48. Loan to the Birchip Waterworks Trust,
£1,000.
49. Loan to the vVycheproof vVaterworks Trust,
£75 0 •
50. To make available for the Greenvale Sanatorium for Consumptives the following sums,
appropriated by the Surplus Revenue Act No.
190 4 : Item 47. Contribution to fever and
other hospitals
£ I ,500
Item 53. Quarantine Station, N epean,
including accommodation for consumptives
1,500
Item 63. Towards construction of
buildings, Royal Park
~,500
£4,5 00
51. Additions to Middle Park railway station,
£3°0. .
52. Repairs and additions to Wilson-street
bridge, Brighton, £1,000.
.
53. Towards planting and ornamenting railway
reserves at and near North Melbourne and railway lands alongside lines, £1,000.
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54. Towards building new railway station and
approaches thereto at South Elsternwick, on condition that residents contribute £1,600 additional,
£1,000.

The following items were postponed:55. For motor omnibuses and stable accommodation therefor, £11,000.
56. Towards electric railway, St. Kilda Station
to Village Belle Hotel, £8,000.

Item 57To recoup Railways Stores Suspense Account
depreciation in the value of stores to 1st July,
190 3, £9,433,

was agreed to.
On item 58To credit Railway Loan Repayment Fund
deficiency in the value of stores before the
establishment of the Railways Stores Suspense
Account, £42,084,

The Hon. E. l\ULLER asked the Attorney-General if he had any information
to offer?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said he was
in a position to give full information. The
following official statement had been supplied :-In accordance with section 20 of the Railways
Act No. 1439, which provided for the establishment of the Railways Stores Suspense Account,
a valuation of the stores of the railways was
made in the year 1896, and a net deficit in values
amounting to £48,287 was disclosed. As a result
of this valuation, the value of the stores on hand
when the Railways Stores Suspense Account was
established, was reduced by the amount of this
net deficit, and such amount was charged to Depreciation Account, and was so shown in the annual balance-sheets of the railways. During the
two years ending 30th June, 1905, certain material was found on hand which was not included
in the Stores Suspense Account. This material has
now been taken into stock, and the net deficit has
thereby been reduced to £42,084,
The stores,
which were disclosed to be short by the
val uation made at the time when the Stores Suspense Account was created, had, to a great extent,
if not entirely, been provided in the first instance, out of the Railway Loan Fund, and conse·
quently it is not now necessary to recoup railway loan funds to the extent of the existing net
shortage, viz. :-£42,084, by crediting that sum
to the Railway Loans Repayment Fund out of
the surplus revenue of the railways for the year
ending 30th June, 1905.
In the balance-sheet
of the Department at 30th June, 1904, the sum
of £52,802 is shown as "Deficit in the value of
stores," and this deficit has, during the year,
been reduced to £51,517 (that is, £9,433 and
£42,084),
By recouping the Railways Stores
Suspense Account the sum of £9,433, and credit-.
ing the Railways Loans Repayment Fund to the
extent of £42,084, in both cases out of the surplus revenue of the railways, for the year ending
30th June, 1905, as above explained, this oojectionable item in the balance-sheet of the Department will be entirely eliminated, and the funds
available for the purchase of stores will be increased by £9,433, and the funds available for
capital expenditures on railways by £42,084.
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The Hon. W. CAI~ said that he could
indorse what had been stated by the Attornev-General. The deoreciation had been
disco~;ered when the inq~iry was on.
The item was agreed to, as was also
item 59:-

JUVENILE SMOKERS
RESTRICTION BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 2, which provided a penalty
for smoking by any person under the age
To credit the Rolling-stock Replacement Fund of sixteen years,
towards making good the deficiency in the invenMr. OUT-TRIM observed that in view of
tory of rolling-stock, £60,000.
the fact that the Government had introProgress was then reported.
duced a Bill to carry out the provisions of
The House adjourned at ten o'clock, this Bill, and that the Government had a
until Tuesday, August 22.
very much bette; chance of getting it
passed than he or any other private member
could possibly have) he begged to move-

LEGISLATIVE ASSEJ\tIBL"Y.
lVedllesday, August 16, 1905.
The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
MOORi\IBOOL FOREST.
SMITH asked the Premier if he
would inform the House~Ir.

That progress be reported.

i\Ir. BENT said he had to inform the
honorable member-The CHAIRMAN.-Order! There can
be no discussion on the motion to report
progress.
The motion to report progress was agreed
to, and progress was reported according I y.
;\Ir. OUTTRIM moved-

That this House will, on "\Vednesday next, again
Has the Government been approached by . resolve itself into Committee on this Bill.
the members of a syndicate who are desirous of
securing the timber rights of a portion of the
Mr. BENT.-This is not a fair way to do
Moormbool Forest?
things.
2, Does the application include monopolistic
Mr. OUTTRli\I said that the Premier
tram wa y rights?
3, Has the Government considered the request; did not keep faith with him the other night.
if so, what decision has it arrived at as to terms, The honorable gentleman promised to allow
&c, ?
4, 'Whether the Government, in view of the him to bring on this Bill as soon as pospossibilities of the wood traffic from the forest, sible.
does not consider it advisable to construct the
Mr. BENT.-The Government Bill is for
tramway itself, and run it as part of our railway fees, and' not for this object.
It is last
system?
I,

Mr. BENT.--The answers are:Yes.
The application includes the sole right to
run a tramway into the portion of forest ap'plied
for.
,
3. The request has been considered and granted
conditionall y upon the company accepting the
terms imposed, which will effectually prevent any
monopoly.
4. Not at present.
I.

2.

PETITION.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN stated that he had
a petition to present "on behalf of the
Speaker-The SPEAKER.-I beg the, honorable
member's pardon. I think that petition is
from the honorable member's own electorate. It was sent to me, addressed to
"The Speaker," and not having time to
see the honorable member I sent it to him.
Perhaps the petition had better be presented
another night. In the meantime I will see
the honorable member.

session's Bill. .I was going to help you in
this Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-It is being brought
in again thi s session.
Mr. BENT stated that not a word had
been altered from the Bill the Government
introduced last session. He would not allow the Bill of the honorable member, for
~Iaryborollgh to be brought on on vVec1ne'ida," next.
iHr. OUTTRIM.-How can you stop it?
Mr. BENT said he would stop it, because the honorable member had made a
statement that he (Mr. Bent) had interfered
with the honorable member's Bill. The
Bill the Government had introduced was
last session's Bill, and provided for obtaining revenue. He had done nothing to block
the honorable member's Bill. On the contrary, he had papers with him, and was prepared to assist the honorable member. What
was the use of the honorable member taking
up such a position? '
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Mr. OUTTRIM stated that last week
the Premier came over to the Opposition
corner, and, in the presence of the honorable member for Allandale and the honorable member for Prahran, asked him if he
would allow the Government to take last
Wednesday for the purpose of caorrying
the Surplus Revenue BiN and the Water
Bill. He agreed, on condition that the
Premier would allow him to proceed with
this Bill as soon as those two measures
were got through. 'Vas not that correct?
.Mr. BENT .-Of course it is correct.
Mr. OUTTRIM said that it was a
quarter to eight when those two Bills were
disposed of, and then the Government went
on with two other Bills. It was not til'l a
quarter to ten that he (Mr. Outtrim) was
allowed to bring on his Bill at all, and
then it was only through the courtesy of
the Minister of La!nds and the honorary
Minister (Mr. Mackey).
Mr. BENT.-I was away.
Mr. OUTTRIM said he thought this
was most unfair treatment, because he
agreed at once when the Premier asked
him to put aside his business and allow.
the Government to go on.
Mr. BENT.-You finished vour Bill last
Wednesday, and my Bill pr;vides for revenue.
The SPEAKER.-Of eOUfse, it is in
the power of the House to decide this question. It is for the House to sav when the
matter will be brought on ag~in.
The
question is that this House will on Wednesday next again resolve itself into Committee on this Bill.
Mr. BOYD remarked that the difficulty
had arisen purely through a misunderstanding. He begged to moveThat the motion be amended by omitting the
\vords "Wednesday next," with a view to insert
the words " this day."

Mr. OUTTRIM.-I want the Government
to go on with their Bill. They have introduced a Bill to do away with juvenile
smoking, and I want to support them.
Mr. WATT asked if the honorable member for Maryborough desired to bring the
Bill on again to-day in case the Government Bill did not provide what the honorable member thought it did?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-It does provide it.
Mr. WATT said he understood the Premier to say it did not provide what the honorable member wanted. Some such Bill as
this should go through, but he would not
like to see it get so far down the list that
there would be no chance of dealing with

Restriction Bill.

it this session. If the honorable member
went on with it now perhaps he would get
the support of the Government.
. Mr. OUTTRIM.-I want 'the Government
Bill to go through and to assist them.
Mr. WATT said the Government Bill
might be merely a licensing Bill.
Mr. MURRAY.--It makes the age fourteen
instead of sixteen j that is about the only
difference.
Mr. BENT stateu that he had a copy
of the Bill that was introduced last session .
The one that had been introduced this
session was the same. The Bill last sessior: was brought in by himself and the
'ChIef Secretary on the 13th September,
19 0 4. Clause 13 provided that no person
should sell tobacco, cigars, or snuff to
any child under the age of fourteen years.
The honorable member brought in a Bill
this session, but the Government Bill had
been brought in last session.
1\1r. OUTTRIM.-I do not object to it. I
want the Government to do it.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
was sulkv over it. .
Mr. OUTTRIM.-It is enough to make
any man sulky.
Mr. BENT said he had nothing to do
with the bringing in of the Government
Bill that was now on the table. It was
sent on by the officers of the House as one
of the remanets from last session.
It
provided for revenue. Under the existing
law, anybody for ss. could sell cigars, &c.,
and all the kiddies from the schools could
go to one of these places and buy tpem.
He wanted to get more money. He had
everything beforehand in his Bill last
session that the honorable member had got
jn his Bill, and he was prepared to assist
the honorable member.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Will you read clauses
13, 14, and IS?
Mr. BENT said he did not know why
he should read them.
Clause 13 prohibited sales to children. The Bill was
dated 13th September, 1904. What date
did the honorable member's Bill bear?
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Not so far back as that.
Mr. BENT asked then what was the
honorable member's complaint?
There
was no snuff in the honorable member's
Bill at all. There was no intention on his
part to block the honorable member. He
wanted to help the honorable member with
the Bill.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-I want to help you with
your Bill.
J
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Mr. BENT said he did not want the a Bm. The honorable member for MaryIf he had borough was desirous that the Government
honorable member's help.
brought the Government Bill in after the should take up the Bill.
honorable member had prepared his Bill
Mr. BENr.-The Government do not want.
the honorable member might have com- it. Let him go on with his Bill now, and)
plained.
I will support it.
:Mr. OUTTRIM.-You did do it. What
Mr. McGREGOR said the Premier had'
was the date of the Bill that was brought
already pointed out that the Government
in by the Government this session?
Bill differed materially from this one, and
Mr. WATT.-August 9th of this year.
Mr. BENT said the Water Bilr and was presumably a better Bill.
Mr. BENT.-No j it is not. I will take
other Bills were brought up again from
last session in a similar way. This Bill the snuff out of mine.
provided for a lot more things than the
Mr. M.cGREGOR said the Premier was
honorable member's Bill did. The honor- evidently up to snuff. He had been placed
able member had not the power at present, in the position of seeing the Government do
at any rate, to bring jn a Revenue Bill.
him the honour of taking up a question
Mr. OUTTRIM.-I do not want to at pre- that he had on the notice-paper, and he had
sent.
thoroughly agreed with that practice, and
Mr. BENT said he had heard privately had helped the· Government to have the
that the honorable member was vexed about measure placed on the statute-book.
the matter.
Mr. LAWSON stated that in the interest
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Would not YOU have of the restriction of juvenile smoking, it
been vexed if you were in my place?
was desirable that the honorable member
Mr. BENT said he would have gone to for Maryborough should proceed with this
the honorable member and asked him what measure. The House could put it through
he meant.
in a very short space of time.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-You were not here, so
The SPEAKER.-The question is that
ho\',,- could I ask you?
this House win on Wednesday next again
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that the resolve itself into Committee on this Bill.
Bill of the honorable member for ·Mary- The amendment of the honorable member
borough was circulated on 13th July, and for Melbourne is that the words "Wedthe Government introduced their Bill on nesday next') be omitted, with the view
9th August of this year. It did not arrive of inserting the words "this day." The
at any stage last session, so that it co~ld question which I will now put is " that the
not be argued that this was the same BIll. words proposed to be omitted stand part
It had to be given notice of in the ordinary of the motion.))
way this session. These dates provecJ the
Mr. GAUNSON observed that this was.
whole contention of the honorable member
for Maryborough. The honorable member's a storm in a teacup. The honorable memBill was for the restriction of the smoking of ber for Maryborough was tearing a passion:
cigarettes by juveniles, and the Go~ernm~nt to tatters to no purpose. The Bill the GoBill provided also for the same thmg, wIth vernment brought in last session, and that
the exception that it made the age fourteen was repeated this session, was as different·
instead of sixteen. Honorable members from the honorable member's Bill as chalk
must assume that the Government intended from cheese. The Government measure was
to go on with their Bill, consequently this simply for revenue. True, it did say that
Bill was not being pressed, because the Go- any person selling to children under a cervernment Bill contained everything, and tain age should be liable to a penalty, but
very likely an opportunity would be given it did not provide that the children should
for its consideration, whereas no opportu- also be liable to a penalty.
Mr. W ARDE.-There is nothing to prevent
nity might arise for the consideration of the
honorable member's Bill. Honorable mem- an amendment to that effect being made in
bers knew the difficulty of getting a private Committee.
member's Bill dealt with in another place.
Mr. GAUNSON said that was not the
Such a Bill would have no opportunity point. The honorable member for Marywhen opportunity would be made for deal- borough came down with a Bill to reform
ing with Government measures.
juvenile depravity. He was now in a great
Mr. McGREGOR said there need be no rage with the Government, although really
difference of opinion as to who brought in the Government had allowed him to get a
Session 1905.-[37J
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step in advance of everybody else. This
was the way he repaid them.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-That is not correct.
Ur. GAUNSON said he submitted with
great respect that his statement was correct. The honorable member could not have
got his Bill on last Wednesday if he had
not given way to the Government. The
honorable member was like the little boy
who cried for the moon in a pail of water.
He would never be satisfied until he got
it. Shakspeare must have anticipated this
quarrel when he made Macbeth say to
Macduff, "Lay on, Macduff, and damn'd
be ,he that first cries' hold, enough!' " He
would substitute "it's snuff."
The amendment was negatived, and the
motion was agreed to.
SEPARATE REPRESENTATION
RE PEAL BILL.
Mr. MACKINNON moved the second
reading of this Bill. He said-This is a
Bill to abolish the separate representation
of the public officers and railway officers.
Shortly, the object of it is to alter the present method of voting for representatives
by the public servants and railway employes, and also, incidentall y, to reduce
the number of members in this ·House from
68 to 65, and in another place by one member.
The reform or change in our
law which this Bill is intended to alter
originated in 1903.
In 1902 and previous
years there was in this country a very considerable agitation for reform, and the
public were desirous of setting their
legislative
machinery
on
a
more
economical basis. Members of th:s House
will remember that there arose what was
known as the Kyabram movement, which
was taken up all qver the country, and
stimulated by the press, and which created
a great deal of interest at the time. Reform
Bills had been considered by the Peacock
.Government, and afterwards by the Government of which the honorable and
learned member for Lowan was the head.
An election took place in 1902, and immedi-atel y afterwards the Irvine 90vernment
came into power. Very shortly afterwards
they introduced their Reform Bill, for the
purpose of reducing the numbers of members in the Houses, and making various
The
other changes in our Constifufion.
change which this Bill is -designed to get
rid of was never before the people of this
country at any time, either at that election
<>r at an election which has taken place
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since, or at any other time. It was designed to set apart from all other elector,s
those who draw their pay from the State
--Inot all of them, but those who are under
certa.in Acts, because the casuals, or fhose
who are not permanently on the staff, reThat change in our law
main outside.
was avowedly never before the people of
this country in the year 1902. The object
of it was frankly stated by the then head
of the Government, when he introduced it,
in these wordsWhich I frankly admit were not brought before the country or sanctioned by the country.

The honorable gentleman was referring to
certain new matters, of which this reform
was one. He then went on to explain the
reasons that actuated him in setting apart as
a special class those electors who draw the
State pay as permanent servants. Shortly
summarized, his reasons were these: that
it was the experience of the people of this
country for a long period that unless some
limit was put upon the voting power of the
public servants throughout :the ~'pnstitu
encies, it would be absolutely impossible
to carry out a1ny permanent economic reforms and changes in Victoria. There was
no hesitation about the head of the Government at that time in putting that position.
He said it was a new' proposition, which
had not been before the people of the
country, but the object of which was to
carr v out the demand of the countrv for
per~anent reform. The views of the Government at that time were put even more
clearly by the late Mr. Shiels, who was
then Treasurer. He said, "The people of
this country have demanded reform. That
is a permanent and not a mere temporary
reform, although they have demamded that
also, for they have demanded that we shall
put the finances straight. But they have
also demanded that we shall effect permanent reforms, and' we, as reasonable
men, have come to the conclusion that unless we can limit in some way the votilng
power of the public servants, we can never
in Victoria effect any permanent reform."
It is needless to go over the speeches of
those honorable ge:ntlemen, but those are.
the
arguments
that
were
short! y,
used for this entirely novel proceedmg with regard to the treatment of
the electoral rights of public servants.
The Premier of those days, the honorable member for Lowan, based his arguments in support of this procedure on
He
certain facts which he alleged.
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alluded in the way everybody does who basis. At the same time, I confess, as one
supports this extraordinary proceeding to who was present in the House when that
the well-known fact which everybody knew, amendment was proposed by the then memthat the public servants were closely or- ber for South :Melbourne (M.r. Tucker), that
ganized for the purpose of gaining th<;:ir the House did not fully appreciate the full
ends by taking as much out of the Treasury importance of what it did on that occasion.
as they possibly could. He condescended But do illustrations of that sort justify a
to give certain details j .and one of complete change in the political rights of a
the details he gave was the case of the large number of our most intelligent fellow
railway employes. He said that between citizens? I ask honorable members, now
the years J896 and 1902 the railway em- that we have gpt away from Kyabram, and
plon~s had been paid an increased amount from those distressful days in which people
of £96,000. 'Well, now, at first sight, and thought that ruin was impending-·not only
especially 'at the time that Parliament ,\:as for the State, but for private concerns-to
then assembled--when there ,vas a deSIre now t~ink coolly over -the matter, and one of
for retrenchment, and a general anxiety the first things that should be taken into
caused by the drought and the new circum- ~onsideration is that there were other
stances of F ederation-·figures of that sort States than Victoria which had State emNew South Wales, South Ausmade more impression then than they are ployes.
apt to make now. But if we consider what tralia, Queensland, New Zealand, and
the progress of events was between 1896 others, all bad large .and important bodies
and 1902, we must, I think, come to this of pub] ic servants. Now, it was an extraorconclusion-and we can come to no other dinary thing that in Victoria alone this
conclusion-that it ,vas not alone among procedure should have been adopted. Alrailway employes and Government servants though the peoj)le were going through
generally that wages went up, because in other States circumstances similar
we know perfectly well that under to those that we were going through
system
and
the -their finances being disjointed-these
the "\Vages 'Board
general revival of prosperitI which be- other States did not have recourse to
gan about 1896 or 1897 it was inevit- the extreme proceedings which the Irvine
Under these cirable that wages should rise.
That illus- Government adopted.
tration, therefore, was considerablv re- cumstan~es there must be _something very
duced in its value bv the consideration I extraordmarv .about these other States, or
mention-namel y, that there was between their Members of Parliament must be
r896 and 1902, a very material improve- men of very superior calibre to members
ment in the condition of the workers in this that Victorians elect to represent them in
State. Another point which the honorable their Legislature.
gentleman made was this: he said that, at
Mr. BENT.-Have vou seen anv of ~hem?
Mr. MACKINNON.-I have," and I will
a late hour in the night, an Act was passed
by the Turner Government at the end of say this, although I do not say it in any
the year 1902, before any public servants boasting spirit, that I am inclined to think
were taken over bv the Federal Govern- that the Members of Parliament we have
ment, which Act contained the provision here compare very favorably with Memknown as the famous section 19, and that bers of Parliament in other States. Now,
that section had immensely increased the I think it is a significant fact that, in no
burden of public expenditure. There is no other State, where the circumstances were
doubt th.at that section 'vas· accepted by similar to ours-although one of them
Parliament without as much consideration at least, namely, New South Wales, went
as should have been given to it. I think through the reform movement-did they
evervbodv must confess that those who suggest that a similar procedure should be
supported it that night were not fully adopted to that adopted here, and which,
aware of the effect of their actions. At in a 'number of instances, was ~orced by
the same time, this is undoubtedly true, the Government on unwilling supporters.
that in the Post Office especially there was If we turn to other countries, then we
a scale of remuneration which was. not find no support whatever for this extraorcreditable to the people of this country, dinary proceeding. I remember that the
and that Parliament at that time was jus- late Mr. Shiels made a very eloquent
tified, in vie,v of the fact that those servants and impassioned appea.l in support of this
were being taken over by the Commonwealth, procedure, and in doing so he' auoted the
in putting them on .a more reasonable cases of placemen-revenue officers and
l
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.others-that King George IlL, when
.carrying things with a very ... high hand
in Great Britain, disfranchised.
But
what happened in those days was a
.great deal different from what hap~
pened here in 1902. Lord North's Govern.
ment desired to carryon to assist the
.Crown, which was fighting then against popular freedom, and there were then estimated
.to be in a total electorate of 300,000 people, no less than 40,000 or 60,000 people
who lived on Government pay, and Lord
North put on no less than 12,000 voters in
order to bolster up the Government
majority. It was at that tim_e, and under
those circumstances, apparently extremely
desirable that some drastic steps should
be taken, but the evil was of enormous
magnitude, and justified the taking of -an
extreme step. But here, with an electorate
of only 260,000 people, and with only
12,000 in the Government service, we, as
representatives, were obviously afraid of
beiJn:g influenced by those 12,000, and were
induced to fail in our duty with regard to
them. These people) too, were scattered
throughout Victoria, although I am bound
to say that a great many of them were to
be found in one or two constituencies
around the metropolis. It is always useful to realize what other people-people
who are independent of our local politics,
think about our action. I will venture to.
read to the House a short quotation from
the London Spectat.or, which illustrates the
view taken by a thoughtful and careful
journal, wholly independent of our local
circumstances, in the old country. This is
from the Spectat(Jr of the 29th November,
1902, and I draw the atten.tion of the Premier to it, because it se~ms to me to
embody-Mr. BENT.-Oh, it is so long back.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Well, I do not
think that present circumstances ought to
be allowed to continue any longer, merely
because this quotation is so long back.
The quotation is as follows:The Government of Victoria is harassed by a
difficulty almost without precedent.
The civil
servants of the Colony, leaguing themselves with
the Labour Party, vehemently oppose some projected economies, and Mr. Irvine, the Premier,
in order to punish them and carry his policy of
reductions, has proposed their disfranchisement.
That is to say, they are to lose their votes as
citizens, and to recelve a separate representation.
He declares he will resign if defeated upon the
point, as no Government can go on if exposed to
continuous pressure for an increase of salaries.
The proposal, so far as we know, is unprece·
.dented, though in this country no paid servant of
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the State can sit in Parliament without re-election and we cannot consider it a wise one.
Civil
servants are surely entitled to the rights of citizens. The true remedy, if the evil is as serious as
reported, which i~ is difficult to believe, is to pass
an Act making combination among civil servants
for political purposes ground for instant die;missal without pension, or even in extreme cases
for a criminal prosecution. There is no telling
i'l these days the limit of novelty, but a new
political crime is certainly something unexpected.

That is the opinion of cool-headed outside
observers on the so-called reform whi'ch
we are seeking this day by this Bill to wipe
The first point
out of the statute-book.
which I want to make against the present
law is that it was a thing which was never
before the people of this countrv.
I hold
it to be sound law that if a~ important
change in the status of a large number of
our best fellow citizens is contemplated, it
must, in a democratic community, have the
approval of the people of the country . Not
only was this matter not before the people
in 19°2, but there is in this House now a
large number of members who, if their
election pledges are worth anything, are
bound to vote for a Bill like this on the
first possible opportunity.
Under those
circumstances, I venture to think that the
blot on the statute-book to which I refer
should be wiped out as soon as possible.
Again, the so-called reform to which I
allude has made State electors-those who
constitute the permanent public service and
railway service of the State-a separate class
in the community.
What is the theory of
representation? The theory in this country, at any rate, as we gather it from our
statutes, is this, that people vote pretty well
by districts, by the localities in which they
live, and they vote as citizens with all the
rights and duties of citizenship, and should
not, in any case, vote as a class.
But now
we have introduced class representationjn
this country, and there is nothing whatever
in the history of this country to justify
the adoption of this entirelv new and evil"
principle in connexion with-representation.
What is the position of the public servant
or railway voter? All he can vote for, as a
Government servant, is for his own narrow
class interest. He can vote for a railway lepresentative or a public service representative, but in regard to all those incidents which
go to make up the advantages of citizenship,
such as taxation-which is, perhaps, not an
advantage, but which is a very material
part of citizenship-his home, his wif.e, his
family, his relationship to the law 111 all
domains outside his near employment, he
is, for all practical purposes, a disfranchised
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person, having no part or lot in our ordinary.
civil life.
Can honorable members say
that there is anything in the attitude of. the
public servants in the past which justifies
the idea that they should be disfranchised
in all these important relations? The consequences of this action towards the public
servants must be that they must lose their
interest in the State. There are a great
rn.",ny of them at the present time who are
disgusted with the position they find themselves in, although even now they have the
fullest political power, and more of it, I ~e
lieve, than they had formerly. But the pomt
is this, that under present circumstances, we
are likely to get less value out of them as
enthusiastic employes. We hear a great deal
about Socialism and State enterprise. We
have adopted State Socialism to a very
large extent, finding it more advantageous
to develop on those lines. But what sort of
wisdom is it that goes in for State Socialism, State regulation of employment and
enterprise, and at the same time says that
the people we employ are unw?:thy t~ rank
with the rest of our fellow CItIzens m the
performance of their ordinary political
duties,? That is an argument which should
have weight with men who desire that the
best should be got out of our public servants. for the advantage of the whole community.
I do not wish to take up' more
time.
There might be more said that
would be considered advantageous by those
who hope to carry the second reading of
the Bill to-night-:Mr. BENT.-Did you say to-night?
Mr. MACKINNON .-Perhaps the spirit
of hopefulness is rather too strong in me.
Mr. BENT .-Is it usual to go on .after a
speech like yours on a second reading:
right off? I thought the courtesy of an
adjournment was always extended.
Mr. MACKINNON.-If the leader of
the Government promises me a courtesy, it
possibly may be accepted on terms. and
conditions; but I am assuming that prIvate
members are usuall y allowed to go on with
their Bills to a conclusion. But I should
like to point out that after all a
little practical experience is of more value
than a great deal of theory. Do honorable members repr;esenting constituencies~
think that the pressure which was alleged
to have taken place by pubiic servants on
Members of P.arliament, and which, in my
experience at any rate, did not take place
-do they'" think that such pressure, if it
could be brought to bear, cannot be brought
to bear still? Are not honorable members
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aware of the fact that, in spite of public
servants having separate representation,
honorable members are still frequently
brought into contact with public servants
Surely honorable
who have grievances?
members must admit that they have a number of cases brought before them of discontented public servants. It is so; and
my experience has been that these people
nearly always had some just grievance,
caused by the foolish" methods of retrenchment adopted in the nineties. Honorable
members, however, will realize that if there
is at the present time a little less of that
sort of cases brought under notice, it is only
for the time being, and that the pressure
will come upon honorable members jusf as
The result is that
much as in times past.
those who have separat~ representation have
not onl y thE: certainty of their own representatives, but they have al~o so much influence as they are able to bring by ordinary
pressure, if they exercise it, an other honorable members, and that the position as
regards the accomplishment of permanent
economy is worse than before. Now we
hear that it is desirable that this reform
of separate representation should be given
a trial. I do not see it. As I have pointed
out already, this separate, .representation
business never had the sanction of the people of this country. I should say it was
one of those things that should be lynched
without trial. But what sort of trial is
required? How long is it proposed the
trial should be? Is it proposed that two,
three, or four Parliaments should be t~sted,
with a view of seeing if any alteration
should take place before permanent economies can be accomplished '? Surely no honorable member can consider that any new
facts will arise. The thing was wrong in its
inception, and wrong in principle, and it
continues to be wrong, and no amount of
trial can make a wrong of any sort right.
Experience, and the common sense of the
Premier, has apparently taught him that it
was a false move, and that the sooner we
retrace our steps the better. It is said, let
us delay until next Parliament before turning our back on what was undoubtedlv a
ooncession enforced by powerful leaders
of the Government of the dav-a concession wrung out of a number of honorable
members against their will-arid allow that
to continue-Mr. BENT.-When are you coming to
your second point?
Mr. "MACKINNON. - I am keeping
that point for the motion for th~
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adjournment of the debate. I.am simply
for the present offering argument in
favour of dealing with the matter now.
And I think that 1 am not addressing myself to the subject in any impassioned spirit.
I am sure that we are all desirous of the
welfare of this country, and I am sure
that the sentiments I have expressed are
very largely shared in by a great number
of people outside, who agree with me
in thinking it desirable that parliament
should bury its mistake and get rid of it.
It is desirable that this Bill should be
passed for two reasons. The first reason
is that I think it is almost inevitable, a
change in the Constitution being implied,
that the Bill will require to be sent to
England for the Royal Assent. That, I
think, is extremely probable, and it is a
fact which has to be viewed in the light of
the circumstance that we are now in the
second session of this Parliament, and that
it is unlikely that we will have more than
another session.
If this Bill be held
up until the end of the following session
it may be that, Parliament having then repealed the principle of separate representation, land the Royal Assent not having
been received, it will be impossible to elect
a House on the basis of the change which
Parliament has desired. Again, I think it
is desirable that if we are to make a change
at all, another place should have an QPportunity of dealing with the subject, at least
in the early part of next year. If this
House has made up its mind on the subject, and delay takes place, there would
be a risk, and I do not see why we should
"take any risk of that kind. Another very
quaint proposal was that the principle
should be allowed to come before P arliament or the country again. What is the
use of that? It was not before the country
b~fore it was adopted, and a majority of
the members of this House was only got
at that time by the exercise of the strongest
party machinery. It was, indeed, before
the people of the country at the last election, and a majority of the members who
were returned were pledged to vote for
its repeal. What is the use of letting it go
before the country again? It would only
be a waste of time. I think this Parliament has a perfectly free hand to make up
its mind with regard to the principle of
separate representation, and I do hope that
those members who have expressed themselves with the utmost confidence on
the platform will be given an op·portunity of expressing their views
Mr. Mackinnon.
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with the utmost confidence in Parliament.
I do not propose to iSay very much more.
I ask this Parliament to retrace its steps,.
and to repair the gross injustice which was
These
done by a previous Parliament.
sections for sepClJrate representation can only
It was a confession
mean one thing.
placed on high of the absolute incapacity
of memb€rs elected to this Parliament bYI
the people to carry out the ordinary elementary functions of government, a confession on the part of honomble members whlO
passed this Bill of their belief that they,
were incompetent to carry out the ordinary'
b:usiness affairs of tlhe coun:t'rv in an ordinaJr~'
and proper manner. For tha"t reason I thiri'k
that the sooner we get rid of this slight on
our reputation the better, and I accordingl y ask this House to carry the second
reading of the Bill, which is intended to
wipe out one of the last vestiges of a time
which was hysterical, of a time which was
lDot creditable to the people of this countrv
in many r:espects, and a time which I think
many sober-minded people who assisted
in the movement would be glad to forget.
I . beg to move the second reading of the
BIll to abolish the separate repres.~nhtion
of the publjc officers and rau.lway officers.
Mr. BENT.-The honorable member
knew, of course, that i11l the ordinary way,
the proper course to purlsue in this matter
would be to adjourn.
~Ir. GAUNSON.-Will the honorable
gentleman permit me to ask the Speaker a
question?
For the information of the
House may I ask you, sir, if this is a Bill
which requires to be passed by an absolute
majority of the whole of the members of
this House on the second reading and on
its third reading?
The SPEAKER. - Anticipating this
question as to whether this Bill proposes
such an a!lteration of the Constitution as to
require its second and third readings to be
passed by an absolute majority of the
House, I have gone into the whole matter
carefull y.
Section 6 I of the Constitution
Act, as amended by the Act of I903, gives
wide powers to the Legislature, .without requiring a statutable majority, to deal with
the aualifications of electors and members
of th·e Legislature, as to the establisliment
and alteration of provinces and districts,.
and to alter and increase the number of
representatives for such provinces and dis·
tricts, and to alter, or increase, or decrease
the whole number of members of the Legis ...
l.ative Houses. That section does not con,.
i
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template any constituencies other than territorial provinces and districts. This Bill
seeks to alter the Constitution Act 1903 by
abolishing the constituencies created by
that Act of the Public Officers and Railway Officers, and it also" in effect, reenacts that part of the Officials in Parliament Act which was repealed bv the Constitution Act 1903. It is therefore such an
amendment of the Constitution Act as to
require its second and third reading to be
passed by an absolute majority of the
Illouse.
.
Mr. BENT.-In the ordinary way, it is
onl y necessary to ask for this measure to
be adjourned. I do not know the position
the honorable member in charge of the
Bill would take up. It will be necessary,
of course, to consider this Bill, and simply
asking for an adjournment ought to be
sufficient, without my giving any reason. I
can only give the reason that I have given,
and I will afford the honorable member an
opportunity out of the ordinary way to
proceed with this measure.
I t will be
necessary now to read the report of what
the honorable member has said.
Mr. HANNAH.-Surelv we all understand this question?
Mr. BENT.-I do not believe the honorable member would understand it if he
read it for a week.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-What is
the use of an adjournment?
1\1r. BENT.-I was only suggesting th:s
to my friend opposite. It does not make
a bit of difference to me. The leader of
the Opposition knows the proper course to
pursue. I am simply asking for an adjournment in the ordinary way, and it is
the proper thing to do. If the adjournment is not agreed to, then perhaps-then
perhaps-perhaps-Mr. TouTcHER.-Would you give the
honorable member the same opportunity of
going on with it?
1\1r. BENT.-I have given the honorable member the best opportunity, inasmuch
as I have adjourned Government business
in order that it might come on.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-We gave something
for it.
Mr. BENT ,-I hope the honorable member will ask for an adjournment, which is
the usual thing to do.
Mr. COLEcHIN.-This is a Bill of only
three clauses and a small schedule.
Mr. BENT.-I am not speaking to the
honorable member. If the leader of the
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Opposition had moved the second reading
of the Bill, I would have asked the same
question. It is the duty of the honorable
member to consent to the adjournment.
Mr. TouTcHER.-For how long?
Mr. BENT.-That is a matter that can
be arranged.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-To insure it~
death.
Mr. BENT.-I can insure its death in
any way. It is not all in those honorable
members' own hands yet.
I t is not all
beer and skittles. If the adjournment is
agreed to, proper facilities will be afforded
in the ordinary way for the honorable
member to bring the Bill on again. I do
not want the adjournment, but it is the
orderly and proper course to pursue, and
I am not asking for anything beyond what
in courtesy I should obtain.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Before we fix a
date for the adjournment, I may say that,
in my experience, it is quite unusual to ask
a private member, who is endeavouring to
get a Bill through, and who has no opportunities of gefting his measure on again, to
consent to an adjournment. I admit that the
Government have heated me with considerable courtesy. But there are higher duties
than mere gratitude. My feeling is that,
unless the Premier c.an give me something
more definite, I should be false to my views
if I consented to the ad ;ournment, which
would mean that the Bill would never be
seen again.
Mr. BENT.-Why say that?
:j'dr. MACKINNON.-Because it is the
truth.
Mr. BEKT.-I tell you it is not the t~uth.
1\lr. MACKINNON.-I would ask, sir,
if that is ~lli order?
:1\1r. BENT.-I withdraw it, and say it
is hardly the truth.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I do not want
to embarrass the Premier in any way.
What I want is that this change should
be made, because I believe the people desire it, and if I agreed to postpone the
matter without a better understanding, this
House would never see it aga1in. I must
ask the Premier to give me a little more
consideration than he has intimated his intention of doing so far. ,
1\1r. BENT.- We can give the honorable
member a date, and the honorable member
can bring in the Bill on at that date. The
honorable member can name his date.
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Mr. MACKINNON.-Will the Premier
allow rile to name a date, and then give
me every facility to go on with the matter?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Might
I suggest that the honorable member for
Prahran should accept the offer made by
the I)remier for this reason: I am as
anxious as is the honorable member in connexion with this matter. Everyone knows
the attitude I take up in regard to this proposal. I am satisfied that separate representation was the greatest blunder ever
made bv the Parliament of Victoria. However, I" am not going into the merits of the
matter. I want to see that provision repealed. Unless' the suggestion of the Premier is adopt'ed,/ the honorable member
for Prahran might find himself blocked
by the Standing Orders at half-past eight
o'clock to-night. At that hour, general
business will come on. If the adjournment
of the debate is moved by the Premier,
anv one knows that honorable members
co~ld continue the discussion until halfpast eight, and the honorable member for
Prahran would then not get any farther
advanced with his proposition.
Mr. B.ENT.-I said nothing of that.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am
only pointing this out" for it is a matter
which the honorable member for Prahran,
and other members on this (the Opposition)
side of the House appear to have forgotten. .However much honorable members
'may differ f.rom the Premier, they can all
say that the honorable gentleman has given
every opportunity in connexion with this
Bill.
Mr. HANNAH.-Did he give me that in
connexion with my Bill?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
honorable member did not circulate his BilI
last session, so that he cannot charge
anyone with not giving him the opportunity to proceed with it. The Premier has
stated that he is prepared to give f.aciIities
to the honorable member for Prahran before the session closes for the matter to be
debated. If the adjournment of the debate
is moved to-night, we, who want to debate
the main question, will be absolutely shut
out by half-past eight. During my experience of seventeen years in P,arIiament, I
have found that if you want to get a .great
reform throUlgh, and the Government are
hostile, 'the only thing to do is to start
the Bill at half-past eight dclock, .and then
vou can debate it, and negative motions for
~djournment, because you can then sit all
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night. That was the way that the late M.r.
Shiels carried his measure of reform In
connexion withi the divorce laws.
.
The SPEAKER.-I must not aUow th:s
discussion to go any further. There 1S
no motion for the adjournment of the d~
bate before the Chair, and I cannot pe:~It
the honorable member to become remInIScent about the Divorce Bill.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - I~
the time could be mutually .arranged, It
would be satisfactory to everybody.
Mr. SOLLy.-Do· you" think you 'are
going to convince the opponents by arguments?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-We
shall have a better opportunity of discussing

it.

.

Mr. SOLLy.-They have made up theIr
minds without discussing it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOC~. - I
know that I have made up my mind.
Mr. GAUNSON.-The Opposition members who are the bone of contention here
a.re entitled to a quiet hearing on th.e subOf course, some of my conshtllen.ts
ject.
may have wond.ere~ very muc? why I dId
not introduce thIS BIll last seSSIOn.
I must
sav that I think it farcical to ~ntroduce su.ch
a Bill, except in the last seSSIOn of Parhament.
The SPEAKER.-I 'am afraid I must
again interrupt, because there is nothing
before the Chair.
If the honorable member
for Prahran. or the Premier, will mo~e the
adjournment of the debate, the questIOn of
the adjournment could then be debated.
Mr. BENT.-I am prepared to move the
ad journment.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Is there not the
motion for the second reading before the
Chair?
.
The SPEAKER.-Of course there IS the
motion for the second reading.
Mr. GAUNSON.-That is what I want
to speak to.
I have al~ays he~d .tha~ the
introduction of such a BIll as thIS In eIther
the first or the second session of Parliament
is purely farcical.
~he honorable member
for the Railways SerVIce (Mr. l!annah) gave
notice in the innocence of hIS youth, on
the v~ry first day that Parliament. met, of
his intention to introduce such a BIll.
e
No doubt he had It
never saw the Bill.
ready.
Mr. BENT.-If the honorable member
will permit me, I Will move the adjournment of the debate.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I do not want it
moved.

W.
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Mr. COLECHIN.-Is this in order. :Mr.
Speaker?
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member for the Public Officers is in possession
of the Chair.
Mr. GA UNSON .-1 think it is fair, so
that hereafter no officer shall be at liberty
to throw stones at me, that I should state
what my position is.
I look upon the introduction of any Bill whatever for this
purpose, whether from the honorable members for the Public Officers themselves, from
the Victorian Eleven, or the Government
corner, or any other place, as farcical until
the last session of Parliament.
Look at
the honorable member's Bill. It is not to
come into force until after the dissolution
of Parliament. Therefore is it not a farce,
from that point of view, to be discussing
the Bill as a serious question to-night? Why
should not the adjournment be granted?
Is the Bill to take effect after the pasAccording to the Bill
sage of the Bill?
itself, it is to come into force at the expiration of the present Parliament, or at
a dissolution of the Legislative Assembly,
whichever shall first occur.
The honorable member for the Rail \Va ys Service who
said that this was the best fob he ever had
in his life does not want, I suppose, to
give it up at once.
The honorable member's withers need not be wrung, because
that job will continue.
I remember that
I suggested at a smoke night that the honorable member should introduce a Bill.
I
desire to repeat the words I made use of
in the House on the IIth July, and which
are reported on page 250 of Hansard. On
that occasion I saidI do not agree with the honorable member for
Prahran, that there is a majority in this House to
pass the repeal of that law, but it is my duty to
my constituents to seek to have it repealed.

1"1r. COLECHIN.-Is the honorable member in order in reading to the House from
the Hansard of this session?
The SPEAKER.-An honorable member is not allowed to read anything reflecting on a debate of this session. but an
honorable member is quite in order in reading from Hansard.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I do not wish to talk
the measure out.
I will vote for the repeal of separate representation, not from the
grounds which the honorable member in
charge of the Bill has stated, but upon other
and distinct grounds.
I find that separate representation is undesirable from the
point of view that it is class representation,
and therefore highly dangerous.
If this
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class is to be s'pecially represented, why not
all the vVesleyans and all ·.the Catholics-?
After a tiIl?-e we should get down to the
hawkers, and finally to the criminals, and
let them be specially represented.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-How about
lawyers?
Mr. GAUNSON.-The lawyers would be
entitled to have it, no doubt, but the whole
thing would become farcical. I do not like
this altogether, because the honorable member for the Railways Service (Mr. Hannah)
gave notice of his Bill, and I think the honorable member for Prahran should have
given him a show. It isa poor show, but
the 110norable member for Prahran should
have given it.
But that show would be
no better than the present one, because this
Bill is not to come into force until the
expiry of Parliament, or the dissolution of
this House.
Mr. COLECHIN.-That may be within six
months.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Ih all human probability, if the constitutional course is followed, this House, on the passage of the
Bill, would be instantaneously dissolved.
Every student of the Constitution knows
that '~hen the very fundamentals of representatIOn are altered there must be an instant dissol ution.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Has not the Bill to go
, Home for the King's assent?
Mr. GAUNSON.-It may be got by telegram. The Governor's assent is not now,
as a rule, given in the House of Parliament,
but in His Excellency's private room. The
King could direct a commission to be issued,
and that commission could be issued as well
by telegram as otherwise.
Mr. WARDE.-It took twelve months before.
Mr. GAUNSON.-That is a different
matter.
This Bill would rob the Labour
Party of two of its members.
Mr. LEMMON.-We want to keep our platform pledges.
Mr. GAUNSON.-If the honorahle
member believed that .there was a dissolution coming on to-morrow in consequence
of the Bill becoming law, he would curse
and swear. There is nobody in the House
who knows it better than the honorable member, and for my friend, the
national undertaker, to talk in that way is
reall y too good.
There is no heart in
this matter.
The Bill is not to come
into operation on the passing of the Bill,
but is to be postponed until the end of
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the Greek Kalends. I should be ashamed
to take up the time of the House in discussing it.
Mr. BENT movedThat the debate be now adjourned.

o

He said if he could not get the courtesy
of an agreement with the honorable member he would have to move the adjournment.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that he
?oped that course would not be persisted
m.
Mr. BENT.-You may depend upon it,
it will be persisted in.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that he and
other honorable members would have some'thing to say on the matter at this stage.
It was usual for private members. to h~ve
every opportunity of going on straIght WIth
their business and it was not usual for
them to agree 'to an adjournment .until after
the second reading had been earned. Where
the Opposition had asked for the adjournment of the debate' on a Government measure in a number of instances, it was because it was new business, and because the
work of examining and criticising measures
was intrusted to one or two members of the
party. This matter, however, had been be.fore the House before, and had been discussed at very great length. He would
take the statement of the Premier, made
at a smoke night recently, as proof that t.he
matter had been considered. The PremIer
then said not that he had considered the
~atter but that he was prepared to reconsid~r his decision, or was prepared to
offer some consideration to those who
wished for the repeal of separate representation.
Mr. BENT.-YOU were not there, and cannot tell what I said.
:Wlr. PRENDERGAST said that was
what the audience understood. The whole
of the audience were assured of that, and
remarks were made that they were glad
that the other portions of the Government
service were to have this blot removed. He
(Mr~ Prendergast) did not want to assume
that anv one wished to do anything improper, -'but it was clear that this debate
'was to be adjourned in oraer to prevent a
.decision being come to by the House now.
1'.1r. BOYD.~What chance have you of
coming to a decision in an hour and a half?
That is absolute rubbish.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that if they
could not get anything more reasonable, the
Opposition would go right on and throw
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on the Government the responsibility of
blocking the measure.
1\1r. BOYD said that he rose to a point
of order. The honorable member for North
Melbourne was accusing, by inference, those
who intended to speak upon the measure
of endeavouring to block the measure from
passing its second reading.
The SPEAKER.-I understood the honorable member to say that he was going to
block this movement for an adjournment
in order to go right on. No honorable member has the right to block anything.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that at aU
events the position was clearly this: that
those honorable members did not want discussion upon this question this evening.
IVlr. BENT.-The honorable member has
again said we do not want to go on. I
have asked in the ordinary way for an adjournment, and I again ask for it. I want
a division right off.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that the honorable member for Prahran 'would, no
doubt, accept an adjournment, providing
the adjournment was to a reasonable date;
but a proposition to put the matter off
until October or November, of course, could
not be accepted by him. If there was an
adjournment for a fortnight, and no bar
was offered to the continuation of the discussion, there would be no objection to
that form of adjournment. But the form
of adjournment now ?roposed would block
the Bill, and would prevent the House
coming to a decision to give what the Premier promised to the Post-office men the
other night. The suggestion that the adjournment ,,{as required to allow the Premier to consider the Bill at this stage was
an absurdit~r, and such a thing had never'
been asked before, to his recollection, since
he (Mr. Prendergast) had been in the
House. There had been two caucuses of
the Government party already in order to
consider the Bill. If the decision of that
caucus was exposed to the House, honorable
members would, no doubt. see the reasons
which animated this request for an ad·
journment.
Mr. MURRAy.-Do you object to caucuses?
1'.1r. PRENDERGAST said that he did
not. He believed every member of the
House who was free to consider the matter
was in favour of the abolition of senarate
representation, but there was a solid' partv
behind honorable members, although a very
small one, who were opposed to every motion of reform.
It was notorious that
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the measures the Government had introduced that bad given them any popularity
had received the support of this (the Opposition) side of the House.
While the
other side were keeping the Premier in
office they were to-day exercising pressure
to keep him from doing an act of justice to
the servants of the State. This proposal for
an adjournment was the result of two
caucuses. He felt that the Premier was
prepared to abandon his own way as long
as he could get a decision upon the question that was before the House earlier in
the day, for the purpose of wasting time
apparently, so that this question should not
be considered by the House to-night.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable mem~
ber has no right to say that the Premier is
wasting the time of the House.
Mr. BENT said there was not one word
of truth, not one scintilla of truth, in the
statement that he endeavoured to do anything of the sort. He stated in the honorable member's presence, and in the presence of others, that last session he brought
in the Bill relating to tobacconists word for
word the :same as the Bill of this session.
When the Bill was placed upon the table
by the officers, not by him, he did not know
it, but he knew an order was made by the
Cabinet that the Bill was to go to the
House, and in the ordinary course that Bill
should have been upon the table on the first
night of the session. Honorable members
knew well that he (Mr. Bent) would not do
what the leader of the Opposition charged
him with doing. He was above doing it. He
hoped the honorable member would not go
out of his way to throw things at him. because if he did, it would reflect upon himself.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that he
found in connexion with that statement that
the notice of the first readin~ of the Tobacconists Bill on the 9th August statedMr. BENT.-To move that he have leave--

Mr. GAUNSON rose to a point of order.
He said it was disorderly for the honorable
member for North Melbourne to make reference to a Bill that had been under discussion already in the preceding part of
the evening, and to persist in his :eit~ra
tions that the object the PremIer had 111 VIew
was to waste time.
The SPEAKER.-I think the honorable member is out of order in discussing
any Bill, which has been discussed this ses-
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sion, on this motion for the adjournment of
the debate.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Except that a statement has been made that is inaccurate.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member introduced the question of that Bill
himself, and he is out' of order.
Mr. GAUNSON (to Mr. PRENDERGAST).Do behave yourself.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST said he took the
liberty of questioning the Premier's bona
,fides in this matter.
He had already
stated ,his position in conneXiOll1 with
it, and he said that this question of
adjournment was brought up for the purpose of preventing the consideration of this
measure, ' and he entered his protest
against it, and hoped the country would
take notice of the fact that while a' number
of honorable members were pledged to the
abolition of separate representation, the
forms of the House were bein,g taken up
to prevent the discussion.
The SPEAKER.-It is not orderly to
impute motives to the Premier.
Mr. PRENDERGAST s~d lli~ ~
might not be in order, but that was about
the only thing that was the matter with it.
He had stated that his partv wanted to
fight for this Bill, and were determined to
fight for it, and there was to be no question
of suiting t1~e convenience of anybody. If
the Premier wanted to discuss the matter,
why did he not give in the immediate future
-say, within the next three or four weeksan opportunity of bringing it forward for
discussion? Why did he not fix a time and
let a vote be taken? Those who voted for
an adjournment were voting against the
abolition of separate representation, and he
hoped the country would take 'it in the same
way.
Mr. BOYD observed that he did not suppose the country cared very much what the
position of the -honorable member was. He
had got back to his old attitude, \-"hen he
was standing on the tail of a cart haranguing the mob. That was the way he started'
to harangue those who asked for an
adjournment. He (Mr. Boyd), thought it
was only courtesy when the Premier asked
for an adjournment on an important question of this kind, that it should be
granted. It showed that honorable members behind the leader of the Opposition,.
instead of desiring to have a matter of suell
magnitude discussed fairly, by force of
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numbers were going to drive the Premier had no right to ask for an adjournment.
. into a corner.
Those honorable members thought it right
Mr. WARDE.-That is how it was car- to force the matter through.
Mr. H. S. BENNETT (Ballatrat vVest)
ried, under the whip.
said he rose to a poinl of order. Was the
Mr. BOYD observed that when the mo- honorable member in order in addressing
tion was carried in the House very few men the leader of the Opposition inste.ad of
on this (the Ministerial) side were driven the Chair?
to vote. Ther~ might have been one or two;
The SPEAKER.-The leader of the
but even without those who were driven to
Opposition asked him a question and he
vote, according to the statement of the answered. He was not addressing the
leader of the Opposition, against their con- leader of the Opposition.
sciences, when that motion was carried it
Mr. BOYD said that what he was trying
would have been carried by a very large
to
explain when in~errupted by the honormajority in the House, as it was carried,
able member for Ballarat West was that the
under any circumstances.
anxiety of members of the Opposition to
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The whip prevent this matter being adjourned would
must have been laid on the honorable mem- indicate that they 'were opposed to the
ber for Essendon.
repeal of separate representation, and were
Mr. BOYD said that the honorable mem- only making this fuss in the declamatory
ber for Essendon was well able to take methods of the honorable member for North
care of himself, but the whip was not laid Melbourne to show, as they had shown in
manv instances before, how easily the
on to him (Mr. Boyd).
public were hoodwinked.
:Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The plural voters
Mr. W ARDE.--T suppose you are an adept
were laid out for you.
at hoodwinking the public?
Mr. BOYD remarked that he had the
Mr. BOYD said that it would not be
luck to be there-pl\.!ral votes or no plural very difficult to hoodwink the honorable
votes and he did not think the efforts of member. He was being hoodwinked now by
the honorable member for North Melbourne his leader, 'with his own consent. The posiwould remove him, although he put forth tion was that no one knew better than the
all the effort he could at the last election, honorable member for North Melbourne that
If the if this adjournment of the Premier's was
which did not amount to much.
honorable member could not bring any more not consented to, the debate would lapse at
ability to control the affairs of the country half-past eight.
than he did to control his party he did not
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What would happen
think much of the prospect for the count-.:-y.
then?
The SPEAKER.-The honorable n:.ell"lMr. BOYD .-At half-past eig,ht the House
ber is havelling away from the queSl"lOIl of would proceed to other business, and this
the adjournment of the debate.
matter would be transflerred to another
Mr. BOYD said he was trying to ~nswer day-probably this day fortnight-at the
the allegation,s that were throw.'1 out by the bottom of the other business on the noticeleader of the Opposition.
paper.
Mr. MCGREGOR.-You would like to see
1vlr. M:CKINNON.-You did not succeed. it lower down.
Mr. BOYD said it did not trouble him
Mr. BOYD said that was a matter of
opinion, and when they g.ot an opinion, as where it was. He was not hiding his light
most of the honofClblc member's opinions under a bushel. He was prepared to vote
were expressed, before hearing the evidence, on it at once.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-You will
what wa3 that opinion worth? The ha.ranguing that the leader of the Opposition not have an opportunity to-night.
gave, and the whole attitude that he
Mr. BOYD observed that no one supadopted in objecting to this adjournment in- posed he would. It took a considerable
dicated that the party were ready to vote time, including one all-night sitting, to get
upon this question at once, and, therefore, the Bill passed, and surely, when it took so
the Premier and his colleagues, or anyone long to consider the proposition, it would
else on this (the MinisteriaT) side of the take a little longer than an hour and a half
House who wanted to discuss the motion, to repeal it.
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Mr. HANNAH.-You have expressed your
wish to get rid of Hannah and Solly.
Mr. BOYD.-Not for the world. When
(( Fighting Bob," as the honorable member
was known outside, came into this House
to make "Tommy" Bent sorry for the
day he was born, it filled him with wonder.
No member of the House had behaved
himself with so much decency and decorum
as that honorable member. Noone had attended more assiduously to the work of the
House, and honorable members who attended to their business knew it. So far
from having any desire to get rid of the
honorable member, he was quite pleased to
see him where he was. The leader of the
Opposition said that those people who were
moving for the adjournment were opposed
to all matters of reform. He would ask
who passed the Reform Bill?
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We do not take any
responsibility for that.
Mr. BOYD.-·-Was it the Opposition?
The party to wbch he belonged had practicall v carried through all the reforms that
had been put upon the statute-book for the
last three or four years.
Mr. W ARDE.-What party?
IV[r. BOYD.-The party supporting tl:.e
Government now. In reply to the statement made by the leader of the Opposition
that the Opposition had f.lven the Government support in all measures tl:.at had gained
them any popUlarity tl:.is session, he would
say that if that were true the Opposition
ought to be sitting on the other side of the
House. The kind of support that they had
given in very many cases was support upon
measures that thev did not understand.
The SPEAKER.-I would ask the honorable member what that has to do with the
adjournment of the debate?
Mr. BOYD said that he was trying to
answer the arguments.
Mr. TouTcHER.-You are trying to block
the Bill.
Mr. GA UNSON rose to a point of order.
Was it right for an honorable member to
impute to anotl:.er honorable member that he
was trying to block a Bill, especially when
they knew that the Bill could not come into
operation for two years?
The SPEAKER.-It is not in order for
anvbodv to say that an honorable member
is 'blocking a Bill; but I did not hear the
remark.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It was the honorable
member for Dundas.
Mr. GAUNSON.-It was the honorable
member for Stawell.
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The SPEAKER.-I would ask the honorable member for Stawell if he made use
of the expression?
Mr. TouTcHER.-I believe I did.
The SPEAKER.-Then I will ask the
honorable member to withdraw it.
Mr. TouTcHER.-I withdra.w .
M·r. THOMSON rose to a point of
order. Was the leader of the Opposition
right in sa.ying that he had made use of the
remark? He did not impute to the honorable member for North Melbourne that he
knew it was not he (Mr. Thomson) who
made the remark, but he believed the honorable member did it to draw him into the
matter. He had made no remarks, and he·
hoped that the leader of the Opposition,
in his fairmindedness, having cast an imputation upon him, would withdraw it.
The SPEAKER.-In view of what the
honorable member for Stawell has said, I
think thp. leader of the Opposition should
withdraw.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-1 thought the honorable member did say it, but I withdraw
it.
Mr. BOYD remarked that he was trying
to answer some of the objections urged by
the leader of the Opposition. Be had said'
that all questions of any importance that
had given the Government any "popularity
this session had had the support of the
Opposition, and he (Mr. Boyd) had saia
that that support was given very largely
because they did not understand the questions before the Chair.
Mr. WILKINS asked if it was in order
for the honorable member to say that the
Opposition supported the Gover~ment because they did not understand the questions
before the Chair?
The SPEAKER.-It is not in order for
an honorable member to impute stupiditl to
any other honorable member, but I do not
know that honorable members are supposed
to understand everything that is said in this
Chamber. I know a great deal is said! that
I do not understand.
Mr. BOYD said he thought it was a reasonable thing to say. The most important
thing that had gone through this session
was the Water Bill, and that certainly was
not understood by the majority of members of the House. Therefore, to say that
a Bill was not understood, was rp.aIly casting no reflection upon the honorable member, and he hoped that the honorable member
would dispel that impression from his mind.
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It was the last thing that he would dream
of saying. If he was responsible for the
heat of the honora?le member for Collingwood he regretted It.
Mr. COLECHIN.-You are advertising your
coal.
1Vlr. BOYD said that no one took any
notice of an ass.
Mr. MACKINNON rose to a point of
order. It was offensive for any honorable
member to hear another honorable member
called an ass.
The SPEAKER.-I did not hear the
remark.
Mr. GAUNSON observed that the honorable member for Geelong said, " You are
advertising your coaL" That was a personal imputation and an insult. Then the
honorable member for Melbourne said, " No
one takes notice of an ass."
The honorable and learned member for Prahran onl v
put one side of the trouble. No doubt it
was wrong to call the honorable member an
ass, but the honorable member for Geelong began it.
Mr. BOYD said he did not call any
honorable member an ass in reply to an
interjection.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that in that
case the honorable member for the Public
Officers was not telling the truth.
The SPEAKER.-This is a case where
both sides are wrong. The honorable member for Geelong interjected improperly and
disorderly, and an answer was mad~ that
seems to me to be also disorderly.
Mr. THOMSON rose to a point of order.
He said he would like to know if the leader
of the Opposition was right in imputing
to the honorable member for 'Melbourne
t.hat he was not speaking the truth?
The SPEAKER.-I am sure the leader
of the Opposition does not iI'Il;pute to the
honorable member for Melbournel that he is
liot telling the truth.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Not the honorable
member for Melbourne.
Mr. BOYD said that after all the
speeches made throughout the country by
the leader of the Opposition and his supporters about the iniquity of this proposal,
how it gave them the three extra members,
how their party hadl grown to such an extent-:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Three, do you say?
:Mr. BOYD.-Yes, three. It would be
remembered what a great noise w,as made
about the third. Although the leader r1! 1he
OpP9siti~:)ll said "three"
with a bland
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smile,; there was a tinge of regret that he
had lost one of the most able men which
his pady had! the accident to' obtain. It
\:'as an accident which would probably have
lIfted the Labour Party into .a position that
it could never be lifted into without that
honorable member, or the assistance of
some other gentleman equally as, capable.
I~.fr. ELMsLIE.-God help us!
1\1r. BOYD said that all the fuss th.at
was made from public platforms about the
iniquity of this measure, and about the Government bringing home chickens to roost
that would probably injure them in condu{::ting the business of the country and
put the Labour Pta.rty in power, seemed to
have passed away like a dream, according
to the Labour Party. What would happen
if the motion of the Premier w.as lost tonight?
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-We will
tell you later on.
Mr. BO YD said he wanted to know now
what would happen.
The members who
ought to know most as to the iniquity of
the proposal were those representing the
Public Service. There was Mr. Hannah,
representing the Railways Service, who had
given notice of his intention to introduce a
Bill to repeal separate representation,
if carried,
would
do
which
Bill,
away with his own existence. He did
not mean to say thit the honorable
member was not thoroughly sincere.
Why the honorable members representing the Railways Service should be forestalled bv the honorable member for
Prahran passed his (Mr. Boyd's) comprehension. There .could only be one object,
and that was that, by a catch vote-which
might mean that the Ministry would have
to go out of offiCeL-the circumstance would
arise that would never otherwise arise of
placing the honorable member for Prabran
on the Treasury bench.
Surely
the
leader of the Opposition could not smile
in his heart at such a prospect as that. If
the new Government were a composite Government, what a Government it would
be! Who would be the leader, and where
would be the tail?
Mr. ELMSLIE.-"Ve need not ask that
question about your party.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-YOur -party
is all tail.
..
Mr. BOYD s.aid that his party was able
to ,ta.ke care of itself. What a GovernThe
ment the country would have!
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smallest party in the House would be trying to lead' the House. His (Mr. Boyd's)
party was leading the House now, and .ably
leading it. He had every confidence in the
leader of his party, and that confidence, he
felt certain, was not misplaced. If the
motion of the Premier were lost, it would
be the means of transplanting the members now in opposition to the Treasury
bench.
What experience had they had to
enable them to conduct the affairs of the
country? How many members sitting in
opposition had had governmental experience? The honorable member for. Allandale was the leader of the Government which preceded this Government, because the Bent Government was rea] I v a
continuation of 'the Irvine Government, 'and
the honorable member for I\1aryborough
had also been a member of a Government.
An HONORABLE MEMBER,-vVhat about
the honorable member for Ballarat E,ast?
Mr. (BOYD said that that honorable
member never had a portfolio.
·An HONORABLE MEMBER.-vVhat about
the honorable member for Waranga?
Mr. BOYD said that that honorable
member was absent.
Mr. MCGREGOR.-I suppose you would
refuse a portfolio because you have not had
any experience?
Mr. BOYD.-Certain]y, in the. honorable member's ~linistry. He was surprised,
at the inception of business this afternoon,
to find that the Bm preceding this measure,
which had the names of four members
sitting in opposition attached to it" all
enthusiastic advocates of the repeal of this
so-called iniquity-Mr. GAUNSON rose to a point of order.
He saic.;l th-at what was sauce for the goose
was sauce for the gander. He had called
attention to the improprietv of the honorable member for North :Melbourne in speaking of a Bill which had been disposed of.
As the honorable member for North Melbourne was out of order, the honorable member for Melbourne could not be in order.
The SPEAKER.-I think the honorable
member for ~lelbourne is out of order in
discussing a 'Bill which has been before the
House to-day.
Mr. BOYD said he did not intend to
discuss that Bill, and he was not aware
that he was doing so. He wished to confine his remarks to a particular aspect of
,,-hat happened before the present Bill was
launched' bv :the honorable member for
Prahran. 1'here was intense anxiety to
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get r~d of .a. measure considered to be of
vast Importance. He did not propose to
discuss that measure. It seemed to him
that the astuteness and far-seeing anxiety
of the honorable member for Maryborough
brought back the instincts of old, and the
honorable member felt that there was a
chance of this crowd being shifted. He
(Mr. Boyd) might be wrong.
Mr. HANNAH.-You are doing very well.
Mr. BOYD said that the smile on the
honorable member's face indicated that he
thought he would have an opportunity of introducing his Bill, and
carrying it into law.
The
honorable member was new to the House,
and, being naturally timid and diffident,
he liked to feel his "feet.
:Mr. LEMMON.-You seem to be a man of
experience.
Mr. BOYD said he was a little older
than the honorable member, and if experience went with age, he (Mr. Boyd) ought
to ha\;e a little more experience than the
honorable member. The smile on the face
of the honorable member (Mr. Hannah) indicated very clearly that he considered,
and justly considered, that he was a representative of the public servants, who were
suffering the dreadful affliction pictured by
th,~ honor,able member for Prahran.
Mr. McGREGOR rose to a point of
order. He contended that the honorable
member's remarks were irrelevant.
The SPEAKER.-I think the honorable
member js in order. I have watched him
very carefully to see the trend of his remarks, and I have come to the co.nclusion
that he is in order.
:Mr. ELMSLIE.-What has the smile on
an honorable member's face to do with the
question of the adjournment?
Mr. BOYD said it had a lot to do with
it, for it showed the satisfaction the honorable member felt. The honorable member
for the Railways Service, if anyone knew,
knew far better than the honorable member
for Prahran what the wants of the people
were who were suffering under this alleged
iniquitv. If it were not unparliamentary,
he would say that the object of the honorable member for Prahran jn introducing
this Bill was to gain popularity. He had
heard that the honorable member for Prahran consented yesterday to the adjournment
of the debate. In the meantime developments--
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Mr. IvlACKINNON said he denied having agreed to an adjournment. With the permlssion of tl1e Premier, who was concerned,
he was willing to state what happened.
Mr. BOYD.-How far did you go?
Mr. MACKINNON said he was not in
the habit of disclosing confidential conversations to everyone.
Mr. BOYD said that, as far as he had
heard from the whispering going on, the
honorable member for Prahran agreed last
.evening to consent to the adjournment of
-the debate.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member had better not all ude to th:V matter,
as the honorable member for Prahran has
denied it.
Mr. BOYD said he accepted the honorable member's denial. He understood that
under favorable circumstances this measure would not have been pressed to a
division to-night, but certain ,developments
had occurred since.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-In your
caucus?
Mr. BOYD said he did not want to be
drawn, or he might astonish the natives.
Developments had occurred since which put
the prize of the Premiership within the
grasp of the honorable member for Prahran. That, he understood, was the reason
why the adjo"Jrnment was refused.
Mr. TouTcHER.-They have not resorted
to the old trick of catching a majority.
Mr. BOYD said that human nature was
the same all the world over. How were
Governments moved? Were they not moved
by getting members from the Government
side of the House on to the Opposition side
of the House? Was there any chance of
the members in opposition securing the
Treasury bench under any other system?
N one whatever. If the Opposition could
defeat the Premier's motion to-night they
would have the chance of a life-time. Their
ambition was a laudable one.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Don't put evil thoughts
into our heads.
Mr. MURRAy.-There is a tide in the affairs of men, which, taken at the flood,
leads on to the Treasurv bench.
Mr. BOYD said he felt that the desire
to defeat the Government was much keener
than the desire to accomplish the object
of the Bill.
Mr. McCUTCHEON rose to a point
of order. He considered that the honorable
member was not in order in imputing a
desire to the members on the Opposition
side of the House to get on the Treasury
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bench.
He could scarcely believe that
members sitting in opposition wer·e ac·
tuated more by personal motives than by the
good of the public.
The SPEAKER.-It is a very laudable
ambition, as the honorable member for Melbourne stated, for members who hold different views from the Ministry to attempt
to put that Ministry out of the way of do·,
ing harm to the public, and to endeavour
to get on to the iT,reasury bench themselves
to do great good.
Mr. BOYD.-Who would think that a
party who were so anxious to secure the
Treasury bench were anxious at the same
time to pass a measure that would reduce
the number of their party by two or three?
:Mr. COLECHIN.-YOU know that is not
correct.
Mr. BOYD said he knew that the honorable member for Geelong posed as a high
and virtuous representative of the country,
and would scorn to do anything of that
kind, because he had never had the ability.
. It was easy to say, "I do not want a
thing, " when a man knew he could not get
it. The honorable member for Geelong
was a pure accident.
:Mr. COLECHIN.-You are not even that.
Mr. BOYD said that if the accident were
lengthened out to the crack of doom the
honorable member would never have the
luck to· sit on the Treasury bench.
'Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You will have another opportunity of helping the Government in connexioll with the brick question.
Mr. BOYD observed that it could not be
said of him that he was afraid to do what
he thought was right, and to take the consequences of doing it.
Mr. COLECHIN.-You are so high-minded
that you will get out of sight directly.
l\1r. BOYD.-Did anyone seriously believe that the honorable members who were
so anxious to get on to the Treasury Dench
were in earnest in their desire to have the
Bill passed?
1\1r. TOUTcHER.-This is the way the reformers waste the time of the House.
Mr. THOMSON rose to a point of
order. He contended that the honorable
member for Stawell was out of order in
stating that honorable members on the
Government side of the House, who were
reformers, were wasting the time of the
countrv.
The- SPEAKER.-I do not think the
honorable member meant it.
Certain honorable members are fretting at the fact that
the time is slipping by, and they say things
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perhaps that are not quite in order, but I
cannot take those remarks seriousl v.
:Mr. BOYD said he considered -it one of
the privileges of an English Parliament
that a representative of the people was enabled to say what he felt at any time.
He
had never yet raised his voice in the House
to make an apology for the length of his
speech as many other honorable members
had done.
Mr. MURRAY.-No sense of shame about
you.
That was
Mr. BOYD.-None at all.
one of the best interjections he had heard
this session.
The SPEAKER.-Although it was
highly disorderly, I regret that I did not
hear the interjection.
Mr. BOYD said whether he had no shame
or not, he felt it was the right, the duty,
and' the privilege of any Member of Parliament to voice the views of his constituency
on the floor of the House. Every member
who felt he wanted to say anything upon
any measure before the House was entitled
Were
to say it at any length he desired.
the party who were so anxious to get this
measure passed into law really earnest? Was
not the objection to the adjournment asked
for by the Premier a pure attempt to shelve
There was
this question? Undoubtedly.
not the slightest intention of allowing the
matter to go to a division to-night.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-You are not game to sit
down and try it.
Mr. BOYD said a consideration such as
the ordinary private member did not always
get, was offered to the honorable member for
Prahran bv the Premier.
Mr. HANNAH.-With what object?
:Mr. BOYD said men who imputed low
motives had generally dirty minds. He had
heard interjections from the honorable member time and again imputing motives to
members who disagreed with him.
Mr. McGREGoR.-That is what we have
been thinking of your imputations.
Mr. 130YD said he cared very little what
the honorable member thought. Mr. TOUTCHER.-Do not get angry.
Mr. BOYD said he never got angry in
It was righteous and virpublic debates.
tuous indignation that made him give expression to his feelings in this manner. If
the motion for the adjournment of the debate was lost, the prospect would have to
be faced of a nondescript crew, without any
experience of conducting the Government o:f
the country, being placed on the Treasury
bench.
.
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Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Is this to
be made a vital question then?
If so, we
have not been told so.
Mr. BOYD said no self-respecting man,
who was Premier of this country, could sit
on the Treasury bench and allow himself to
be defeated, and still" hang on to his salary
and position. The honorable member himself
He did
would not do so for two minutes.
not know how the Government would look at
it, because he understood that the motion
for the adjournment of the debate was going
to be conceded. The question opened up a
very wide field for discussion.
He did
not know whether it was exactly wise to
discuss the main question on the motion for
the adjournment of the debate.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member has no right to discuss the main question on the motion for the adjournment of
the debate.
Mr. BOYD said he thought another opportunity would arise of discussing it when
the motion for the adjournment had been
dealt with.
The House should pause, seeing the importance of this question, before
Honthe adjournment was allowed to go.
orable members on this (the Ministerial)
side had been" told that they had been
drilled, that they had been forced to pass
the measure that it was now sought to
repeal, but surely no ,honorable member
was sent to Parliament by hjs constituency
bound hand and foot. A member made
a pledge to do certain things, and he did
his best to carry out that pledge, but at
the same time, among the many conflicting
issues that affected a general election, men
holding contrary views were often sent in to
support the Government.
A constituency
would often take a man whose views were
totall v at variance with their own in some
parti~ular, because on the general policy
they favoured the Government.
When a
difficulty arose, members had to choose whether thev would take a course that would
turn the' Government out of office, or whether thev would support the Government.
Having determined that, they then took the
consequence of their action before their constituents.
Mr. MCGREGOR.-You prefer to keep
your pledges?
Mr. BOYD said he had not vet broken
any pledge that he made to his electors.
Although he did not make a pledge on
the establishment of St.ate brickworks,
he felt perfectly satisfied that that was
a proposal to which, in accordance with
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the general views of the polic,~. that he advocated and stood for, he could not conscientiously give his. support.
For that
purpose he took his seat on that question
on the other (the Opposition) side of the
House.
The SPEAK.ER.-The honorable member is not now in order in discussing the
que~tion of the establishment <?f State brickworks, or his 'action on another Bill.
Mr. BOYD said he felt that the honorable member for Prahran ought, at least,
to have had the courtesy to accept the Premier's proposal when the Premier offered
to give every facility for discussing this
question.
.
1\1r. MACKINNON.-If. I get a reasonable
date I consent at once.
Mr. BOYD said a reasonable date was
offered.
Mr. jVIACKINNON.-No, it was not.
Mr. BOYD said the Pr,emier could not
;name a date on the spur of the moment
before he knew what other business would
have to stand aside.
Mr. HANNAH.-He looked over the
paper.
Mr. BOYD said that when the Premier
asked for the adjournment of the debate,
there was fire and indignation in the eyes
of the honorable member for Prahran, who
felt t1Utt he had got the numbers up, and
therefore would not give way.
Subsequently, when the honorable member found
that the numbers were not up, he was only
too anxious to give way.
Mr. HANNAH.-Why all this trouble
then? If the numbers are up, why don't
you sit down?
Mr. BOYD said he did not sit down, because he was not operated on by the nerve
centres that controlled the antics of the
honorable member.
Mr. HANNAH.-When you have got five
minutes to spare, you might give us a
speech on the loyalty of blackleg.s.
Mr. BOYD said the honorable member
had not washed himself for three years, so
he probably knew a good deal about black
legs. The honorable member for Prahran
refused to accept the Premi'er's promise to
give every facility for the cliscussion of this
question at a later date, with the result
that the honorable member was now pI aced
in a very much worse position.
If the
honorable member had accepted that promise, there would have been an opportunity
of discussing the principle in an all-night
sitting, honorable members would have had
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a chance to thrash the merits of the question out, and the honorable member could
have gone on till he got his division. The
merits of the question had not been touched
to-night. The honorable member himself,
and nobody else, was to blame for his loss
of an opportunity of having the matter
thoroughly debated on the floor of the
House.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-He is quite happy.
Mr. BOYD said the interjection of tbe
honorable member made him think that the
honorable member was not serious.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I am glad it makes
you think.
Mr. BOYD.-Was the time of Parliament to be taken up with measures of this
kind, that 'were re;l1 y not serious?
Mr. HANNAH.-Just fifteen laps to go.
Mr. BOYD said he did not kno\v if it
was customary for a member to be interrupted in the middle of a speech by attention being called to the time he was occupying under the nickname of " laps."
Mr. H. S. BENNETT (Ballarat liVest).U nfortunatel y tte "stone-walling" tactics
an: so obvious.
1\1r. THOMSON said he rose to order.
Had! the honorable member for Ballarat
West any right to impute that another honorable member was" stone-walling"? He
held that there was no "stone-walling."
Mr. BOYD said the statement of the
honorable member for Prahran that he was
quite happy confirmed his view that this
was the kind of measure that brought
popularity without any real intention of
doing any damage to the party that the
honorable member hoped to lead.
How
was the country goini5; to get stable government with the combination of the two elements that sat in opposition now?
All
might be well if he could feel satisfied
that the twin brotherhood between the
leader of the Opposition and the leader of
the corner party would bring about the
happy result that was anticipated, but he
felt that the interests of the countrv would
suffer so materially, that one could ~ot contemplate without qualms of the heart the
result of any division that might possibly
place on the Treasury bench the honorable
member who had tabled this measure, and
the incongruous elements led by the leader
of the Opposition. This question was of
such importance fhat an opportunity shoul d
be given to thrash out all its merits, so
that if Parliament should decide to repeal
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a measure that was admittedly only put on
the statute-book temporarily-Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Hear, hear,
I am glad to hear you say that.
Mr. BOYD said it was stated at the time
that the measure was only put on the
statute-book for trial. The same thing had
been done with other measures.
Before
the Government of the day thought it
necessary to propose it, did not the honorable member for Allandale admit that his
Government were contemplating doing the
same thing?
Mr. J. \V. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-Ko, he
said they had considered it, and given it
up.
Mr. BOYD said it was their nerveless
grasp of affairs that prevented the Peacock
Government from doing it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No.
Mr. BOYD said if there had been the
courage behind it the measure would have
been placed on the statute-book by the allegedly Liberal Government, and not by the
Tory Government that the members of the
Opposition were so fond of girding at.
Mr. H. S. BENNETT (Ballarat TtVest).There is not much difference between the
Liberals and the Tories. They are both of
the S::l.me kidney.
Mr. BOYD said that the interjection of
the honorable member for Ballarat West
went to show that if the Government were
defeated on this question, and a dissolution
took place, the members in the Opposition
corner would be the natural prey of the
members who, now sat in -direct opposition.
They would be the first weaklings that the
Labour Party would prey upon, as they
dic) at the last election. On that occasion
it was the present Opposition corner party
that the Labour P arty won their seats from.
Did the members in the Opposition corner
feel any love and affection for the members
in direct opposition? Did they think the
members in direct opposition felt any strong
love or affection for them? The natural
consequence of this vote going against the
Government would be that the Prep:nier
would transfer himself to the other side
of the House. As the Labour Party opposed the Mackinnon party at the last election with nominees of their own, he
assumed that they were onlv anxious to
he! p the honorable member -for Prahran
now to carry this vote against the Government in order that they might get a chance
to strengthen their partv, which was their
one aim and object, by dishing the part)~ of
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the honorable member for Prahran at the
elections.
Mr. COLECHIN.-That is as true as all
your other statements.
Mr. BOYD.-What did the honorable
member know?' Was not the honorable
n:ember controlled by an organization outsIde? Had he not signed himself away
body and soul to be dictated to and controlle? by ~ party that said, "If you do
not SIgn thIS, or do not do that, Wf" will
have none of you"? As the honorable
member for the Public Service said the
other night, the h\onorable member and'
those with him, must lie up and lie down at
the. dicta~es of an outside party, and submit
to ItS WhIPS and scorns.
Mr. COLEcHIN.-Tell us something about
your caucus. You know nothing about ours.
Mr. BOYD said the honorable member
knew what the Political Labour Council
meant. The honorable member was onlv a
very insignifica'nt cog in the wheels of that
organization. The Political Labour Council
said, "We do not care two straws for this
Government or the corner party."
Thev
would nominate a man to run in the labo~r
interests against the honorable member for
Prahran himself if this vote went against
the Government.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glwelg).-It was
done at the last election.
Mr. BOYD said the last election showed
the depth of the love and affection that
those honorable members who 'were dominated by the Trades Hall Councilor the
PlOlitical Labour Council had for those
members who sat in the Opposition corner.
The Labour P arty tried to take the seat of
the honorable member for Prahran. and the
honorable member for Bendigo East was
also opposed, and so was the honorable
member for Richmond, who was seconding
this motion.
:Mr. COLECHIN.-The local people select.
Mr. BOYD said the local body selected,
but what happened?
Mr. HANNAH said he rose to a point
of order.
Was the statement ;ust made hv
the honorable member for Melbourne with
respect to the Political Labour Coun'eil in
order? '
The SPEAKER.-What words does the
honorable member complain of?
Mr. HANNAH said, he wished to know
if the honorable member was in order when
speaking to the question of 'the., adjournment of the debate, in using as a, subterfucre
the question of the selection of candidate~?
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The SPEAKER.-I cannot allow remarks of that nature. What words does the
honorable member complain of in raising
the point of order?
Mr. HANNAH said he objected to' the
words used by the honorable member with
regard to the Political Labour Council.
The SPEAKER.-Does the honorable
member object to the Political Labour
Council?
Mr. HANNAH.-No.
The SPEAKER.-Then I have no point
of order before the Chair.
Mr. HANNAH.-Was the honorable
member in order in discussing these matters
on the question of the ad joumment of the
debate?
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member has a perfect -right to allude to the
Political Labour Council, or anv other outside body, if he thinks it has ;ny bearing
on the question before the Chair, which is
of great importance to the House just now.
Mr. ELMsLIE.-Is the honorable member
keeping to the question before the Chair?
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is treating this question as really a
motion of want of confidence. He is arguing that if the business of the House is
taken out of the hands of the Government
the Government, as a self-respecting body
of men, must leave the Treasury bench. In
following that line of argument the honorable member has a perfect right to refer
to any political league or organization outside.
Mr. BOYD said the local body to whom
the honorable member for Geelong referred
had to send their nomination to the headquarters of the Political Labour Council for
If that body did
approval or rejection.
not approve, the nominee of the local body
had no chance.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Another mistake.
Mr. HANNAH.-Wrong again.
Mr. BOYD said the marvellous programme read in the House the other night
by the honorable member for the Public
Officers made the honorable members of the
There were no smiles
Opposition squirm.
on their faces when they were whipped by
that honorable member.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Only one member in this
House has ever been whipped to our knowledge.
Mr. BOYD said the members of the Opposition were merely the slaves of an organization.
Mr. COLECHIN.-" Let the galled jade
wince, our withers are unwrung."
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Mr. BOYD said the only orjginal
thought the honorable member for Geelong
ever gave expression to was lost outside.
The honorable member was always
quoting from and copying other people. He
(Mr. Boyd) did not say that the members of the Labour Party in the House
had not the best personal feeling towards
the members in the Opposition corner, but
they had no power, for the great Political
Labour Council would nominate the men
that would run against the members in the
Opposition corner.
A movement of this
kind to dislodge the Government was nothing but an insidious attempt to down the
party in the Opposition corner, because he
was quite confident that the Ministerial
party would come back from a general election, thanks to the progressive legislation
that had been dealt with this session, much
stronger than they were now.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I would point out
that we are Rroud of the Political Labour
Council.
The SPEAKER.-The time for calling
on Notices of Motion, General Business,
having arrived, this debate is now aojourned.
I ask the honorable member in
charge of the Bill to name a date for the
resumption of the debate.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-September 6.
Mr. BENT said he objected to the date
named by the honorable member for Prahran. He had offered the honorable memThere was other business
ber October 4.
for September 6 that would come before it.
The honorable member for the Railways
Service (Mr. Hannah) had a similar Bill for
that date.
He now offered the honorable
member, publicly, as he had done privately.
October 4. If the honorable member would
not accept that date, he would divide the
House upon it.
The SPEAKER.-The position that
has arisen now comes within this practice
of Parliament:No opposed business can be taken after the time
prescribed for the interruption of business, consequently, if objection be taken to the day named
for the resumption of the interrupted business or
for the consideration of any business subseque~t1y
appointed, _the matter on which objection arose
must be set down for the next day on which the
House shall sit, unless the Speaker ascertains, by
the preponderance of voices, that a majority of
the House desires that the order shall be deferred
until a later day.

Now, I wiII appoint that this business be
taken on the next sitting day, unless the
House declares that it should not be so set
down by a preponderance of voices.
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Mr. BENT.-I dissent. I asked the hon- water, which would be an important accesorable member if he woula take 4th Octo- sory to the splendid system of irrigation
ber, and he declined. There is other busi- which we are attempting to inaugurate at
ness for 6th September.
the present time. It is needless to say that
The SPEAKER.-I will out it to the the boring for artesian water is a very I)ld
....
House.
science indeed.
It was known to the
Mr. MACKINNON said he would take Chinese 3,000
years
ago,
but important developments of it are comparathe first day available.
The SPEAKER.-It is proposed that tively new in Australia. It was only introthis d~bate shall be resumed on 6th Septem- duced into Queensland and New South
ber, and I desire the House to say whether Wales about 1880, but marvellous strides
it approves of that date or not. lam doing have been made with it ever since.
everything I can in reason to allow honor- I am indebted for a lot of 111formation
on the
subject to Mr.
able members' intentions to be known.
The debate was ordered to be adjourned J. B. Henderson, a member of the Institute of Hydraulic Engineers, and an offiuntil Wednesda y, October 4.
He
[At this stage the Speaker left the chair, cer of the Queensland Government.
and the Chairman of Committees took the has assisted me very much with information
which I shall attempt to place before the
chair as Deputy Speaker.]
House, and I also have been helped by Mr.
ARTESIAN WATER SUPPLY.
J. Davis, Undier-Secretary for Public
Works of New South Wales. I intend, in
Mr. ROBERTSON movedthe first instance, to place as briefly as posThat, in view of the recent developments in
Queensland and New South Wales in connexion sible before the House what has been done
with artesian water supply for domestic, stock, in Queensland and New South Wales, and
and irrigation purposes, this House is of opinion the shortest and most pithy way I can do
that ,steps should be taken by the Government at so is to read a few brief extracts from rethe earliest possible opportunity to more thoThe
roughly test the undeveloped artesian water reo cords of the neighbouring States.
figures are rather striking, arid so are the
sources of Victoria.
He saId: -:1 have much pleasure in moving results. In the report of the H vdraulic
this motion. I feel I am doing so, how- Engineer on Water Supply of Qu~ensland
ever, somewhat at a disadvantage.
The for 1904, I find the following relating to
present is, as it were, a calm after a storm. statistics re artesian boring and supplies :~
Calculating
from
data
obtained up
to
The atmosphere within the last few minutes
30th June last, it has been ascer·
and hours has been impregnated with elec- the
tained, with more or less certainty, that
tricity, and it is singular that I should! be now the Queensland area, capable of furnish·
introducing a motion of this nature, which ing artesian supplies of greater or less
belongs more to the .sphere of geology than volume, is approximately 376,000 square miles,
equal to fully 56 per cent. of the total area of
to that of meteorology.
The question of the
State, namely, 668,497 square miles.
The
artesian water has been brought very closely total number of artesian wells, public and pri.
home to me lately by developments within vate, known to me at the end of June last, was
a few miles of 'Melbourne, where artesian 973, being an increase of thirteen during the
The total aggregate bored was then
water has has been st"ruck at a depth of a year.
1,188,211 feet, equal to about 225'04 miles-an inlittle over 500 feet. Seeing this, and know- crease of 3'17 during the year. The, average
ing something of the great developments depth of all the bores east and west of the Dividthat have take!) place in Queensland and ing Range is 1,221 feet. Last year's figures were
New South Wales, and the !:!'feat changes 1,222 feet. The total number of flowing wells
was 596, being an increase of ten during the
which have been brought about by the use year. The aggregate daily flow of all the mea·
of artesian water, more particularly for sured and unmeasured bores is approximately
stock and domestic purposes, I have 390,846,909 gallons, the average daily flow of
brought forward this motion.
Artesian each bore is, therefore, 655,783 gallons. Assuming these estimates to be core ret, the aggre.
water, as I have said, has been struck near gate flow would now represent 62,635,722 cubic
the city of Melbourne, showing that large feet, or 1,438 acre feet daily. The estimated
supplies exist in the Immediate neigh- value of the 97.1 bores may be put down approxibourhood of the metropolis. So far, how- mately at £1,485,264.
ever, while much has been done in regard That :just work's out at abOlUJt 25S. per
to geology in Victoria, especially in con- footThe deepest bore is that of Bimerah. It is 5,046
nexion with mining operations, yet no at- feet;
its flow is 70,000 gallons daily. The shal.
tempt of practical value has been made for lowest bore is on MandIred Downs, its depth is
the discovery of an underground supply of 10 feet, and its flow is 2,000 gallons daily.
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I have also here a repo:t showing the
rapid increase there has been in late years,
since boring was taken up there in earnest.
Boring was begun about 1880, but from
r894 to 1904 there has been the most marked
'increase. The number of miles bored in I894
was 82'75, and the number bored up to the
end of June, 1904, was 2'25'04, or an increase of I42'29 miles in ten years, and
the increase of flow from 'I900 to I904 ,ras
69,193,280 gallons.
Now, in New South
Wales, I find equally remarkable results.
I will not go into details in regard to the
figures, but the volume of water obtained
from 270 bores, and I quote from a special
article by l\Jr.
Gibbons Cox, was
150,000,000 gallons per day.
In these
two States then the total flow was
540,845,909 gallons. I am aware that the
geological formation in Queensland and
New South Wales is not the same that
obtains in Victoria. But in Victoria nothing
much has really been done in obtaining geological data bearing on artesian water supply. An idea prev,ajls that artesian water
is not suitable for irrigation, but in
New South Wales I 'find that they
have two or three irrigation farms, one at
1'.loree, and one at Pera Bore, and the last
report of the Agricultural Gazette of New
South Wales gives information concerning
the quan6tv of land irrigated: by the bores
there. With regard to the Moree irrigation farm, the Gasette saysThe farm embraces an area of 200 acres, but
(mly 70 of this is used as an experimental farm.
The remainder is cut up into blocks of from 13 to
,50 acres each, which are leased to various per.
sons at £10 per vear per block. These settlers
nre entitled to 18,000 gallons of artesian water
daily, but so far they have not gone in very extensively for cultivation, in most cases being content to flood the natural herbage and feed off the
resulting luxuriant growth.

Generally speaking; it is found that artesian waters are more suitable for irrigation than is generally supposed. The same
report gives an analysis of the water, and
the following 'remarks are madeFrom this it will be seen that the water contains a large percentage of sodium carbonate,
which it was at first believed by many people
would be injurious to vegetation. ,However, the
results at this farm have demonstrated, especially during the drought, that profitable crops can
be grown with artesian water, aIt40ugh some few
people are still sceptical as to how long it will
tontinue.

I would like now to quote from a very
special article written by Mr. Cox, who
Mr~ Robertson.
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went to Queensland many years ago, and
did some very valuable work indeed by
writing on this subject of artesian water
supply in Australia. I quote from an article of his in the Review of Reviews for
March, 1905, instead of from his book on
the subject, because the article brings the
matter right up to date:The utilization of the bore water for the purpOSe of irrigating land to raj.se fodder for stock
in times of drought is in the initial stage generally, although a few station-holders have been
very successful in their enterprise in this direction. There is an immense quantity of valuable
water now flowing to actual waste, which could,
and should, be used for irrigating land for growing fodder for ,stock in times of drought, as the
following statement will show : .
Gals. per diem.
The present outflow in New South
Wales and Queensland combined
535,500,000
fAllow for non-irrigable water 10 per
ceno.'; allow for
seepage and evaporation per diem,
10 per cent.-20 p~r
cent.
107,100,000
\-Vater consumed per
d~em by: sheep on
artesian areas, say,
35,000,000
sheep)
at 2 gallons per
head
70,000,000
177,100,000
Surplus
One inch of rainfalI gives 22,622 gallons per
acre; 20 inches per annum (allowing four waterings of 5 inches each) gives 452,440 gallons per
acre; and 358,400,000 gallons per diem would
irrigate 289,134 acres with 20 inches of bore water
per annum, or woutd irrigate at the rate of
nearly 342 acres at each of the 846 bores treated
upon. The following is an estimate of the cost
of a bore at the present contract prices and irrigation for 500 acres : Cost of bore at 25s. per foot... £2,000
Laying out and irrigation
500

£2,500 at 6 per cent. per annum
interest
Interest on cost of irrigation plant
Wages
...
...
...

£150
10
52
£212

A bore giving 1,000,000 gallons per diem, plus
natural rainfall, win irrigate at the rate of
I
cubic foot per second, 500 acres, equalling
8s. 6d. per acre per annum.
The initiative in irrigation has, however, been
very success full y undertaken, at some of the Governmentbores in New South Wales, prominent
among which is the Moree Irrigation Farm.
. In Queensland, the total area irrigated by bore
water is 4,5oq acres, or, 30. per cent. of the total
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area irrigated in the State. In two districts, viz : Cunnamulla, 2,760 acres; and at Barcaldine, 855
acres, have bcen so treated successfully.

Then the article goes on to state that wheat,
oats, maize, vegetables, as well as lucerne
~d .artificially-sown grasses, are the principal crops. I do not desire to 'quote too
much. What I have quoted will illustrate
what the possibilities of irrigation are with
a good artesian supply of water. It occurs
to me here to point out that very little has
been done in the wav of experiment by the
storage of water before it is applied to the
land. Even'bodv must have noticed that
the Chinese: whe'n they draw water, generally allow it to stand in vessels before applying it to the soil. I asked that :Mr.
Henderson, the Queensland hydraulic engineer, might be requested to give me information in regard to that, and this is
his reply to O'lr Under-Secretary for the
Department of Agriculture:Water Supply Department,
Brisbane, 31st July, 1905.

SIR,In answer to your letter of the 21·st inst., enclosing an extract from a letter from Mr. R.
Robertson, M.L.A., Melbourne, asking for information relating to the value of artesian water
for irrigation purposes, &c., I beg to state that
as far as I am aware artesian water has not yet
been extensively used in this State for irrigation,
and that the ved>al and written reports received
as to its value in irrigating small plots are very
contradictory, probably on account of the difference in the quality of the waters used. I am not
aware that the effect of storing artesian waters
hac; yet been tried, but I feel certain that exposure in open tanks or reservoirs to the oxidizing
power of the air would be very beneficial,especially if the waters were kept in motion.

Now, coming to our own State of Victoria,
I find that the cost of the work done here
has amounted to something under £60,000,
and that that work has been nearly all done
in one locality. According to the departmental report of 1890, it had been demonstrated that there was no possibility of get-'
ting artesian ,vater west of the neighbourhood in which the boring was carried on.
I t was the intention of the then Government that the boring should be continued,
but to the east of a line marked out by the
geologists. The report says : It will be seen from the plan that the portion
of mallee lying west or the line E.E. is above
what may be termed the possible hydraulic grades
drawn from the boundary of the primary rocks in
various valleys, to the sea; while that portion of
Matlee lying east of the same line- ~s below
those grades; and it has been decided that if the
bores now in progress on the Nhill-Murav line
fail to strike flowing artesian water, the dr-ills on
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that line will be removed eastward of line E.E.,
which may be taken to represent approximately
the: intersection of the highest hydraulic grade
planes with the surface of the ground; so that,
in the event of striking an artesian stratum, there
will be the probability of its water rising above
the surface (as shown in diagram). The theory
seems to afford a probable explanation of the
failure to find flowing artesian water in the
North-Western District.

I find by report of Mr. Jack, Government
Geologist of Queensland, Mr. Stirling, Goyernment Geologist of Victoria, and Mr.
Checchi, Chief Assistant Engineer of the
Victorian Water Supply, that they seemed
to be favorable to the bores being tried
to the east of the line already referred to.
After it had been demonstrated that there
was no possibility of getting water in the
neighbourhood where the bores had been
put down, it was the intention, I hold, to
try east of those bores, but on aCCQunt' of
the financial position at the time probably
that was not carried out. The idea nmv
is that we might, after investigation, try
a series of bores as indicated in the Ma llee.
There is no doubt that the water is more
required in the northern than in the southern
part of Victoria. I hold, however, that the
southern part of Victoria is almost as much
in need of water for irrigation purposes as
the northern part, especially the locality
which I represent, and the plains of the
Western District and also The northern part
of Gippsland. It is all very well to say
that these are fertile and favoured spots.
So they are, but the scientific application
o.f water would ~ncrease production
if
three, or five, or even ten-fold
the water could be obtained ;t a
minimum of cost. It will not be long before we shall have the irrigation system
extended to the southern rivers. Th.at is
one of the reasons why I have consistentlv
supported the Minister right throucrh in
including the whole of the strea~s of
the State in his 'Vater
Bill
so
far as the bed and banks are' concerned.
I have a geological map in mv
hand showing the position of affairs. Geologists, I find, like doctors, differ in their
opinions. I have a book here bv Mr. Pittman on the mineral resources o(New South
Wales, in which he says thai Mr. Jack, the
Government Geologist of Queensland. was
not quite right in his theory as to the waterbearing rocks of Queensiand. Mr. Jack
statedI~ is now well known that OUI· artesian water,
with trifling exceptions, occurs in the Rolling
Downs or lower cretaceous formation.
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Commenting on this, Mr. Pittman saidDurin CT the same year, however, in which Mr.
Jack's pbaper was read, unquestionable evidence
was obtained to prove that ·several of the most successful bores in New South Wales derived their
'water from the porous rocks of the triassic coal
measures which underlie the lower cretaceous formation. Fossil plant remains characteristic of the
triassic coal measures were recognised in fragments of rock obtclined from the Moree and
Coonamble bores, and from the similarity of the
drillings obtained in these bores, and others in
the western plains of the Colony, there can be no
doubt that, so far as New South "Vales, at any
rate is concerned, the triassic coal measures are
tllf! 'chief source of the artesian water.
The
Blythesdale Braystones, so far as is at present
known, do not outcrop in this Colony, and ha~e
not been intersected in any of our bores, and_ thIS
suggests the probability that they may be a littoral deposit formed along the north-eastern shore
of the cretaceous sea, and that may not extend
far in the direction of their dip.

M v contention in regard to that is that although we have not the triassic coal measures in Victoria, so fa,r as we know, nor
the lower cretaceous formation of Queensland, yet we have a great amou~t of basaltic
country, and there is nothing fa prove ~hat
underlying this basaltic country the tertIary
formation does not exist. That is waterbearing. At Sale, where artesian water was
recentl y struck, the bore at. first gave
1,500,000 gallons a day, and then a m~ch
larger quantity, 2,000,000 gallons, whleh
has subsequently diminished to 500,000
gallons daily. That water was struck in the
tertiary formation, which I find extends along
the southern coast of Gippsland. Coming
to the region of Altona Bay, I find that the
basaltic formation extends from there almost to Follett, on the South Australian
border. There is a large plain of good
average country, capable of much greater
production than at present if artesian or
other water becomes available for irrigation
purposes there. In a conversation the other
day with a geologist, whose name I am not
at -liberty, perhaps, to mention, I pointed
out that there is at Heytesbury an outcrop
of tertiarY. He said that it was under
basalt. If a trial bore were put down on
the Keilor Plains, in the vicinity of Altona
Bav, where artesian water has been struck,
an(l if that proved successful, then I hold
that the whole of the western plains of Victoria may be foundl to contain artesian
water. I believe, so far as I have knowledge on the subject, that we are not likely
to get the same even bed of artesian strata
right through. It is more likely that the
water will lie in channels, especially in the
southern part of Victoria.
Mr. CARLISLE. Would the western
plains be good for irrig.ation?
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Mr. ROBERTSON.-Most distinctly.
Mr. CARLISLE.-I thought the rainfall
was good enough.
Mr. ROBERTSON. - A lot of the
co~ntry does not get more than 20 inches of
ram.
Mr. SWINBURNE. - There is a drought
now on, practically.
Mr. ROBERTSON .-1 know that there
have been droughts there, because I have
had occasion to go there and purchase
stock. With regard to irrigation, the
Minister for Water Supply cannot say that
we have arrived at any finality on that question, and it would be a great advantage to
the State if we could get a good supply of
water in those parts, and would tend greatly
to the settlement of people on the land. . I
should like to quote now from a paper by
Mr. A. E. Kitson, who is connected with
the geological branch, and who has given me
a great deal of information. That gentleman read a paper in 1902 before the Australasian Institute of Mining Engineers, on
the brown coal beds and associated deposits
of the \Verribee Plains, Victoria. I quote
this to show that there is. water under the
Keilor Plains. and that the f.ormation is
very much the same as that of the western
plains of Victoria, and that tl:e Government
would be justified in putting down bores
to test the district. On page 12 of that
paper Mr. Kitson saysA few remarks may be added on the water-bearing nature of the rock masses in the area under
review.
In the volcanic rocks, all over the plains, good
water for stock can be obtained almost anywhere
at depths of from a few feet to over 100 feet. In
the case of the deeper bores it frequently rises
In
to a considerable height in the bore-hole.
many cases each of these bores supplies water
for several thousand sheep, and they have proved
an immense boon to the district.
They supply
water to localities hitherto waterless during the
summer months, and greatly minimize the danger
of loss of stock through being bogged in their
attempts to reach the water in rapidly drying-up
morasses and clay-holes along the water-courses.

There are particulars in this paper about
various bores for water for stock and domestic purposes on the Keilor Plains.
I
know of several myself. I find that when
water is tapped on the plains, there may not
be a sufficient suppl y at first, but as you go
deeper the water rises to the surface. These
are indications that there is artesian water
helmv. I do not intend to take up any more
of the time of the House. I have vet
a lot of information, but I think' it
would be rather wearisome if I were to
give it all. Besides that, I know that
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a very able exponent of artesian water
is likely to follow me. The honorable gentleman to whom I refer has devoted a lot
of time and study to this question, and I
have read his speeches in this House with
very great interest.
l\Ir. MADDEN .-1 trust the House will
forgive me for departing from the rule that
the Speaker should not take part in debates.
But the motion now under consideration is
not a contentious subject. It is a subject
of great importance, and one to which I
have given great care and study, and I
think, therefore, that I may fairly break
the rule on this occasion and state what I
know on the question. It is now seven years
since I first moved in this matter. I said
then that I believed that if we searched
properly we could get artesian water in
abundant supplies. I have not ceased during
th~se seven years from collecting such materIal as I could find to Drove the likelihood
of what I then asserted-j and the longer I
study the question the more convinced I am
that we shall obtain ample supplies of artesian water when we put down bores in
proper places. Seeing how important water
is to any State in Australia, I regard it as
our duty to seek for artesian supplies, even
at some considerable expense. But I do
not think we shall have to spend much
money before we find indications which will
put us in the right direction. I must thank
the honorable member for Bulla for bringing the subject forward, and also for the
interesting manner in which he has presented it to the House. I must likewise
thank the honorable member for Gippsland
North for the kind remarks he has made
in reference to mv own Door efforts.
I
have also to thank" the Go~'ernment for the
~ncouragement they have given to this proJect.
I cannot blame Drevious Governments for not having gi,~en me more encouragemen~, and for having been sceptical
on the subject, because they depended on
the reports of their officers in the Water
Supply Department, and I am quite aware
that the officers of that Department have
been against my proposals ever since I first
made them. They have said that mv theory
is not worthy of a trial. But the,: cannot
hold that idea any longer, because \ve have
now the highe~t obtainable authority in
sup~ort of the view that the theory is not
only worthy of trial, but worthy of a
thorough trial:. The 'Water Supply Department, recoE;tllsmg the value of artesian
water, put down two series of bores which
I have marked on this plan that I have pre-
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pared for the purpose of explaining .the
position to honorable members. The Department put these bores down~ but found
as they went north that they were going
away from the source of supply, and that
the water became salter and salter as they
went on. I will show directly why these
bores were a failure, but that is not my
object at this period of my remarks. The
water question was recognised twenty-four
centuries ago by the Greek poet Pindar as
being most important, for, according to
himAs gold stands first among a rich man's goods,
So stands the sun among celestial bodies,
So water among Nature's gifts to men.

Governments cave not hesitated to put down
bores for coal or gold. When gold or coal
is fo,und the supplies are quickly exhausted,
but If you get artesian water by boring, it
flows on for ever and ever, day and nii:S.ht,
to the great advantage of the State. Professor Gregory has stated that there is every
prospect of our getting artesian water in
localities where it would be of supreme
value to us-that is, in the valley of the
McKenzie River, south of Horsham. ·We
have distributing channels from there into
the Mallee, and if artesian water were disc~vered in the part of the country I have indIcated, it would be of infinite value to Vict~ria .. I~ has been sug,gested that a Royal
~ommI~slOn s.hould be appointed to inquire
mto thIS subject. I cannot concur in that
view a~ a~l. I do not see what good a Royal
CommISSIOn could do.
It would spend
some mon.ey in preparing a report, and
probably ItS report would then be pigeonholed, and that would be the last we should
hear of it. As the honorable member for
Bulla says, the right kind of Royal Commission is the boring rod. Its report could
not be misunderstood or pigeon-holed. If
we get the water, we should obtain the
best of results for the expenditure of a
few thousand pounds. I do not think we
should give up trying until we have tested
Iseveral different localities
where it
is. possible that water may be obtamed.
No country can maintain a
large
population,
or
be
properly
developed, unless there is plenty of water.
Could the Nile Valley or India or China
maint~in t~e multitudes of hlJman beings
who mhablt those parts of the earth if
the w~ter, or any considerable part of it,'
on whIch they depend failed them?
How
can we honestly induce farming immigrants
to come to our shores while we have the
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records of the many droughts which have
afflicted Australia staring us in the face,
and no effort has been made to supplement
the scanty supply of water derived from
our rivers? If we could say, "We will
p~t you on a locality in which there is an
artesian bore," we should be treating these
people properly, and have a sufficient reason then for asking them to come here.
The Waranga scheme no doubt has great
possibilities;· but at the best it is a very
If we get artesian
costly experiment.
water, the water is there permanently, and
the system costs practically nothing for
maintenance. The water is running day
and night into proper reservoirs, to be used
in the dry months, when it will become
necessary. I should like to point out that
the rain water that causes floods in our
rivers is not the source of the rivers. The
source of the fivers is underground water.
The rain water that causes the floods
quickly flow,s away, and the rivers then
subside, and flow with their normal volume,
fed regularly from their many sources in
the ,hills. Why arethe sources'of the rivers
invariably in the hills? Is it not because
the" underground \vaters flow in their
natural leve1,s until they meet with impervious rocks, which bar their course, and do
they not then naturally rise up against
those rocks until they reach their weathered
surface, where fissures in the rocks provide
passages through which the waters flow?
Then, in pursuance of their unalterable
law, they flow in the river beds from the
hills to the plains, and to the sea.
I
would give the Murrumbidgee as an exThat river
cellent illustration of that.
rises in the angle formed by the southern
end of the coast range of New South
Wales, and the head of our Dividing Range,
in very broken 'and disturbed country, and
the pent-up waters being caught in the angle
of this mountain, break through the fissured
surface, and are the sources of the Murnlmbidgee.
Honorable members will see that
there are a gr,eat many sources of water
These
running into the Murrumbidgee.
in the summer time do not get much
assistance from the water which falls
in the plains, and yet the river is
permanent and everflowing. The waters
from above Charleville come down in
the tertiary formation, until they are
dammed up, and then they break out in
the fissured surface of the rock.
The
water comes out there in streams. If the
springs are low enough down, they flow
back into New South Wales by the MurMr. Madden.
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rumbidgee. If the crevices througJ1 which
the springs flow are high up, the water
fio",~s over the ranges, forming the sources
of the Snowy River. The lines marked on
the map are the true lines of the creekiS
and springs that feed these rivers.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Have you any idea of
what is the fall from Queensland down?
Mr. MADDEN.-The fall is all southwest. Mount Kosciusko, which has an elevation of 7,200 feet, is the highest point
in Aus.tralia. The table-lands of Queensland are very high, but the general fall is
south-west, and that fall has a great bearing on my theory. The floods quickly subside, and then, as I have said, the river
flows at its normal volume, fed by the
springs. The sources of all the rivers are
high ~n the hills. In the summer time you
cannot say that it is the local water which
feeds the rivers, because it is on the tops
of the hills that you find the springs -that
form the rivers. The normal flow of the
rivers is caused by the springs on the hills,
and that is because the underground waters
come to the surface there.
Honorable
members have heard me speak on several
occasions in regard to this. I should like
to state my theory, and give my reasons
for saying that we shall find water in the
locality I indicate on the map. It is not
merely my theory now, however, because it
is supported bv Professor Gregory, by Mr.
Reginald Mur;ay, and by the best authorities in New South Wales.
The water
catchment of the river Murray extends
from the Nive River above Charleville in Queensland, but the Murray does not takeaway more than onesixteenth of the rain that falls on its
water-shed.
Onl y about one-sixteenth
of the rain that falls on the watershed goes through the Murray mouth.
A large proportion may be evaporated
in the summer, but the great bulk
of it falls in the winter time, and cannot
be evaporated.
That water goes underground.
There are many rivers between
the Murrumbidgee and the .Lachlan which
go underground.
Those waters come
down, probably guided by the line of old
rocks which I have marked brown in this
plan, and to which I will refer more fully
later on, until they meet the barrier of the
impervious rocks of the Dividing Ramge. I
. took a great deal of trouble, as the Minister of Lands is aware, for he gave me great
help in the matter, to find out the location of the springs, which come out at the
tops of the Dividing Range.
The blue
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spots upon the map indicate the location of
these springs, which I have ascertained
from the presidents and the secretaries of
local shire councils, and from other reputable authorities. I think that a good deal
of that water comes through the gap between the end of the Dividing Range and
the Grampians to the south.
The source
of the Glenelg River seems to be a mass of
springs. Penshurst is supplied entirely
with Ispring 'Water. At thaIt ,place there
is _a beautiful spring flowing into a
cistern, from which the town is reticulated, and the supply is so good
that the cistern is cleared out every
night. Mount Abrupt is a steep mountain
of laminated sandstone, about 2,500 feet
in height, and on its summit there is a
w.a.ter-fall.
The water, in my opinion,
must come through the gap in the Dividing
Range, and from a long distance away,
where its source is at a very high level.
At Merino, water was obtained when bores
were being put down for coal, the water
At
jumping out to a very great height.
Heath Point, on the Glenelg, there is a
high hill, and on the side of that hill is a
spring, which the gentlem.an who is living
there tried to control. Everv sort of contrivance which was put en to control the
spring was blown out, and Heath Point
was high enough to have been used
as a "Trig. Station." I need ha.rdly
tell honorable members that the town
of Portland is supplied by a 2-inch
artesian bore, from which is obtained all
Anywhere in
the water that is wanted.
the chalk formation around there one can
get artesian water by simply boring for it.
A little further on, a tremendous flow of
fresh water goes into the sea. The honorable
member for Bulla spoke of artesian supplies
in the south.
I am confident that if we
look for it, we shall get artesian water
where we want it. Just below Mount Elephant there is a; large spring in the bed of a
creek, and it gives many millions of gallons
What I want to show now is why
a day.
the bores which were put down were of no
use, and why we must be very careful in
boring east of them. According to Professor Gregory, the line of rocks marked
brown on the map, extending east from
Donald to Wedderburn, and thence north
to Swan Hill, goes very deep down. That
line of rocks prevents the water flo'wing
south-west from coming to where the bores
are. That is .a most important matter, because we are well aware that that line of
old rocks goes far into New South Wales,
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and runs down under the plains, though I
do not know the direction or the distance.
Here is a letter from Prof.essor Gregory
to me. After I h.ad spoken on this question, and got no encouragement from the
Department at all, I consulted the Professor, and although he was an extremely
busy m.an, he devoted weeks and weeks to
the matter, and after carefu I study, wrote
as follows:It seems to me that we might get water in
North-Western Victoria in the three following
areas : I. The Loddon Valley; and in searching for
water there, I think it would be best to work
northward from Janiember or Bri9,gewater.
2. In the Northern Mallee, north of a line
from Lake Tyrrell to Lake Albacutya.
Here
there might be water from the Murray, and also
from the Darling, which has come south under
the Murray.
3. Along the southern margin of the tertiary
area, for the rainfall of the older rocks of Dundas, the Grampians, and the Stawell-Ararat
area.
As you suggest, I think it would be more possible to get at this water nearer the intake edge.

He did not stop here.
He is not a man
who stops when he is on the track of anything.
He went into this subject very
thoroughly, and more than twelve months
afterwards he wrote an article to the Argus,
which is contained in the issue of Thursday,
January 8.
It is a most important article,
and I would recommend honorable members
not only to read it, but to study the diagrarps accompanying it.
He says:But nature freely offers us reservoirs vaster than
man could dig, and protects the water therein
from evaporation by a thicker roof than man
could build. Nature compensates us for the irregularity of her rainfall by storing it in natural
reservoirs, which regulates its distribution. And
of all methods of water storage the most economical, efficient, and reliable is the naturar storage in the porous beds of the earth's ernst, from
which the water can be obtained through springs,
wells, and bores.

He goes

011-

From 'Wedderburn a line of old rocks runs out
westward to Buloke.
This ridge probably protected the eastern line of bores from any water
derived from the south. Accordingly, except for
a deep supply at Banyan Tank and Marlbed, reported as fresh, all the eastern bore waters
were salt.

Then he writes about toe source of the
Mallee well watersThe northern slope from the Divide has no
doubt the ,same .underground water supply; but
the same use has not been made of it. There is
no doubt a flow of water down the northern slope
from the Divide, similar to that which has been
so abundantly proved to the south. The buried
river that flows along the Loddon leads and the
artesian wells at Maryborough are all parts of
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this supply. Mr. F. Madden has prepared a
map, showing a long line of springs all across
the northern slope of the Divide; and though
we might not agree as to the source of the water,
I fully agree with him on the really important
point in his conclusion as to the existence of
water.

He says that we come to the same concI usion, though possibly by different routes,

although I consider by the same route. I
do not for a moment rejeCt the water
suppl y from our own ranges, but honorable
members will see that the line of rocks I
have mentioned, and the imperviou~ mountains of our Dividing Range, between
them guide the water into the gap,
and it is in the gap that I want
The following is a
the bores put down.
quotation from the Age of Tuesday, November 25, 1902, before the Professor wrote
It gives the
his article to the Argus.
opinions of the best people in New South
Wales, and the conclusions arrived at are
summed up by Mr. Coghlan thusFrom an examination which has' lately been
made of the cretaceous formation occurring in the
western and north-western portions of New South
'Vales it is considered probable that the artesian
water basin will be found to extend much further
south than it was previously supposed to do. It
may yet be found to extend approximately along
the course of the lower Darling, and possibly
below the tertiary rocks of the north-western
portion of Victoria and part of South Australia.

That is exactly what I believe to be the
fact, and is the opinion of much higher
::lUthorities than myself. That the underground water of Queensland and Kew
South Wales comes south-westerly through
Victoria, and so to the sea, is proved by the
existence of running water at various places
in the limestone formations on the border.
You can see the water flowing in what they
call the blowholes. The limestone has been
swept away by the force of the water, and
the running water exposed, and there they
get eyeless fish, showing that the water
Coomes from a great depth below the surface
of the earth. At Ballyrogan, on the south
side of the range, there is a small patch of
tertiary formation. I do not know why the
Department put a bore down there, but
they got water nearer the surface there than.
they did anywhere else.
Mr. Reginald
Murray, the geologist, bears out the theory
of there being water in the locality of Mount
Arapiles. I will give another illustration that
most of the rain water goes underground.
Here is the River Yarra. It is surrounded
by mountains, and froIl1l 1\1r. Stuart
Murray's gaugings the average amount of
Mr. Madden.

'Water Supply.

rain wh1lch falls in its basin carried off by
~he river at \Varrandyte is only 32 per cent.
m the year. We know perfectly well in a
valley like that~ surrounded by mountains,
the flow would be a very large proportion
of the rainfall, but the highest percentage
of rainfall that ever welnt past Warrandyte
was 41 per cent. That was .in a year of
great flood, but it is quite clear that in no
year did the Yarra carry away half of the
rain that fell in its watershed. Now what
becomes of the rest of the water that falls
there? In my opinion, it goes underground,
and ft.ows round Mount Dandenong to the
Peninsula, for we know that artesian water
has been found at Carrum. That shows
There are
how the theory works out.
well-known springs along the Dividing
Range.
Here is Kyneton, where a
brewery is being worked with artesian
water. I want honorable members to understand this map for themselves. I say we
ought to put bores down in the places I
have marked. I have here a diagram,
The
representing the line of bores.
bores are about ten miles apart, and the
figures represent the relative depth of the
bores. Water was obtained in every bore:
but not artesian. The best results were obtained in the first bore at NhilI, where the
water was perfectly fresh, and came nearest
to the surface) but the water rose less and
became more salt as they went north. In
the Netherby bore, which was by far the
deepest, the water did not rise above the
hydraulic surface I have shown in tne
diagram.
I took the Department's own
figures from sea-Ie~l,' and I took the
height when the w,ater . rose above sealevel, and those figures represent the height
above sea-level. The further they 'went
north, the less water they got. They did
not do, as I think they s.l:ould have done,
put a bore down at Goroke, south of
Nhill, where the pr9bability is that the
hydraulic surface would have given them
water.
I can quite believe that when
the bores were put down, Mr. StU:lJrt
Murr.ay was not aware of that hard line
of old rocks, which I have marked brown
in the plan, and to which Profess:>r
Gregory attaches so much importance, or
I am sure he would not have wasted
£60,000 in putting down those bores.
I am not sure that he is to bl.ame
for that.
Somebody ought to have
known it.
I am borne out III
my view that Mr. Murray was not
aware of that line of rocks, because when
he answered Professor Gregory's article to
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the paper he does not mention it. But he
asks a very pertinent question. He says-

Mr. McLEOD.,-How are you going to get
through the rocks?

Are we justified in spending £2,000 to determine whether water or soakage from the McKenzie basin flows north-westerly towards the Mallee
in volume and of quality to be of value as a source
of supply to the settlers there?

Mr. MADDEN.-I think we ought to
bore anywhere north in the neighbourhood
of Mount Cole.
I thank the House greatly
for the patient hearing I have had.

In the first place that is not the question
we desire to see solved. The real question
is, can we find artesian water which we
will be able to lead north and west into the
Mallee? Mr. Murray did not hesitate to
spend over £50,000 in putting down bores,
each of which as it was completed proved
to him he was going further away from
the source of supply, and obtaining more
and more useless water as he went north.
When such good and promising results
were obtained at Nhill why did he not bore
south of Khill? I contend that while, in
the opinion of such an expert as Professor
Gregory, there is a chance of obtaining
artesian water we should be willing to
spend ten times £2,000 if necessary before
admitting ourselves beaten. I regret I have
been compelled to criticise :Mr. Murray's
action; but I consider, as a public man
speaking on the expenditure of public
money, I am justified in pointing out anything that may be learned from the
experiments made, and drawing such concI usions as I can from them.
I do not
propose to devote any more time to this
matter, but I say to the Government that
this matter should be taken up as one of
national importance, and I am perfectly
confidient t,hat if the Government strike
water in the McKenzie River we are sure
to get it in other places east of it,
and we will have done a great deal to help
the Waranga Basin. If the Minister does
that he will leave Victoria a great deal better than it was before.

Mr. SWINBURNE.-I think the House
owes a debt of gratitude to the honorable
member for Bulla and to the Speaker for
bringing this matter before the House. The
honorable member for Bulla has shown himself an, ardent disciple of the artesian question. I must confess to knowing very little
about artesian boring in Victoria, although
I have taken a casual interest in the matter
so far as Australia is concerned. As the
Speaker points out, although Professor
Gregory mentions that certain theories
should be tried, he often speaks of the matter with considerable doubt. There is no
doubt there must be a larg,e quantity of
water underneath that part of the State.
As far as the water coming from the south
is concerned, I have always understood that
a line drawn from a little north of Sydney
across to Bourke forms the northern boundary of what is called the Murray artesian
basin, and the whole of the water to the
north of that flows northwards towards the
Gulf of Carpentaria. But there must be
an immense amount of water flowing down
towards the :Murray that must go into the
ground, because evaporation could not account for the loss, and I think the Government should endeavour to make some effort
to prove where water can be obtained. I
hope the Speaker will allow the article of
Professor Gregory, and Mr. Reginald Murrav's letter, Dart of which he has been
reading, to ap-pear in Hansard. They will
form a text for future observation.
The
Premier and I have spoken together on this
question, and are both anxious to try it.
But we wish to have the ground as certain
as ,,'e can get it. The Speaker is quite
right in saying that the officers of the Water
Supply Department have been al,ainst even
any further trial. They think it impossible
to' get artesian ,,,ater in that part. But I
am strongly with the Sp~aker that We
should not give up the trial, and I think
there is a great deal in the theory I have
heard explained. If we could get a committee of experts to advise the Government
in this matter as to where the effort should
be made, I am sure the Government is ready
to undertake the task. I can assure the
honorable members that we are very much

Mr. BENT .-How do you get through tht.
Grampians, towards Hamilton?
Mr. MADDEN.-Either through the gap
between the Dividing Range and the Grampians, or round the shoulder of the Grampians. At Stawell, where they were obtaining a supply of water for the town, they
let a contract to take water from Fyan's
Creek. As they got through the sandstone
,they struck water that suppli.ed Sta,vell
for eighteen months, and I was told that
if t11ey had known of that supply before the
contract was let, they, would not have contra.cted at all. They would have been content.
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indebted to them for bringing the matter
before the House.
]\.fr. PRENDERGAST.-I desire to say
that it seems to me to be a very important
question for the Government to take in
hand. As far as we can see at the present
time, difficulties have arisen in connexion
with boring, especially in the ]'viallee.
Still, in many instances where we have
never expected anything at all, we r.ave had
good results from boring. In this State,
where there is no heavv rainfall, the future
of many districts depen"os upon a '~ood supply of water, and if that can be secured
the whole ;face of the country will be
altered. It is a question that sI-.ould have
been determined long ago by surveys.
There is n.o doubt that in many places bares
haye been put down and very small use
made of the water ohtained. In Rairnsdale
and other places millions of gallons have
been thrown out and allowed to go to
waste. That seems to me to show that it is
not only necessary to get accurate knowledge
of where tfiis water can be obtained,
but also some idea of conservation in conNo doubt, ;a.s the
nexion with boring.
honorable member for Boroondara pointed
out, the water from these rivers and creeks
flows into the side where the ranges
oommence, and there is no means of
finding out where that water goes ~o. In
some portio!1s of the Mall~e the "V~mmera
almost disappears, and it IS known 111 connexion with the water' that flows through
Stawell and otr.er places that it disappears,
but where it goes to or whether it can be
discm'ered by boring does not seem to enter
into the minds of the Water Supply Department. I t seems to me tl:at the proposition 0 f the Minister is an extreme1y
feasible one, and we should have a committee of experts to see how far our water
supply can be developed.
l\fr. COLECHIN.-I have been asked
to mention a matter that the House ougpt
to look into. That is, that when tI-.e bores
were put down between Donald and Swan
Hill, which cost about lOS. a foot, the
bores "were known to have been telescoped
to a large extent.
Consequently, while
statements were made that water was not
found at certain depths those deptr.s were
not gone to. I think if work of this kind
is done in future, it should not be done by
C'Dn tract , but by the Department, and be
done properly.
The motion was agreed to.
[The Speaker here resumed the chair.]

Manual Training.

INSPECTOR OF MANUAL
TRAINING.
ApPOINTMENT OF MR. BYATT.
Mr. H. S. BENNETT (Ballarat liTlest)
moved:That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon the question of the
appointment of Mr. Byatt . as Inspecto.r of
Manual Training, "such Commlttee to conslst of
Mr. Hutchinson, Mr. McGrath, Mr. McGregor,
Mr. Smith, and the Mover, with power to send
for persons, papers, and re.cords, t<? report the
minutes of evidence from hme to time, and to
sit on days on which the House does not meet;
three to be the quorum.

He said he regarded this matter as one of
considerable importance, and would. endeavour to state the main facts as bnefly as
He wished to acknowledge t.he
possible.
courtesy of the Premi~r in. affording hIm
an opportunity of learmng dlf~ctly from M~.
Tate the Director of EducatIOn, the POSItion the Department had assumed in connexion with the matter.
Although he was
enlightened on many points, yet after careful consideration of the whole of the facts
of the case, he had come to the conclusion
that no possible harm could be done by
a discussiOn, and by an inquiry su~h as
he sought to bring about.
He belIeved
that when his statements were heard, honorable members would agree with him that it
was in the interests of MI. Byatt as well
as others, whom he would mention, that an
inquiry should take place.
In 19.00 Mr.
Byatt was appointed by the EducatIon Department j he was brought out from the old
country by the Department, and after a
short time, the Department cam~. to the
conclusion that he showed such abIlIty that
they were justified in giving him the permanent position.
Contra.ry to all p!ecedent in matters of this kmd, no notIfication whatever "was given to those ?irectly
interested in the matter.
The appomtment
of Mr. Bvatt was made before any of the
men who considered themselves equally
qual'ified, had an opportunity of.making application. Mr. Byatt was appomted t.o .the
position of Inspector of Manu"al Trammg.
It had been stated that Mr. Byatt was a
man of such exceptional ability that the Department were justified in making the apMr. A.
pointment without further ado.
E. Watson, whose qualifications he would
read, was, it was contended, actually under
Mr. Byatt, "and received an appointment
The idea that Mr. Watson was
from him.
equally qualified was considered preposterous.
Even if it were true that Mr. Wat-
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son was for a time under Mr. Byatt, he had
since so far improved that he was now far
better as an instructor than Mr. Byatt was.
To show what were the qualifications of Mr.
Watson, who had been teaching manual
training at Ballarat West, he would state
what the inspectors had said in regard to
him. Not to go too far back he would take
the year 1889, when Inspector Hamilton
statedAn excellent teacher.
This man is specially
worthy of rapid promotion.

And later on the same inspector saidA model schoolmaster.

Inspector Robertson stated in 1891His school comes nearest, of what I have seen,
to what the equipment of a school should be, according to present day ideals.

Inspector Jackson, in 1892, statedI do not know a teacher more worthy of proHe would do the Department greater
motion.
service in some more responsible position.

And in 1893 the same inspector statedHas made his school into a model school. Has
made his school one of the best, if not the best
school, in this district.

Another inspector statedAn excellent teacher in every respect.
find no flaw in his work.

I can

It might be contended that these encomiums
referred to work distincf from manual training; but, in regard. to that, 1\1r. Watson
stated that in 1901 he qualified to teach
Sloyd work; in 1902 he qualified to teach
cardboard work; and Mr. Byatt stated that
he was a thoroughly capable aIr-round man.
Mr. Byatt further statedContinues to do exceptionally good work, wliich
is bound to have a beneficial and permanent influence on the boys in after life.

Further, Mr. \Vatson stated that he was
qualified to teach paper-work and to teach
drawing.
The inspectors
united in
speaking favorably of his qualifications,
and Mr. Byatt admitted them. There
was a legal point in connexion with
Mr. Byatt's appointment that should
be looked into.
He (Mr. Bennett)
did not presume to have a very
deep knowledge of the Public Service Act,
but from what he knew of it it appeared
to him that it was not legal to appoint an
officer from outside if it could be proved
that there was a qualified man in the service. The contention was that there were
no fewer than three qualified men in the
service at the present time, and by universal
consent Mr. A. E. Watson was admitted to

be the best qualified. He had already dealt
with the objection raised by the Department
that Mr. Watson had not sufficient experience. Judging by the inspectors' statements,
Mr. 'Watson's credentials were equally as
good as Ur. Byatt's. It might be contended
that a man, to be fit for the position,
must have studied in those places where
this particular work was brought to perfection. Mr. Byatt had had experience in the
old land and on the Continent, but it had
been truly said that the world was brought
to us by means of books. Whatever Mr.
Byatt had learned in Europe Mr. Watson
had learned ip another way. If an estimate
were made of the qualifications of the two
me~, very few would have any hesitation in
saymg that they were both equally qualified,
and that if there was any doubt Mr. Watson should receive the benefit of that doubt.
All he desired was that there should be a
full inqui·ry. He could not go very deeply
into the matter himself, and it was necessary to have a committee appointed that
could get access to all the papers, 'as no
definite conclusion could be arrived at until
a committee were appointed' who coufd see
for themselves from tbe original documents
how the appointment was made. In the
first place, there was not the slightest intimation given to those most directly interested regarding the appointment. It was
done in the dark. In the second place, it
was very questionable whether the Department had the power to appoint Mr. Bvatt,
when Mr. Watson and others who were
qualified were in the service.
1\1'r. GAUNSON said he had very great
pleasure in seconding the motion. He was
fIrmly of opinion that there was something
exceedingly rotten in the State of Denmark,
and the case of Mr. Byatt's appointment
afforded a very fair illustration. Assuming
that the law did not absolutely require
that appointments to be made from o~tside,
the service should be advertised, it was
nevertheless the proper thing to do. An appointment had just been made in the Law
Department, 'and senior officers were being
passed over who had no chance of appeal.
He thought the Supreme Court would have
to be appealed to to set things right. This
was a much more serious problem than the
Premier thought. He sympathized with the
honorable gentleman for the troubles that
were on his shoulders, for he knew full
well that at least one-third of the honorable
gentleman's valuable time must be taken
up in endeavouring to set things right in
connexion with public officers. Speaking
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on the Address-in-Reply on Mr. Byatt's appointment, he (Mr. Gaunson) stated that in
the Education Department there ,vas something very much like a reign of terror. For
instance, the honorable member for Essendon asked the following question abotut
this case on the 5th of July last;Under what section of the Act, referred to
above, was Mr. Byatt, late Sloyd Instructor, appointed on the ·staff of Inspectors of Schools?

The answer given by the Minister wasMr. John Byatt was appointed Inspector of
Manual Training and Drawing under the provisions of sections 32, 33, and 34 of Act No.
1133·

That was the Public Service Act of 1890'
He did not think that section 32 covered the
ground' at all. That section provided that
no new appointment should be made
except on the request of the permanent
head of the Department to the Minister.
No matter who the ·Minister might be, it
was his (Mr. Gaunson's) duty, as representing the Public Officers, when another
honorable member took up a case not to
turn tail upon it. Mr. Byatt's appointment was a scandal, and Mr: Tate and
Mr. Topp were responsible for it. If it
were shown that he had done those gentlemen any wrong in saying so, he would
be very glad to state on the floor of. !he
House that he had been utterly mlSlllformed. A coach and four had been run
clean through the Act, and he rejoiced
that the honorable member for Ballarat
West had brought the case forward. There
was in the Education Department something tantamount to a perfect reign of
terror.
The whole Department wanted
cleansing most unmistakably from the
head to the tail. The Premier would do
good work if he promoted ·a preliminary
inquiry, with a view to a more extended
inquiry, to strengthen his hands. He was
taking up this attitud~ in the best of good
faith. He would leave the matter entirely
to the good sense of die Premier. He did
not want the honorable gentleman to sta,rt
awav from this motion iust becaus.e it was
moved by a member of the Labour Party.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Is there any danger of
that?
Mr. GAUNSON s,aid anything that
came from the Labour Party needed scanning very keenly. He would not support
this motion unless he felt that the honorable member had shown good grounds for
a fair inquiry, and that was all the honorable member asked for. When the Continuation School-that white elephant-
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was established, Mr. Watson applied to
be appointed_ He was told in black and
white by the Department that he was too
good for the position, and then the Department appointed two men, wh9se combined
salaries were more than the salary that Mr.
Watson would have received had he been
appointed.
He made the Premier, who
loved economy, a present of that little illustr.ation of economy with a vengeance.
He would be satisfied if the Premier would
undertake to look more closel v into the
matter. The appointment of ~1r. Byatt,
who was not in the service, who came here
under contract, and whose contract had expired, was f.avoritism.
Complaints of
favorittism had been made in other cases,
and he believed the charges were true.
The sooner the Premier took Mr. Tate
and the whole Department to task, the
better.
Mr. COLECHIN.-What about the man
above Tate-the Minister?
Mr. GAUNSON said the Premier had
a Minister there, but he might as well have
his (Mr. Gaunson's) office-boy. Mr. Tate
was a strong man, but he was strong in the
wrong direction. Whether he was strong
or weak, the House should not uphold him
in wrong-doing. He believed the honorable member for Ballarat West had put
his finger upon a case of positive wrongdoing, and the Premier would be only
acting wisely if he promised to look into
the case if the debate on this motion was
adjourned.
Mr. BENT stated that he would be
compelled to resist this motion, notwithstanding the statements of the honorable
and learned member for the Public Officers.
H,e would oppose it also, because, yesterda \', the honorable member for Ballarat
West met him with Mr. Tate, and he was
under the impression that the honorable
member left perfectly satisfied.
Mr. H. S. BENNETT (Ballarat liVest).Oh, no.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
did not tell him so. He had not "got the
papers in his pocket for to show." Consequently, he would not ask the House to
sit for another hour to talk about this
He
rubbish, for it was nothing else.
understood the Peacock Government brought
Mr. Byatt from England under a five
years' engagement. This gentleman held
the highJest qualifications. I t took him
three-quarters of an hour to read the account of aU the medals that Mr. Bvatt
possessed.
.
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Mr. GAUNSON.-Watson IS as good as
he is.
1\1r. BENT said Watson was taught by
Mr. Byatt. He was no part v to bringing
this gentleman from Home, and he would
be no party to bringing people from Home.
We had had too many from Home.
11r. COLECHIN.--What about Jones?
?\ir. BENT said the honorable member
would know what Dr. Jones was if he had
a week with him. He had h.ad a week
with Dr. Jones. The honorable member
for Ballarat West did not tell the House
all he had heard about 1\1r. Bvatt. He
had only t'Old about Watson. vVI~y did not
he tell the House about Byatt?
T\{r. H. S. BENNETT (Ballarat fVest).I knew it was in capable hands.
1\1r. BE~T said he had .asked 'Mr. 'tate
to meet the honorable member, and the honorable membe-r admitted that he received
e\'ery courtesy. This was the first time
that he (~[r. Bent) had heard about the
case. A big lawyer's agreement was produced. Mr. Byatt had been getting £500
odd a year.
l\Ir. GAuNsoN.-His agreement had expired.
Mr. BE NT s.a.id he found. that the appointment was settled bv Mr. Tate, whom
the people of thjs great Country had placed
in the high position of Director of Education, under the control of the great ~Irinj
ster, ?v[r. Sachse. He was not prepared
with the papers to go on with this motion
to-night. He thought th.at the House had
got over this wasting of hours over the cases
of public servants, even if thev were represented by the honorable member who last
spoke.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-I wish we could get
over it.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
who had introduced the motion had nominated for the Select Committee four members from the Opposition side. and onlv one
from the Ministerial side. That was not a
fair committee.
l\fr. PRENDERGAST.-That carl be altered.
We can put in two more from vour side.
Mr. BEKT said he did not care to-night
whether any others were put on.
He
asked the honorable member to agree to the
adjournment of the debate, and then he
would see the Minister of Public Instruction.
He did not see what he could
do In the matter, for the agreement
was there, and so was the £500 odd
a vear. Mr. Bvatt was a metal worker
and wood work~r, and cardboard worker.
Session 1905'-[38]
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He admitted that all these salaries were too
high, and he would cut them down.
He
would put the spokeshave on some of
them.
If the debate was adjourned tonight:, he would afford the honorable member an opportunity of bringing the motion
on again.
He would then let the honorable member kInow his views.on the subject,
although, at present, he did not care a button
about it.
He would probably look into
it, and if it was decided to appoint any
committee, the Government would put real
good men on it who would go on the Government side. He begged to moveThat the debate be now adjourne-a.

The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Wednesday, August 23.
INCOME TAX ACT 1904
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. McGREGOR moved for leave to introduce a Bill to amend the Income Tax
Act 1904.
Mr. BENT.-Are you going to increase the
amount of income t'ax?
Mr. McGREGOR.-No.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
ADJOURNMENT.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.-CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN STATE SCI-IOOLS. - CAUCUS
OF MINISTERIAL SUPPORTERS.-STATE
BRICKWORKS.
Mr. BFJNT rnovedThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. PRENDERGAST asked the Premier what business he proposed to take the
next day?
.
Mr. BENT stated that he wanted to
take the Hawkers and Pedlers Law
Amendment Bill, the Municipal Pleasure
Grounds Bill, the Registration of Deeds
Bill, and the Secret Commissions Prohibitio!l Bill.
Mr. H. S. BEN~ETT (Ballarat West)
remarked that some time ago a paragraph
appeared in the Age newspaper drawing
attention to a brutal attack by a teacher on
a child in a certain suburb in Melbourne.
I t was understood that the Department
proposed practically to abolish corporal
punishment in the State schools. He had
not seen anything authoritative in regard
to that, but he thought that in view of the
frequency of these occurrences the proposal
was well worthy of consideration. Some
of the teachers, especially pupil teachers,

.A. 'ljournm mt.
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used the power in a very brutal manner inA case was brought under his
deed.
notice where a child in Ballarat "Vest was
unmercifull y beaten for a comparatively
trifling offence.
~:[r. BENT remarked that perhaps he
ought to mention that his attention had
been drawn to· something which had appeared in one of the new spa pers to-day.
It was stated that the Speaker was present
the previous day at the Government caucus.
He thought it almost unnecessary to contradict that, but, as it had been reported, it
was as well to refer to the matter. The
Speaker would not think of going to the
Government caucus, nor would the Government think of asking him to do so.
Mr. HANNAH stated t.hat in the Age
newspaper of this morning there was a
statement in regard to a matter which was
said to have taken place in the Legislative
Council. The statement was that a petition from the bricklayers of Melbourne opposing the establishment of a State brick
kiln had been presented to another place.
The bricklayers of Melbourne had not presented any such petition to ,another place.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at t\yenty-five
minutes to eleven o'clock.
"

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tilursday, August 17, 1.905.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock. p.m.
THE

SCRIPTURE LESSONS
REFERENDUM.
Mr. BENT movedThat there be laid before this House a return
showing the result of" the polling at the referendum Oil 1st June, 1904, on the question of the
introduction of Scripture lessons in State
scllools.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BENT presented a return pursuant
to the foregoing order, and the return was
ordered to be printed.
1\:[r. BENT movedThat there be laid before this House a return
showing the analysis of the voting at the poll on
1st June, 1904, on the question of the introduction
of Scripture lessons in State schools.

The motion was agreed/ to.
Mr. BENT presented a return pursuant
to the foregoing order, and the return was
ordered to be printed.

Petitions.

PETITIONS.
A petition was presented by Mr. BOYD,
from the Melbourne Tramways Trust, praying that the House would withhold its consent to the construction of any electric railways or tramways within the boundaries
of the municipalities represented by the
trust, unless they were approved by the
trust.
:Mr. BOYD movedThat the Standing Orders be susp~nded to
allow the petition from the Melbourne Tramways
Trust to be read.

Mr. GA UNSON said that he had never
believed in the Tramways Trust, but at the
same time he desired to have fair play.
He desired that, in addition to being read,
the petition should be printed.
The motion was agreed to.
The petition was then read by the Clerk
at the table.
Mr. GAUNSON asked the Premier whether, in view of the importance of the petition, he would allow it to be printed and
distributed to honorable members?
Mr. BENT.-If the trust will pay for
printing it I will.
lv1r. J. W. BILLSON (Fztzroy) remarked
that he was under the impression that the
petition had been printed and circulated,
and that every honorable member had received a copy.
ALLEGED "CORNER" IN ONIONS.
Mr. HANNAH stated that he would like
to know from the Premier whether his attention haa been drawn to an article in a
newspaper to-day stating that there was
in existence in this State at present a ring
or corner in connexion with onions, and
w hat the honorable gentleman intended
to do in order to protect· the interests of
the public?
Mr. BENT.-I have been informed today that there is something of this kind.
As I have not had time to sow a, crop of
onions, I do not see what I can do. It is
too late to plant onions now.
GEELONG MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS
(MARRIED WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE)
BILL.
Mr. BENT moved for leave to introduce
a. Rill respecting voting by married women
at municipal elections in the town of Geelong.
·Mr. GAUNSoN.--Can this motion be debated?
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The SPEAKER.-The motion for leave
to bring in a Bill may be debated, but not
the motion for the first reading.
ML GA UN SON stated that he had not
been quite certain on that point, because he
was getting very old. Poor old Uncle Ned!
He would like to know from the Premier
why he wished the women of Geelong in
municipal matters to be differentiated from
the rest of the community? The Rev.
John Knox, who loomed very largely in the
history of Scotland, wrote against the
"monstrous regiment of women." Knox
was digging at Queen Mary, but also at
Queen Elizabeth. Poor Queen Mary lost
her head upon the block, and those who
knew anything of English history could not
wonder at it. But why Geelong should be
separated from and differentiated from the
rest of the community of this great State of
Victoria he could not tell.
Mr. WATT .-Why is a cemetery different
from any other place?
Mr. GAUNSON. - Because all the
drunks and dissolutes are buried there.
'Mr. WATT.-It is the same as Geelong.
Mr. GAUNSON said that Geelong was a
healthy spot. But he would really honestly
ask why the Premier wished to distinguish
Geelong from any other municipality or
corporation or urban body of whatsoever
kind?
Mr. BENT said that, as the honorable
member was aware, the city of Melbourne
and the town of Geelong had different
privileges from other municipalities.
He
understood that there was a technical difficulty bv which a married woman, by some
means or other, was precluded from voting.
It was simply technical. The council had
asked him-he did not know why, because
he was not in favour of women voting as
,a rule-to f.ej)air the defect, and he was
formall y doing it.
Mr. MACKINNoN.-They have voted in
Geelong, as a matter of fact, for years past.
Mr. BENT.-That was so, but through
a technical defect he believed they were prevented from doing so just now. He was
informed that near! y all the councillors
there were illegally elected, and it was desirable to repair that.
Mr. COLE CHIN observed that the statement had been made that Geelong was a
cemetery. Honorable members had had the
idea in the past that it was, but the people
of Geelong had just awakened to the fact
that something was going on that was improper. They were working under the same
Act as the city of Melbourne, but they found
[3 8]-2
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that the Act did not provide for women
voting, and the Premier had agreed that
it was necessary to bring them up to the
line, so that they should have the right to
vote.
:Mr. GAUNSON ,rose to a point of
order. Was there anything before the
Chair?
The SPEAKER.-Yes. The question
whether the Premier should have leave to
bring in a Bill.
Mr. COLECHIN said that the honorable
member who had just sat down was the only
one who would dare to interfere in the matter, and as he had done so surely he had
the right to give the honorable member the
information that he desired.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
VENTILATION OF GRIEVANCES.
WAGES OF COAL MINERS.

On the Order of the Day for the House
to resolve itself into Committee of Supply,
Mr. LEMMON said that he desired to
refer to the labour conditions prevailing in
the coal mining districts of Gippsland. It
had been his duty to visit that district within
the last fortnight, and he had taken some
records of the sweating conditions that prevailed in the industry. He did not think
that any part of the State of Victoria could
be discovered where there were more sweating conditions than prevailed in those districts at present. He was informed by a
reliable authority-and it could be backed
up by statutory declaration-that there
were dozens of men working there for eight
hours for a paltry 3S. and less. He had
with him one of the pay-sheets from the
Coal Creek colliery, showing that the men
on that particular gang worked at the rate
of 4td. per hour, and received the magnific.ent sum of 17S. 6d. per week, which
amounted to 2S. IId. a day. Those were
the men who were promised 9S' a day not
very long ago. Statements had been made
that if men would only come down and assist that body of tyrants to break up the
trades union in that part of the State they
would receive the sum of 9S. a day j but
to-dav a number of those men were earning less that 3s. a day. That was one of
the glorious victories of freedom of contract.
Last session they had the honorable member for Melbourne declaring he was pleased
with the results of the strike; but that was
the condition which had been brought about
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by the tyranny exercised in those mines.
This was not an isolated case. There were
a number of them. There was another case
of a gang of four men-and if this was
doubted he would be only too pleased to
mention the names of the men and the paltry amount of pay they earned. Another
case was where a man worked eight shifts,
and the amount of money earned was
£1 7S. Id. That was Sd. per hour, or 3s.
4d. per day. In that particular shift the
man was called upon to keep his wife and
family upon nothing more than £1 a week.
This was the result that had been brought
about by the victory achieved by the body of
tyrants that had broken up the only prot<;ction those men had, name!"y, their trade organization. It was interesting to know how
this result wa.s brought about, seeing that
the same hewmg rate was being paid that
was paid prior to the strike. The wonder
was that, whereas formerly men earned lOS.
and lIS. a day, to-day a number of them
were not earning more than 5s. or 6s. a dav.
One of the explanations was that the men
deliberately stated that they were actually
robbed by the companies that had control
of the weighbridge. Prior to the strike
the unionists took the wise step of having
their representative at the weignbridge, in
order to tell the number of LOns raised by
the men below; but as soon as the strike
was broken up one of the first things done
was to refuse them the right to have a man
at the weighbridge to tell the number of
tons the men raised. The result was that,
while before the strike the trucks of coal,
or skips, as they were called, ranged up to
8, 9, and 10 cwt., to-day the same skips of
coal, according to the pay-sheet that was
taken from the mine on the 1St of the
present month, ranged from 4 cwt.,
S cwt. I qr., up to 6 cwt. 2 qrs., and
never exceeded 8 cwt. That was the very
best. Whv was there such a difference'?
Simply because the miners said they were
denied the right of having their representative there. I f a shopkeeper went to the
mine to purchase 10 cwt. of coal, he was
given a skip, but the miner who raised the
coal was only paid for 5, 6, or 7 cwt. That
was the policy that was going on at the
present time, and he would ask if that was
the condition the Premier desired to bring
about when he went there. with the best
intentions. to get the eX-ll'1ionists employed
again? It had come under his notice that
one of the conditions insisted upon before
a man was eligible for emplovment was
that he must purchase a block of land,
Mr. Lemmon.
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·which cost £30 j while, on either side, a
similar block could be purchased for £3
or £4.
He knew of a case where
a man was denied employment because he was one of the old hands.
Yet they had the honorable member
for Melbourne, when he was down there,
saying that they were going to bury the
hatchet, but the black list was still there,
and a large number of those men were
denied the right of earning their living.
Seeing that the State gave certain advantages to that particular company, which was
really class legislation as far as the railways were concerned, he thought the Premier was justified in intervening, and seeing
that fair play was given to those men.
They also knew that when the Rev. Dr.
Rentoul went down and asked the men if
they were prepared to submit to arbitration,
they intimated their desire to do so, but
when he went to the company, they told
him it was their business. As this body of
capitalists did not care for the welfare of
the men employed it should be the duty of
the State to see that the employes were properly treated. He had with him an order
that was given by an employe to one of the
boardinghouse-keepers to whom he owed a
certain sum of money. He had drawn lOS.
and he had worked forty-eight hours. The
order read as follows:Korumburra,

3 1 /7/ 0 5'
To the Manager,I have this day (31st July) given under my
hand for the bearer to draw my pay, from the
Coal Creek Mining Company, for debt due
(earned 22S. 6d.). Number of shifts six, at eight
hours, 48 hours. Amount owing for board, 12S.

That indicated that he was earning 22S. 6d.
per week. Such a case furnished ample
justification for an inqury into the condition ,of those miners. A Coal Mining Bill
had been spoken of, but they were told it
was not the intention of the Government to
bring it in this session, but the instances he
had given showed there was a necessity for
action to be taken to insure fair conditions
for the employes.
Mr. BOYD observed that like most of the
honorable member's information this information was upside down. He bad chosen
to designate those who were interested in
this industry as tyrants, and he had deliberatel y, on more than one occasion, referred to him (1\1r. Boyd) personally. He
wished to say that: the evidence or alleged
information that the honorabJ.::~ member possessed had nothing whatever to do with any
company that he was interested in. He did
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not know anything as to its accuracy with
regard to the particular mine that the honorable member had mentioned, but he did
know that if the honorable member said that
was a condition that applied all round the
district his information was totally wrong.
The honorable member did say that the
men were worked on tonnage rates, and
alluded to him (Mr. Boyd) during the
course of his remarks, as being responsible for bringing about the present
condition of affairs.
All that he (Mr.
Boyd) had to say was. that the rema:ks
which had been applIed to the mme
with which he was connected did not
apply to it, because the conditions under
which they induced men to go into the
mine he represented were still the conditions prevailing. They did not pay any
solitary individual in the mine he represented on tonnage rates. The men were
all paid day wages. If the honorable member for Williamstown meant to say that men
were paid in the mine with which he (Mr.
Boyd) was connected at 3s. 4d. a day,
and boys at lOS. a week, all that he (Mr.
Boyd) had to say was that they had no
bov or other individual on the premises
gettinf' so little as lOS. a week. The information of the honorable member was,
therefore, upside down. If there were contracts existing in the mine the honorable
member had nllued to, he (Mr. Boyd) was
not conversant with tI-.. em.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Then how could he
have been alluding to your mine? .
~[r. BOYD said that the honorable member for "Villiamstown implied it by mentioning his (1'1r. Boyd's) name and saying that
he (Mr. Boyd) was responsible for the
alleged new condition of affairs.
:tv!r. PRENDERGAST.-In the particular
mine mentioned?
1\1r. BOYD stated that he had no interest
whatever .in the particular mine apparently
all uded to. Therefore, the refer~nce to
him as being one of the tyrants that had
brought about this alleged condition of affairs, was absurd. The allusion was probabl y made for the purpose of trying to
injure him in the eyes of the Government
in connexion with the railway contract .for
coal. As far as he was concerned, the Governmentcould do what they liked with regard to that contract,; but it would not
affect him.
An HONORABLE 1\1EMBER.-Are you proud
of the result ?
:Mr. BOYD said he was quite proud of
it. A body of men had stood up and said
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that they would run the whole concern, but
had failed to do so, and as long as he was a
director, they would never run it over him.
However, what l:e desired to affirm was that
the mine he was interested in never paid
anything like 2S. IId., 3S. IId., or 4S. lId.
Their minimum wage for miners was 7s. a
day, and expert miners got 9S. per day.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Then you will not
object to an inquiry?
M1'. BOYD said that he did not care two
straws for any inquiry. Such a matter was
of no interest to him. Reference had been
made to t1:.e Ministerial visit to Korumburra, and it had been said that he on that
occasion had promised that the hatchet
would be buried, and that the men w1:.o had
gone on strike would be taken back, but that
that promise had not been fulfilled. Whoever made that statement told a deliberate falsehood, because more than onethird of the men in t1:.e mine to-day were
men who were employed there prior to the
strike. That was surel y an indication that
the hatchet had been bmied. He denied
absolutelv that there was any black list,
and asse~ted that they had at present employed at least one-third of the men who
were strikers. That showed that, so far
as the mine management was concerned, the
hatchet had been buried. ·Moreover, there
was no prohibition of any kind on the mine
manager from putting on men who had
been out on strike so long as they were
good miners. There were men who had
been emploved by his company prior to
thp. strike that he would not give a job
to so long as he had anv interest in the
mine; men who had caused all the trouble.
Why, the whole mine was on one occasion
thrown idle because a boy wanted to go to
a football match on a Saturday. When the
manager decided that he would not let that
boy turn to on the Monday morning all
the boys who were w,hee]ers said, "Very
well, we will g~ on strike," and they were
backed up by the union.
Mr. McCuTcHEoN.-That boy ought to
be a member of the Telephone Exchange
staff.
:Mr. BOYD said that the boy was backed
up by the union, but when they thought
that they had not got a good case they
backed down.
]'vfr. PRENDERGAsT.-Do you blame them
for that?
Mr. BOYD said he did not blame them,
for their backing down showed that they
had some wisdom. But there were scores
of other cases of a sim~lar nature in con-
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nexion with the Coal Miners' Association,
and all the actions they performed during
the time they had the upper hand were
more tyrannical than any actions that the
employers had ever taken. The action of
unionists had been such t.hat, so long as he
had any interest in the mine referred to,
he would not stand such action from
the strongest unionist that ever breathec1.
He had been credited with the. respon. sibility of smashing. up the strike, and
he did not think the blame had been
misplaced.
If unionists were anxious to
get a coal mine to run on their own the
people he represented would accommodate
them. But they had onl y to read the
marvellous results of the running of a State
coal mine in New Zealand, where men
were only able 'to work about one-third
time, to obtain an object lesson. He had
not heard at any time of any attempt to
reduce the wages of miners who worked bv
contr.act. With regard to the men who had
agreed to turn out so many tons at so
much per ton he believed that the price of
the Coal Creek mine was 380. 6d. per
ton. Anv miner who was worth his salt
could tu'rn out 2 tons of coal a day.
Some could tUl11 out 4 tons, and anv
miner worthy of the name could turn out
two as a minimum. The price being 'paid
by the Coal Creek Comvany to-day was
much against his desire, because he believed that on day \V,ages,. which was
3 S . 6d. per ton, if a man was anv good he
.
could easily earn 7S. a day'.
Mr. LEMMoN.-I have given evidence
that ?nly 2S. lId. per day has been paid to
practIcal miners there. Do you deny the
statement?
Mr. BOYD said that whoever made that
statement was incorrect. If 2S. lId. per
day was all that a man oould earn he
ought never be permitted to go into a coal
mine.
Such a man would never be allowed to remain two days in a mine where
he (Mr. Boyd) was concerned. Men who
co.uld earn only 2S. IId. per day were not
mIllers.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said it was not
claimed by the Labour P arty that all men
could earn the same amount of wages, and
they knew that no cavilling, no favoritism,
could go on. It was, therefore, to be recognised that there were some seams or
portions of seams where men could not earn
a fair amount of wages, and he was certain that there oould be no doubt about
the grievances stated by the honorable
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member for Williamstown. A certain daily
wage, sufficient for living on, should be
earned in every good coal mine irrespective
of the conditions under which employment
was given. It seemed to him a reasonable
thing that an inquiry should be made into
the complaints made by the !honorable
member for Williamstown, especially in
connexion with the contracts foOr the supply
of coal for our railways.
In connexion
with such contracts, at ~11 events, ,the con.,.
ditions under which the men had to work
ought to be such that they would be
able to earn a reasonable wage. Surely it
was a reasonable contention to sav that men
enga.ged in producing coal for' the State
should be paid a reasonable wage. Another point was that the mine spoken
specially about that day was getting 6d ..
per ton for its coal more than other companies alongside, who were producing coa~
01 a better quality. The Premier ought
to be sure, under such oondifions, that the
contracting company was compelled to pay
a proper wage to the producers.
There
was a Coal Mines Bill before the House a
fe~'..v years ago, the object of which was to
insure that certain conditions should exist,.
and that certain wages would be earned;.
also that employers should observe cert.ain
rules, such as were laid down bv the Government, as in New South Wales and
other countries, but that Bill was not
passed.
A promise was made that it
would be introduced ag.ajn, and a question put the other night had elicited the
'reply that there was no intention of doing
so~ A case put before the House at the present time showed that sweating was taking
place, and .that it was sweating of the wor.st
possible description. He asked that there
should be an inquirv for the purpose of
seeing that these mines were worked underreasonable conditions. If men could only
earn from 2S. to 3S. a day in these mines,.
then there was sure to be a further flood-·
ing of the unemployed market in Melbourne.
Legislation should be Ibrougfut
forward to guarantee .. proper remuneration
for the work done in those mines.
Mr. GAUNSON remarked that it might
be thought strange that he should take any
part in this debate, but that id'ea would'
wear off if it was borne in mind. that hehad the honour to attend on the occasion
when the Premier and other honorable
members visited that great Outtrim
mme with a view to seeing whethersuch
local
industries
of
Victoria
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sh0uld get any encouragement or not.
The honorable member for North ,Melbourne was present on that occasion, but he
sang very small. The honorable member was
the onl y member of the Opposition, except
,himself, Wf.O attended. He remembered the
very straightforward statement made by the
honorable member for :vlelbourne on that
occasion. He (Mr. Gaunson) was asked to
propose "Local Industries,!' and, as he
had always believed th.at the local industries of this country ought to be protected,
he earnest Iy put the question-" Why
should we import any K ew South Wales
(;oal at all ?" He was very strong on th.at
point. Was it wrong of him to form the
impression to-night that, under cover of
-observations made on the motion before
the Chair, this was a carefully-organized
attack by the party 'of ]abo~r upon a
single member of this House-the honor,able member for 'Melbourne?
Mr. LEMMoN.-Ko.
Mr. GAUNSON said he was willing to
accept the assurance of the honorable member for Williamstown, but he was really
under the impression that after caucusing
all the afternoon as to what they could
complain about, the Labour Party had put
up the l:onorable member for Williams/town, in order to down 'the honorable
member for IHelbourne. The honorable member for North Melbourne had never been
more ineffective than he was to night. He
was clearly going off. The honorable member seemed to be terribly afraid that his
position was about to be taken from him, and
that a new leader of the Labour Party, in
the shape of the honorable member for Williamstown, was to be installed in his place.
R e would read an extract to show the
tyranny of the Labour Party. In the Argus
<>f August 13, 1904, the following report
'Was published : STEVEDORES' WAGES.
LABOUR

MEMBERS

CRITICISED.

At last night's meeting of the Trades Hall
Council, Mr. J. Morris, the representative of the
Federated Stevedores' Society, brought forward
.a resolution passed by that body, as follows:"That the members of this association express their indignation at the conduct of
the members for 'Williamstown, Geelong,
and N otth Melbourne on account of their
remarks during the debate in the Legislative Assembly on the Surplus Revenue
Distribution Bill, in regard to the grain,conveyers to be provided at Williamstown and Geelong, and that the delegate
to the Trades Hall Council report to
that body such resolutions and the reasons for carrying the same."
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Mr. Morris said that when he saw the item of
on the schedule to the Bill for the purpose of providing conveyers, he considered it his
duty to wait upon the members of the Labour
Party and inform them of the conditions under
which the members of his society were working,
and how they would be affected by the conditions
which the Commissioner of Railways (Mr. Tait)
would be likely to formulate.
£II,OOO

He would tell the House how the high-andmighty members of the Labour Party received that request-these gentlemen who
were condescending to earn their bread by
the sweat of their brows, although they did
not say it was the best job they ever had
in their lives. Th~ report went onThe members of the Labour Party would not
give him an interview.

Mr. COLECHIN.-That is not true.
Mr. GAUNSON.-What did he care
whether it was true or not? It had been
published in the A.rgus, a respectable ;ournal, and had never been contradicted from
that day to this.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-It has been
contradicted.
Mr. GAUNSON said he believed the report was true. The galled jades were
wincing, their withers were wlung, poor
devils. The report continued-When the matter was discussed in Parliament,
the Premier said that Mr. Tait had expressed the
intention of putting three shifts of men on to
work the conveyers at the rate of IS. per hour.
The present rates were IS. 3d. per hour for day
work, and IS. Io~d. per hour overtime.

These poor workmen were getting IS. 3d.,
but the Labour members, wanting to put
everything into tl:e State socialistic machine,
were insisting that men should onl v get
I s. an hour.
"These be your gods, 0
Israel !"The foreman received IS. gd. an hour for day
work, and 2S. 6d. per hour overtime. Even at
these rates the men did not average more than
17s. a week all the year round. The society was,
however, in a fairly satisfactory position, because its members worked for 'pretty decent employers-the best employers in that line of business in Australia.

Mr. LEMMoN.-A good sound monopoly .
Mr. GAUNSON said this was all told
to the Trades Hall ·Council in secret conclave assembled-except when the reporters
happened to be there. He had never seen
the report contradicted. It continuedMr. Lemmon had stated in the House that the
employers showed little consideration for the
working men. vVhere the men were satisfied with
the company it was because the company made
such enormous profits that it was able to pay fair
wages.

1°4°
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The "high mightinesses" of the Labour
Party would not see the representa.tives of
the stevedores when they asked for an interview.
An HONORABLE MEl\1:BER.-That has
been denied.
Mr. GAUNSON said he never saw the
denial. Let it be denied now.
Mr. COLECHIN. - I have seen them
dozens of times since.
Mr. GA UNSON said the honorable
member was nobody.
The report went
onAfter reading lengthy extracts from the Hansard report of the debate, Mr. Morris moved the
adoption of his own report, and, further"That the secretary of the Trrtdes Hall
Council be instructed' to write to the Labour
Party, informing them that when, on any future
occasion, the business of a union comes before
Parliament, before taking action in the matter
they should send for the officials of that union
to find out the conditions under which they
worked and the wages they received."
Mr. Caye seconded the motion.
Mr. P. Halfpenny moved an amendment that
the matter be referred to the executive committee.
This was agreed to, the motion being lost.

Mr. WATT.-That is the way they do
everything up there.
Mr. GAUNSON said the honorable
member for Essendon was quite right. This
was the way these tyrants, the Labour
Party, and God knew they were nothing
better, were in the habit of treating poor
workmen who did not happen to be satisfied with them. A greater tyranny, a more
distressing, disgraceful, and disgusting
state of things could not possibly exist than
the tyranny which the Labour Party were
attempting to foist upon the free 'people
of this country.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said he wished to ask
the honorable member for Williamstown
whether, after getting all this valuable information from the miners of the Coal Creek
Company, he took tbe ordinary precaution
to go to the Coal Creek Company, or their
manager, and ascertain whether it was correct or not?
Mr. LEMMoN.-;-I had their pay-sheet
here, so there was no necessity for me to
do so.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said when honorable
members of th1s House made statements
which became public, it was a fair thing 10
see both sides of the question.
Mr. BEARD.-Vote for an inquiry.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said he would consider that point when the question came on.
·Honorable members' all knew how very
plausible one side looked until the other side
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was heard.
Among a big body of men
there were always a few to be found who
were dissatisfied, and who would tell all
sorts of most plausible stories. Anybody
who had had to do with labour in a big
way knew that.
He had often had to look
into statements himself, and he had found
no foundation for them.
He was certain
the honorable member for Williamstown
would find if he looked into this matter
that the stories the honorable member had
got hold of were just a pack of rubbish.
The only ones that could possibly be verified, and that any member of this House
would know anything about, were those to
which the honorable member for Melbourne
had given a point blank denial.
:Mr. LEMMoN.-He said he knew nothing
about this particular company.
Mr. F AIR13AIRN said the honorable
member for Melbourne stated that he knew
nothing about the Coal Creek Company's
business, but the honcrable member made
a great many statements that contradicted
all the statements made by the honorable
member for Williamstown that he could
He (Mr.
possibly know anything about.
F airbairh) objected to the time of this
House being taken up with unverified
statements of this sort.
If there was
one thing. patent to this community, it was
that the coal companies at present were
having a very bad time indeed. One often
heard that the working man was not getting
a fair share of what he produced, but in
the case of the coal industry of this State
that could not be .said, because the working
man was getting the whole lot and a bit
more. It was the same in mining generally. The working man got not only his
fair share, but £1,000,000 of the public
money as well every year.
Mr. BOYD.-The honorable member for
Williamstown says that this kind of thing is
carried on at Coal Creek to pay dividends,
and they have not paid dividends there
with.in my recollection.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN said that it was perfectly well known that whatever wages
were being paid there, the working man
was getting every single shilling that was
coming out of the coal industry, and it was
to be hoped that before brin'ging any more
cock and bull stories before the House, the
honorable member would look into the matter.
The motion fvr the House to resolve itself into Committee of Supply was then
put and negatived.
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Mr. COLECHIN.-Those are not the
words. You are trying to wriggle out of
On the motion of Mr. MACKEY, this it.
1\1r. GAUNSON said that he was not
Bill was recommitted.
accustomed
to wriggle. He was accustomed
Discussion took place on clause I, which
to say what he mean~, and tv stick to what
was as follows:he said. He had stated that if this Bill
I. This Act may be cited as the Secret Comwas passed with the first clause in its premissions Prohibition Act 1905.
sent
language, it would be very much like
2. This Act shall cOIl)e into operation on the
first day of January, One thousand nine hundred the erroneous information to which honand six.
orable members had been treated by the
Mr. GAUNSON Jexpressed the hope that honorable member for Williamstown just
the proper phraseolugy would be used in recently in the House.
connex:on with the title of this Bill. The
The CHAIRMAN .-1 do not think the
title at present would convey a totally erro- honorable member is right to tefer to the
neous idea. The title that was given in the honorable member for VVilliamstmvn in that
clause was "Secret Commissions Prohibi- way at all. I have no knowledge whatever
tion Act 19°5." The Bill dealt with some- of what occurs in the House.
thing more than secret commissions.
It
1\1r. COLEcHIN.-Withdraw.
dealt with rebates as well. The umiss:on
Mr. GAUNSON said that there was
of the word "rebates" was reail y dread- nothing to withdraw.
He believed the
fully misleading. One should be accurate Chaiifman's ruling was perfectly accurate.
above all things. There should not be any But no matter who gave erroneous informam' stake about these matters, as there had ti~n, would it nut be erroneous to say that
been during the last few minutes, when thIs was a Secret Commissions Prohibition
honorable members got totally erroneous Bill? It was a Bill for the prohibition of
information from !the honorable member secret commissions and rebates, though he
for Williamstown.
would declare to goodness that he did not
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-How do you know what a "rebate" was.
know?
Mr. COLECHIN.-If you take 10 per cent.
J\h. GAUNSON said that he knew by off your fees, that would be a rebate.
his conscience.
The CHAIRMAN .-1 would ask honorAn HONORABLE MEMBER.-It is like a able members not to interject.
p:ece of india-rubber.
Mr. GA UNSON said that he wondered
Mr. ELMSLIE said that he rose to a whether i~ was possible for the Chairman
point of order. Was the honorable mem- to invent a gag.
ber fvr the Public Officers in order in sayMr. COLECHIN.-For you?
ing that the House had received totally
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erroneous information from an honorable
member?
Mr. WATT remarked that the Chairman
of the House in Committee had surely
nothing whatever to do with a question a's
to what kind of infvrmation had been re-ceived bv the House. The Chairman
should not be asked to rule whether what
had taken place in the House was correct
or incorrect.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Have you not the right,
sir, to rule as to the cvrrectness of what
takes place in this Committee?
Mr. GAUNSON observed that the honorable member was possessed of some curious hallucination. He (Mr. Gaunson) had
used the words as an illustrafon to show
why honorable member,s sh0uld not place on
the" statute-book words which might pos.sibl y be misleading statements."

Mr. GAUNSON said that he saw one
hon?rable member who was sadly in need
of It. In the following instance, was the
transaction a rebate or a commission? Suppose a man had a right to ship 1,000 bales
of wool. Suppose that a steamer was just
in need of that quantity, no more and no
less. There was an owner for the steamer
here, and there was an agenf here for the
owner of the wool, and the agent for the
wool said, {( What will you ship that wool
for?" The answer ~vould be " At Iftd." The
agent would say, "Yes, and what rebate?"
The other agent would say, "5 per cent."
W as that a rebate or a commission?
Mr. MACKEY.-Both.
Mr. GA UNSON said that it was as well
then to have the word "rebate" in this
clause, because otherwise it would he misleading.
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, Mr. WATT.-It is called a rebate commission.
Mr. GAUNSON said that he would
appeal to the honorable member for information on that point. He (Mr. Gaunson)
was a practising lawyer, getting as much
practice as he could, and wishing he could
get more. The misfortune was that lawyers were not acquainted with the extraordinary ramifications of commerce.
:Mr. MACKINNoN.-That is so.
Mr. GAUNSON said that he was delighted that the honorable member for Prahran, who kn,ew as little about the ramifications of commerce as anyone he knew of,
cheered his statement.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Not your commerce.
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The CHAIRMAN. - The honorab~e
member is not dealing with clause I.
I
must ask the honorable member to keep t()
the question.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy}-The honorable member is doing his best.
Mr. GAUNSON said that he was soP')"
the Chairman should think he was not ~ Il'
order, but he was only trying to discuss.
this question from a consideration of the
enormous interests involved.
:Mr. HANNAH.-Accort:1ing to your abilities.
Mr. GAUNSON said that he would like
to know what the honorable member--a
bricklayer-knew about the ramifications of
comme~ce? The honorable member knew
less than he (Mr. Gaunson) knew, and
he knew nothing.
What did the honorabie
member for Jika Jika know?
Mr. BEARD.-He knows as much as he
wants to.
Mr. GA UN SON said that some peop~e
were profoundly ignorant,and they revelled
in it.
The CHAIRMAN .-Has this anything
to do with clause I? I must ask the honorable member to proceed with reference to
that clause.
Mr. GAUNSON said that he was awfully
sorry that he had not made himself understood.
Was it not necessary that the wo;:j
" rebates" should appear as well as the
word cc commissions," so as to deal with
all the ramifications of commerce?
Mr. COLECHIN.-Ramifications of onions ..
Mr. WATT.-YOU forget the honorable
member for Barwon.
Mr. GAUNSON said that he would liki~
to know whether he was to take notice of
the ramifications of onions, because onio'lS
had now gone up to £26 per ton? If the
honorable member were a married man wi6
a big family, he would know something
about onions.
The honorable member
would probably know more about spuds.
But with regard to secret commissions and
rebates-Mr. COLE CHIN .-On onions.
Mr. GAUNSON.-No, not on onions, en
bricks. With all the great intelligence of the
honorable member, he (Mr. Gaunson) could
not say that that honorable member had'
the necessary knowledge to guide the Committee in this matter. He begged to move-

Mr. GAUNSON said that he would take
What
the honorable member for Geelong.
did that honorable member know about the
That honorramifications of commerce?
able member knew as much about it as
He might know it
about a ram's horn.
was crooked, but that was all.
The CHAIRMAN .-1 must really interrupt the honorable member.
We are deal·
ing with clause I, and I understand he
wants to show why clause I should not
remain as it is printed here, and I shouid
like to hear him on that question.
Mr. GAUNSON said that he was trying,
to the best of his ability, to show that.
There were not many men in this House
who were acquainted ,vith the ramifications
of commerce.
Looking upon the gentlemen behind the Government bench, he could
only see one member who had that knowledge-the honorable member for Toorak.
He would not say that the honorable member for St. Kilda was acquainted with the
ramifications of commerce.
Who, amongst
honorable members in the House, were acquainted with it?
He could count them
all on the fingers of his hand.
Was not
that true?
He would appeal to the honorable member for Melbourne. How many
men in this Chamber were acquainted with
the extraordinary ramifications of commerce?
Mr. McCuTcHEoN.-They will not come
here to be abused.
Mr. GAUNSON said that he would not
state that any of the labour memberscarpenters, hodmen, and brickla yers- h~d
that knowledge.
It was ridiculous. What
did the honorable member for the Railways
That after the word "commissions," the word
Serv'ice (Mr. Solly) know about that?
" rebates" be inserted.
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Mr. MACKE Y asked the honorable transaction or matter in which the principal is
interested, and whichmember not to press the amendment. This
(a) contains any statement which is false
Bill was to prevent certain practices, which
or erroneous or defective in any imwere commonly known as "secret commisportant particular or is in any way
likelv to mislead the principal; or
sions.)) They were ~lso known as yer(0) omits to state explicitly and fully the
centages, bonuses, dIscounts, gratUItIes,
fact of any commission, percentage,
,and deductions, but this was only the short
bonus, discount, rebate, repayment,
title, and the words "secret commissions"
gratuity, or deduction having been
made, given, or allowed, or agreed to
covered all those payments. The Bill was
be made, given, or allowed,
generally known as the Secret ComI?issions
Bill, and he did not see that anvthmg was he shall be guilty of a misdemeanour.
gained by adding the words
" and
·1\1r. CARLISLE said that, supposing
rebates. "
an auctioneer were selling cattle or a pair
Mr. GAUNsON.-Are you going to alter of horses, and engaged to give half his
the title of the Bill also'?
commission, in order to effect the sale, and
Mr. MACKEY said he had no objec- that fact did not appear in the invoice, would
tion, if it would please the honorable mem- this clause apply? Supposing the parties
ber, to omit the words" and rebates."
were so close together that by surrendering
Mr. GAUNSON said that upon the half of his commission he could effect a
understanding that the title would re~d, sale?
"" For the prohibition of secret !CommlSMr. MACKEY said the clause would
~ions," his object was gained.
not apply to the case just stated in any way.
Mr . WATT .-What difference does it
Mr. GAUNSON remarked that he wonmake? Terms are omitted from the short dered whether the Committee were followtitle of a Bill.
ing this Bill seriously. He did not believe
Mr. MACKINNoN.-The long title and they were, otherwise it would be imposthe short title are not the same.
sible to imagine that they ·would allow
Mr. TouT.cHER.-Can you not get a these words to remain in the clause, "consecret commission which is not· illegal?
tains any statement which is false." Surely
Mr. :MACKEY remarked that this· was it ought to be "wilfully false."
onl v the short. title, and they should not
Mr. ~T ATT.-There are the words "with
trifle with it.
It described in general intent to deceive" at the beginning of the
terms the title of the Rill.
clause.
Mr.• GAUNSON said that the other
ldr. GAUNSON said he did not agree
with the honorable member for Essendon, words were "or erroneouSi or defective."
nor with the honorable and learned mem- He could not understand anv men with
ber for Prahran, in this matter.
He heads on their shoulders passing a clause
thought a better short title would be " Cor- of that sort,· whether it was of any importruption Prevention Bill." If th~ ~~Il was ance or not. Fora mere defect, for some
entitled a "Bill for the ProhIbItIon of oversight, it might be there would be· a case
Secret Commissions and Rebates/' there for a jury to pass a verdict upon. Were
could be no objection to including those honorable members sensible beings 10 perwords in the short title, but, as the Minister mit this kind of legislation unchecked? He
had said that he was willing to drop those begged to movewords there would be no occasion for his
That the word "wilfully" be inserted before
a.mendment. The Minister had given his the word" "false ~l (in line 7), and that the
words
"or erroneous or defective
(line 8) be
assurance that when' the proper time came
struck out.
he would move that the title of the Bm
should be "A Bill for the Prohibition of
,Mr. TOUTCHER.-Can you not put" wilSecret Commissions," and the words" and full y " before those words as well?
reba'tes" would be dropped out.
Mr. GAUNSON th.ought he could not.
This was a draconian, drastic, bloodyThe amendment was withdrawn.
Clauses I to 3, inclusive, were agreed minded Bill, intended to make persons
criminal who were perfectly innocent. It
to.
was crack-brained legislation, there was no
On clause 4doubt of that, and he was amazed that merIf with intent to deceive the principal any cantile men, whose duty it was tOo protect
person gives to any agent, or if the agent receives the mercantile communitv, should listen to
..:>r uses any receipt, invoice, acco.unt, or docum~nt
in respect of which or in relatIon to a deahng this Bill for a moment. "
II
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Mr. j\fACKEY said tha"t there was no
need to insert the world "wilfully" in
order to effect the purpose the honorable
member had in view, because the secti.on
began with the words "if with intent to
deceive the principal." Those were the
governing words. Assuming that the honorable member's amendment was carried, it
might be that some clerk innocently made
a mistake in writing up a document. That
statement was false, but not wilfully so.
lf the agent, however, seeing that mistake, took the document, and with intent
to deceive his principal handed it to him,
then it might be proved that he did it with
intent to deceive his principal though the
document itself was not wilfully false.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Suppose the principal
,made it up himself?
Mr. MACKEY said that the clause
stated "with intent to deceive the· princip,al."
He thought th.ose words accomplished the end the honorable member had
in view,: and he would ask the Committee
not to acept the amendment.
Mr. MACKINNON said that this was a
very common class of fraud. Let them take
the case of a person who employed an agent
in the suburbs to look after his house property. That agent had a free hand. He
collected the rents and managed his principal's affairs. Amongst other. duties, he
had to employ tradesmen to effect repairs, and he had to advertise proThose properties were
perties for sale.
sometimes advertised in obscure papers"
and the practice was frequentry to
allow the agents who brought along
those advertisements a considerable rebate.
An account might be presented showing that, say, £5 was paid to a
newspaper proprietor, whereas in truth and
in fact a considerable rebate had been allowed, so that the statement about £5 having been paid was absolutely false. Tl:.is
might be done in accordance with the well·
recognised usage and without any intent to
deceive.
Still, from one point of view,
there would be clear deception. The rebate might not be stated in the invoice at
all, but 5s. or ros. might have been handed
back, and tI-.e person who got it would not
wish to say anything about it.
Yet he
would be 'J!,etting from his employers the
full amount of £5, and the principal to
the transaction 'would be under the impression that the whole of tI-.e money had gone
to the tradesman or tr.e newsna per pro·
prietor, as the case might be. That 'vas a
class of agency which it was desirable to
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get at. If an agent was being sweetened
he could not be depended on as one who.
was dependent on his principal for the
whole' of his remuneration.
Mr. BOYD said that the illustration given
by the last speaker might be regarded as.
typical of the practice prevailing with newspaper agencies.
It had, however, to be
borne in mind that the press fixed certain
rates for advertising which were generally
published in the front columns of the principal newspapers, and. anyone advertising
consequently knew exactly what he had to
pay per inch for the number of insertions
he desired. lf he went to an agent and
said l:e wanted to advertise a certain thing.
to the extent of two, three, or four inches, he
would be told what the cost would be according to the advertised rates, and he would
pay accordingly.
Now, when the agent
paid the newspaper he had to get an allowance, in the shape of a rebate it might be,
but what interest was it to the man w1:o
was advertising whether a rebate was made
to the agent or not?
Mr. MACKEY.-The agent in a case like
that would be an agent for the newspaper
and not for the advertiser.
Mr. BOYD said that he regarded t1:e illustration from an opposite point of view.
The agent was acting for the man who·
wanted the advertisement inserted, and he
was only the agent of the newspaper in the
circulating of that paper. WI-.en he took
advertising business to the newspaper he
was the agent of the people who advertised.
Yet, although the newspaper paid him a
commission, that commission came out of
the money paid for the advertisement. If
the clause was going to make that a secret
commission it would be a very drastic provision indeed.
Mr. TOUTCHER remarked that most
n~wspaper agents had running accounts
WIth the newspapers for advertisements.
They would ask an auctioneer who had a
place to sell for a £5 advertisement, and
at the end of a month, or a quarter, when
settling up the account, thev would look for
a discount. Would that be a dishonest comn:ission. under the Bill? An agent might do
hIS busmess through a firm like Gordon and'
Gotch, settling up on a day subsequent to
the appearance of the advertisement, and
he w~:lUld be responsible for the money aIr
the tIme. He might not give hjm the name
of his principal at all, and if the principaJ
acted in the matter for himself without the
intervention of an agent at all, he would haveto take the full responsibility, and pay the
J
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same amount of money without getting any
Mr. MACKEY said that he did not think
discount. Tl:e agent got a discount because honorable members could have a higher
he was a good customer generally, but the authority on the point raised than the Lord
principal he might act for would not be so Chief justice in England, whom he had
favoured, not being a regular customer.
quoted.
Mr. MACKEY said that if the honorMr. GAUNSON observed that the Lord
able member for Prahran would look at the Chief Justice of England ..vas no doubt a
first page of the Law Reports, King's Bench very great man, but even he was frequently
Division, for this year, he would find a case overruled.
He (:\h. Ga.unson) preferred
identical with the one he had suggested as to take his own native common sense in matan illustration.
It was the case of ters of this kind. There was a vast differI-Jippisl(Y' v. Knee Bros.
In that case ence between an auctioneer and an ordinary
the owner of a certain property put it in agent. The crime depended on the wav in
the hands of an auctioneer to sell.
The which an act was done. There was a case
auctioneer was to get 5 per cent. commis- in our own law books, that of Shaw v.
sion, and all out-of-pocket expenses, in- H o'wde1l. In this case Shaw, an importer,
cluding cost of printing and advertising. paid duty under protest on parts of watches.
The auctioneer, in accordance with the cus- Howden was the Collector of Customs. The
tom of trade, when paying for the adver- Full Court of Victoria decided that a man
tisement, was allowed a rebate. When ren- could avoid an Act of Parliament, but
dering his account to his principals, he did must not evade it. Now, honorable memnot ~ention that rebafe, and the principals bers began to see the difference between an
later on brought an action against him, first ordinary newspaper agent, collecting adverof all to recover the rebate, and secondl v tisements, and an auctioneer.
He would
to recover the remuneration the principal had look this question up, but he was sorry that
paid to the auctioneer on the ground that the library at this House was very poorl y
the auctioneer was a dishonest agent antI furnished indeed with law books, although,
could not therefore claim any remuneration. perhaps, it was furnished with them on a
The Court found, as a fact, that the auc- scale commensurate with the intelligence
tioneer had followed the usual custom of generall y devoted to law measures in this
the trade in that transaction, but conse- House. As to the case of an ordinary agent
quently he had acted as the principal with who had collected an advertisement, was
the newspaper office, and had taken the re- not the very gist of this measure that the
sponsibility of paying it, no matter what principal must not be injured by the action
might happen to his own principal. The of his agent? The principal who had been
Court also found that he was perfectly approached by an ordinary advertisement
honest and bona fide in the matter. The agent knew full well that the newspaper
Court, of course, said that he could not keep would charge him the full price, and that
the rebate which belonged to his principal, under no circumstances would it give him a
and that was the nresent law.
rebate j but, in order to induce these agents
Mr. GAuNsoN.-=-But vou said that the to act energetically in the collection of adagent was the principal. -'
vertisements, the newspaper proprietors gave
Mr. MACKEY said that the auctioneer them as a commission, say, 5s. for every
The honorable and
referred to was regarded as the principal in £5 they paid in.
his connexion with the printing office. The learned member for Prahran must be a
case he had quoted was worth looking into. very tiro in the profession if he could not
Mr. GAuNsoN.-I will certainly take the see that the principal was not injured in
that case, but, of course, the honorable mem_
trouble of readine that case.
Mr. :MACK.EY stated that the Lord ber was not a practising lawyer, and the
Chief Justice ruled that the auctioneer must illustration he had given was radically dereturn the rebate to the principal, but that fective. The newspaper proprietor had got
he was entitled to remuneration for his ser- the money, and he could give the advertisvices as he had not acted dishonestly or cor- ing medium, as the agent might be called,
something or nothing as he chose, but it
ruptly.
Mr. McKENZIE remarked that adver- pleased him to make a present to the agent
tising agents frequently kept no recor~s of 5s. That did not come within the scope
against principals, and very frequently It of the Bill.
1\1r. TOUTcHER.-Does it, or does it not?
was an arrangement between an agent and
Mr. GAUNSON said the Bill was a
his princinal that the agent should pay for
fraud and a farce. Was there any civilized
all advertising.
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community in the whole world where there
was such a Bill on the stocks? Yet honorable members were gleefully, like .a pack
of over-grown children" passing it, when
they did not know its effect. He would ~tick
to his amendment, because it made the
clause thoroughly certain. The word" wilfully" was used In many places in the
Police Offences Act. Section I 7 began with
the words" any person wilfully guilty," and
the word also occurred in every subdivision
of section 18. If the case of Hippisley v.
Knee Bros. was to be obtained in the library, he would read it through, and would
undertake to show that it had been quoted
in a sense to which it did not apply, because auctioneers and ordinary agents were
very different individuals.
Mr. WATT observed that it appeared,
from the disoussion, that the Committee were
straining at gnats and swallowing camels.
There was not much money involved in the
rebate commissions that auctioneers got in
Victoria and the doubt whether they were
included in this clause or not might easily
be settled in some other way, and ought to
have been settl ed in another way. 1f this
clause
was
taken
out,
the
Bill
The effect of
might as well go.
the clause would undoubtedly be to
govern a number of cases of the worst kin?
of fraud that took place in the agency bUSIness. A man might have four or five cases
of butter to sell, or some wool or produce
of any kind sent down to him in Melbourne.
If this clause was not carefully worded
and retained in the Bill, this man might sell
that produce for £10,. and return his principal only £5. He mIght show an.account
sale for £5, as had been done 111 some
cases in Melbourne.
Mr. MURRAY.-That IS a downright
swindle.
Mr . WATT said of course such a practice was a downright swindle, but that was
what the Bill was meant to stop. It should
be clearly stated that every form the agent
gave to his principal s~ould set. out that he,
acting as agent, secured the pnce he really
got, and that he shoul~ r.eturn the full
amount to which the pnncipal was really
entitled. The Minister might consider whether the case of the advertisement agent was
included or not, but he was afraid the cases
that had been referred to left the matter
somewhat in doubt. At any rate, this was
a most important clause, co~ering some of
the most infamous transactIOns that took
place in the agency business.
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Mr. MACKEY said he had stated that
the commission in the case of the auctioneer
would not be deemed a corrupt commission;
but of course the auctioneer, in rendering
his account under this clause, would be
bound to state the rebate.
Mr. McCuTcHEoN.-He could contract
himself out of this clause.
Mr. MACKEY.-Yes, certainly. There
was no attempt to deceive there.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-A man contract himself
out of the criminal law?
~1r. BEARD expressed the opinion that
the recognised practices of commercial firms
were themselves so very corrupt that it was
a hard matter to define what was a corrupt
practice. The honorable member for Essendon had given an instance with regard
to an agent selling butter for £10, and
returning a statement to his principal that
he only got £5 for it. Did not honorable
members think that ordinary commission
or rebate obtained from the person who
was the actual buyer was practically the
same thing, with the exception that one was
a more exaggerated case than the other?
He would like to see the Bill framed so
that when the agent sent in the amount
he received for advertisements, or anything
else, the actual money paid should be
The question would then resolve
stated.
itself into this, that the man who was engaging a person to advertise a property for
him would probably have to pay a greater
percentage for the employment of this agent
to make up for the amount the agent usuall y collected from the new~paper office.
That would be good and sound business.
He did not believe in the ordinary discount
of business. When one person was acting
for another the actual bed-rock money in
all transactibns alone sha,uld be stated.
Then it would be possible, as between the
principal and the agent, to regulate the
agent's fees on a bed'-rock basis. By not
doing that it was, practically speaking, left
to the convenience of the agent to' ask
whatever commission he thought proper, and
it was only when that commission became
outrageously large that the practice was
called corrupt. It seemed to him to be
only a matter of amount.
Mr. McKENzIE.-We have never found
anybody as soft as that yet.
Mr. BEARD said it was better to leave
a' matter of this sort alone altogether if
the thing could not be properly dealt with
right out.
Mr. TouTcHER.-And gaol everybody.
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Mr. BEARD.-Exactly.
That was his
position. He would not allow any ordinary
discount, no matter whether it was ~ecog
nised or not. If he had a number of properties, and it was necessary for certain repairs to be done, his agent might be get6ng
a certain amount from certain contractors
for allowing them to do the repairs. He
(Mr. Beaw:1), as principal, might not know
of it, and yet it might be regarded
as an ordinary discount, that was generally allowed to these land agents.
Unless it was clear to the principal how much the agent was getting, it
was a fraudulent practice. The Bill ought
to be so framed that the actual money that
was paid for work done, and nothing over,
should be recognised as the proper account
to be sent on to the principal.
Mr. THoMsoN.-How are you going to
get at that amount.?
Mr. BEARD said that if an agent sent
in an incorrect statement, even if the amount
of commission involved was very small, it
ought to be classed as a corrupt practice,.
because the principal never knew what were
the ordinary rates of commission or rebate.
'Mr. GAuNsoN.-The principal is not injured. He would pay the same in any case.
rVIr. BEARD said the principal might be
injured, because in the case he had put he
might have to pay the men a higher
He
rate of wage for doing his work.
would admit, on further consideration, that
sub-clause (b) practically provided for the
difficulty he was labouring under when he
He
addressed himself to sub-clause (a).
misunderstood
the honorable member
for Prahran with regard to news agents.
He understood the honorable member to sav
t1-.at any person actin~ as an agent could
get a discount from a news agent. That,
however, was not what the honorable member said, for the honorable member meant
that an agent might be allowed a discou!1t
from a newspaper, which was quite a different thing.
Mr. GAUNSON said he would like to
refer to the case of Hippisley v. Knee Bros.,
reported in the Law Reports, volume I,
King's Bench, 1905, page I.
With the
greatest respect to his learned friend in
charge of the Bill, he (Mr. Gaunson) wished
to say that the honorable gentleman was
not correctly informed as to the true meanAlthough
ing in connexion with that case.
the case might be lengthy, he purposed
readintl. it, so that there would be no possible mistake.
It might be a highly interesting case, but as he wished to shorten
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it as much as possible, he would read only
the arguments and the Judge's decision.
It was a decision given by three of the
High Court Judges of the Court of the
King's Bench. The Judges were Lord AIverstone, who was th!; present Lord Cl:ief
Justice, and who succe-eded Lord Russell
of Killowen; and two of His :Majesty's
J ustices--!\'Ir. Justice Kennedy and i\Jr.
Justice Ridley. Mr. Justice Ridiey's judgment was remarkable for its brevity.
It
was simply) "' I concur in the judgment of
my Lord."
After reading the judgment
carefully, he (1\1r. Gaunson) asserted that
the case went entirely on the written agreement, and not upon the general law at all,
as to what the duties of the agent might
be-Appeal from the Bristol County Court.
The plaintiff employed the defendants, a firm
of auctioneers, to sell some pictures· and other
articles for him by auction upon terms which
were set out in a letter from the defendants to
the. plaintiff, and dated 25th July, 1903, and
whIch was as follows :-" Referring to our in.
terview with you, as to the sale of your furniture and effects, we now beg to confirm the
terms arranged, viz., 5 per cent. on all lots sold,
and all out-of-pocket expenses in addition, which
includes advertisements, printing and posting
bills, printing and circulating catalogues, porters'
time, postages, use of sale-room, &c. The cost
of removal from the various places, includinO'
clerk's time checking l to be £4 lOS. 8d.
Us~
of sale-room to be lOS. per week, to date of
sale.. Minimum commission on sale for personal
serVIces to be £20.
Any other work, price to
be arranged."
The defendants, in pursuance
of the said employment, instructed. a firm of
printers to print posters and catalogues.
The
printers did the work and debited the defendant'·s account with the sum of £13 9s., that beinO'
the price which they would have charged to any
. ordinary customer.
The printers, however, allowed to the defendants, because they were auctioneers, the trade discount of 10 per cent.,
amounting to £1 6s. lod. The defendants also
advertised the sale in certain newspapers, and
upon the gross payments for the advertisements
amounting .to £14 6s. 4d., they received fro~
the newspaper proprietors a discount of 10 per
cent., amounting to £1 8s. 7d.
The sale took
place in due course, and the plaintiff's goods
were sold for an aggregate amount of less than
£4 00, whereupon the minimum commission of
£20 became payable.
The defendants, in the
a?coun! sent by them to the plaintiff, charged
hIm WIth the full amount of the printer's bill,
£13 9s., and of the charges for newspaper advertisement~, 4,'14 6s. 4d., without making any
rebate to hIm In respect of the discounts allowed
to them, and, having deducted from the gross
sum realized by the sale the sum of £20 for
minimum commissioJ.l, with the two above.mentioned sums of £13 9s. and £14 6s. 4d., and a
further sum for. m.oney lent, they paid the balance to the plamhff. Subsequently, tne plaintiff, having discovered the fact of the defendants having received the said discounts without
disclosing the fact to him, brought his action
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in the County Court to recover the two sums of
£1 6s. IOd. and £1 8s. 7<L and also the £20
minimum commission, on the authority of And3"ews v. Ramsay.
At the hearing evidence was
given of a general custom for printers and newspaper proprietors to deal with auctioneers as
principals, and to allow them, as trade customers, a trade discount off their retail charges,
the whole of the retail price being charged by
the auctioneers against the vendors. The defendants honestly believed that they were entitled
under this custom to receive the said discounts,
and retain them to their own use.
The plaintiff admitted that he knew there was a custom
for newspaper proprietors to allow a discount to
auctioneers, but he did not know the amount ot
it, or that the defendants would receive such a
discount in the present case. He was not aware
that there was any custom for printers to
allow such a discount, or that the defendants
would receive it from the printers. The County
Court Judge held that the defendants, in contracting with the printers and newspaper proprietors, acted as principals, and not as agents,
for the plaintiff, that the plaintiff was not damnified by their receipt of the discounts, and that
the defendants were consequently entitled to retain them. He accordingly held that the plaintiff could not recover anyone of the three sums
claimed. The plaintiff appealed.

He would not read the arguments of
learned counsel, although any repurt
that failed to give the arguments of
learned counsel was shockingly mlSleadi~g as a rule.
With a view of
shortening the matter, and not taking up
time, he would go on to the decision of the
Judge.
His (Mr. Gaunson's) contention
,vas this, that the honorary Minister was al~ogether wrong in saying that auctioneers
could not retain the discounts. rt all depended on wh1ether 1!hat tWas known or
could be reasonably known to the principal. In this case the ICourt of King's
Bench ruled that the auctioneers could not
hold the discounts, because they agreed in
writing that ,they would only charge outof-pocket expenses,. That was the ratio
decidendi-the reason for the decision.
Lord Alverstone, Chief Justice; said-I win
deal, first, with that portion of the plaintiff's
claim which relates to the two sums of £1 6s.
lod. and £1 8s. 7d., which it is agreed are the
amounts of the discount which the defendants.
the auctioneers, received from the printers and
the newspaper proprietors respectively on account
of the printing and advertisement orders executed in connexion with the sale that he conducted for the plaintiff.
Now, the employment
of the defendants was in writing, and although
the alleged custom of auctioneers to receive such
discounts for their own use is very material in
connexion with the question of bona fides, it is
sufficient, in order to determine what the right:>
of the parties we're in this particular case, to
look at the terms of the contract itself.
The
terms, which were confirmed bv the defendant's
letter of 25th July, were: "Five per .cent. on
all lots sold, and all out-of-pocket expenses in
addition, which includes ad,vertisements, print-

Mr. Gaunson.
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ing and posting bills, printing and circulating
catalogues, &c.
Minimum commission on
sale for personal services to be £20." I draw attention to the provision that there was to be a
minimum commission of £20. The defendants
thereby insured themselves against the risk of
their work being unremunerative, the intentilln
being that they were to look to that commission
alone for the remuneration of their personal services, including their services in connexion with
the printing and the advertisements.
So that,
even if there could have been a doubt as to the
meaning of the words "out-of-pocket expenses,"
the provision as to the minimum commission
makes the matter free from doubt, and renders
it abundantly clear that the defendants were to
have the £20 commission and their actual out-ofpocket expenses, but nothing more.
Therefore,
I think that, upon that ground, wholly apart
from the broader ground upon which Mr. Salter
relied, the plaintiff is entitled to recover the two
sums of £1 6s. IOd. and £1 8s. 7d., and to that
extent the judgment of the County Court Judge
must be reversed.

Mr. COLECHIN said that he desired
to draw the attention of ~he Chairman to
the absence of a quorum. This honorable
member often told other honorable members
that they were talking rubbish. He (Mr.
Colechin) would like to know what it was
the honorable member was talking now?
Mr. GAUNSON said that the judgp:1ent
of the Chief Justice could not be called
rubbish.
A quorum having been formed,
Mr. GAUNSON said that this little interlude was a very proper manifestathn
of the mental ability of the Labour Party.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-He wants to foist a
lot of hog-wash on us. The honorable
member has been afflicted all the time since
Parliament started.
Mr. BOYD rose to a Doint of order. He
desired to know whether the word "hogwash" was in order?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is just the same
as " rubbish."
The CHAIRMAN.-If the honorable
member used the word in an offensive manner it would be out of order, but I did not
quite catch what he said.
Mr. BOYD said that apart from whether
the word was used in an offensive manner
or not was the word not unparliamentary?
If it could be used by one honorable member, it would be used by others.
The CHAIRMAN.-It depends entirelv
upon the sense in which the word was used.
If the \,'ord was said to an honorable member in an offensive manner it would be out
of order.
Mr. COLECHIN stated that he would
like to call the attention of the 'Chairman
to the remark of the honorable member for
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the Public Officers about the mental abilities
Mr. BOYD.-Could not this be taken as
of the Labour Party. He (Mr. Colechin) read? We seem to be making no progress
thought that what the honorable member at all.
said was out of order.
The CHAIRMAN.-The Minister reMr. GAUN SO N said that he would with- ferred to this case with reference to the
draw those words.
He was afraid the amendment moved by the honorable memLabour Party had no ability at all.
He ber, and I think he is fairly entitled to
would continue with the hog-wash.
reply to the Minister when he has the
actual
facts of the case.
Mr. Duke, indeed, contended that the Court
:Mr. GAUNSON .-The rest of the
ought to allow these discounts to the defendants
upon the ground that the custom for auctioneers Chief Justice's judgment referred to the
to take them was so general, that the question whether the plaintiff C\.)uld recover
plaintiff
must
have
known,
or
ought
to have known, that they were in fact the £20 commission, so be did no,t need
being received.
Of course, if, to the know- to go further into that.
Mr. Justice Kenledge of the principal, they were being received nedy s.aid-

by the agent, the profit ceased to be secret, and
Out-of-pocket expenses were all that the aucthe question would not arise; but where there
is no knowledge the agent ought to account, and tioneers here were entitled to claim from the
it is only honest that he should conduct his busi- principal who employed them, and, in fact, they
ness on the principle of his liability so to ac- claimed what was not out-of-pocket expense.
count. The two authorities cited by Mr. Duke ·There was the whole gist of the matter.
were cases in which it was obvious that the prinMr. BOYD.-How does that bear on the
cipal knew that the agent was being remunerated by third parties; therefore, they in no way Bill ?
conflict with the principle which I have endeaMr. GAUNSON.-The honorable and
voured to lay down.
Unfortunately, there appears to prevail in commercial circles in which learned member for Prahran gave an illusperfectly honorable men desire to play an hon- tration of a newspaper agent, or a person
orable part, an extraordinary laxity in the vie", collecting advertisements, or seeking a.dtaken of earning secret profits by agents. The
sooner it is recognised that such profIts ought to vertisements from A., B., and C.-that albe disapproved of by men in an honorable pro- though A., B., and' C. would have to pay
fession, the better it will be for commerce in all \yhatever price the newspaper proprietors
branches.
fixed, yet when the agent-the man who

He supposed that that was hog-wash.
Mr. COLECHIN.-You have touched one
little thing that is applicable.
Mr. GAUNSON said that the report continuedThe other claim made by the plaintiff, and in
respect to which we did not call upon the defendants' counsel, was that in consequence of the
defendants' conduct they were not entitled to
retain the £20 which they had deducted from
the gross proceeds for their commission, and in
support of that claim Mr. Salter relied upon the
judgment of this Court in A ndre7fJs v. Ramsay,
where we held that a dishonest agent could not
recover any commission at all. I desire, speaking for myself, to say that, in this case, I am
satisfied that there was no fraud, but that what
was done by the defendants was done
under a mistaken notion as to what they
were entitled to do under
the
contract.
They thought that, by reason of the alleged
custom, they were entitled to deduct from the
proceeds of sale the gross amounts of the advertising and printing bills. That was enough to
differentiate the present case from Andrews v.
Ramsay, where we were dealing with an agent
who acted with downright dishonesty. But Mr.
Salter went further, and contended that if there
has bCf'n a hilure by the agent to account for
a secret discount received, even though that
failure may have heen clue to a bona fide mistake, he is not entitlecl to receive any commission
or remuneration for his services from the principal. I am not prepared to go to that length.

follo\V~d the occupation of canvassing for
advertlsements-paid the newspaper proprietor, ,that proprietor handed over to him
returns, as it was common] v called thOlwh
.
.
. -.
'
~
11 was an Incorrect expreSSIOn. He paId
him, perhaps, 5 per cent. upon the whole
sum that had been collected bv the canvasser. The honorable and lea~ned member said that under this clause that was
an undesirable state of things, and the canv.a.sse~ \\'oul.d .have to refund that money
to hIS pnncipal.
In fact, under this
Bill the unfortunate canvasser 'would become a criminal, and he (Mr. Gaunson)
supposed that t.he newspaper proprietor
,,,ould ~.ls.o become a criminal by paying it.
The MInLster had referred him to the case
of Hippisley v. Knee Bros. He had read
that case, and thought that it did not support the Minister's statement but contradicted it. It showed that '~here custom
was known. or oug.ht to be known the
principal was not aggrieved, and h~d to
put up with it. There was no crime nor
was ~here any chance of the princip~l rec~venn~ that rebate.
In the case of HipPlsley It proceeded upon a written contract, where the auctioneers promised that
thev would only charge what they p'aid out
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of pocket. They charged more, and therefore they had toO refund. He left the matter to the intelligence of those honorable
members who were closely following this
Bill.
Mr. BOYD observed that ,he did not feel
verv much enlightened as to the difficulty
that had been raised by the honorable and
learned member ftOr Prahran. T.he honorarv Minister had not satisfied him on the
qu'estion that was raised-that a newsvendor or what was called an authorized
news ~gent, when he received. advertisements from the ordinary publIc was not
the agent of the public.
His particular
business fnr the purpose of sellmg newspapers, 'was called an authorized agency,
and as the seller of newspapers he was the
agent of the newspaper proprietor, but was
it worth w,hile discussing a matter of such
vast importance to the commercial communitv of this country in such an indifferent
House?
Mr. MAcKEv.-The Bill has gone
through already.
Mr. BOYD said that for an important
Bill with such vast and far-reaching
effects as this Bill would have if carried
into law he had never seen such a lack of
interest 'taken in any discussion, and it
was an example to the public of how laws
were made. There was only a bare
quorum on a matter of such importance,
and nobodv seemed to care whether it was
passed or" not. There seemed to be a
"tired feeling" in the House. He would
like to know definitelv and emphatically
from the Minister if this Bill would
make a criminal of the news agent who
rElCeived advertisements from 'the public
at the rate advertised on the face of the
paper, so much per inch, and then took
them to the proprietor and got commission returned on those advertisements
from him? If it would do that, he would
vote against every cla~se. _Not on th~.t account alone, but if It affected a SImple
business transaction of that ki'nd, how many
other transactions would it attp.ct that were
equally simple? No man in co~merce
would know where he was for two mmutes.
People would not know what they were
doing. The clause saidIf, with intent to deceive the principal,. any
person gives to any agent, o~ a?y agent recel~es,
or uses, or gives to the pn~clpal, any rece!pt,
invoice account, or document In respect of whIch,
or in r~lation to, a dealing, transaction, or matter
in which the principal is interested, and which
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contains any statement which is false or erroneous, or defective.

Surely the honorary Minister would not
insist upon the words "erroneous or defective)) going in there?
.
The CHAIRMAN.-I may pomt out
that the honorable member representing the·
Public Officers has moved" That the word
'wilfull y' be' inserted between 'is' and
, false,'" and that he intends to move the·
omission of the words "erroneous and defective."
Mr. BOYD said he did not hear the intended amendment of the honorable member for the Public Officers, but it occurred.
to him that if they had the word "false,"
they would be able to level a definite
charge against the man who was endeavouring to commit what everybod} knew to be
crime, which ought to be pUnIshed as such"
but it \vas another matter to make an
erroneous or defective statement.
Mr. MAcKEv.-" With intent to deceive
. .
the principal."
Mr. BOYD.-He did not want the MInIster to sav that the man was the agent of
the newspaper proprietor, because it was
clear to his mind that he was also the agent
in this particular transaction for the man
who put the advertisement into hi? hand.
Supposing his reading of the ouestH;)ll w~s
that the news agent was the agent In thIS
particular case of the party who .put ~he
advertisement in his hands for msertIon
in the newspaper, under those circumwhen
stances J if at the •end of the month,
•
cretting his account paid, he receIved a rebate, would he be a criminal under this
clause?
Mr. :r"fAcKEv.-Certainly not.
Mr. BOYD said in that case he was
satisfied.
Mr. McCUTCHEON observed that he
thought it was better to use the word "defraud," instead of " deceive."
Mr. MACKEY said he preferred to use
the words that were used i'n the Bill drafted
bv Lord Russell, which the House of Lords
twice approved. He preferred the word
" deceive."
Mr. BOYD remarked that. al~hough
Lord Russell was able on two occaSIons to
get this Bill passed through the House of
Lords where the Law Lords practicallv
said t~ the other Lords, who were very little
interested in commerce, "This is the
opinion of men who are able to judge, ,,.
when the Bill came down to the Commons,
and had to run the g-antlet of men who
mixed in commercial life, and understooo
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its ramifications, it was on every. occasion
thrown out. So it was hardly fau for the
iMinister to use the argument that it had
twice passed through the Lords, when on
every occasion it had been rejected by the
Commons.
Mr. MACKEY s.aid that on no occasion
had this Bill been rejected by the Commons. It was a private Bill, and, like
many private Bills, never got. a ch.ance,
.owing to the pressure of public busmess.
There were thousands of private BiIls that
never got through.
Mr. GAUNSON remarked that he liked
the expression of the honorable member for
St. Kilda-" With intent to defraud."
Men were deceivers ever;
One foot in sea, and one on shore;
To one thing constant never.

There was a Saxon ring about the words
'" intent to defraud."
What did "intent
to deceive" mean? Lord Russell of Killowen was a gentleman who, instead of
being .a light to guide jurors, wanted to
be a guide to lead them by the no~e.
He was not going to be frightened by bIg
names. He was not afraid of Lord Russell
of Killowen.
The CHAIRMAN.-There is nothing
a.bout Lord Russell in connexion with this
a.mendment.
Mr. GAUNSON said he was glad to see
that honorable members were now waking
up to the gravity of the m.eas.ure under c?nsiderat:on. They were begmnmg to perceIve
that they were being led into a most dangerous piece of legislation. It 'Yas i.mJ?ossible for anyone to see how thIS cnmmal
measure would operate. Probably under
it thev would find some of the best and
most honest people in the community having to toe the mark in a criminal court in a
way calculated to ruin their businesses.
Mr. McCUTCHEON stated that he desired to ur<Ye the omission of the word
" deceive," ~vith a view to the substitution
of the word "defraud."
Mr. GAUNSON said that he would withdraw his amendment to allow the one
suggested by the honorable member for St.
Ki.lda to be moved.
Mr. Gaunson's amendment was with"drawn.
Mr. McCUTCHEON movedThat the word cc deceive" be omitted, with
a view of inserting the \vord cc defraud."

He said that a newspaper agent who transmitted shillin<Y advertisements, which were
included in hi; monthlv account, upon whien

he received a discount of 10 per cent., might
be regarded .in a sense as having deceived
the man who paid the shilling, but he was
not defrauding that man in any way. It
was therefore, desirable that the word to be
. "
used, in the clause should not be"d eceIve,
but " defraud."
Mr. LEVIEN said that he hoped that the
Minister would accept the amendment of
the honorable member for St. Kilda. It
was really fraud which they wanted to stop.
Mr. MACKEY remarked that one of the
worst kinds of fraud aimed at, such as tnoi)e
revealed by the investigations of the Butter
Commission, might be committed, say,. on
the 1St January, but the accounts cov~nn.g
that fraud might not be rendered untIl SlX
months later. The clause under consideration was intended to prevent the rendering
of an account under such circumstances with
intent to conceal a fraud. By the time the
account was rendered the fraud had been
committed, and the money was in the
T~e clause was
pockets of the agent.
intended to apply to all kmds of ager;ts.
He felt that if the amendment was carned
they might as well remove the clause altogether. The object was to preve.nt the co,:er~
ing up of a fraud. Agents, III rendenn b
accounts, must render them truthfully.
Secret commissions were concealed because
they belonged to the principal, and not
to the agent, and it .was secret commissions that were aImed at.
HE:
certainly would not accept t~e ,~ord
" defraud" in place of " deceIve,
at
least at present, but h~ was pr~pared .to
fullv consider the questIOn, and If even~u·
ally' he found he could accept the. am~nd
ment without injuring the objects m VIew,
he would do so. For the present, however,
it seemed to him that the amendment would
strike the Bill on a vital part. If, on reo
flection, he (Mr. Mackey) was abl~ to take
an opposite view of it, he would mtroduce
the amendment himself. As the House had
alreadv found, he was always ready to
accept reasonable amendments.
Mr. McCUTCHEON said that th~ desire of the Minister to make the BIl.I as
perfect as possi~le was gener.al!y recogmsed.
The grip of thIS clause was m the matter
of defrauding. If a man was ~r?Ceeded
against it was not to be for. deceIvmg but
for defrauding. The rendenng of a document was merely a part of the fraud. Perhaps the Minister, on reflection, would see
reason for adopting his (Mr. McCutcheon'S) point of view.
J
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Ur. LEVIEN remarked that in his
opinion it would be better to accept the
Minister's statement that he would reconsider the matter. He (Mr. Levien) felt
confident that if the Minister did give
the matter mOore consideration he w·ould
take the same view as those who preferred
the word "defraud" to the ,vord "deceive." The clause should be allowed to
go on the strength of the Minister's promise to give it further considera60n.
Mr. TOUTCHER remarked that there
might be cases of clerical error amounting
to deception, but committed with no intention to deceive j yet under this clause the
man who made such a clerical error would
have to stand his trial in order to show that
it was not done with an intent to deceive.
It would be better in such cases if a man
were charged with intent to defraud, as
it would place him in a clearer position.
For the safety of men who desired to act
honestly as agents, the clause should be
made as clear as pOossible, so that reputable
men might not be dragged into courts of
justice to have their reputations stained.
After a man made an appearance in ..t.
court as a defendant, people were only
too ready to say that where there was
smoke there was fire. He saw a very great
danger in the clause as it stood.
He was very glad the Minister in charge of
the Bill had promised to give consideration
to the wording of the clause. He hoped
the honorable gentleman would meet the
views that had been urged against the clause
if he saw that there ,vas any good point in
the argument, and bring down an amendment at a later sta.ge.
Mr. McKENZIE observed that the commission in question was practically a trade
concession. whkh was given because of the
volume at' business that ensued to the per·
son giving the concession.
1'.1r. TouTcHER.-The Railway Department do that.
Mr. 1'.1cKENZIE.-Exactly. The freight
a man had to pay depended upon the quantity of stuff he sent. All classes of business
did it. The reason a newspaper would give
the auctioneer or aa-ent a c(l)llcession was
because of the ~lume of business
he placed III the proprietor's hands.
I f this concession was dispensed with
the principal of the agent would not
benefit by a single shilling, because the
new spa pers would charge the usual fixed
rates to him. This concessio.n did not in;ure the principal in any way. It was merely
matter of ar·rangement between the agent

a
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and the newspaper. Under the Bill, however, a man would be rendering erroneous
account sales if he did not credit the principal with the rebate.
That would be a.
most unreasonable position to take up, as
the Minister would recognise if he looked
over the question calmly.
1'.1r. MACKEY said he could see clearly
that it was impossible to accept the amendment of the honorable member for St.
Kilda. He might be able to meet the object the honorable member had in view by
using other words, such as "endeavouring
to conceaJ" or "assisting in defrauding."
To stop, however, at the words "with intent
to defraud" would be an amendment that it
would be impossible to accept, according to
the way he looked at it at present.
1'.1r. ICOLECHIN stated that he quite
agreed ·with the Minister. It was quite-possible that some slight alteration might be
made in the clause. The person defrauded
in this case was not the principal, and it
might meet the views of the honorable memfor St. Kilda to add the words ,I, or any
person," thus making it read "with intent
to deceive the principal or any person."
The fraud might even be done to somebody else to please the, principal. Referring
to the statement of the honorable member
for the Public Officers about the House of
Lords, an Act passed by that House i.n 1899
contained words which would show how
strong the law was made in another case.
They were-If any manager, agent, or clerk by false, misleading or deceptive statement, representation or
promise, or by any dishonest concealment of
facts, induces or attempts to induc!,! any person to borrow money, or to agree to the terms
on which money is, or is to be, borrowed, he
shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall
be liable on indictment to imprisonment, with or
without hard labour, for a term not exceeding
two years, or to a fine not exceeding five hundred pounds, or to both.

He quite agreed with the honorable member
for St. Kilda, that it was necessary to put
some words into the clause, so that innocent
men should .not be brought up. To alter
the clause as the honorable member desired
it to be altered would simply spoil its whole
effect, and he hoped the Minister would not
agree to such an amendment.
Progress was reported.
MILK SUPERVISION BILL.
Mr. SWINBURNE moved the second
reading of this Bill. He s~id-I think it
well to introduce a Bill to deal with milk
_and dairy supervision as early as possible,
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because a large number of people in the
State are consIderably interested in it, and
seem anxious to understand it, from the
Government point of view, as early as possible. Honorable members have heard a
good deal during the last few nights about
the report of the Butter CommiSSIOn. From
the milk and dairy supervision point of
view, I am sure honorable members must
have been very much impressed with the
very complete and thoughtful recommendations made by that Commission in connexion
with the butter industry. As a House, we
must feel under considerable obligations to
that Commission for the untiring efforts
they made to probe matters to the bottom,
and to give Parliament "an adequate idea
of how things stood. The value of this
industry to the State is very large. According to the Butter Commission, it stands
at £3,865,000 per annum. At the present
time there are about 200 butter factories
throughout the State, with a capital invested
in them of £550,000. There are 42,000
dairymen and cow-keepers in the various
provinces, and about 632,000 cows and
290,000 pigs. Honorable members will,
therefore, see that this is a very considerable industry indeed, and anything the Government can do to build it up deserves
very careful consideration at the hands of
the House. The Government have already
done a very great deal for this industry;
and, therefore, it is a most legitimate thing
that thev should take a keen interest in it.
Altogether, the Government have paid in
bonuses on butter, cheese, and buildings no
less a sum than "£I35,000. The object of
this Bill is to endeavour to found the industry on a stable and permanent basis by
better and closer supervision, and by introducing matters of an educational value. The
ques~ion of inspection has been very closely
consIdered for many years past. It was
thought that ample provisions had been
made under the Health Acts as far back
as I890, by which councils could undertake
the supervision of dairies, and carry out
all that was necessarv, but the whole matter
lav in the councils taking the initiative, and
that is where the fault has really lain. In
order that honorable members mav understand the relation of the Health A~ts to the
dairving industry, I may mention that the
sections relating to it in the Act of 1890
are sections 21, 22, 25, 29, 35, and 273.
It is specially alluded to in the amending
There has
Acts, Nos. I718 and 1866.
been, we might say, a systematic avoidance
on the part of the c<"'uncils of the carrying
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out of anything approaching a reasonable
supervision of the dairying industry. As
far back as 1894, the President of the Australian Butter and Cheese Factories brought
into very prominent notice th~ fact that the
inspection that was being carried on then
was futile, and considerable· prominence has
also been given to this question by the complaints of various shires. A few shires, like
Hampden, Warrnambool~ Belfast, and Colac, and the borough of Koroit, have really
recognised the importance of carrying out
a systematic scheme of inspection, and of
doing really good work in this matter.
Things came to such a pass in I900, owing
to the recognised deterioration in the
quality of butter, that the Hon. Mr.
Graham appointed a Board of Inquiry to
report upon tr.e matter. The evidence that
was generally submitted On that occasion
condemned the existing system of inspecfon,
and strongly advoc:ated that a uniform and
general system of inspection should be instituted throughout the State. But rather
than recommend the Government to undertake it straight away the board urged that
the municipalities be given a further trial;
but it said--" If the municipal system remains ineffective, as ineffective as it is, for
the next few years 1t would be well to yest
the whole matter of inspection in the hands
of the Agricultural Department:." That was
the report of the Butter Board in I900.
Since then five years have elapsed.
I
thought it wise to circulate amongst honorable members an article written by Mr.
Crowe last year, which is really a summary
of a large number of inquiries made throughout the State as to what municipal inspection was being carried out.
Honorable
members will probably have received that
little brochure.
The state of affairs reported by Mr. Crowe is really worse to-day
than it was then.
"
l\lr. LIVINGSToN.-From whom did he
get the information?
"
]\Ir. SWINBURNE.-From the mumClpaIities themselves, and also from the municipal inspectors.
Mr. T<;mTcHER.-That will not justify
the extenSIOn of power to the municipalities.
. Mr. SWINBURNE.-I am trying to
gIve honorable members a little historv of
the whole question of inspection, and to
b.r~ng it. up to date. _ Those municipaIItles .whlch are really trying to do their
duty 111 the matter, recognised that something more must be done, and last year a
conference was called at "Warrnambool to
consider the whole matter. It recognised
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that municipal authority had been wtolly
inadequate, and it drew up a Bill, which
it submitted to the Minister, recommending
that the whole question of inspection remain in the hands of tte councils still, but
to be controlled by a board consisting of
the Director of Agriculture, another officer
()f the Agricultural Department, three representatives of the dairying industry elected from the various constituencies, and
also ::t representative of the municipal councils. That board was to control all supervision, was to hold a w'hip over the municipalities to compel them to carry out the
supervision in the way which it would indicate, and if the municipalities refused to
do it the board was to take power to appoint inspectors under its direct control. It
provided for the management to be in the
hands of the Agricultural Department, but
the direction would be by the board. That
was the recommendation of the municipalities and of the dairymen, who recognised
that the inspection then had become a great
failure.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Then they have changed
thrir minds .recent I y, according to the newspapers.
1\[r. SWINBURNE.-I do not think so.
The honorable member need have no fear
a.s to the reports in the newspapers.
1\1r. TouTcHER.--And the municipalities
have communicated with honorable members.
Mr. SvVINBURNE.-When they communicated with honorable members they had
not the Bill. It is hardlv fair that thev
"Should do so. That Bill ",;as not circulated
till last Wednesday~. That is why I think
it was premature on the part of the Municipal Association to come to any real decision
in the matter. I have tried to g.ive them
every facility, because they waited on me and
asked for lhe gist of the Bill-they wanted
to know if we were going to do away with
municipal inspection.
I told them that
that was my intention, and asked them to
restrain the{ r hand until thev had seen the
Bill. The Bill drawn up by the dairymen
themselves showed conclusiyely what they
thought of Il1unicipa,1 inspection up to date.
The onlv difference between this Bill and
the draft Bill submitted by the dairymen
and the municipalities is this-that instead
of a board constituted as I have already
stated, this Bill will be worked by the
Minister of Agriculture.
I have endeavoured, so that the Minister of Agriculture
shall not in any wav act precipitately, to
constitute a Board of Dairy Commissioners,
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who shall meet from time to time as
often as required.
I should not be
averse to fi~ing the time for meeting,
say, once a fortnight, to consider all tr.e
matters relating to the Bill, the drafting
of regulations, tl:e creation of milk areas,
the appointment of inspectors, and the whole
of the details in connexion with the working
of the Bjll. I suggested that the Director
of Agriculture, the Chairman of the Board
of Health, and the Chairman of the Municipal Association should constitute that
board. I am quite willing to have another
nominee of the Municipal Association. I
have tried also to get a representative of the
dairymen, because I saw that it would be a
very legitimate and proper thing for the
dairymen to be represented directly j but
there was no body existing, not even the
Dairymen's Association, tl:e Butter Factory Managers, nor the Agricultural Societies, which directly represented the dairying
!n~ustry. It was difficult to get a representatIve unless we had him elected by the
whole of the State. But that is almost impracticable.
.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-If there
had been a representative body, you would
have appointed one of their member,s?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I would have
asked them to elect him.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-And you
would have appointed him then?
Mr. SvVINBURNE.-Yes. I am anxious
that the Board of Dairy Commissioners
should act iln an advisory way to the Minister. I do not want to repeat the failure
of the Board of Hearth, wherein the Minister can initiate, and the board can initiate,
but the Minister can veto anything he thinks
fit. I think the idea of Parliament will
be, and it is my idea, that it should have
a responsible man in the Minister working
this Act, a man that it can control, because
the Act is of far-reaching incidence, and
should be under the direct influence of Parliament, if possible.
Honorable members
will see by the Bill that a very large number of the recommendations of the Butter
Commission have been adopted.
If they
look at pages 46 and 47 of the Butter Commission's report, they will see what recommendations were made. I am very glad
indeed to have been able to adopt so many
which I think will be for the advantage of
the industry.
There were others which I
thought were a little too drastic, especially
with reference to the purchase of factories
by co-operative concerns in a compulsory
way, and other matters which I think
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would have to be preceded by
a
great deal of education before they
could be made compulsory. There is no
greater advocate than myself of co-operation, and wherever I go I try to preach
The whole future of the dairying
it.
industry really depends on the spirit of
co-operation in connexion with it.
It
does not matter what country's dairying
history you read, whether it be Denmark,
Holland, France, Germany, Italy, or
Spain, you will see that where cooperation has not been adopted the
industry has not been a success j it
has languished.
Therefore, there is no
stronger advocate than myself, drawing my experience from that of other countries, of co-operation. In fact, in some
parts co-operation has been such a success
that we find the Dutch Confederation of
Butter 'Factories, consisting of no fewer
than 40,000 farmers in one co-operation,
turning out 15,000 tons of butter per annum.
I t was thought, after very careful
consideration, that the board, as suggested by the Warrnambool Conference, would be really incompetent in the
end to deal with such a huge matter as
this would be, and extending to every corner in the State. Even with the Bill as
suggested, the great bulk of the work
would have fallen on the Agricultural Department.
We have endeavoured to fix
what we thought would be maximum fees.
In the Bill suggested by the Warrnambool
Conference, the fixing of fees was left altogether to regulation, amd no maximum w_as
fixed. We wish to make this scheme ~.
\ sel f-sqppOi'tiiig" scheme. That is, the fees
" should be fixed, and should pay for the
~ supervision, so that the matter should not
~ be a burden upon the Treasurv.
The fees
wi~l really ~all heaviest on" the largest
daIrymen, wIth the ~reatest number of cows,
because instead of having a maximum payment, it is an expenditure per cow. I have
consulted some scores of dairymen who
have large herds. IIIl fact, I find that the
l~rge dairymen, who will ha.ve to pay the
bl~gest fees, are really very willing to
adopt this measure. I would like to point
out that the loudest dissentients amonp;st
the
councils that have been raising
opposition
to
the
Bill
are
the worst sinners against inspection.
At present there are 73 municipalities
- that is, 68 shires, and 5 boroughs
- that have no inspection whatever.
In 135 municipalities
that is, 79
12
towns, and
shires, 33 boroughs,

I I cities-inspection is carried on mainly
by the sanitary inspector, and occasionally
by the officer of health, and the inspectIon varies from a monthly to an annual
inspection.
Dr. Norris, who has gone very
carefully into the matter, states that "an
anal ysis of the returns as to the actual degree of supervision is difficult to make, but
not more than six cities, four towns, two
boroughs, and nine shires, twenty-one municipalities in all, would au pear to be of a
character approaching the satisfactor~T."
That is nine shires out of 147, all of which
the House must remember are gradually
becoming producers of dairy products.
A
very large number of them are producers
of dairy products, but all the shires are
gradually becoming producers in that re·
spect.
After the Butter Board's recommendation in 1900, the municipal councils
evidently thought that they should, as jt
were, begin to toe the line, on account 1)[
more drastic recommendations being given.
But although a number of them nominally
appointed an inspector, in the great majority of cases, that practice has fallen into
disuse, and very little headway is really
being made, notwithstanding the strenuous
efforts which were put forth at that time
to convince the councils of the necessity of
such a provision.
Therefore, we find that
with the exception of the nine shires that
we have mentioned, there is no uniform c.r
compulsory system working, and although
the Health Acts have been in existence for
the last fifteen years, the achievement in
inspection has been lamentable.
The
Warrnambool conference, the Butter Board,
and all the conferences that have been held,.
have been of one opinion.
To quote their
own words, they are "all sincerely interested in it, -and they are convinced that
proper dairy inspectior. will do more to raise
the quality of dairy products than anvthing
else that can be conceived." Those are the
words of the conference itself.
I am sure
that honorable members who represent farming districts will readily recognise that the
more the home separator is used, the more
necessity there will be for inspection.
I
should like to quote what was said bv the
manager of ·a factor v .
I will not mention
names here, as that might be looked upon
He argued that the
as a little invidious.
Gippsland industry could not possibly do
without the home separator, as it would
be impossible to build sufficient factories to
meet requirements. Want of cleanliness he
also designated as the greatest trouble. He·
instanced cases of cans of cream bein(;
placed in bedrooms, of separator room~
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without roofs, of poultry roosting in the ance. I sincerely trust that before another season you will have made some move to stop this
same room as the separator, and other seem- drift.
,
ing 1y incredible lapses.
He decried t be
I
have
several
other
reports here which I
practice of parochial inspectors, who are
need
not
trouble
the
House
with. I should
subservient to councillors, the majority of
whom are themselves dairvmen.
Want:j{ like to point out, however, that the Govern~e?t insp~ction. as far as it has gone, that
system prevails everywhe~e.
IS In dealmg with the butter factories, has
This shire was one of the first to take up the
matter of dairy inspection, and was fortunate on the whole been remarkably successful.
in securing the services of a competent man for When amy thing goes wrong with a butter
inspector.
Owing, however, to the absence of factory, when the butter deteriorates and
any power to enforce the necessary alterations, is complained of by the graders when it
and the fact that none of the neighbouring shires
were compelled to carry out inspection, the comes down to, the cool stores, the first man
efforts of the inspector were nullified, and his who goes up is the Government inspector.
interest and enthusiasm have waned. The dairy- He is immediately sent for, and I am
men themselves recognise the futility of cleanli- pleased to know that the services of our
ness and care on their part, when their neighbour outside the shire who is allowed to go scot inspectors, like Mr. Crowe, Mr. Carroll,
free delivers his dirty milk to the same cream- and Mr. Archer. have been very much apery and is paid the same price for it.
The preciated wherever they have gane. But
feeling here is that, if inspection is not made wherever they go they find the same diffiuniversal, they 'Yill be obliged to discontinue it
culty. It is sometimes found in the facaltogether.
but rarely so. They have to trace
tory,
That was the case with a very large number
of shires.
In the case of the Broadford the defects right back to the dairymen and
shire, I cul)ed an extract from a newspap.:r they find in a great number of cases' that
The
a little while ago in which it was reported---- a very bad state of affairs exists.
word "may" seems to occur too often in
Councillor Zwar said that all the shires round
about here had now dispensed with the services of the Health Act, instead of the word "shal!."
the dairy inspector, and supposed they must do I t has been like that figure of speech about
the same.
He presumed that the Government leading a horse to the water, but not comwould appoint an inspector, and hoped that Mr. pelling him to drink. With reference to
Figgins would be appointed for these districts
which he knew so weil, and had done such good the :alue of the insp:ection wh~ch is being
carned out by the mspectors I will just
work in them.
Therefore, the matter has become milch say here that the value of the butter probroader and more far-reaching than many duced by the factories is dependent upon
honorable members think.
Another shire the quality of the cream supplied, and the
up in Gippsland has decided to abolish 1he average quality of the cream is materially
dairy inspector, and to reduce the fees reduced by the inclusion of a small perfrom 6s. to 2S. per annum.
There was centage of inferior quality. In order to
another case last month in which a shire get the best returns from the cows. and to
advertised for a man to fill the combined guard against the above sources of loss it
offices. of valuer, rate collector, inspector is necessary that the individual far~er
of dairies, dog inspector, inspector of nui- should be reached, and the whole subiect
sances, and thistle inspector, for a salary controlled from the educational stand-point.
of £170. In another shire, I find that an At present the Department has two da:rY
inspector was appointed two years ago, but supervisors employed, their efforts being
he has not yet commenced his duties be- chiefly concentrated on the most backward
cause the salary was only £15 per annum. districts. In a number of cases the averIn the report of another butter factor v age value of the products from factories in
- these districts has been raised by ~s. per
manager, it is stated cwt. A general rise of 3S. on the whole of
I am quite sure you can feel for any man who
has to handle cream as supplied by our farmers, the exports ,~'ould represent £50,000 per
especially in hot weather.
What use were all annum. I WIsh to point out 'that with the
our lectures, and the trouble we took to qualifv ex.ception of the metropolitan area', no other
ourselves for managers, when farmers are af- m'lk area has been included.
The Bill
lowed to work exactly opposite and upset all our
simplv
leaves
further
milk
areas
to be inhopes and destroy every chance of makinO' good
butter? Despite your advice, and all yo~r lec- r.l.uded, as is found .necessary, and as supertures, they are in opposition to their own best VIsors can be prOVIded. It is not the ininterests, will turn round under adverse circum- tention of the Government to interfere, so
stances, namely, a low price for butter, and
blame your Department. It is simply careless- long- as it is unnecessarv, with the shire
ness and indifference on their part, not ignor- councils which arc endeavouring to do good
Mr. Swinburne.
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The report goes on to sa yPositively we cannot go on as we are doing~
Improvement in our dairy cattle is now imperative. Neglect of thiR may mean ruin to dairymen and to the industry in view of higher prices
for land and possibly lower prices for our produce.

The average return per dairy cow fpr milk
in Victoria is approximate I y about £6 per
annum, but in many well-managed heros
the returns amount to more than £10, an l
there is no reason, as our experSs say, why
the general average throughout Victoria
should not approximate the latter figure,
which would mean an increase of 60 per
cent., a very large return indet.L1. This Bill
as I said, endeavours not only to lay the
foundation of a scheme of systematic and
uniform supervision throughout the State,
but it combines supervision with education.
In our opinion, it is the onlv \Vav to gradually raise the industry, and unless we en-
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deavour to educate the individual farmer,
we shall not find our educational efforts of
much avail. Spasmodic and erratic supervision is not sufficient for our purpose. It
has been suggested that we should give the
powers included in this Bill to the municipalities until milk areas are created under
the Bill. I do not want to reiterate too
strongly the indifference which. the municipalities have shown in this matter, but r
am sure if honorable members will make
their own inquiries they will find I have not
It
exaggerated the matter in an~ way.
seems to be the case in other States as well,
and in England we find the same complaint.
I was reading a report in an English journal the other day, in which it says-

work. The intention will be to tackle those
districts which have been allowed to slide.
r would point out to honorable members
that there is constantly a deterioration setting
in in this industry, and that it seems to be
setting in in almost every other State in
Australia. That is to say, the average results which can be obtained from the cow
are not on the up grade. There is a general tendency to the down grade. I t is the
same in New Zealand as here.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Do you take the English standard'?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Ko. I have had a
report sent to me from the National Dairy
Association of the South Island of New
Zealand, and tfiat report is very interesting
It
from the Victorian point of view.
statesIt is imperative, if dairying is to be carried
on successfully at a paying point, that more attention should be given to weeding out the dairy
herd and getting rid of unprofitable cattle, as
the deterioration is increasing, and may continue to do so unless it is at once checked. At
Palmerston Show last year, Mr. J. R. Cuddie,
Acting Dairy Commissioner, said that many ot
the dairy cattle in New Zealand are not producing, on the average, a reasonable amount of butter fat. He recently had a table compiled, showing
the average number of pounds of butter fat produced per cow annually throughout New Zealand.
The figures worked out at 130.60 lb. per head.
Taking into consideration that a fair average
return should not be less than 200 lb.
of
butter
fat
per
cow
yearly,
this
would show a loss to the colony of 32,768,111
Ibs. of fat, which, at IS. 6d. per lb., would
amount to £1,092,270 8s. 8d., or an amount equal
to about five-eighths of the total value of dairy
produce exported from the colony during the
past season.
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The last reports show that in the rural districts of England the orders issued by the Privy
~ouncil and the Local Government Boards, generally speaking, are dead letters. The rural councils are known to hold the view that they will
not incur the expense and odium of administering the law.

That is a great point in administration here.
I think we cannot emphasize the fact tOI)
much that, with milk and with milk products, [here should be no municipal boundary. It should be beyond the municipal
boundary. It should be interchangeable,
and should be a uniform system evervwhere.
This Bill really aims higher than the Bill
drafted by the Warrnambool conference.
Mr. LIVINGSToN.-What did the conference at 'Varrnambool consist of?
:Mr. SWINBURNE.-;-Of representa.
tives from every part of the State. From
the vVarrnambool district, from the Western District, flve gentlemen from Gippsland, and others from Tungamah, Yea, th<:!
North-Eastern District. and every part of
the State. As I said, this Bill aims higher
than the Bill drafted bv that conf.erence.
The conference simply endeavoured to provide for pure supervision or inspection, but
the Department feel that the demand continually made to it for education in every
branch of the dairying industry is so great
that it can amalgamate the two principles
of supervision and· education. If we have·
supervisors provided by the municipalities,
and men appointed by the Department to
flO round ec1ucating the people, \\'e simply
duplicate the \York and incur great and unnecessarv expense. Our aims in the Bill
are really something similar to what has
been attempted, and I may sa\~ carried out
with great Sll\CeSS, in Denm::trk. There ec1ucation is really the foundation work of
superVISIOn. Many gentlemen who have
spoken to me, and others who represent

jJfill~
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municip.alities, have complained that there
is no precedent for the State undertaking
w(lrk of this kind, but I should like to
point out that in America the dairy commis'Sioners and supervisors are appointed
direct by the State Government in practicallv everv State.
~1r. LIVINGSToN.-American butter IS
the very lowest butter that comes on the
London market.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There is hardly
any American butter on the London mar'-

keto
Mr. GAUNsoN.-That is because it is
'such a poor article Uiat they cannot sell it.
:Mr. SWINBURNE.--In· a State like
California the dairy expert is appointed by
the State Government, and he has twenty
assistants under his control, who are employed by the State Government. He has
very great power. In the State of Illinois,
the commissioner's salary' is £500 per·
annum, and in Washington he receives th~:
-same amount, and they have very large
powers.
In Denmark we are really furnished with the most complete system of
all. The people are only too anxious to
-submit themselves in a voluntary way to the
closest supervision, and to gain all the
educational advantages which the Royal
Society, which is a Government Department, can afford. I think honorable memhers will be so interested in the matter that
I may be pardoned for reading an extract
from a report on the Rural CO!ldition of
Denmark, issued bv the Agricultural Department of Ireland, which sent a commiftee there to inquire into it. It saysThe system adopted by the Royal Danish
Agricultural Society of establishing societies of
" Kontrol" all over the country cannot but have
.a most marked effect upon the returns of the
farmers. The system, briefly, is as follows:The farmers of a district form a society on co()pemtive lines, for the purpose of "Kontrol,"
and about 1,000 cows in a society would be sufficient for one inspector to be appointed by the
Royal Danish Society to take charge of the local
-society. His duties would be as follow:-He
keeps a set of books of each farm in duplicate,
<me set being retained by the farmer. He makes
an inspection of each farm in the society about
()nce every eighteen days, and there enters fully
ali particulars relating to the farm since his last
visit. Some of those particulars consist of the
following examples :-The total amo.unt of milk
from each cow since his visit (the milk is regu1arly weighed, and entered in a rough book by
the farmer); the percentage of fat contained in
the milk (samples kept by the farmer); the cal·
oCulation of butter produced by the milk; the
amount of food required per cow (each cow on
its own merits); the amount of butter produced
in relation to the amount of food consumed;
the total amount of milk in lbs. per annum of
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.. ach cow, and date of calving. He advises a!l
to manures, change of crops-if thought desirable to deviate from the formula; to which bull
the cows should be taken; to which boar the sows
should go. If a farmer is in possession of a
cow which does not produce good milk, the inspector advises she should be sold, and that she
should not be used for breeding purposes. The
farmers, when questioned as to whether this
advice was generally accepted, were unanimous
in saying that they undoubtedly preferred to retain only those cows which were worth keepingfrom a breeding and milk-producing point of
view-even though they had to dispose of those
at a loss which were not up to the standard. The
accounts are also made up for the farmer in
every item, so that he has an exact knowledge of
his position. The charge for this work varies
according to each society, but the minimum is
I
kroner (IS. I!d.), the maximum 2 kroner
(2S. 3d.) per cow per annum. This money goe's
towards the payment of the salary of the "Kon~
troller," which is supplemented by State aiel.
The value to the farmer of this form of Kontrol is enormous, as J by joining a Kontrol society,
he is able to possess an exact knowledge of his
economic position.

Mr. LIVINGSToN.-The conditions are absol ute 1y different.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-That is alwavs the
argument that is made use of. Thi; Bill
does not provide for those conditions, but
I am giving you an example of the great
efforts that are being made in countries
which are our greatest competitors, and if
we have any expectation of meeting that
competition we shall have to try to follow
their example in some respects, and adapt
our plans to suit our conditions.
Mr. GAUNsoN.-Can you say whether in
Denmark the cows are mainly grazed or
mainl v hand-fed?
Mr: SWINBURNE.-All the winter they
are kept in barns.
Honorable membeis
must see that we have not attempted anything like the Denmark position in this Bill.
We have simply endeavoured to make a
substratum of education go with our supervision. That is the fundamental principle
of it. The difficulty in the matter, of course,
will b~ in getting suitable men. No one
recognises that difficulty !!lore than I do,
but we think that if we make .a start
in placing agriculture on a better basis, in
the future we shall not have much difficulty in providing men gradu'ally. I have
no more expectations of bringing this Bill
into force all over the Stat!;!) perhaps for
several years, than of trying to fly. It
would be impossible. Of course, when we
come to consider results, honorable members
must be well aware that thev differ considerably in different dairies, simply because
in one case a man takes no care, and in an.::>ther case a man .will feed his cows well,
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Bill with, because it is thought that they
are of supreme importance.
Milk is
brought into them in its nat"ural state,
whereas the milk taken to the factories';::;
generally pasteurized.
Consequently the
milk supplied to cities and towns requires
all the supervision and inspection that the
municipalities or the Government can give.
Honorable members will remember the
Technical Education report issued some
time ago. This matter is referred to very
strongly in that report, which saysI was shown over the whole of the establish-

look after them, and collect the best herds.
There are numerous instances where splendid results have been obtained in Victoria.
I got a report the other day that had been
furnished to the South Australian GovernI could
ment that really staggered me.
hardlv believe it, but the conditions were
such that the best results might be expected.
The writer is describing the Canadian Government experimental farm and dairy at
Ottawa, and he says-

ment, which is most complete. There are 25
dairy cows on it, all of which are of high class,
including some very fine Ayrshires, which had
lately been imported. To show the degree of
excellence to which milking cows can be brought,
I was told that the average vield of this herd
was 1,000 gallons per cow per vear.

I t is almost incredible. There is another
p.oint to which I would draw attentIOn, and which the Butter Commission
recommended emphatically. That is that
all milk should be paid for on the butterfat basis.
That has been included in
the Bill.
The proportion of water has
been limited to 15 per cent., which is the
quantity specified in the new Butter Bill
introduced in the English Parliament, but
which has not yet been passed, through lack
of time, although the British Premier stated
that it will form a principal feature of next
session.
In this Bill there are not manv
more powers taken than were advocated ,{t
the Warrnambool conference, but the Minister is given power to make regulations ju;;t
as the board was to be allowed to make
regulations as proposed in the draft Bill.
I would refer to the arguments used by
several municipal councils.
Thev are sti 11
anxious to retain the system of inspection;
but I would impress upon honorable members as strongly as I can that it woul.i
be absolutely impossible to have any uniformity of inspection if the councils are
allowed to have the powers that they ask
for.
In addition, it will be next to impossible to have the educational value
of the system. through the municipal inspections. At all events, the educational value
of the system would not be so great as 1 f
it were carried out under the direct control
of the educational part of the Department.
Mr. IHACKINNoN.-Have you got all th~
shires who have been doing their work pro·
perly to agree with vou in this matter?
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Not all of them.
hut some of them.
Some of them denounced the proposition before seeing the
Bill.
Honorable members will notice that
town areas have been introduced to start thl.:

The milk supplies of towns, especially in hot
countries, is one of the chief factors in the health
of the people. Milk is a first-class medium for
the growth of germs. At summer temperature the
numbers present will double eV'ery couple of
hours. Sour milk (:ontains many 'million .organisms per cubic centimetre, the souring being a
special kind of fermentation. The souring of
itself may not do much harm, but side by side
with the growth of the germs which cause this
change any others which have chanced to gain
access to the milk will also flourish. Among these
it occasionally happens that disease-producing
germs find a lodgment.

And the next remark constitutes a very Important statistic. It isOf every hundred children born in Victoria p
the. number who do. nO.t survive the first year is
10 1n the country dlstncts, and 16 in the towns.
!h,is differ~nce is chiefly due to _the milk supply;
It IS fresh In the country, and stale in the towns.

Now municipalities and Governments in
various countries are taking this matter up
with seriousness, and this fact I commend
to the municipalities here.
I am sure honorable members must have read of the great
many infant depots started in France, Belgium, America, and England, at a considerable expense by the municipalities.
In
fact, these institutions have now become a
very important feature in the municipaJ
life of other countries. I emphasize it
for the benefit of· the municipalitie.:t.
here, although I have not made it a part of
the Bill. There is no doubt that mortality
among the infants still continues to be a
very serious matter, and it is very largely
due to the milk supply. That it is so dueis am acknowledged fact all the world over,
and the more that the infant becomes a
parasite on the milch cow, the more necessary it is to observe all the best possible
conditions that we can for controlling themilk supply. I will not detain honorable
members longer, but would just like to again
state that the objects of the Bill are, first,
to improve the production of milk and dairy
produce by the education of the farmer;
second, to control the existing sources of
loss, (I) by improving the quality of dairy
produce, (2) by eradicating preventable
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djsea~s in fa,rm live stock.
The large
quantIty of preventable disease which exists
is really a most serious factor; and at a
deputation from the Chamber of Commerce
to-day special stress was laid upon the
necessity of the Department taking measures
to eradIcate preventable diseases, the losses
from which it was said practically amounted
every year to nearly 10 per cent. of the
value of the cattle in the States. That
may seem an incredible fact, but the Chamber of Commerce advocated that the Department should take some action in the
matter on the lines of the Bill. The third
object of the Bill is to raise the quality of
the milk used for direct human consumption, first by improved methods of producti~)ll ~nd d.istribut~on, and secondly, by eradicatmg diseases In cows likely to be transmitted to human beings. I think I have
now made !he objects of the Bill clear, althou!5h I have not attempted to go into
detalls of the clauses, which will be better
deal t with in Committee. I thank honorable members' for their kind attention.
On the motion of Mr. PRENDERGAST,
the debate was adjourned until Thursdav
August 31.
-,

HAWKERS AND PEDLERS LAW
AMENDMENT BILL.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT moved the
second reading of this Bill.
He saidThis is a Bill of one clause. It is for the
purpose of giving power, which is not contained in the present Hawkers and Pedlers
Act, to grant an application made by a ,haw~~r for a ~i~enc~ at any time during a year.
I he proVISIon In the present Act is that
general meetings of justices have to be held
in each police district in the months of
1\1arch, June, September, and December of
each year, for the granting of hawkers and
pedlers' licences.
Applications have to be
made in accordance with a specified form,
and ha.ve to be filed. The present law has
been found to be very inconvenient to a certain. cl~ss of . men, the general meetings
of Justices beIng only held four times a
year. If a man does not obtain a licence
at on~ of these quart~rly meetings, he has
to walt for another three months. The Bill
is introduced in consequence of representations that it is highly desirable a change
should be made. The essential clause in
the measure is as follows:Notwithstanding anything contained in the
Hawkers and Pedlers Act 1890, any application
for a hawker's and pedler's licence, either for
trading on foot or with pack or draught animals,
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may. be granted un~er the said Act by a police
a,t any tIme at a Court of Petty SesSIOns, If notIce has previously been given pursua~t to th~ said Act, and for such pur~ose a
polIce magIstrate may exercise all or any of
the powers by the said Act conferred on a meeting of justices.
ll~aglst~ate,

Mr. COLECHIN.-Will this result in the
country being overrun by Syrians?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-There are
other besides Syrians who desire to
have licences to hawk, and many such
persons are in the city of Melbourne
to \~Thom. it is necessary and desirabl~
to gIve lIcences.
If there is anything in
the argument about Syrians, then they
should not be granted licences at all.
I am not speaking in the interests of the
Syrians, but in the interests. of a large number of men, of whom many are residents
of the metropolitan area, and who often
desire to take out haw~ers' licences. They
cann?t do so excep~ at the four quarterly
meetmgs, as prescnbed by the Act, and
they are placed in an awkward position if
they happen to miss any of those meetings.
A man may arrive here from New Zealand, or might be suddenly thrown out of
work in a particular avocation. He might
say, "I can get a very good living as a
hawker, and I shall want a licence." This
B~l1. will ~ive him an opportunity of obtammg a lIcence on application at anv time
to a police magistrate ~t a Court of - Pettv
Sessions.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-This seems an
opportune time to make some amendments
not only in the law governing hawkers i~
country districts, but also in the law affecting those in the towns, who are subject
to certain restrictions in consequence of
towns being declared market towns. A
number of hawkers, who travel with their
barrows in the streets of Melbourne and
cer.tain su~urbs, are compelled to pay a
dall y fee lTI each district to the municipal
council before they are allowed to follow
their occupations.
1\1r. CARLIsLE.-Is that not a case of
market dues?
Mr: PR~NDERGAST. - Any man
hawkmg frUIt, or fish, or veg,etables in the
streets of towns that have been declared
market towns is compelled to pay a daily
fee, even on days that are not market davs.
This kind o~ . thing should be prevented,
an.a no mUlllclpal council should be permItted to make any by-laws to restrict the
use ?f the streets to a greater extent than
ParlIament approves of, without getting the
assent of the Governor in Council to those
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by-laws, or without those by-laws being
placed on the table of the House within a
reasonable time, if the House is sitting, or
within a reasonable time of the next meeting of the House if Parliament is in recess. Fruit-growers in districts near ~Iel
bourne know that the restrictions that have
been placed upon the hawkers in the city
an,d suburbs have had the effect of reducing the sales of fruit by tens of thousands
of boxes per year, and, at the same time,
of depri\'ing .a great number of people in
Mellourne of the opportuni ty of. getting
cheap articles for household use. vVhile
it is quite true that a by-law may not be
made in contravention of the powers given
by the law that gives authority to make
it, still a great number of people who
have to obey it, whil·e they may get
counsel's opinion that it is not legal, may
not be able,. by reason of their poverty, to
upset it in a court of law. If it· affects
those in a good position, thev can immediatel y get it altered. because they have,
the money to spend to go to court.
1\1r. GAUXSON said he rose to a point
of order. He wns not certain whether the
honorable member was in order or not, and,
therefore, he submitted the matter to the
Speaker's judgment. This was a Bill to
l1.mend the law relating to h.awkers and
pedlers, which was entirely distinct from
the law relating to the Citv Corporation.
The existing legislation that the honorable
member for North ~'[elbourne \"as complaining about could not possibly be
amended in this Bill. Such an amendment
of the City of ~Ielbourne Corporation Act
woulrl be private Bill legislation. Were
the honorable member's remarks appropriate to the Bill before the House?
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is quite in order. He proposes to introduce an amendment in this Bm to effect a
certain purpose. When the honorable memher hrings that amendment before the Chair,
it will be time then to see whether it affects
another Act not mentioned in this Bill.
:Mr. PREXDERGAST.-I propose to
introduce a clause into this Bill to allow
licences to be granted to hawkers in these
cases bv the Courts, under the same conditions . as other licences are granted. I
wish these cases to be considered by the
Court, .and not to be dealt with by the
City, or any other, Councilor authority
at all. I shall alsO' move an amendment to
limit the powers of the Citv Council in
the regulating of hawkers. I knO\'I the
Hawkers and Pedlers Act applies to cerJ
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tain things Dnly, but I want, by this Bill, to
make it appl y in the directions I have mentioned. I have seen nO' other oppDrtunity
of introducing these amendments. It is
clear that fruit-growers, who depend Dn
the city for their market, are suffering
vastl \" in cDnsequence of the power
the City Council have exercised in the
regulation of hawkers. A great number of
poor people have no pDwer to' test the
validity Df certain by-laws, and altogether
the legislation of the City Council has
been in the interests of a few propertyholders in the city of Melbourne, and in
opposition to the gDod that might be done
fDr the benefit of ,a great number of the
pEx)ple of this State. The City CDuncil
have driven the hawkers out of certain
blocks in the city, on the ground that this
actiDn was necessary in the interests of the
traffic of the city; but nobody desires that
hawkers should be allowed to obstruct the
traffic, and least of all do some of the ha,wkers want it.
They want, hDwever,
such regulatiDn and control over this matter
as will take it out of the hands Df the City
CDuncil entirely, sO' that the' council may
ID longer
be allDwed to' make by-laws
which have the effect of harassing people
in follDwing their occupations, and of
preventing hundreds frDm getting their
This control should
living in the city.
b:! handed over to the Government
officers, and nO' by-laws created by
the City Council should be allowed to
take effect unless they are in accord with
the views of Parliament. The amendment
I shall propose in Committee will be to' the
effect that no by-laws prohibiting hawking or Dther such use of the streets shall
be valid unless expressly assented to by
the Governor in Council and placed on the
table of this HDuse within fDurteen days,
if the House be then sitting, and if not,
within fourteen days after the next sitting
of the HDuse. The Prahran City CDuncil
ha:\~e introduced a by-law which prevents
a hawker from bringing his barrDw into a
street within an hour after he was last in
it. If the municipal authorities can impose that sort of restriction on a man with
a barrDw, they should do it to people with
buggies, or drays, Dr lorries, but they make
no attempt to' prevent people from having
their buggies standing in the streets as
IDng as they like, while they hunt men who
are endeavDuring to' make a living by
hawking, and on whose exertions hundreds
of fruit-growers may be dependent for a
proper market for their produce.
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Mr. CARLISLE. -- To facilitate the
granting of licenceS' at times whein the
Licensing Court is not sitting is a move to
conduct this business· as a common-sense
business man would conduct it. I do not
think it would work verv well to allow
all the hawkers who like to do so to hawk
about the streets of the citv. This would
be a very great interference with the traffic.
If the ratepayers have to provide a market,
that is the proper place for everybody to sell
his produce in. If men are allowed to hawk
wares promiscuously through every street,
it will interfere not onl v with the traffic,
but also with the vested interests of the
shopkeepers, who pay rent and who bear
the ordinary burdens' of ratepayers in the
municipality. On' the other hand, the
hawker probably pays no rent, has no property, and does not contribute towards the
taxes of the country like the other man does
who keeps a shop.
Shopkeepers are .entitled to protection, and the traffic in the
streets is a matter of ve:ry grave consideration. It would be conducive to accidents
if hawkers were allowed to parade all the
principal streets of Melbourne, and it would
tend to block the traffic very seriously.
Broughams, and that class of vehicle, to
which the leader of the Opposition alluded, do not stand long in the streets,
as ·a ruhel~ They. .only 'wait ~YhiIle the
owners are in the shops doing their business, and they are certainly part of the
legitimate traffic that ought to be encouraged in the streets. We shall he able to
understand better the drift of the honorable member's amendment when he moves
it, but I certainly would be opposed to interfering with the interests of the ratepayers who have the great burden of the
expenses of the municipality to support.
Mr. HANNAH.-Why don't you discourage the Afghans and Syrians, who interfere with business people in the country?
.Mr. CARLISLE ..- I quite agree with
the honorable member that the classes he
refers to ought not to be encouraged. Their
business habits are not suitable among Britishers, in a country like Australia. They
are a great nuisance in the countrv, and
very often a terror to ~omes where the
women are left unprotected j they are
adepts in the art of bullying, without actuallv ooming within ,the scope of the law,
and I think that restriction, so far as they
are concerned, is the policy which we
ought to pursue.
Mr. THOMSON.-I believe the honorable member for St. Kilda desires to move
J
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some amendments .in this Bill. As the honorable member is absent, will the Chief
Secretary state how far he proposes to
take the measure to-night?
Sir SAMUEL GILLoTT.-I will not go £tiro
ther than the second reading.
Mr. THOMSON.-I believe that the reform proposed in this Bill is very much re·
guired.
I wish to draw attention to or:e
difficulty in connexion with country hawkeh.
A country storekeeper often sends out threw
or four different hawkers.
He has to takt'!'
out licences for ,them, and he may find,.
after they have started, that one of them
is not a suitable man. He has to discharge that man and appoint a fresh one.
'Will this Bill meet a case of that sort?
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-He would have
to take out a fresh licence, of course.
Each man is supposed to be carrying on
bl~siness as a hawker on his own account.
J\1r. THOMSON.-It will fall very heaviI y on ,these country storekeepers if they
have perpetually to be taking out fresh
licences for their hawkers. I should like
to see an alteration in the existing Act, so
that the storekeeper might have a right to
transfer a licence from a man he found unsuitable to another man.
Sir SAMUEL GILLoTT.-That is clearly
not the policy of the Act.
It would nev~r
do.
Mr. THOMSON .-1 do not see the objection.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-There is a very
great objection.
Mr. THOMSON.-Of course, the storekeeper would have to get the consent of
the Court before he could transfer a licence.
Under the old Act it was not possible to'
get a fresh licence\ within twelve months.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-For three months.
Mr. THOMSON .-1 was under the 'impression that it took twelve months. I quite
agree with the remarks of the leader of the
Opposition.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-So long as they
are hawking j but they are often not hawking, so far as the street is concerned._
Mr. THOMSON.-Regulations should be·
brought in that will meet the case. The~e
is no doubt that a great amount of frUIt
goes to waste in tl:e country districts, and
if it could be taken to the large cities and
retailed properly it would find a ready
market. Instead of bein~, allowed to rot ill'
the country it could be sold and become
available as a useful food in the large
cltles. That would be a step in the right
direction, and I hope that the Minister wilE
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endeavour to bring in some such regulation
as will give the fruit-growers in tee country
.districts the fullest opportunity of getting
their fruit on to the markets, so that the
people of the cities may obtain it at a fair
,rate.
MI. GAUNSON.-While the honorable
member for :North Melbourne was speaking
I asked your ruling, sir, on a point of
order. I do not for one moment propose
to say one word about teat, but I think that
when the honorable member comes to put
his clause into words the Chief Secretary
will have to consider, and you also, sir, w{U
have to say, whether it really is cognate to
the subject we r.ave in hand. The two subjects are different as day and night. The
l\Jelbourne corporation, a private body, so
far
as
the
Legislature
is
con.cerned, has certain duties to its citizens to perform, certain services that
it has to carry out, and in return
for those services it is limited to the levying of certain rates. 'While I quite follow
the r.onorable member for North l\lelbourne
in his desire to benent the hawKing community, still I am quite sure-and the Chief
Secretary, I think, will be quick to follow
out this line of thought-that the observations of the honorable member for Benalla
..are very fit to be taken into earnest con.sideration. Surely it is not reasonable to
say that the hawkers are the only portion of
:the community that are to be subserved by
parliamentary action. What do the ratepayers pay large rates for? Tee hawkers
necessaril y interfere with them. I believe
1n a fair field and no favour. We should
treat the hawkers fairly, and also consider
the fruit-growers, for whose benefit the
11awkers sell fruit, so it is said. It is idle
to suppose that the ea\vkers sell fruit for
the benefit of the fruit-growers. No doubt
they help the fruit-growers to reap some
benefit from their labours, but the beginning
and end of all labour is the hope of reward. It is the hope of reward that sweet<ens labour, and the hawkers go round the
city and elsewhere for the purpose of benefiting themselves.
They do not care a
brass button whether the fruit-grower lives
or dies. That is positively the fact.
Are
not the shopkeepers, who pay heavy rents
and who employ people, to have any con'sideration at all?
]'dr. HANNAH.-Do you believe in no re:striction on competition?
?\Ir. GA UNSON.-I believe in a fair
field and no favour, and I think you must,
whi13t doing justice to the hawkers, do jus-
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tice also to teose who are earning their live·
lihood and paying very heavy dues in the
shape of rents. That includes the city taxation.
Mr. HANNAH.-Paying rents to the rich
landlord.
~1r. GAUNSON.-It is not the rich landlord who pays the rates. It is the poor wretch
of a tenant. Has the honorable member no
sympathy, no bowels vf compassion, for
him? 'Who pay the rates in the first instance? Those who pay the rent. Tl-.ey
pay the city dues-the rates and the taxes.
The tenant must pay that in the first instance. He deserves to be recouped by the
sales made to the different purchasers. The
observations of the honorable member for
Benalla are at least entitled to as much
w~ight and consideration as the observations
of any other honorable member. He is not
pleadin;;. for any injustice to be done to the
That l-.onorable member spoke
hawkers.
I am not sufficientlv
about the Syrians.
acquainted ,~rith the country districts to be
able to say much about them; but I can
quite understand' a greasy Syrian looking
in with a fierce eye, long nose, snarling
teeth, and a long beard. He ought to be
a first-class member of the Labour Party.
:Mr. ELMSLIE.-A better one than you .
Mr. GAUNSON.-I am not a member of
the party in the sense in which the honorable member speaks. I would scorn to be
one. Fancy a dirty Syrian going round the
country districts and frightening our women
folk, especially at a certain time, which I
need not more particular I y speak about. It
is r.ighly desirable to consider whether we
should have these men licensed, and whether
this very Bill rna y not in somE' sense really
aggrav,ate the evil, because these Syrians can
onlv obtain licences now at certain stated
times. Under the Bill, if it passes, they
There
can obtain licences at any time.
was anotl:.er observation that fell from the
honorable member for Dundas. I would
point out to the honorable member how dangerous would be that proposal of his. I do
not think the honorable member has sufficiently thought it out.
Mr. THoMsoN.-You are quite rib')1t
there, perhaps.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I do not want to sav
anything more about that, but I would ask
eim to consider this view of the case. It
is quite clear, as the Chief Secretarv said,
that it is opposed to the policy or spirit of
the Act that any person should get a licence
other than the person who actually
carries on the trade.
Under what
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is
proposed,
I
suppose
a
storekeeper would have the right to get
licences issued to him, to hand to whomHe may have a
soever he thinks fit
gaol bird coming along, apparently a very
decent man, looking for all the world as
decent a man as one could wish to have in
But the man might
one's employment.
just have come out of gaol after serving
nine or· ten years for some atrocious
assault on a woman, Look for one moment
at the recognisance that is required to be
entered into by the pedler. Of course, I
am nut going to lSet up my judgment
against yours, sir, when the clause comes
before you, but the more it is thought 'over,
the more I think the difficulties will be
seen in the way of interpolating the clause
as desired by the honorable member for
North Melbourne. The honorable member
is not without some sympathy at my hands,
but I think that the question is a big one,
and ought to be debated seriously with reference to the rights of all possible parties
This is the recognisance that
concerned.
has to be entered into.
Be it remembered that on the
day of
one thousand eight hundred and
J K of
and L M, of
came personally before us, D E
and F G, esquires, Justices of the Peace, acting
in and for
, and acknowledged themselves to owe to our Sovereign Lady the Queen,
to wit, the said A B, the sum of
pounds,
the said J. K the sum of
pounds, and
the said L M the sum of
pounds of
lawful money of Great Britain, to be respectively
levied of their several goods and chattels, lands
and tenements, to the use of our said Lady the
Queen, her heirs and successors, in case default
shall be made in performance of the conditions
hereunder written.
.
The conditions of this recognisance are such
that, whereas A B is to be licensed according to
the Hawkers and Pedlers Act 1890 to carry goods,
wares, and merchandise for sale by pack-horse or
other animal, or by cart or other vehicle, or by boat
or other craft (as the case may be) within Vic·
toria, for a period which will expire on the thirtyfirst day of December next, if the said A B shall
conform in all respects to the provisions of the
aforesaid Act durin~ the said period, then the
said recognisance to be voirl. But if the said A B
shall be lawfully convicted of any offence during
the said period against the provisions of the said
Act or against the provisions of any other Act in
force for the time being relating to hawkers and
pedlers, then the recognisance shall remain in full
force and effect.
A B, of

That signifies that the individual is not to
be the mere emnlrWA of a licence monger,
such as my honorable friend appears to
have contemplated, but probably did not
mean.
Mr. THoMsoN.-I d:d not mean that.
Mr. Gaunson.
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Mr. GAUNSON.-I know, but that is
what it would come to. I know that the
Premier does not propose to proceed beyond
the second reading now. Honorable members should recollect that the possible danger is incurred of licensing a number of
these dirty greasy Syrians and Indians, and
God only knows what. I do not want to
say anything offensive of the black or yellow races, but we want, as far as we can,
within reason, to confine our business to
our own people here. These others are not
under
supervision,
such as our own
people are, and are indeed under
no
European
supervIsIon
at
all.
They wander here and they wander there.
Sometimes they are murdered, and the Lord
knows whether thev commit murders.
I
think it is not at ~ll improbable, and the
less we see of them the better. I was a
good deal struck by the view the honorable
memher for Benalla put before us, and
I will ask the Chief Secretary also to con·
sider the view put forward bv the honorable member for North Melbourne, to consider how far it is desirable in the public
interests to effect a complete bouleversement
of the whole thing, and hand over the unfortunate ratepayers 0 f the city of Mel·
bourne to the street hawkers. I should like
to see the whole thing discussed iI} a reason·
.able spirit, without any. bad temper, but
really with the view of seeing what was best
in the whole interests of the community.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I have some figures in
the direction indicated by the honorable
member for Benalla, and the honorable
member who has just resumed his seat.
That is, that this Bill will offer facilities to
undesirable people to hold these licences.
"Thile I notice that magistrates are to be
the persons appointed, at the same time I
feel that I should like to see introduced
into this measure ·some provision for dea!ing with foreign hawkers at some other
. time.
Mr. GAUNSON.-You could not do that.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Then I am sorry fur
it. I should also like to refer to the matLer
brought up by the leader of the Opposition
-that is the licence-fees extracted from people who hawk in or around the city of Md·
bourne. The honorable member for Benalb
seems to think that the desire of the leader
of the Opposition was to deal only with
those persons who hawked in the city proper. We know perfectly well that there are
hundreds of men who earn a livelihood bY'
hawking in the various suburbs. To-da\."
one of those men told me that it cost

a.
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man who belonged to the Hawkers' Association as much as from £10 to £20 a
year to earn his livelihood, and I think that
is a very severe tax, and one that ought not
to be extracted from these men. it has
always been urged as an excuse why these
fees should be charged that the shopkeepers
pay rent, but these men also pay rent. They
have to live somewhere, and they have to
have stables, and in many cases they pay
quite as much rent for the house in which
they . live as these small shopkeepers do.
Another thing is very unfair. In many of
these municipalities, if a hawker is goin£:
down a street that is the boundary between
two different municipalities, and a customer
calls him from one side of the street to the
other he is liable, and is very often called
upon, to pay market dues in both places.
In addition to that, some of the municipalities in and around Melbourne have erected
structures tGat are nothing more nor less
than sheds. Thev are never used for any
purpose that I can see, but having that shecl
the council calls for a lease of the so-called
market, which is no market at all, and by
doing so gives the right to the person who
offers to pay the highest price to get a
bicycle or something of that sort, and fly
round the streets and worrv those men wh.:,
are endeavouring to earn aJliving for themselves.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Nine-tenths of those men
are barrow men, and do not have stables.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-I venture to disagree
with that. I think it is just the other way.
Nine-tenths of the men have horses arid
carts.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Not in the city of Melbourne.
Mr. ELMSLIE-.-We will not quarrel
about that. That has nothing to do with
the position at all. I want to point out
that these men are called upon and harassed
in every shape and form when they are endeavouring to earn a livelihood for themselves. They do not enter into competition with the shopkeepers at all. They arc
a public convenieilce. Where people cannot go to the shops themselves these men
are the intermediaries, and yet they are
called upon to pay these charges, which are
manifestly an extortion. I hope the Chief
Secretary will take this matter into consideration. It is very well to talk about
the vested interests of property, but whi I e
I re.alize that property has certain :ights,
I thll1k that men who are endeavounng to
earn an Gonest livelihood ought to be considered even in front of propertv.
The motion was agreed to.
".
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The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Clause I was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
The House adjourned at twenty-fhe
minutes past ten o'clock, until Tuesday,
August 2.2.

LEGISLATIVE
Tuesday, August

COUNCIL.
22,

1905.

The' PRESIDENT took the chair at tell'
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.
PETITIONS.
A petition, praying that the House would
order that no excursion trains should be
run on the Victorian railways on Sundays,
was presented by the Hon. -E. J. CROOKE,
from residents of Toongabbie, Cowwarr and
Heyfleld, N eerim South, Poowong and district, and N eerim.
A petition, praying that the House would
withhold its consent from the construction
of any electric raiI'way or tramway within
the Tramways Trust area, was presented
by the Hon. J. BALFOUR, from the Melbourne Tramways Trust.
F ACTORfES LAW CONSOLIDATIO~
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first
time.
SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
The House went into Committee for the.
further consideration of this Bill-tl~e Hon ..
J. Balfour in the chair.
.
The postponed items were taken into,
consideration.
On item 3Towards erection, re-arrangement, and repair of
Lunatic Asylums and. erection of Receiving House
for Inebriates, £40,000,

The Hon.

J.

:M. DAVIES moved-

That it be a suggestion to the Legislative Assembly to insert the words "supposed lunatics
and retreat for" before the word "inebriates."

The motion was agreed to.
On item 31Fbr erection of brickworks and purchase o·f
land therefor, £9,600,

The Hon. D. :MELVILLE said that,
having gone rather fully into this matter on
the second reading of the Bill, he did not
intend to trouble the Committee now with
the same arguments, but he could not help
thinking that the Government must have
plunged very hastily into this undertaking.,
It was at first stated that Melbourne ,yas-
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beset by a strong combine, which was highly best bricks. There were brick kilns in the
injurious to business and mischievous in locality. The man whowas erecting the buildevery way. Apparently, no Commission was ing said that the price paid for the bricks
asked for to inquire into this matter, and to the Hoffman Company was 35s., and
the extraordinary thing was that every- that the railway freight was 22S. a thousbody seemed to take it for granted that and. This man stated that the bricks were
there was really a combine for this mis- worth that, as it was a question of quality.
chievous purpose. We had read of the He had made further inquiries since, and
extraordinary trusts formed in America was told that this statement was accurate.
with millions to effect illegal purposes. No Was he to assist in smashing this comone would be more strongly opposed to any- pany because it supplied good bricks, on
thing of that character than he would be. which the Railway Department received
Re, therefore, read with considerable con- 22S. a thousand? Was it to be said that
cern that a combine existed in Melbourne. . these country towns were to do without
He knew well that the statement that there bricks, or that they should have Hoffman
was a combine amongst brick manufactu- kilns built there? In England at the prerers was a gross libel on the companies, sent time the very reverse of wbat the Gofor they were doing no more than had been vernment proposed to do here was being
done in connexion with many other busi- done. The people in England wanted cheap
nesses. Butchers, when the price of cattle electricity, and authority had been given
rose, found it necessary to meet and decide to the Corporation of London and to the
to raise the price of meat, and the milkmen London County Council to erect power
were called together to give notice that the houses. A big company, thinking that they
price of milk was to be raised. The millers at could benefit the public by supplying the
times found it necessary to enter into an electricity at a lower rate, came into the
field 'with a capital of £5,000,000, and
arr~ngement with regard to the price at
whIch flour should be supplied to the asked Parliament to eject the bodies who
bakers.. .That was the right thing to do. had the power to generate electricity, be·
The Railways Commissioners had to de- cause the price at which they sold it wa.s
termine at times to take certain action for too high. The Bill" introduced to authothe same purpose. Manufacturers had to rize this company was referred to the
protect themselves. In conn ex ion with the Board of Trade, and the Board of Trade
committee appointed to inquire into the approved of the Bill. The British Governcharges of sweating, he heard the Rev. ment did not attempt to smash up that par1"1r. Edgar suggest the remedy that the em- ticular company, and the Bill had been read
ployers should have all matters arranged a second time in the House of Commons:
so that there should be no occasion for The manufacturers of bricks in :Melbourne,
sweating. 1\1r. Edgar said that it might who were alleged to have combined, were
be necessary, if wages were to be fixed, to given the reputation of usurers. The Hon.
settle the price at which products should be Mr. Miller, who had land adjoining the
sold, and stated that he would be willing Hoffman Company's kilns, would soon be
to apply that principle to wheat.
When a brickmaker on that land if there was
the brick companies supplied bricks at 16s. such a handsome profit to be made by
and 18s. a thousand, it was found exceed- selling bricks at £2 a thousand. The thing
ingly desirable that they should come to was absurd. Since there had been a little
some understanding. The Labour Party more light thrown on this question, some
seemed to take it for granted that the al- now contended that the Government should
leged combine in brick manufacturing be allowed to make bricks for the Flindersshould be smashed, and one of the com-' street Railway Station. The brick complaints was that in the country the brick panies had never objected to the railway
companies sold bricks at a lower price than authorities making bricks for their own
in the city. He had had to travel on pub- station. The Government could not make
lic business about 100 miles from Mel- bricks at £2, nor could they make bricks
bourne, and in passing through Yea saw at all when the Labour men were
after
them.
Every
little
a huge brick building of three stories high looking
being erected. On inquiry he found that dispute that occurred would be brought up.
it was a butter factory, and asked where If the Government intended to go in for
the bricks came from. He was told that making bricks the matter should come bethey came from the Hoffman Brick Com- fore Parliament in the shape of a Bill, so
pany, because they were found to be the that members might know what they were
Hon. D. Melville.
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doing. There were combines in connexion
with various businesses, and he was not
quite sure that there was not a combine in
the churches. As to the price of bricks,
anyonE' who went to Northcote in a business-like spirit would be able to get bricks
at the same price at which they were sold
to those who had large contracts. I f he
wanted 500 bricks to build a chimney the
Hoffman Company would probably charge
him £'2 a thousand, but if he wanted
100,000 bricks that could be stacked in
railway trucks and sent away the company
The
would meet him in a proper spirit.
Government might yet have to go to this
company if the railway station was to be
built within a reasonable period.
The
bricks could not be turned out in lar6,e
quantities at a trumpery sort of kiln, which
was no better than a coffee-mill. The
action of the Government was a hasty one.
They had got entangled by trying to please
everyone. It reminded him of the story
of the old man and the donkey. The man
tried to please the bystanders by carrying
the donkey, but even then he did not
succeed. He reall v did not think the Government meant this proposal seriously, for
the amount of money set down was quite
insufficient for the purpose. Dozens of
brick-kilns had been shut down because of
want of business, and the Government pro-.
posed to start a verv second or third class
one. He did not ~ish to appear antagonistic to the Attorney-General, but he did
think that the honorable gentleman never
had a more absurd proposal to bring before
the Council than this. The public were
trusting to the common sense of the Upper
Chamber to send this item back to another
place for reconsideration with the view of
having it introduced in the shape of a Bill,
so that the real meaning of the Government
might be known.
Were the Government
going to take part in fixing prices, or were
they goin~. to try to ruin the brick companies by making them compete further
with one another? It was well to be
candid. He felt that it was his duty to
movc-

and for others. That was not the case.
The object of the proposed works was to
enable the Government to have bricks ma.de
for the Flinders-street Railway Station and
for other Government works, but only for
Government works. The proposal was that
the brickworks should be let to a co-operative company. He understood that if there
had been parliamentary authority before
now arrangements would have been completed to enable the company to make the
bricks. It was all very well for Mr. Melville to say that the Hoffman bricks were so
valuable that people up-country preferred
them, though handicapped by railway
freight, to the local article. That was not
The question was whether
the question.
the Hoffman Company and others who com·
bined to get a higher price than they were
justified in getting owing to the cost of production were justified in doing so. The fact
that they charged more for bricks in Melbourne than they did for the factory that
Mr. Melville spoke about was pretty fair
proof that their price was too hig.h. Honorable members who had had anything to
do with building knew that £ 2 a 1,00.0
was too high a price for bricks at the
works; it was much higher than the price
was many years ago. The honora.ble member stated that a number of the kIlns were
closed up. Of course they were, because
they were all dominated by the same people, who said-" We do not care so long
as we make a big profit whether we turn
out a big quantity or not. It is better to
get a high price for a small quantity than
a small price for a large quantity."
The
high price limited the demand. Honorable
members must know that a great many
wooden buildings had been erected instead
of brick buildings, owin? to the price of
bricks. That was an evil. A great deal
of the wood was imported, and it was much
better to make our own bricks than to
spend money on imported timber.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Is there not a
combine in wood?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said if thef(~
was a combine it had not raised the price
That it be a suggestion to the Legislative As- sufficiently high to force people to build
~embly that they r~ake t~e. following amendment with bricks.
He believed the to.tal sum exIn the schedule : - 'OmIt Item 31 'For erection
pended up to the present time in connexion
of brickworks and purchase of land therefor,
with this proposaJ was about £600, and
£9,600.' "
that had been spent without parliamentary
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that there authority.
The Premier wanted parliahad been a gren t deal of misconception in mentary authority before exceeding that exregard to this item. It was thought that penditure. It was a legitimate thing for
the Government intended to establish brick- the Government to make arrangements to
works and to make bricks for themselves get material at a reasonable price, and that
J
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was just as much to be justified as the
manufacture of locomotive engines by the
Government was. If 'honorable members looked at the report with regard
to the cost of locomotives made by the
Government and those made by the Phcenix Foundry they would see that the actual
cost of making them by the Government
was £500 per engine less. No private
company could sell what it produced at
tbe actual cost of production j it had to
charge a certain amount over and above the
If honorable members had
actual cost.
read the remarks of the Chairman of the
Railways Commissioners upon this report
they would see that the engines turned out
by the Government at the Newport workshops were turned out at about £1,000 or
more than £1,000 less per engine than the
Government would have had to pay to the
Pb:enix Foundry for them.
If that was
justifiable, it was justifiable for the Government to have bricks for their own purposes made under their own arrangements.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Are they to
be sold to the public?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the Government had not the slightest intention of
making any bricks themselves, and much
less of making any bricks themselves for
sale to the public. The object of the Government was to get the bricks required at
a reasonable cost. He had listened very
attentively to what Mr. ?\Jelville had stated.
No one would doubt for a moment that the
,b~ick .combine had unduly raised the price
of bncks. That was not desirable. He
,did not object to any c;ombine existing
to prevent the sale of any product
at . less than the cost of production.
But he objected to any combine whose object
was to make an excessive profit.
The Han. D. MELVILLE.-They deny
that in toto.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES said the combine might deny it until all was blue, but
there was no reason why bricl,:s should not
be produced at the same rate as many years
ago. when they were sold-The Han. R. B. REES.-At I8s. a thousand.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said I8s. a
thousand was too low, but when they were
sold at 30S. a thousand, that price was
always ~upposed to give a fair profit, and
as high wages were paid then as now. J\'fr.
Melville had spoken about milkmen, and
butchers, and bakers meeting together and
regulating prices, but they di~ not fix an
unfair price.
When the pnce of ~our
'Was increased, the bakers met and decIded
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whether or not it was necessary to put another half-penny on the loaf. . In the same
way when the price of flour went down,
they met and lowered their prices for bread.
The Hon. '1'. C. HARWOOD.-Do thev?
That is just what they do not do.
..
The Hon. J. M. DAVIE S said he had
seen it, in the papers over and over again
that the bakers had done this.
The butchers regulated their prices for meat in
the same way, according to what they had
to pay for cattle.
If the price of labour
was increased by 10, 20, or 30 per cent.
there would be no objection whatever to
these brickmakers putting a corresponding
increase on the price of their bricks, but
there was no such justification.
Whatever honorable members thought about this
item, they could not shut their eyes to the
fact that there was a combine, and that the
price asked in and about Melbourne was
higher than was warranted by the cost of
the bricks.
The Han. W. CAIN observed that the
Attorney-General had been posted fairly
well from the side he represented, but the
honorable gentleman had not laid sufficient
stress on the actual position.
Success in
producing cheap bricks was brought about
by the very cause that was quoted as a
reason for the Government being able to
make cheap engines at Newport-first-class
machinery well worked.
How was it possible for an expenditure of £9,000 to set
up anything but a tin-pot brickyard to compete with the big well-organized companies that had the best modern machinery?
It could only be done by the grinding down
of the men.
I f the wages that ought to
be paid, and that were pajd in the existing
yards, were paid at this Government institution, it was clear to those who had anything to do with carrying on works that the
Government enterprise could not compete
with the existing large companies in the
cost of production.
The Han. A. O. SACHSE.-Why, then,
'are the large works afraid of th~m?
The Han. D. MELVILLE.-They are not.
The Han. A. O. SAcHsE.-Then why do
they oppose the project?
1'he Han. W. CAIN said that in carrying on large works the production could
not be equalized. The works must be kept
going steadily.
The men .must be. there.
dav after day, and a certa1l1 quantIty of
bncks must be turned out per day or per
This was so in all large manufacweek.
hues.
I t was so in America, and for that
reason the makers of these immense steel
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rails and other products in America, under
a protective Tariff, could export their surplus
at a low price.
The factories must be kept
going, and the same applied to the brickworks.
I t would not do for them to stack
bricks and get a large supply, and then put
the hands off while these were being sold.
The surplus had to be sold at cost price in
order to get them away. This .was what enabled the companies to sell bricks cheaply
up-country.
Brickmakers, and men in
any other business, were not philanthropists or patriots. They did not buy land
and put up machinery for the sake of giving cheap bricks to the people.
They carried the work on on business lines. He was
informed-and the statement was public
property-that the Hoffman Brick Company, in particular, had paid 6 per cent.
for two years, but for ten years they had
only paid an average of 34 per cent.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-That is because they have such an immense quantity
of unproductive property.
The Hon. W. CAIN said no one would
begrudge shareholders in such a business as
brick-making a return of 6 per cent., considering the depreciation that went on.
A
wrong view had been presented to members
if they thought the State was going to
establish brickworks for £9,000 to compete
with ~he existing companies.
The thing
was absurd.
It was the poor workers who
had to suffer when bricks were sold some
years ago at as low as £ 1 a thousand.
The men were glad to get £1 a week in
the yards at that time, and the companies
were keeping their machinery going, and
trying to sell bricks at .any price, practicall y in order to keep the men occupied.
I t was undignified for the Government of
a State like this to set up a twopenny-halfpenny brickyard with £9,000. The Committee would do right by voting for Mr.
Mel ville's motion.
The Hon. R. B. RE E S said the Attorney-General had made an impression on
certain members with the statement that
the Government were not going to carryon
this work themselves, but intended to let
1t to a co-operative party. What would be
the result after a very short time of a cooperative party using -this Government property? First of all, they would have to
sink between 30 and 40 feet to get the clay
that a co-operative partv with a small capital
could possibly work. He understood there
was a small vein of clay at that depth
-suitable for working. The party would
have to remove a tremendous quantity qf
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superincumbent earth. They would have
to supply at once a quantity of bricks for
the railway station. They might get their
pit in working order, and turn out a small
quantity from this small seam that they
would expose. They would do exactly as
certain miners dido-pick the eyes out of
the clay by taking the very best of it, and
then, as soon as they had another lot of
earth to shift, they would simply throw
up the job. They would say that the
money the Premier proposed to pay them
for the bricks was not enough. The railway station would be in the middle of
being built, the contractors would be waiting for bricks, and the co-operative party
would simply demand an increased price
for the bricks from the Government, saying that otherwise they w<;>uld throw th~ job
up.
This was the umversal expenence
where any body of men were able to corner
employers or a Government, as they would
in this case. The contractors' men would
be waiting for bricks, and the co-operative
party would practically hold the key of the
situation. The Government would have to
give them their own price, or would have
to take the work over themselves. That
\vas undoubtedly what would happen.
ConseC]uently, the suggestion to let the work
to a co-operative party was mere moonshine, and would. simply let the Govern
ment i.nto a far greater difficulty than they
would be in now if they had to pay the
existing companies a little higher price.
He wished to deal with this question from
three aspects. First of alI, was the Statf'
justified in competing with private enterprise in the manner proposed? He wished
to point out the difference between the Government competing in brickmaking, and in
building railway engines for their own use.
It required an enormous capital, and a very
big plant, to turn out railway engines.
This was only a small community, not too
well off so far as concerned starting large
enterprises such as building railway engines.
The Government had to build a large workshop to deal with their own repairs, and he
could quite conceive that it would be, perhaps, better for the Government to give
their men full time, and provide full work
for their machinery by making railway cars
and railway engines themselves. The report just issued by the Royal Commission
that inquired into this question had proved
this by placing the cost of the construction
of engines at a lower figure in a certain
direction than could be compassed bv
private enterprise.
The Commission pt;t
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down the cost of supervision, and all that
sort of thing, for the Newport workshops
at something like 5 per cent., because the
supervisers, and the work, and other things
were already there, whether the Newport
workshops turned out steam-engines or not.
The men had to be employed, and the proportion of their time that was properly
rlebited to the work of constructing engines
was only a small part of their whole time,
and very much less than iIi the case of any
private company who ,,"wuld have to
employ their supervisers entirely in the con,struction .of ;locomoti ves,. Conlseq uentl y,
there was a difference in that respect alone
between the Phcenix Foundry at Ballarat,
representing private enterprise, and the
Newport workshops, representing the Government, 'of probably from 10 to 15 per
cent. The case was entirelv different with
brickwor ks. The Government had not to
lStart the brickworks for other purposes
than making bricks directly. Another COllsideration was that there was an enormous
amount of waste in an ordinary brickyard.
A private company were able to
deal with that waste.
The AttornevGeneral had said that the Government did
not intend to sell bricks to the public. Were
honorable members to assume that this
meant that the co-operative party, \vorkwould be working directly under the Government, would not be allowed to make
bricks for the public?
The Hon. J. M. DAvlEs.-I did not sav
"
that.
The Hon. R. B. REES said there was
a want of clear definition in the AttorneyGeneral's statement, and especially in the
Premier's statement that had been repeated
time and again, that the Government were
not going to compete in these brickworks
for outside trade. If the Attorney-General
meant that the co-operative party, working with Government money, and directly
under Government. supervision, were not
going to sell bricks to the public, then
the honorable gentleman was simply supporting what the Premier hadl already said,
but now the honorable gentleman turned
round and said he did not mean that.
The Hon. J. 1\1. DAVIES stated that
Mr. Rees should not make him say things
that he did not say. The honorable member first said something as if he (Mr.
Davies) had said it. He (Mr. Davies) said
that he did not say that. The honorable
member then said that he (Mr. Davies) had
said that he did not mean that. He (Mr.
Davies) meant exactly what he said.
He
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did not say what the honorable member
attributed to him.
The Hon. R. B. REES said the Attorney-General had stated that the Government were not going to sell bricks' to the
public.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-That is so.
The Hon. R. B. REES said the honorable gentleman had stated that the Government were going to build brickworks and let
them to a co-operative party. If this party
sold bricks to the public, then, de facto,.
the Government were selling bricks to the
public. Where did the difference come in ('
He would not say that the Attorney-General meant to mislead honorable members,.
but he did not know exactly how to put it.
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-To let us.
go astray.
The Hon. R. B. REES said if the cooperative party were to be allowed to sen
bricks to the outside public the AttorneyGeneral must mean that the State was coming into direct conflict with the existing:
companies in the sale of bricks to the public. There was one factor in the manufacture of bricks that the Attorney-General
He would
was evidently not seised of.
refer to the combine, because honorable
members would all acknowledge that it
was so.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-Hear, hear.
The Hon. R. B. REES said nobody was:
more strongly against a combine in
anything than he was, particularly a combine on the part of labour unions, which
was as much of .a combine as this one in
brick-making. It was a combine when aU .
the trades of Melbourne, for instance, combined to boycott the ship-owners in the·
maritime strike of 1891. It was a combine when all the trades through the country
combined to boycott the squatters of the.
Riverina and elsewhere during the shearing
difficulties. What was that but a combine
of labour ·unions in order to crush certain
people? He was told that where the Government purchased bricks from the combine they rejected between 40 and 50 per
cent. of· all . the bricks turned out by the·
Hoffman kiln.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Authority,
please.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-That is a·
good one. They are pulling your leg all
right.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he had been
to Northcote and Brunswick during the last
few days. He went among the men at
N orthcote. He told some honorable mem-
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bers privately before exactly what occurred.
He said it now on the floor of the Chamber, and defied contradiction. He asked
the men themselves about the real position.
The men said they were deadly opposed to
this project, because if the Government
started brickworks and were successful
in breaking up the present understanding
between the various companies, and if those
companies came again into unrestricted competition with one another in the limited marl(et for bricks, it was the men themselves that
would suffer. To-day they had fair and
'constant employment at a good wage.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-Thanks to the
Factories Act.
The Hon. R. B. REES said the Factories Act might protect the men so far as
their wages were concerned, but as regarded
their constancy of employment it would
·simply give them one or two, or at the
most three days a week, whereas now they
were employed six days a week.
The Hon. W. PITT.-If the price of
bricks was reduced, don't you think more
would be wanted?
The Han. R. B. REES said' he would
,deal with that point if the honorable member would remind him of it later. He was
talking to a group of men who were taking
lnicks out of a kiln at Northcote. He asked
them (( I f the Government are selecting
bricks from here, how many, on an average,
will they take out of a Hoffman kiln?"
'One of tqe men, in the usual vernacular,
said the Government rejected about 50 per
·cent. of the bricks. He had asked this
question repeatedly of a number of men,
and they told him the Government rejected
l)etween 40 and 50 per cent. of the bricks
that came out of the kiln.
The Han. J. M. DAVIEs.-Does the
110norable member believe that?
The Han. R. B. REES said he did: believe it.
The Han. J. M. DAVIES.-H.as the hon-orable member ever seen the bricks. going
'back to the place from which they were
,delivered?
The Han. R. B. REES said the bricks
were rejected at the kiln. An inspector
was sent out to the works at Brunswick or
N orthcote, and ·as the bricks were turned
'out of the kiln he rejected or accepted them.
IHe had intended to bring some bricks here
to show honorable members the absurd selection that took place. Bricks were rejected
if they were slightly discoloured, or if
there were little corners off them,
;although they appeared to him to be
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splendid, first-class bricks. The Government
only took first-class bricks at 40s. per thousand, and the system of selection was, in
his humble opinion, absurd. At Flindersstreet a wall was being built 54 inches
wide, six bricks on end. This was a retaining ,vall to hold up earth on one side,
and facing the railwaiY traffic on the other.
The splendid bricks that were rejected at
Northcote or Brunswick could be bought by
the Government at 36s'. per thousand at the
kiln, and would do perfectly well for the
inside of that wall. The price for those
bri'cks was not 40s. a thcusand at all. The
companies were very independent in that
matter because the system of inspection by
the Government was very severe, and such
an enormous number of bricks were rejected
that when l:a,rge orders came from the Government the oompanies hardly knew what
to do ,,,ith the enormous number of rejects.
He was told on the very best authority that
they were very delighted to get orders from
the country where they could practically
dump these rejected bricks, for the people
were not so particular there as to what they
purchased. As to the question whether the
Government were entitled to go into a business of this sort in competition with private
enterprise, where .were we going? Was all
private enterprise to be abolished in this
country? This was a small communi'ty, and
we ought to support one another. Every
man who was prepared to start a new industry ought to be helped. He was like
the man who made two blades of grass
grow where only one grew before.
The
Government, however, by this proposal were
simply cutting away the ground from under
the feet of every man who was prepared to
help his country along and give employment
to his fellows. Proposals of this sort simply
reduced the people to a state of subserviency
to Government institutions, so that people
d'ared not start anything on their own account. If a man by thrift and industry
accumulated a few pounds nowadays
he simply buried it in one of the
These institutions
banking institutions.
to-dav were unable to find men who
wouJd go into any enterprise, and use the
money that the institutions held.
Hence
the rates of interest were going down and
everything ,,,"as in a state of stagnation, because the Government of the State and that
dreadful Government of the Commonwealth
were bringing in such restrictive legislation
and such proposals as would destroy every
vestige of private enterprise and every vestige of initiative that the people of this.
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small communitv had.
The Government
were not justified in going into an industry
of this sort, in which a poor man could
start in a small w,ay. In the country t\yO
or three men could start a little brick industry and turn out bricks bv hand with a
very -small amount of capit'al. All they
had was good muscle and a, good determination to succeed. These were the men that
should be supported, and with whom the
Government should bv no means come into
competition. This House, at any rate,
should be very careful and very loath to
sanction any proposal by which the enterprise of the people was jeopa,rdized and curtailed. The second question was whether
the Government could turn out bricks
cheaper than private enterprise could. He
h.ad shown that it was only a difference between tweedledum and, tweedledee whether
.the Government did the work or leased the
Jand to a co-operative party. There were
certain men in another place who were' rigging up this thing. Two or three that he
could name had been practica.lly sitting on
the mat at the Premier's office. Thev had
been at the elbow of the Premie'r mo~ning,
noon, and night, saying they had a party
ready to do this thing. They had found
the Premier the paddock and then they
found him a lot of second-hand antiquated
machinery in a back-yard at Fitzroy or
Collingwood. He went to Thornbury the
other day, and he found a lot of men on the
paddock cutting scrub. He also found the
usual thing-a caretaker in full bloom and
drawing a lot of Government screw. The
place had been dignified by putting a hut
on it. Inside this hut there were a few
pans, which he was informed were part of
the paraphernalia that was going to make
bricks.
Honorable members could quite
understand his surprise a,t seein~ this start
of the Government brickworks after seeing
the beautiful machinery at the Northcote
Brick Company's place that was necessary to
turn out bricks on a commercial scale. The
universal experience was tha,t the Government could not do work, where labour was
employed direct, as effectively as private enterprise could.
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-What about the
engines?
The Hon. R. B. REES said he had dealt
with the question of the construction of engines by the State. It had been a big revelation to some' of those honorable members
who had been supporting the manuf,acture
by the Government at Newport of carriages
and engines to find that the difference be-
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tween Government and private manufacture
in the cost of an engine was only £400 or

£soo.

The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-£r,soo.
The .Hon, R. B. REES said +-400 was,
after ,all, a very sma.ll proport'iori of the
total cost, and it must be remembered that
if the charges were put on a fair basis the
difference would be still further reduced,
because the Government only charged 5 per
cent. for supervi&ion, and who (''Ould build
locomotives or anything else with a charge
of only 5 per cent. of the cost for supervision?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Does the honor,able member impugn the finding of the
Commission?
'
The Han. R. B. REES said he did not
impugn the finding of the Commission. He
said that the difference oould be further
reduced, but it altogether depended on
what view-point one looked at it from.
If he had been sitting in the seat occupied
by Mr. Evans, he might have said that this
was an en0rmous difference, and have
argued that it was so.
The Hon. W. T,EvANS.-You would
change your princ'iples, then, according t()
the place which you occupied? I retain
them.
The Hon. R. B. RE'E S said that no
honorable m~mber could say that he changed
his principles for anything.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS.-YOU say you
'would change your principles, provided
you were sitting here.
The Hon. R. B. REES said that what
he meant to say was that everything de~
pended upon the view-point. He did not
impute dishonesty to the honorable member, who looked at the question from a certain po;nt of view. That, perhaps, de~
pended upon the construction of one's brain,
or upon one's pocket or interest. But it was
not dishonest to look at a certain question
from the south, when another man looked
at it .from the north and saw it entirely
differentl y, according to his position. The
honorable member thought that the whole
question would be settled if the Government
were given power to turn out bricks for
the Central Railway Station, supposing
this item were passed, and the brickworks
started right away. He (Mr, Rees) had
been informed by people who were capable
of knowing, and upon whose opinion he
placed the greatest reliance, that it would
take a considerable time to build a Hoffman
brick-kiln.
How long w0uld it take the
Government and this co-operative party to
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get the brick-kiln in working order, to
supply the large number of bricks that
would be required, as soon as the tenders
'were let for the station? If was understood that tenders were to be called for
almost immediately. The contractor, whoever he might be, would be able to start
the bricklaying at once, because the foundations were in, and there was no preliminary work to be done.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-There is the
stone-work.
The Hon. R. B. REES said that he understood the work was to be all brick. The
brick foundations were in, and were above
the alignment of the road already.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-They are ready
for the superstructure.
The Hon. R. B. RE E S said that if the
contractor had to wait until the brickworks
were ready, it would be a long time before
the statiJon could be built.
One of the great
arguments advanced last year in connexion
with this project of erecting the station was
that an enormous sum of money had already
been spent, that the work carried out with
that money was lying, idle, and that the
station should be built at once, in order
that the money which had been already
~pent should become remunerative.
If the
contractur had to wait for this "tiddlywinking" brick-kiln, when was it likely
that the station would be built? Suppose
that a co-operative party at Thornbury
turned out bricks at 30S. per 1,006. That
would be only lOS. per 1,000 below what
it was said they could now be obtained for.
I f the contractor used up 2,000,000 during
the first year-the contractor, he supposed,
would not use many more than that-the
amount saved would-be only about £2,000.
I f the work was delaved until the brick-kiln
was started, and the "bricks were turned out
fit for inspection by the Government inspectors, a great deal more than the price
of the bricks would be lost in interest on
the money which had been spent on the
existing part of the structure. There was
another question he would like to ask the
Government.
Supposing the Government
made bricks of their own, would they be as
careful in the inspection of the bricks as
they were in the case of bricks bought from
the combine?
The experience with the
Hoffman kilns was that it took two or three
years to get a kiln into good order. Would
the Government be as particular in regard
to the bricks obtained from Thornbury as
they would if the bricks were obtained from
the Northcote Brick Company, or from the
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combine? According to the best information he could obtain, it would be about eighteen months before the kiln at Thornburv
could be in working order, and the produ~t
of first-class condition. Up to that time the
rejections would probably amount to about
two-thirds of the bricks turned out.
If
the inspection was as strict as it was at
present, 40 or 50 per cent. of the bricks
would be rejected, and those would have
to be put on the market in competition with
the other brickmakers.
Were the Government prepared to pay the standard price
for all the bricks turned out at the Thornbury works by the co-operative party, and
also take the rejects; or were the Government going to take merely the first-class
bricks and refuse the others? The whole
thing was most objectionable. It was an
attempt, he thought, to curry favour with
a certain section of legislators, and an attempt to foist upon the public an expenditure that was thoroughly unjustifiable, and
an expenditure that would be a white elephant in the future.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD said that
he would like to ask the Attorney-General
two questions. Was the Government satisfied that this preliminary expenditure of
£9,600 would be all that would be required ? The second question was, would
it be a condition of the agreement with this
co-operative company tha,t no bricks should
be sold to the outside publ~c? Upon the
answers to those two questions his vote
would depend.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that he
had no personal knowledge of what would
be required in order to establish these brickworks, but he had been informed by the
Premier that this was all the money he
would want.. As to the other question, he
was not quite able to answer it. He had
made it CLl.l.ite clear that the Goto sell
vernment
did
not
intend
bricks. The object of the Government
was that the bricks should be provided for
them and that the property would be let
to a co-operative company.
Whether there
would be any prohibition in the agreement
against the company seIling any bricks to
others he really did not know, because he
had not 'asked that question himself. But
if what the honorable member said was true.
he (Mr. Davies) thought it would be necessary to allow some liberty of selling, otherwise what would be done with the rejected
He would like to refer to statebricks?
One of
ments which Mr. Rees had made.
that honorable member's statements was
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that there was a slight vein of clay, 40 feet item, because honorable member's must feeK
deep.
He (Mr. Davies) did not know that there would be a repetition of what
where the honorable member got his infor- had been done in this Chamber so many
mation but he was told that that was times.
The Chamber passed a vote upoi'l
utterl y' unreliable and untrue information, some representation, and honorable members.
and that there was more than sufficient clay were led to suppose that that was all that
to last for So vears.
It was after.a good would be wanted.
But in a year or twodeal of inspection and examination that down came a further application for more
the Premier had arrived at that opinion.
money, and then honorable members were
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-That is what I told that more money was absolutely neceswas told at N orthcote.
sary,and that all the money already spent
The Hon. J. M. DAVIE S said that what would be wasted unless an additional sum
people who were opposing this project had was granted.
Thev had had that sort
to tell was not worth listening to, or, at of affairs already in connexion with a.
any rate not worth repeating.
The hon- Surplus Revenue Bill.
Before honorable
orable ~ember was complaining that the members committed themselves to this item,
Government rejected so many bricks, and they ought to be put in possession of full inseemed to give that as a reason why they formation as to what the Government prowould be charged 40s. per 1,000. But the posed to do.
He would like to know how
whole public were charged 40~. per 1,000.
the Government proposed to lav out this
The Hon. R. B. REES.-No, 39S.
m?ney, and with whom were they going into
He had
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that it thIS arrangement to make bricks.
had been 40s.
If the brick companies had been told that it was with a co-operative
The Chamber ought to know
come down IS. as the result of the Govern- company.
ment action there was something gained, who that co-operative company was, so as.
and perhaps they would come down fur- to. be. able to form an opinion as to whether.
There was one statement made by ther It could carryon this business when
the honorable member which he must re- the business was handed over to it by the
.Hono.rable members ought
sent utterly.
He supposed the honorable Government.
member was only joking when he said that to know the stlpulatlons under which the
the object of the Governme~t in doit;g co-operative company would perform the
this was to curry favour wIth a certam work<, and deliver the bricks. There was a
class.
He could tell the honorable mem- great deal of force in what fell from Mr.
Rees.
Honorable members were much
ber that that was utterly false and untrue.
obliged
to
Mr. Rees for the trouble he had
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-That is my
taken in going out and judging for himopinion.
self.
The honorable member, of course,
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD observed must n~t ta~ fo.r gospel all that he had
that he was glad to hear the explanation of heard from tne. 5fickmakers out there, but
the Attorney-General, because the honor- what the honorable member had stated conable gentleman had thrown so~e little light ~rmed what he (Mr. Harwood) wished to
on the subject.
Up to that tlme honorable Impress upon the Chamber.
Honorable
members had merely got the information members ought to know fully all about this
which appeared in the item itself, and that ~roposal.
I t seemed to him to make very
was that £9,600 was to be used" for erec- lIttle difference indeed whether the Governtion of brickworks and purchase of land ~ent cho~~ to make bricks for the public,.
therefor."
The prevalent opinion some 111 ?PpositIon to the existing brick com-'
time ago was that t~e Gov~rnmen~ contert;- pames! or whether they established a coplated going into the bnckmakl11g bUSI- operatIve company and enabled the comness for the purpose of smashing up this pany to do that.
The result would be
combine.
It appeared now that the Go- Just the same.
If the co-operative com-'
vernment did not want to go altogether to pany were to make bricks for the Communthis extent, but wanted this money for the Ity, ~e could not see any difference in its.
purpose of starting something in the way practlcal effect between that and the Goof a brick-field.
How the money was to vernment making bricks themselves.
be expended, and what the details were,
The Han. ]. M. DAvIEs.-When the
honorable members did not know.
They Government let land for salt works could
did not know whether this money was likely it have been said that the Governme~t were
to be sufficient to carry out the object in producing salt themselves?
view.
Honorable members ought to know . The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
that before thei commItted themselves to the 111 ·that case the Government knew what
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~hey \vere about.
They let the land to
£ertain persons, and tied them down by
-conditions as to how they would work and
carryon the business.
Before honorable
.members voted this money, they should
know what they were dealing with. They
,ought to know all about the land, and whether the Government were to receive a certain rent. In the case of the lease referred
to by the Attorney-General, the Government
never for one minute contemplated making
.salt themselves, and it could not be contended that the company which was now
.carrying on the works was doing that for
the Government. His view of this item was
that honorable members ought to know more
.about it before they passed it. I t would
have been perfectly simple for the Government to have come down with a Bill dealing with this matter, and stating explicitly
how much was .required, and how much
was to be spent, and, if the works were to
be handed over to a co-operative company,
()n what terms and conditions the company
was to carryon the works. It had been
.said that the Railways Commissioners
would have had as much right to make
these bricks as to make engines.
There
was something in that, but it did not follow
that because they made engines for their
<own stock-in-trade, they should also make
bricks. If it was proposed that the Commissioners should undertake this worf; the
matter might be worthy of consideration;
but here were the Government, independently of the Commissioners, going to authorize some outside body altogether-a
body of whom honorable members knew
nothing, which was all in nubibus, and
which might turn out very wrong. At pre.sent he did not think that the Chamber
should commit itself to the scheme, but
should rather leave it to the Government to
bring down a well-considered measure, and
ask the consent of the House to that. Honorable members would then know all about
the proposal.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT remarked that
if honorable members would look at the
schedule they would see that this item was
4' for the erection of brickworks and pur-chase of land therefor." It was not "towards the erection of brickworks and
towards the purchase of land therefor."
The wording of this item was sufficient to
indorse Mr. Melville's request that a separate Bill for this should be brought in by
the Government. As Mr. Hanvood had
pointed out, it was at present all guesswork, and honorable members had no par-
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ticulars as to what the Government were
going to spend. Did honorable members
suppose that £9,600 would erect brickworks which would supply the bricks required, or which would be in the position
to do what the existing companies were doing in supplying the public? It was essential in connexion with this vote that honorable members should have full infurmation. Who were the co-operative company
to whom the brickworks were to be let?
Would there be any restrictions as to the
price? Would the Government have an
understanding with them that the bricks
were to be sUPRlied for the station at a
certain price?
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-Certainly.
The Han. J. }\L PRATT said that at
present honorable members had not a shred
of particulars in connexion with these matters. This item might run into £20,000
or £3°,000. He would rather have the
thing dealt with straight out. He was
satisfied that money had been pitched away
on the station, and he was certain that this
project was only following on the same
lines. With Mr. Melville, he thought that
honorable members should be supplied with
more information than had already been
given them, because this money was for a
definite purpose, and honorable members
were entitled to all the information possible with regard to it. If this vote was
delayed, nothing would be injured. From
what he had seen in the press there was a
good deal of talk about the machinery, and
honorable members ought to be satisfied
before anything further was done.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS expressed the
opinion that one of the first things honorable members should ascertain was whether
there was a combine in .the brick trade.
Some people said there was a combine, and
some honorable members objected to the
use of the word. He thought it would be
generall y admitted that there was a combine. In the Australasian Joint Stock Company's Year Book he read as follows : New Northcote Brick Company Ltd., registered
in Victoria in' 1886. Office, 108 Queen·street, Melbourne. . . . The capital subscribed and paid up
is £25,942, in shares of £1 each, fully paid, besides £17,541 paid on forfeited shares. The accounts are made up half-yearly to March :F, and
September 30, and submitted in April and October. The report to March 31, IQ02, showed a.
credit balance to £4,044, out of which a dividend
of 6d. per share was paid.

I f honorable members wanted any proof
that there was a combine there was the proof
in the fact that the company had not done
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a~y work for some years. Where could it ob.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-To your comtam any profit, except from the operations pany.
of the combine, of which the company was
The Hon. 'V. ]. EVANS said that he
one? NIr. Melville referred to what he h~d no objection to Mr. Hannah being in
called business methods,,, but cou~d lthe hIS company. His only wish was that Mr.
honorable member point to any other com- HaJl1nah could produce a company which
bine that had such a large amount of capi- woul? earn for the workers as much as this.
tal locked up, and was yet paying combme w~s tak.ing out of the community.
interest upon it, as well as meeting the in- Another pomt raJsed was that it would take
cidental expenses of keeping the machinery such a long time to get these brick-kilns into.
in order, and paying caretakers' expenses? . w.orking order. At South Yarra a brickHe did not think the honorable member kIln had just been built, and it was ready
could.
to go to work in less than twelve months.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Can you?
The Hoffman kilns could be erected and
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that.he put into \vork well \vithin twelve months~
did not desire to. As to 1\1r. Melville's Inde~d, he thc:>ugh1 they could be put in
statement that the Premier might have ob- workmg order m eight months.
The Han. A. O. SACHSE.-You can sav
tained some of the existing clay-holes and
.
kilns, the honorable member must know within six months.
that it was common property that the PreThe Hon. W. J. EVANS said that in the
mier had made efforts to get hold of some statement he made he thought he was well
As to the state-.
of those places. It was understood that within the mark.
there was one place in Clifton BTll and ments Mr. Melville had made in reanother in Preston, but the Premier was ference to the quality of the bricks, surely
told that these places were locked up for the honorable member, who was a resident
some considerable time, and that he would of Brunswick, knew that one firm had
be unable to obtain them. Consequently, the knocked ~ff the patent kiln business, and
Premier could not be blamed for not tak- had gone m for hand-made bricks which it
ing up s9me of these brick-making works was selling for 30S. a thousand. '
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-It is you who>
which were not now employed, but
which were, all
the
same, paying have made that out. If they are selling.
He (Mr. Evans) had heard for .3.0s. the Government can go to them.
dividends.
The Hon. W. J. EVAN'S said that it cost
some honorable members speaking about the
wages of the men and a.bout the probabili- more to burn the hand-made bricks with
ties of the wages being reduced to ,a very wood than to burn the bricks with coal under
low rate if this combine was broken up. the Hoffman process. If had also been said
But there were only two ways of looking at th~t it was owing to the large amount of
combines. It was either right to have com- bncks that these kilns turned out that some
bines, or it was not right. If it was not of them had been closed. If the kilns had
right, the question of wages should not pre- been smaller they would not ha,ve been able
vent him eMr. Evans) or anyone else from to supply the market. In fact thev were
objecting to them. He and other honorable unable at present to suppl~T brj~ks t~ keep
members: objected to the combine on prin- contractors going. Brick-kilns had bee~1:
ciple, and on principle they would be pre- kept clo~ed so as not to increase the output.
pared to run the risk. What l\{r. Rees hlad The actIon of the Government was sajd to
stated was given in good faith, but surely be a mark of favour to the Labour Party.
the honorable, member did not expect that In regard to that he w,a,s gllad that the Atthe men who were working for the combine torney-General had taken up the position
would say anything against the.m. Would he did, because, so far as the Labour Party
they run the risk of telling a member of the w~re concerned, they were not likely to obLegislative Council all the secrets of the tam any favours from the present Governbusiness? If Mr. Rees had gone to others ment, a~d did n?t ask for any. But that party
he might have obtained very different re- asked,. m the mterests of the communitv.
that If an article could be produced
sults.
The Han. R. B. REEs.-To Hannah and for £,1, such as bricks, the State should
n0t. bow down to the existincr comCompany.
pames . and pay £2 a thous;a~d for
The Han. W. T. EVANS said that he did the bncks. which were required by the
not know that ~1r. Hannah belonged to a State, paJrhcularly when bricks would be
company.
supplied for up country at 35s. per 1000.
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The point raised by ~.rr. Melville was that mixed up with the brick combine. They
no Commission had been appointed to in- are totally different people.
quire into this brickworks combine, but he
The Han. W. J. EVANS remarked that
(Mr. Evans) did not think that they were it was out of place for :Mr. Melville to make
required to appoint Commissions to investi- such an interruption, especially when he
gate e\'ery combine that might come along. eMr. Mel\'ille) travelled ail the way to the
If they had to do that they would have old country for arguments in connexion with
to be appointing Commissions to inquire the electric business. With regard to the
into alleged combines in regard to onions pipe combine, the total saying on contracts
and potatoes. In his opinion it was quite let for 4-inch pipes alone by the reduction
sufficient for the Government to attempt to of prices from 7d. to 3d. and 3~·d. had
knock out the brick combine for a start, been £5, I 1 1 2S. 6d. In that connexion the
and if they were successful in bringing public benefited most,as the prices had
down the price of bricks they might then been reduced from IS. scl. to 7Q·cl. for
turn their hand to some other combine. In a 4- in ch pipes, and this eCJualled, on the averreport by ~Ir. J. J. Osborne, secretary of age, about £3 per tenement connected.
the Brickmakers,' Association, the "'hole
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-And the men
trouble as to the cost of bricks was put who were making these new cheap pipes say
down to the action of the Premier, and they are starving. That is the result o"f
the following passage occurred in that re- your interference.
port : The Han. ""V. J. EVANS remarked that
It is this that destroys the demand for bricks, the ,,"ages paid were regulated under the
and blights all manufacturing industries and progress, and one illustration of this same policy is Factories Act, and if men were starving
that for every brick made in Melbourne at the there must bean evasion of that Act going
present time two bricks are being made and sold on. He had further to state that 6-inch
in Sydney.
pipes had also been reduced in price from
If that was so the case against the brick 10!d. to 4~d. and Sd. per lineal foot. That
combine was proved.
Wages were pretty surel y was evidence that there had been
much the same in the two States, and both exorbitant prices charged previously; and
places were regulated by legislation. But judging from the evidence they had had
it appeared that for one brick made in Vic- with regard to the brick industry to the
t~at
the
cost of
producing
toria there were two made in the ad joining effect
State. A great deal had been said against 1,000 bncks was £1, at least in Sydinterfering with private enterprise. He had ney, would anyone say that £2 per ton,
no doubt that many private enterprises were as was charged' in Victoria, was a fair
conducted by business men of high integrity, price? If that question could be answered
but these men, in the conduct of their in the affirmative there could be no more
business, did not consider that it was wrong argument. If, however, it was recogni,sed
to get all that they could under the that it was a question of what was a reacompetitive system.
The Government sonable profit, and that people were asked
As to suffer from an excessive charge, it was
were different from such gentlemen.
guardians of the community, the Govern- the duty of the Government to step in 111
ment had to take up a different position the way that the Bent Government had
altogether, and in this business they had done. He did not approve entirely of the'
been acting in the interests of the com- manner in which this matter had been taken
munitv. It had been said that even if the up by the Government, but he recognised
Gover~ment obtained an advantage in get- that the steps taken ,would bring about
ting bricks apart from the combine, the pub- a much more desirable state of affairs.
lic generally would not benefit. But if they Especially was this evident when they
considered what happened in connexion with found that in Brunswick, the very home of
the pipe combine they would see that the the brick industry, people were putting up
Dublic derived very great benefit from fight- wooden buildings, owing to the excessive
ing that combine. He was not in a position price of bricks. Evidently, then, the Goto say whether the same gentlemen who vernment was acting in the interests of the
were in the pipe combine were also in the people as a whole, as was their dutv. and
brick combine, but he thought that some not in the interests of a few. The q~estion
was one of the Government obtaining bricks
of them were mixed up in both.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-It is unfair at an enormous saving to the Railway Defor the honorable member to say that the partment, and it had to be borne in mind
men connected with the pipe business are that the Government would require a large.
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quantity of bricks, not only for the Central
Railway Station, but also for many State
schools, and for other purposes. The Government had to consider its duty, not only
in regard to private enterprise, but to the
community at large; and that it had a duty
in this regard was evidenced by the report,
Just published, as to the cost of the manufacture of locomotive engines in the Newport workshops, as compared with the cost
of manufacturing similar engines by private
enterprise at Ballarat. It was the duty of
the Government to do the same with bricks
as it had done with locomotive engines, and
if the same success attended its action with
respect to bricks as had r~sulted from ~he
manufacture by the State of locomotive
engines, a great benefit would be conferred
on the community generally. With respect
to the cost of bricks to the Central Railway
Station, the average of all tenders was £2
12S. per thousand.
That included moulded
bricks certainly, but not a very large number· of moulded brjcks would be required,
and whatever quantity that might be, it was
amply covered by the margin of 12S. Reverting to the manufacture of engines by
the State, there were large balances in
favour of the work done at the Newport
workshops, and when the difference between
the cost of manufacturing locomotive engines under the system of competition by
the State, as compared with the cost before
such competition existed, was. taken into
consideration, he calculated that there must
be a sum of about £3 00 ,000 that the community had paid to the Phrenix Foundry
Company, merely for running a company
that had not paid a great amount of dividends, and had not paid particularly high
:wages, although perhaps fair wages, to its
employes. That was surely a rather big
price to pay, for the number of locomotives
that that company had manufactured. The
point urged by Mr. Rees was that the Government workshops had not to provide for
certain percentages in carrying out their
works, as the Phrenix Foundrv had
to do. On the other hand, the~e was
nothing to prevent the Phrenix Foundry doing what the foundries of CastIemaine and
Bendigo did, in the making of mining
machinery.
The Phrenix Foundry, however, did not trouble about making mining
machinery, or anything else, so long a,s they
obtained the good business of making the
railway' locomotives. As far as he (Mr.
Evans) could see, the d;sclosures made by
the Locomotive Commission was one of the,
greatest blows that private enterprise had
H on. W.
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yet received, but it was only one of many
similar blows that would follow, if private
enterprise could not keep up to the requirements of the day, or up to what some peopIe termed Socialism, and consequ(:!ntly private enterprise would die out gradually.
The Hon. E. MILLER said that he
hoped honorable member,s generally would
not agree with the last speaker in his imI·Eed hope that Socialism would supersede
private enterprise.
It was not so long ago
that the Government of this State started
the Maffra Sugarworks, and honorable
members could not forget what a disastrous
undertaking that was, although it was supposed to benefit the farmers of Gippsland.
Now it was proposed to erect a huge Central Ra:Iway Station-a building which was
calculated to require millions of bricks,
which it was said the Government was
asked to pay £2 per thousand for.
He would like to know whether these
various companies that had been called a
combine had been interviewed about the
price of bricks?
He had no connexion
with the brick industry, although Mr. Melville stated that he had some land where
bricks· could be made.
He (Mr. Miller)
had never attempted to make bricks, because he knew it would never pay him. If
the Government a,pproached these companies
in a business-like manner there was no
doubt that bricks wbuld be supplied to
them in large quantities at a lower price
than £2 a 1,000. But even if that were
not the case was it politic for the Government to start making bricks? When the
Flinders-street station was finished-which
would be a huge white elephant-no more
bricks would be required, and the Government would be left with the brick-field and
a large open quarry. No one would buy it
unless for the purpose of conserving water.
In the end the bricks would be far dearer
than if the existing companies were dealt
with. It was said that the price of bricks
was too high. If that \vas so, would not
private enterprise start new kilns and brin5
down the price?
Before the price was
raised numbers of kilns had to close up, because the price was too low. For the remaining kilns to keep going the price had
to be raised. It was stated that the companies had formed a so-called combine, and
were paying dividend's that Mr. Cain
mentioned amounted to 3! per cent.
per annum. That was certainly not too
much for the shareholders to get. The
Premier on learning that the price of bricks
was to be £2 a 1,000 at once set about
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with the view of making bricks for the use
of the Government, but the Premier went
about the matter in a very hasty' manner,
and then did not seem to be able to draw
back. The Committee should take such action
as would enable the Government to have
time to think over the matter. I t seemed
to him that the Premier's attitude was what
the Americans would call "a little bluff"
to bring down the price. He was sorry to
see the item in the Bill, because it was interfering with private enterprise, and it
would do no good as far as he could see.
If the price of bricks was too high for the
station building, was it not possible to
build it of some other material? Was
there no stone available? He thought that
stone could be got in various parts of the
State that would be suitable for this purpose. It was the duty of the Council to
take advantage of the power they possessed
and to support Mr. Melville's motion for a
sUl,gestion to another place to ,~ithdraw the
item, so that the Government mIght be able
to introduce the matter in a separate Bill.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN remarked that
he could not say that as a general rule he
would be in favour of the Government competing with private enterprise, but he really
thought that the Government had made out
a good case in regard to bricks. Mr. Rees
deserved great praise for the time he had
given to this matter, and the large amount
of work he had done. Unfortunately for
Mr. Rees the statements. that he had made
in connexion with the Factories Bill dealing with the Chinese were wrong. They
destroyed the value of his present effort.
Still, Mr. Rees deserved a great deal of
credit, and if he would only go to the right
sources for his information it would be to
the advantage of the Committee. If a 'g,entleman with his ability and with the time
he had to spare would go to the right
sources members would be pleased to listen
to him, and would also give a great amount
of attention to his views.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-I always go to
those who know.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said the honorable member went to interested persons.
Mr. Rees gave an elaborate and startling
speech about the Chinese, and next day
there was letter after letter in the newspapers denying his statements. Those letters stated that he (Mr. Rees) went to certain establishments in a very nice temper,
and they thought he wanted to buy something j he deceived them, aI?d got inf<:rmation from them that was entIrely unrehable.
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The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Where did \'OU
see those letters-in the Tocsin.2 That is
the only paper you read.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he read
all classes of papers, and he saw no objection to reading the Tocsin.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-That is about
your standard.
- The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said that he
could even get accurate information in the
Tocsin.
The honorable member went to
places where he got inaccurate information.
Members all knew what a genial and kindhearted member Mr. Rees was, and that he
tried to obtain information for the benefit
of the House. For that reason alone members should give a great deal of attention
The honorable
to what Mr. Rees said.
member had tried to explain why bricks
were sold at 30S. in the country and £2 in
For that reason alone-bethe city.
cause of the two prices - he (Mr.
Aikman) intended to vote for the Government. The combine in the brickmaking industry did not draw the country companies into their combine, because the counThe
try companies were small people.
country establishments were all small ones,
and could not afford to sell their bricks for
30S., so that this combine was stifling the
country industries. Mr. Rees was a country member. Although he (Mr. Aikman)
was not a country member, he took a great
interest in the country, and considered that
these big combines should not endeavour to
destroy the small men. The small brick
establishments should be allowed to work
their kilns at a profit.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Mr. Rees does
not support combines, but he supports private enterprise.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said that Mr.
Rees was going with the combine when he
was in favour of the Government not being
able to get bricks at a reasonable price.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-No.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he was
entirely with the Government. In Sydney
the brick establishments paid IS. a day
more in wages than was paid here. They
paid good dividends, and they charged only
305. a 1,000 for their bricks. In Sydney
the suburbs were dotted with good brick
buildings, and others were being erected in
All the bricklayers
hundreds at a time.
In Melbourne bricks
were well employed.
had to be cast out time after time and weatherboards substituted, because people could
not afford to pay the price asked for bricks.
That must have a detrimental effect on our
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suburban buildings.
If members could
help to prevent that sort of thing they
He
would be doing a great deal of good.
had arrived at the conclusion to support
the item wifh a certain amount of diffidence.
He was sorry to hear Mr. Miller
:say that the new railway station would be
a white elephant.
The Hon. J. l\L PRATT.-Many of us
say that.
The Hon. J. G. AIK?\{AN said that we
were greatly in need of this building, and
had been for many years.
If the Government were going to use their own bricks
for that station, the saving, it had been
stated would amount to only about £1,85 0 .
He u~de~stood from the Minister of Public
Instruction that bricks would be taken for
the building of State schools, and other
public buildings, and that in this way the
£9,600 would be wiped out.
Af!er
thatwasdone we would still have the machlllery, the land, and the b:ick-kilns. He had
no doubt that the comb me would soon buy
up this property, but he trusted that it
would not be the case.
The figures that
had been quoted to-night could not be refl!ted.
Although a large number of kilns
had been shut up, the combine paid divi'dends regularly.
He was sorry to hear it
suggested that the price of labour would
go down.
The price of labour was regulated by the Factories Act.
The wages
paid in the worst parts of our brick-kilns
were only about 7s. a day.
In some of the
very hot places 8s. was paid, but the ruling
wage was from 6s. to 7S.
These wages
were regulated by the Factories Act, and
could not be altered.
For any honorable
member to say that the Government would
have to sweat their employes to get the
bricks made at a lower price was to say
something he knew very little about. It
was only necessary to go to Svdney, where
a shilling a day more was paid in wages,
and where bricks were turned out at 30S.
a thousand giving good dividends.
The Ho~. R. B. REEs.-'Vhere did you
get that information?
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said he always went to the first source.
A leading
contractor told him that that was the price.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-You went to a
prejudiced source again.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN ~aid it was
not a prejudiced source. He did not crawl
in through th~ back way of any brickyard; he went to the fountain head.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-I got the price
as 35s.
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The Hon. ]. G. AIKMAN said the honorable member unfortunatel v had not been
living in Melbourne very long; he came
from a far-away part of the country j he
walked into the back yard, and, from his
appearance, was taken for a greenhorn. He
(Mr. Aikman) intended to support the Government in this matter, because thev had
fully made out their case.
If the· Bill
were passed at once, the work could be
gone on with, and the money invested
would not be lying idle.
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-That is the crux
of the position.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said the Government were going to make a very great
saving, and if the honorable member was
interested in bringing that about, he should
help the Government to pass the Bill.
The Hon. D. MEL VI LLE said he was
sorry that honorable members, in debating
a point like this, should not have put the
position fairly.
Sydney, that had some
of the finest buildings in the world, had
been quoted.
There were houses all round
th~ Bav there built of sandstone excavated
out of· the cliffs.
What was the use of
quoting Sydney?
It was well ,known that
Sydney was proud of the fact that its
buildings were not made of bricks like those
of Melbourne.
Bricks turned out in Svdney at 30S. could be made here at the same
price.
Hand-made bricks" ~which were
made all over this State, were sold at 30S.
Could anything be more convincing to a
man, who lent himself to conviction, than
the case at Yea?
In that case a butter
factory was built of bricks obtained in Melbourne. and the price paid for them was
35S. a thousand, in addition to which 22·S. a
th?usand h~d to be paid for railway freight.
DId not thIS show that it was a one-sided
affair? The Attorney-General charged these
companies with being a combine against the
public, apparently because the honorable
gentleman said that some years ago he was
able to buy bricks at 16s. or 18s. The Attorney-General went back to the period of
the boom, when bricks were a good deal
cheaper, and wh~n every one was crazy
about building. Did anyone believe the
statement that it was because of the price of
bricks that wooden houseS! were being
erected? Did anybody conceive that a
company of ordinary business men would
carryon their business in such! a way as to
encourage that kind of thing? The companies, in fixing the price, knew that unless it was a reasonable price they could
not get the trade they desired. It was well
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known that a great many people were of
opinion that it was better for them to build
wooden houses than brick houses, because
in brick houses there was a certain dampness, and there was a general idea that ·a
"'ooden house was a healthier house and a
prettier house.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-And wants
painting every three years.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he was
afraid some Governments wanted painting
every three years. He did not want to
be too severe, because he would not say
that if the Attorney-General had been Premier he would have entered upon the course
which had been taken upon this occasion.
'\\-That would that course lead! to eventually?
It could not be confined to bricks.
That
was perfectly clear. The Government were
acting like a combination of Jack the GiantKillers, and were destroying these companies. How? Simply by using money which
the companies contributed themselves. The
companies very truthfully said, "You are
taking our money, and you are not becoming
hrick-makers in the same w·ay as you are
locomotive-builders j but for some reason,
while you are to be the owners of the brickworks, all the business is to be done by
others." W as this fair towards the companies? The Government were taking their
money, which had been collected through
the income tax, and were using it to buy
land and employ men for the purpose of
crushing those companies out of existence.
It did not seem to him (Mr. Melville) that
this was the kind of thing he could vote for.
But suppose for a minute that what the Goyernment had in view was actually accomplished, and this alleged! combine was
destroyed, what would be the result? Apparenti y the inevitable result would be that
they would go b~ck to the old state of
affairs, when all the old brick-fields would
be competing with one another. He thought
that the matter was very fairly put in the
petition which he had presented from the
brick companies. As for any co-operative
company, with a capital of £9,600, supplying anything like an adequate number of
bricks for the use of the Government for
the next twelve months, the thing was too
absurd to contemplate.
He presumed,
however, that this was reall v not what was
meant, but that the Govern~ent was going
to provide a proper amount of capital,
s:ay £200,000, to begin with. Even then it
must be remembered that in connexion with
new brick-kilns some three or four
months would be required to test the temper
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of the kilns, and was the railway station to
remain unbuilt while this Jack the GiantKiller business was being initiated? Was
it not really more likely that the Government would: after all, have to go to the
places where the bricks were properly made
by experienced men, or else the railway
station would have to remain unmade. .,
The Hon. 1- M. DAVIEs.-That would
please you.
The Hon. D . MELVILLE said he did
not think it would now, because the Government had involved itself in the matter,
and money was being locked up for the purpose of building this station. He would
be entirelv with the Government if this
was a combine in the true sense of the word,
but he considered that it was nothing of
the kind. One ugly feature in the business
was that the Government had bee~ so
domineered by the Labour Party that today there were really no contractors, and especially railway contractors. Owing to the
action of the Government in taking on daymen at railway works, whereas the railways used to cost £1,500 a mile, contracts
could not be obtained now under £2,400
a mile.
Only a few years ago MaIlee
railways were built for £1,300 to £1,600
per mile, but to-day no estimates could be
obtained from the Railway Department
lower that £2,000 to £2,400 per mile.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-And yet the
wages paid to the men are exactlv the same.
The Hon. D . MELVILLE said he knew
that the wages on the proposed railways
were not exactly the same as they were two
or three years ago. At the time he alluded
to the average was 6s. per day per man.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-An average
of 7S. per day has been the ruling rate for
a number of years bv Acts of Parliament.
The Hon. b. l\IEL VILLE said the Attorney-General had hit the nail on the head.
By Acts of Parliament the Government had
come in and practically declared that the
railways should cost a certain amount of
money, and they had effected such a change.
that now there were really no contractors.
The Government, by superVision, by "spokeshaving" the sides of embankments, and
by the number of their inspectors and inspections, had practically prevented any
contractor from stepping into the field, and
therefore they w~re paying more for r·ailways by this system of Government Socialism than was paid before. The Government
were now, with proper forethought,
asking the House to embark on a new expedition, the end of which they could not
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see. He considered that these companies their way to offer a reasonable price, the
were not being fairly treated. What might sooner the bricks were obtained the sooner
be the companies' turn to-day might be the railway station would be built, and
some one else's to-morrmv. The companies he (Mr. McBryde) would certainly strongly
practically said in their petition that they recommend that course. With regard to this
had no objection to the Government making co-operative company, he had ·come to the·
their own bricks for their own purposes, conclusion that if once such a company were
but they did object to the GC?vernment ta~ started and became in a position to supply
ing the money of tKe compames, and pra~tI the millio.n bricks that were required by
cally putting it into the hands of men, WIth the Government, the company, ·when it had
regard to whom there was no proof that done that, could not possibly stop. Then
they had either means or skill behind them. who was going to buy the company's.
The petition of the companies wound up bricks? Who else but the public?
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-The Governby sayingYour petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that ment will require all the bricks they can
your honorable House will be pleased to withhold supply for some years.
their sanction to the grant of £9,600 for the purThe Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said that
pose of the erection of brickworks and the pur· as sure as possible this co-opera6ve comchase of land therefor.
pany could not stop. It must go on once
A more honest prayer, he considered, had it was in existence. In fact, he considered
never come before Parliament, and he it would be a most unjust thing to stop
hoped that, as a House of review, it when it was in full swing, because that
the Council would not, from the fear would mean turning a number of men out
of any unpleasantness, perpetrate what of employment. Then where was the matwould be a great wrong.
If this ter to end? He had heard one honorable
thing were to be done at all, let ~t come member say that the Government had a
before the House in a separate BIll, and fine plant, but so they had a ·.fine plant in
let the House know what limitations it connexion with the Maffra Sugarworks.
could be bounded by. Then he did not That was tried by the Government, and
know that they might not pass such a Bill, failed, and after they had spent a large
because it would still be experimental, but amount of money on) the project, they came
to pass a sum of money in this way might to Parliament for more. Parliament g(anted
:t:eally involve ten times this amount of ex- money with a lavish hand, and the result
penditure. He hoped the House would was failure. However, he would like very
listen to the prayer of the petitioners, and much to know whether it was not possible
disagree with this item.
yet to arrive at some arrangement in conThe Hon. D. E. McBRYDE observed nexion with this matter. He thought the
that, after listenipg to the discussion, he had proper business course would be to try whecome to the conclusion that this combine, if ther some sort of compromise could not be
it really existed, and the Premier had both effected. He would throw out the suggesgot their backs up. The Premier wanted _a tion to the Attorney-General as to whether
certain price, and the brickmakers wanted it was possible for that to be done.
another. The thought had occurred to
The Hon. A. McLELLAN remarked that
him, looking at the dispute from a business honorable members had heard a great deal
point of view, that this matter really ought about these brickyards not. being likely to
to have been settled long ago, and not to pay, but if that was so why should there
have come before Parliament at all. He be all this outcry about them? If these
doubted very much if it was yet too late brickworks were not going to pay; the comto come to some arrangement. It seemed panies did not need to worry about the
to him that a mistake had been made on matter. If the thing did not pay, the Goboth sides, as far as the Premier was con- vernment were not going to keep on manucerned, and as far as the brickmakers were facturing bricks at a loss. As a matter of
concerned. There were a large number of fact, the Government were not gCiling to
genuine working men out of employment, make bricks at all, as it was a co-operative
who wanted work with as little delay as company which it was intended should do
possible. Was it not possible for this so. He took it that a co-operative company
squabble between. he would not say the would have to work on exactly the same
Government, but the Premier and the brick- conditions, as far as wages were concerned,
makers, to be settled by some reasonable as did private companies. Statements were
compromise? If the companies could see being made that men were going to be
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thrown out of work because the bricks
were to be made cheaper; but if bricks
were going to be made cheaper, then, as had
been pointed out by one honorable member in interjection, the result would be that
so many more bricks would be used, that
not only would men not be thrown out of
work, but- that two or three times the pre.sent number would be engaged in brickmaking. In addition to that, surely it was
better to build brick houses than wooden
houses, and surely it was better to manufacture bricks, here and employ our own
citizens in doing so instead of giving employment to lumbermen in American or
Norwegian forests. It was well known that
bricks could be made by hand at 3os.
per thousand. Bricks could certainly be
made cheaper by these companies than by
hand, and if there was not a combine how
was it that the companies could not make
bricks cheapt'r than at 40s. per thousand?
The f.act was that these companies had been
paying the interest on brickva;rds that had
been closed up. 1\1r. Evans had already
pointed out that one company which had not
worked for the last six years had paid a
dividend of 6d. a share, ::md where hact
this come from? It came out of the profits
of the companies who were working, and, of
course, eventually it came out of the pockets
of the public. As regarded the information
which had been given by Mr. Rees to-night
about the machinerv, the honorable member
was altogether at' sea, because he (Mr.
McLellan) was told that some of the machinery that had been a.1read" bought by the
Government was the most modern in
Victoria.
Mr. Rees also spoke about
the labour combine. The honorable member said that there was a labour combine in
Victoria, and that he was against combines
always. One great difference, however, between this brick combine and the labour comhine was that the labour combine did not
include the whole of the men in Victoriaonly a very small percentage of them.
The Hon. R. B. REES.-The rest are too
,,·ise.
The Hon. A. McLELLAN said it would
he a different matter altogether if the labour
combine was of the same character as the
hrick combine-if the Government were
willing 10 p.ay wages to a,ll those labourers
who were out of work in the same wav as
the brick companies paid those brickyards
which were closed up. Honorable members
had heard also that these bricks could not be
turned out in time to be used in the Central
Station. He (Mr. McLellan), however, had

heard the Premier say, and he thought Mr.
Davidson also had said, that 150,000 bricks
per week could be turned out with the ma.chinery available, and this would be quite
fast enough for the requirements of the Government. MI. Melville had talked a good
deal about smashing up combines, but the
object of the Government was not to smash
up any combine,1 but only to get bricks at
If private enterprise
a reasonable price.
w.as so much better than Government ownership the companies would be able to compete quite easily with the Government brickkiln. Under these circumstances he (Mr.
McLellan) would ask honorable members to
allow this item to go through. As had already been pointed out there were numbers
of unemployed asking for work. In fact,
a meeting was held that day down town, and
a deputation sent up to interview honorable members and to urge that this
Bill should be passed in order th:a.t \vork
sh:ould be provided for the unemployed.
He understood that the Premier had
promised that work would be gone on with
as soon as possible after this Bill went
through.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE stated that
he had come there to-night with an entirely
open mind on this question, and had listened
to the debate with a great deal of interest,.
with a view to getting some information.
. He could not say that his mind was a great
deal clearer than it was at the start. There
appeared to have been a very large amount
of bluff in· the preliminary negotiations on
this question.
When honorable members
heard Mr. Rees, who had taken a great
deal of trouble to secure information, take
one side, and another authority like Mr.
Aikman directly contradict him, he wondered where poor mortals like himself came
in. He had had a little experience himself
of brickmaking by hand in the country, and
from that experience, and from discussions
at various times with brickmakers,' he had
always had the impression that the price
charged here was undoubtedly too high, and
that a combine did exist. A combine existed in regard to pipes, and collapsed. If
the Government were being squeezed in
any way, they had a perfect right to protect themselves or the taxpayers in getting
an article at a fair price.
At the same
time, looking at this matter on a cash basis,
and taking into consideration the sum that
would be necessary to purchase these bricks,
it would be seen that 5,000,000 bricks at
£2 a thousand meant only £10,000.
He
understood that the rail way station would
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only take about 3,000,000, but the amount
in this item alone was .£9,600, or practically the whole cost of the- bricks in one act.
He had to thank j\lr. Manifold for calling
his attention to the very small amount that
was really involved in this question. Certainly, it had had a good deal to do with
fixing his mind on the subject, and so had
the quest:on of time referred to by Mr.
Rees. If the rail \Va y station was to be
gone on with right away, as he understood,
this co-operative party had not started
operations. They had not the machinery
erected, nor the ground opened, nor the kiln
built. All this meant a considerable loss
of time, and what was· to be done during
that period?
The Attorney-General had
spoken about building the first story of
stone, but thi,s was not to be decided until
the alternative tenders were in. Even in
one district there -was a very considerable amount of variation in the
clay, and, as a rule, before the
particular treatment of any particular
clay was learnt, a very large amount of
loss was incurred. Accordin~ to Mr. Rees,
the Government rejected up to 50 per cent.
of the bricks turned out by private companies, and if they were going to be anything like as particular towards this cooperative company, the company would
very soon shut up shop. He did not think
this sum of £9,600 would mean the starting of a company that was going to supply
the Government with the satisfactory article
that they wanted right away. The Premier
had probably gone into this proposal in the
first place with an idea of bluffing the companies down to what was probably a fair
price for a fair article. That fair price
would be somewhere about 30S. a thousand,
which the Government could very well afford
to pay, and out of which the companies
could make a very good profit. The companies were not to be bluffed. They did
not think the Premier was going on, and
now the honorable gentleman was forced
into it. The question was whether Parliament was going to sanction the proposal or
not. Before he supported the Government
in this matter, he certainly would require a
little more information than he had vet
received.
J

The Committee divided on Mr. Melville's
motionAyes
Noes
Majority for the motion
Han. E. ,. Crooke.
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AVES.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Cain
Harwood
Little
Manifold
McBryd~
Melville

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Campbell
Davies
Evans
McDonald
McLellan

Mr. Miller
Mr. Pratt

Tellers:
Mr. Crooke
Mr. Rees
NOES.

Mr. Pitt
Mr. Sachse

Tellers:
Mr. Aikman
Mr. Payne
PAIR.

I

Dr. Embling

Mr. Stuart

The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that, as
the Acting Chairman (Mr. Balfour) wished
to propose a motion in thp. B Ollse on
another subject, he begged to moveThat progress be reported.

The motion to report progress was agreed
to, and progress was reported accordingly.
WATER
AND

ACTS CONSOLIDATION
AMENDMENT BILL.

ATTENDANCE OF THE HON.

The Hon.
moved-

J.

G.

SWINBURNE.

BALFOUR, by

leave~

That, pursuant to the provisions of section 9
of the Constitution Act 1903, the Legislative
Council request that the Honorable George
Swinburne, Minister of Water Supply, will
be so good as to attend in the Council Chamber
on Tuesday next, for the purpose of explaining
the provisions of the Bill entitled an Act to consolidate and amend the laws relating to the conservation and supply of water, to declare the law
relating to certain rights in natural waters, the
property in the beds and banks containing the
same, and for other purposes.

He said he thought it very important that
the House should pass this motion. The
privilege of a Minister explaining his own
Bill in either Chamber, with the consent
of that Chamber, had been added to the
Constitution in a late' amendment. If any
occasion could occur when it was desirable that this provision should be used,
it was this one.
On Tuesday next the
second reading was to be moved in this.House of a Bill containing no fewer than
377 clauses. It was a Bill of a very
technical nature, of which Mr. Swinburne
was thoroughly seised, and which it was
exceedingly difficult for any other Minister
thoroughly to master jn the time since it
had passed the other House, with the other
matters he had in hand. If any man
could master it in that time it would be
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the Attorney-General. At the same time it
would be putting too much upon the Attorney-General to ask him, in the short time
now at his disposal, thoroughly to explain
and make clear to this House the provisions
of the Bill. It was one of the very great
advantages that the House had obtained
in the amendment of the Constitution that
a :Minister, who thoroughly knew a Bill,
and had gone through it in another place,
was permitted to enter this Chamber and
explain it, and answer any question put
to him.
The Hon. W. J . EVAN S seconded the
motion.
The Hon. W. CAIN remarked that he
thoroughly approved of Mr. Balfour's motion. It was absolutely necessary that the
Minister should explain the clauses of this
Bill to the House, and even then he
doubted very much if the honorable gentleman would be able to make many of them
plain to honorable members. .He would
like to go a little further, and ask if the
Minister would be subject to being questioned for explanations. He could quite
understand the Minister explaining clause
by clause in his speech as he went along,
but the impression made on the minds of
many members would be lost. If the
Minister was asked, when a certain clause
came up, what it really did mean, he
might be able to make it very much
clearer. Did Mr. Balfour intend that the
Minister should be subject to be examined
or questioned?
The Hon. J. BALFOUR said he considered that the Minister, if he came to
this House, would appear on the second
reading of the Bill. He would explain
the measure in a second-reading speech,
and woiIld be permitted, like any other
Minister, by leave of the House, to make
any further explanation th3.t might be·
asked of him, but not to undergo crossexamination. That was the mistake made
previously when a Minister was asked to
at.tend in this Chamber. That was in
Committee. He thought it should not be
in Committee. It was far better that the
Minister should explain the Bill on the
second reading, just as any other Minister
would, but be permitted, by leave of t.he
House, to make a further explanation, if
such was necessary.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR movedThat a message be sent to the Legislative Assembly conveying the foregoing resolution.

The motion was agreed to.

and Amendment Hal.

SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
The House again went into Committee
for the consideration of this Bill-the Hon.
J. Balfour in the chair.
Discussion took place on postponed item
55, which was as follows:For motor omnibuses and stable and other accommodation therefor, £11,000.

The Hon. W. CAIN stated that, as one
of the representatives of the city of Melbourne, which was very much interested
in the traffic of the streets, he had been
requested to submit the views on this subject of the municipalities that comprised
the Tramways Trust. He understood that
there was a Bill before another place at
present called the Victorian Railways
Motor Bill. It was most desirable that,
before such an amount as this was
passed for the purchase of motors to run
through the streets, the Council should
know what was intendedl in that Bill. It
was putting the cart before the horse to
vote this money and then consider the Bill.
There might be clauses in the Bill to
which the Council could take no exception
at all. It might be, on the whole, a Bill
of great advantage to some parts of the·
country, but it was out of place to pass
the money before the Bill came up. If
the Council took this leap in the dark, it
would mean that motor omnibuses, as he
understood from the Bill, were to run
through the streets in competition with carriers and cab-drivers, and certainly in competition with the trams. The Biil would,
therefore, interfere with the tramways,
which would, in a few years, become the
very valuable property of the municipalities interested in the Tramwa vs Trust.
The Bill might come up in such" a form as
to be acceptable to the House, and of benefit to the pUblic, hut until the Bill did
come up this item should be postponed. He
therefore begged to move-·
That it be a suggestion to the Legislative Assembly that they make the following amendment
in the schedule to this Bill :-Omit item 55 " for
motor omnibuses and stable and other accommodation therefor, £II,OOO."

The Hon. J. M. PRATT .stated that he
would support Mr. Cain's motion, because
he was not at all satisfied whether it was
going to be a good thing to fun these mOlor
omnibuses.
Honorable members had no
particulars whatever except what they got
through the press as to their cost and annual
maintenance. He saw in the Age yesterday that these so-called motor omnibuses
would run ll1to £400 a year for supplying
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new tires and for other necessary maintenance.
He did not approve of a bald
item like this, put forward simply on the
:SUPPosItIOn that these motor omnibuses
would be a great success.
He was not
going into the question of the distrj~ts that
were going to be supplied, but members
·should have some information as to the
cost and annual maintenance of the vehicJes~
.and what was expected in revenue, and
where they were going to be employed. So
far honorable members had not the slightest
information on those points.
He would
prefer to wait for the Bill, which would
.give the informat.ion, and thp.n the subject
<could be debated on proper lines.
The Hon. E. MILLER observed that he
agreed that members should wait to see
what the Bill consisted of.
There was
.great opposition to these omnibuses by the
various municipalities.
He had been interviewed by many of them.
The Committee were now asked to vote £II,OOO
in this item, but honorable members did
not know where the buses were going to
run, or what they would compete with, and
it was a great question, as Mr. Pratt said,
whether they would be at all suitable. They
had not been introduced in this part of the
world to any great extent.
As the AttorIIp.y-General had not made any remark, he
presumed that the honorable gentleman was
in favour of referring the item back to
another place for the present.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIE S stated that he
had not made any remark, because he could
not possibly anticipate what objections could
be made to this item.
I t seemed extraordinary that honorable members practi<cally wanted to find out whether a thing
would pay without trial.
This was only
'a small amount.
He thought each bus
<cost about £1,000, so that there could not
be many bought with this £11,000. Until
they nad been tried, it was impossible to
tell, with any positiveness, whether they
'Would pay in such a way as to m1:ke it
desirable to have more of them or not.
These buses would not, as a matter of
course, run alongside a tram.
The Hon. E. MILLER.-Why not?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Because h~
thought it would be a foolish thing to do.
They would not be run even between the
electric railway that had been passed by
Parliament and the St. Kilda station. He
was not in a position to say exactly where
they would be run, but it was quite possible that one might be run along Williamsroad from Dandenong-road to the Hawksburn station, and another might even be in
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Mr. 1\1iller's proVInce somewhere in Kew,
along the Cotham-road and round the Glenferrie station.
Those two routes would
probably use up all the buses that would
be available for ~ome time.
He thought
there were six available. He believed there
was a strike in England that prevented the
order for the remainder from being carried
out.
Those six were actually in Victoria.
now, partly imported and partly set up in
So far as he
the railway workshops.
l-.ad been able to ascertain, the cost of running would be not more than, but probably
close up to, one shilling per mile.
This
cost of running would include the interest
on the price, wear and tear,. supply of new
tires, and everything, and the question to
be solved was whether the traffic on the
particular lines on which they were put
would be ~ufficit:nt to pay that shilling a
They were intended
mile and a profit.
for the convenience of passengers to take
them to the railway stations. It was all
very well to say that they would come into
competition with cabs and other buses, but
every honorable member must know that
one could traveJ in a tram or one of these
buses at about one-tenth of the price that
had to be paid for a cab.
When he went
home late at night he took a cab from the
Caulfield station.
He had to pay half-acrown for thaI distance from the Caulfield
If a bus ran there
station to his house.
-of course it would not pay to run onehe would pay 'about 2d. These buses were
intended for the benefit of the public, and
they would have to be tested to see how
far they would be profitable.
If they
'were not profitable the Railways Commissioners would not go in for an extension of
the supply.
If they were profitable. it
might possibly be desirable in the future
for the different municipalities to take over
Thev could buy
the service themselves.
the buses from the Railways C~mmissione;s
outright, or on terms by paying a rental
and sinking fund.
It had been thought
desira.ble to try, as an experimerit, what the
value and effect of these motor buses would
be.
He could not see that the experiment
cut in any way into existing rights.
All
the municipalities seemed to be in a state
of alarm because some ten or eleven buses
were to be placed somewhere in the wholp.
metropolitan area.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-Do not the
municipafities derive some benefit from the
buses running at present?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said the
municipalities, if they got rates or 1icencefees from these buses might get about
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a year in the whole metropolitan district to divide among them.
It was absurd to talk about their cutting up the roads
and paying nothing to the municipalities for
their maintenance.
That 'would be the
whole amount of the loss to the municipalities in that respect. He thought honorable'
members might pass this item. The Chamber
had decided on a suggestion in connexion
with one item, and there was no principle
involved in this which should cause honorable members to say that. they coul d not
possibl y pass it. The item was merely for
tryi'ng an experiment, and one which he
thought was well worth tr.)'ins-. Some honorable members had' seen and had ridden
in one of these motor omnibuses, and he
thought that all honorable. members who did
so were well satisfied.
, The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD expressed
the opinion that the remarks of the AttornevGeneral were a very strong argument in'
favour of carrying the motion with regard to the suggestion. What he (Mr. Harwood) and other honorable members wanted
was all the details in connexion with these
omnibuses. Honorable members were told
that there was a Bill before the other House
at the present time dealing with this matter.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-Thati would
not tell vou anything about what they cost.
The Hon. T. C. HAR"TOOD said that it
might tell them somewhere about where they
would run.
The Hon. J. l\J. DAVIES.-No.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
1t should do that, and if the Bill
"-as deficient in that information, that
,,-ould be a good reason why
the
Bill should be r,ejected in this Chamber.
Honorable members should know
all about the matter. Did the Government
contemplate running these omnibuses in opposition to the tramways? The Tramway
Company were encouraged to extend their
lines, and they had certa:in privileges under
Act of Parliament. If it was intended now
to encroach upon these privileges without
indemnity or compensation, that was a matter of which the Chamber should be informed before passing money in oonnexi'on
with this project. The object ,,-hich he (Mr.
Harwood) and other honorable members had
in postponing the other item held good in
this case also. As far as running motor
omnibuses was concelned, so long as proper
rQutes were selected, so as not to do i'njury
to existing interests, j't would be a proper
thing to do. He had had the pleasure of
riding on a motor omnibus at Hobart, and
£10
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he considered it an improvement on the t\\'ohorse omnibus j and no doubt the motor omnibuses would be appreciated in certain districts in Melbourne. But honorable members,
wanted to know all about the matter. Thev
wanted to know what it was proposed shoul~I.
be done and what the cost of the whole
thing was to be. That information honorable members did not get in this item, and
they were asked to pass this lump sum in
reference to omnibuses and stable acoommodatio~ without rea:lly knowing what they
were domg.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES observed that
the honorable member was told in the item
what the whole cost would be. When Parliament was asked to vote £ I l ,000, that
was the total cost. These omnibuses cost
about £1,000 apiece. As to routes, it was
not like making a railway. If these omnibuses went along Hawthorn and down the
Glenferrie-road to Kew, and it was found
they did not pay, while there was another
route on which they would pay, they could
be removed at a week's notice. Surely
no honorable member would say that if these
omnibuses were provided as feeders for the
railways an Act of Parli'ament should say
what route they should run on?
The Hon. T. C. HAR\vooD.-They should
not run in competition with the existing
trams.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that he
would be prepared to argue that, and it
could be argued in connexion with the next
item, in regard to the electric railway from
St. Kilda station to the Village Belle Hotel.
He w.as prepared to argue that the trams
had no monopoly whatever as against the
Government. The municipalities claimed
that. the Government had no monopol y
against them. There was a tramway projected out at Essendon, which he (Mr.
Davies) opposed personally for a long time,
on the ground that it would compete with
the Government railways. It was claimed,.
however, that the Government had no 1ll10nopoly against the municipalities, ~nd that if
the municipruliti'es came to a certain resolution with reg,a:rd to the tramwav. they were
entitled, if they chose, to run the tramway
alongside of the railway. When permission
was given to the Tramways Trust to
run trams along certain lines, it was
said that the tramways were to have
This, however, was a
a monopoly.
question of running omnibuses along
certain streets as feeders to the railways, and as a convenience to the public.
If tramways were there, the public would
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go by the tramways. These omnibuses were
for use in places where there were no tramways. They mirrht at some place take in a
part of the route along which tramways ran,
There might, for instance, be tram lines from
north to south running into the city. The
omnibuses might run from east to west, and
might divert people to the nearest railway
station. But were people to be inconvenienced by being compell~d to go into town
by the trams if they could go more quickl y
by train when omnibuses were provided as
feeders for the railways? Except in this
respect there would be no running of the
omnibuses parallel with the trams along the
same routes. The whole thing was an exneriment, and the honorable member wanted
to know how the experiment would turn out
l;efore it was tried.
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-Ko j I want
to see the possibilities of it.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that delay of this item meant delay of the Bill,
because all these questions would be fought
out pretty keenly before they were disposed of, ,and that meant hanging up the
E'xpenditure of all the money provided for
in the Dill until these questions were decided.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE remarked that
he would cast his vote at once in favour of
1'his item but for it having been stated that
a Rill was coming up.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-It only deals
with the regulation of such things as
speed.
The Hon. D . MELVILLE said that if
there was a Bill in relation to these matters, and the Bill was to come up the next
day, he did not see that there would be any
loss of time in postponing this item.
The Han. J. M. DAVIEs.-We may not
get the Bill for another fortnight.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that as
a Bill was coming up, he wanted to take the
two things together.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-I understand
that the Bill relates to motors generallynot to these motor omnibuses, but to all
motor cars.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that
the honorable gentleman informed the Cham.
ber that there was a Bill in. connexion with
these motors.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES. - That was
stated bv Mr. Harwood.
The 'Hon. D. MELVILLE said that
if there was .a Bill relating to this amount,
the Bill and this item oU2:ht to come together.
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The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-It is not relating to this amount.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE stated that
'he understood these motor omnibuses were
being got simply for the purpose of serving
the public convenience. They were not to
run in opposition to the trams, but for the
public convenience in connexion with the
trains.
He intended to support the Government. The omnibuses would provide a clean
and nice means of travelling in places where
it was impossible to get other conveniences
for that purpose. He knew of several places
where they would no doubt pay remarkably
well.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL.-.:We can no
with a few at Brighton.
The Hon. E. MILLER remarked that
the Attorney-General had stated, he
understood, that the omnibuses had been
already obtained.
The Hon. J. :M. DAvIEs.-There are
only six in the 'State at present. The others
were ordered, but have been delayed.
The Hon. E. MILLER said that a sum
of £5,000 was being asked for a stable
and other accommodation for the omnibuses.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL.-You would
not ha.e them left out in the open air.
The Hon. E. MILLER said that he
would not spend £5,000 in putting up
buildings to accommodate the omnibuses.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD observed
that he was thoroughly in accord with the
Government. These omnibuses would not
be run by the Government, as was the case
in connexion with the brickworks, but by
the Railways Commissioners. The Railways
Commissioners had been put in office and
made perfectly independent of political control, and their instructions were . to
make the railways pay.
The Railways
Commissioners were at liberty to take any
steps they thought fit to accomplish that,
and this was one of -the steps they proposed
to take for that purpose. It was not a case
of interfering with vested rights. There
was no communistic principle involved in
this. It was merely a matter of making
the railways pay. Every year Parliament
had the same kind of votes in connexion
with the railway rolling-stock, and honorable members did not inquire for all these
details in regard to engines, carriages, and
true-ks. Honorable members knew that the
Railwavs Commissioners were business men.
They asked for a certain sum of money; and
were honorable members going to give it
to them? He did not think that the Chamber was justified in asking for further
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details than those which had been provided House, and if it was a good and just Pill,
from such men as the Railwa.vs Commis- the House would approve of it. If it was
sioners.
not a just Bill, honorable members had the
The Hon. W. CAIN remarked that the right to oppose it, and to see that no inAttorney-General had referred to the ques- justice was done to any person, and tha~
tion of the cost of working these omnibuses. Government money was not squandered.
He (Mr. Cain) had not raised the question
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
whether they would payor not. He pre- honorable members knew very well that this
sumed' that before the omnibuses were money had been spent by the railway
ordered the Railways Commissioners had authorities.
made themselves acquainted with the cost of
The Hon. W. CAIN.-I did not.
working them. But there was a Bill before
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES sain that he
Parliament-in fact, there were two Bills- tol d the honorable member that six of the
in relation to motors. One was the Motor' omnibuses were within the State, and that
Cars Bill, to regulate ordinary cars, and the remainder were being ordered. If there
the other the Victorian Railways 'Motor Bill, were provisions in the other Bill to which
which, ,as he read it, took away rights from the House objected, honorable members
the city in dealing with hackney carriage could alter them as much as thev liked.
licences. The railway motors were not to If powers were taken from the mu~icipali
be licensed, nor were the drivers to be ties bv these Bills, the House could alter
licensed. Ordinary omnibuses had! to be the Bills.
,But to suspend this Surplus
licensed, and they had to take specified Revenue Bill until the other Bills were
routes. That was the point of view from dealt with, which might not be f.or another
which the municipalities looked at this mat- six weeks, would be an act of folly.
ter. The municipalities were being quite
The Hon. W. J. EVANS observed that
ignored. He had not raised the question honorable members were not going 1:0 t:1 ke
whether the motor omnibuses were going to up the position that now that these om~l icompete with the tramways.
buses were ordered they were not to be used.
The Hon. J. 1"1. DAVIEs.-That is the The Bill about which there had been so
only objection.
much discussion was not yet bef0re the
The Hon. W. CAIN said that he was
House.
not answerable for that. He would admit
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-It ought to be.
that the motor omnibuses would meet a great
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that th~
want in the country, and they were already
in use in other countries, particularly in biggest portion of this item, he understood,
England and France, in connecting railway had been spent, and consequently the money
stations with villages. But in the city, would have to be paid, whether the item
which was served by trams, he did not was postponed or not. '
The Hon. J. l\L PRATT.-It is rather
think it likely that they would be so much
ridiculous
to spend the money, and then
1\'anted.
•
The Hon. W. PITT .-Some portions of come here, and ask us to pass this item.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said that this
the city are not served by tramways.
The Hon. W. CAIN said that honorable item was not of a different kind from other
items which had been dealt with in that
me~bers practically knew nothing of what
way.
The money 'had all been spent. He
was intended, and were being asked to vote
blindly. It was a case of playing blind thought that Mr. Harwood had let out the
hockey. The Bill which l:ad been referred whole matter when he said that it was a
to would, he understood, come up the next question of. the omnibuses coming into comday. Clauses might be put in that Bill petition with the tramways. He (Mr.
about which honorable members now knew Evans) did not think that that question was
nothing. There were clauses already in the at issue. The omnibuses had been ordered,
Bill which might be amended, and certain and would have to be paid for. Surely, as
new clauses might be put in to improve the business men, who had spoken so much
measure. Had the Council com.e to this about the railways being -run on business
position, that it was to vote money when ~t principles, honorable members would not
Bill to deal with the matter in c011 nexion object to thes,~ omnibuses being put into
with the monev was within a stone's throw? work as soon as possible.
The Hon. W. PITT stated that this matHc.norable members should have some regard for the dignity and t'onour of this ter in connexion with the omnibuses was
House. Let the measure ccme lJerore 'the entirely in the hands of the Railways
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Commissioners. There had been an agitation
to extend the suburban services out further.
The outer circle line had been' closed in
,certain parts, and Mr. Tait stated that before the suburban railways were extended,
11e would have to find out whether the syst::m would pay, and it was on Mr. Tait's re,commendation that a few motor omnibuses
were being got with the object of trying
out 1ying districts.
The Government were
,desirous of assisting the Railways Commissioners as much as possible, and had put
un this sum of money in order to get omni'buses to run in the outer districts.
The
,omnibuses would be put on lines where they
would probably pay. If they did not pay
there they would be shifted to other lines.
The item was a small one. If it had not
l)een for a strike in England the Railways
Commissioners, who were importing the
parts, would have had the whole of the
<omnibuses put together at the Newport
workshops by now. He believed that there
were six omnibuses ready for service next
mlOnth.
The Hon. W. CAIN.-It is news to me
that the omnibuses are paid for, and that
makes it worse.
The Han. E. MILLER stated that he
was sure there was no intention vf interfering with the rights of the municipalities.
The Hon. W. PITT.-None whatever.
The Hon. E. MILLER said that this
was merely experimental for the time being.
The Hon. W. PITT.-Merely experimental.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN expressed the
'0pinilOn that' the Government should not
take up the position they had, in spending
this money and then asking the Hvuse to
,"ote for it, and also saying that the whole
'amount dealt with in the Surplus Revenue
Bill would\ 'be held up unless this item was
passed. The Attorney-General ):lad stated
that he had been against the Essendon
tramway.
He (Mr. Aikman), knew that
the honorable gentleman was, and so were
the Railways Gommissioners, and they
fought the matter, not in the public interest.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-In the public
interest.
The Hon. J. G. AIKMAN said they
fought in an underhand way. The tram'way at Essendon was to go miles away from
:the railway line.
Surely an amount of
~.,l II, 000 might be left over until the other
Bill, which had been referred to, came up,
~lnd the two matters could then be dealt
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with together. Honorable members had no
power uver the Railways Commissioners,
and how did they know that the Commiss:oners would not run these omnibuses
against the Essendon tramway? Honorable
members were being asked to take the whole
thing blindfolded. He thought the AttorneyGeneral was asking tou much. In his (Mr.
Aikman's) opinion, Mr. Cain had made out
a reasonable case, and this item should be
struck out until the Bill ,had been dealt
with. The lines on which the omnibuses
were to run could then be specified. The
Attorney-General had stated that the whole
question was as to the routes aLong which
the vmnibuses were to run. That was not
tqe question. The Commissioners might get
other cars, and run them in competition with the tramways, which would belong to the municipalities in a few years,
and practically run the tramways off. It
would then be said that honorable members
would have no right to complain. As one
who had supported the Government through
thick and thin in the best interests of the
country, he would urge the Attorney-General to leave out this item until the Bill
which was coming, up was dealt with.
The motion to suggest the omission of
the item was negatived, and the item was
agreed to.
On item 56,
Towards electric railway, St. Kilda station to
Village Belle Hotel, £8,000,

The Han.

J.

M. PRATT moved-

That it be a suggestion to the Legislative Assembly that they make the following amendment
in the schedule :-" Omit item 56, 'Towards
electric railway, St. Kilda station to Village Belle
Hotel, £8,000.' "

He said that his main reason for moving
this was that on reference to the Orders of
the Day in another place he found that a
Bill called the St. Kildci Electric Railway
Construction Bill was down for its second
reading. Honorable members had no right
to pass this item when they knew that there
was a Bill coming before them, which he
hoped would give more information than
was contained in the one line of the
schedule they now had before them.
He
took the point that it was contrary to the
conditions upon which the Melbourne Tramways Trust held their rights that this item
should be passed. In the petition from the
Tramwavs Trust, which ,vas presented to
the House, it was stated that on the 3rd
November, 1883, Parliament passed Act
786, section 51 of which was as follows : Tramways may be constructed in any municipal district, including the Town of Geelong,
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except the municipal districts of Fitzr.oy, Collingwood, Prahran, Richmond, South Melbourne,
Hotham, St. Kilda, Brunswick, Kew, Hawthorn,
and Sandridge when authorized as provided in
the second schedule, and all the regulations in
such schedule shall take effect as if contained in
this Act.

That was a distinct ,provision that where
·tr.e tramways ran no other tramways were to
be constructed. It was, of course, a legal
point, upon which he was not able to argue
effectively. That provision was passed in
order to protect the Tramway Company in
connexion with the expenditure of the large
sum of £1,600,000 in the construction of
the tramways, so that the tramways would
have the rig,ht of the road and be secure in
the revenue to be derived from the trams.
I t might be said that the proposal in this
item was only for a small mileage, from
the St. Kilda railway station to the Village
Belle Hotel, but he held that the electric
tramway or railway had no right there at
all. I t was the thin end of the wedge j
and in the end an electric tramway line
might run alongside the tramway line towards Melbourne. He had already pointed
out tD the House the honorable way in
which the Tramways Trust and the Tramway Company had carried out theit obligations, which they undertook on the terms
contained in the' section of the Act he had
just read, which had been passed to protect them in connexion with the expenditure
of the money which had been borrowed in
England and spent out here. In eleven
years time the magnificent property .of the
tramways would fall into the hands of the
twelve municipalities he had named.
A
sum of over £125,000 a year was being set
aside with that object. The Tramway Company was also paying £50,000 or £60,000
a year in dividends, and £9,000 or
£10,000 in rates, and £6,000 or £7,000
in licence-fees. From the time the municipalities took possession of this magnificent property, they would have that money
coming to them as clear revenue. The
whole of that £160,000 would come to
the municipalities, and all that they would
have to do would be to maintain the lines
and to pay the usual cost of the rollingstock. He did not think that honorable
members or tlie community understood the
magnificent position the municipalities
would be in in connexion with the Tramways Trust. The Premier had started the
idea that the work here proposed should be
constructed in order to compete with the
tramwavs. It would be very wron !!,. however, t~ break through an Act of Parliament.
Honorable members could not
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get away from the language .of the statute~
Some people thought highly of motor cars,.
thinking that it was a splendid thing to ride
in them; but he thought it would be found
that the general public, and especially the·
ladies, would prefer to travel in the trams,
which afforded more comfort, convenience,.
and cleanliness. The Tramway Company,
with its superior. management and knowledge of its particular business, would always be master of the road. It was utterly wrong for the Government to try by
a side-wind to circumvent the Tramway
Company with a proceeding which might also>
be calculated to affect the security on which
the money for the construction of tramways
was borrowed. It was the duty of Parliament to adhere to the Acts which they had
passed, under which the money had been
borrowed and expended, even although the
company was only a tenant of the trust
formed by the municipalities. Both the
company and the trust should be protected
until the project of the tramways was
brought to a successful termination and
passed over to the control of the municipalities.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that the
claim made on behalf of 'the Tramway
Company for the monopoly was based on a
very flabby foundation. I t w~s said that
the company had expended money by virtue of an Acf of Parliament. He thought,.
however, that the company asked Parliament for the Act-asked Parliament for
authority, which Parliament granted. But
in that Act there was not one ",·ord giving
the Tramway Company any monopoly
whatever. All that the Act gave them was
authority to construct tramways and run
trams. That was all that they asked for,
and all that they got.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-Have they no
right to their own track?
The Hon. J. Iv1. DAVIES said that the
company, of course, had a right to run
trams on their own track, but they had not
an exclusive right to do so. They received
in the first instance a private Act, and then
they got that Act amended and extended
to permit the construction of more tramways. Then he thought the Tramways
Trust was formed, and a general Tramways Act followed giving power to all municipalities in the State, with the exceptionof certain municipalities named, to construct tramways. Because power was not
given to certain municipalities to construct
tramways, the Tramway C01:npany seemed
to say that they had received a monopoly.
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The section they relied upon was section 51
of the Local Government Act 1874, Ko.
786, which read as follows:Tramways may be constructed in any municipal
district, including the town of Geelong, except
the municipal districts of Fitzroy, Collingwood,
Prahran, Richmond, South Melbourne, Hotham,
St. Kilda, Brunswick, Kew, Hawthorn, and Sandridge, when authorized as provided in the second
schedule, and all the regulations in such schedule
shall take effect as if contained in this Act.

1\1r. Pratt had argued that that clause gave
the Tramway Company a monopoly, but
the exceptions made in the clause were inserted, he supposed, because Parliament
did not want the municipalities named to
spend the rat epa yers' money in particular
\vorks, and these insertions were not
for the purpose of giving the Tram\Va y Company a monopoly. It might otherwise be argued that if Parliament did not
give any municipality the power to construct a tramway, the Tramway Company
were given a monopoly throughout the whole
State.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-That is not
contended.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that
the argument had been that because P arliament gave A power to do something, and
did not give B power to do something,
therefore the Tramway Company had a
monopoly as against B. It was also contended that the Tramway Company, having borrO\yed money for certain lines, and
a particular li'ne of a short length was proposed to be constructed, apart from their
system, that the company would, therefore,
not be able to pay its creditors. That was
an argument which should not obtain. He
had a plan of the proposed new line, and
if honorable members would look at it they
would see marked thereon the line of tramway from Brighton authorized by the last
Act of Parliament, where it started from
and where it ended at the existing tramway line. It would then be seen that if the
line was allowed to end there, passengers
would have to get on to the tram, and go
all round the Esplanade, before getting
to the St.' Kilda railwav station. The
proposed extension of the electric line
would make the distance from the Village
Belle Hotel to the railway station about
half what it would be by the tram along
the Esplanade. It was prop:Jsed now that
t.he electric line should be extended along
Barkly-street and along Grey-street, through
a part of the municipality not served by
the tram\vay, and covering a route which
would benefit a lot of people resident mid-
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way bet","een the two tram lines. He had
from the Chairman of the Railways Commissioners the following memo. on the subject : In view ot the fact that Parliament has authorized the building of ap electric railway from
the Village Belle Hotel, at the corner of Acland
and Mitford streets, at St. Kilda, to Grosvenorstreet, in Brighton, and has sanctioned the expenditure required therefor, and that the materials and equipment for this line have been
contracted for, and the Board of Land and ';Yorks
has commenced the work of constructIon, the
Commissioners strongly recommend that an extension of this electric railway to the St. Kilda
railway station be authorized, and the necessary
expenditure be sanctioned by Parliament during
its present session, and that the work of construction be put in hand as soon as the necessary funds can be made available.
The Commissioners are of opinion that the
llne between the Village Belle Hotel and Grosvenor-street will bring very little, if any, additional traffic or revenue to the existing suburban
railway system unless the extension above recommended be provided.
The line between the
Village Belle Hotel and Grosvenor-street will
serve a district now tributary to the Brighton
railway line, and will undoubtedly to some extent take traffic away from that line. The tendency of passengers travelling by the electric
line as far as the Village Belle Hotel and transferring there to the cable tramway will be to
continue on the tramway to the city, espec~ally
in view of the fact that the trams are not run
so as to closelv connect with the trains on the
5t. Kilda railway, ',and that itwo changes of
cars will be involved in the case of passengers
from the electric line travelling by the tramway
to St. Kilda station, and from there by trainone at the Village Belle Hotel, and one at the
St. Kilda railway station.
,
By extending the electric line to the St. Kilda
Railway Station only one change of cars will
be required, namely, at the railway station, and
that will be made comfortably.-under coverand with very little loss of time, because arrangements will be made for the electric cars to terminate immediately alongside the station, and
timed so as to connect closely with the trains
on th~ St. Kilda railway. M()reover, the arrangements for tickets would be more convenient
for passengers than if the Tramway Company
controlled the short link between the electric
line and the railway line.
The Commissioners are, therefore, confident
that if the existing suburban railway station is
to derive any be'1efit from-indeed, if it is not
to sustain a loss by reason of-the electric line
between the Village Belle Hotel and Grosvenorstreet, Brighton, it is essential that the electric
line be extended to the St. Kilcla Railway Station. They feel assured that the" results of working of this electric line will be much more satisfactory if it be extended to the railway station
than if it terminate at the Village Belle Hotel,
and this is a matter of some importance to the
municipalities of St. Kilda and Brighton, who
have guaranteed the interest on the cost of construction.
The 'terr~tory now served by the TramwUjY
Company in St. Kilda was, prior to 1889, exclusively tributary to the St. Kilda railway, but
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in 1888 the tram lines were extended to St.
Kilda, with a disastrous effect on the railway revenue, as will be seen from the following extract from a report made by the Standing Committee on Railways : -

Then followed particulars as to the competition of cable tramways as against railways, and the memorandum continuedThe construction of the St. Kilda and Brighton
electric railway through from the St. Kilda station is not an invJ.sion of territory developed
by the Tnunway Company, but an endeavour to
recover part of the traffic which that company
captured by an invasion in 1888 of area which
up .to that time had been exclusively railway
terntory.
The provision of a through electric service to
and from the St. Kilda railway (timed to connect closely with the steam trains), alona Gray,
Barclay, and Mitford streets, and thenc~ across
the Elwood Reserve, and along Ormond-street
and the Brighton-road, will undoubtedly prove
a great convenience to the public.

The present POSltlOl1 was this: The
State had decided to construct an electric
tramway. That tramway, as It had been
proposed, would be a feeder to the cable
tramways. The Tramway Company would
reap the benefit. of its construction. The
Rail W:l)'s Commissioners objected, and said
it sh?uld be tak~n to the St. Kilda Railway
StatIOn, so that It would then be a feeder of
the railways. He understood that in time
the whole of this Brighton line would be
electrified right into Melbourne, and that a
Bill would be brought in to make the gauge
the same right through. It had been said
that there had been some agreement betWtel
the Tramway Company and the Premier
with reference to the line ending at the
Village Belle Hotel. An inquiry was m2.de
'by the Premier as to what terms the company would gi've for the conveyance of passengers from the Village Belle Hotel to the
railway station. The answer received froTTI
Mr. \V. G. Sprigg, the secretary of i he
company, was dated August 16, 1905, and
was as follows:In reply to your inquiry of yesterday, I am
instructed to state that this comp:1Jly will be prepared to accept coupon tickets of a form to be
arranged upon its line between the Village Belle
Hotel and the St. Kilda Railway Station from
passengers to or from the proposed electric line
between tile Village Belle and North-road. Such
ticket to be redeem:tble weekly by the Railway
Department at 1d. each.

Now, that document was put forward as a
contract between the company and the
State. At all events, it was said that it
would be a breach of contract not to ir0 Oil
with that arrangement. But it was only "question which had been asked, and - an
ans wer given.,
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The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-I do not sav
that it was a contract, but I do say th;t
it represents what was in the mind of the
Premier in reference to the matter.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that jt
was the Premier's intention originally that
the line passed last year should end at the
Village Belle Hotel, but the Railways Commissioners strongly urged that it should not
stop there, and that a line should not be
constructE.d to feed the cable trams instead
of the railways. There was a recommendation by the Railways Standing Committee
in 1903 that a line should be constructed
He
along the very route now proposed.
trusted the Committee would see its way
to pass the item.
The Hon. W. CAIN remarked that he
was very reluctant to speak on this matter,
as he was a director of the Tramway Company, and had been a director of that company ever since it existed. He desired
however to make a little explanation. The
Attorney-General had laid great strain upon
the fact that the company obtai:'led r!0
monopoly under their Act. The facts were
that the company went before Parliament
seeking an Act for the construction of tramways, and before they went very far with
the matter the muriiCipalities joined in, and
a Bill went through Parliament with the understanding that the municipalities were
forming a trust to take over the project.
After the Act was' passed it w,as found that
there was a weakness in it with regard to
borrowing money, and an Amending ,Bill was
brought in, and without that amendment
there would have been difficulty in getting
the money necessary. The Tramways Trusts
Act was, therefore, practicallv an arn~n:i
ment of the previous Act, and Tn this regard
he thought that the Attorney-General had
hardly put the matter fairly befoI;e the
Chamber.
As to the question \ f th:.; fXtension of the Government electric line, personall y, he though it would not affect tr.e
tramway interest in any way. The CO.1lpany served a district in the St. Kilda direction that was not served by the railways,
and that business would have to be carried
on still, so that the business of the company
would remain as before. From that point
of view the company should not be brought
into this discussion at all. He held that
it was purely a municipal question. The
whole of the metropolitan area had been
taken oyer, and money had 1:;.een borrowed
for constructing tram,,;ays therein by twelve
municip::tlities, and the idea had been that
the tramways throughout t11e metropolitan
J
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area should be under the supervision and
control of the one Tramways Trust. Under
these circumstances he thought that for the
Government to enter into competition with a
trust which had already invested a' large
sum of money in the tramway business
would not be fair or honorable. His attitude, however, was that he viewed the question as one which should be treated from the
municipal point of view.
Municipalities
were the proper bodies to control the present system, and they should control any
additions to it. He thought that the proposed new line pretty nearly amounted to a
breach of faith with the trust, although he
did not hold that there was very much in
that argument. He would, however, point
out that the company did not approach the
Government about the running of passengers from the Village Belle Hotel to the
St. Kilda railway station, but that it was
the Government who approached the company on that subject, and the company in a
confiding manner, had given a reply which
appeared to have been accepted. as satisfactory to everybody. Had the company
thought that there was likely to be any
backing down on the part of the Government they would not only have given that
memorandum which had been read, but they
also would have asked for a memorandum
on the subject from the Premier.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said that
he had no interest of a personal character
in the Tramway Company. He took an interest in it only as an individual citizen,
and as a member of this Chamber, and his
desire was to see that in legislating in regard to such matters they only did what
was right and fair between all parties.
There was a great deal of force in Mr.
Cain's argument. It appeared that after
the o~iginal Tramways Act was passed it
was found that it did not give sufficient
security for the municipalites who had to
find the money, and the municipalities,
therefore, sought to get their position
strengthened. Their position was strengthened by the passing of the Act of 1883.
With all deference to the Attorney-General,
he (~1r. Harwood) thought that the language of the section of the Act No. 786
which had been quoted was so clear that any
one who ran might read, and that the only
conclusion which could be arrived at from
reading the section was that it was not
only intended tal be, but actually was,
prohibitive of tramways being carried out
in the municipality of St. Kilda, and other
localities named in the future, except by
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the Tramways Trust. The clear meaning
of the section was that it forbade the con·
struction of tramways in such municipalities by other authorities.
The very
action of the Ministry in undertaking to
brin a in a Bill to carry out the proposed
line b showed that sometning was proposed
for which parliamentary sanction was
necessary.
The Hon. J. M. DAvlEs.-You cannot
construct anv railway without a Bill.
The Hon: T. C. HARWOOD said that"
apart from the arguments on the legaI
points, he thought that it would be for the
public convenienoe, and in the interests
of the public, that the proposed line should
be constructed, but if the Tramway Company could show that th~y would ?e I?rejudiced by the constructIOn of thIS hne,
through it interfering with their receipts,
or with the security of the municipalities,.
who found the money~ it would be the duty
of the community O,f a State, for. whose
benefit the line would be constructed, to
see that the Tramway Company was indemnified against loss. That was all he
wanted to contend for.
Holding that
view, he thought that the item should be
postponed until the Bill was introduced.
The Han. J. C. CAMPBELL remarked
that he, and other inhabitants of Brighton,
were partly responsible for this proposed
extension of the electric line. They had
interviewed the Premier, and proved to
him that it would be ridiculous for
Brighton residents to use an electric tram
that went only as far as the Village Belle
Hotel, and then have to change into a
cable tram, and change again at the railway station.
He very often drove past
the Village Belle Hotel, and never yet had
he seen many passengers starting from the
tram terminus.
Most of the passengers
using the cable tram were picked up'
along the roads and on the Esplanade.
There were no tramwavs conducted better
than those of the Melb;urne Tramwav and
Omnibus' Company. The travelling public;
were accommodated better in Melbourne·
than in any place he had visited in the olef
country.
The ladies told him that they
would not travel by the electric tram if they
had to change at the Village Belle Hotel'
and again at the St. Kilda railway sta60n.
When he was at home Mr. Mathieson, for·
merly a Railways Commissioner here, asked
him if the line to Elwood had ,·,et been oonstructed. He replied "No, but we haveevery hope of getting it." Mr. Mathiesol11
said that he did not believe that there was a
I
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Ene that would pay the Government better.
The "Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus
Company would lose very little indeed by
the construction of this line; it would not
make £5 difference in the year; whilst
,on the other hand it would be a great benefit to the residents of Brighton and of a
<certain part of St. Kilda.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE said that
when he spoke on this matter before he was
under the impression that there was a contract between the Government and the l\Ielbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company.
Evidently that was not the case. He re'Cognised the splendid manner in which the
<;able tramways were conducted, and he
would be the last to countenance anything
that was not straightforward. It was evident to anyone looking at the question that
the proper route for this line to take was
through Grey-street and down to the Village
Belle Hotel. A slight loss might be caused
to the Melbourne Tramwa v and Omnibus
Company, but it was so small that it w!:).')
hardly worth talking about. He would be
sorry to do anything that would militate
against the lHelbourne Tramway and" Omnibus Company, but he must vote with the
Government.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE remarked that
the proposal came be.fore the House last
year to construct a section of this line, and
he spoke and voted against it for two reasons. In the first place he considered it
an evasion of the Railways Standing Committee Act, and was of opinion that sooner
cr later the other section which was now proposed would be constructed, and that the
two things should be in one proposal. That
was exactly what had now come about. It
was absurd to have a line terminating at
the Vill:age Belle, as it would necessitate
passengers getting out at that hotel, transferring to the cable tramway, and then getting out again at the St. Kilda railway
station. Now he understood it was proposed
to electrify the St. Kilda rail way, and to
run an electric line practically from Flinders-street right through to Brighton. That
was undoubtedly the proper course. He
did not think the Tramways Trust would
ever be likely to construct a line to the district that lay beyond St. Kilda. The trust
had an opportunity of doing so, but failing
to do it the Government had stepped in,
and had every right to make this
<connexion.
The Hon. T. H. "PAYNE observed that
this proposal opened up a very large question. If the Goverrnnent contended that
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they had a legal right to construct tramways
beside the tramways of the Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company, there was no
security for the company at all. The Governm~nt might enter into competition with
the cable tramways on every line. The Government should recognise the moral right
of the company, even if there was no legal
right. A good deal of money had been advanced on the assumption that the Tramway
Company or its tram lines had a monopoly,
and it was only fair to the people who borrowed the money that their moral right
should be respected.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that all
things came to him who waited. The Railways Standing Committee had recommended
the electrification of the St. Kilda railway,
CLnd had also investigated the proposal to
extend the line from the present terminus
on towards Brighton. "He found, when that
subject was being investigated by the Committee, that he moved a motion in favour of
providing further facilities in St. Kilda to
meet the cable tramway competition, and
that electricity should be substituted for
steam as the motive power on the St. Kilda
railway, which should he extended to the
pier on the west side, and on through Grey
and Barkly streets on the south side. It
w.as now proposed by the Government to
carry out that recommendation. Last year
this recommendation was set aside by the
proposal brought in by the Government, and
necessaril y he opposed it with Mr. Crooke
and others, because he regarded it as stupid
to have a break of gauge, and to carry out
the proposal as then submitted. Now, he
found that what the Raihvays Standing
Committee had recommended was absolutely
to be carried out. Where was the l\lelbourn~
Tramway and Omnibus Company when all
the evidence wa.s being tClJken bv the Railways Standing Committee on this proposal?
There was not one "word of remonstrance offered.
The Hon. W. CAIN.-There is the Act of
Parliament.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-Where were
the directors of the Melbourne Tramway CLnd
Omnibus Company then? Thev could have
been heard if they wished. If there was
any legal responsibility and the matter had
been brought before the Railways Standing Committee it would have been fuliy inquired into. He was rather pleased to find
that the advice of the Railways Standing
Committee was being taken. That committee had done their duty. Thev had maintained that the St. Kilda~ railway should be
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electrified and extended.
The Melbourne already been touched upon how neatly the
Tramway and Omnibus Company appeared Government got out of putting the proposal
w hen the proposal to construct the ColI ing- before the Railways Standing Committee.
wood line was submitted, and thel op- Mr. Melyille had alluded to evidence taken
before the Committee on Electric Traction.
posed it.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES remarked that He (Mr. Manifold) was a member of that
when the particular clause referred to was committee, and the evidence there related not
passed by this House it w.as in a measure to electric tramways such as were proposed
Nobodv
amending the Local Government Act. The now, but to electric railways.
clause was put in in the Assembly and came now would have an objection to an electri'c
back to the Council. He would read what railway going through Grey-street down t6
Elwood, so long as it did not stop to pick
happened on that occasionup
passengers between the St. Kilda staMr. SARGOOD moved that the new clause
The
inserted by the Assembly, allowing tram- tion and the Village Belle Hotel.
wa ys to be constructed by the local coun- evidence given on the occasion reff'rred to
cil in any municipal district (except Fitzroy, related to an electric railway starting from
Collingwood, Prahran, Richmond, South Mel- Melbourne, and going through St. Kilda
bourne, Hotham, St. Kilda, Brunswick, Kew,
towards Elwooa.
It would be verv unHawthorn and S<tndridge), when authorized by
the Governor in Council, be amended by inserting fair if the Government competed witIl the
after "municipal district" the words "includ- Tramway Company by running an electric
ing the town of Geelong."
tramw,ay which would stop to pick up pasMr. MELVILLE said he did not see any reason sengers.
He hoped the Committee would
why the clause should not apply to all the municipal districts in the colony. It was true that the . adopt the motion to make the suggestion
Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus Company had to another place to omit this item.
power to construct tramways into districts exThe Hon. E. i\lILLER remarked that
cepted from the operation of the clause, but their there was a long discussion last session upon
power in the matter would die out in a few years.
Mr. SARGOOD suggested that the honorable the electric tramway proposed to be conmember might take the opportunity next session, structed from Brighton to the Village Belle
in connexion with the Amending Local Govern- Hotel. Mr. Melville seemed to approve of
ment Bill which it was intended to introduce, the whole line. He was rather astonished at
t') move the insertion of a clause to allow tram- the honorable member, who seemed to have
ways to be constructed by the council of every
municipal district without exception.
In the p~ssed over the Railways Standing ComIf the whole line was
meantime, no harm could be done by passing the mIttee altogether.
clause in the shape now proposed.
to be constructed at a cost of £27,000, it
It was cont'ended bv Mr. Harwood and should certainly be put before the Railways
He presumed the
others that the pas~ing of this clause in Standing Committee.
that sh~pe pl1even,ted Parliament giving any honorable member thought the Railwavs
power In a subsequent Act to the excepted Standing Committee could be passed over
municipal ities to construct tr,amways. Yet, in this case, because the work was to be an
when Mr. 'Melville wished to provide in this electric work. The Act last session said
clause that the municipalities should have specially that this was to be an electric
the power, Mr. Sargood pointed out that tramway, but for some reason the Govern?\1:r. 'Melville should take the opportunitv ment now called it an electric railway. If
in the following session, when there was to it was to be an electric tramway, it would
be an Amending Local Government Bill certainly be in opposition to the Tramwav
There was n~
introduced. to move the insertion of the and Omnibus Company.
clause referred to. Did anv honorable mem- doubt the Tramway Company, by their
The
ber imagine that Parliame~.t would consent Act, had been given a mono pol y .
section was as plain as could be to him.
to give a private company a monopoly?
The Hon. W. S. :MANIFOLD said in It said that tramways might be constructed,
spite of the Attorney-General's explanation, except in St. _Kilda and other places speciThe Government said thev did not
he could not help thinking that an ordi- fied.
nary person-an ordinary member of the propose to construct a tramway j "but what
public outside of Parliament, who did not was the difference in this case between a
He was altoread Hansard-would conclude that the sec- tramway and a railway?
tion in the Act quoted granted, or was in- gether against this railway, because it wa"
tended to grant, a monopoly.
He must not in keeping with the agreement with the
If the Tramwa,y
-confess that he believed so himself.
A Tramway COmp2Jl1Y.
project similar to this was brought up last Company had not got the section on which
year for an electric tramway from the Vil- they now relied put in, they would never
lage Belle towards Brighton.
It had ha ve borrowed money nor constructed

